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Associative Memory
Session Chairs: John G. Taylor
Shiro Usui

ORAL PRESENTATIONS

A perspective of associative learning:
Computational models and some applications
for color vision models
'S.Usui, 'S.Nakauchi and 2 H.Szu
'Department of Information and Computer Sciences,
Toyohashi University of Technology
1-1 Hibarigaoka Tempaku Toyohashi 441, Japan
'Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren Division,
Code B44, White Oak, Silver Spring, MD 20903-5640
Abstract-We consider associative learning mechanisms and some of the computational
"learning" methods for synaptic weight updates. Associativity between an input or several
inputs and output is important for self-organization in both biological and artificial neural
networks is considered from that perspective. Several applications to color vision models
are illustrated.

1

Introduction

We consider artificial neural networks (ANN) from the viewpoint of updating synaptic weights. One
of the major attributes of ANN that differs from traditional computer architectures is their distributed
memory. In fact, the fundamental fault tolerance of ANN is due to the storage method -"write outer
products and read an inner product". The most popular model of synaptic plasticity is due tu Hebb
(1949). He hypothesized that neuronal synaptic plasticity during the learning process results when a
pre-synaptic input causes firing of the post-synaptic neuron. Mathematically, this process is commonly
denoted as follows:
Awij oC yixj
(1)
where the outer product is between the net input zj, the weighted sum over all other neuron outputs yi.
Here, we call attention to the importance of the modelling of the synaptic weights. During the past
two decades, increased interest and success in neurobiological studies of learning have revealed relevant
biophysical and biochemical mechanisms at several levels: subcellular, cellular and network. The discovery
of Synapsin lib by Paul Greengard and his colleagues at Rockefeller University (Han et al., 1991), adds
additional perspective to the development of this fast moving field.
From a network perspective, evidence accumulated in the last decade suggests that a fixed layered
architecture and small perturbation bilinear learning, as described by Eq.(1) have limited computational
capability and are unlikely to lead us onto the path to full nonlinear animal intelligence. Recent efforts in
pruning the interconnections of ANN (e.g. ten papers in IJCNN-93 Nagoya) demonstrate the awareness
of the ANN community of the importance of self-organization in layered architectures. For many network
architectures, the switching off of existed interconnections is much easier (Szu, 1989) than to build up
the network from no connections.

2

Computational perspective of associative learning

Hebbian and Hebbian-like learning are popular in the artificial neural network field, despite the growing
body of evidence biological associative learning mechanisms are not Hebbian in either invertebrates or
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mammals. Rather, memory traces in the animal brain appear to be dispersed and stored in specific local
aggregates of synaptic sites.
Modeling and simulation studies based on the experimental neurobiological data is now being applied
to explore the mechanisms of biologically realistic neural network capable of associative learning (Werness
et al., 1992, 1993; Sakakibara et al., 1993). Examples of successful ANN based on these principles include
Dystal (Blackwell et al., 1992; Alkon et al., 1990, 1994) and ART and its variants (Carpenter and
Grossberg, 1991).
Here, however, we concentrate on traditional simple Hebbian learning and some of its variants.
2.1

Simple Hebbian learning

We start by considering a linear neuron model whose output is determined by weighted sum of the
incoming signals:

wii = wtX.

Y=

(2)

i= 1

The most simple mathematical form for Hebbian learning is described with pre- and post-synaptic activities, as follows:
Aw = aym.
(3)
This rule can be averaged over an ensemble of incoming signals {a}, assuming the time course of learning
is much longer than the time interval of a signal ensemble.
dw

=< Aw >= aQw,

where Q =< xx t >;

covariance matrix of x.

(4)

Viewed another way, the simple Hebbian learning rule updates the connection strength w so as to
maximize the output variance because
dwi
e9E
2
--,
where E =< y >= WtQW.
(5)
One problem with this rule is that the connection strengths can increase without bound.

2.2

Hebbian learning that computes principal components

Oja (1989) proposed a Hebbian learning rule for extracting the first principal component vector of the
input distribution. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a standard statistical technique for finding
a set of linear orthogonal projections in the direction which gives the maximum variation in the inpuL
distribution. Extraction the principal component vector is, thus, equivalent to finding wi which maximize
the output variance < y2 >, subject to the constraint that the norm of weight vector is one. He analyzed
the simple Hebbian learning rule which rescales each updated weight to maintain the norm of the weight
vector equal to one:
AW,= a(yxr - y 2 w1 ).
(6)
He proved that according to this learning rule, the weight vector tends to the first principal component
vector of the input distribution if the initial weight vector is not orthogonal to it.
It is noteworthy that PCA is closely related to Infomax principle (Linsker, 1988); the maximum
information preservation is achieved through PCA in the case of Gaussian input with Gaussian noise
added to each input.

2.3

Anti-Hebbian learning

Barlow and F6ldidk (1989) showed that a network with lateral feedback connections successfully decorrelates the input using anti-Hebbian learning. The output of the decorrelating network yi is determined
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by the external input xi and also by the feedback from other outputs yj through connections wij:
N

j=',joi
Feedback connections wii are updated according to the following anti-Hebbian learning rule except for
self-feedback connections wti:

Aw, = -ayi~j

(i # j).

(8)

If a is sufficiently small, the feedback connections will change proportionally to the correlation between
the outputs and the network can reach stable state when the outputs are uncorrelated: < yiyj >= 0.

3

Some applications in color vision models

A model of color vision which incorporates both Hebbian learning for PCA and anti-Hebbian learning to
decorrelate the output. These learning rules are successfully applied to self-organization of color receptive
fields and extracting invariant color information to achieve color constancy.

3.1

Self-organization of color receptive fields

Several authors (Field, D.J., 1987; Barrow, H.G., 1987; Linsker, 1988; Atick, J.J. and Redlich, A.N., 1991)
have shown that spatial characteristics of self-organized receptive fields depends largely on the spatial
correlation between pixels of images in the learning data. In this section, we attempt to explain how the
characteristics of color receptive fields relates to the function of the visual system through unsupervised
learning process based on Infomax principle (Usui et al., 1993).
We consider a linear network model which consists of two layers. The input layer has three color planes
which correspond to two dimensional arrays of red, green and blue cones, respectively. Each output unit
connects with all of cones in input layer. As described in section 3.2, if the input and the noise are assumed
to have Gaussian distributions, the mutual information between input and output has maximum value
when the synapse strengths correspond to the principal vector. We employed GHA (Sanger, 1989) to
update the connection strengths. This allows the network to learn a set of the weights which converge
precisely to the principal vectors in descending eigenvalue order. We used random color noise images as
training data with both spatial and chromatic correlation between three types of cones. Color receptive
fields grow depending not only on spatial correlation but also on the chromatic correlation between three
kinds of cones. We defined the statistics of random color noise images using the correlation between
responses of two cones located at different positions. The spatio-chromatic correlation is described as a
multiplication of spatial correlation by chromatic correlation.
Figure 1 shows the synapse strengths self-organized by GHA using 2500 random color noise images.
The initial synapse strengths are set randomly, the size of the color plane is 7 x 7 pixels and the number
of output cells is 15. Number in the figure corresponds to the descending eigenvalue order, that is, the
first output cell preserves the most information about the variance of the input. This result suggests that
the first output cell preserves the most information based on the achromatic stimuli, that is, achromatic
signal contains the most information about the input image. On the other hand, no.2 and 8 can be
interpreted as Y-B and R-G chromatic opponent types, respectively. Furthermore, no.5, 6 and 13 can be
interpreted as Y-B and R-G color contrast detectors which correspond to double-opponent cells found in

blob in V1.
3.2

A decorrelating network model for color constancy

Another neural network model, one for color constancy (Usui et al., 1992), decorrelates the triplet of cone

responses to colored objects through anti-Hebbian learning.
The model structure and the learning rule are slightly different from the original (Barlow and F6ldiik,
1989). The network has three bias units with modifiable connections bi and output units with asymmetric
feedback connections wij, as shown in Fig.2. Each external input xi is transformed into an internal signal
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Fig.1. Color receptive fields self-organized by GHA using random color noise images. The size of
each square indicates the absolute value of connection strengths between an output unit and each
cone array in the input layer. Black and gray indicate positive and negative value, respectively.
Some units exhibit both chromatic and spatial opponency similar to that of double-opponent cells
found in VI.
yi = z + bi which is fed to the output unit. Each network output zi is determined by the internal signal
y!and the weighted sum of the outputs of other units as follows:
= Y, + E

tijZj.

(9)

z = (w + b) + wz,

(10)

In matrix form,
where wn is a lower triangular matrix. After the initial transient, we can write the network output as

Z =V(-

(11)Y

where I is the unit matrix.
All connections are modified according to the anti-Hebbian rule. The external input is transformed
into a zero-mean signal by setting the bias connections bi to the mean value of each input signal. The
learning rule for bias connections is
(12)
Abi = -ayi,
where a is the learning rate. The feedback connections wij are modified in order to uncorrelate network
outputs:
a

i>j;

_--aSt (y-

k),

i=j.

Note that the modification rule for self-feedback connections Awi has a constant value k which controls
the gain of the network's output; that is, the power of each output approaches to k during learning
process.
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Fig.2. Structure of the network model
which has three bias and output units with
modifiable connections. The external input
is transformed into a ero-mean signal, and
feedback connections uncorrelate the network's output through anti-Hebbian learnin.
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Fig.3. Color differences due to the change in illuminant for input and output data (Munsell
Value=5) plotted on uV' chromaticity diagram. Dotted and solid lines show the data for daylight
and colored (fluorescent and incandescent) light, respectively. The network removes the effect of
change in illuminant color through anti-Hebbian learning which decorrelates the inputs.
To train the network, we used the triplet of red, green and blue cone responses to 1569 Munsell color
chips under one white and two colored illuminants: daylight (white), incandescent light (yellowish) and
fluorescent light (bluish). We first set the strength of all connections to zero and train the network using
white daylight data. We employ the strength of connections of the network after learning the daylight
data as an initial condition for other learning simulations; the network is retrained using fluorescent light
data or incandescent light data from the initial condition.
After training, each network is adapted to daylight, fluorescent and incandescent light, respectively. In
order to evaluate the invariability of color representation by network's output quantitatively, we measure
the color differences in input and output space of the network on the CIE u'Y' chromaticity diagram
between two pairs: daylight-fluorescent lights and daylight-incandescent lights. Figure 3 shows the
input and output data of a constant value plane for daylight-fluorescent and daylight-incandescent pairs.
Each grid in the figure shows the constant hue and chroma locus. Input distribution strongly depends
on the illuminant color, for instance, the input distribution of the fluorescent light shifts to bluish and
that of the incandescent light shifts to yellowish from the distribution of the daylight data. By contrast,
the output distribution remains almost the same despite the change in illuminant. This means that
the network achieved color constancy by decorrelating the cone responses which strongly depend on the
illuminant color.

4

Conclusion

Several aspects of associative learning have been illustrated from the computational points of view. Our
ultimate goal is to obtain insights into biological associative memory; insights that are useful for electronic
computing rather for duplicating biological computing. Neuroanatomical investigations have revealed a
vast spectrum of biological neurons and a number of different memory mechanisms have been proposed.
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Further important discoveries are on the horizon. However, for computationally tractable neuron models
and architectures, it is incumbent on the engineer to extract salient features and mechanisms from biology
that are not to be replicated slavishly, but rather to serve as the basis for elucidating principles that can
be transformed into effective algorithms. It is important that, in this endeavor, we try to captured the
simplest possible learning mechanism. We hope that readers will be stimulated to join us in this endeavor.
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Abstract
This paper, describes a connectionist model of the interaction between long and short term
memory. The proposed model addresses both issues of old memory utilization and novel memory
consolidation. It comprises two different auto-associator network components; one for short term
memory (STM) and one for long term memory (LTM). The STM network component uses a
Hebbian type fast learning algorithm, while the LTM component uses the relatively slow Mean
Field Theory algorithm (Peterson and Hartman 1989). Both components have the same twolayer network architecture comprising an input layer and an hidden layer. Previous modelling
attempts put the interaction between LTM and STM at the connection level (e.g. GardnerMedwin 1989). In this paper we promote the idea that it is more advantageous to define this
interaction at the node level using old memory traces to store new ones.

1

STM, LTM and Their Interaction Processes

In every day life humans make use of a short term memory store with relatively limited storage
capacity. This store is assumed to contain information related to individual events of the near past.
Memories from this store contain a high degree of detail and they are stored and accessed relatively
quickly. STM memory traces are relatively short lived compared to the bulk of knowledge which
refers to the individual's complete record of knowledge. This knowledge is stored in a relatively high
capacity long term memory device. STM is assumed to hold event specific information while LTM
plays the role of a generalization device, where current information is judged against the complete set
of one's past experience. There is a constant flow of information between STM and LTM. In order to
interpret and respond to current events, we utilize our past experience. The current stimulus evokes
a long term memory response which is bound with the incoming information and creates a temporary
new vnemory troce, We call the flow of information froultthe LTM to the STM the Binding Process
(BP). The information provided by the LTM can be a number of things. For example when a natural
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language processing application domain is concerned, the LTM trace may contain lexicon related
information necessary for the appropriate input categorization. As is mentioned above information
in STM is short lived and unless it is transferred into a more permanent store it will be lost. It
is therefore reasonable to assume that there is a complement to the BP process, which we call the
Consolidation Process (CP), which facilitates flow of information from the STM to the LTM thus
enabling incremental LTM learning. Our proposed model relates to previous models in that it uses
two sets of synapses, one for STM and one for LTM. Next we describe briefly what we consider
to be the two major contributions in this area, we identify their limitations and we discuss specific
modelling issues related to the BP and CP processes.

2

Doubly Modifiable Synapses

Hinton and Plaut in Hinton and Plaut 1987 describe a network where each synapse has two adaptive
weights. One weight changes slowly and reflects storage of long term knowledge, while the other
weight is fast changing and stores only temporary knowledge. Their approach focuses on the effects
of novel memory acquisition on older memory traces. Adding new memories to a network without
re-training on the old ones results in information loss. Their proposed solution uses the fast weights
to cancel out the changes on the old memory traces during recent learning. The fast weights serve
as a rehearsal device which enables selective retraining on old memories. In our model we also use
fast weights as a rehearsal device but to rehearse newly acquired memories. The problem of adding
new memories without disturbing the old ones is known as the "catastrophic forgetting" problem
and it constitutes a major modelling issue with respect to CP. Gardner-Medwin in Gardner-Medwin
1989 approaches the problem of STM-LTM interaction also using doubly modifiable connections.
Each connection is equipped with a temporary and a persistent weight which have a multiplicative
effect on the node activation. The proposed model engages a selective consolidation algorithm which
enables LTM incremental storage without "catastrophic forgetting" effects, a solution extensively
discussed in French 1991. However, the model fails to identify the significance of LTM in STM
performance, which becomes almost independent of the amount of LTM experience. It is important
to note here, that Hinton and Plaut have chosen to effectively use one learning rule for both sets of
their weights as did Gardner-Medwin. Our approach is different, two completely different learning
regimes are employed for STM and LTM respectively. Our motivation behind the use of different
learning regimes was the understanding that we are effectively modelling two systems with completely
different properties. Our understanding of connectionist tools available for the modelling task clearly
indicated that a fast, Hebbian type learning rule is required for modelling STM. A repetitive training
regime which will enable a network to "discover" hidden regularities in the data domain is necessary
for modelling LTM. Our choice of network architecture was a natural consequence of our continuing
line of work. Next we describe in turn the LTM and STM components focusing our attention on
the issues related to our final modelling goal.

3

Incremental Learning in MFT auto-associators

The network architecture of both the LTM and the STM component is shown in Figure 1. It
comprises of an input layer fully connected to an hidden layer.
The LTM network is trained to function as an autoassociator device and generalize over a set of
input patterns (memories) using the MFT approximation algorithm (Peterson and Hartman 1989).
As is the case with back-propagation type auto-associators (French 1991) the LTM network suffers
from memory loss when new memories are added without retraining on the old memories. Using an
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Figure 1: Auto-associator Network with Hidden Layer, Both components of our model have the
same architecture.
ABA type learning procedure it is shown in Levy and Bairaktaris 1992 that if there is structure in
the A and B memory sets the effects of forgetting can be reduced, but by no means eliminated. Let
us now consider the problem within the context of STM-LTM interaction where another possibility
is raised. As was mentioned previously, successful interpretation of novel stimuli relies heavily on
past experiences. This observation is the basis of our solution to the problem of sequential learning.
Consider a network already trained to a set of patterns A. The network is then shown a pattern
from a different set B, to which the network will respond erroneously because it has not been trained
on set B. The response of the network depends on the formation of a hidden representation which
is essentially the network's view of the novel input. If during training with set B we do not disturb
this "view", we effectively reduce the interference between old and new memories to a minimum.
To test our hypothesis, two sets of patterns A and B were generated. Each set comprised 10 binary
vectors each comprising 20 input features. Structure was built into each set by means of correlation
between the patterns (Levy and Bairaktaris 1992). The training and testing procedure involved the
following steps:
*Test the network's recall performance on set A before any training is done (Stage A).
*Train the network to set A and test its recall performance on set A (Stage B).
*Test the network's recall performance on set B and record the hidden layer representation that
corresponds to each pattern in B (Stage C).
*Train the network to set B by forcing it to use the hidden layer representations recorded at
stage C and subsequently test its recall performance on set B (Stage D).
*Test the network's recall performance on set A in order to determine the effect of set B on the
old memories (Stage E).
When using the standard MFT learning process, the network is allowed to decide freely upon
the hidden representations it will use in order to encode the regularities in the domain. In our
method, every time the network is trained to a new data set it is forced to use the specific hidden
representations that emerge from memories already in store. During our simulations the above
procedure was repeated several times for a number of different data sets and network sizes. In all
cases the "catastrophic" forgetting effect was reduced significantly. Figure 2 shows the average recall
error for sets A and B during stages A through to E, for a network with 30 hidden units and average
int ra-set correlation of 50% . The average recall error shows the quality of the memory representations
in store. It is determined by cueing the network with every memory from the respective data set
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Figure 2: The effect of using previous internal representations on catastrophic forgetting
and computing the average bitwise difference between the memory and the recall pattern. Using the
standard MFT training method the "interference" error of set B on the older memories of set A is
measured at 14%. This effectively corresponds to a complete elimination of set A from memory given
that for the particular network configuration average recall of set A before training was measured
at 22%. On the other hand, when using the new method which utilizes older information the effect
of learning set B on older memories from set A was measured to an average of 4%.
So far we have made the assumption that set of memory patterns become available instantly.
Clearly, this is not the case. Each set is formed gradually and a Short Term store is required where
B set and its internal representations can be stored temporarily and at completion rehearsed into
LTM. We will use the short term memory component of our model for this purpose.

4

Bidirectional Two-Layer Autoassociators

In Bairaktaris 1990 it is shown that bidirectional multi-layer auto-associators combined with Randomized Internal Representation and trained with the "covariance" adaptation rule (Hopfield 1982)
can store and recall correlated memory patterns. Each memory vector is associated with a random
hidden vector and by means of a bidirectional evaluation process (Kosko 1988) the network functions as an autoassociative memory. Further investigation (Bairaktaris 1993) has shown that the
storage capacity of this class of networks is equivalent to the one observed for Hopfield networks.
The particular network architecture used for our model is shown in Figure 1. It comprises an input
layer of nodes fully connected to a hidden layer. In Levy and Bairaktaris 1991 it was shown that the
network's storage and recall performance is not compromised if during encoding the hidden representations emerging from an MFT network were used instead of random internal vectors. Everything
is now in place in order to present our model of STM-LTM interaction in detail.
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5

STM-LTM Interaction

Our complete network model has two sub-network components described in the previous two sections.
These two components have the same architecture and they interact using a "copy" function via
their internal representations. There are two basic processes fundamental to STM-LTM interaction,
the Binding and Consolidation Processes. We will describe them in this order.
5.1

The Binding Process

A cue pattern from the environment is received and is submitted to the LTM component. LTM is
evaluated in the standard MFT procedure and forms a "view" of the input by means of generating
an internal representation. This internal representation is "copied" onto the internal layer of the
STM component. At this point weight modifications occurred in STM in order to encode the current
pattern. Note that the particular encoding rule used in STM allows incremental learning without
"catastrophic" forgetting effects as long as the network's capacity is not exceeded. This "copying"
process corresponds to a binding mechanism, during which long term knowledge is associated with
current information. This association will become permanent when the memories from the STM
component move onto the LTM. In order to avoid duplication of encoding in STM, whenever a
previously seen recent input arrives, a novelty detection control device such as the one described in
Carpenter and Grossberg 1988 can be employed.

5.2

Novel Memory Acquisition

Having a set of memories and their corresponding internal representations stored in the STM component enables us to rehearse them and store them in LTM. The actual internal representations used
for storage are the ones LTM itself has provided, thus guaranteeing minimum interference with older
memory traces. The use of a bidirectional auto-associator enables us to evoke recently stored STM
memory traces in their order of acquisition and without using external stimulation (Kosko 1988).
In this way a input pattern and the corresponding internal representation are generated in the STM
component and they are both copied onto the corresponding sites in the LTM component. Learning
in LTM occurs by clamping both the input and internal node activations and modifying the weights
using the XIFT algorithm.

6

Further Discussion

The model described above is intended to be used as a connectionist modelling tool and it can be
applied into a number a domains. For example consider the problem of syntax categorization and
novel input acquisition. The LTM component may be used to store information about already known
words (e.g. cat-noun, go-verb). When a novel word arrives, the LTM component uses its current
knowledge and "context" to categorize the current word into one of the existing categories. This
categorization information is represented at the internal representation level. This information is
stored in the STM and subsequently moved onto the LTM. There is a further issue which relates to
the "copying" processes described above. The architecture of both the STM and the LTM component
is identical and in this sense one could describe our model in terms of a single network with doubly
modifiable connections which have independent effects, their interaction being at the node level.
However, there are a number of synchronization problems involved in such an interpretation which
require careful consideration.
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Abstract
A Hopfield network is considered as a linear system with a nonlinear feedback controller. The
sufficient conditions for the stability of these nonlinear systems require the feedback nonlinearity
to satisfy a certain type of sector condition. This known result is applied to analyse the global
asymptotic stability of a Hopfleld network, obtaining conditions for testing the stability of the
equilibrium points and their regions of attractions. These conditions do not require symmetric
interconnection matrices.

1

Introduction

The stability properties of Hopfield networks have been studied considering the Lyapunov direct
methods [1]. On the other hand, if the Hopfield network is recasted as a linear system with
a nonlinear state feedback controller, then some interesting results can be applied to analyse the
stabilliy of the network. It is well known that the sufficient condition for stability of these nonlinear
systems requires the feedback nonlinearities to satisfy a certain type of sector condition [21[3].
This paper outline the application of these known results to analyse the stability of the Hopfield
networks, obtaining sufflient conditions for the asymptotic stability of its equilibrium points, and
some criteria to estimate the size of the stability region.
The paper is organized as follow: Section 2 describes the structure of a Hopfield network.

Section 3 describes the sufficient conditions for stability of nonlinear feedback systems. Section 4
describes the results for the Hopfield networks based on the sector conditions, and finally in section
5 some conclusions are given.

2

Hopfield Network Structure

The discrete time Hopfield network is defined by a set of n scalar equations described in vector
notation as

U(k + 1) = AU(k) + WG(U(k)) + B

(1)

where U = (ul,... ,UT, A = diag[a,... ,a,], W E R"" (we do not require W to be symetric),

and G = diag[.g,..., g].
°Submitted to the WCNN, San Diego, U.S.A. June-1994
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The nonlinear function g(.), i = 1,2,... ,n are assumed to satisfy the following conditions:

it)

ui9f.(U > 0 ) YUjER
. >li
= sgnl(ui)

iv)

g

i)

for a stat U ER
In or
sufficient that

4)1 i

(2)

VuiE

equilibrium state of thesytem (), it is necesary and

to be
an

Um = AU* + WG(U) + B

(3)

we assume that a given U" is an isolated equilibrium state, i.e. there exist an r > 0 such that the
region

B(U,r) C R

B f U{ lU - U'11 < r}

(4)

contains no equilibria other than U'.
Fora given equilibrium point U*, with coordinate trandormation X = U - U', equation (1)
can be written as
(5)
X(k + 1) = AX(k) + WG(X(k))
where 6 (X) = G(X + U') - G(U*). Obviously, X = 0 defines an equlibrium point of (5) and

G(0) = 0

3

The sector conditions in nonlinear discrete systems

Consider the following sequence

z(k + 1) = f( (k))

(6)

and assume that f(z(k)) satisfy the sector condition, i.e. f(z) E C(R), f(0) = 0, and 0 < LW <
K, Vz e R. If K < 1, then the sequence z(k) defined as
z(k + 1) = Kz(k)

(7)

converge to xero. Considering z(O) = z(0), and using equations (6) ,(7) and f(z) < Kx, the
following relationships are obtained
x(1) = f(z(0)) < Kz(0) = Kz(0) = z(1)
z(2) = f(z(1)) < Kz(1) < Kz(1) = z(2)

Z(k)

=

(8)

f(z(k - 1)) < Kz(k - I) < Kz(k - 1) = z(k).

Thus, as z(k) converges to zero, then z(k) converge to zero. This result can be extended to
maltivariable nonlinear discrete systems.
A nominal deacription of a nonlinear discrete system, which consist of linear dynamic elements
in the forward path and a memoryless nonlinearity, with multiple non-linearities fl, f2,...,
composing a vector non-linearity F, in the feedback path, is defined by

X(k + 1) = AX(k) + BF(Y(k))
Y(k) = 6X(k)
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where X e r, A E.Re Xm ,B E R' x , Y c-R , and C E Ir x". The nonlinearity P e NK, where
NK is the family of all non-linearitius : Jr -#R" with the following properties:
i) F(Y) C.C(R9 )
ii)
iii)

F(O)= 0

(10)

T E (0,
i()U
hi) V

ER,
A

0Vi -,...,m

and the motion X(k, X0,P) of (9) through X(0) exist, and is defined on R+ and is unique for every
X(O) E Jr.
The global stability of the system (9) has been studied by several researcher- [21 [31, and the
main result can be sumarized in the following theorem, which place no restriction on the derivative
of the nonlinearity and gives a sufficient condition for the system to be globally asymptotically
stable.
Theorem 1 The origen of the nonlinear system (9) isglobally asymptotically stable if
1) The elements of K satisfy the ineqality iii) of (10).

2)1(A-+ h/td)lHi < 1
3) RAIli < 1
Proof:
Let PF = diag{ I,•,(..,I

then equation (9) can be written as an autonomous system
X(k + 1) = (A + bP,)X(k)

Ifconditions 2) and 3) aresatisy then (A +pdC)I,
condition 1). Thus, the sequence defined by (12)

< 1 for a

(11)

thenotie

liX(k + 1)11 5 N(A + J§A j)IlijX(k)It

ying

(12)

convergsto zero.*

4

Verifying the sector conditions in Hopfield networks

The Hopfield network described by (5) isa nonlinear system with m = n, = A, 6 = I, b - W,
and P=G.
Thus, applying the results obtained for the autonomous system (9), the following results are
obtained for the Hopfield network.
Theorem 2

he equ

rium point U* of tke system (5) is globally asymptotically table if
A + WKi < 1

herK = 6(U*)
Proof
li

isde induced

of a

[atriz[4
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(13)

The linearized equation of (5) around the equilibrium X = 0 is
Z(k + 1) = AZ(k) + WKZ(k)

(14)

where K = G(X)Ixo = G'(UO). Let

H(Z(k)) = AZ(k) + WKZ(k),

(15)

and, Z, and Z2 bea rbitrarly points in a neighborhood of X = 0, then

IIH(ZI(k)) - H(Z2 (k))R < HA + WKfIIIZi(k)
< pZI(k) - 7 2 (k)li,

-

Z2 (k)lj

(16)

p< 1

which implies that H is contraction mapping. Thus, the origen of the linearized system is asymptoticaly stable, then the origen of the system (5) is also a uniformly asymptoticaly stable (41.*
Theorem 3 For a given equilibrium point U', there can exist no other equilibrium point of the
system defined by (5) in the same quadrant, if

1) IIAII < 1
2) IIA + WRII, < 1
where H = diag[J(',.,"~J
Proof:
The equation of the Hopfield network (5) and equation (9) have the same structure. Let h

=-

this means that

0: _

(.

< h,

Vi = 1,...,m

(17)

for all z, see figure 1, such that

U! < zi : 0 if
-oo:5 u! if

u >O
:4j< 0.

(10

Heace, from Theorem 1, conditions 2) and 1) are sufficient conditions for establishing the asymptotic
stability of X = 0 in the region defined by (18), i.e. for all U in the same quadrant of the equilibrium
point U*. Thus, as X = 0 is asymptotically stable in this region, there is no other equilibrium
point in it. *
The conditions giving by Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 are interrelated because G(U " ) < H.
Thus, if the system meets the condition of Theorem 3, then it satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2
as well.

5

Conclusions

In this paper the conditions obtained to analyse the stability of a nonlinear feedback system were
applied to analyse the asymptotic stability of the Hopfield network equilibrium points, demonstrating no only the effect of the matrices involved, but also the importance of the nonlinear function.
The stability conditions and confinement of the stability region to an especific quadrant are reduced
to test the induced norm of a matrix, which depends on the matrices of the discrete time Hopfield
networks and the nonlinearties. The conditions obtained can be used in any design procedure.
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Figure 1: Nonlinearity and the change of coordinates
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Abstract A computationally verifiable test is proposed to determine whether or not a given set of
heteroassociative pattern pairs can be completely stored and recalled through a bidirectional associative memory
(BAM). This test is not only capable of exploring the maximal storage capacity of the BAM, but can also generates
automatically a specific symmetric or asymmetric encoding scheme whenever it exists. Theoretical analysis and
simulation results all demonstrate that the BAM models deduced from the proposed test outperforms the existing
variants of the BAM in terms of storage capacity and error-correction capability.

1. Introduction
As well known, bidirectional associative memory (BAM) behaves as a heteroassociative pattern matcher which

stores a given set of pattern pairs {(X°° , Y"*): k= 1, 2,..., P} in the encoding matrices (weight matrices) A and B
and then recalls them through the evolution of the system
X(t+l) = sgn(AY(t) -T)
Y(t+ I) =sgn(BX(t) - S).

(1.1)
(1.2)

Extended on the Hopfield net [1-21, the original BAM [3-41 used the symmetric Hebbian encoding
P

S

B

P
T =O

T

(1.3)

W1-1

for storing pattern pairs. However, such an encoding scheme does not guarantee the recall of all training pairs
unless the pattern vectors are orthogonal or the pattern number P is very small.
Over the years, other symmetric encoding schemes [4-71 have been proposed for improving the storage
capacity of the BAM. Though these proposed techniques improve the capacity of the BAM to a certain degree, they
still do not guarantee the recall of all training pairs.
The requirement of a symmetric encoding scheme limits intrinsically the capacity of the BAM. To enlarge
capacity, the BAM with an asymmetric encoding scheme, called the asymmetric bidirectional associative memory
(ABAM), which can assure the recall of all linearly independent training pairs has recently been proposed (8]. In
that model, the weight matrices are encoded as
A =IH(X, Y), B =H ,(Y, X)

(1.4)

where Hp(Y, X) is an interpolation operator defined recursively by a learning algorithm. Oh and Kothari 191 also
suggested the use of a pseudo-relaxation learning algorithm to encode arbitrarily given training patterns.
An outstanding problem of the BAM model, regardless of which encoding scheme we are using, is that not
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any given set of training patterns can be stored in a BAM. It is thus imperative to know under what conditions a
given set of training patterns can be stored. We present in this paper the necessary and sufficient conditions for
storing a given set of training patterns in a BAM. In addition, we make such conditions computationally verifiable.
Furthermore, whenever a given set of training patterns is justified to be encoded in a SAM, a corresponding

encoding scheme will be consequently generated. Without loss of generality, we consider both the asymmetric and

symmetric encodings in our discussion.
2. Asymmetric and Symmetric Encodings of the BAM
2.1. Standard Form of the Asymmetric Encoding
Given a set of training patterns ((Xou, Ym): k=1, 2, ..., P}, where XouE{-l, I}N and Yk)1, 1)m for
any k. Suppose this set of patterns can be completely recalled by means of a BAM (1.1)-41.2). Then each pair
(Xou, You) is a bidirectionally stable state of the BAM. That is,

=1,2,..,,kl2...P(21
i-k
IJ bA -9,~~s)>~O,

Y'-

%Y

>0, i = 1,2,....N k - 1,2,...,P

(2.2)

Thus the consistency of systems (2.1)-(2.2) is the necessary and sufficient condition for a BAM to completely store

and recall all pattern pairs (Xou, You).
To rake sure that the consistency of systems (2.1)42.2) can be checked by a computational test, particularly
the one developed in this paper, we need to rewrite (2.1)42.2) into a typical form as follows:

where

x=

{Di(Y)XT ]1 > 0, i = 1,2, ..,M

(2.3)

{Dj(X)YT}Aj > 0, j = 1,2 ...,N

(2.4)

'"
=
-1 1. .xo
1=

Y=

r -1

Di(Y) -diag{Y[

""
..')

...,xn

= IU), YM,...,

,Y",Y

1
D(X =diagOX
,xq,

in ,

= 1,2,...,M

3,X , j = 1,2,...,N.

And..

j=1,2,...,N.)

-(2,
(i,) . . . b o, , i =1,2,...,M)
are respectively the augmented matrices of
A = (aiNM and B = (bX,".
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To take into account of the robustness and error-correction capability requirement of the model, (2.3) and (2.4)
can be constrained by an arbitrarily chosen value ea0 as follows:
{DI(Y)XT), > e, i = 1,2...,M

(2.5)

A > e, j - 1,2,...,N.

(2.6)

(Dj(X)
2.2. Standard Form of the Symmetric Encoding

Extended on the discussion of the asymmetric formulation, the necessary and sufficient conditions for (1. 1)(1.2) to admit a symmetric encoding is that the following inequalities all hold:
{Dj(Y)XT)Aj > 0, 1 - 1,2,...,.M

(2.7)

Dj(X)Y)Aj>o, j - 1,2,...,N

(2.8)

A1(j) = Al(i), i = 1,2,...,M, j = 1,2,...,N

(2.9)

where

A(o) =bo,

A,(i) = a,.

It should be noted that (2.9) only refers to those indices i and j such that i<M and j <N, althoughf3,(N+1) =si
and A(MI) = tj have been defined for any i= 1, 2 ... , M and j- 1, 2, ..., N.
To rewrite (2.7)-(2.9) as a standard form, we let
•M = ( 1,.....
1 .. I)TER,

and

xi=(),x,,...,xiI,
y

=y(,)

RN

1, 1 ....

eN=(

i=1,2...,

yC,),.... y')Tt j 11,2,...,M.

Observe that the inequalities (2.7) can be expressed as

0

IDMP'1

0o

...

1) ...
(D2(Y)X

...

DM

0

A1

(0)

0

B2

-

0

XT)

and (2.9) implies that
A,= (1i),

(i)D....Ib(i), V)T i=1,..M

and consequently, {Dj(X)f) AJ > 0, for any jE(1, NJ can be written as
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0

(2.10)

[O(Dj(X)Y.) O(D.(X)Y 2)

>O(D(X)Y,)
o.

0(1K)ep)]

(2.11)

T
where, for any i E [1, NJ and j E j 1, M], 0(D(X)Yj) (resp. Dj(X)ev) denotes the P x (N + 1) matrix deduced from the
Px(N+I) zero matrix by replacing its ith column with the vectcz j(X)Yj (resp. Di(X)ep). By replacing 0 by the
parameter E, the system of inequalities (2.7)-(2.9) then can be written as follows:
(D1(Y)Xr

o

0

...

12(')}.

O(D
2(X)Y)

0

o

0

... D,(Y)XT }

0

0

0

e
A

0

a

(2.12)

.

o(D
2(X)Y2) ... O(D
2(X)Yx) O(-D 2 (Xe)

0(DN(X)Y 1) 0(D2(X)Y) ... O(D2(X)Y)

0(-D(X)ep)

T

a

Clearly, once (2.12) is consistent, any of its solutions (B1, S, T') gives a symmetric encoding of the BAM
(1.1)-(1.2). The consistency of the system (2.12) and a computational test for the complete recall of all training
patterns of the BAM in (1. 1)-(1.2) are discussed in the following section
3. Consistency Condition and Computational Test for the Complete Recall of All Patterns
In this section, we first state conditions under which the system of inequalities (2.5)-(2.6) associated with the
BAM (1.1)-(1.2) is consistent. We then propose a computational test for the complete recall of all patterns in the
BAM.
Theorem 1. The pattern set {(Xw, Yw): k= 1, 2, ..., P} can be completely recalled through an asymmetric
BAM (resp. a symmetric BAM) if and only if the systems of linear inequalities (2.5)-(2.6) (resp. the system (2.12))
are consistent for some e a 0. Moreover, whenever (2.5)-(2.6) (resp. (2.12)) are consistent, every pattern (X(k, Y0)
can be recalled by the asymmetric BAM encoded as that in (2.3), (2.4) with A, and A, being any solution of (2.5)(2.6) (resp. by the symmetric BAM with A=BT and (B,S,T) being the solution of(2.12)).
Theorem 2. The necessary and sufficient condition for the complete recall of all training pairs {(X, Yw ):
i= 1,2,...,P by the BAM (1.1)-(1.2) is that there are no non-negative numbers k,, g, (k= 1,2,...,P), not all zero, such
that

{,Y?'))X(1)

+ (X2 YM)X2 ) + ... + ( Yi)X(M - 0

'%IY'(3.1)
+

().2 YI

+ ... + (LYi"
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=0,

i=1,2,...,P

JpiYU))

(p,,X )Y +

+

(3.2)

.+0i)

Whenever {XI ), X(2) , ..., X( P) and {yI), Y2, ..., Y(l)) are both linearly independent, (2.1) and (3.2) certainly
have no non-zero solutions {X,, X2, ..., >) and {I,, 1h, ..., p,). It implies the well-known fact that any linearly
independent training patterns can be completely recalled by the BAM (8].
In this paper our main interest is to offer a computational test (rather than a theoretical test) for the complete
recall of all training pairs {(X'I, Y1k0): k=l,2,...,P) of the BAM (1.1)-(1.2). This is certainly important because
a theoretical test usually is not so easy to justify for a set of arbitrarily given training pairs.
By a computational test, we mean an algorithm that can verify automatically whether or not the systems (2.5)(2.6) or (2.12) are consistent, and, whenever they are, the algorithm automatically generates a solution of the
systems. In our present case, the computational test will be developed on the basis of a revised ellipsoid algorithm
of Shor and Gershovich [101 for linear inequalities problems.
Computational Test - Ellipsoid Algorithm:
Step 1. Set x0=0ER' + ', B0 =I and j&=0. Let
a =Mk, k = 1,2,...,s.
Step 2. If for any kE {l,2,...,s}, a43x.gbk, then terminate the algorithm with x,=x,; Otherwise, let k, be an
arbitrary index such that a~xp>b,. Compute
E(x, t , B+ 1 = <<E(x,, B)

n H(a,

bio)> >

(3.3)

according to formula (3.4) in the following lemma [111 with n: =s.
Lemma. Let aTxo>b and
axo -b

a Ta
Then

< E(o, B) nlH(a,b) > >

(3.4)

=

if a !1

,

L 41

Where

x, - zo - t(Ba)l (aTSa)
B, = 6[B - o(BaaB)/(aa)]

with

: (1 + na) / (n + 1)
a =2(1 + na) /[(n + 1)(1
8 =fn 2/(n 2 -1))(1 -a).
Step 3. Return to Step 2 with : =-& + 1.
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+ c)]

The Elflpsoil Algorithm now can be directly applied to test consistency of the systems (2.5), (2.6) and (2.12).
Based on the above theoretical results, the following theorem sta , the condition under which pattern pairs
can be completely recalled and a suitable encoding can be generated.
Theorem 3. The pattern pairs {(X(), Y~k)): k= 1,2,...,P) can be completely recalled through an asymmetric
BAM (resp. a symmetric BAM) if and only if the above algorithm simultaneously applied to
{Di(Y)XT9 i > 0, i =-1,2,..-M

(Di(X)YT, >o, j-= ,2,....N
(resp. applied to (2.12) with 0 replacing e)never terminates at a finite number of steps. In this case, the algorithm
will generate a specific asymmetric (resp. symmetric) encoding (A,S,B,T) such that all patterns (XI, Yk)) can be
recalled by the BAM with such encodin.
4. Simulation Results and Conclusion
We have proposed a computationally verifiable test - the ellipsoid algorithm, for testing whether or not a
given set of pattern pairs can be completely stored and recalled in a BAM network. The algorithm will terminate
at a finite number of iterative steps if the given pattern pairs can not be completely memorized by the BAM
network. Otherwise, the algorithm will generate automatically a specific asymmetric or symmetric encoding
scheme, whichever exists.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the above proposed model, the linear-inequalities asymmetric bidirectional
associative memory (LABAM), a series of simulation runs was made to compare its performance with the Hopfield
network (HOP), BAM and the asymmetric DAM (ABAM) proposed in [81 in terms of their restorability and errorcorrection capability. Simulation results of the LABAM with asymmetric and symmetric encoding are also
compared. The simulation results demonstrate that LABAM out-performs all other networks. it restores the largest
number of patterns (at E=0), an even better performance than the ABAM. Its error-correction capability is similar
to that of the ABAM but superior to that of the HOP and the BAM.
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Abstract
The paper presents a scheme for reducing memory space of a holographic associative memory for content based
learning, searching and retrieval of sparse patterns. Holographic associative memory developed on the properties of
complex valued Riemann space is one of the most promising models of associative memory. It has demonstrated 10
to 100 times speedup than most other models of associative memories in learning pattern associations with nearly
arbitrary level of complexity. The correlation space of the sparse patterns, is also sparse in information, but representationally dense. Therefore, holograph of sparse patterns (such as images) becomes extremely large. In this paper
we describe a holographic memory model which projects the sparse holograph on a reduced memory space along all
threeof its dimensions by unsupervised learning of the stimulus and response patterns. The resulting holographic model
also simultaneously increases the encoding, searching and decoding speed.

1 Introduction
Associative computing is expected to play a critical role in the field of intelligent image data-base management.
The applications such as content addressable retrieval, query by example, indexing by features; such as color, texture,
shape, all these require some form of associative recollection.
Since the advancement of synoptic theory of signal transmission by McCulloch and Pitts (1943), and Hebb
(1949) a number of models of artificial associative memories have been developed to mimic the behavior of human
brainby researchers suchas Marr(1969), Anderson (1989), Willshaw (1971), Kanerva (1988)and many others [Kane88,
Will89J. These pioneering models were able to reproduce some of the intriguing behaviors of human brain. Two of the
most serious concern with most of these associative memories are their capacity and difficulty in storing arbitrary
patterns. However, for image applications, the problem becomes more acute in terms of enormous physical memory
requirement. Very few work has been done to make the assosiative memory space efficient.
A typical image pattern generally consists of a large number of pixels, and by nature individually they carry
smallamountof significant information. As aconsequence, the correlation space of the image pattern becomes physically
large but sparse in information. The objective of our research is to find ways to extract useful information from this
sparseness of the correlation space and to contract the space of associative memory.
Our research is specifically aimed at a model of holographic associative memory proposed by Sutherland
[Suth9O], which has demonstrated a major break through in speed and capacity. Experiments have revealed speedup
of factors 10 to 100 times compared to other paradigms [Souc92,p81. Multiple pattern associations at nearly arbitrary
complexity, without hindered by the linear separability problem, can be enfolded with the holographic memory. Thus,
it challenges the principal two limitations of earlier models. The memory operates in complex number domain, in
contrast to most other models. The holographic memory itself can be considered as a 3-D volume. The first two
dimensions are the stimulus and response pattern elements. The 3rd dimension or the depth represents the bits required
to store each of the correlation element. In this paper we present a uniform technique based on the autonomous learning
of patterns to contract the holograph along all three dimensions based on the sparseness analysis of the correlation
information. The next section presents a background on holographic associative memory. Section 3 presents the contraction model. Finally section 4 provides some performance results from a simulated holograph.
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2 Background and Mathematical Basis
2.1 Bi-Modal Representation
A pattern S is a suit of stimulus elements in the form of {s1,s, ..... sj. The individual pattern elements are
represented as a complex number, where the magnitude of the complex number is representative of the confidence in
the element and the phase of the complex number enumerates the content. Unlike the conventional representation
schemes, our model treats information as abi-modal (confidence:content) notion. Thus a stimulus and response patterns
with respectively n and q elements are represented as:
S

{S1,s,,..1=fe

i

I

-,

,Xe io

R

{r,tr 2..... r=

yeye',.

The content of each element (s,, r) is transformed to the phase exponent (0,, 0) through some suitable transformation. A sigmoidal transformation can a generate uniform phase distribution if the stimulus elements are distributed
normally. X,is assigned a confidence value between 0 and 1.0.
2.2 Holographic Memory Model
Holograph stores a large number of stimulus and response pattern associations in the form of complex correlation
matrix. The encoding is performed by super-imposing individual correlations on the same holographic memory substrate. Despite the superimposition, provided with a query stimulus, the holograph can regenerate the closest associated
response. An association is encoded as the correlation of the response and the transpose conjugate of the stimulus
patterns. (In this paper we will use a superscript T to denote the transpose and the bar to denote transpose).
A =R T
All such (k) associations are enfolded by superimposing them ir the holograph.
H=

k

Z A,

...(la)

The learning equation (la) has been improved to encode only that part of a new association that is new, instead
of the whole. The component of a new association which is already learned is not encoded. The following equation
forms the differential learning algorithm for the holograph which incorporates this modification.

H = H + (R -H S)S r

... (1)

The differential learning has demonstrate lower saturation and higher capacity of the holograph [Suth90]. To
associatively retrieve a pattern, a query pattern S. is convolved with the holograph for target response RQ.
R

-!.H.SQ

9c

where,

c=

... (2)

JI

If the query is close to some priori encoded stimulus Sr in the holograph then the target response resembles the
corresponding response pattern R.
The underlying process can be explained through the recovery of a single response element, through (]a). Let
the subscripts i and j refer to the element index and t refers to the association index. According to (Ia) and (2), the j
element of the query response:

If Sq is close to some priory encoded stimulus S(, =r, then the above equation can be rewritten as:
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CI I I

n I I

I

I

I

I

I

I

•

i

The phase of the first summation term here is exactly equally to the phase of ru.r). Because, the product -(,rS(i,r)
is always a scalar quantity. For symmetrically distributed associations, the second summation contributes as a random
walk in the two dimensional vector space, The length of this path grows very slowly with the square root of the number
of vectors. Thus, the resulting response phase closely resembles the phase of the correct response.
If both the stimulus and response patterns are identical, then holograph acts as a content addressable auto
associative memory. More extensive analysis of this holographic process can be found in [Suth9O, KhYu94]. Now we
will concentrate on the reduction of physical space required by the holograph H, which is the key.

3 Dimension of the Holograph
For stimulus and response patterns respectively with n and q elements, corresponding holograph requires qn
complex correlations requiring a large number of physical memory locations. Our objective is to exploit the sparseness
of information content in the patterns and to reduce the physical memory space of the holograph. Our principal
decomposition strategy is given by the following modified form of (2):
R = 7-,[fis[S]]
... (3)
Where, transformation Ts[.] projects the n-dimensional stimulus pattern is projected on an m-dimensional space,
and transformation T-tl[.] projects the p-dimensional output of the holograph onto q-dimensional response pattern space.
The new holograph R has dimension p x m, where both m < n, p < q.
3.1 Optimum Transformations and Feature Construction
The optimality criterion for the transformations is the faithful reconstruction of the patterns. Now we will
concentrate on the computation of the transformations, which can satisfy minimum mean square error (MMSE)
transformation criterion.
For a given sparse pattern space, the dense features are be selected from the feature space of the following
format, where each of the feature elements is a product of the original pattern elements, each raised to an exponent.
yj =I.[S

(j i

.. (4)

An infinite number of features can be constructed from this feature space for each unique set of exponents.
However, we will choose only m such feature elements. So that the dense pattern will be of the form:
a 2e'
Y = {y, y2, . ..yJ = (cte',t

,...(,ei0.1

Where ax. is the confidence of feature j, and 3,is the content of feature j. This feature space is ageneralization
of the higher order feature space previously proposed by Sutherland to attack the reverse problem of dense pattern
[Suth90], where the pattern space is small in comparison to the number of features present in the stimulus pattern. Such
situation arises in cases such as decoder problem, x-or problem etc.
The exponents dOj, i), should be chosen to suit the MMSE optimum reconstruction criterion of the information
content. For each feature, there should be a set of n such exponents corresponding to each of the pattern elements.
There should be m such sets to construct the complete feature set Y. We will denote the exponents in the form of matrix
D. Now, we would like to compute D which will satisfy the criterion of optimum linear reconstruction.
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Let, the vector B defines a vector with the exponents (phase components) of Y, and vector 8 defines a vector
with the exponents (phase components) of S. Then the following iterative equations provide the autonomous learning
equation to compute D.
D =D +lg-(B.

-

-LT[B.BT].D

...5)

Where, g. is the learning constant for the encoder which is decreasing with time. Operator LT[I refers to the
lower triangularization. The reverse transformation is given by (5), which is symmetric to (4) and uses the transposed
form Dr as its transformation matrix.
Ii= n y,,dui)
....
(6)
j

The following two theorems explain the mathematical basis of (4), (5) and (6).
Theorem 1: If D is assigned random values at time zero, thea with probability 1.0 equation (5)will "onverge
andD and DT will approach to a transformation pair between S and Yplanes. The pair ensures MMSE reconstruction
ofthe phase components (content) of the suit S.
Proof: Using the bi-modal representation, a feature element can be re-written as:
yj = .(X)"ex
=

i

,i)
•eJ

c,exp(i3p)

... (7)

Thus, the transformation (4) in the phase plane (content) can be written in the matrix form as:

2 d(2.,,
d,.2) ..
""

z.

02
or B=DE

f3i
is a linear combination of the individual pattern elements, where d(j, i) are the coefficients. The optimum
coefficients for linear reconstruction of the content of S can be found by determining the eigenvectors of the space
defined by the auto correlation matrix Q = E [er] of the patterns. Let, the eigenvectors of Q are ordered in the
decreasing order of their corresponding eigenvalues. The patterns are spanned in an n dimensional space. Thcn the
subspace spanned by the first m eigenvectors will retain maximum reconstruction information for the suit of Thata for
a given m. Thus, it will allow reconstruction of the input suit Ss from Ys with minimum mean square error. Sanger
[Sang89] has proved for scalar case that the learning algorithm of (5)is doing exactly that. For, bounded magnitude of
the elements of D, and decreasing gs, irrespective of the initial values, (7) converges in such a manner that the rows of
D converges to the eigenvectors of Q in sorted order. Since, the matrix D is an eigenvector matrix, therefore, the reverse
transformation is given by transpose of DO
Theorem 2: The transformation pair specified by (4) and (6). using the transformation matrix D computed
through (5)can also reconstructs the magnitude component (confidence) of the pattern suit S.
Now, we will proof the reconstruction criterion for the magnitude component of S. The forward and reverse
transformations are respectively specified by (4) and (6), which can be re-written in the following forms:
and X, [n I Yk rd(k.p)
i Y,i= RI.id ''

n

Where, 1, is the reconstructed pattern element. Expanding the right hand side of the reverse transformation,
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[dr]f
n

H

nfxki)dT(Pj)

n

.kd(k.i).

ill

Since, rows of the matrix D are the eigenvectors, therefore the product of its transpose with itself is an identity
matrix of size n.
DT-D = I.,.. thus, I(p,i)=

d(k,p)d(k,i)= I when, p=i
= 0 otherwise.

Thus,

X,
=

(,) =

i

)n (x = x,

..(8)

J*p

Thus, the above transformation pair also reconstructs the magnitude component of the patterns.O
In fact, Sanger's proof can be further generalized for complex valued numbers. The basic assumptions of Oja
[Oja831 and Ljung's [Ljun77] theorems (which are the foundation of Sanger's proof) are also valid forcomplex numbers.
Thus, an equation analogous to (5), where B and ( are replaced by corresponding Y and S vectors, can directly compute
the eigenvector matrix.
There are several other algorithms for computing multiple eigenvectors such as by Brockett (89), Karhunen &
Oja (82), Kuusela & Oja (82) [Oja83, Sang89]. However, the advantage of (5) is that it also sorts the eigenvectors, and
the computation in (5) can be performed using smaller final and intermediate memory.
3.2 Feature Based Associative Memory Model
The following setof equations provide the operational principleof the contracted holograph. First transformation
matrices, Ds and DR are computed from the autonomous learning algorithm given by (5) using the stimulus and response
pattern suits. Then (9) is used to enfold the pattern associations onto the contracted holograph fl. The query into the
holograph is performed by (10).
1 = 1 +y. TR(R - T,'(fYy))Yr

...(9)

R = Tj1[/tTs[S]]

... (10)

In (9), Y is computed from (4), using Ts[']. The transformations TR['],
(4) using DR,

R

D ,

Tj[.], and Ts[.] all are computed from

and Ds respectively.

3.3 Size of the Contracted Holograph
From the storage perspective, a holograph can be thought as a 3 dimensional volume. Where the first two
dimensions respectively represent the stimulus (n) and pattern (q) lengths. The depth dimension represents the number
of bits required to store each of the correlation elements. If b bits are used to encode each of the correlation element,
then the size of the original holograph is qnb bits.
The proposed contraction method not only contracts the holograph in the first two dimensions, but also it can
be used to save space in the 3rd dimension. The eigenvalues for the auto-correlation matrices of stimulus and response
patterns can be computed by:
DsE [e]D = As

DRE [
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ID

= AR

... (11)

Where, ( and (Dare the vectors spanned by the phase components of stimulus and response patterns. A are real
valued diagonal matrizes. E is expectation. Each of the elements in the diagonal represents the eigenvalue corresponding
to the eigenvectors arranged in D. The eigenvalues of Q, and Q, correspond to the estimate of the variance of the
patterns along the dimensions spanned by their corresponding first m eigenvectors. Each of the feature contents, therefore
need not to be encoded with same number of bits. Each of them can be quantized according to their variance along
corresponding dimensions. One way of assignment is to allot bits proportional to the log of variance. In the holograph,
each of the correlation terms requires bits equal to the sum of the bits required by the component product terms.
Therefore, if e,, e2,...e. are the bits assigned to the stimulus feature elements, and f,f 2, •.•.f
are the bits assigned to the
response feature elements, then the bits to quantize the entire holograph is:
= p(e,+ e2+...+ e.) + m, +f2

+

....
+fp)

=

a.{pa log(trace(As)) + m -log(trace (A,))} bits

Where a is some proportionality constant. Physically, as a result of this contraction along the depth 1l will
resemble a rectangular box with four trapezoidal sides and tapered bottom. A Typical holograph for storing 64x64
frame images, requires about 128 megabytes. While the contraction reduces the size to 1.5 megabytes.
3.4 Reduction in Computation
Search and Retrieval: The holograph query is performed by (10). If we consider, right parenthetical computation
in the order as shown in (12):

=k R, LLTs(12)
,ks.,JJJJ..l)
lH
The dimensions are shown over each element. Then, evaluation of (12) can be performed by (pq + mn + 2pm)
multiplications, (pq + mn + 2pm) additions, and (pq + inn) logarithm evaluation. For, a typical image pattern with
256x256 pixels, p = m, q = n, and a ratio n/m = 8, it means approximately 231 multiplications and 2 logarithms. On
the other hand, the regular uncontracted holograph requires 4qn multiplications and 2qn additions. For the same typical
case it means 2' multiplications and half as much additions.
Holographic Learning: Similar saving can be attained in the case of encoding too. If we consider a single step
evaluation of equation-7 in the parenthetical order shown below:

-"
=[I-+Y] R[R

...
(,3>(

A single step iteration including the stimulus pattern transformation requires 2(mn + 2pq +4pm) multiplications,
(ian + 2pq + 5pm) additions and (ran + 2pq) logarithms. In contrast, the uncontracted holograph requires 8qn multiplications and (6qn + 2q) additions. For the typical case, the contracted case means approximately 3.5 x 2e"multiplications and additions, and 3 x 229 logarithms. The uncontracted holograph requires f' multiplications and 3 x V'
additions.
As shown above, despite the additional input and output processing, the contracted holograph model requires
less overall computation both, in the enfolding and query process. The saving is approximately given by the n/m ratio.
The computations can be performed with high degree of parallelism with pipelined stages. The matrix nature of the
computations makes the holographic assosiative model highly scalable of conventional high performance parallel
machines. The parallel execution time also reduces by n/m ratio.

4 Experiment
The feasibility of the contracted holograph has been demonstrate by implementing a contracted holographic
associative memory. Fig-I (a) shows the original image that was stored in the holograph. Fig-i (b) shows the retrieved
image from the holograph for 100% frame query. Fig-l(c) shows the retrieved pattern using query with 50% of the full
frame. Unlike most other associative memories, holograph has the unique capability to focus at any arbitrary region of
the query frame, with small degeneration of the retrieved pattern. Fig-2(a),(b) and (c) shows similar frames for another
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Fig 1(a)

Fig-2(a)

Fig-3

Fig 1(b)

Fig-4

Fig-2(b)

Fig 1(c)

Fig-5

Fig-2(c)
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image stored in the same holograph. The 50% frame window is shown in Fig-5. The excitation of the holograph can
be seen at the distribution presented in Fig-4, which has 32 images encoded in it. The contraction mask set is shown
in Fig-3.
The following table provides the signal to noise (SNR) characteristics among these images. The loss only due
to tansformation is characterized by the comparison between the original image and retransformed image (18.65 db).
The loss due to holographic encoding is shown by the comparison between the retransformed and 100% frame based
retrieved images (31.37 db). The loss due to partial frame query is expressed by the comparison of 100% frame with
75% and 25% frame based recovered images (20.39 db and 16.62 db respectively). The table provides a comparative
picture of the trade-off, for which our methods provides a mechanism. The result of this table corresponds to 64 times
contraction in holograph size, and almost 8 times faster encoding and search speed.
SNR Characteristics
SNR
between:

Retranformed
Image

Retrieved Image
(100% Frame)

Retrieved Image
(75% Frame)

Retrieved Image
50% Frame

Original

18.65 db

18.43 db

16.47 db

14.54 db

Retranformed

x

31.37 db

20.29 db

16.52 db

(100% Frame)

x

x

20.39 db

16.62 db

5 Conclusion
The proposed work provides a formal mechanism to perform trade-off between size of space and quality of
space for holographic associative memory. As for other search problems, the reduction of search space also simultaneously reduces the search speed. The more is the sparseness of the pattern information, the less is the loss of quality
in storage due to this contraction and vice verse. Sutherland has previously proposed a method to increase the feature
space for dense patterns [Suth90, however without any optimality consideration.
One of the principal significance of this work is to develop an effective means to construct reversible optimum
features for complex valued patterns. We have shown the process of constructing compressed holographs based on
autonomous learning of features from the pattern space. The features are not only optimum in MMSE reconstruction
sense, but also warrants classification. Because, the m feature dimensions are selected in order of pattern variance along
each of them.
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ADAPTIVE FILTERING NETWORK FOR
ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY DATA PREPROCESSING
Joel DeWitt
Computer Engineering Department
University of California, Santa Cruz
1156 High Street, Santa Cruz California 95064
ABSTRACT
A key factor in the performance of an autoassociative memory is the distribution and density of training
patterns in the learning space. To provide an improved distribution, an artificial neural network is described
here which adaptively learns sets of approximately orthogonal features for many overlapping patches of the
input space. This results in the training patterns being projected into an expanded memory space with
a randomized distribution. Adaptive feature-filtering is achieved by training units in afilter layer between
the input layer and memory layer to become spacial feature-detectors using a principle-component-analysis
learning rule. Simulations on a SIMD array show that the network trains rapidly and that cross-talk
between stored patterns is reduced.

MOTIVATION
The concept of an artificial neural network functioning as a correlational associative memory has been in
use since 1972 or earlier ([1],[2],[3]). In 1982 Hopfield [4] proposed the use of an energy function in the
ANN context, providing a mathematical mechanism to deal with recurrent nonlinear networks. Aspects of
the model such as the neural unit's transfer function [5] and dynamics of recall [6] have since been refined
to boost the performance and generality of application of the architecture. In spite of these improvements,
and the fact that the model is biologically plausible, simple to implement, and to analyze, its application
has been limited due to several serious performance deficiencies. Because a primary mechanism of the
memory the execution of a parallel search of hamming distances between presented and stored patterns,
recall is disturbed if stored patterns have overlap, or if the presented pattern is even slightly transformed in
displacement, rotation, or magnification. An approach to overcome these problems is to project the input
pattern into a -pace where such transforms do not produce much variance, and where stored patterns are
dispersed as widely as possible.
The standard result of ;4.14n being the storage capacity of an autoassociative memory of size n is
derived with the condition that a particular bit sr of vector SO from training set P has probability 0.5 of
being set. The pattern bias a defines the likelihood that a particular pixel of the input pattern is set, where
0 < a < 1. Amari provides a derivation that operating with sparse encoding, where a is small, provides
performance benefits in terms of storage capacity, noise tolerance, and reduction of spurious attractors
in the memory's state space [71. In [8], 1 found this to be true, measuring by simulation that storage
capacity of up to 0.7 can be achieved by projecting the input space into a recall space of four times greater
dimensionality, using a projection which took advantage of known structure in the training patterns. This
report describes a network which is able to discover such a projection without prior knowledge of structure
in the training set.
We consider an associative memory of size n, storing patterns of bias a, so that a particular pattern has
m = an bits set. For a given a, there are (M) possible patterns, from which sets of n/m = 1/a orthogonal
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patterns with no common pixels can be constructed. The overlap criterion between any two patterns p and
L,from the trainig set is 0 = 1/n
si s7,
e counting the likelihood that there are common pixels between
the patterns. If 0 = 0, the patterns are orthogonal, 0 = a, the patterns are identical, and 0 = a 2 is the
expected value for uncorrelated patterns. Recall accuracy is maximized with orthogonal patterns, but the
set of orthogonal patterns is too small unless a - 1/n, so the uncorrelated case provides the best storage
capacity in typical situations. Given a network that allows projection from an input space of size n into a
recall space of size pn with p > 1, the ideal projection provides 0 ;z (a/p)2 for any pair of patterns in the
recall space.
It is known that the primary visual pathway of many animals includes arrays of spacial feature-detectors
sensitive to such structure as line segments and ends, and that layers of such arrays are arranged to respond
to more complex and less localized structure in deeper layers [9]. Furthermore, the features to which at
least some of these detectors respond are determined by experience. Although the information coding
schemes of the brain are still largely unknown, there is at least some indication that sparse codings are
present [10]. These facts are the biological inspiration of the network described here.
Linsker formalized the principle of information-maximization for ANN learning in [11], under which
units in an ANN spontaneously organize themselves into oriented feature detectors. Units operating under
this principle adjust their link-weights to maximize their output variance. This is generalization of principle
component analysis (PCA), first cast in ANNs by Oja [12], and written as the generalized Hebb learning
rule by Sanger [13]. This rule, operating in a network with N inputs and M outputs (M < N), is designed
to find weights for the M output units so that they account for as much as possible of the variance in the
N inputs over the training set. This has application for data compression. The same rule is used here, but
in a network which has many sets of Mi clusters, where each cluster receives activation from a different but
overlapping subset of the N inputs. Once the weights have settled, the network perform a mapping from
the N dimensional input space into an MXN dimensional space, for which input patterns are scattered
with less overlap than in the input space.

Input Layer (A)

Lowps(B)

centosw' C)

Adaptive
Fike (D)

Amcbimve
MenmrE)

FIGURE 1. Network Architecture

N"TETWORK STR

__

The network being studied is similar to that described in [11], but with a divergence of 4 in deeper layers
and with a learning rule modified to explicitly perform PCA as in [13]. It is a stack of five 2-dimensional
grids of units. A unit in some layer L receives stimulus from units in a particular region in the previous
layer K, called its receptive field. Each link has a connection weight wii which defines the influence of unit
j on unit i. Topographic mapping due to synaptic density is modeled by calculating a density field which
follows a quantized Gaussian distribution dj = exp(-r?1r2L)/NM, where rij is the distance from i to j in
layer K, and rn is a network parameter determining the radius of the receptive field for units in a layer L.
NL is an normalization constant such that the total link density received by a unit in L is 1. The units
have a linear response function in all layers except E. The activity of unit i in layer D for a presentation
of a training pattern is given by FD = R. + Rb E, wjdjF c .
The initial layer A operates as an input register. Its state can be set to that of a pattern file. It
contains one unit per pixel of the input pattern, a 2D binary vector of size 64x64. When the network is
presented with a test pattern p from the training set, the state F of each unit i is set to bit i from pattern
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, FjA = S

, where the Si may take values of :1:1. Layer B performs lowpass spacial filtering over layer

A, by convolving with a 2D gaussian weighting with rB
1.5. Layer C performs a focusing on layer B, by
convolving with a 2D center-surround weighting with r, = 1.5.
Layer D performs feature detection on layer C. Each unit in layer D receives activation through a
receptive field centered at some unit in layer C, with a gaussian field and rD = 3.0, and links that learn
according to (1). For every unit i in layer C, there are four units in D with an identical receptive field
centered at i. The weights to these units will be different due to learning. The learning rule is arranged so
that these four units compete for variance within their receptive field.
Finally layer E receives a unity projection from D. It contains an associative memory array in the
Hopfield style (for design and performance details, see [8]), and data gathering functions, in particular
calculation of the overlap metric over the training set.
The learning rule for links between layers C and D is written in (1). This is an embedding of Sanger's
PCA rule into Linsker's spacial structuring rule. The parameters R., Rb, K., 7),and F0 in the learning and
unit-function rules allow average link weight (fv = ,idiwi) to be programmed to a desired value, while
its geometric length (V\_(dwi)) is normalized to unity. In (1), the index k indicates the location of the
unit in its cluster of four with common receptive field.
<4

AwP = k. + ,(F D - FoD)(F

- FoC - Z

D

'

)

-

rwif (FD)2

(1)

k
D

Using k, = k. + (R - FoD)(Fc - Fe), and k 2 = JFC(,FC - FoC), the average value of its incoming
connections to a unit becomes ti - -ki/k 2 provided -1 < -kl/k 2 < +1. So it is possible to set the
average connection strength by specifying parameters, and leave the spacial structure of the individual
saturated weights to be determined by the correlation matrix of layer C.

RESULTS
The network was operated by training on 400 patterns generated with a particular structure, and then
calculating the crosstalk of post-processed patterns not in the training set but with the same structure.
The learning rate was 1/= 0.01, fv = 0.1, and the training procedure involved five passes over the training
set.
Figure 2 illustrates a set of weights for the four units in a cluster with common receptive field. In
this case, the network was trained on patterns constructed of line segments, each randomly located in the
pattern, and one of four possible orientations. The probabilities of each orientation were different, with
P(\) > P(/) > P(I) > P(-). When trained on patterns with equal orientation probabilities, the resulting
structure of the receptive fields tended to be less clear. A dark dot indicates a link with excitatory weight,
and a light dot indicates a link with inhibitory weight.
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FIGURE 2. Learned Feature-Filters
Figure 3 shows the average overlap between pairs of patterns having been projected through a trained
filter layer. The horizontal axis is the pattern bias (percentage of pixels set in the input pattern), and the
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FIGURE 3. Overlap among Raw, Filtered, and Optimally Filtered Patterns.
vertical axis is the crosstalk. Three traces are shown, for the raw input patterns, for the patterns after
filtering, and for the patterns having been filtered by a hard-wired optimal filter. The raw patterns have
the expected overlap of a, and the optimal filter achieves close to the expected a 2 . The performance of the
adaptive network, while not reaching a', is consistently improved over the raw patterns for a < 0.3. For
larger a, the network was not able to learn meaningful feature sets because in this case each line segment
in a pattern would intersect many others.

DISCUSSION
It is established knowledge that associative memories achieve improved performance when trained on sparse
patterns. A network that adaptively achieves a sparsification projection allows this improvement to be had
even when the raw input patterns are moderately dense. The network described here partially achieves
this goal. It has the additional advantage that spurious correlation between pixels in different patterns in
the recall space will generally be substantially lower than in the input space, provided the input patterns
are produced by some process whose statistical structure the network is able to discover. Because the
adaptive process operating in the network requires only local information and no error signal, it is suited
to an asynchronous network architecture. This fact allows the scheme to be simulated very rapidly on a
SIMD parallel computer (in this case, a MasPar II with 4K nodes was used to achieve about 100 training
iterations of the network per minute).
There are now many network-based PCA algorithms, only two of which were explored in this study.
Linsker suggests wiring inhibitory links between the feature detectors to achieve similar goals as intended
here, but this architecture does not guarantee convergence to the principle eigenvectors. Sanger's learning
rule has the advantage over Oja's of sorting the eigenvectors by their eigenvalues, but in a linear system
this is only a convenience and does not enhance performance. While this network has substantially more
layers and units that is explicitly needed to implement Sanger's and Oja's rules, the extra parameters and
structure allowed more flexible tuning. In particular, a minimal 3-layer PCA network tended to waste the
first unit of a cluster learning the average intensity of the input pattern.
Although the network was able to learn the desired projection, another level of adaptation must be added
before it can be expected to perform well with natural data sets. It is not likely that natural data sets will
have an even distribution of information over the input space as was the case for the artificial patterns used
here. To overcome this I am exploring implementing adaptive receptive-field scaling mechanism to allocate
the network's resources to areas of the input with highest activity. Another modification in preparation is
a nonlinear unit function in the filter layer to aid noise-cancellation. Nonetheless the architecture described
here appears to have the potential to perform an adaptive encoding that improves certain aspects of the
data representation for associative memory performance.
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Abstract
Logical Neural Networks are gradually becoming known for their low-cost and ease of hardware
implementation. Most of improvements have been proposed for specific models [1,2,3] with some exceptions
[4]. This paper presents successful results on the combination of two logical neural networks: feed-forward
networks of Goal Seeking Neuron, GSN, [51 and Adaptive Logic Networks, ALN [6]. A confidence measure
for ALN is also introduced and tested. A confidence measure is a very important metric for Logical Neural
Networks because several algorithms, like Kohonen's self-organising maps, use this feature.
GSN one-shot training algorithm is used to initialize the application of the ALN iterative learning algorithm.
ALN were designed to implement only monotonic functions and to rely on many inputs per network. The
proposed initialization overcomes both limitations. An algorithm is developed to convert GSN into ALN
networks. For GSNs, not only performance is improved but speed and ease of implementation. The
confidence measure for ALN is based on how well supported is the network output. Through a backpropagation of calls, it is possible to compute how many inputs should be inverted to change the final output.

1 Introduction
Starting on the neural level, GSN networks use neurons with universal functionality, i.e., neurons that can

implement all logical functions of their inputs. ALN neurons, however, must choose their behaviour only
from the non-constant monotonic Boolean functions of two variables: AND, OR, LEFT and RIGHT (where
LEFT(x,y) = x and RIGHT(x,y) = y). The number of inputs of a GSN is not limited to two as is the case with
ALN. The number of outputs per neuron leads to pyramidal topologies (i.e., a binary tree in ALN) where each
pyramid is assigned to one bit of the output code.
The two constraints imposed on ALN neurons (fan-in = 2 and use of non-universal elements) are justified by
increasing the insensitivity of such pyramids when changes are made at input level [7]. A consequence of
such constraints is that even easier hardware implementation can be undertaken. Software implementations
are also speeded up because not all nodes must be analysed. Since the ALN subset of Boolean functions is not
able to represent every mapping, some inputs are taken in complemented form.
Another important point in the GSN model is the neuron's ability to store, receive and output 'undefined'
values (from now on termed 'u'). By defining deterministic ways of handling the multi-addressing task
resulting from receiving those values, GSN overcomes some of the saturation and lack of determinism
problems of its predecessor. The 'u' value is output when a neuron does not know whether to answer '0' or ''.
At the beginning of training, every internal position stores 'u'.
The differences between the two models becomes more pronounced as the networks are trained. Feed-forward
networks of GSN are characterized by a one-shot training algorithm. The presentation order of examples is
the same for all networks to eliminate the need of storing the training data. The ALN training algorithm is
iterative and, between iterations, it shuffles all examples to cancel some of the temporal effects in their
presentation.

I On leave from UFG - Escola de Engenharia Eldtrica, Caixa Postal 112, Universidade Federal de Goids,
74000 GO, Brazil. Supported by grant 200291/90-4, CNPq, Brazilian Research Council.
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GSN networks use the multi-addressing resulting from the inclusion of the 'u' value to make internal
representations more compact and achieve better generalization. A GSN can possess three states: validation,
learning and recall. At the validation state, the neuron decides if it is possible to make the desired inputoutput mapping. The learning itself, which changes the internal contents of the neuron, is carried out during
the learning state and priority is given an already occupied address and so improve generalization. If there is
no correctly addressed position with the desired output, the neuron uses an unused one (with 'u' content) and
changes it. Finally, at the recall state, simple laws are applied (e.g., the neuron outputs the value of the
majority of addressed internal positions).
The learning action of GSNs in feed-forward multi-layer networks has some similarity with backpropagation. First, the input pattern is used to provide a "natural" response from the network based on
stimulating neurons to answer 'u' if there is an 'u' at some addressed internal position (see Fig. 1), or if there
is a '1' and a '0' at addressed positions. If the final output is not the opposite of the desired output, learning
can take place. Then, going backwards through the pyramid, each neuron enters the learning state. When the
neurons at the output level specify which input addresses they have chosen, the neurons of the previous layer
know what answer must be output and are able to enter the learning state as well.

patte

FEED FORWARD VALIDATION

internal positions
Figure 1: Validation on feed-forward networks of GSN.

The ALN training algorithm is based on a frequency strategy, in a sense that a ALN neuron responds to its
modifiable internal positions when the inputs are different from each other, based on what is the most
common request for the situation. Two counters are used to control the neuron's behaviour during learning, a

left counter, left..c, and right counter, rightc. A threshold, t, is set to state what output the neuron must give.
If the left counter is above the threshold the output will be '1 if the left input is '1' without any consideration
to the right input. At the beginning, counters are randomly initialized with values near the threshold. The
four possibilities for the counters and their associated functions are shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: The way how an ALN neuron defines its function.

As a global strategic, ALN starts to train from the output level towards the input level and just stops when it
reaches a situation where both inputs of a neuron are identical to the desired output. Only neurons whose
inputs are different from each other are subject to internal modification of their counters. As an iterative
process, some performance measure should be inserted to determine when training must finish.
On a system viewpoint, classifiers based on GSN and ALN are similar. First, some choices are required to
define the number of inputs per pyramid and the binary cede for all (output) classes. For GSN, each positional
bit of the output codes corresponds one pyramid and, therefore, the number of pyramids is simply the number
of bits in output codes. ALN classifiers uses one positional bit for a group of networks. The driving goal when
codes are chosen is to make the Hamming distance between codes as large as possible.
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The basic architecture of classifiers is shown in Fig. 3. Inpuis are assigned at random to the networks. They
are, then, trained independent and individually to perform the mapping required by its associate positonal bit
of the output code. Examples are presented to all GSN networks by using the same order in which they are
acquired from the environment. ALN shuffles the training set between passes of the training data.
A nearest neighbour rule is used to make the final decision (to which output class the input pattern belongs).
More precisely, this rule is slighted changed to cope with possible undefined outputs when GSN networks are
used. An undefined output acts like '0.5' (half way between '0' and 'Y) for similarity measures. The output
class with highest similarity is the final output of the system. A rejection occurs when more than one output
class share the highest similarity value. ALN classifiers use a majority function to define the group decision
before the final nearest neighbour rule is applied.

output

1

ncodes
2
S'rule

)

output

nearest
nelghbour

randomn choices

SFINAL

OUTPUT

input vector
Figure 3: Typical architecture of a classifier based on GSN networks.

2 Advantages on Combining GSN with ALN
The advantages of using the ALN learning algorithm on binary trees created from the conversion of GSN
networks are clear. The only drawback is that the training time is increased but this is justified by better
performance at the evaluation process together with a reduction of complexity on the implementation.
Due to its intrinsic topology (binary trees with inputs randomly chosen), the possibility of ALN to discover
non-monotonic relations among inputs is very small. GSN initialization can indicate if these relations are
necessary or not. They are generated if needed. Another point is the ability of GSN to use small networks
better due to its universal functionality. This property leads to better results in ALN. In fact, ALN discard
many sub-trees because of their inadequacy and its own inability to dynamically complement inputs. It should
be noted that the GSN's ability to work with fan-ins greater than two enables this possibility to ALN.

3 Conversion from GSN to ALN
Suppose that only GSN with fan-in = 2 are used and that, at the end of training, none of the internal positions
remains undefined. It is easy to convert this network to a binary tree where only ALN functions are required
by proceeding from the output level towards the input level. All negations are pushed backwards in order that
they all finish at the input level (see Fig. 4). If a GSN behaviour is an XOR(ab), for instance, this will require
an expansion of the network to implement its equivalent OR(AND(aNOT(b)), AND(NOT(a),b)). Most of the
functions, however, do not require such expansions.
Normally, there are some undefined internal positions after the GSN one-shot learning has been completed.
One heuristic is to balance the quantity of internal ''s and 'l's since a neuron whose all internal positions are
assigned to the same value make no contribution. This heuristic will prefer an XOR behaviour over other
possible alternatives. If some choices have still to been made, they can be chosen at random. In the case of
fan-in greater than 2, a decomposition is required. Some situations will lead to approximations since they can
not be decomposed further. These cases will be analysed in a further paper.
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Experiments and Results

Many simulations have been conducted to provide data to confirm the above concepts. Each result displayed
in the following table is the average of 100 simulations. Only 25 simulations were undertaken for the
confidence measure To make an unbiased comparison, identical (randomldy chosen) initial networks are used
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for standard and optimized training and smaller trees are used as the sub-trees. For instance, 64-input trees

are the result of appending new 32-input trees. This seems appropriate for real-world problem tasks where the
need is to know how much improvement is possible if current trees are kept as sub-trees to larger ones.

Advanced portable random number generators[7] were employed to make repeatable experiments. Results are
shown in Fig. 6 and 7.
The training set is composed of 160 16x16 black-white images (of hand-written digits) and the evaluation set
is composed of 800 examples. The task is not an easy one since many distance metrics overlappings occur
between classes. A simple Hadamard encoding was used to define output codes of 15-bit length where every
two codes is 8-bit away from each other. The number of inputs per tree was 32, 64 or 128 and, therefore, it is

a subsampling system. The number of trees per positional bit of the output code was 3, 5 or 11. All inputs
were randomly assigned to the trees.
EVALUATION SET

TRAINING SET
trees r bit / inputs Ler tree

trees erbit Iinputs per tree

SITUATION

3/32

5/32

11/32

3/32

5/ 32

53.59

63.43

74.80

standardGSN

39.57

47.21

56.95

73.46

80.76

85.08

standardALN

57.98

6676

74.20

80.42

89.36

96.70

combination

61.19

71.40

83.78

83.85

97.74
11/64

plus confidence

66.33

80.02

84.70

3/64

94.51
5/64

3/64

51 64

11164

59.04

68.84

80.63

standardGSN

43.78

52.25

64.35

81.40

84.79

87.76

standardALN

67.57

72.85

77.32

91.84

96.02

98.78

combination

74.83

8248

R8.76

91.63

96.71

98.58

plus confdence

76.59

84.91

88.08

3/128

5/128

111128

3/128

5/ 128

11/128

66.34

7549

85.49

standardGSN

47.57

56-69

68.65

85.12

87.68

88.94

standardALN

70.26

74.48

7-09

97.21

98.71

99.51

combination

82.03

87.25

90.53

95.49

98.11

99.06

plus con rdence

84.62

89.19

90.45

11/32

Figure 6: Table of percentual recognition rates in training and evaluation sets.
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The superiority of the combined system is clearly shown by the results. It is interesting to note how GSN
performance affects the combined system. The confidence measure, although simple, has displayed
improvements for the weakest topologies (with less inputs per tree and/or less trees per positional bit of output
codes).

6 Conclusions
This paper has presented two improvements for Adaptive Logic Networks. It has shown that in several
topologies Goal Seeking Neurons can act as an initialization step and that a simple confidence measure can
enhance performance. Moreover, the results are based on a real-world task (recognition of hand-written
digits).
The main ideas for the conversion of GSN networks into ALN format were presented. The combined system
wn". shown to be superior to both components and its advantages over them were commented. A confidence
measure for networks based on how much the input pattern should change in order to modify final outputs
was described. Experiments using this confidence measure have shown its value especially for the weakest
topologies.
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MULTIPLE TARGETS DISCRIMINATION USING NEURAL
NETWORK BASED CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS
Moon W. Kim
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Abstract
The problem of clustering Direction Finding (DF) bearing measurements with multiple
targets is studied. The applied clustering algorithms are two Neural Networks, namely the
Gram-Charlier Neural Network (GCNN) and Generalized Probabilistic Neural Network
(GPNN) classifiers, and the statistical distance measurement method. Performances of
these classifiers for bearing measurement clustering are evaluated in terms of probability
correctly resolved. These classifiers performed respectably well compared to the statistical
distance measurement method. GCNN and GPNN have the advantage of requiring very
short training times. Also, these clustering classifiers will be useful in real-time situations.
L Introduction
The problem considered in this paper is how to cluster an Electronic Support Measures
(ESM) system's bearing measurements against true targets. Typically an ESM system's
bearing measurement contains a large error variance especially for a long-range target.
The ESM system provides a large set of data for each target. The clustering problem
occurs when the ESM system measures for several targets. One of the worst scenarios
exists when these targets are flying close to each other at the same angle. Thus, a proper
clustering algorithm needs a better estimate of the number of targets within the
surveillance volume. In some instances the bearing measurements contain classification
information which can be associated with true targets.
Trunk and Wilson [1] considered the problem of associating Direction Finding
bearing measurements with radar tracks, using of a statistical distance measurement
method. However, in this paper, a different type of clustering problem where limited to
clustering the ESM data for the true target's information use of two neural network
algorithms, namely Csam-Charlier Neural Network (GCNN) and Generalized Probabilistic
Neural Network (GPNN).
I. Statistical Distance Calculation Method
For each track, calculate the observed square error use of ESM and true target
bearing information. The calculation of square error is given by

Dj

=

i[0.i

_ 0a (j)]

2

/ 02

(1)

j=1

Where 9,i is the if"ESM bearing measurement, 0 (j) is the true bearing to target j at the
time of the ieh bearing measurement, and 02 is a constant variance. In reality, the true
bearings 0 (j) are unknown. The squared error D, cannot be used directly since there
may be a bias towards making a decision. The cumulative probability pj of the estimated
squared error has a Chi-square density with mj degrees of freedom since the bearing
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measurements are Gaussian distributed. Therefore the desired cumulative probability p, is
given by
p 1 =P,{S>Dil
where S---X 2 (mj)
(2)
S is Chi-square distributed with m degrees of freedom where the probability S is greater
than D,. The Chi-square distribution is given by
-- t -s

(3)

dS

P
D22

r(2)

2
The decision rule selects the correlation that has the largest probability of p,. Thus it can
discriminate the series of bearing inputs from an ESM system.
HL. Principles of Gram-Charier Neural Network (GCNN) and Generalized
Probabilistic Neural Network (GPNN)
Two Generalized Probabilistic Neural Networks are proposed for use as clustering
schemes. The first neural network uses Gram-Charlier series expansion to estimate the
underlying probability density function (pdf) of the data available for training. These pdfs
are then used to form a maximum likelihood classifier. This classifier is further discussed in
Reference [2]. The second neural network method uses the Gram-Charlier series
expansion with a Parzen's windowing technique to estimate the underlying pdf from the
training data. This classifier is further discussed in Reference [2]. The presented
Generalized Probabilistic Neural Networks can use any type of pdfs for each class
category for classification.
1.1. Gram-Charlier Neural Network (GCNN)
For this classifier, an estimated that the density function p(x) has zero mean,
and x,'s are inputs from the same random variable x. Thus, the conditional density function
p(x1HW) of x under the i'h hypotheses H isgivenby

p(xlH,)=

1
(2n132) 2

e2W [1-c3[(_x1)4 -6(l)'
C

c5 [(x)5 _ 10(-)' + 15(x)] + C6 [()6-

+31]

a

15(x), + 45(_)

15] •(4)

The coefficients c3 ,c 4,c 5 , and c6 are to be calculated using the inputs of the i'class using
equations (reference [2]). The overall functional block diagram of the GCNN classifier
is shown in Figure 1. f it is used to classify L classes of hypothesis H0 , H1 , H2 ...,I HL- P
then the Figure 1 consists of L separate subsections, one for each hypothesis. These
subsections have similar architecture and function. Only one of the subsections is
described in the following: The Gram-Charlier series coefficients c,,, s = 3,4,5, and 6 for
the 1th class are calculated. We will perform the architecture for realization of p(xAH)s
the pdf corresponding to class H,
where H may be any of the L classes
H0 , HI, H2 ...,. HL-1. Further details of architecture and training process can be found in
Ref. [2].
1L12. Generalized Probabilistic Neural Network (GPNN) using Gram-Charlier
Series Expansion (GCSE) with Parzen's Windowing Technique
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The Generalized Probabilistic Neural Network (GPNN) based classifier is presented.
The data samples x are assumed to be ergodic so that its ensemble average equals an
appropriate time average. The elements of samples x and xi are independent and
identically distributed random variables. For the Generalized Probabilistic Neural
Network (GPNN) with a Gram-Charlier series expansion (GCSE), and Parzen's
windowing [3]. Thus, the conditional density function f(xlH/), which is an estimate of the
underlying parent density function, is given by
IpAx - Xi)
f (xlHI) = "-_

(4)

where p(x-x 1 ) is a density function shifted by x 's. The following section presents the
architecture of a neural network based system that generates the conditional density
functions f
IYHl)'s
according to equation (4) is presented. The conditional density function

f(IHl) in equation (4) involves n training samples x = x,x

2 ,...,x.

from a random nrocess

corresponding to class HI, I = 0,,2,...,L-1. The overall functional block diagram of the
Generalized Probabilistic Neural Network (GPNN) classifier is shown in figure 2. To
classify L classes of hypotheses H0 , H1 , ..., HL 1 then Figure 2 consists of L separate
subsections, one for each hypothesis. These subsections are similar in architecture and
function and hence only one such subsection (e.g. the subsection for H,) is described
below. In the subsection for hypothesis H,

shown in Fig. 2,

the Gram-Charlier

coefficients csl for the class I will be calculated and further realized p(x-xjIH)'s.
Further details of architecture and training process can be found in Ref. [2].
IV. Angle Measurement Error Ellipse Calculation
The measurements from an ESM system to a target do not measure range. By
combining other information from geographically distributed ESM sites range can be
estimated Thus, the location of a target may be measured even though it may not be
accurate. Furthermore, the error can be estimated and displayed to create an ellipse shape.
If the ellipse is quite large, the measurement accuracy is very low.
The area of ellipse is defined in terms of the mean values and the covariance matrix
of a Gaussian density function.The area of the ellipse can be determined. Let's assume that
the measured target position R, at thex time
t)] t is given by
t
R(t) =
where x(t) and y(t) represents x axis and y axis in cartesian coordinate. The covariance
matrix A is a non-negative definite sysmmetric matrix.

The bivariate Gaussian density function is given as
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-, 1 - ° 2 e(6)
2 -

f(x,y)= 2xff~o,

Thus, the area of ellipse is expressed as

lI I
2(l -a 2 ) a 2

2pxy +'

a'a

a2

-LA

(7)

and the size of ellipe can be calculated as
S = 2icAaaY/1-C = -2txa , , 1 - oln(l - P)
(8)
where p is the estimated probability within the region and p is the correlation coefficient
P = -!M, ,-1 pl
a ,
1

Equation (7) can be rewritten asI1ZA-'Z
=A

(9)

2
1
where Z :

A-'
1[
IJ A
=1lIp-

21
-

-P

12

Oy

CY2

The covariance matrix Ahas two positive eigenvalues X,11
Furthermore equation (9) can be rewritten as
• -2
=A

2

which are orthogonal.

(10)

U12

where U, = ZZ and U2 = ZZ2 . Therefore the error ellipse (equation (10)) is centered at
the origin of U and U2 with major and minor semi-axes at
and J2 m . where m is
the degree of freedom.
V. Shnuladon Results
From collected data that are assumed to be the true targets, and plotted on Plan
Position Indicator (PPI) display, which is shown in figure 3. The data contains longitude,
latitude, and an associated error ellipse. Based on this information, a set of ESM data is
generated synthetically with the error variance, where not greater than 2.6 degrees. The
data file contains bearing measurement 0, at the time t i and typically a large size of
different bearing measurements at each time t,. This scenario is limited to 20 true targets.
Table 1. Probability of correct clustering against true targets

4

# of amrtarets

GCNN

GPNN

1
2

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

3
4

1.0
1.0
0.998

1.0
1.0
1.0

5
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Statistical Dis. Cal.
1.0
1.0

1.0
0.984
0.981

6
7

0.998
0.992

0.999
0.993

0.975
0.974

8
9

0.986
0.981

0.990
0.984

0.967
0.923

10
11
12

0.975
0.934
0.868

0.973
0.964

0.875
0.812
0.796

13
14
15
16
17

0.814
0.750
0.711
0.702
0.693

0.900
0.834
0.710
0.673
0.641
0.627

18
19

0.672
0.635

0.589
0.532

0.511
0.502

20

0.626

0.512

0.478

0.646
0.615
0.603
0.546
0.523

Table 1 shows the probabilities of correctly clustering against the true target
measurements. Based on Table 1, ESM bearing measurements are synthetically generated
for 5 measurements for each target. The total number of measurements of these targets is
100 samples. To be realistic, all measurements tend to mixed, and it does not know which
ESM measurement belongs to which true target. The three algorithms described in
sections II and III are performed to do clustering. It shows that the GCNN and GPNN

performed good compare to the Statistical distance calculation method.

Expressions for the error ellipse, which described in section IV, require variances

to be computed for oc,, and a _. These measurements for each clustering region are to
be used for calculation of these variances. Once these variances are calculated, then the
major and minor semi-axes can be calculated, and can create an error ellipse for the
estimated target. This research is still ongoing, and will presents the result in the near
future.
VL Summary
The multi-target clustering problem using neural network and statistical distance
measurement methods has been presented by a combination of analytic, simulation, and
experimental techniques. The problem should be correlated against all nearby true targets.
Clustering decisions are made based on three clustering algorithms described in sections II
and Il. First, the statistical distance measurement method is based on the probability that
the square error between the ESM bearing measurements and the true target's bearing
measurements. Second, neural network based the GCNN and GPNN algorithms have been
applied and performed for these same measurements. The correctly clustered probability is
observed, and also shown that the GCNN and GPNN algorithms were performed good
against true target. This paper presents a preliminary result of ongoing research work.
Further study and implementation results will be discussed in the near future.
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ABSTRACT An associative memory using fixed and variable hysteresis thresholds, ± T and ± T(n), in learning and recalling processes, respectively, has
been proposed by authors. This model can achieve a large memory capacity and
very low noise sensitivity. However, a relation between weight change A w and
the hysteresis threshold ± T has not been well discussed. In this paper, a new
learning algorithm is proposed, which is based on an error-correcting method.
However, in order to avoid unstable behavior, double hysteresis thresholds are
introduced. Unit states are updated using ± T. The error is evaluated using +
(T+dT) instead of ± T. This means 'over correction'. Stable and fast convergence
can be obtained. Relations between ) =dT/T and convergence rate and noise
sensitivity are discussed, resulting the optimum selection for )7. Furthermore,
the order of presenting training data is optimized taking correlation into
account. In the recalling process, a controlling method for ± T(n) is proposed
in order to achieve fast recalling from noisy patterns. Memory capacity is
investigated, which is about 1.6 times the the number of units.
I INTRODUCTION
An associative memory is one of hopeful applications of artificial neural networks (NNs). Connection weights are adjusted so that patterns are memorized on
equilibrium states. Conventional methods, auto-correlation methods and
orthogonal methods [11-[6], assume symmetrical weights, and are effective only
for lineally independent patterns or orthogonal patterns. Therefore, memory
capacity and noise insensitivity are strictly limited.
Authors proposed an associative memory, and its learning and recalling
algorithms [7]-[9]. Fixed and variable hysteresis thresholds were effectively
employed in the learning and recalling processes, respectively. It can
drastically improve recalling ability from noisy pattens. However, a relation
between connection weight change and the threshold was not well discussed. It
was determined by experience. Furthermore, control of the variable hysteresis
threshold In the recalling process was not optimized.
In this paper, new learning and recalling algorithms are proposed In order to
solve the above remaining problems, and to achieve fast convergence, low noise
sensitivity and large memory capacity.
I ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY WITH HYSTERESIS THRESHOLD
The associative memory proposed in [71-[9] is briefly described here. A unit is
connected with all the other units. The weights are not always symmetrical. A
self-loop is not used. Let the input and output for the ith unit at the nth cycle
be u,(n) and vi(n), respectively. The connection weight from the ith unit to the
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jth unit is expressed w1j. Network transition is formulated as follows:
N

uj(n) = E wijv,(n),
l--

w,1 =0
I.u,(n)_

vj(n+l) = f(uj(n)) =

T(n)

vj(n),

I uj(n) I <T(n)

0,

u3(n) ;5 -T(n)

(1)
(2a)
(2b)
(2c)

I LEARNING ALGORITHM FOR CONNECTION WEIGHTS
3.1 Error-Correction with Double Hysteresis Threshold
The proposed learning algorithm is based on an error-correcting method [10].
However, the ordinary error correcting method is very poor in training the
mutually connected NNs. This means the learning process is very unstable and
oscillation easily occurs. Therefore, In order to prevent such unstable behavior and to achieve fast convergence, double hysteresis threshold is
introduced. The learning algorithm Is described in the following step by step.
Let P(m), m=l-M, be patterns to be memorized. p,(m) expresses the ith element
of P(m), which takes a binary value, that is 1 or 0.
(1) Initial connection weights are set to zero.
(2) The network state is set to one of the patterns P(m).
(3) Calculate the unit input by Eq.(l). p,(m) is used instead of v 1 (n).
N

u 1 (n) = i-1
I wij(n)p(m),

pi(m)=l or 0

(3)

(4) Letting ± T be the hysteresis thresholds, the error is evaluated by
e j(n) pi(m)[T-uj(n)] + (l-pj(m))[T+uj(n)]
(4)
(5) If I u,(n) I cannot exceed T, then e (n)>0. Thus, a j(n)<0 means the outp,,t
is correct, that is vj(n+l)=pj(m). Therefore, the weights are updated by
wgj(n+l) = w1j(n) + g (n)6 3(n)p[(m)S[ F i(n)]
(5)
6 i(n) = pj(m)[T+dT-u 3 (n)] + (pd(m)-l)[T+dT+uj(n)]
(6)
S[ e (n) 1 ' 1, r (n) >0
(7)
I0, F, i(n) 50
u(m) =

M/(M(m)-l), 0<, Uo 1,
(8)
M(m) Is the number of the units locate on P(m).
In the above equation, T+dT is used instead of T. dT serves as the hysteresis
margin. A pair of T and dT is called "double hysteresis thresholds" in this paper.
This method makes it possible to stabilize and accelerate the learning process.
In the later section, we will compare the learning behavior with dT and without
dT through computer simulation. A ratio of dT and T is denoted 7)=dT/T.
(6) The connection weights are simultaneously updated for a pattern P(m).
(7) By replacing P(m) by P(m+l), the above processes (2) through (6) are repeated.
Furthermore, Steps (2) through (7) are repeated until all unit inputs satisfy
If p,(m) =1, then ut(n)_ T
(9a)
If p(m) =0, then ui(n)_ -T
(9b)
3.2 Relation between dT/T and Convergence Rates
dT is used to stabilize the learning process. If patterns P(i) and P(j) are
conflict with each other, then adjusting of the connection weights for P(i) are
easily broken by learning P(J) some other time. This cause oscillation, that is
unstable learning and slow convergence. In order to avoid this unstable
phenomena, dT Is Introduced. However, if it is small, effect of dT is not
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sufficient. A large dT is desired to guarantee stable and fast convergence.
3.3 Relation between dT/T and Noise Sensitivity
Noise sensitivity is determined by the variance of connection weights. An example is shown here. Two sets of weights are considered here.
W, [2,1,1,0.5,0.51
12=
W, = [1,1,1,1,1
Sums of the weights are the same, that Is 5. Suppose the unit state will change
if its input change more than 2.5. Using W1, three units should be changed at
least. Let the number of units in the whole network be N. When the noise is
added at random, a probability of selecting one unit is given by I/N. Selection
of three units from five units has probability p1 given by Eq.(10a). At the same
time, using W2, probability of changing more than 2.5 is p2 given by Eq.(10b).
(I0a'
p, = 9(1/N) 4
(10b)
pa (1/N) 3
Usually, N takes a large number (>>9), then p, Is smaller than P 2 .
On the other hand, variance of W2 Is larger than that of Wi. Thus, the noise
sensitivity is proportional to the variance of the connection weights. The
variance is highly dependent on 1 =dT/T. A large 27 will cause a large variance.
Therefore, a small ,i is desirable to achieve robustness for noisy patterns.
This direction for q is opposite to stable and fast convergence. Therefore, 77
should be optimized taking both the convergence rate and the noise sensitivity
into account. This will be further discussed in Sec. V.
3.4 Order of Presenting Training Patterns
In the mutually connected NNs, connections from common units for many patterns to the other units are not emphasized. On the contrary, connections from
the units, not included in many patterns, to the other units are emphasized,
and play an important role in the recalling process. In other words, patterns
having high correlation with the other patterns are difficult to be memorized,
and to be recalled from noisy patterns.
In the learning process given by Eqs.(5) through (8), the connection weights
are adjusted so that the unit inputs just satisfy the threshold pattern by
pattern. This adjusting affects the patterns early presented in both positive
and negative directions. This negative affection will be readjusted in the next
learning. The positive affection will remain. By repeating this learning, the
early presented patterns can gain noise margin.
Taking the above discussions into account, highly correlated patterns are
early presented to the NN. By this method, noise sensitivity is averaged over
all patterns. The correlation Is evaluated by Hamming distance as follows:
dH(i,j)

=

I p (l) - pk(j) I

(11)

X di,j)

(12)

k-I

dH(i)

J-1

IV RECALLING FROM INCOMPLETE PATrERNS
4.1 Variable Hysteresis Threshold
After the training completed, all units satisfy Eqs.(9a) and (9b). By adding
noise, these conditions are destroyed, and the network changes its state. State
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changes are transferred through connections to the other units, and cause
another state transition. The wrong state change tend to cause another wrong
state changes. As a result, the NN fails in recalling the correct memory.
Therefore, it Is important to select the units, whose input are probably
correct, and to change these units first.
For this purpose, we proposed variable hysteresis threshold ± T(n) in the
association process [7]-[9]. Let el(n) be an error added to the ith unit. It takes
± 1. In the noisy pattern, the unit input is expressed using el(n) as follows:
uj(n) = Xwj[pj(m)+e,(n)] = 2wlipt(m) + wije,(n)
(13)
I

I

I

The first term is the correct component, satisfies Eq.(9). The second term is the
error component. If the following condition Is held, inaccurate transition is
caused. The first and second terms are denoted Uj(n) and E,(n), respectively.
-p](m)=l: Uj(n)<-T(n),
p3 (m)=0: U1 (n)>T(n)
(14)
If we assume for pj(m)=l and 0, Uj(n) takes T and -T, respectively, the above
conditions can be rewritten as,
pj(m)=l: Ej(n)<-T-T(n),
pj(m)=O:
T+T(n)<Ej(n)
(15)
Ej(n) is uniformly distributed. The probability of Eq.(15) can be decreased by
setting T(n) to much larger than T. Finally, T(n) should approach to T. This is
an idea behind the variable hysteresis threshold [71-[9].
T(n) is chosen to be large enough to T, and is gradually decreased toward T.
In the previous work, T(n) was determined by
T(n) = T(0) - a n,
a: constant
(16)
T(0) is chosen to larger than T. T(0) and a are also determined by experience.
4.2 Optimum Control of Variable Hysteresis Threshold
In this paper, an improved version of controlling T(n)
method is described in the following step by step.
(1) The first threshold is determined by
T(0) = max
I u(0) }

is

proposed.

The

(17)

u1 (O) is the input of the ith unit at the initial state. The operation I x I
means absolute value of x.
(2) The units, whose input satisfy
I ut(O) I = T(0)
(18)
are updated following Eqs.(1) and (2). ± T(O) are used until the network state
does not change any more.
(3) The next threshold T() is determined in the same way as Eq.(17).
T(1) = max { I ui(n) I 1
(19)
The same processes in Step(2) are repeated.
Thus, after the network reaches to some sate, the maximum input is adopted as
the next threshold. Finally, T(n) can reach T.
V SIMULATION RESULTS
5.1 Convergence Properties
A mutually connected NN, having 8x8=64 units, is used. Training data are generated as random patterns. Half of the units take 1, and the other units take 0.
Hamming distances among patterns form normal distribution with mean of 32 and
covers from 22 to 44. The learning coefficient u o in Eq.(8) is unity.
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From these results, the error-correcting method without dT is vIry poor for
training mutual connected NNs. Patterns more than 45(+) and 60(0) cannot be
memorized due to unstable behavior. On the contrary, the proposed method is
very efficient. As discussed in Sec.3.2, a large 7) =dT/T can provide fast
convergence. Memory capacity can be also increased.

patterns

presented

5.2 Memory Capacity
The memory capacity is dependent on correlation among the patterns. In this
paper, random patterns are used. The results of Fig. 1 are used for this
discussion. The number of iterations gradually Increases up to about 80
patterns. After that, it quickly increases. This Is a very peculiar phenomenon.
The training converged until 100 patterns. The number of the patterns could be
increased a little more. However, from the very sharp slope, it is almost limited
near by 100 patterns. Thus, the memory capacity Is about 100/64 1.56 times as
large as N. This result Is much higher than the other models.
5.3 Recalling Accuracy for Noisy Patterns
Noisy patterns are generated by adding random error. Units are randomly selected, and their state are reversed. Thirty sets of random numbers are used. Association rates are evaluated in average. Figure 2 shows the simulation results.
These results also support the previous discussion given in Sec.3.3. Association
rates are inversely proportional to 17=dT/T. Roughly speaking, around 17=0.2 is
desirable for both convergence speed and recalling accuracy.
5.4 Improvement of Association Rates
Effects of the order of presenting the training data, and the control method
of the hysteresis threshold are investigated. Since random patterns have almost
the same correlation, alphabet patterns, are employed for this purpose. The
patterns are expressed with 16x16=256 dots. The network has also 256 units.
Table 1 lists association rates for noisy alphabet patterns. Method A is the
original one [8], B improves the hysteresis threshold control, C orders the
training patterns based on correlation, and BC combines Methods B and C.
Association rate X is of the original pattens, that is 'correct answer', Y is of
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untrained patterns, that is spurious, and Z Is of the other training patterns.
The recalling accuracy form noisy patterns can be Improved by 3-5%from the
original version. The ordering of the training patterns is more efficient.
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VI CONCLUSIONS
The error-correcting method using the double hysteresis thresholds has been
proposed for the associative memory. Stable and fast learning can be achieved.
Large memory capacity Is obtained. The proposed ordering the training patterns
and the controlling the hysteresis threshold can further improve association
rates for noisy patterns.
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Further Cross Talk Reduction of Associative Memory
using Functional Property of Cross Talk
Yukio KUMAGAI
Dept. of Computer Science and Systems Engineering
Muroran Institute of Technology
27-1 Mizumoto-cho, Muroran, 050 Japan
Abstract - The recalling performance of associative memory, whose construction is based on the outer product
algorithm and naturally extended to higher order correlation, can be explicitly formalized as a functional form of
Hamming distance between the memorized keys and the input key. This functional form is quite similar to the
Krawtchouk polynomial, and thus cross talk in associative memory can be efficiently reduced by utilizing the
functional properties of the Krawtchouk polynomial. In this paper, it is shown that, by further investigating detailed
functional properties of the Krawtchouk polynomial, furthermore advanced effective cross talk reduction can be
achieved and thus superior exact data retrieval is substantiated by computer experiments.
I. Introduction
An associative memory is defined as a mapping from an n dimensional key vectorx = col (x1, x2, ... , x) to an
m dimensional datum vector y = col (y,, y2, ..., y.) associated with the corresponding key x. Usually, the components of these vectors are selected from a set {* 1}, and the realization of this mapping is done by taking an
algebraic sum operation of componentwise correlation all over the data and keys to be memorized. This implementation method is called as the outer product algorithm and its recalling performance, including how to apply input
key and obtain the recalled output, can be described as follows:

z = F~ j y ()0>
®x0)" x-

(1)

where ® denotes the outer product operator, F denotes the signum function which operates componentwise, y ) and
x(i) are the i-th datum and key to be memorized among the v kinds of data and keys respectively, and z and x are the
recalled output and the input key respectively.
So far as the memorization of associative memory is concerned, the most essential feature of associative
memory is taking an algebraic sum operation mentioned above, i.e., the superposition, over all the data and keys to
be memorized. But we have to notice the significant theoretical background of this simple algorithm that the outer
product algorithm is the lowest approximation of converged mathematical results in the two layered neural network
trained by Hebbian learning rule which consists of the excitatory and inhibitory neurons [1], [2]. Thus the concept
of this superposition has to be common in any extension of neural associative memory or new proposal of the
neural network architecture. However, it is well known that, due to the superposition, the storage capacity for the
exact recall is much too low and much less than the theoretically possible number. In order to increase this quantity,
extensions to the higher order correlation associative memory have been attempted by many researchers, and its
recalling performance can be described as follows:
(2)
x },
z = F{(Ei.0 y(i) ®
where the notations x(0(a) and x(q) imply the i-th key to be memorized among the v kinds of keys and the input key
extended to the higher order correlation up to the a-th order, respectively.
The improved results, especially the improved storage capacity, have been calculated, related to the associative
memory recently re-examined by Hopfield [3], [5,6,7,8,9]. However, from the quantitative point of view, the
essential explanation for this improvement is not always given. And, achieving further improvement of storage
capacity, all the results concerned hitherto explicitly or implicitly assumes the necessity of monotonic increment of
the degree of higher order correlation to be extended. This is a crucial problem, since it is well known that it causes
the combinatorial explosion.
In this paper, we present the functional formularization of recalling performance in the higher order correlational
associative memory in terms of Hamming distance between the memorized keys and input key [101. Based on this
formularization, we proposed a new architecture of associative memory which completely removes cross talk due to
the memorized keys having odd number Hamming distance between the memorized keys and the input key [11, 121.
And also we pointed out that the formulated result corresponds to the special case of the Krawtchouk polynomial
[4], [10]-[12]. Therefore, by utilizing of the functional properties of the Krawtchouk polynomial, a considerably
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effective reduction method of still remaining cross talk in higher order associative memory is suggested [131 and a
new architecture of associative memory employing less number of higher order cross products compared to the
conventional one is proposed. Computer simulation has been done and superior ability on exact data retrieval of the
proposed associative memory architecture is exemplified.
II. Performance Formulation of Associative Memory and Construction of New Architecture
Associative memory described by the representation (2) is formalized in terms of Hamming distance between the
memorized keys and the input key as follows [10, 11, 12]:
Theorem [11: Let x be an arbitrarily chosen input key belonging to the set of the memorized keys. Then the
output recalled by this input key can be formularized uniquely in terms of Hamming distance d between the
memorized keys and this input key as follows:

zF[{(
d0

y i(d)))

H(d, c; n) },

iv(d)E j(d)

where
H(d, a; n) = ko0h(d, k; n),

h(d, k; n)

=

Ito (-I)

'

dC" (.-d)C (kZ-J

and the Hamming distance d is defined as follows:
d - d( 0~ ), x )=(1/2)" -n~
;

x!')- x- "1

Here, the notation 1(d)= { i,(d) : i,(d) E I, v=1,2,..,Vd }(d = 0,1,..., n) implies that the index set I = {i
(y(')I x (), i = 1, 2,..., v }(

II(d) ) is uniquely partitioned into the mutually disjoint subsets {I (d)

Jdna

Consequently, if we desire to recall the datum associated with the applied input key from all the superimposed
items, both this desired datum and other data are uniquely decomposed depending upon the Hamming distance
between the memorized keys and input key, but the recalled output is the mixture of desired datum and other
undesirable data. Therefore, the following corollary is easily deduced:
Corollary [1]: Let x(i*)be an input key belonging to the set of the memorized keys and y(i*) be the
corresponding datum. Then the recalled output z by applying the input key x(i*) is uniquely decomposed as
follows:
z = F{y (' ) " H(0, a; n) + Zo(
y(iy(d)> . H(d, a; n) }.

o

i,(de 1(d)

The latter quantity described above becomes just cross talk since this would add the disturbance to the first
quantity y(i*)H(o, a; n) which is the desired one. Thus by using this expression, the quantitative behavior of data
retrieval of associative memory can be explicitly explained. Therefore, the investigation of properties of H(da; n) is
crucial. In the following, we summarize the properties of this function clarified in our study.
Theorem [2]: For Vct, (ct=0,1, ..., n), there holds H(0, a; n) > 0.
0
Theorem [3]: For V d , 0, a o 0, there holds H(0, a; n) > I H(d, a; n) 1.
11
Remark [1]: Putting a = n in H(d, a; n), thbn for V d o 0, there holds H(d, n; n) = 0.
01
Remark [21: The definition of the Krawtchouk polynomial which is sometimes used in the coding theory is as
below [41:
K(d, k; n, q) = 2 0. (-1' dC t" (1-d) C (k-0 " (q-if .
0]
Putting q = 2, k > d, we notice the Krawtchouk polynomial: K(d, k; n, 2) is identical with h(d, k; n). Several
Properties of this polynomial which is particularly useful in our study have been investigated. Utilizing these
properties of the Krawtchouk polynomial we can derive some noticeable properties of cross talk, h(d, k; n) and H(d,
a; n) resulting from our computation. The analysis of these properties provides us with important insights on cross
talk reduction based on the proposed new associative memory architecture with reduced cross talk using fewer cross
products than the conventional one.
Theorem [4]: For V k, a ( k, ct=0,1, ..., n ), there hold
h(n-d, k; n) = (-1) k h(d, k; n), H(n-d, a; n) = (-I) C H(d, a; n).
0
H(d, ct; n) for d o 0 strongly dominates the behavior of cross talk. In this meaning, h(d,k;n) has to be called
suitably as the component of H(d, ct; n). It is worth mentioning that I h(d, k; n)I has symmetricity with respect to d
= n/2, while IH(d, c; n) I is symmetric within the interval [1, n] with the center at d = (n+1)/2, i.e., in the true
cross talk's region, and H(0, ct; n) corresponding to the desired datum is always greater than I H(d, ct; n) I
corresponding to d P 0.
Theorem [5]: For V d (d = 0,1,..., n), there holds h(d, n-k; n) = (-1)d h(d, k; n).
0
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Corollary [2]: For V d (d = 0,1,..., n), there holds H(d, n-a; n) = (-I) H(d, a; n).
0
h(d, k; n),
where f(d, n-a; n)= k'k-n
n)
h(d,
k;
n).
n)
=
h(
d,
n;
holds
h(d,
n-k;
...
,
n),
there
Remark [3]: For V k (k = 1,2,
The above theorem [51 and corollary 12] state symmetricity of h(d, k; n) and H(d, a; n) with respect to k and a
for some fixed d. The first part of the theorem [5] states symmetricity with respect to k for some fixed d. Particular
emphasis has to be put on the fact arising due to this symmetricity that the component h(d, k; n) for the extreme
low and the corresponding higher order correlation (i.e., k and n - k) have the same magnitude but opposite sign for
odd number d, and furthermore both components need equal number of cross products for their realization. Therefore,
following the corollary [2] which results from the first part of the theorem [5], we can propose a new architecture
that simultaneously includes low and the corresponding extreme high order ( i.e., the simultaneous inclusion of ath and (n4x)-th order, n being the highest order), and it is easily shown that this new associative memory
architecture completely removes cross talk due to the memorized keys having odd number Hamming distance from
the input key. The number of different kinds of cross products attains maximum value for high-order around n/2.
Consequently the conventional higher order associative memory architecture, if necessary, might include the cross
products for the order around n/2 up to the highest order in order to achieve the desired performance. But those cross
products are the last one to be used in the proposed architecture and usually do not need to be included. Thus,
compared to the conventional one, the proposed construction extremely reduces the number of cross products to be
used and it also greatly facilitates the efforts for constructing the cross products (Remark [31). In the following, we
show these situations in the form of the theorem concretely:
Theorem [6]: For V d, k = 0, 1, ..., n, there holds
0
for odd number d,
(1/2Y {h(d, n-k; n) + h(d, k; n)}
( h(d, k; n) for even number d.
For d = 1,2, ... , n and a = 0,1, ..., n, there holds
for odd number d,
0
(1/2)-JH(d, n-l-a; n) + H(d, a; n)} =
0
n) for even number d.
H(d, cc;
Consequently, the following corollary is derived:
Corollary [3]: For d, a = 0,1, ..., n, there holds
0
for odd number d,
(1/2)"{I(d, n-; n)+ H(d,a; n)j
H(d, a; n) for even number d.
0
Numerical computation results support the theorems, corollaries and remarks state so far. Figure l(a) and 1(b)
demonstrate these, exemplifying h(dk;n), H(dct;n) normalized by h(0,k;n), H(0,ct;n), respectively for n = 11. This
illustrates the kinds of symmetricity, cross talk cancellation phenomenon, and concrete magnitude of cross talk.
Based on Corollary [3], we deduce the following theorem which describes the architecture of the proposed
associative memory that employs less number of higher order cross products compared to the conventional one.
(n-), x(n-) be the i-th extended higher order correlational vector and the extended input key
Theorem [7]: Let
vector, constructed from using n to (n-a)-th order respectively. Then the associative memory is described by the
following expression:

z

F[(1/2)'{R('o y(i)

® xl)

x(,) + (.y(O

®

h()) •x(n- 4),

(3)

make it possible to reduce completely cross talk due to the memorized keys having odd number Hamming distance
1
between the memorized keys and the input key.
Figure 2 demonstrates such behavior of cross talk of the proposed architecture, and this substantiates the
properties of the theorem [7] and corollary [3].
However, there still remains cross talk due to the memorized keys having even number Hamming distance
between the memorized keys and input key. In the next step, we attempt to reduce cross talk due to those memorized
keys.
In order to do this, we furthermore investigate another property of H(dc; n)as the Krawtchouk polynomial.
Then, we can present the following property:
Theorem [8]: ForV d, a (d = 1,2, ..., n ; c = 0, 1, ..., n), there holds
H(d, ct; n) = h(d-1, a; n-i).

0

Numerical computation illustrated in Fig. 3 exemplifies this relationship for aL=0 to a=4 and n=9. From the
values of H(d, a; 9) and h(d-1, at: 8) shown in the figure, validity of the above relationship is proven, although the
mathematical proof is omitted due to the limited space.
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In order to apply this property to a new associative memory architecture, it is quite important to understand that
the right hand side of the representation in the theorem 18] is described as a function of n-I. Hence, assuming x1 be
the component of the memorized keys and input key vectors occurring mismatch, the even Hamming distance
between the memorized keys and input key is equivalently transformed into the odd number when excluding xI.
By using this idea, we have presented the following theorem which contributes to reduce still remaining cross
talk due to the memorized keys having even number Hamming distance between the memorized keys and the input

key [13].
Theorem [9]: The associative memory based on the Theorem [8] is constructed as follows:
z = F[(112) [(Zv.o y(i)® Xv(). X(a) + (X.o y i)® i0 ) i()
-

(1/4) (Z'.o y() 0 xW'(), xI,(c) + (i.o y(') ®

where x

i,(j%.Xi.(.a)denote

in.a)), xl,(1 -0 )}

(4)

two i-th extended memorized keys, each component of which does not contain x(i)l

are the input
and consists of higher order cross products from n to (n-a)-th order, respectively. And x I.(a), X .(n-)
0
key constructed under the same condition.
Remark [41: In this theorem [9], we used

xii,(

of the component of the memorized keys and

and x

and xl,(n< of the input key in order to furthermore reduce cross talk in the proposed architecture represented
x1, x 1,(,)
by (3). But instead of them, we may construct this architecture based on any another component of the memorized
01
keys and input key.
Remark [5]: The architecture subjected to the representation (4) needs 2-(. -)C . more higher order cross products

0

compared to the representation (3).

Remark [6]: In general, there holds (a-)C a = {(cL+l)/n}- C (a.1). Therefore, if n is sufficiently large and ct is
relatively small, the architecture proposed here implies that the improvement of exact recall is achievable by using
less number of higher order cross products rather than the monotonic increment of the degree of higher order
[
correlation.
Now, in this paper, we extend this idea presented in the theorem [9] as follows:
Let W = (taW) be a matrix consisted of the net outputs ej = col (to1j, w2j,. ,0j) (j = 1, 2, ... , n)
corresponding to the recalled output z = col (z1, z2, ..., z.), in which the components of W are constructed under the
condition that mismatch would be occurred between the memorized key xO')and the input key xj as follows:
.oyi ®
•~~a)
S= (1t2)-(~' y(i)
x® •X(a
-

(l/4)"(Z1.o y(i) ®

+

"xi.(j)+ (Z.o y(i) 0

i.a))

X j,(.a)}

(5)

y(i) (9)..
(1/4)" {(Z1..o y(i ® x).xia))xf).x.a) + (Ev'.o

Then we make a decision of the value of output z according to the following rule:
[decision rule ]: The output zh for h = 1, 2, ..., m is determined as the sign of the absolute value of net output
o which takes the nearest value to Xk*O nCk among the components o forj = 1, 2, ..., n.
Here, it should be noticed that Z.0 , C k is the value of net output if cross talk would be completely eliminated.
[Remark 7]: In the above mentioned architecture, the number of cross products to be needed for adding newly to
the architecture already proposed by representation (3) is the 2-nC a next higher order cross products. This number is
an intermediate next higher order correlation which is less than that of the conventional next higher order cross
0]
product 2-.C(a 1) if c+l n/2.
Exact data retrieval ability of the proposed architecture represented by (5) is compared to the architecture in
representation (4).
II. Computer Simulation and Discussions
Computer simulation was carried out in order to compare the ability on exact data retrieval between the proposed
architectures by keeping the condition that the total number of cross products used in each architecture is nearly
equal.By doing so, we can evaluate the ability on exact data recall with nearly the same cost. The components of
the data and keys are randomly generated with the equal probability of +1 or -1 occurring.
The experimental results are illustrated in Figure 4 and 5. Conventional architecture, already proposed
architecture represented by (3), proposed architecture using the theorem [9], in Ref. [131, and proposed architecture
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using decision rule represented by (5) are compared. Figure 4(a) shows performance comparison between the
architecture pwoposed previously and the conventional one in terms of percentage of exact recall and total number of
failed pairs, using m--9 and n=11. Especially, in Fig. 4(b) and 4(c), it is shown that the broadness being caused by
the differences between the desired output and actually recalled output becomes much wider as the number of
memorized pairs is increased. Figure 5 shows the same type of performance comparison using or not using the
decision rule proposed. Comparison among the architectures are made with a nearly equal number of cross products
used and the proposed architectures use less order of correlation than the conventional one. This makes the
comparison to be on a cost performance basis. Comparison shows that the proposed architectures possesses far
better retrieval ability than the conventional one, and yields the best retrieval cost performance. Even when the

number of memorized pairs is almost equal to the maximum possible number of stored pairs (in this experiment,
500 out of maximum possible 512), the proposed architecture using the decision rule represented by (5) almost
perfectly recalled all of the stored pairs [Fig. 51. The number of failed pairs in this case was only one against among
the 490 and 500 memorized pairs. This significant improvement of exact data retrieval performance in the proposed
architecture using the decision rule is due to the substantial reduction of cross talk employed in its architecture.
and x1.
In the theorem [9], the component used in the construction of the proposed architecture is based on x(i),
But the component between the memorized keys and input key vectors need not be restricted to these ones and any
of components of key vector can be considered. In Figure 5, we illustrate the variation width of experimental
results, i.e., the maximum and minimum values in terms of percentage of exact recall, along with the average
performance, when x() and xj, (j = 1, 2, ..., n) for different values j is used in the construction of the theorem [9].
Even though the performance varies slightly depending upon which component is considered, the usefulness of the
proposed idea, i.e., representation (5) or the introduction of new decision rule into the construction of associative
memory is clearly substantiated through our experiments.
IV. Conclusion
In this paper, we have formulated explicitly cross talk of associative memory as the functional form of
Hamming distance between the memorized keys and the input key. And we have elucidated some noticeable
properties of cross talk for reducing cross talk by using the Krawtchouk polynomial. The properties described in this
paper are not only highly useful for reducing cross talk but also make it quite worthwhile to devise a new
architecture for further reducing cross talk. The associative memory architecture proposed in this paper eliminates
not only cross talk due to the memorized keys having odd number Hamming distance from the input key but also
the still remaining cross talk having even number Hamming distance from the input key. In addition, this proposed
architecture considerably reduces the number of cross products to be used compared to the conventional higher order
correlational associative memory architectures. It can be highly appreciated that, by utilizing an alternate property of
the Krawtchouk polynomial, we have achieved further advanced cross talk reduction and we have achieved almost
exact data retrieval in the proposed architecture. As a result of this reduction, we have exemplified experimentally
the perfect data recall of 9 dimensional datum vector associated with 11 dimensional key vector. In the conventional
way of constructing associative memory, the only way to improve data retrieval performance is to employ the next
higher order correlation, or to increase the number of cross products in a single step, and no intermediate range of
cross product number can be used. In the architecture proposed in this paper, we do not need to increase the number
of cross products in a single step and the intermediate step mentioned earlier can be utilized. The recalling
characteristics for the larger data and keys has to be conducted for concrete evaluation of this architecture and is
currently being investigated with great enthusiasm.
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ABSTRACT

A Hebbian-type associative memory with outer-product training is analyzed here. Previous results, giving
probability of one-step recall in terms of the number of neurons N, number of stored patterns M, and number of
input error bits, b, are used to form an information channel model of the netwoik. With this model, the network's
mutual information , I, is derived. From this measure a "channel capacity", indicating optimal performance in terms
of N, M, and b is found. The mutual information is obtained for both first and second order systems.
1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of applying information theory to the study of neural networks has been promoted by a number
of researchers since the seminal work of Linsker (1]. Among these are Takahashi (2]. who postulated a new
biological model, Jones, et.al. [3) who examined general feedforward networks, and Kamimura [4] who studied
competitive learning models.
The work presented in this paper differs in that information theory concepts are applied to Hebbian-type
associative memories (HAMs) which ae characterized by an outer-product learning rule. We assume a network of N
neurons storing M pattern vectors where each vector component is +1 or -1 with equal probability and all
components are independent. In order to examine the generalization capability of these networks, a parameter, b, is
included which is the number of input vector bit errors. In previous work [5], it was shown that a single signal-tonoise parameter, C, which is a known function of N, M and b, can be used to completely characterize the
performance of a HAM. In particular, the one-step probability of correct recall, Pc, can be expressed as a function of
C for linear as well as quadratic HAMs.
In this work, we build on these previous results to construct an information channel model for a HAM
based on communication channel ideas. We show that the HAMs mutual information I(XY) = Pc*H(X) where H(X)
is the entropy of the input pattern set Since Pc is a known function of C and C is itself a known function of N, M
and b, we now have a measure of the network information transfer in terms of the network parameters.
2. A COMMUNICATION CHANNEL FOR MODELING HAMs
Let VV2,... Vm be M prescribed N bit binary patterns to be stored in a first order HAM of size N. Using
a signal-to-noise (S/N) analysis, the probability of direct recall is found to be [5]:
P (correct)

=(

- i)

(1)

where v is given, as a function of the parameter C = IS/o,

-

(N-2b-1)/i (N-1)(M-I) , by:
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ILfexp

z2/2 ) dz

10-x fe

(2)

Assuming at first that there are no error bits in the test patterns, we can model the HAM as a communication
channel as shown in Fig.1.
Output patterns

Input patterns
X

so

y

YM

XM

YM+l

Fig.l Communication channel model of a HAM
In Fig.1, W includes all possible wrong outputs which do not belong to the M prescribed patterns.
Pc - P(correct) is the probability of getting a correct output in one iteration and it is determined by the C
parameter, C = N-1/ 1 -.1- [5]. q is the probability of getting an incorrect output where the output is one of the
prescribed patterns. q1 is the probability of getting an incorrect output which belongs to the W group.
Because there are 2 N possible output patterns, we find that
qff--J2N.

(I-Pc)ffP(yilxj),

i~j=1,M;

i~j

and
ql = 2N.- M (1 - Pc) = P(w I xi), i=lM.

2 N-_l
Now that all the transition probabilities between each input and output pattern in our model are known, we
can begin our entropy calculations. Assuming that the input patterns have a uniform distribution (a constraint that
will be relaxed later), the source information content is defined as:
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M

H(X)=-

P(xO9og2P(x) =Iog2M

(3)

i-(3)

The average uncertainty of the source given the received output is defined as the conditional entropy
function:
M P4.1

H(X IY) =-

, P(xi yj) log 2 P(xil yj).
i-i j-i

(4)

Because ym+! = W, we can rewrite Eq. (4) as:
M Y,
M P(Xi, Yj) 1092 P(Xi IYj) -Y,M P(Xi, W) 1092 P(Xi IW).-

H(X I Y)

i-1 i(5)
For 15i,j<M,i ij, weobtain:
P(xi, yi) =P(yi I xi) P(xi) = P-, and thus
M
i
P(x Iyi) = P(x
, Y)P(x, yi)
P(Y)
M
Ixk) * P(xk)

(6)
-

IP(yi

P
Pc + (M-l)q
(7)

k-1

Also, P(xi, yj) = P(yj Ixi) P(xi) = A

, from which

M

P(xi I yj)

-

yj)
P(xi,
P(YD)

-

M

(8)
q
PC +(M-1)q

P(xi, yj)

Y, P(yj I Xk) * P(Xk)

(9)

k-1

Finally, P(x, w)

P(w Ix,) P(x) = ql , so
M
P(xi IW)= P(xi, w)
P(xi,
w)
P(w) M
=

(10)

w P(w Ixk) * P(k)

M
(11)

k-i

Substituting Eqs. (6) - (11) into Eq. (5) , we find that
H(X I Y)= - M*-Pg. * log2P(xi Iyi) - M(M - 1)*A- *log2P(xi I y) - M*qI * log2P(x I w)
M

M

M

(12)

If N is sufficiently large, ie., 2N >> M, q--,0, ql--1-Pc, P(xi Iyi)-l and P(xi 1yj)-4O simultaneously, so
H(X IY) can be simplified as:
H(X I Y) = (1 - Pc)log2 M = (1 -Pc)H(X)
Mutual information is defined as:

I(X,

Y)

(13)

= H(X) - H (X IY),

so in this channel model the mutual information is given by:
I( X, Y) = Pc * H(X)
Using Eqs. ( 14 ), (1)

=

P(correct) * H(X)

(14)

.

and ( 2), we can get the relationship between the C parameter value and

information transfer as :
I(X,Y) = (1 -h )
-

..

log2NN
M
_ "exp (Z2/2 )
2-6(15)
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Iog2M
M(5

Many computer simulations were performed to check the probability assumptions that were made in the
derivation of Eq.(14). As an example, consider a linear HAM with 50 neurons and 5 input patterns, (N, M)
(50, 5). Using C

-

IS/o1I

iN

-

-

=

1/fM-iTT (for b=f0), we find that C=3.500. from which P(correct)=0.99 [using

Eqs(l-2)].The simulation results for the probability values P(yi I xi), P(yi I xj) and P(w Ixj) are shown in Table 1.
From this table we can see: Pc = P(yi I x) -* P(correct), q=P(yi Ixj) -- 0, and ql=P(w I xi)-4 l-P(correct).
This means that all the assumptions that were made in the derivation of Eq.(14) agree with this practical case and
thus it supports the accuracy of Eq. (14).
3. INFORMATION THEORY ANALYSIS FOR MORE GENERAL CASES
We only dealt with the no-input-error bit case in the previous analysis. If error bits are present in the test
input patterns, we need to change the previous channel model slightly in order to calculate the information transfer
(see Fig.2).

Input patterns

Noise patterns

Output patterns

X

Y

qi

Vl
Subset

"

q

V2
Subset

xm

q1

y

Subset
ql

ym+l

Fig.2 Communication channel model with input errorbits

In this model , the number of elements of each noise subset is equal to B = CN

where b is the number of

error bits in each test pattern and Cb = N! / b!(N-b)! . Assuming that the error bits are uniformly distributed inside
each subset, the probability connection between each input pattern and an element of its subset is 1/B. Pc is the
transition probability between an element of the ith input subset and the ith stored pattern, q is the transition
probability between an element of the ith input subset and the jth stored pattern and q1 is the transition
probability between an element of the ith input subset and the wrong output group, W.
As in the previous discussion, Pc = P(correct), which is determined by the C parameter, and
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(_1
-Pc),

q =._

ql=2

M (I-Pc).

2- I
2'-1
Following a procedure similar to the previous b=O case, it can be shown that Eqs.(14) and (15) still hold.
It has been shown that the performance of higher order HAMs can also be characterized by a C parameter
[6]. Thus the previous information theory analysis can be applied directly to higher order HAMs. Using the same
assumptions that were made in the previous proof (if N is sufficiently large, ie., 2 N >>M, q--0, ql-- I1-Pc,
P(xi Iy.)--l and Pxi I yj)-- 0 simultaneously), it can be shown that in the second order HAM (QAM) case, I(X,Y)
= P(correct) * H(X) as before

[7].

Until now, we assumed that the input patterns had a uniform distribution. It has been shown [7] that the
relation I(X,Y) = P(correct) * H(X) still holds for any distribution by following a procedure similar to the previous
uniform distribution case.
In communication theory, a key parameter is channel capacity, which is defined as I(X,Y) maximized over
all possible input probability distributions. For the case of equally likely input patterns, we can now easily find the
"channel capacity " equivalent of a HAM (see Figs.3-4) or a QAM (see Fig.5). For fixed N in the HAM case, we
find that the value of M which maximizes I(X,Y) for high Pc is approximately 0.1" N, which is the same as the
empirically derived rule-of-thumb used for the capacity of first order HAMs. Also, as B increases, I(X,Y) is
maximized at lower values of M, which is consistent with the reduction of memory capacity as input errors increase.
In these curves, T means theoretical results from Eq.(15) and S means results from computer simulations.
5. CONCLUSION
The information theory analysis of HAMs reported here has been shown to accurately predict the
performance of networks with varying N, M and b using both first and second order input correlations. This method
can be extended to find the network weights which provide the greatest information transfer and thus can be used to
design high performance networks with a reduced number of interconnections.
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An attractor neural network model of associative memory at
low spike rates with fast inhibitory interneurons
Anthony N. Burkitt*

Computer Sciences Laboratory,Research School of Information Sciences and Engineering,
Australian National University, Canberra,ACT 0200, Australia

Abstract. The mean field formalism of attractor neural networks described in
terms of spike rates and currents is extended to networks of interacting excitatory and inhibitory neurons in which the inhibitory neurons have a fast response
to the excitatory neurons. Such a network of integrate-and-fire neurons with
unstructured inhibition has attractors with uniform low firing rates that correspond to the retrieval of single patterns. Pattern mixtures axe suppressed by the
network. h. the case where there are extensively many patterns, the analysis is
carried out in the replica symmetric approximation.
1. Introduction
Studies of attractor neural networks [1, 2] have developed to incorporate a number
of features that make them increasingly plausible as neurophysiological models. In
a series of recent papers Amit and Tsodyks [3, 4] (hereafter referred to as ATI and
ATII respectively) investigated a network of noisy integrate-and-fire neurons. They
showed that such a description in terms of individual spikes can be converted to an
effective description in terms of current dynamics driven by spike rates. The current
induces a spike rate described by a neuralgain function, thus providing a closed set
of dynamical equations for the currents. The network is analysed using mean field
theory and allows the retrieval of patterns at low spike rates, while being stable to the
admixture of additional patterns. Furthermore, the various approximations involved
are quite realistic in typical cortical conditions.
In this paper the above work is extended to describe a coupled excitatory-inhibitory
network in which the individual neurons are either excitatory or inhibitory, in contrast
to standard Hopfield-type models, in which the neurons do not possess such specificity. In this model information is stored only on the synapses between excitatory
neurons, whose cooperative dynamics is thus responsible for the associative storage of
the patterns and their recall, in accord with the common view in neuroanatomy [5].
The inhibitory neurons serve to control the activity of the excititory neurons through
a feedback process. In general, such systems cannot be described by an energy function and they allow the existence of a rich dynamical behaviour that is difficult to
analyse in any generality. However, in the limit of fast inhibitory neurons, in which
the characteristic time constant T' of the decay of their afferent current is vanishingly
small in comparison with that of the excitatory neurons, an energy function is found
and an analysis of the behaviour of the model is carried out using the standard techniques involving the free energy [2, 61. In this approximation the inhibitory neurons
are assummed to operate so fast relative to the excitatory neurons that they provide
an inhibitory influence that instantanously reflects the activity of the excitatory neurons. This approximation has the twofold advantage that it may be analysed using well
known and powerful techniques and also that the fixed points are exactly the same as
those of the more general (T' # 0) dynamical equations, and it may therefore provide
*email: tonyQnimbus.anu.edu.au
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some insight into this more complex system. Although an instantaneous reaction time
for the inhibitory neurons clearly doesn't correspond to the neurophysiological situation, it may nevertheless partially capture the shorter transmission times for inhibitory
signals that results from the more local nature of inhibitory neurons.
This approach of introducing fast inhibition was first adopted in the study of networks with low temporal firing rates [7, 8], where the excitatory connection matrix was
of the Hopfield type and the inhibition had a very specific pattern dependent form.
This structured inhibition was introduced in order to counterbalance the tendency of
the Hopfield excitatory connections to enhance the retrieval of pattern mixtures. In
the present work it is shown that such pattern mixtures are suppressed without any
structure in the inhibition.
Coupled excitatory-inhibitory networks have been investigated in a variety of contexts [9, 10, 11], where the need for structured inhibition was overcome by introducing
an excitatory network with a Willshaw synaptic structure [12]. In [10, 11] the neurons
had a membrane potential below the spiking threshold, and spikes were generated by
noise. Although the coupled network produced low rates of firing, the noise had the effect that the patterns being recalled were not stable. In [9] the inhibition was modelled
to act non-linearly and recall was achieved by the relaxation of the network to a limit
cycle. However there is some uncertainty about the extent to which the stability of the
pattern retrieval was due to the non-linearity or a lingering neural memory caused by
the random serial updating procedure [133.
2.

The model

Following the notation of ATII, the effective network dynamics in terms of the rates
vF, v[ of the excitatory and inhibitory neurons and their afferent currents If, Ii! is:

dIF(t)
d

=

1

+ZE
j=1

E

1

d~l(t)

T

dt

tj

(t) +

ii,
3

JpV(t)

N1

EB

NE

(t)+

N1

E

NE

_ Tf(t)
i

J!,v(t) +

(2.1)

JYv3 (t)

j=1
----

where the TA are the time decay constants, J A B is the synaptic matrix, and the NA are
the number of neurons of each type (A = E or I for excitatory and inhibitory neurons
respectively). The rate is given by the integrate-and-fire relation [3] v = €(I ):
A

OAI =1
OA (A)={+rA

'A

zex
exp
dZOA

(z-I-PA)aA

2

)[erf z -

a A -A

+

-1(2.2)

where TA is the time constant for the membrane depolarization, OA is the threshold, and
PA and UA are the mean and RMS of the afferent noise, all of which may be different
for the two populations of neurons.
The synaptic matrix is chosen as follows:
j

1

E

=TE NE

jpi

=

,E

j!E = A
1.1 T'fNE

-PE

-PI
=

= o
E

f)J

- TENi

J!
'

- E

(2.3)

Jill1 o

i 0 j;

TIN,'

where the q-", I = 1, .., p are the random N-bit memorized patterns on the NE excitatory neurons, a fraction f of which are one and the remainder of which are zero.
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The arrival of the network at an attractor is characterized by a set of neurons
remaining quiesent while the remaining neurons fire at a substantially higher rate for
some macroscopic time. The quality of retrieval of the patterns is characterized by the
similarity of the firing rates vi to the stored patterns rn':

=
-fNE

1

+

, < VE >
= I
1

M
rn= ,

NE

E

NE

uM+

(f)N

< vE >

NE

7'
= f (1- 1f )N E i=1
E~'

-

(1-) _

f) < vf >

(2.4)

where m + and m; are the mean firing rates of the neurons in the foreground and
background respectively. The rates are measured as the number of spikes per absolute
refractory period. In addition to m. there are also the average firing rates of the two
sets of neurons:
Nr

1 NE

N E < i >

M

-E
Ni=1

Ni=l

3.

Mean-field equations in the limit T

-+

(2.5)

< V">

0

In the limit of fast inhibitory neurons the model can be analysed using the standard
techniques [6, 14, 15]. The inhibitory current Ihcomes instantaneously to equilibriurr
providing an inhibition to the afferent current of the excitatory neurons:
E

diE(t)
dt

(

NE

I NE

EE 1

3

7 -=

(.

where the function I is defined (via its inverse) by the relation
T -lW)= 071 (x) + pix

(3.2)

(a small non-zero noise al in eq. (2.2) ensures that 041, and hence also T-', is single

valued). The above dynamical equation for IE(t) can be written in the form
dlf(t)

OH

TE d----=
di
OVF

(3.3)

with the Lyapanov function
H=-

TE

NE

~

NE

JEivivf+Z

,,E

E+pEI

du

fu)

(3.4)

where G(v) = fo I(v')dv'. The free energy and the partition function are defined as
usual by (dropping the sub- and super-scripts E):
FN(P3 )

1N

----

nZ

,

Z=

where the v-integrals are over the interval [0, 11.
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dv exp(-H)

(3.5)
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Figure 1: The solution plot of the two mean-field equations with
rE,! = 4, PE, = 0.25, /E = 0.20, p/ = 0.10, rE,j = 0.0125.
3.1

Finitely many patterns

+ 0) the
If the number of patterns p remains fixed as N increases (i.e., a = p/N -free energy may be calculated using standard techniques. The inclusion of the p-term
, vi and a momentum v conjugate to
is facilitated by introducing a variable c = 6,in order to impose this constraint. The free energy is then given by
2 + -M2 + Ev
limFN(/) = 2 Z(M+)
J0

F(3) =

N--.oo

(mIn

-

PE

J

du

u

dv exp/9 {~M+JA 7V + AEmov + VV' - GMv})

(3.6)

The resulting mean-field equations are
fM+ =

((1"I'1,,)

,

MO = 6 = (([V],n))

V = -PE*~(IE)

,

(3.7)

with the notation
m+,W + AEmo +v) v - G(v)}

[Hn= foldAexp/{(

fdv exp P9I( F- _~
t

which in the/
==,

-*

+(3-8)+

(3.8)

v

oo (zero temperature) limit becomes
(3.9)

+7' + AEno - pET(- mo))

+ 0) and for a small noise distribution OE (so that
In the pure Hebbian limit (AE -.E(-psrn) can be neglected) the mean field equations reduce to
m = OE(m - pErn)

,

m=

fm
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,

ri =

I(Ajm - pit)

(3.10)

Each equation gives a solution trajectory in the m - fi-plane, as plotted in figure 1 for
1\1 = PE = PI = 1 and typical parameter values. The mean field solution is given by
the point of intersection of the two trajectories.
The mean field equations for the symmetric mixture of two states has been investigated and it is found that such mixture states are suppressed for sparsely coded
patterns (small f). This result may be understood simply by the fact that the simultaneous activation of two patterns would induce an overall inhibition so large as to
suppress all activity in the network.
3.2

Extensively many patterns

If the ratio of the number of patterns to the number of neurons remains finite as N
increases (i.e., a = p/N # 0) the free energy per neuron may be evaluated by the
replica method [14, 15, 6]. Introducing the conjugate variables e and v as before, the
free energy in the replica symmetric approximation is
E(+)2+AE M2 +,V

=
F~p

+ (roqo - rq) + -'
2

ln[1 - fl(qo - q)] - 1

2#1

l3qo-)

l-(qo -q))

dv exp3{,

1(In

duI (,

PE

-

m

+r

+ AEmo + vfr z + v v

+ a (fl(to - r) - 1) v' - G(v)l)

(3.11)

The resulting mean-field equations are

f

=

(i[,))

qo

=

(([V2],))

r

=

,
+

[-

(qO-q)

r (qq)
=

[l_
2

mO

=

,

q =

,

v

q
[1-(-q)]

E=

v]0)

(([v]2))(.

(312)

=

--

E

with the notation

fl dv Z(v) exp[/3H(v, z)]

[Z(V)],7,z

(3.13)

-= fl dv exp[3H(v, z)]

SA=

77 + AEm+ V'+v
v v+7

1f

qz

G(v)

In the 3 -+ oo limit v is determined as the solution of the implicit equation
Vm(z)

= OE

M+471

+ A1MO + Z___

-

i-CV,(Z-

1-

4.

ay

PE

(-m)
fO

(3.14)

Discussion

The form of the inhibition considered above is linear (equation (1)). In order to model
such effects as shunting, it is of interest to consider non-linearterms in the inhibitory
interaction [9). Such non-linear inhibition can be introduced straightforwardly into the
formalism so long as the function is invertible, since it simply has the effect of modifying
the form of the function IQ.
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In summary, it has been shown that a network of interacting excitatory and inhibitory integrate-and-fire neurons can be analysed using mean field theory in the limit
in which the dynamics of the inhibitory neurons is fast in comparison to that of the excitatory neurons. The firingrates remain quite low, with the neurons in the foreground
having mean firing rates which are well elevated compared with those in background.
Investigations are currently under way to solve the replica symmetric mean field equations, to examine the validity of the replica symmetric approximation, and study the
behaviour of the network for non-zero values of T by means of simulations.
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Abstract
This paper presents a new approach for the design of first order Hebbian-Type Associative Memory
networks using a signal/noise analysis method. We develop a simple algorithm to find the optimal network structure
which utilizes a minimum number of interconnection weights when the number of stored patterns , M, and the
required one-step recall probability, P, are fixed. It is shown that such optimal networks also retain excellent
generalization capabilities.
1. Introduction
Hebbian-Type Associative Memories (HAMS) based on the outer product rule have been studied extensively
[1- 41. Generally. in order to get high probability of correct recall, P. the first order I:AM's size "N" must be on
the order of ten times as large as the number of stored patterns "M" for p - 90%. If we increase the number of
neurons, "N," we can get higher recall capability, but the number of interconnection weighting terms also increases
very fast because there are 0 (N2)weighted interconnections.
It is interesting to pose the following question: which network structure will utilize a minimum number of
interconnection weights for a prescribed performance? In this paper we use a signal/noise analysis method [2,1 to
find the effect of each value of the weights during one recall iteration for a first order HAM. Then we develop a
simple algorithm to find the optimal network structure and minimum size when the number of stored patterns, M,
and the required one-step recall probability, P,are fixed.
2. Relationship of weight values to signal/noise parameter, C
Let V1, V 2... V M be M prescribed N bit binary patterns to be stored in a first order HAM. Hebb's rule is
incorporated by a correlation memory matrix "T" where:

T

k-iMVktVjk

k-1

1

i,j <Nandiej.

1

Each bit of Vkj in Eq.(1) is considered to be an independent identically distributed random variable with equal
probabilities of being +1 or -1. If M is an even number, Tij can be 0, ±2, ±4, ±6, ... ±M , and if M is an odd
number, TQ can be ±1, ±3,±5, ±7, ... ±M . Tij has a binomial distribution which can be determined as follows:
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P(TU D)"

P-i

* p*

D) =

qiI

(herepfq= )

2 DI2
F exp 2M

=

(4

(2)

Thus, in each row of matrix "T ," the number of weights whose absolute value is D is
(N'-)

exp(- -&)

(O<DM)

LDf

2(N-l)

(D=O).

F2M(3)
Let V be the ith bit of input vector q. After one step of the recall process:
V(t+ l)f=F

jand Fh00 = IifYO,Fb(Y)=-1iY<0.

where i

T4iVj

If we only use trj = D and set all other weights equal to zero, then
Vqi (t + I
Fh ( TIjVj

Here ji is the index of those Tij whose values are +D or -D.A new variable Y is defined:
LD

(4)

ji-i
From [4], the absolute mean and standard deviation of Y are
M

(5)

W-!

These terms have been shown to represent the signal and noise standard deviation values of this reduced
network. Wang et al. [21 defined a parameter C=S/N for Hebbian-type associative memories where S is the signal
value and N is the noise standard deviation. So in this case,if we only use the connection weights with absolute
value equal to D, the C parameter value will be:
CD -- = L"'D

D

(6)

'M

which can be used to predict the probability of one - step recall [2].
From [2], the C parameter is related to the probability of one-step recall by:
q=P(incorrect) =(C)= 2I

exP (Z22) dz

f2-x

fc(7)

where il = P ( incorrect ) is the probability of a neuron being in an incorrect state after a single step update. The
probability that all neurons are in a correct state after a single step update is

Pf=f(l-q)
(8)
So by Eqs.(5-8) we can find the effect of each value of the weights during one recall iteration for a first order
.

HAM.
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3. An algorithm to find optimal network size
From the discussion in Sec. 2, we know that ITJ

>

Do for some Do is the tail part of the histogram of

1". It contributes only a small fraction of all weights if Do is large enough compared to M .Our approach is to
examine using only this subset of weights to get a smaller network with high recall ability and good generalization

capabilities.
In Eq.(6), the Cparameter (CD) comes from only using one value of weight with absolute value lTJ = D.
Usually this is not large enough to get high recall capability. Hence we combine the weights in the tail part of the
histogram. Since different values of weights are statistically independent, the C=S/N will be:

D-o(9)
Now the only thing we do not know is the optimal Do , which we can obtain as follows:
Before we design a network, we assume that we know the desired number of stored patterns, M, and
the required minimum one-step recall probability, P. For any given network size N, and a given neuron i,
n -=
P (incorrect )= 1 -p1 JN. From [21 ,we know that for each 1 there is a corresponding C value (lets call it Co).
The relationship is shown by Eq.(7). Thus we can say Co4* 1 ('I) , and only if Cm > Co can we get the desired or
better recall probability P.
Replacing Cm by Eq.(9), we solve this inequality in this way:
Replace Do by M, M-2, M-4,..., 2, 0 if M is an even number, or by M, M-2, M-4, ..., 3, 1 if M
is an odd number. The largest possible integer solution is the Do that we need. If the largest possible solution is
less than zero, this means that the network size N is not large enough to store M patterns with the required
probability of correct recall, P,even if we use all the interconnection weights.
After we get Do. the total number of weights used in this design is:
M

Number of weights = I

(

L.D

D-0)

where LD is given by Eq.(3). Varying N for fixed M and minimum recall probability P, we can get a
theoretical curve showing the number of weights used in each case. As an example: for M =10, P = 94% , we get
curve "T (P=94%)" in Fig.1. We used computer simulations to check the theoretical analysisand the results are

shown by the curve "S(P--96%)" in Fig.l. The theory and simulation results are very close for the same M value
and slightly different P values, as will be discussed later.
From Fig.l, theoretically when M = 10 and P = 94%, many different neural network sizes, N, can satisfy

the requirements on M and P,but there are some cases (e.g., N=150, N=275 ) which need a relatively small number
of weights ( about 7500). In comparison , for M = 10 , P = 94% and a fully interconnected network, we would need
N = 125 and 15625 interconnections.
The non-monotonic shape of the curves is due to the discrete property of the Do value and the distribution of
weight values [Eq.(2)]. In Fig.1, when N=125, Do is equal to 2, we use all the weights with absolute value greater
than or equal to 2. Similarly, when 150 N<250, Do is equal to 4; when 275_5N<500, Do is equal to 6. Every time
Do increases, we use a smaller fraction of all weights in the recall procedure.
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We also investigated changing M for fixed N and P and got a theoretical curve showing the number of
weights used in each case. Here is an example: for N =200, P = 96%, we got curve "T "-%)"
in Fig.2. We used
computer simulations to check the theoretical analysisand the results are shown by the curves "S (P=98%)" in
Fig. 2. The theory and simulation results are very close for the same N value and slightly different P values.
The non-monotonic shape of the curves is again due to the discrete property of the Do value and the
distribution of weight values [Eq.(2)]. In Fig. 2, when M=5, Do is equal to 5, we only use all the weights with
absolute value equal to 5 and the percentage of these weights is P(TJ = 5)-5.8%. When M=6, Do is equal to 4, we
only use all the weights with absolute value greater than or equal to 4 and the percentage of these weights is
PTJ > 4)-20.3% . Similarly we can explain all the points of Fig. 2.
In Figs.l-2, the simulation recall probability, P, is higher than in the corresponding theoretical cases by
about two percentage points. This constant bias (due to the simplicity of the model for high performance networks)
can be built into the design process for obtaining a minimum interconnection network.
Combining the processes used in developing Figs.l-2, we can find a curve showing the minimum
requirement for the number of weights vs. the number of stored patterns, M, for a fixed one step recall ability, P.
An example is shown in Fig. 3.
In Fig.3 , one step recall ability is set to be P=95%, M goes from 10 to 30, curve "Tweight" is the
minimum requirement for the number of weights from our theoretical calculation, and curve" 1OM.square "comes
from the square of 10M. From these results, we postulate that the total number of interconnections needed to store
M patterns with high recall probability is on the order of (1OM) 2, independent of N. This is consistent with the
rule - of - thumb" that a network with N neurons can store approximately M - 0. IN patterns.
So far we have shown how to use our simple algorithm to find the optimal network structure which utilizes
a minimum number of interconnection weights when the number of stored patterns , M, and the required one-step
recall probability, P, are fixed. Usually a reduced large network can provide a good recall ability and in some cases
use less weights than a smaller fully connected network.
4. Error correction ability
To check the error correction ( i.e., generalization ) capability of a HAM when only a small number of
weights are used,we did further computer simulations. Some results are shown in the FigA for various numbers of
input error bits, B.
In FigA when N=125, Do=2 and the number of weights used is 11686; when N=175, lO=4 and the number
of weights used is 10461;when N=325, D0= 6 and the number of weights used is 11509. The case N=125, Do=2
corresponds to a smaller fully connected network, the latter two cases correspond to reduced larger networks. Note
that B is plotted up to 10% N for each case.
From Fig.4, we can see that the error correction capability holds constant ( in terms of percent of input
bits in error ) at a high level when we only use a subset of the possible interconnection weights in the one-step
recall iteration. This implies that the basins of attraction maintain the same relative widths as the network size N
increases and the fraction of possible interconnections decreases.
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5.Conclusion
We have used theoretical analysis and computer simulations to show that a first-order associative memory
can be realized with an optimal (minimum) set of specially selected interconnection weights, given the number,M,
of patterns to be stored and given a prescribed probability of one-step recall, P. There am also several near-optimal
solutions with about the same number of interconnections required, but different numbers of neurons, N. All these
networks have essentially the same generalization capability, i.e., their basins of attraction scale linearly with N.
It is interesting to see that to make the network provide a good performance, the critical point is not the
network size but the actual number of weights used. It looks as if there is a lower bound on the number of weights
(about 7500 in Fig.l) that we cannot be below for prescribed M and P values. In other words, there is a minimumnumber-of-weights requirement to represent a certain information content at fixed recall capability.

From our

2

simulations, it appears that the number of weights is approximately (10M) , which is consistent with the "rule of - thumb" that M - 0.1N for a gcd performance in a fully connected network.
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model whose only task is to group the input vectors as linear independent sets. Since there are
a number of Linear Associators connected in parallel, we have outputs from each of these during
recall, and consequently we need to select only one which is the most appropriate as an output.
This is done by a postprocessor unit which is added to our model. The idea of our basic model
had already been presented in (7] which can be outlined in a diagram as shown in Fig 1. The
input and the output of the preprocessor unit is shown in Fig. 2.
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We organize this paper by presenting a design of the preprocessor and the postprocessor
blocks. The preprocessor block groups the input vectors as linearly independent sets. The
postprocessor block selects one vector from the outputs of each Linear Associator Neural Network
which are connected in parallel. Finally, we discuss the performance of our model.

2

Increasing The Capacity

As mentioned earlier, a number of Linear Associators are needed to be connected in parallel
to increase the capacity with the capability to produce the exact recall. If there are M such
Linear Associators and each network can store N number of input vectors then the capacity
can be increased to M x N. This combined network is arranged in such a way so that it acts
like a single Linear Associator having a number of input and one output. The number of Linear
Associators needed to be combined depends on the number of (xi, yi) training pairs available
and the dimensionality of the xi vectors. The next task would be to ensure the inputs to these
Linear Associators be all linearly independent. For this purpose we need a preprocessor unit.

3

The Design of the Preprocessor

The introduction of the preprocessor unit enables us to manipulate the xi vectors as desired.
It involves the grouping of the input vectors in such a way so that the vectors which are to be
input to the Linear Associators be all linearly independent. This process does not change the
input vector in any way.
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3.1

Grouping the Input Vectors

Suppose the dimension of the xi vectors is N and the number of input vectors is L. Normally
L > N and we need at least K number of Linear Associators, where K = rL/N]. However, the
actual number of groups (the number K) will be determined by the algorithm that is responsible
for making the sets linearly independent. The main objective is to form K groups from these L
vectors each containing N number of vectors in a way so that all of these K groups be linearly
independent. Fig. 2 illustrates the input/output relations.
3.2

Testing for Linear Dependency

The next task of the preprocessor block is to test for linear dependence of each of the K groups.
This could be done by evaluating the value of the determinant of each set. If it is zero then
the set is linearly dependent; otherwise, it is linearly independent. A methodology presented by
Haque et.al [6] may be utilized for this purpose since it computes the value of the determinant
using Neural Networks. If some of the sets are found to be linearly dependent, then we develop
an algorithm to make these sets linearly independent.
Haque and Cheung [8] also developed a Neural Network to test for the linear independence
of the input vectors. But their network is limited to only binary inputs vectors of dimension
four which restricts its practical usefulness.
3.3

Rearranging the Input Vectors

Our investigation reveals that the solution to the problem of making all the sets linearly independent may be done by simply interchanging one or more vectors among the linearly dependent
sets. The following example will clarify the concept.
Example. Suppose there are a total of 9 input vectors and there are 3 Linear Associator
Neural Networks each needs only 3 input vectors. Let the vectors are: x, = (2, 1,-2), x 2 =
(-4,2,3), x 3 = (-8,8,5), X4 = (1,3,5), xs = (2,4,0), xs = (3,1,7), x 7 = (3,0,2), x 8 =
(2,-1, 1), and x9 = (5, 2, 4).
Let us divide these vectors into three sets each containing three vectors. They are: S1 =
{xl,x 2 ,x3}, S2 = {x 4 , xs,x6}, and S3 = {x7, xs, x9}.
We have found that the set S2 is linearly independent whereas the sets S, and S3 are both
linearly dependent. Now we need some regrouping of these vectors so that all the three sets are
linearly independent. Since S2 is already linearly independent; therefore, we keep it as it is. We
exchange the vectors x 3 and x 9 between the sets S and 53 yielding as: S1 = {x1, X2, xg} and
S3 = {x7 , x8, x3}
We observe that all the three sets S1, S2, and S3 are now linearly independent.
This example outlines the type of processing that is required in the preprocessing unit. It is
the grouping process of all the incoming xi vectors so that they all form a linearly independent
set.
3.4

Development of an Algorithm

The above example leads to the following algorithm to group all the input vectors arbitrarily
and then to test each set of vectors for linear dependence. The swapping of vectors occurs
between the sets that are linearly dependent or between a linearly dependent set and a linearly
independent set. Let N be the dimension of each vector.
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Step 1. Divide all the input vectors to form K number of sets in such a way that a the
number of vectors in each set is N.
Step 2. Test for linear dependence for all K sets.
Step 3. Let Q number of sets become linearly independent and R number of sets become
iinearly dependent.
Step 4. Swap a number of vectors between these R sets and test them again for linear
independence. Suppose S number of sets among the R sets now became linearly independent.
Then Q *--Q+S,and R-- R-S.
Step 5. Repeat step 4 a predetermined number of times. If Q = K then stop.
Step 6. Swap one vector at a time between any of the Q set and one of the R set and test
for linear independence of both the sets. Unswap if both becomes linearly dependent.
Step 7. Repeat step 6 a predetermined number of times. If Q = K then stop.
Step 8. Assign N *- N - 1. Put all the vectors of the R sets into input list and divide the
vectors in K number of sets each having N vectors. If N = 1 then stop, otherwise Goto Step 2.
3.5

The Computation of the Weight Matrix W

The above algorithm produces, although not guaranteed, K number of sets with all linearly
independent vectors in each set. All the vectors in these sets are now ready to be given as input
to each Linear Associator Neural Network as part of training the network.
In the best case scenario, all the K sets form a square matrix and are linearly independent;
therefore, the computation of the weight matrix W is done by using the following formula:

W = YX(1)
where X 1 is the true inverse of the matrix X and Y is the corresponding output matrix.
In the average case scenario, not all the K sets are a square matrix. For those which form a
square matrix, the weight matrix W is computed by using the above formula. Those sets which
do not form a square matrix, the weight matrix W is computed by using the pseudoinverse
formula [2] as given below:

W = YX

+

(2)

Once the network is trained, the output vector is obtained by using the following recall formula:
Yk = Wxk

(3)

It can be shown that if the vectors are linearly independent the exact recall is guaranteed [9].

4

The Design of the Postprocessor

The postprocessor consists of a number of Kohonen Type Competitive Network (KTCN) connected in parallel and output processing nodes as shown in Fig. 3. The KTCN is a two layer
Neural Network in which the first layer consists of the Kohonen Type processing nodes associated with the weight G. In our case the winning processing node outputs the input value instead
of a 1 as in the case of the Kohonen Neural Network. The second layer is associated with the
weight H and simply outputs the inputs. The design of KTCN is shown in Fig. 4.
There is no formal training in the postprocessing part. All the weights are fixed and initialized
as follows. The weight matrix H has the weight all equal to 1. The weight matrix G is a p x q
matrix where p is the number of training pairs, and q is the dimension of the y vectors. The
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G matrix is initialized to 81 = Y1, 92 = y2,'" ",g, = Yp. Each processing element of the KTCN
computes the input intensity I, in accordance with the following formula:
(4)

Ij = D(yi, z)
where z is the output from the LA, and D(u,v) is the Euclidean distance defined by:

D(u,v) =i u - vI

(5)

A competition is then held between all the I values of all the KTCN processing elements. The
processing unit with the lowest I, value wins the competition and sends the same input signals
through its q channels. If any of the Ii value is zero, then we have a perfect recall.
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Figure 3: The basic architecture
of the postprocessor block
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Figure 4: The detailed design of
the Kohonen Type Competitive
Network (KTCN)

Initially, the threshold value of all the Processing Elements (PEs) of all the KTCN are equal to
zero. Each PE of the KTCN has a lateral input from the top (except for the top most one).
The winning FE inhibits all the PEs below it through an inhibition connection INH as shown in
Fig. 4. If there is no winning IFE
[
• with
• | zero threshold then the threshold value of all the KTCN
are increased slightly until we have a winning FE.

5

Discussion and Conclusion

We have proposed a new model of a Neural Network that can accept any type of data: binary,
bipolar, continuous and even complex numbers having unlimited, but finite, capacity. This
increase in the capacity has been attained simply by connecting a number of Linear Associator
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I

Neural Network in parallel and dividing the input vectors into groups. To retain the exact recall
property of the Linear Associators we develop a heuristics to arrange the input vectors as a set
of linearly independent vectors. A preprocessor is added to perform this task. Our algorithm
does not guarantee that the vectors could be grouped as a linearly independent set of vectors
and, therefore, needs further improvement. Since there are many Linear Associators connected
in parallel we needed to design a postprocessor in order to select the most appropriate output
vector. We used the slightly modified version of the Kohonen Neural Network for this purpose.
Theoretically, the new model should perform as indicated. However, extensive simulation
with this network has to be performed in order to determine its effectiveness for practical applications. Also the network complexity has to be evaluated and discussed. Our ongoing research
has been directed towards these issues.
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A CLASS OF AUTO-ASSOCIATIVE
NEURAL NETWORKS WITH LOW CONNECTIVITY
David D. Vogel, Creighton University, School of Dentistry, Omaha, NE 68178
ABSTRACT
Two classic problems with the use of auto-associative neural networks to model
mammalian memory are the small size of fully connected networks with realistic
numbers of connections per neuron, and the small storage capacity of networks with
realistic learning algorithms. Much larger networks (P-nets) may be constructed by
connecting neurons in patterns that form projective planes (symmetric block designs) or
similar structures such as affine planes. The smallest P-net constructed with 1000
connections per neuron contains 2x10 6 neurons. Implemented with a simple Hebbian
learning algorithm, the network stores more than 106 training vectors with 32 active
neurons per vector.
1 INTRODUCTION
Neural networks have provided useful insights into the mechanisms by which real
brains might, in principle, perform certain kinds of information processing. There are,
however, well known problems with neural networks as models of memory in mammalian
brains. A pyramidal cell may have a few tens of thousands of synapses, but it is unlikely
that such cells connect to more than a few thousand other neurons involved in engram
formation - there being multiple connections between single pairs of neurons and many
connections which must serve functions other than direct encoding of memory (Traub and
Miles, 1991). In contrast, large scale cortical synchrony implies the existence of large,
functionally integrated regions. While it is possible to use local connections to account or
slowly developing synchrony, as is seen in the 8-frequency synchrony of the cortically
stimulated thalamus (Steriade, Dossi, and Nunez, 1991), local connectivity seems unlikely
to produce the synchronous oscillation of the cat visual cortex (Gray et al. 1989). Still more
problematical is the small information storage capacity of fully connected networks (F-nets)
with learning rules that might be implemented physiologically. Among networks that use
simple learmng algorithms, Palm's (1980) auto-associative model has an unusually large
information storage capacity. However, the capacity of a network in which each neuron is
connected to 1000 other neurons is still only 1300 sets of 20 neurons each which seems too
small to account for human cognition. Palm (1980) writes of a "severe problem in regarding
[a fully connected network] as a model for the cortex" and adds, "It would be interesting to
analyze whether specific arrangements of the storage elements or possible connections...
could provide particularly large storage capacities. This paper describes a large class of
such arrangements.
2 NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The networks described here are all multilayer networks which conform to the
following conditions.
1. All layers have the same number of neurons.
2. All neurons in the same layer have the same number of synapses.
3. If the ith neuron of layer p synapses on the jth neuron of layer q, then the jth
neuron of layer q synapses on the ith neuron of layer p.
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4. Every neuron in the primary layer is linked to every
other neuron in the priary layer through exactly one
neuron in each secondary layer.
These additional statements follow from the above
conditions.
5. The pattern of synapses of primary neurons on the
neurons of each separate secondary layer forms a
symmetric block design (projective plane).

Figure 1. Asmall P-net. Lines
represent both feed forward
and feed backward connections.

6. The pattern of synapses of the neurons of each
separate secondary layer on primary neurons also forms a symmetric block design
with the property that every secondary neuron is linked to every other secondary
neuron through exactly one primary neuron.
Other cognate conditions produce other strongly regular graphs (e.g., those based on
affine planes) with similar mnemonic properties.
Some of the P-nets described in this paper have two secondary layers connected to
the same primary layer with different block designs. (The second secondary layer is not to
be mistaken for a tertiary layer which would be connected to a secondary layer rather than
the primary layer.) I refer to P-nets with one secondary layer as "first-order"and to P-nets
with two secondary layers as "second-order."
S ACTIVATION AND LEARNING RULES
During a training phase several sets of randomly selected primary neurons (training
sets) are activated. During a recall phase the network is stimulated with reca/ sets, each of
which contains half the neurons of some training set. Stimulation with a recall set always
activates all the neurons in the corresponding training set. In addition, a number of
spuriousneurons which are not part of the training set may become active.
Let ai denote the activity of the ith neuron, and wii the synaptic weight of j on i.
During the first pass of recall, the activation rule is
ai = S
ai = 0

if 7 wiaj > S
J
if I wiaj < T

where S is a saturation.

(la)

where T is a threshold.

(1b)

J

ai = .wijaj

elsewise.

(c)

At all other times the activation rule is
ai = S

if I wiaj -aw> S

(1d)

j

ai = 0

if Ywiaj-aw< T
J

(le)

ai = 7 wijaj - aw
J

elsewise.

(lf)

where a is the activity of training set neurons when first activated, and w is the untrained
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synaptic weight. For the primary layer, S = T = a.
The learning algorithm is simple. Let w' be the trained synaptic weight.
Wi = w

until both pre and post synaptic neurons
are active on the same pass.

(2a)

wi = w'

thereafter.

(2b)

The network is trained in one pass, though it reverberates naturally and may be
trained on any pass. Let n and n' respectively be the number of neurons in a training set
and a recall set. Appropriate thresholds during training are given by
Ti = (n-1)w 2 a

for the primary layer,

(3a)

T2 = wa

for the secondary layer.

(3b)

and
Appropriate thresholds during recall are given by
T1 = e w" 2a

during the first pass,

(3c)

Ti = (n-1)w' 2a

during subsequent passes,

(3d)

and
T2 = wa

(3e)
4 SIMULAIONS AND COMPARISONS

The similarity of the activation and training algorithms we have used to those of
Willshaw, Buneman, and Longuet-Higgins (1969) or Palm (1980) suggests conducting a
mathematical analysis of P-nets analogous to Palm's analysis of F-nets. Unfortunately, the
comparable analysis of P-nets leads to numerical equations which must be programmed to
calcidate impractically large numbers of permutations. However, I next show that the
number of spurious neurons in P-nets is bounded well bewz the number of spurious
neurons in F-nets, as connectivity increases.
In the sequel, I use the word "pathway" to refer to either a direct connection between
neurons of an F-net, or a link through the secondary layer between primary neurons of a
P-net. The values of Tx (equation 3) are chosen such that P-nets and Palm-style F-nets
have the same condition for a neuron to be spurious at the start of the second cycle of
reverberation; namely, that the neuron have trained pathways to each of the recall neurons.
The probability that a randomly chosen neuron, S, not a member of the training set,
will have a trained pathway to the first neuron of the recall set can be calculated for F-nets
as follows. Let F denote the total number of pathways in the network other than those
which interconnect the training set, TIF the number of these pathways that are trained, PF
their ratio, u the number of neurons per layer, and k the number of synapses per neuron.
= u(u-1)-n(n-1) = (k+l)k- n(n-1)< (k+l)k

.

(4)

The number of pathways trained in a naive F-net by a training set of size n is n(n-1).
However, in a previously trained network some of these pathways may already be trained.
Palm (1980) has demonstrated that about half the synapses are trained in a fully trained
F-net. Accordingly, the last of L training sets may train roughly (112)n(n-1) pathways. It is
unlikely that L training sets would train fewer than (1/2)n(n-1)L pathways. The lower
bound of the probability of S being trained to the first recall neuron, % is thus
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approximately
=

qp/V > (1/2)n(n-l)L/[(k+i)k] > (1/2)n(n-1)L/k

2.1

(5)

for sufficiently large k.
I now calculate an upper bound of the probability, PA that a randomly chosen
neuron in a P-net, not a member of the training set, has a trained pathway to the first
neuron of a recall set. Once again, the number of possible pathways is given by
V

= u(u-1) -n(n-1)

(6)

However, for symmetric block designs u = k2 - k + 1,so
9+ = (k2 - k + IXk 2 - k) - n(n-1) > (k-1) 4

(7)

for sufficiently large k.
Again, in a naive P-net, the number of pathways trained by a training set of size n
is n(n-1). However, each of the n(n-1)pathways passes through a secondary neuron which
synapses onto k-I primary neurons other than the original training neuron at the start of
the pathway. Accordingly, training one new pathway between neurons of a given training
set could complete the training ofk-i pathways. However, the pathway from the ith to the
jth training neuron passes through the same secondary neuron as the pathway from the
jth to the ith training neuron, so the MMiM
number of pathways which could be
trained in this way is (1/2)n(n-lXk-1). Accordingly,
Pp = p/Vp < (1/2)n(n-1)L/(k-l) 3 . (1/2)n(n-1)L/k

3

(8)

for large k. Call the conditions under which S is trained to the first recall neuron "case O."
For F-nets, the probability that S has a trained pathway to the second neuron of the
recall set is independent of the probability that it has a trained pathway to the first (Palm,
1980). For P-nets, however, there are two cases in which S may be trained to the second
neuron of the recall set. In a= 1, the secondary neuron which links S to the first recall
neuron is the same secondary neuron as links the first recall neuron to the second, in
which case Salso has a trained pathway to the second. In a 2, S has a trained pathway
to the second recall neuron through one of the other k-1 secondary neurons which connect
to the second recall neuron. An upper bound for case 2 may be constructed along lines
which closely resemble case 0. The resulting expression also approaches equation 8 as k
becomes large.
For case 1, the probability that the secondary neuron is the neuron which also links
the first and second recall neurons is (k-2)/I(k-lXk-1)+(k-2).
The numerator, k-2, is the
number of "available" syapses on the secondary neuron which connects the first and
second recall neurons. The denominator is the total number of "available" synapses on
secondary neurons that synapse on the second recall neuron. (There are k-1 "available"
synapses on each of k-1 other secondary neurons which connect to the second recall
neuron). This ratio is always <1lk and approaches 1/k as k increases. Thus the
probability, P2, that S has a trained pathway to the first recall neuron, and the secondary
neuron which links them is the secondary neuron that links the first and second recall
neurons is
P2 < (1/2)n(n-I)L/(k-1)3 k - (1/2)n(n-)L/k 4

(9)

For the third recall neuron there are cases which resemble cases 0 through 2 plus a
case 3, in which S is connected to the third recall neuron through a secondary neuron
which links the first three recall neurons. As we consider additional cases, it is
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straightforward to show that all such cases have upper bound probabilities for which the
negative exponent of k is greater than (say) 3.9.
In of equations 5, 8, and 9 reveals that, for every case applicable to P-nets,
Cor
the probablity of S being trained to a neuron of a recall set falls more rapidly with
increasing k than the probability for an F-net of S being trained to a neuron of a recall set.
Accordingy, the probability of the union of these cases also falls more rapidly for P-nets
than equation 5 for F-nets, and the probability of S being spurious (the probability of the
intersection of the events that S is trained to the first through nth recall neurons) falls
much more rapidly with increasing k for P-nets than F-nets. This demonstrates that P-nets
show ever-greater storage capacity relative to F-nets with equal numbers of synapses per
neuron as k becomes large.
I now express equations 5, 8, and 9 in terms of the total number of synapses, a,
instead of k. For either network a = ku. For F-nets u = k+1, and inequality 5 yields
!Pp > (1/2)n 2 L/a

(10)

.

For P-nets u = k2 - k + 1 - k 2 , and inequalities 8 and 9 for large k yield
p'p . (1/2)n2L / oY
P2 - (1/2)n 2 L / o4 / 3

(11)
(12)

Equations 10 through 12 give confidence in extrapolated comparisons between
P-nets and F-nets with equal numbers of synapses. A simulated first order P-net with
433,344 synapses was found to store 63% of the number of training sets stored by a 433,344
synapse F-net. A lower bound estimate of the storage capacity of a P-net with 1000
connections per neuron is then 63% of the storage capacity of an F-net with equally many
synapses (approximately 109 synapses). The estimate is 100 training sets of 32 neurons
each.
Empirical studies show other similarities between P-nets and F-nets. The training
set size that maximizes information storage increases with network size in both P-nets and
F-nets. From 3540 to 433,344 synapses, the optimal training set size for first-order P-nets
is essentially the same as for F-nets. For second-order P-nets, the optimal size is very small
(6 to 8 neurons). However, second-order P-nets store many more sets than first-order
P-nets with equal numbers of neurons per layer regardless of the training set size. (In
these studies, the number of training sets which may be stored by a network is taken to be
the number of training sets which will produce on recall, a mean number of spurious
neurons equal to 1%of the number of neurons in the training sets.)
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All trals were run with the training set size optimized for F-nets. If the second-order networks are run with the
training set size optimized for second-order networks, the data points are indistinguishable from those of F-nets.
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5 DISCUSSION
P-net architectures are useful when the number of synapses per neuron is limited.
The mammalian brain seems to be such a case. As much as half the surface of the neuronal
soma may be occupied by synapses, and it seems likely that evolution has already optimized
(in some sense) the connectivity of neurons.
Symmetric block designs only exist when the number of neurons per layer is related
to the number of synapses per neuron by u = k2 - k + 1. However, there are several reasons
for believing that the evolutionary barrier to networks which resemble P-nets at least in
part, is reasonably low. 1) For any u and k for which there is a symetric block design,
there are many such designs. 2) There are many asymmetric block designs which should
provide the same performance as symmetric block designs. 3) I have constructed P-net-like
networks (R-Nets) in which rule 3 is retained, but the projection of synapses is otherwise
completely randomized. These networks still retain 18% of the information storage
capacity of P-nets. 4) The reciprocal connections required by rule 3 seem to be a natural
consequence of the function of cell adhesion molecules.
In fact casual inspection of brains and symmetric block designs seems to reveal that
brains resemble P-nets more than R-nets. The resemblance lies first in the fact that
neurons in one layer of a P-net project with high density to a small region of another layer,
and with much lower density to surrounding regions. Additionally, in the most easily
constructed block designs (cyclic designs), neurons which are adjacent in one layer project
with highest density to adjacent regions of another layer.
Because the structure of F-nets is easily apprehended, we tend to think of P-nets as
highly structured, special cases. In fact, the opposite is more nearly the case. An F-net is a
zeroeth order P-net in which u = k+1. As there is only one such network for a given u =
k+ 1,the evolutionary barrier to F-nets is comparatively high.
Like F-nets of the type described by Palm (1980), P-nets require sparse coding. It
seems apparent that a substantial part of the initial information processing in real sensory
systems is directed toward producing sparse code. What we usually refer to as "feature
detection" may be regarded as a sparse coding procedure.
Finally, the large memory capacity of second-order P-nets seems to give form to
certain common notions concerning the large scale organization of mammalian memory. In
particular, we imagine an indefinitely higher order brain in which memory depends on the
cooperation of several sparsely connected regions, and in which any isolated pair of regions
would produce an error rate which is higher than that of the larger network.
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Abstract
Recursive Auto-Associative Memories (RAAM) can encode a sequence of
individual data items into a single fixed length representation. Each of these

encoded sequences is treated as a single entity by a neural network designed to
manipulate the original data stream. Pollack has shown that it isdesirable to
arrange RAAM-style neural networks hierarchically when the sequences to be

encoded contain subsequences. However, during the training phase, each
subsequence must be identified by an external observer who determines where
one pattern ends and the next begins. These RAAM-style networks can be used to
decompose paragraphs (written or spoken) into sentences, words, and finally
individual characters, thus providing a mechanism to interpret simple "Tarzan"
language constructs.
Elman used a simple recurrent network to predict the next letter in a
sequence of words. By analyzing the error of the predicted next letter, he obtained
reasonable estimates for the beginning and ending characters of each word. This
paper describes the combination of an Elman prediction network with a RAAM, to
form a Predictive RAAM, that can be used to discover and encode the most
appropriate decomposition of the input data stream into individual atomic structures
(words or characters). This approach does not require any prior knowledge of
these structures nor does it require an external agent to set the start and end positions of the structure.
Introduction
Neural networks are easily applied to problems where the data is
represented numerically, however much of the reasoning required for speech and
text-based reading comprehension is symbolic in nature. Neural networks have not
been used extensively to solve problems in this domain. Recurrent Auto-
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Associative Memories (RAAM) (Pollack, 1989a] can encode symbolic data into
numerical data and in so doing they give the data meaning not necessarily
contained in the symbolic form. RAAMs encode data from examples where the
individual symbols are only seen in the context of the larger sequence (e.g., words,
sentences). The numeric representations that are developed have this contextual
information built into their final form. Symbols that are used in closely related
contexts will take on similar numeric forms [Chambers, 1990].
There are many problem domains in which the input will contain multiple
levels of symbolic data. For example, in speech recognition problems, phrases
consist of words and the words are constructed from phonemes. Similarly, for
text-based reading comprehension, sentences are decomposed into words
separated by blanks, and the words are constructed from non-blank characters. In
cases involving multiple symbolic levels, it has been shown [Chambers, 1990] that
RAAMs arranged hierarchically produce a more efficient network than does a single
RAAM. However, when these hierarchical RAAMs (HRAAM) are trained, at each
level of the hierarchy, the individual RAAM must be trained independently and the
beginning and end of every subsequence clearly marked. This limits the use of
HRAAM in the area of "continuous" symbolic pattern recognition. This paper
presents the results of experiments on building new RAAMs that can dynamically
discover the end point of subsequences (words, characters). Thus, an HRAAM
constructed from these units could be trained together as a single unit rather than
training each level separately.
Recurrent Auto-Associative Memories
The Recurrent Auto-Associative Memory (RAAM) [Pollack, 1989a] is useful
in language processing, phoneme processing, and other sequence processing.
This network has two forms. The two forms can be used to encode trees and
stacks into fixed length vectors. Functionally
the architecture consists of two parts: the
RAAM
compressor and the reconstructor. In the tree
E T J
oZ=Z
case, the compressor takes leaves of a tree
and compresses them into one vector that is
the same size as each of the leaves. The
Recnsb'uct~r

_

reconstructor takes the compressed

NowStsw

representation and expands it back out into the
original leaves. The two parts are trained
L
/
together to form an auto-associative network.
The network must be used repeatedly to
_Ijo,
combine all subtrees into leaves until only one
vector remains. The compression of an entire
Figure 1
binary tree would start with the end leaves.
These would be combined two at a time to
form their parent node. This parent node representation, which is now a leaf itself,
is stored externally to the network. When all of the first layer of leaves have been
processed, the next layer is encoded, using the compressed representations that
we obtained by combining the original leaves. This process is repeated until there
is one vector that represents the entire tree. One problem with this form of the
RAAM is that the combined representation of the tree is the same size as each of
the leaves, thus restricting the combined representation in accuracy and information
holding ability. Another disadvantage is that during the compression and
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decompression, the representations must be stored externally to the network.
In the stack case, the compressor is used to combine an element and a
stack into a new stack. The reconstructor expands the new stack back into the
original stack and element. (Figure 1) Again this is an auto-associative network.
The stack version of the architecture is more generally useful and does not suffer
from the problem of having to store intermediate values externally while encoding
and decoding the stack. In the stack version the length of the vector representing
the encoded structure can be assigned arbitrarily thus not restricting the accuracy
and capacity of the encoded structure. jKwasny, 1993 has shown that trees can
effectively be encoded in the stack version of the RAAM. Another reason that the
stack style RAAM is preferred over the tree style is that the intermediates values of
the stack version of the RAAM need not be stored externally. This means that the
architecture can be implemented as a simple recurrent network (SRN). In a simple
recurrent network the output of the middle layer, which in this case is the new stack,
is copied down to the input layer before each new pattern presentation. This gives
the network a degree of recurrence without complicating the training algorithm.
When implemented in this form the items to be pushed onto the stack can be
presented on successive iterations to a network with an initially empty stack and the
resulting representation will be the stack with all of the items pushed onto it.
The RAAM architecture has been used to counter one of the argume. ts
against the use of neural networks for higher level cognitive tasks (e.g. language
processing). The question that arises is how to represent symbolic data in the vector format that neural networks are so good at processing. any attacks on neural
networks are based on this representational inadequacy. [Pollack, 1989a] The
RAAM architecture is an example of an architecture that can not only represent
these symbols, but represent combinations of these symbols that can be acted on
as a whole without having to parse the individual items out of the combined
representation. [Chalmers, 1990] It is important to note that even though this
representation is called a stack, because the method of encoding the combined
representation is similar to pushing items onto a stack, it also possesses many of
the attributes of arrays and other direct access structures. Items within the
structure can be acted on directly without having to pop preceding items off as you
would in a stack. Another important characteristic of RAAM encoded structures is
that, unlike symbolic data, vectors with similar meaning take on similar values.
[Blank, 19911
In some cases multiple RAAM
architectures can be combined hierarchically 1Elman Style Prediction Network
to exploit the inherent levels of the data. [Pollack, 1991] As an example, one RAAM might
be used to encode letters into words. At the
next level, another RAAM might be used to
encode these resulting words into sentences.
Such a combined RAAM is called a
Hierarchical RAAM (HRAAM). HRAAMs are
trained from the bottom up. Pollack [Angeline,
1991] used a two level HRAAM to first encode

point pairs of lines into letters, then letters into

f

Zn D

lodSe

Figure 2
words. He achieved better results with the
two level approach than with a single RAAM
to encode the point pairs into words. In this example, since the point pairs of each
letter are repeating patterns in the input stream, the authors chose them as input
into the first level RAAM. If a RAAM is to discover its own modularization of the
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data it must find the breaks between repeating subpatterns in the input stream.
Elman Style Prediction Networks
Elman has produced a network that can discover the beginning and end of patterns
in an input sequence [Elman, 1990]. He used a simple recurrent network, much like
the structure of the RAAM architecture, to predict the next element in a sequence
(Figure ' Like a RAAM network, the middle layer output is copied to part of the
input laye, after each iteration. In one of Elman's experiments he used letters of
words as input, and tried to predict what letter would be next. He found that the
error in the prediction of the next letter tended to be high at the beginning of a word
and lower as the word progressed. It is this property that we wish to use to
determine the end of the sequence to be encoded by the RAAM.
By utilizing two networks, one for RAAM encoding and one for detecting the
end of a sequence, we can train a RAAM on sequences of inputs without having to
signal the end of a sequence to the network (Figure 3).
Implementation
A network was designed and built that combines the principles of the RAAM
and the Elman predcction network. Both networks are implemented as simple
recurrent networks so that no external storage is needed. The RAAM network was
implemented as in Figure 1. The middle layer, which represents the stack is initially
set to the r,ull stack. Follow'.-g the example of [Pollack, 1989a], we used a vector
with each element set to 0.5 to repesnt the null stack. As the first element of the
sequence is presented to the network, the middle layer "new stack" is copied down
to .he input layer as the "old stack" (Figure 3). With these two patterns as input, a
forward pass is made through the network to compute the activities of all neurodes.
The new stack now contains a combination of the old stack and the item that are
present in the input layer, which is equivalent to the old stack with the item pushed
onto it. Since the network is auto-associative, the error at the output layer can easCombined Network
Oldfa

Rcons

e/

______

stru
se

NewStw

Figure 3

_

ily be computed as the difference in the output and input of the network. This
process is repeated with the next element of the sequence until the end of the
sequence is reached. At this time the new state needs to be reset to the null state
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before beginning the next sequence. The auto-associative nature of this network
assures that all of the elements will be contained in the new stack, within the tolerance error used to define training. Since the capacity of this layer is limited in a
practical network implementation, the new stack must be cleared.
The decision about whether the end of the sequence has been reached is
made by the Elman prediction network. This network was built as in figure 2 above.
The middle layer in the Elman prediction network contains the "relevant" history
needed to predict the next element. This network can forget elements as thex
become older and less significant. Because of this, the middle layer or "state vector does not need to be cleared. The prediction network operates in a manner
similar to the RAAM network. Since the network runs continuously with no clearing
of the state vector, the system always contains the activity produced by the last
element, including the output layer, which was a prediction of what the next element
should be. Each time a new element is received, the network first checks to see
how close the prediction of this element was. If the error is high the prediction
network signals the RAAM network that this is the beginning of a new pattern so
that it can clear the stack before processing this element. Using the error just
computed, the weights of the system are adjusted using back-propagation. Finally,
the prediction network makes a forward pass to predict the next element and
prepare for the next iteration.
Using this methodology, the combined network can accept a string of
characters and through its predictive ability can encode the stream of characters
into distinct words without prior knowledge of where the words begin and end.
Experimental results
As an example, the problem of encoding words from letters was chosen.
Letters were encoded into a 5 bit binary number. This 5 bit number was presented
to both of the networks' input layers along with their respective previous states. A
small sample of words was used for the training set. Words were presented in
random order to the network. A sample of 15 words was trained to within 0.05 of
the desired output at each neurode with about 10,000 presentations of the words
with the network correctly recognizing the end of the words more than 95 percent of
the time. With 25 words about 20,000 presentations were required. These results
are similar to the results obtained by Elman with his prediction network.
Training of the combined network proceeds in two phases. During the first
phase, the prediction network learns the breaks between patterns. During this
phase the input stream is broken up into somewhat random subsequences for the
RAAM half to process. The training of the RAAM portion is not effective during this
phase. After the prediction half of the network begins to predict the end of
sequences with some accuracy, the second phase of training begins. In this phase
the RAAM learns to encode the sequences while the prediction portion completes
training. The majority of the training time is taken up in the first phase. The addition
of the prediction network increases the training time required to learn the patterns
but does not require the knowledge of where patterns begin and end.
Discussion
The predictive ability of the combined network follow Elman's results. The
Predictive RAAM network cannot be used as an absolute determiner of the end of
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words. It does demonstrate that a RAAM architecture, together with an Elman style
SRN to determine end of sequences, can be to form a Predictive RAAM
architecture that can find useful subpatterns within a continuous input stream. The
network design requires that the end of a sequence must be recognizable when the
first letter of the next sequence is received. Because of this design the system has
limitations on the sequences that it can recognize. The prediction portion of the
network can perform no better than a human can. With many sequences, it is
impossible to know whether the next letter is an extension of the current word or the
beginning of the next word. As an example consider the sequence of letters T H E
Y. Without the rest of the letters we cannot tell whether the is The Y... or They.
Thus a more complex scheme for determining the end of words must be used with
many patterns.
The ability to learn the end of sequences is an important step in designing
HRAAMs that can learn the modularization of the input instead of this modularization having to be assigned manually. In training a Hierarchical RAAM, other
authors have not addressed a solution to this modularization problem. In [Angeline,
19911 the authors state "While it is beyond the scope of this study to allow the
architecture to discover an appropriate modularization of the data, our future
systems will be able to organize their own stable levels according to discovered
regularities in the environment. In fact, we feel that the prospect of constructing
artificial neural systems with a complexity on par with their biological cousins
hinges upon this capability."
If we were designing a system with a level of complexity on par with living
beings it would not be possible to train each level of a HRAAM separately because
of the complexity of the system. Since our new RAAM can learn the end of patterns, it should be possible to train the whole HRAAM in one training sequence
instead of training each layer separately. While this is expected to be
computationally more expensive, because of the additional levels of floating
symbols, [Pollack, 1989b] the fact that the levels of the problem do not have to be
assigned but instead are learned is very valuable to more complex problems.
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Abstract
In a multi-level neural network, the output of each neuron is to produce a multi-bit representation. Therefore,
the total network size can be significantly smaller than a conventional network. The reduction in network size
is a highly desirable feature in VLSI neuroprocessor implementation for large-scale applications. The formulation of the Lyapunov energy function for a multi-level analog-to-digital decision network can be constructed.
Due to the nonlinearity associated with the neuron transfer function, multiple local minima exist in the energy
function. The procedure for applying hardware annealing by continuously changing the neuron gain from a low
value to a certain high value, to reach the globally optimal solution is described. Several simulation results are
also presented. The hardware annealing technique, which is the analog electronic version of the mean-field
annealing method, can be applied to the neurons in a parallel format, and is much faster than the simulated
annealing method on digital computers.
I. Introduction
A typical neural network for solving optimization problems multiplies input signals with synapse
weights, and the summed results are processed by the output neurons. As the number of input signals
increases, the number of synapse weights increases accordingly. A large number of synapse weights will complicate the interconnection wiring between neuron layers, and significantly limit the size of a network to be
implemented by a very large-scale intergation (VLSI) chip. An m-level neuron can produce output with 2' -bit
accuracy [1,2]. Therefore, a multi-level neuron is quite desirable for VLSI implementation for complex optimization problems.
The gradient descent method is a conventional approach for optimization. It finds the gradient of the cost
function to determine the direction for the next processing step. This method suffers from the inherent problem
of possibly converging at a local minimum in the cost function. Recently, Yuh and Newcomb [I] presented a
method using a correction logic circuit to obtain the optimal solutions for the multi-level Hopfield networks.
Alspector et al. [31 have pioneered in the analog electronic implementation of the Boltzmann machine by
adding the uncorrelated noise to find the globally optimal solution. Simulated annealing [4] is another important method for searching for the optimal results on digital computers. It is a stochastic process modeled after
the metallurgical annealing. Due to a slow cooling schedule in software execution, the simulated annealing
method on digital computers requires a lot of computing time for a complex optimization problem. By constructing a hardware-based parallel annealing technique in analog electronics, the processing speed can be
significantly improved.
A high-quality semiconductor crystal can be formed by providing a seed as a guidance in the process of
metallurgical annealing. On the other hand, if no seed is provided, the melting semiconductor will be cooled
down to an amorphous condition. In hardware annealing, which is the analog hardwared version of the meanfield annealing [5], the external bias voltage provides a similar effect as the seed in metallurgical annealing.
During the whole annealing process, the constant external bias directs the outcome of the network. If no bias is
applied, the output of the network undergoes influence from residual capacitances of the output nodes initially.
These capacitances constitute an initial state of the network. The output of the network becomes unpredictable
if the network goes through the annealing process without the external bias. In this paper, an analog-to-digital
(A/D) decision network is used to illustrate the properties of multi-level Hopfield networks because the optimal
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solution of an A/D decision network is always known [6,71.
1. Multi-Level Neurons
To represent a multi-level neuron with m threshold values. 00 to 0.-1, a neuron transfer function of the
form [1)
rn-I

M1x)=

1

_______

Z_

j io+e -A

can be used. The transfer function for each level in (1) is replaced by a widely used sigmoid function. The
scaling factor for the p-th level is co + c, + "'" + cp. Therefore, the output level has a step size of
At, = cp. In addition, 0p < 0.+ holds for 0 <p S m- . The accumulation function M(x) is a monotonically
increasing function.
The 1-dimensional A/D decision network is suitable for illustrating the properties of the Hopfield multilevel neural network. In the Hopfield A/D network, a neuron with m-bit resolution is realized by 2s

amplifiers connected in parallel with their output currents summed together [1]. The summed current can be
converted to the output voltage of the neuron by a current-to-voltage converter. The output voltages are con-

nected back to the neuron inputs through interconnection conductances. An analog input value and a reference
voltage are applied to all neurons. Figure I shows the schematic diagram of a 6-bit A/D decision network by
using three 4-level neurons. The governing equation for the i-th neuron in an N-neuron network can be
expressed as
N-i
du8Q(t)
N-i
Cj-'
+ Gjui(t) =
Gv,(t) + Gjx 7 (t) + G.x(t) =
Givj(t) + 1(t) ,
(2)
a ij=0
j,j=o
where C, and G are the equivalent total capacitance and conductance at the input node of the i-th neuron, Gii
is the conductance between the i-th and the j-th neurons, x, is the reference voltage, x. is the input analog
voltage, G, and Gj are the conductances connecting x, and x. to the i-th neuron. The voltage at the input
node of the i-th neuron is ui(t), and the output voltage of the j-th neuron is v(t).
The energy function for the network can be expressed as

E-

1
N-i

N-i

N

N-I

N-I

Gij v i vj - E ,i v i + 'Gj 1

2i Oj Oij -0

i-0

gi'(v)dv

,

(3)

io

where g (.) is the voltage transfer function of the amplifier.
In a multi-level A/D decision network, the synapse weight values can be determined by minimizing the
squared value of the difference between the input analog value and the corresponding digital representation

[1),

N-i

,miv,) 2 .

E. = (x. -

(4)
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After expanding (4) and dropping the constant term x. we obtain,
|1fi
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By assuming uniform spacings between the neighboring threshold values and the output levels in the decision

network, i.e., AO and At are constants, (3) can be reformulated as
E-I

Y-

2i=0.i

N-I

Y,ij=0G

1

N-i

N-I

vi vj - Y, (j--G AO Ak,)v, + -j.,Ga.AO
i=O

"

0
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(6)

By equating corresponding items in (5) and (6), we can obtain
Gi

=

-
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,

(7)

=

m'x + -iGiAOjtkj = Gjx, + G,, ,

and

Gie

i =M

Hate, 40, is the increment in the threshold value and tki is the increment in the output-level value at the i-th
neuro. The weights, inputs and thresholds for the neurons from (7) are clearly labeled in Fig. 1. The negative conductances Gq's am implemented by taking results from the inverted outputs of the neurons. The G 's
am deternined for x, being one.
Let us caefufly examine the transfer function of the A/D decision network. Assume that all neurons am
biased in the linear region. In the steady state condition,
N-I

G, j, + G,,x, + G.x.

I

=

0 ij -o

Gi

(8)

and

(9)

oi A:9U, < ok+1
for the k-th level at the i-th neuron. Substituting (8) into (9), we can obtain
N-I

N-1

- juus . =0G8

, + G 9. A- G,x,
G4

- j ,ij =o

Gjv + GOA+ - G,,x,
G,

<:x,<

(10)

Figure 2 shows the plot of the transfer function of a three-neuron A/D decision network. All the possible states
determined by (10) are included. The outpat value of each neuron can be classified into one of four distinct
levels. Please note that for some analog input values, the network can converge to different digital representations which correspond to multiple local minima in the energy function. For example, when the input value is
19.8, the output value may be 15, 19 or 20 depending on the initial condition of the network.
11. Hardware Annealing
The Hopfield network is a recurrent network which finds the stable solution through iterations. Due to
the nonlinear property of the network, the output could be stable at one of the local minima. Simulated annealing helps to escape from local minima by using the Boltzmann distribution function as the transfer function of
a neuron. In hardware annealing, we change the voltage gain of the neurons in a continuous manner to achieve
a similar effect as changing temperature in simulated annealing. Recently, some researchers have discussed
methods of how to construct a gain-adjustable amplifier [3,8]. A multi-level Boltzmann neuron function [1]
can be modified from (1):
-I

Mb = ,"
i-O

Ci
-.. (X

I

_O-()
,)

+eC

where q1 is a gain-controlling factor which controls the slope of a multi-level transfer function. With a large
gain value, the slope of the transfer curve around the threshold value is quite steep. A smaller gain value gives
a smoother transition. When the threshold values are close to each other as shown in Fig. 3(a), the transfer
curve for a high voltage gain still shows distinct levels, while that for a low voltage gain shows no distinct
levels. By assigning I to Aki, the three threshold values for the least-significant-bit neuron are 1/21, 2/21, and
1/7, respectively. The threshold values for the most-significant-bit neuron are 8/3, 16/3, and 8, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 3(b).
When the voltage gain of the neurons is sufficiently large, the sum of eigenvalues of the system matrix
M of a Hopfield AID decision network approximates to zero, and the product of eigenvalues is not equal to
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zero [9J. when the voltage gain of the neurons is sufficiently large. With the constraint that Gq, = G,, all
eigenvalues will lie on the real axis of the s-plane. Thus at least one positive real eigenvalue exists, and the
neuron outputs are saturated at digital values. Table 1 fists the eigenvalues for a 6-bit A/D decision network at
a very large neuron gain. The single positive value 11 in a conventional two-level neuron decision network is
much larger than that in a multi-level neuron decision network. In the multi-level 6-bit case, ).1 + A2 + X3 is
equal to 0, and Xt
-X
is equal to 8,205.
In a conventional Hopfield network, the output of an AID decision network is stablized at an equilibrium
state which corresponds to one of the local minima of the energy function. When the voltage gain is reduced
to a critically low value, all neurons operate in the linear condition. The output of the A/D decision network is
not fully digital. When the voltage gain reaches
AN-& = max{ N-1

for 0: i S N-1, 05 k 5 N-3}

(12)

IGi, I
where S contains linear-region neurons, only N-k neurons operate in the linear region. As the voltage gain is
increased, smaller number of neurons operates in the linear region. When the voltage gain reaches a critically
high value,
A2

=

max

GG

,for every p,qe[0,N-l],p

* q,

(13)

only two neurons operate in the linear region [10. When the voltage gain is slightly larger than A 2 , only one
neuron could be in the linear region. Although at this point the neuron output is still an analog value, the digital output of the amplifier can be easily determined. Table 2 lists the different critical voltage gains for a 6-bit
A/D decision network. The A 2 values for the 4-level neural network are smaller than those for the 2-level network.
IV. Analysis Results
In metallurgical annealing, a certain high temperature was first applied to highly mobilize the atoms. It
is then slowly decreased to allow atoms to fit into lattice sites in a minimum-energy fashion. In our experiment, an A/D decision network which consists of three neurons was analyzed. Each neuron has four distinguishable levels which correspond to the 2-bit accuracy. The analog input has a nominal range of 0 to 64
which can be scaled to the range of 0 to 5 V if electronic hardware implementation is considered. The network
output is reconstructed by a D/A converter.
The voltage gain of neurons is decreased first and then gradually increased. The analog input value x.
was chosen to be 7.9 which has one local minimum at digital representation (020) besides the global minimum
at (013). When the voltage gain value was low, all neurons operated in the linear region. Then, the voltage
gain was increased until all neuron outputs became saturated into digital representation. The input and output
values of neurons are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. Initially, the output state of the A/D decision network was at (013) which corresponds to the local minimum. After the hardware annealing process, the output
state changed to (020) whih is the desired digital output. The trajectory of the output state is plotted in Fig.
6. Plots of energy surfaces and contours which correspond to different voltage gain values are shown in Figs.
7, 8, and 9. Two energy minima occur when the neuron is at a high voltage gain value of 100. When the voltage gain is reduced to 10, only one energy minimum left. At a low voltage gain value of 2.5, the minimum
energy corresponds to a solution which is not a fully digital representation.
V. Conclusion
The Hopfield network can be equipped with multi-level neurons in order to reduce the size of the
synapse matrix. We have applied the hardware annealing technique to the multi-level Hopfield network to
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quikly acaich for the optimal solution. The voltage gain of the neurons is gradually increased from a certain
low value to a cridicily high value. The energy surface was modified by the annealing process and the natural
gradicail-deacent operaton at various gain values help the solution to reach the optimal state.
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Abstract
Logical (weighless) neural networks are known for their low-cost and ease of physical implementation.
Networks of Goal Seeking Neurons provide an interesting class of logical neural networks and were designed
to overcome some problems with Probabilistic Logic Neurons[l], the successor of the very first logical model.
Being created to make hardware implementation even easier, special concern was given to ensure that
neuronal computations were local. i.e., by using only data directly available and use of an one-shot learning
algorithm.
Some promising results have been achieved using GSN networks[2] and some improvements have already
been proposed[3,[4]. This paper reports an empirical study on ways to enhance GSN performance by
considering the temporal presentation order of examples during learning. Some principles could be useful in
improving other learning models based on one-shot training algorithms. Another point is the way nets are
usually trained: individually with no consideration on their future roles in a collective task. Considering
training as a collective task can lead to a better management of internal locations occupied within networks.

1 Introduction
Networks of Goal Seeking Neurons were proposed to overcome problems with Aleksander's Probabilistic
Logical Node model[il]. The main difference from PLN is the possibility to output the undefined value u.
Therefore, a layer of neurons in a typical feed-forward architecture can address not just one location of the
following layer but many. This multiple addressing can join similar patterns, save free space and delay
occurance of consequent saturation. Moreover, it suggests an one-shot learning algorithm that rejects pairs of
input-output patterns that would disrupt (contradict with) stored information. On the other hand, the recall
algorithm does not allow a stochastic behaviour but it provides deterministic ways to define outputs.
The neuron can possess three states: validation, learning and recall. In the validation state, the neuron decides
if it is possible to make the desired input-output mapping. The learning itself, which changes the internal
contents of the neuron, is done during the learning state and priority is given to use an already occupied
address and so improve generalization. If there is no correctly addressed position with the desired output, the
neuron uses an unused one (with u' content) and changes it. Finally, in the recall state, simple laws are
applied (such as the neuron outputs the value of the majority of addressed internal positions).
The learning action of GSNs in feedforward multi-layer networks has some similarity with back-propagation.
First, the input pattern is used to provide a natural response from the network based on stimulating neurons
to answer 'u' (see Figure 1), if there is an '' in some addressed internal position, or if there is a '1' and a '0' at
addressed positions. If the final output is 'u'or the desired output, learning can take place. Then, propagating
from the output level towards the input level, each neuron enters the learning state. When the neurons at the
output level specify which input addresses they have chosen, the neurons of the previous layer discern what
answer must be output and are able to enter the learning state and so on.

I On leave from UFG - Escola de Engenharia Eletrica, Caixa Postal 112, Universidade Federal de Goias.
74000 GO, Brazil. Supported by grant 200291/90-4, CNPq, Brazilian Research Council.
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pttern

Figure 1:

FEED FORWARD VALIDATION

Validation stage in a GSN multi-layer feed forward network.

Some promising results have been achieved using GSN networks[2] and some improvements have already
been proposed on how internal physical locations should be chosen[ 3], and on how inputs and output codes

should be arranged before training takes place[4r.

This paper focuses on the optimization of the presentation order used to input examples during training. To
avoid the need of storing examples, systems based on GSN have all networks exposed to the examples in the
same order (the acquisition order). Since GSN nets do not change internal locations that have been previously
assigned, it is to be expected differences in learning due, in part, to the presentation order. Filho[5], on the
basis of experimental work, concluded that the best strategy was to use random ordering for classes. He,
however, used very few examples and only tested arbitrary class sequences. A dynamic search using example
sequences does show significant effects due to presentation order.
Another important point is that nets are usually trained individually with no consideration of their future roles
in a collective task. The advantages of distributed knowledge representation and processing have been raised
for many years. Seeing training as a collective task can enhance the system performance because pattern
space is better utilized within networks.
Finally, the search for improved sequences leads naturally to the recognition of inconsistent (or outlying)

examples. These tend to require high priority (i.e., early presentation) in the learning, since they try to teach
something strange within the whole context. Moreover, their acceptance can prevent the learning for other
input examples. This strategy will be analysed in a further paper.

2 Algorithms for Optimization of Presentation Order
Once the importance of presentation order is considered, and training is viewed as a group activity, many
algorithms appear to be feasible. The essential idea is to compensate the resulting learning from one network
with the behavour of another. How this history is recorded (and transmited) is the main issue.
The first algorithm is relatively straightforward. The presentation order for each network is the result of
sorting a global ranking vector2 . Initially, examples are in a random order and each one has a '0' as its
associated ranking. The ranking vector is updated by training of the current network. One family of
algorithms is illustrated in Fig. 2 and 3. One simple rule is to increase by '1' the rankings of examples
successfully learned. Despite its simplicity, this strategy can control, depending on how the output codes are
prearranged, when the entire training set has been learnt (if every output code is separated by n bits and every
ranking is greater than this, then all training examples are learnt). Other update procedures can take into
2

More precisely, the ranking vector is a 2-dimensional vector used to store the example position in the

training set and ranking. As the positional link never changes, just the ranking part is discussed.
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account the relative position when a particular example was presented, the number of changed internal
locations, etc.
1. Ranking -- 0;
2. B -- 1; ( positional bit of output code }
3.
N -- 1; { number of nets per positional bit)
4.
E 4- 1; ( training example )
5.
TeachandUpdate(Ranking[E],B,N);
6.
E+-E+ 1;

7.
8.

if E 5 Number_Of_Examples then Goto 5;
Sort_Ranking;

9.
N+-N+ ;
10.
if N < Number Of_NetsPer_Bit then Goto 4:
11.
B -- B + 1;
12. if B < Number.Of BitsInOutputCodes then Goto 3.
Figure 2:

Family of sequencial algorithms to optimize the presentation order
with full cooperation among networks.

1X

..........
............

Ist

Figure 3:

step

2nd step

iii
i~iii~
iiiiiiii~
i...................

last step

Visualization of sequential algorithms to dynamically optimize
the presentation order with full cooperation among networks.

The extent of collective effort can be imposed explicitly by controlling the context of cooperation. Two
obvious contexts are: (a) all networks, and (b) networks that undertake the same mapping or, in other words,
related to the same positional bit of output codes. Since this last version involves independent processes,
nothing precludes the employment of concurrency to execute it, if a ranking vector is provided for each group.
Moreover, it is possible to invert the two innermost controlling loops in order to work with groups of
networks, where each group has a network designated to each positional bit of the output code. The four ways
to control the temporal path along which networks can be trained are shown schematically in Fig. 4.
For parallel computation, a dynamic sorting and updating of the ranking vector creates further possibilities
for more concurrent algorithms. Some auxiliary data structures must be used to ensure a network never
attempts to learn an example more than once and to provide an unbiased procedure for assigning examples to
networks.
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Case 1 (FUL): Ranking -- 0; for B from I to Bmax do; for T from 1 to Tmax do; Teach.andUpdate
Case 2 (FU2): Ranking -0; for T i , I to Tmax do; for B from 1 to Bmax do; Teach-andUpdate
Case 3 (PAR): for B from I to Bmax do, Ranking +- 0; for T from I to Tmax do- Teach_andUpdate
Case 4 (PA2): for T from I to Tmax do; Ranking +- 0; for B from I to Bmax do; TeachandUpdate
where B
is the positional bit of the output code
Bmax is the total number of bits in an output code
T
is the network pointer
Tmax is the total number of networks per positional ouput code bit
Figure 4:

Ways to control the temporal path along which networks are trained.

3 Experiments
Many simulations have been conductc'
provide data to confirm the above concepts. Each result displayed
in following figures is the average of '
imulations. Neurons have only two inputs. To make an unbiased
comparison, identical (randomly chosen) initial networks are used for the standard and optimized trainings
and smaller trees are used as he sub-trees. For instance, 64-input trees are the result of appending new 32input trees. This seems appropiiate for real-world problem tasks where the need is to know how improvement
is possible if current trees are kept as sub-trees to larger ones. Advanced portable random number
generators[6] were employed to make the results repeatable.
Initially, a sequential algorithm was tried with the simplest update procedure of adding '1' to rankings of
successfully learnt examples (rule I). A more elaborated update procedure was then applied. The relative
position inside the ranking vector is considered and used as the value to add to, or subtract from, the current
ranking if an example is learnt or not respectively. With this strategy, (rule 2) examples presented late tend
to maintain their positions when successfully learnt or to be presented earlier if not learnt. Developing this
idea (rule 3). the complement of the current position in ranking (i.e., quantity of examples yet to be
presented) was used to decrement rankings of unsuccessfully learnt examples.
Heuristic strategies were also employed to extend the power of individual networks. Since each network
changes itself to learn a 2-class ('0' and ') mapping, an attempt was made to post-process the sorted ranking
vector so that desired outputs of consecutive examples were always different. This approach was termed static
alternation and gave rise to rule_4, rule_5 and rule_6 (matching rule 1, rule_2, and rule_3 respectively).
Another approach is to consider the sorted ranking as a queue. The procedure for choosing examples is
dictated by the aim of balancing the amount of learnt examples of both classes. This balance is initialized by
the difference of the number of examples in both classes. This heuristic is called dynamical alternation and
produced rule_7, rule_8 and rule_9 (matching rule_1. rule_2, and rule_3 respectively).
The outcome of these experiments is presented by Fig. 6. In the next section, some conclusions are drawn
from these results. The training set is composed of 160 16x16 black-white images and the evaluation set is
composed of 800 examples. The task is not an easy one (Fig. 5 shows some statistics from the training and
evaluation sets). A simple Hadamard encoding was used to define output codes.

average Hamming distance
intra-class:minimum
average
maximum
inter-class: minimum
average
maximum
Figure 5:

training set
4.99 (digit 1)
9.18
11.72 (digit 8)
9.83 (between I and 3)
14.31
17.3 1(between 5 and 8)

evaluation set
5.19 (digit 1)
10.00
12.89 (digit 8)
10.02 (between I and 7)
14.41
17.46 (between 0 and 8)

Percentual average Hamming distances in training and evaluation sets.
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4 Results
Since there many results to present, Fig. 6 employs gray-level images. At the left side, absolute values are
shown to give a general impression of how the topologies and algorithms compared. At the right side, the
"contrast" for each topology was set to its maximum to provide an improved indication of performance for
each topology.

cooperation

rule-Ifl rule)

[level:

IL~ ull FUL, RJ2)

partial (PAR, PA2)

rule9 ....
.G_standard
3

# networks/outputblt
5
11

3

32

32

64

64

128

128

# inputs/network

# inputs/network
80%

A%

%Min

success at evaluation

success at evaluation

(b)

(a)
Figure 6:

# networks/outpuLbit
5
11

Success rate at evaluation for all algorithms:
(a) absolute values; (b) maximum contrast.

There is greater advantage in keeping the number of networks constant and increasing the number of inputs
per network than vice-versa. Since training algorithms are focused on one network at a time, more
representational power is obtained by increasing the number of inputs rather than calling for other networks
of the same size to be created.
The first topology, three 32-input networks per positional bit of the output code, is the only one where the
standard GSN has performed as well as the best results from any of the proposed algorithms. The proposed
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algorithms have little space in which to propagate their qualities. On the other hand, it is clear that for this
topology maximum performance (38%) is inadequate for most applications. The proposed algorithms surpass
the standard one in line with the representational power of the topology, i.e., they become relatively more
efficient with the increasing of the number of networks and the number of inputs per network.
For the applied rules, the results show a clear superiority of ruleI. This rule is also the simplest to
implement. The dynamic alternation is specially efficient when the number of networks is high; even though,
ruleI without any alternation scheme has proved consistent for all topologies.
With respect to the ways of controlling the temporal path in which networks are trained (Fig. 4), the most
natural choice of clustering networks (i.e., by the mapping they should implement) is also the best one. As a
global strategic, partial cooperation gave better results than full cooperation. This is important because it
reassures the efficiency of concurrent implementations.

5 Conclusions
Algorithms for the optimization of presentation order have been described and empirically justified. The
various schemes indicated that, since GSN rejects "unlearnable" examples, they should make the presentation
order dynamic to take into account the behaviour of the network. In the main, the simplest scheme, ruleI,
has proved to be the most useful.
As feed-forward networks of GSNs undergo their learning phase before being used for classification, so every
possible improvement is important during this learning. The presentation order affects the system because of
its one-shot training algorithm. It may be that the principles described play a significant role in similar
situations. This study represents the first steps in the recognition of false (or very strange) examples that
should perhaps be excluded from the training process.
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ABSTRACT
With regard to extract the knowledges from the set of records
stored in the medical toxicovigilance data base of the INRS. (French National
Institute for Research and Safety), we were looking for an automatic system
able to find similarities between records. It's a matter of similarity
criteria, closeness evaluation and/or distance valuation. The data base
contains, among other items, an "Entry vector" that represents the coded
"exposures", including relationship factors,
and an "Output vector* that
represents the coded "symptoms'.
The BAM (Bi-directional Associative Memory) network paradigm has shown the best
performance during the tests about some records. Indeed, the network learns
each pair of vectors as an "Association" between the "exposures" (Inputs) and
the "symptoms" (output). For a shown Association, the network recall procedure
tries to find among all the learned Associations, the closest learned
Association, i.e. the local MiniMum of the agregate weight matrix. The
"sinilarity' between the two pairs of Associations is immediately found.

KEYWORDS

: Toxicovigilance - Closeness evaluation - Exposures - Symptoms BAM network paradigm - Energy fonction

1. MEDICAL TOXICOVI6ILANCE : OBJECT
It is important 1) to explain what we call in French "vigilance industrielle*,
and 2) to understand the necessity for an intelligent classification system.
We could define "vigilance industrielle" as the surveillance of health
events related to occupational problems. This includes not only
chemicals-related accidents but also accidents related with physical or
infectious agents, even though, at the present time, toxicological observations
represent the Main data.
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Hazardous situations at the workplace are so various that it is actually
impossible to study and detect theM a priori. For example, a complete
toxicological testing is not performed on a substance before its industrial
use. Short-term tests are used (acute toxicity, irritation and mutagenicity
testing) but not long term ones (carcinogenicity testing...),
Thus. it appears necessary to develop a system for collecting all accident
or incident data possibly related to occupational exposures and comparing then
to detect a8 early as possible either a new patholology (set of symptoms)
related to a known industrial process or a pathology induced by new risk
factors.
The first problem to be solved is the validation of each observation, the
second is the characterization of the informations computerized. Validation is
an important step which generally involves a multidisciplinary approach :
-technical aspect: the materiality of exposure has to be confirmed
(by analysis, measurement of physical nuisance...).
-medical aspect: complementary exams have to be performed in order to
confirm the diagnosis.
Through this validation process we ascertain the validity of the
observation, but it As not sufficient to prove either the relationship between
exposure and symptoms or even the occupational cause of the disease.
This phase, requiring the cooperation of technicians, engineers and
physicians, takes necessarily place at the local level.
Once validated, the data must be systematically codified and recorded.
Each file includes a complete medico-technical observation: information
concerning the injured patient (sex. age, medical history, smoking and drinking
habits, use of medications), his or her kind of work (type of industry, precise
Job. work history) and of course a complete description of the symptoms
observed, the results of complementary examination and the exposure assessment
(in a qualitative and semi-quantitative way).
At this stage it is necessary to centralize the observations In order to
obtain a homogeneous codification process and a sufficient number of
observations for comparison purposes.
The computerization is made on a classical relational database system
(INGRES) that allows us to perform multicriteria interrogations on all fields
of input data. But industrial vigilance also needs an intelligent computational
system able to identify as similar two or more similar incidents described in
different ways.
This search for proximity or distance ensure a quick detection of
related occupational incidents, wich will be investigated later by
toxicological and epidemiological studies.
For this purpose, we only take into account exposure and symptom Fields.
so that these data are coded in a hierarchical way, as described later.
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2. TRADITIONAL DATA PROCESSING
A way to solve the problem of proximity research was to explore the
traditional computer systems, i.e. the approved data processing technologies
such as :
a. Graphical-tree representation (Graph theory)
b. The fuzzy set theory
c. The Hamming distance computation
However, in the first case, the combinational logic becomes quickly
"explosive" : there is a symptom for each node. the same symptom is a member
of several trees and there are thousands of symptoms to schedule.
With regard to the second case, the complex system design difficulty and
its complicated implementation compelled us to give up this solution.
In the third solution, the statistical distance computation fulfills the
"statistical
proximity, but does not include the *neighbourhood* concept,
which is a major element in the SNOMED (Systematized Nomenclature of
Medicine)
symptoms codification.
This codification is a systematized
multi-axial nomenclature of medically useful terms, hierarchically organized.
A topological information exists in the code nodes, which has to be
highlighted.
Lastly, because of the difficulties in
the neural network technology was explored.

implementing these solutions,

3. A SOLUTION QY THE NETWORK PARADIGM : THE SAM MODEL

3.1. CONSTRAINTS FOR A NETWORK PARADI6M
Several constraints exist for a network paradigm, i.e.,
a. Unsupervised learning
There are no "best" incidents or 'best" relationship between a set of
pattern symptoms and a set of exposures or pattern exposures. So the network
must be self-organizing : no external teacher provides the desired response
patterns.
b. Hetero-associative memory
The pattern on recall from the memory (incident x) is purposely
different from the input patterns (all other learned incidents).
c. Non-orthogonal states
With regard to the input-output data matrix, the coded and effectively
present information concern approximately twenty percent of the possible
information. I.e., the "empty" or dummy values are much more numerous.
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d. Neighbouring groups classification
The classification inside exclusive classes is not interesting for our
application, because the topological information contained In the code roots
would be lost.
Different paradigms, such as the Kohonen 'topological maps', the
'Kanerva" memory or the Hopfield model were analysed and implemented as
breadboard models, with a view to finding the best solution. Finally it is an
adaptation of the Grossberg ART model, the BAM network (9i-directional
Associative Memory), which gives the best results.

3.2.

THE BAM PARaOIGN IMPLEMENTATION

The BAN model was developed by Bart KOSKO at Verac Corporation (USA,
1987). It was designed with optical computers in mind. It was inspired by
Stephen Grossberg's Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) and generalizes the
Hopfield model to construct a hetero-associative memory.
The network has two central (SAM) layers fully inter-connected in the following
way :
SYMPTOMS
Y(p)

.

.

BAN layer 11

~BAN

layer 1I

51
S AM layer I

X(k)
EXPOSURES
where

p
k

-

(1-3)
(1-4)
Figure I

The double arrows on the BAM layer connections indicate that information can
flow in both directions which is what happens during the oscillatory recall
process.

Every incident stored in the toxicovigilance data base is composed of a
set of *exposures' and a set of *symptoms* linked by a relationship factor.
This factor represents the 'robustness index' of the relation.
For a given association (incident), the set of Exposures corresponds to the

network input vector 'Xi' and the set of Symptoms corresponds to output vector
'YI'. The incident 'I' is therefore defined by the vector pairs (Xi,Yi).
The network is designed to store the associated
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pairs of vectors as follows :

a.
b.

The Input vector (Xi)
The output vector (Y)

(the set of EXPOSURES)
(the set of SYMPTOMS)

i the BAN layer I
: the 8AM layer 11

(See Fig. I)
3.3. THE DATA COOIFICATION CRITERIA
For the description of symptomatology. SNOIIEO (Systematized Nomenclature
of Medicine) has been chosen. This Is a precise codification system established
by the College of American Pathologists. It can be described as a multi-axial
nomenclature of useful medical terms hierarchically organized. We use five of
the six axes defined, each of them being identified by one letter (to represent
the name of the axis) and a five-digit code.
The first axis Topography refers to the sick organs or tissues; the second
Morphology, corresponds to pathological anatomy; all human functions and
functional states are found in the third axis, called Function. and the
administrative, preventive, diagnostic and therapeutic actions in the
Procedure axis. Disease is the last axis used when the combination of the other
axes is equal to a complex disease entity or syndrome.
The classification problem Is more difficult to solve in the case of
exposures, as no classification systems appear to be satisfying. For example,
the Etiology axis of SNOMED is not precise enough In the case of chemical
exposures. We only use It for bacteriological and drug exposures. A home-made
codification based on the same principles as SNOMED has been developed. It is a
three axes, one-letter and five-digit codification system which allows us to
defIne the main type of products or pollutants (ie., mineral fibers,
pesticides...), the type of chemicals (beryllium and inorganic beryllium
compounds, cyclic aliphatic amines...), the type of physical stressors (mantal
load, non-ionlsing radiation...).
This codification system is certainly complex but this Is quite necessary
for our classification purposes.
EXAMPLE OF EXPOSURE CODIFICATION

A 2ese Fibers
A 21es Mineral fibers
A 211H Asbestos

EXAMPLE OF SYMPTOMS CODIFICATION

Disease Axis :

0 3e08 Complex diseases and syndromes of the skeletal
system, skin and connective tissues
0 35988 Disease or syndrome of skin, Dermatosis

0 35408 Urticaria, Hives

o 35426

Psychogenic urticaria

EXAMPLE of codification according to SNOMED

classification :
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F
+
E
+
M
+
T
Lung * 6renuloms + Tuberculosis + Fever
F93983
E201Ol
M4460
1289W

0
Tuberculosis
001886

-

The date coding takes the internal structure of data codification into
for the proximity
account and this data layout is very interesting
detection.
Data Organization in accordance with the internal hierarchic
structure of the used codification
Example :
EXPOSURES AXIS MATRIX
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At the learning stage, for each association
applied to the first layer and the SynptoM vector
layer (See Fig.1).

is5 applied
once an

to the Second

for all

To simulate

the Exposure vector is
is applied to the second

The set of vector pairs is appled to the network once and for all. To sinulae
the relationship factor, the learning is reinforced in proportion to the factor

intensity. For example : for an '1' association, if the relationship factor is
IS', this association is applied to the network 5 times.
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The learning rule applied to the BAM layers is the bi-polar version of the
Hopfield learning rule. (If the desired output and the rnut are both I1 or
0-I'. the weight is Incremented. If either are zero. tht -.Aight isn't changed.
otherwise, the weight is decremented.)
The learning rate originally set to '1.S' was changed, because of the
Pon-orthogonal states of the examples. Some different rates were tested, with
the aim of increasing the impact of the positive values and reducing the
negative values power.
The weighted summation function is the traditional sum of the effective inputs.
The transfer function used by the SAM network is the following :
if the sun is > 9, the value for the transfer is '1'i if the sum is ( S. the
value is '-I'; otherwise It is zero.
<<the learning
As soon as the associations are applied to the network.
forms an energy surface whose domain is the set of vector pairs
process
defining pattern association; each such association has an energy value>>(9).

3.5. THE RECALL PROCEDURE
(<The recall procedure iteratively updates the state of the
that its energy monotonically decreases to a local minimum.(g)

network so

For the energy function of an association
xi * yi
function of the
to find the energy
the recall procedure tries
association :
xil 0 yil
learned association : i.e., the local
which corresponds to the closest
minimum of the aggregate weight matrix :
W(k)

-

x(k) # y(k)

The aim is to find the association (or the associations) which are the
closest to a given vector pair : the search therefore of the best *similar'
association.
To get that. a selected incident (association) is applied to the network : the
layer and the symptoms vector to the second
exposures vector to the first BSA
BAN layer. ((The recall is done by oscillating back and forth between the two
layers until equilibrium is achieved. The convergence to an equilibrium state
is guaranteed by means of an energy function which is reduced at each iteration
of the process.>(9)
*seen" as an existing (learned) but noised
Each new association is
so the recall procedure tries to find the best *similar' vector
association;
pair : the local minimum for this association.
Indeed for each

learned vector pair the local minimum
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is this vector

pair itself
the other pairs right next to the local minimum are 'similar".
The sim of this application is not to find the local minimum, but to search
for the other pairs very close to this minimum.

3.6. THE FIRIN6 RATE
A firing rate, i.e., a restriction to the neurons activation, was introduced in
recall.(( In this way the condition for a given neuron to be Modified is both
that the summation value be non-zero and a uniform random variable has a value
greater than the firing rate. >(9)
Several firing rate values were analysed and implemented either at the
br_.adboard level or at the prototype level. Finally, at the system run level
with 20 incidents, we found that low firing rates compel the system to
explore all the possible proximities for a given association and avoid falling
on a local minimum.
But a firing rate greater than 25 often gives inaccurate results.
A rate of 10 or 15 gives consistent results, but not very rich. Lastly, some
similarities are detected with a higher rate.

3.7. CONCLUSION : THE BEST PARAMETERS
Hany values of the different parameters have
implemented, before reaching the best performance.

been

examined

and

a. The bipolar version of the Hopfield learning rule (the Hebb rule)
was modified as follows : the momentum tern was not used and the input-output
values finally agreed were * -0.001' (for the absent values) and ' +6.95" (for
the present values). The aim was to minimize the dummy values and maximize
the real values, because of the non-orthogonal states.
b. We introduce a low firing rate as
procedure in order to approximate asynchronous
state.

It seems that this restriction

an option in the recall
updating of the neuronal

on neuronal updating

allows a closer

modeling of the asynchronous activity of the
brain.
Also, to find all the similar incidents for a given association, it had to be
run with two firing rates, one lower (10 or 15) and the other higher (30 or 35)
and later to compare the results.

c. In the global processing, the observed proximities are wrong when
the data stand around the axis break. So a specific processing, i.e. a scan
by each symptom axis largely solves this problem, highlights all the
possible proximities per axis and finally reduces the network size.
This partial analysis is very useful and complements the global analysis.
Even if some wrong proximities persist in this pre-selection, they will be
detected later in the case by case analysis.
The breadboard

models

were implemented in the
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"Neuralworks Explorer',

Neural Were Inc., Penn Center. USA.
The prototype and the final system
Software% Neuristique S.A., Paris. France.

were

implemented

in

the "SN2
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Abstract
In this paper, we construct a mathematical artificial neural network architecture called a neural
electromagnetic fields (NEF) model which is a mixture of connection and disconnection models. This
NEF model is defined in a four dimensional time-space, and consists of three AUNONs (Artificial
Unit Neuron model proposed by introducing magnetic field information into the conventional neuron
model (McCulloch-Pitts' neuron model)). These AUNONs are two connected and one unconnected
AUNON: N1, N 2 and N 3 , and N, and N2 which are connected as a network. The dynamics of this NEF
model are analyzed mathematically. The analyses show that the function of information processing in
the model is realized through the INTERACTION among the AUNONs by both electric and magnetic
information. It is clear that this new artificial model has a more powerful capability for information
processing than the connection model.

1

Introduction

The behavior of a unit neuron in the neural electromagnetic fields was studied and an artificial unit neuron (AUNON) model was proposed [3]. The AUNON model is a nonlinear model and has adaptive and
autonomous ability [2]. The learning theorems show that the learning of the AUNON can guarantee the
convergence of solution with high speed and has no local minimum problem (4]. However, there is a limitation to the learning capability of just a single AUNON. It is uncertain as to whether or not a learning
target can be attained by a single AUNON within a limited time. This is because the changes in synaptic
efficiencies wf, the memory capacity n, and also the learning time T1 are limited. It is necessary to make a

study on several AUNONs in a Neural Electromagnetic Field.
On the other hand, it is important to propose a new architecture different from the famous connection
models developed by the PDP research group [6]. We think that the main reason that the PDP models have
not achieved the expected goal lies in the architecture called a network of connectivity itself. Therefore, in
this paper, by introduction of magnetic field information we attempt to construct a new framework called a
neural electromagnetic fields (NEF) model which is a mixture of the connection and disconnection models.

2

A model of neural electromagnetic fields

As a case study, it is considered that in the 17 field(conscious space) in a four dimensional time-space, there
are three AUNONs: N 1 , N 2 and N3 ; NI and N 2 are connected as a network, as illustrated in Fig.1.
fl(x,y,z) are absolute coordinates. N(ZN,, Yi',, zN), N2(zxN, yN,, ZN,), and Na(xN,, YN3 , ZN,) are
relative coordinates. In the $7 space, the origin of the N 1 coordinates is (xl, yl, z1 ), the origin of the N 2 coordinates is (X2, Y2, z2), and the origin of the N3 coordinates is (z 3 , y3, z 3 ). The input information from
external to fl space is perceptual information: P= {P, p'}, P = [PI,P2,P3,Pi] and P' = (,p2,p ]. The
output information from 0 space to external space is action information: 0 = {Oul OuA, Ou<}.
Generally, in a three dimensional space, electromagnetic waves travelling from their origin can be described as
4i3(z, y, z, I) = -f(r - e)
(1)
r
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At time t, the coordinates of the observed position of the waves are (x,y,z), and r = V/X2 + y 2 + z 2 , where
c is light speed [1]. The function f(r) shows the shape of the wave function 03 at t=O. Waves 0 3 are shown
in Fig.2.

z

Figure 1. A neural electromagnetic field model. There are
three aunons : N1, N 2 and N3 in the field. N i
and N2 are a net. Zx,y,z) is absolute coordinates,
NI(xMI, 41
,. z,),N2 (XNI.YN.zHZ),

are relative coordinates.

1f(r-ct

0 3.

A 1,

.)

Figure 2. Electromagnetic waves travel from the origin
in a 3-D space. The function f(r) shows the
shape of waves
at time t -0, where c is

and N3(xN,.yN,.zN,)

light speed.

*

Now, in order to define the neural electromagnetic fields (NEF) model, we make the following assumptions.
Assumption 1 If an A UNON's excitation time is less than re and the distances from the other A UNONs
are within pc, then its activities will be affected by the magnetic field information of those other A UNONs.
Assumption 2 In the fl spa ce, at time t 1 , A UNON N 1 which has the input information P and A UNON N3
which has the input information P' are fired almost at the same time. After that, A UNON N 2 is fired at
time t2 .
Assumption 3 The distance between N1 and N 2 is defined as r1 , and r1 < Pc. The distance between N 2
and N3 is defined as r3, and r3 < Pe. The distance between N 1 and N3 is defined as r2 , and r2 > Pe.
Set t2 - tt > e.

2.1

State equations of AUNONs in the NEF model

Definuon 1 Learning period(T): In the

space, the time between the beginning time t of the first fired
A UNON and the finishing time t of the last fired A UNON is defined as the Learning Period.
From assumption 2 we know that at time tc AUNON N 1 and AUNON N 3 ar fired almost at tl same
time. Because r > Pa by assumption 3, there is no interaction of magnetic fields between N 1 and N based
on assumption 1.
[1]. The state model of AUNON N 1
For AUNON N , input information is perceptual information: P
ofPP2,PaP:],
the memory consolidation function is Mhe(t 1) = A,a + htI, and the output information is action information: O, = A,. We
understand that AUNON N1 already contains knowledge Am.
Now we can write the AUNON equations [3] of N as
duNdtNi
(tp~ f) Funm

time.~

~~

2>p

~Beasyasmto

tet+

,teei

--

NW

N--

I aN1
Ov N1(X+ONN
1,y1,Z1,N
tN l
)

oitrcino

antcfed
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And the conscious function(magnetic field function) will be
ON I(-, Y, Z,t

ON Ix(ZN 1, YN 1, ZN 1, tN 1) =

1--Ol(rN,

- OtNO

(4)

rNI

where rPNI = V
+-4
I zNI = V(
- XI)2 + (y - yl) 2 + (z - z) 2 , and tNI is the excitation time of
AUNON N1 .
[2]. The state model of AUNON N3
For AUNON N3 , the input information is perceptual information: P' = VjP2,pj'], the memory consolidation function is MeN(tl) = 0; and the learning target Am is desired to be produced as a learning result,
that is to say, after learning, new knowledge Am will be assimilated by AUNON N 3 .
Now we can write the AUNON equations [3] of N3 as
duNS
dtN3

r

'VNs

OVN3(3,

duNa)dt3

UN3(tN3) + PN 3 WND
3 - PN3

-

09VN3(2X3, Y/3, Z3, tN3)
0'fN3

VN3(z31Y31 Z3,tN3) +

-

3, Z3, tN3)

atN3

Ejp

3I

(5)

hN 3
-(

3

(6)

N3PN3WD3 + 'EN3UN3(tN3)

And the conscious function(magnetic field function) will be

ON3(T

,

where rN3 - v N 3 + ya + z3 =

/(:

-

:3)2 + (y

- y3)

2

(7)

-O0.3(rN3 - CtN3)
rN3

N3(XN3, YN3, ZN3,tN3) =

=

Y, Z,)

2

+ (z - z 3 ) ,

and

tN3 is

the excitation time of

AUNON N 3 .
(3]. The state model of AUNON N 2
By assumption 2, AUNON N 2 is fired at time t 2 . After that, because r, < p, r3 _ p,, and the excitation
time of AUNON N 2 is tN2 < r, based on assumption 1, the magnetic fields of AUNONs N1 and N 3 will
affect the activities of AUNON N2 . However, for AUNONs N and N3, since the excitation time of
AUNONs N, and N 3 is t 2 - tI > r., the magnetic fields of AUNON N 2 will have no effect on their activities.
Therefore, for AUNON N2 the input information is both perceptual information and conscious information. As AUNONs N, and N 2 are connected as a network, the perceptual information is PN = [P.1 and Po =
O.1. And the conscious information is QN2 = [q, q0], q1 = ONI(X2, Y2, Z2 , t) = ;L-0I(r, -CtN1), where r, =
V'(A2 - :I)2 + (y2 - yl)2 + (z2 - z1 )2 , and q2 = ON3(X2, Y2, z2 ,0 = -O.(r3 - CtN3),
where r 3 = V(-2 - X3)2 + (Y2 - y3)2 + (z2 - Z3) 2 .
Let the memory consolidation function be MCN,(t2) = PN 2WND.
Now the AUNON equations [31 of N 2 can be written as

+

dUN2(tN2) =uN(tN)
r,

2

dtN 2

-N
"-

OVN2(X2' 92, Z2 'tN2)
"V
Nz

- PN2d(QN 2VVI/)

W

aVN2(X27/2,Z2,tN2)

1

9

(tNNy2 +-v4
= -VN2(X2,

2, Z2, tN2) + £EN2PN.WD., + QN

2 WH

+

N2

-

h

(8)

N2UN2(tN2)

(9)

tN2

OtN2

And the conscious function(magnetic field function) will be
,

I,1
ON2(X,,

where rN2 = VrX2 +

1

N2

= ON2(ON2, YN2j ZN211N2) =O

Zt)

+

Z

2

=

/(A - :X2)

2(rN2

rN2

(10)

CtN2)

+ (v - 2)2 + (z - Z2) 2 .
2d({ N. WN' )

As is known[4], the Hebbian function is HN2(tN2) =

and the conscious control function is

-

CeN2(tN2) = QNWNl,

where
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d2({ N2 W

) +

dN 2

2

t

N2

dt

H,

,

is the excitation time of AUNON N2 .

3

Mathematical analysis of the dynamics of the NEF model

Since there is only perceptual information in the input information of N1 , according to the Reflex-learning
definition [4], we know the learning of AUNON N, to be Reflex learning. Moreover, because MeN, (tl) =
Ar + hN, and OU = At, we can regard the learning of AUNON N1 as a Self-recall process [4]. This means
that, when AUNON N1 is being excited at time t(t > ti), the already-known knowledge Ar which N, has is
recalled and produced as action information:
(11)

0u1 = A,

At the same time, based on the Reflex-learning Formulas [4] the conscious information is
0.1 =

CN1(2Ar + hN1)

(12)

and the conscious functioti(magnetic field function) is
ON(X, Y, z, ) = -- O,, (rNl
rN1

-

(13)

CtNl)

Since there is only perceptual information in the input information of N3 , we know that the learning of
AUNON N3 is Reflex learning [4]. Moreover, because MeN,(tl) = 0 and the learning target Am is targeted
for production, the learning of AUNON N 3 can be regarded as a memorization process. The reason for this
is that, for AUNON N3 , if Am is desired to be yielded as the learning result, the memory consolidation
function MeN, has to be changed, so that new knowledge Am can be memorized in the learning.
According to the Reflex-learning Formulas [4], after learning(t > t j), the output information of AU NON N 3
is in the forms of:
action information:
_.
0.3 = Am + [MeN,(tI) - hN3 - Am] e

N"

= Am - (hN3 + Am)e

'

(14)

N3

conscious information:

03

=

CN3(2Am

+ hN3) + EN3[MeN,(tl) - hN3 -

Am]e

N

= CN3Am + .N3(Am + hN3)(1 -

e

'N3)

(15)

conscious function:

tkN3(

,

Y, Z, t)= -lO3(rN3

(16)

- CN3)

rN3

memory consolidation function:

MeNa(t)

= (hN3 + Am)(1 - e-,)

+ MeN(tl)e

N3

= (hN3

+ Am)(1 - e- M)

(17)

When AUNON N 2 is affected by conscious control information, and if the learning target is undecided,
although N 2 is fired, the memory consolidation function MeN2 does not change(Memory self-protection
hypothesis).
Therefore, after learning, i.e. at time t(t > t2), the output information of AUNON N 2 is in the forms of:
action information:
0.2 =

fA [M,,(i

2 ),

HIV, CN2,

hN2, tN2]

(18)

conscious information:
Ov2 = CN2fv [MN

2 (t2),

HN2, CN2, hN2, tN2]
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(19)

conscious function:

0N2(z,Y,Z,)

=

1-0,2(rN2

rN2

-

CtN2)

(20)

memory consolidation function:
(21)

M.,kN(t) = M.(z)

and 02 are the solutions of the AUNON equations of AUNON N2 (eqns.(8) and (9)).
We set A, = O,2. The learning result A, is a nonlinear solution and something new related to Ar and Am.
The learning of AUNON N 2 can be regarded as a Creative process. Although A, may be a useless, unrealistic
concept, it should be stressed that it is still something that has been newly created, something that did not
exist before.
If A, answers the purpose, it can be made into the learning target in a new learning period: that is to
say, on the basis of Union-learning theorem [4], A, can be memorized and turned into long term memory
over several new learning periods.
If A, does not answer the purpose, there are two kinds of ensuing situation: One situation is that, because
the memory consolidation function M.N2 is unchanged, A, is only a temporary (momentary) idea and will
be forgotten in a short time. This means that the model has a forgetting function. The other is that, if the
learning target Am of AUNON N3 is modified, and if the modified knowledge A' is memorized once more,
A, can also be changed during a new learning period. This indicates that, if the subgoals are adjusted, an
ultimate goal can be obtained.
Attention should be paid to the fact that, whether the learning result Ac is useless or not, it can be
obtained once again in a new learning period under the same conditions as defined above, though the memory
consolidation function MeN remains unchanged. This phenomenon is not the result of the MEMORY (the
state) of AUNON N 2 , but the result of the INTERACTION among the excited AUNONs(N, N 2 , and N3 )
in the J2 space. The dynamics of the information processing in the f7 space also shows an important and
interesting fact that although the state of AUNON N 2 is not transformed the output information from
AUNON N 2 can be changed. There are two reasons: one reason is that since the AUNONs N 2 and N3 are
not connected, N 2 has no change in synaptic efficiency,that is to say,the state of N2 is not changed; the other
is that AUNON N3 affects and changes the output of AUNON N2 through magnetic field information only
when N3 is fired (we can see this according to the solutions of AUNON N 2 's equations: eqns.(8)and(9)). By
the traditional network theory [6], it is known that the transformation of state of a system decides the output
from the system. In other words, if the state of a system is not transformed the output from the system
will be not changed. Based on this point, we argue that the FEM model has a more flexible capability for
information processing than the connection models.
Since the memory consolidation function MeN, remains unchanged, the learning of N 2 is also a recall
process, but different from a Self-recall or a Compound recall process [2]. As the learning result A, is
somcthing new related to A, and Am, the learning can be defined as an Associative creative process.
If A, has been memorized by AUNON N 2, i.e. the memory consolidation function M,, 2 is changed and
AUNON N 2 takes possession of A0 , even though AUNON N3 is not fired, A, can be generated(recalled)
once more as AUNON N2 is fired.
When one learning period(TI) is finished, the output information [4] from the *2 space is
0u2

Ou = A,

(22)

02

= A, = f.[Ar,A.,tN 2]

(23)

0.3

=A

- (hN3 + A

-)e
N3

(24)

and the internal state of the 0 space is
M.,,(Ti) = hNi + A,
Me

2

(T ) = PN. W°
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(25)
(26)

MeNS(Tl) = (hN3 + A,.)(1

e

-

(27)

L3)

If A. answers the purpose and is decided upon as the learning target in another learning period(T 2 ), the
output information [4] from the f? space is
0.1 = A,
N(Tl)£2J

0.2 = A, +

(28)
2..)

H...

M,,(T1) - hN2 - A +

=

Am

+

aN2

N2(tN2)

I

IMeNS(T)

-

]

e

N

-

A.]eaN

2

2

_dCeN2(tN2)]

afN2 e

'N2

-

dN2
t(29)
dtN2

(30)

and the internal state of the fl space is

hmi + A,

MeN,(T 2 ) -

MA,12(T)

= (hN, + At)(1 - e

M.N3(T 2 ) = (hN3

)+

+

N.

+ Am)(1

-

e-

*14

(31)

e

H(T(tN

) + MeNS(Tl)e

N2

'N3

(32)

(33)

There are three processes that occur in the D space. These are a recall process,a memorization process
and a creative process. These processes show that the NEF model is an autonomous system and it has parallel
distributed processing functions. Moreover, it is worth noticing that for this NEF model it is unnecessary
for the AUNONs to memorize everything: utilizing the interaction among AUNONs which already contain
knowledge, it can create something new that satisfies the objective reality by itself. This is one of the special
features of this model. In this sense,this model can convey intelligence [5].

4

Conclusions

In this paper we present a model of neural electromagnetic fields for the study of neural networks. This
model can be regarded as a new type of neural networks architecture. From the analyses of its dynamics, it
is clear that this mixture model which is composed of connected and unconnected units has two advantages:
one advantage is the increase in the flexibility of information processing, and the other is that the model
provides a new mechanism for associative memory. The dynamics of this NEF model also suggests that
magnetic field information plays an important role in information processing.
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Abstract
Analysis of catastrophic forgetting by distributed codes leads to the unexpected conclusion that the standard synaptic transmission rule may not be optimal in certain neural networks. The distributed outstar generalizes the outstar network for spatial pattern learning,
replacing the outstar source node with a source field, of arbitrarily many nodes, where the
activity pattern may be arbitrarily distributed or compressed. Distributed outstar learning
proceeds according to a principle of atrophy due to disuse whereby a path weight decreases
in joint proportion to the transmitted path signal and the degree of disuse of the target node.
During learning, the total signal to a target node converges toward that node's activity level.
Weight changes at a node are apportioned according to the distributed pattern of converging
signals. Three types of synaptic transmission, the standard product rule, a fuzzy capacity
rule, and an adaptive threshold rule, are examined for this system. Only the threshold rule
solves the catastrophic forgetting problem of fast learning. Analysis of spatial distributed
coding hereby leads to the conjecture that the unit of long-term memory in a spatial pattern
learning system may be a subtractive threshold, rather than a multiplicative weight.
Optimal rules of synaptic transmission
When neural networks became popular in the 1980s, researchers struggled to define
neural network with words that would include the diverse models in current use. As a step
toward constructing such a definition, consider the question: What, if anything, do all the
neural networks of the past fifty years have in common? The answer to this question is, most
likely, nothing. However, the large majority of neural network models, from the McCullochPitts (1943) neuron to the many biological and engineering models at this year's conferences,
do have one element in common, namely, the rule setting the net signal from a source node to
a target node equal to a path signal times a synaptic weight. This product rule of synaptic
transmission is in such universal use that it is almost always treated as a nameless fact
rather than a hypothesis, although neurophysiology has so far neither confirmed nor refuted
the rule. Why, then has this particular process found such widespread use? One answer
is its computational power: the product rule sets the sum of weighted signals equal to the
dot product of the signal vector and the weight vector. This dot product provides a useful
measure of the similarity between the active path signal vector and the learned weight vector.
However, utility and universality do not necessarily imply optimality.
This research was supported in part by ARPA (ONR N00014-92-J-4015), the National Science Founda-

tion (NSF IRI-90-00530), and the Office of Naval Research (ONR N00014-91-J-4100).
The author wishes to thank Cynthia E. Bradford and Robin L. Locke for their valuable assistance in
the preparation of the manuscript.
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Figure 1. (a) Distributed outstar network for spatial pattern learning. During adaptation a top-down weight
wji, from the j 1 h node of the coding field F2 to the i~h node of the pattern registration field F1 , may decrease

or remain constant. (b) An atrophy-due-to-disuse learning law causes the total signal ai from F2 to the it h F,
node to decay toward that node's activity level xi, if aj is initially greater than xi. Within this context,
three synaptic transmission rules are analyzed.

This article describes a neural network learning problem for which the product rule is not
computationally optimal. Solution of the learning problem requires a neural network design
to support stable distributed codes. One such design is the distributed outstar (Figure 1),
which solves the distributed code catastrophic forgetting problem when the product rule is
replaced by the equally plausible threshold rule (Carpenter, 1993, 1994). The threshold rule
postulates that the unit of long-term memory (LTM) is a subtractive threshold, rather than
a multiplicative weight. In the process of solving a particular learning problem, therefore,
computational analysis questions the optimality of a fundamental neural network design
hypothesis.
Outstar learning and distributed codes
An outstar is a neural network that can learn and recall arbitrary spatial patterns (Gross-
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berg, 1968). Outstars have played a central role in both the theoretical analysis of cognitive
phenomena and the neural models that realize the theories, as well as applications of these
systems (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1991). In particular, neural network realizations of
adaptive resonance theory (ART models) use outstar learning in the top-down adaptive filter (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987). An outstar is characterized by one source node that
sends weighted inputs to a target field. When the source node is active, weights converge
toward the target field activity pattern. During performance, an active path reproduces
the learned pattern at the target field. We here consider spatial pattern learning in a more
general setting, in which an arbitrarily large source field replaces the single source node of
the outstar. This distributed outstar network (Figure la) is similar to the original outstar
when the source field F2 contains a single node. Then, weights in the F2 -. F adaptive filter
track the F, activity pattern when the one F2 node is active.
At first, distributed outstar learning would appear to be modeled already in the ART
top-down adaptive filter, since the ART field F2 can have arbitrarily many nodes. However,
to date, networks that explicitly realize adaptive resonance assume the special case in which
F2 is a choice, or winner-take-all, network. In this case, only one F2 node is active during
learning, so each F2 node acts, in turn, as an outstar source node. The distributed outstar is
a spatial pattern learning network that allows the activity pattern at the coding field F2 to
be arbitrarily distributed. That is, one, several, or all of the F2 nodes may be active during
learning.
One possible distributed outstar design simply implements outstar learning in each active
path. However, such a system is subject to catastrophic forgetting that quickly renders the
network useless unless learning rates are very slow. In particular, if all F2 nodes were active
during learning, all F2 - F weight vectors would converge toward a common pattern.
A learning principle of atrophy due to disuse leads towaid a solution of the catastrophic
forgetting problem. By this principle, a weight in an active path atrophies, or decays, in joint
proportion to the size of the transmitted synaptic signal and a suitably defined "degree of
disuse" of the target cell. During learning, the total transmitted signal oai from F2 converges
toward the activity level of the i t h target F node (Figure 1b). Atrophy due to disuse thereby
dynamically substitutes the total F2 - F, signal for the individual outstar weight. This
would seem to be a natural step toward spa Thattern learning by a coding source field rather
than a single source node. Unfortunate
development is, by itself, insufficient. The
network still suffers catastrophic forgetti_
,gnal transmission from source node to target
node obeys a product rule. This rule, now used in nearly all neural models, assumes that the
transmitted synaptic signal Sji from the Jth F2 node to the ith F node is proportional to the
product of the path signal y, and the path weight wji. An alternative transmission process,
used in a neural network realization of fuzzy ART (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Rosen, 1991a,
1991b), obeys a capacity rule (Table 1). However, catastrophic forgetting is even more
serious a problem for the capacity rule than for the product rule.
Fortunately, another synaptic transmission rule solves the problem. This threshold rule
postulates a transmitted signal Si equal to the amount by which the F2 -. F1 signal yj
exceeds an adaptive threshold rji. Where weights decrease during atrophy-due-to-disuse
learning thresholds increase: formally, ri is identified with (1 - wi). When synaptic transmission is implemented by a threshold rule, weight/threshold changes are bounded and
automatically apportioned according to the distribution of F2 activity, with fast learning as
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Product rule : Si = yJwji
Capacity rule: S3i = y, Aw1 i - min(y 1 , wi

Threshold rule: Si = [y-(I

- wji)] + = [yi -

_i]

+ =

)

max([yj, - Tji], 0)

Table 1. Synaptic transmission functions.
well as slow learning. When F2 makes a binary choice, the three synaptic transmission rules
(Table 1) are computationally identical, and atrophy-due-to-disuse learning is essentially the
same as outstar learning. Thus functional differences between the three types of transmission
would be experimentally and computationally measurable only in situations where the F2

code is distributed.
Computational analysis of distributed codes hereby leads unexpectedly to a hypothesis

about the mechanism of synaptic transmission: the unit of long-term memory in a spatial
pattern learning system is conjectured to be an adaptive threshold rather than a multiplicative path weight. Historically, early definitions of the perceptron specified a general class
of synaptic transmission rules (Rosenblatt, 1958, 1962). However, the electrical switching

circuit model, which realizes multiplicative weights as adjustable gains, quickly became the
dominant metaphor (Widrow and Hoff, 1960). Over the ensuing decades, efficient integrated
hardware implementation of the linear adaptive filter has remained a challenge. In optoelectronic neural networks, the adaptive threshold synaptic transmission rule, realized as a
rectified bias, may be easier to implement than on-line multiplication (T. Caudell, personal
communication). Thus, even in networks where the product rule and the threshold rule are
computationally equivalent, their diverging physical interpretations may prove significant,
in both the neural and the hardware domains.
The adaptive threshold hypothesis completes the distributedoutstar learninglaw. This
article includes a summary and an explicit solution of the distributed outstar equations,
discussions of the physical unit of memory and a confidence-plasticity tradeoff, and a phase
plane example of distributed outstar dynamics.
Confidence-plasticity tradeoff
Figure 2 illustrates why the product rule and the capacity rule cause catastrophic forgetting and how the threshold rule solves this problem. During atrophy-due-to-disuse learning,
if the i0h F target node is disused (ai > xi) then the weight w.i will decay in any path that
sends a signal to the ith node (Sji > 0) (Figure 2a). When F2 makes a choice, each of the
three synaptic transmission rules allows weight change in only one path to each target node.
However, if yj is even slightly positive, both the product rule (Figure 2b) and the capacity
rule (Figure 2c) allow weights wi to decay without limit, unless learning rates are very slow.
In contrast, the threshold rule (Figure 2d) implies that, even if the Jh F2 node is active, the
signal Sji is still zero if the path threshold is large (rji 2!yj); or, equivalently, if the path
weight is small (wji < 1-yj). Only the positive signals Sji sum to oi and only these signals
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Figure 2. (a) Atrophy-due-to-disuse learning causes a weight wji to decay at a rate proportional to (i) the
signal from the jth F2 node to the ith F node and (ii) the degree of disuse, which equals to the difference
between the total F2 -- F signal to the ith node and the activity of that node. (b) When the J"'F2 node is
active, the product rule implies that that signal Sj to the ith F, node is positive. All weights wji therefore
decay when ai > zi, even if those weights are already small. This causes catastrophic forgetting. (c) The
capacity rule leads to catastrophic forgetting for the same reason as the product rule. (d) The threshold rule
buffers learned codes against catastrophic forgetting by allowing only paths with sufficiently large weights
(small thresholds) to contribute to the recognition code and hence to be subject to change during learning.

can atrophy due to disuse. Threshold rj i remains small, and therefore plastic, if yj is always
small when ri > xi. If yj is large, -ji may increase toward 1. Once this occurs, however,
Sji = 0 for all F2 codes y except those which compress most activity at the jth node. Thus
in a recognition system that allows an F2 node to become highly active only when it is
highly confident of its choice, the threshold rule automatically links confidence to stability.
Conversely, when category selection is uncertain, distributed codes retain plasticity.
Distributed outstar equations
Computational analysis of distributed spatial pattern learning leads to the selection of
the adaptive threshold synaptic transmission rule (Carpenter, 1993, 1994). In terms of the
threshold rii in the path from the j t h F 2 node to the i t h F, node, a stable learning law for
distributed codes is defined as the:
Distributed outstar
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d ~ri

=S j ( Oi x , ) ,(

1)

where S,, is the thresholded path signal [yj - rji]+ transmitted from the jth F2 node to the
i th F node and where a is the sum:

,

N

N

5j =Z[YIj- rji,+.

(2)

j=1

j=1

Initially,
rj,(O) = 0.

(3)

The F2 path signal vector y = (yl,... yj,... YN) is assumed to be normalized:
N

jy3

=

1,

(4)

j=1

but is otherwise arbitrary.
In a system such as ART 1 or fuzzy ART, the total top-down signal primes F1 . In these
models, ai is always greater than or equal to xi, since xi = Ii Aa =_min(Ii,0,). If Ui > xi, the
distributed outstar equation (1) allows thresholds ri to grow but never shrink. The principle
of atrophy due to disuse implies that a threshold rij is unable to change at all unless (i) the
path signal yj exceeds the previously learned value of r2j; and (ii) the total top-down signal
ai to the ith node exceeds that node's activity xi. In particular, if ri, grows large when the
node j represents part of a compressed F2 code, then ri- cannot be changed at all when node
j is later part of a more distributed code, since .threshold changes are disabled if yj _ rji
(Figure 2d).
Distributed outstar solution
The form of the distributed outstar system (1)-(4) is nearly linear, and the equations
can be solved in closed form. The formulas below give an explicit solution for an arbitrary
input sequence with either slow or fast learning. An example then illustrates the phase space
geometry of this solution.
Assume that an input I activates a distributed outstar field F at some time t = to and
that I is held fixed for some ensuing interval. If ai < xi at t = to, then rij will remain constant
during that interval, for all j = 1,..., N. Similarly, rji will remain constant if Yj <- rj at

t = to. Consider now a fixed F index i such that ai > xi at t = to. Let:
i= {j : y(to) > r,,(to)} = {j: 9 (to) > 0.

(5)

For j E! i,
d
Ttji = (yj - rji)(oi- xi),

(6)

until yj or xi changes. In a network such as ART 1 or fuzzy ART, F activity x and F2
activity y remain constant as long as I is constant.
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Geometrically, by (6), the projected vector of rTi values with j E Oi follows a straight

line toward the corresponding projected vector of yj values. If all such rii were to approach
yi then oi would converge to 0, by (2). Progress halts, however, as the rji vector approaches
the set of points where ai = xi, by (6). Explicitly, for t > to, while yj and xi are constant:
-j,(t) = r,(to) + a(t) [u,(to)- x
(to)

+

(7)

[y,-

where a(t) is an exponential that goes from 0 to 1 as t goes from to to
By (7), rji(t) remains constant if ai(to) < x, or if yj S Tji(to).

00.

If a,(to) > xi and if

j E i, rji(t) moves from Tji(to) toward:
r,,(oO) = rii(to) + (o,(to)

-

x

(Yj - rj,(to))

(8)

a, (to)
as t goes from to to co. In particular:
ai(oO) = E (yj - ri(0o))
jEoi
=

(y, - -rj,(to)) - (u,(to) -

E

jE i
=

a(to)

(to)

-

x,) 1 (y, jE1,,

Tj,(to))

(9)

(ai(to) - Xi)(,to)
a, (to).

Xi.

For the unbiased case where to = 0, so all rii(0) = 0,
Sji(O)
and:

yj - rji(O) = yj

O'i(0) - :j(0)
j =

j = 1.

Tu:(t) = ri(o)
+ a(t) [aO(o) Xi]+ [(2j a1i(O)
=

(1

j

J

Thus:

(10)

+

(12)

)i(o)]

c(t)(1 - XJyj,

Sji(t) = yj - 7ji(t)
= yj - Q(t)(1 - xi)yj

(13)

= yJ(1-oa(t) (1- xi)),

and
Sj7 (t)

--

Yyx,
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Figure 3. (a) A distributed outstar whose coding field F2 has just two nodes (N = 2). For each code y,
Yl + y2 = I and zi = Ii A ai. When thresholds start out small enough, r"i and/or 'i, increase toward
{(ri, r2i) : i = Ii}. (b) Threshold changes are greatest for small h. (c) When Ii > yi, the j" node cannot
dominate learning. Here, Ii > y, so r2i can change only when r1i also changes. (d) When Ii is large, only
small thresholds can change at all.

as t - oo. By (14), when the system begins with no initial threshold bias, the signal Sji from
the jth F2 node to the it h F node begins equal to the path signal yj and converges toward
the Hebbian pre- and post-synaptic correlation term yjxi.
Distributed outstar dynamics
The dynamics of distributed outstar learning will now be illustrated by means of a lowdimensional example. Consider a coding network with just two F2 nodes (Figure 3a). Two
top-down paths, with thresholds r1i and r 2i, converge upon each F node. Assume that
Xi = Ii A ai, as in fuzzy ART, and fix an F2 code y= (YI, Y2), with:
0 _ Y2 _Y

(15)

1.

By the F2 normalization hypothesis (4), yI +Y2 = 1. By (1), for j = 1,2:

d ri

[yj - 7tri]+ [0 i -
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IiI+,

(16 )

(a)

multiplicative weight

YI

(b)

fuzzy capacity (sieve)
Ci

YJ

(C)

subtractive threshold

hft, - [Y1 " T ji]+

"
YJ
Figure 4.

iiI

T j!

(a) The product rule implies a physical substrate of memory that is a multiplicative weight

(McCulloch and Pitts, 1943). (b) The capacity rule implies a memory unit that is a fuzzy sieve (Zadeh,

1965). (c) The distributed outstar implies a memory unit that is a subtractive threshold.

where, by (2),
ai = [Y1

-

7i]+ + [Y2 - T2,]

(17)

Figures 3b-d show the 2-D phase plane dynamics of the threshold vector (r 1 i,r 2i) for a
fixed input Ii.In each plot, trajectories that begin in the set of points where ai > I, approach
the set where ai = Ii. Where T1i(to) < yl and r 2 i(to) < Y2, the point (7r-i(t),7-2i(t)) moves
along a straight line from (rli(to), r2i(to)) toward (Y], Y2), slowing down asymptotically as:
C,= [Y1 - 7i(t)

+

+ [Y2 - 72i(01'

= I - (-rl(t) + 72 (t)) -I

(18)
(18

Only if Ii= 0 does (T1i,r 2,) approach (Y1,42). Larger thresholds ri, which make ai < Ii,
are unchanged during learning. A small Iivalue allows the greatest threshold changes
(Figure 3b). If Ii = 0,
Tji-

Yj

(19)

as ai decreases to 0.
Both thresholds grow if both are initially small. However, if one threshold is initially
so large as to prevent F2 - F1 signal transmission in the corresponding path, the other F2
node "takes over" the code. For example, if r 2i(t0) > Y2 (Figure 3b), there is no signal from
the F2 node j = 2 to the ith F1 node, and hence no threshold change in that path. If, then,
T1i(to) < y,- li, r1i increases until:

ai = y1 - rii - Xi = li.

(20)

Larger Ii values permit threshold changes only for smaller initial threshold values. In
Figure 3c, r2i can change only if r1i changes as well, when both are initially small. In
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contrast, since y/isgreater than i,Tri may increase, by itself, toward (y, - /) if 2 i (to) _>Y2.
Fiinally, for I close to I (Figure 3d) adaptive changes can occur only ifboth rjj and 2i are
initially small, as they ,re when little learning has taken place.

The unit of'memory
The distributed outstar network derives from a coinputational analysis of stable pattern
learning by distributed codes. In the distributed outstar, the adaptive threshold synaptic
transmission rule solves a catastrophic forgetting problem caused by other rules. Since
each formal transmission rule corresponds to a physical theory of synaptic transmission,
computational analysis implies physiological prediction. Each transmission rule assumes
a physical memory unit: a multiplicative weight (Figure 4a), a fuzzy capacity, or sieve
(Figure 4b), or a subtractive threshold (Figure 4c). Experiments that probe distributed
coding in a living organism may be able to test for the three types of memory unit. Similarly,
distributed outstar computations imply distinct physical realizations of optical and electronic

neural networks.
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Abstract
In the first part of this talk conventional neurocomputing algorithms will be
examined from a real-time learning viewpoint. Emphasis will be placed on if and how
existing algorithms can learn as fast as information arrives. In the second part of this
talk a concurrent information processing system will be contrasted with conventional
systems that has provisions for automatic and concurrent learning, monitoring, data
reduction and pattern completion. The model is based on reinforced learning and concept formation principles from psychology, Bayes and polynomial regression principles
from statistics and a fast Kernel algorithm for concurrent operation. The Kernel algorithm processes records containing 64 features each at the rate of 400 per second on a
work station, it processes records containing more features at exponentially increasing
rates on sequential computers, it can process records at linearly increasing rates on
special-purpose digital computers and it can process records at faster rates on specialpurpose analog computers.
CONCURRENT LEARNING ALGORITHM TRENDS
Neurocomputers can be classified either as conventional systems that learn off
line,1,2 or as concurrent information processing systems that learn on line. 3-15 Conventional snstems are important because they were the first functional neurocoinputing
systems, they are useful when model learning from total ignorance is necessary and
they are frmly established.' However, conventional use is limited to settings where (a)
delays are acceptable between the time learning occurs and the the time learning
models are used and (b) input-output relationships are stable from the time learning
data are gathered to the time decision functions are calculated.
By contrast with conventional neurocomputers, the concurrent information processing (CIP) system of emphasis for this talk is designed to keep up with changing
measurement structures and perceptual worlds as they evolve. The key CIP system
attribute is its ability to learn computing relationships automatically as well as concurrently, based on sound principles from psychology, statistics and computational science. Other attributes include available sequential software that can process incoming
records at rates from the millisecond range to the second range depending on record
size; available parallel algorithms for applicz ons where faster operation is needed;
provisions for concurrent learning, missing vai_. imputing and measurement deviance
monitoring; and provisions for occasional model refinement and interpretation.
Conventional systems are designed for settings where previously gathered data are
analyzed off line to produce predictive models and parameter estimates. Both traditional statistics systems and traditional neurocomputing systems are in the conventional
category. The main difference between statistics and neurocomputing systems is that
the former require manual model identification by data analysts, while the latter are
designed for automatic identification by learning algorithms.
The CIP system does not belong in the conventional category because it is
designed for settings where data are gathered, analyzed and processed at once. It does
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belong in the neurocomputing category, however, because it is designed for automatic
rather than manual data analysis. The CIP system also resembles conventional neurocomputing systems because it is based on parallel network structure and psychological
learning principles. However, it differs sharply from conventional neruocomputing
systems in both modeling and learning algorithm structure. To illustrate CIP and conventional neurocomputing differences, the two alternative models will be contrasted
next, after which alternative learning algorithms will be contrasted.
The standard conventional neurocomputing model is the multilayer perceptron
(MP), l and CIP counterparts to MP models are product feature models like the
phoneme recognition model in Figure 1. A corresponding MP model for the same setting is shown in Figure 2, for comparison purposes.

['I {t'}
,m(3)

Figure 1. A Concurrent Information Processing Phoneme Recognition Model
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Both the Figure 1 CIP model and the Figure 2 MP model are designed for
phoneme recognition data, where uttering any of three phonemes "B" "D" or "G" produces an array of 16 audible frequencies at 15 time slices."1 Both models include 240
inputs giving frequency power levels at different time slices, denoted by X8115) in the
two fig rres. In addition, both models can accept training data during which all x10r
and mfflt') are known, with m[y ]{t'I values being either (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) or (0, 0, 1).
However, the CIP model is designed to receive q concurrent plausibility vector and a
concurrent learning 15weight with each (x{"1, m(yff 1) record, while the MP model has
no such provisions.
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Figure 2. A Multilayer Perceptron Phoneme Recognition Model
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Concurrent plausibility and learning weight provisions give CIP models added
Iin tmg and learning flexibility. CIP plausibility records allow any of the x{"O or
mlRt'} values to be imputed from any of the others and from prior learning during
each trial. For example, only connections for imputing phoneme types from filter
values are shown in Figure 1, but the CIP phoneme model can also impute any of the
filter values th amiht be missing during any trials. Also, concurrent learning weights
allow each (x , ml{t'l) record to have flexible impact on future CIP performance.
For example, if identifying a "D" is more important than identifying either a "B" or a
"G," CIP learning weights can be set to produce more learning impact for "D" trials
than for other trials. Thus, CIP model learning weights and plausibility vectors give
them pattern completion and learning flexibility that the MP model does not have.
Besides differing in imputing and learning weight flexibility, CIP models and MP
models differ in how they identify connection structures and functions, as shown in
Figures I and 2. When CIP connections like those in Figure 1 are specified, they
identify product features precisely such as the first-order, second-order and third-order
features in the Figure 1 detail. By contrast, specifying an MP model only identifies
features partially. For example, the Figure 2 phoneme model restricts the number of
features to 104, which is the number of elements in h(sxl3). It also restricts feature
types so that only elements in the first three columns of x can be connected to the first
8 column elements in h, only elements in the second through fourth columns of x can
be connected to the second column elements in h and so on. However, the MP model
allows any of several product features to be linked to each element in h and each such
feature can be any product of that element's 48 inputs. This results in a Figure 2 MP
model that is much less identified than its Figure 1 CIP counterpart.
CIP features are identified when the model is fixed, so that only feature weights
remain to be learned. For example, only the weights connecting each of the first-order
through third-order features to each of the 3 output phonemes in Figure 1 can vary
during fixed CIP model learning. By contrast, features as well as their connection
weights must be determined during MP learning, because features are not identified
when the MP model is specified. For example, if only one of the 48 weights for h I1
is nonzero then h 11 will be a first-order feature; if two such weights are nonzero then
it will be a second-order feature and so on. (Product MP features result from additive
Figure 2 connections to h elements because they are combined using exponential functions. 11 15 ) Thus, CIP models fix features and allow their weights to be learned while
MP models allow both features and their weights to be learned.
Turning finally to learning contrasts, the most widely used conventional neurocomputing learning algorithm is backpropagation (BP). 1' 2 CIP learning and BP learning
differ mainly because CIP operation requires on-line adaptability but conventional
operation does not. To accomplish on-line adaptability along with model learning
flexibility, CIP operation breaks learning down into immediate concurrent learning and
slower model refinement. During concurrent learning the CIP Kernel algorithm
updates connection weights for fixed models of the Figure 1 type immediately after
each record arrives. 15 During model refinement, CIP feature combining, removing and
creating procedures operate more slowly after concurrent learning has been going on
for some time. 15 By contrast, the BP algorithm both establishes input-to-feature connections and sets feature-to-output connection weights during a combined learning
operation, starting with MP models that are less identified than their CIP counterparts.
Due to less MP model identification, BP learning is more open-ended than CIP
learning, but it comes at an added cost. BP learning requires waiting for iterative programs that make multiple passes at training data to converge, waiting for training data
to be gathered off line and waiting for learned models to be implemented off line.
Instead, CIP concurrent learning is fully identifiable (in the statistical sense6 '10 '18 ),
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permitting real-time, adaptive operation.
Open-ended BP learning carries other costs that are not linked to concurrent
operation. Because MP models are not identifiable and MP start values are randomly
assigned, the BP algorithm may produce different results from the same data, it may
converge to local solutions or it may not converge at all. 1 2.1 6 - 17 Learned MP connection weights are also difficult to interpret in terms of how much each input affects
each output."1 By contrast, the CIP learning algorithm is based on a statistical theory
foundation that guarantees convergence to optimal learning as information is processed, without requiring iterative learning or producing poor solutions along the way.
Also, input feature effects on output CIP
15 variables are easy to assess by examining
multiple, partial and reduced correlations.
The MP model and BP learning algorithm are historically important because they
have inspired information processing researchers, including this speaker, to produce
automatic learning systems. Moreover, the MP-BP system remains very popular
because it is firmly established and it produces automatic, open-ended learning. The
MP-BP system understandably comes up short for concurrent learning, however,
because it was never designed for that purpose.
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Abstract
A neuralnetwork model of complex temporalpatterngeneration is proposedand investigatedanalyticallyand by
computer simulation. Temporal patterngeneration is based on recognition of the contexts of individual components.
Based on its acquiredexperience, the model actively yields system anticipation,which then compares with the actual
input flow. A mismatch triggers self-organizationof context learning, which ultimately leads to resolving various
ambiguities in producing complex temporal patterns. We show analytically that the network model can learn to
generateany complex temporalpattern. Multiple patterns can be acquiredsequentiallyby the system, manifesting a
form of retroactive interference. The model is consistent with cognitive studies of sequential learning.

1. Introduction
The ability to learn and generate temporal patterns is one of the most important characteristics of an intelligent
system. Such an ability enables the systems to perform tasks, ranging from a simple behavior of limb movement
to abstract temporal reasoning. This paper presents a neural network model of learning and generating complex
temporal patterns by self-organization. The basic idea for self-organization is an anticipationmechanism where the
system actively anticipates the next component in a sequence and compares its anticipation with the next input
component. With this mechanism, we analytically show that the network can learn any complex temporal patterns.
We assume discrete temporal patterns, or temporal sequences. A continuous temporal pattern can usually be
sampled into a discrete pattern before processing. Following the terminology introduced by Wang and Arbib [ 11],a
sequence S of length N is defined as P1-P2... -PN, where each Pi is a component (static pattern) of S. Any part of S
is called a subsequence of S. Generally, in order to unambiguously produce a component, a prior subsequence is
required to be detected. For instance, in the sequence R--F-E-R_--E, the prior subsequence E-R-E of the last E is
required to determine the E, since P-E is a recurring subsequence in the sequence. Thus we define the context of a
component Pi as the shortest subsequence which unambiguously determines Pi, and its length is called the degree of
pi. The degree of a sequence is the maximum degree of its components. Thus, a simple sequence is a degree I
sequence, whereas a complex sequence has a degree greater than one.
Neural networks to learn and generate temporal sequences have been investigated by a number of investigators
[2,4,6,5]. One of the:main problems with the proposed methods lies in producing complex sequences. High-order
networks have been proposed to fix the problem [1, 41. However, the number of connections in a high-order
network grows exponentially with the order of the network. Another difficulty is that unless the degree of the
sequence is known in advance, a fixed network cannot guarantee unambiguous production of an arbitrary sequence.
Recently, Wang and Arbib [11, 12] proposed a model for complex temporal sequence learning. Complex temporal
sequences are acquired through a form of supervised learning. The present model differs from the earlier models of
Wang and Arbib [11, 12] in several major aspects. First, the selection of context detectors is done by competitive
learning in this model whereas the previous models need the system to assign and remember appropriate context
detectors. Second, active anticipation is missing from the previous models. Also a much more extensive analytical
investigation has been undertaken for the present model.

2. Model Specification
As a basic idea, this model generates a sequence S by successively predicting component pi based on the context
of pi. More specifically, the model is designed to detect the context of pi first, and then associate this detection with
pi, thus producing Pi once its context occurs from the input. Since a context is, by definition, also a sequence,
recognizing the contexts of sequence components can be done by means of a set of sequence detectors, each of which
is uniquely associated with a component. In the following discussions, we assume that each symbol, or static
pattern, is uniquely represented by an input unit.
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In order to learn a complex sequence, each input component must be associated with successive components
beyond its immediate successor. This can be achieved with a short-term memory (STM) model. A decay-based
STM model is used in this model, with each input unit being extended to a local network, called a shift-register
assembly. A shift-register assembly is a group of units, which are serially linked one after another, forming a chain
like the outstar avalanche [2]. Each assembly is triggered by a unique input terminal which is directly activated by
external stimulation or by a modulator unit (to be discussed shortly) during generation. Each terminal represents a
unique input symbol. With such a STM model in place, a single detector layer is introduced for detecting different
contexts. Each unit in this layer receives inputs from all the shift-register units (SR units) and this layer can be
trained to associate its units with the input subsequences corresponding to different contexts. Figure I shows the
architecture of this model. A detector in the network is said to be committed if it is tuned to a particular input
subsequence, i.e., the detector unit will be activated when the subsequence is presented. We use a winner-take-all
mechanism for the detector layer as described by Grossberg [3]. Due to winner-take-all dynamics, there is at most
one detector unit activated at any time.

k

--.

---

winner-take-all

The system anticipates the next component
and compares it with the external input through
the modulator layer. As shown in Fig. 1, there is
one modulator associated with each detector in the
network. Each modulator unit receives upward
connections from every individual terminal. In
addition, it receives a downward connection from

interconnection

its respective detector. An active detector enables

its modulator in the next time step. Once
enabled, the modulator performs one-shot (one
step) learning to update its upward connection
weights. Since only one terminal corresponding
to the current input component can be active, oneshot learning leads to one-to-one connection from

an active terminal to a triggered modulator.
shift-register
assembly

.......

-association

modulator

.

,input

-"

termi
Figure 1. The architecture of the overall network model. Thin
lines denote modifiable connections, while thick lines and
dashed lines denote fixed connections.

Basically, this one-shot learning establishes the
between a context detector and the next

component. If they do not match next time,
the Pnticipated activation of the corresponding
modulator will be absent, and this mismatch will
be detected by the modulator, which in turn sends
a signal to its respective detector to expand the
context that the detector is supposed to recognize.
We provide more detailed neural dynamics and
learning in the following.
Assume that each assembly has r SR units.
The activity of detector i at time t, E,{t), is defined

as:

Ei=t)

g(.

WiJkVjk(t), 9o )

(1)

j, k
where g(x, y) = x if x > y, or 0 otherwise. Whjk is the connection weight from the kth SR unit of assembly j to
detector i. Vjk(t) is the activity of this SR unit at time t. 0 i is an adjustable threshold for the detector, set to the
current value of Ei when unit i is activated As shown in the next section, the adjustable 9 i never decreases. The
activity Vjk(t) is defined as follows,
IJ'Jt)
Vjk(t) = jmax[O, Vkl(t-1)-o"]

if k = I (head unit)
otherwise

(2)

where 1,t) is the binary input at terminal j. Due to the nature of sequential input, at most one terminal has its 1(t)
equal to 1. 8 is a decay parameter. Eq. 2 provides an implementation of the decay-based STM model described
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earlier, i.e., an input activity is held for a short time and decays gradually in a shift-register assembly. Apparently,
the input cannot be held longer than r steps, the limit of STM capacity.
The learning rule for each detector i is a Hebbian rule plus normalization to keep the overall weight a constant,
denoted as a normalizedHebbian rule,
Wijk(t+l) = Wijk(t) + a Oi(t) g(Vjk(t), A i )

(3a)

Wijk(t+l)

(3b)

=

aC +

,,k(t+l0
1/Qk(t+ )
j, k

where a is a gain parameter or learning rate. A large a makes training fast. It is easy to see that a large a results
in approximate one-shot learning. To indicate the outcome of winner-take-all competition in the detector layer while
omitting the details of competitive dynamics, we introduce Ot) which equals 1 if detector i is the winner of the
competition, or 0 otherwise. Function g in (3a) serves as a gate to let in the influences of only those SR units
whose activities are greater or equal to A i . Ai is the sensitivity parameter of unit i. The lower the sensitivity
parameter the more SR units can be sensed by a winning detector. Thus more connections of the detector can be
modified according to (3a). Furthermore, the sensitivity parameter Ai is adaptive by itself, following the rule below,
1i
Ai = max[,

l-8(d-l)]

ifd,= 0
if di > 0

(4)

where di , called the degree parameterof detector i, is a non-negative integer, initialized to 0. According to (4) and
(3a), when di increases, more SR units can be sensed, and except when di = 0, di is equal to the number of units that
can be sensed by unit i. The role of constant C in (3b) will become clear in the next section.
A modulator receives both top-down connection from its corresponding detector and bottom-up connections from
input terminals (Fig. 1). More specifically, the activity of modulator i is defined as,
n
Mt) = O/tl) Y R ij I/f)
j=l

(5)

where Rj is a binary-valued weight of the connection from terminal j to modulator i. If O/t-l) = 1 and M,(t) = 0
then the modulator sends a feedback signal to its detector. Upon receiving this feedback signal, the detector increases
its degree parameter, thus lowering its sensitivity parameter Ai (see Eq. 4). We refer to this situation where Oft-)) =
1 and Mi/t) = 0 as a mismatch. A mismatch occurs when an anticipated next component in the sequence does not
appear.
Finally, one-shot learning is performed on the bottom-up connection weights of the modulator of a winning
detector z, R = lf). This learning rule sets the connection weights of modulator z to the current activities of the
input terminals. The training steps are repeated at each following time step. After all sequence components have
been presented, the entire cycle of training, referred to as a training sweep, is repeated. The training phase is
completed when there is no mismatch occurring during the last training sweep.
During sequence generation (reproduction), the connections from the input terminals to the modulators in the
model are reversed (see Fig. 1), which can be neurally implemented by introducing bidirectional connections between
the two layers and assuming identical training for the two-way connections. Since only one bottom-up link from
the terminals to a modulator is non-zero, once reversed a modulator triggers only one terminal. The generation
process of a learned sequence starts from the presentation of the beginning component of the sequence. The
beginning component will trigger an appropriate context detector, which in turn activates its respective modulator,
thus leading to the activation of the second component in its corresponding terminal. The activated terminal joins
the beginning component to activate another context detector, which again triggers its respective modulator and thus
the third input component. This process continues until the entire sequence is generated.
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3. Analytical Results and Computer Simulation
We have formally analyzed the above model for sequence generation. Due to space limitation, we can only list
the major conclusions without proofs. The interested reader can find the details in Wang and Yuwono [ 13]. Before
presenting the conclusions, let us define the following functions,
d
d
2
/ (C+E(d))
l-(d-i).M
and h(d) = Y
E(d)= Y [l-(d-i)S1;
i= 1

z=i

1. The learning rule of Eq. 4 with a proper choice of parameterC guaranteesthat the detector of sequence S is
preferredto the detectors of all subsequences of S.

In other words, when sequence S occurs, the detector that recognizes S masks those detectors that recognize the
subsequences of S. We call this property of the learning rule temporal masking.
20. Initial trainingof a detector results in only one non-zero weight, which equals ]/(I +C). Also, the activity
of the unit
equals h(l) and the thresholdincreases to h(1).
30. Except for d = 0 (initial training), an activateddetector of degree d has u non-zero weights which have the
distribution, !l-(u-i)3]/IC+E(u)J,for i = J. u, where u .5d The activity and the threshold of the unit are both
equal to E(u).
40. (a). The threshold of an activated unit never decreases; (b). At any time, a detectorcan be triggeredby only a
single sequence; (c). Exceptfor initial training,once a unit is activated by sequence S, it can only be activated by S
or S plus a priorsubsequence.
Based on the above conclusions, we provide the major theoretical result of this paper.
Theorem 1. A model defined in Sect. 2 with r SR units for each shift-registerassembly can learn to produce
an arbitrarysequence S oftdegree S r.
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Figure 2. Training and generation of the sequence <TO-BE-OR-NOT-TO-BE>. Shown in the figure are the
activity traces of the input terminals of a simulated network. The parameters used in the simulation are : a = 0.2, 8
= 0. 1, and C = 3.0.
To illustrate the model, we carried out the following computer simulation. The network has 24 detector units,
each of which is associated with one modulator unit, 24 terminals each of which is connected to one shift-register
assembly, and 6 SR units for each shift-register assembly (144 register units in total). See the figure legend for the
other parameter values used in the simulation. Figure 2 shows the activity trace of the network from a simulation
run with input sequence <TO - BE - OR - NOT - TO - BE>. Symbol '-' here is treated as a distinct symbol
separating meaningful words instead of a component separator. The network learned the sequence in 5 training
sweeps. In the last training sweep, the system correctly anticipated every component of the sequence, as shown in
the last column of the figure. After this training, the entire sequence can be correctly generated by the presentation
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of its first component, T in this case, and the activity trace will be the same as the last sweep of training. The
degree of the sequence is 6. Once one sequence is learned, a part of it can also be reproduced from a middle point of
the sequence. For instance, with symbol R as the initial input the network correctly produced the remaining part of
the sequence <- NOT - TO - BE>.

4. Other Model Properties
Efficiency of Training. The number of training sweeps the model takes to learn a sequence largely depends on
how complex the sequence is. We can derive a upper bound on the number of training sweeps for a sequence of
degree k. Again, the detailed derivation can be found in Wang and Yuwono [13]. An upper bound g of the training
algorithm satisfying,

p = k(k+l) /2

(6)

The above upper bound is not a tight one at all. In fact, a more realistic estimate should be about k training cycles.
Multiple Sequences. The network is capable of storing multiple input sequences. Multiple sequences can be
learned simultaneously. In simultaneous training, all input sequences are presented one after another during each
training sweep. Interestingly, multiple sequences can also be trained sequentially, meaning that new ones can be
learned after some sequences have been stored into the network. If a new sequence to be learned has no component in
common with the stored ones, it can be trained and stored as if nothing were already stored in the network. The more
interesting situation is that a new sequence has subsequences which also occur in the stored ones. In this case, as
should be expected from the learning algorithm, some previous links between modulators and input terminals will be
altered. In this sense, the previous memory is interfered as a result of learning new sequences. This effect, however,
conforms with a well-known psychological phenomenon, called retroactive interference. The critical question is
whether the interference can be overcome with a little retraining or not. In our model, the answer is yes. The
committed detectors which are interfered are only those which have been tuned to a subsequence that occurs in the
new sequence. With a little retraining, the degrees of appropriate detectors will be increased to differentiate the
interfered old subsequences and the new one.
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Figure 3. Sequential training of two temporal sequences. The figure notations are the same as in Fig. 2. (a)
Training of the network to generate sequence S3. (b) Training of the same network to generate sequence S4 . (c)
The network was retrained to generate S3 . The parameter values used are the same as in Fig. 2.
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To demonstrate a typical situation of retroactive interference, the same network simulated in Sect. 2 was used to
learn sequentially two sequences, S3 : R-E-M-E-M-B-E-R and S4: M-E-M-O-R-Y. S 3 was trained first, and the
network took 4 sweeps to learn it, as shown in Fig. 3a. After that, S4 was presented for training, and the network
also took 4 sweeps to learn it (Fig. 3b). Because of common subsequences in the two sequences, acquisition of S4
interfered with the memory of S3. The network needs to be retrained in order to correctly generate S3. In the
simulation, the network took two more sweeps to regain S 3, as shown in Fig. 3c. After this relatively brief
retraining to overcome retroactive interference, the network stored both sequences with no interference between them.
The above demonstration clearly shows that this model does not suffer from the so called catastrophic
interference as exhibited in backpropagation learning of multilayer perceptrons [9]. Catastrophic interference refers
that training of new associations destroys previously learned associations. On the contrary, the present model
exhibits the kind of retroactive interference similar to the limitations that people have in sequential learning.

5. Discussion
Although our discussion so far focuses on temporal sequence generation, the model with some straightforward
revision can also serve for sequence recognition. This is because the model has a component of context recognition
which can be extended to arbitrary sequence recognition. The temporal masking mechanism leads to the desirable
property that a detector tuned to a st-quence will win the competition over those detectors tuned to the subsequences
of the sequence.
In this model, we have demonstrated how anticipation may be used to learn to generate complex temporal
behaviors. The idea of anticipation-based learning seems to be consistent with psychological evidence about human
learning of sequential behaviors. It is observed that in learning temporal sequences human subjects can even be
explicitly aware of the temporal structure of a sequence, and predict what comes next in the sequence I101.
The present model argues from the computational perspective for the chaining theory of temporal behavior as rejected
by Lashley [71, echoing more recent psychological theories of serial order organization [8]. Simple associative
chaining between adjacent sequence components is unlikely to be true. However, as demonstrated in this work, if
chaining between remote components and chunking of subsequences into high-order components are allowed, much
more complex temporal behaviors can be realized with the basic idea of associative chaining, going beyond what was
discussed by Lashley [7).
Acknowledgments: The work described in this paper was supported in part by NSF grant IRI-9211419 and
ONR grant N00014-93-1-0335.
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Abstract -A sequentialmemory with ART(SMART) model is presented which representstemporal., der with
both the associative chain and spatial patternsforms of representation.Such a combination of representations allows the SMART neuralnetwork to reproduces resultsfrom a variety a psychological and physiological data.

1. Introduction
This paper will describe a new version of the sequential memory adaptive resonance theory architecture (SMART)
which was introduced in Vogh (1993). Attention will be paid to the form of representation used and how that form of
representation affects the implementation of the SMART network.
The SMART neural network combines the associative chain and spatial pattern forms of temporal order representation with the adaptive resonance theories (ART) of self-organized learning capabilities (Grossberg, 1976a. 1976b).
By combining the two theories of temporal order representation SMART is able to explain psychological and neurological data which neither theory alone can explain and provide an effective solution to problems involving temporal
order recognition like 3D objet recognition. The representation of temporal order used by SMART will be described
in the following section and other sections will describe how the SMART architecture is implemented and how it relates to the adaptive resonance theories of Grossberg.

2. SMART: Representation of Temporal Order
Figure 1 illustrates the method of temporal order representation used by SMART. Each of the nodes illustrated
represents temporally associated items. For example, if the sequence ABCD is represented then a single node will represent A, another node will represent B, etc. Temporally associated nodes are interconnected with long term memory
(LTM). The node representing A is connected to the node representing B, for example (see Figure 2a). Connection
strength between nodes is a function of how temporally associated two items are. For example, A is more associated
with B than C so that the connection strength between the node for A and the node for B is greater than the connection

0
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E

Figure 1. The representation of serial order used by SMART. Each node, which is illustrated as a circle,
represents an item, such as a letter, from a sequence of items. Each node has an activity associated with

itand temporally associated nodes are connected with long term memory. The greater the temporal distance, the weaker the connection.
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Figure 2. Three forms of serial order representation used by SMART. (A) The Associative chain form of
representation connects temporally associated nodes with long term memory. (B) The -oatial patterns in
long term memory represent temporal order by the strength of the long term memory. (C) The spatial pattern in short term represents temporal order as spatial patterns in the activity of the nodes.
strength between the node for A and the node for C. The result of different connection strengths is a spatial pattern of
LTM as illustrated in Figure 2b. This pattern of activity is the result of a decreasing sampling signal at the sampling
nodes. These decreasing activities make up a STM spatial pattern that repi 2sents recency of activation of the node, see
Figure 2c.
Let's look at little more closely at SMART's method of representing temporal order. The associative chain form
of representation as illustrated in Figure Iand Figure 2a provides precise serial order information which allows accurate recall and recognition of sequences. Traditional disadvantages of the associative chain representation are that no
direct serial order information is provided.
The spatial patterns in LTM, see Figure 2b, provides second, third, etc. order information for the network as described by both Kenerva (1988) and Wang and Arbib (1990). Second order and above information allows a network
to learn a sequences which have a limited number of repeated items and not use multiple nodes like the STORE 3 model does (Bradski, Carpenter, &Grossberg 1992).
The spatial patterns in STM, see Figure Iand Figure 2c, give direct information on the serial order of a sequence.
With this information a separate system can compare items and determine both relative temporal order and temporal
distance.
The SMART model is a modification of the adaptive resonance theory (ART) models described by Grossberg
(1976a, 1976b) and Carpenter & Grossberg (1987). These models are very good at self-organizing and self-stabilizing
recognition codes in response to input patterns. However, these models include no method of associating recognition
codes produced in the F2 layer with each other. Sequential memory requires the ability to associate recognition codes.
The design of the SMART architecture had to satisfy a number of special design principles. I will now describe these
principles and SMART's solution to the problems they present.

3. The SMART Architecture
The SMART network, illustrated in Figure 3, is composed of two layers: the Fllayer which matches input and the F2
layer which categorizes the input. The F, layer matches the input being sent to the network to the categorization made
by the F2 layer. If the network's categorization does not match the input then the categorization of the network is
changed.
The F2 layer categorizes the input and is composed of two different types of layers. The first type of layer is the
sub-layer which contains categorization nodes. Typically only one node in a sub-layer is active at a time so that only
one category is active at once. The sequential memory aspect of SMART is accomplished by interconnecting these
nodes with modifiable connections. A connection between a node A and a node B will be increased if node B is activated soon after node A is active. Once a node is connected to another node, it will be able to improve the chances of
the other node becoming active. Inother words, after A is active it will improve the chances of B becoming active.
The second type of layer in the F2 layer is the region select layer. The region select layer summates activity from
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Figure 3. The SMART architecture. The F2 layer of ART has been modified by spliting it into sub-layers.
Nodes within the sub-layers are both interconnected with long term memory and interconnected in a oncenter/off-surround manner so that each node competes for activity. The most active node will become the
only active node in the sub-layer. Different sub-layers are selected by the region select layer. The sub-layer
sends input to the region select layer nodes which in turn select the most active sub-layer.
the sub-layers and selects either single or multiple sub-layers which have the most activity. One node in the region
select layer corresponds to each sub-layer in the F2 layer and when that node is active the corresponding sub-layer
becomes fully active while other sub-layers are deactivated. Input the region select layer nodes only comes from sublayers which the region select layer node can activate.
In order for a connection to form between two nodes, both nodes must have some activity at the same time. However, since typically only one sub-layer and only one node in that sub-layer can be active at the same time, two nodes
can not be active at once. This problem is overcome by introducing fast and slow activity for each node. Fast activity
corresponds to node activation. Slow activity reflects previous fast activity. The slow activity slowly decreases during
several item presentations after the node was active. This slow activity is therefore the basis of SMART's STM spatial
pattern form of representation.
Figure 4 illustrates the presentation of the sequence of patterns A,B,C to the SMART network. When A is presented the first cell in the region select layer starts to become active (due to random factors) and the frst sub-layer is selected. Once the first sub-layer is active, the first cell in the sub-layer wins the competition and becomes active. The
next input, B, is presented and the first sub-layer remains active due to continued input from the node representing A.
By random chance, the second cell in the first sub-layer is selected. Since the node representing A is still active, a connection between the node representing A to the node representing B is formed. When C is presented the first region
select layer cell remains active and the third node is activated. A connection is then formed between the node for B to
the node for C and a weaker connection is formed from the node for A to the node for C.
Each of the components of SMART described above and the interconnection to ART will now be described in
more detail.
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Figure 4. Example SMART's response to the input sequence ABC. When A is presented a sub-layer representing the sequence and a node representing A are selected. When B is presented a new node in the
same sub-layer is selected. Activity in the cell representing A allows a long term memory connection to form
between the node representing A and the node representing B. When C is presented a new node is selected and a strong connection forms between the B node and the C node and a weak connection forms between the A node and the C node because the activity at the A node has decayed.
3.1. SMART Sub-Layers
The SMART sub-layer is illustrated in Figure 3. The nodes within a sub-layer are connected in a on-center off-surround manner so that each node excites itself and inhibits all other nodes in the sub-layer. The result is that either the
node with the most input becomes the only active node in the sub-layer or it becomes much more active than the other
nodes. In the typical SMART network the individual sub-layers re esent different sequences. Seperating the sequences provides for a simple recognition mechanism (the region select layer) and ensures that shared items in different sequences are represented by different nodes.
In addition to representing individual sequences, the sub-layers in F2 serve several other useful roles. If every
node in every sub-layer can have a connection to every other node in every other sub-layer and if the number of items
is large then the number of connections can be very large. The number of connections can be reduced by limiting connections to sub-layers which are close or keeping all connections within sub-layers.
Clumping of similar patterns into the same sub-layer is a extra benefit provided by the sub-layers. Similar patterns
will be placed into the same sub-layer since the sub-layer is more strongly activated by the input and sends this activity
to the region select layer. Even if the pattern does not match any patterns previously classified in the sub-group, a reset
will place the new input in the same sub-layer.
3.2. Cell Groups
As described above, each node in the sub-layers needs both fast and slow activity. For this reason, the nodes within
the sub-layers are made up of groups of cells called cell-groups which are composed of groups of cells with different
properties (Figure 5). The basic design of the SMART cell group has three nodes. The principle component of the cell
group is the activity cell which provides fast activity. This cell samples activity of the F, layer and competes with the
other cells in the sub-layer to become the active cell. Since the activity cell is in a competitive network it cannot maintain sustained activity after another node has been selected. The forwardcell provides the slow activity by remaining
on for many input presentations after it is activated and forms the basis for SMART's STM spatial pattern form of
representation. The forward cell is activated by the combination of aforwardsignal and the activity of the activity cell.
The forward signal is similar to the reset signal and is generated when a new pattern is presented to the network.
The backward cell is the remaining cell in the cell group. It receives input from forward cells in other cell-groups
and sends this input to the activity cell. The backward cell is separated from the activity cell for several reasons. The
most obvious reason is that this cell should stay on for a fixed period of time as opposed to the variable amount of time
the activity cell is on (due to the variable amount of time an input pattern could be present). The time has to be fixed
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Figure 5. The SMART cell group. The cell group is the node which the sub-layers are composed of. It is
composed of three different cells. The A cell represents the activity of the cell group and is connected with
outer A cells in the same sub-layer to form the competitive network. The F cell maintains activity after a cell
group is activated and samples activity of subsequently activated cell groups. The B cell remains on for a
fixed period after the cell group is activated and receives input from F cells from other cell groups. An optional backward connection from the B cells to the F cells.
so that other cell groups have a fixed sampling time which results in weights which are not a function of item duration.
If weights were a function of item duration then a sequence could become disconnected if an input pattern remained
on for a shorter period than the rest of the patterns.
Two additional cells are also used in the cell group. These cells separate functions out from the activity cell and
the forward cell. The reason for separating these functions is to simplify both the definition of these cells and the algorithmic simulator.
The sustained activity cell is separated out from the forward cell. It provides the source of sustained activity and
allows the forward cell to act as a simple outstar. If a spatial pattern of temporal order is being kept then the forward
cell would need to be on for almost the entire duration of a sequence. While the forward cell is on it is forming connections to active backward cells and sending output to nodes it is connected to. The result is a lack of contrast in the
backward and activity cells of the entire system which can prevent correct learning, recall, and recognition of sequences. The sustained activity cell sends input to the forward cell via a non-linear function which thresholds the activity of
the sustained activity cell resulting in a forward cell which remains active for a few item presentations and a sustained
activity cell which remains active for many item presentations.
The remaining additional cell is the sampling cell. The sampling cell is separated out from the activity cell and
performs many of the functions that the traditional ART F2 node does. The sampling cell samples the pattern of activity
at F, and produces an activity level which corresponds to how well the cell's LTM matches the pattern at F1.

3.3. Subliminal loop
The associative chain form of representation used by SMART allows the activity of one item in a sequence to subliminally activate other items in the sequence (subliminal activity here refers to low level activity, perhaps 20% of full
activity). This subliminal activity is spread by connections between items (Figure 6). As soon as one node in the sequence becomes active it sends input to nodes which it is connected to. These nodes in turn send activity to nodes they
are connected to. Activity at nodes farther from the source is less because each node only passes along only part of the
activity it receives. Subliminal activity provides several benefits such as: an explanation of Miyashita (1988) results,
a measure of match between stored and presented sequences, and a priming of items which occur next in the sequence.
In the SMART architecture subliminal activity is provided by establishing a weak connection between the backward and forward cells of the same cell-group. Thus when a backward cell receives input it can only send a fraction
of that input to the forward cell and the forward cell only becomes subliminally active. In addition, overall F cell activity modulates how the B cells respond to input. If Many F cells are active then a B cell requires a very strong input
to become subliminally active and if few F cells are active a weak signal can subliminally activate a B cell.
For one directional sequences such as the sequence of letters in a word and the sequence of notes in music the
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Figure 6. An example of the spread of subliminal activity from one node. Over time the activity spreads and
is strongest at nodes connected to the active one.
On-center
Sequential Activation

Off-surround
Region Select Layer
Figure 7. The SMART region select layer. The region select layer is a on-center/off-surround competitive
network which selects the node which receives the most input.
subliminal activity will only spread in the forward direction. In most cases this is desirable, but in some cases it may
not be. For these cases bidirectional connections have become an optional part of SMART. With bidirectional connections the B cells sample the activity of active F cells. Subliminal activity is therefore allowed to flow in both a backward and a forward direction.

3.4. Region Select Layer
The region select layer, see Figure 7, is responsible for selecting the active sub-layer within F2 . It is a competitive layer
with a cell which corresponds to each sub-layer in F2. Activity from the cell groups within a sub-layer is summated at
the region select layer cell corresponding to that sub-layer. The cell at the most active sub-layer wins the competition
and then sends feedback to the sub-layer(s) which it is associated with. That sub-layer (or sub-layers) then becomes
the only active sub-layer(s) in the F2 layer.
The primary purpose of the region select layer (RSL) is to select the sub-layer whose stored sequence best matches the presented sequence. Since sequences are presented over time and different sequences can only be separated over
time, the RSL must have the following characteristics:
1. Slow competition that produces contrast enhancement during the early part of sequential pattern presentation.
The region select layer makes a decision slowly and will leave several sub-layers active for awhile if the sub-layers
appear to represent the presented pattern well.
2. Sensitivity to changes in input from the sub-layer which is greater at the beginning of the presentation of a sequence. Different sub-layers might represent parts of a sequence well but not provide as good as overall match as
another sub-layer. Since the RSL is performing contrast enhancement it could easily have made the wrong choice

at firsL If it is still very sensitive to change at the beginning of the sequence then it could still change. After a large
amount of a sequence has been presented the RSL should not
Note that the presence of distributed activity in the sub-layers is implied here. When more than one RSL node is active
at once the corresponding sub-layers can also be active. Within these sub-layers competition is occurring and active
nodes arm being selected. When a forward signal occurs S cells are activated. However, at any time only one RSL node
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and only one sub-layer node has full activity and it is only at these locations that learning can occur. The purpose of
the distributed activity is to allow sub-layers to compete with each other while a sequence is being presented.
3.5. Top Down Activation of Sequences
One desirable property of sequential memory system is the ability to recall a sequence when only a high level representation is used as a cue. Suppose for example, that you want to recall the sequence of notes that make up a song when
you are given only the title of the song. This is equivalent to activating a region select layer in SMART and recalling
the sequence stored in the associated sub-layer. The SMART network presented so far does not have a mechanism to
reliably recall the sequence from the first item to the last. The SMART system could potentially start anywhere in the
sequence.
Several solutions to this problem exist. Subliminal loop activity could be exploited to activate the first item of the
sequence or a top down modifiable connection from the region select layer could be used. The solution selected for
SMART uses modifiable connections from the region select layer. The connection are from a cell which is most active
at the beginning of the sequence. When the first item is presented to the network the cell is most active and the connection strength to the first item is large. As other items are presented the activity of the cell decays and connection
strengths are less. When a sequence is recalled the cell is highly active at first and sends a strong signal to the first item
of the sequence. As the sequence is recalled the cells strength decreases and has less influence.

3.6. Interconnection to ART
Figure 3 illustrates how the SMART architecture is interconnected to the ART architecture. All elements of ART are
unmodified except for the F2 layer. In the F 2 layer the sampling cell acts very much like the traditional F2 layer node
of ART. The difference is that the competition is taking place in both the activity cells and the region select layer. The
activity cells are biased by intra-layer connections in F 2 and the region select layer is biased towards sub-layers whose
nodes match the input well. The amount of bias can be controlled by using faster than linear inputs to activity cells.
Since the primary difference between ART and SMART is the location where competition occurs, different types
of ART architectures can be used. These ART architectures can be used with SMART by making the ART F2 nodes
into SMART M nodes and allowing the competition to occur in the SMART A nodes instead of the M nodes. With a
small number of modifications, ART 1, ART 2, and Fuzzy ART architectures can be used with SMART.

3.7. Reset of F2 nodes and F2 regions
A primary component of all ART models is the ability to deactivate an active node when a mismatch occurs. For the
ART 3 system (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1990), depletable transmitters were used to reduce activities at nodes. The
SMART model also uses depletable transmitters to deactivate nodes.
The activity cells receive excitatory input from three sources: the backward cell, the F1 layer, and the region select
layer nodes. In order to prevent an activity cell from becoming active the activity cell must not receive inputs from any
of the three sources. The inputs from the forward cell, Fl, and the region select layer can be gated by a depletable
chemical Uansmitter. When a node becomes active the transmitter is depleted and the node will have a small chance
of winning the competition.
If a sub-layer has recently miscategorized a sequence then it should be inhibited so that it won't incorrectly classify the sequence again. If input to the RSL cells is gated by depletable transmitters then the RSL cells can be inhibited
and misclassification can be avoided.

3.8. Sub-layer Reset
If a sub-layer is incorrectly categorizing a sequential pattern then the network should force a new categorization. The
SMART architecture has a two stage method of enforcing correct categorization. The first method is the traditional
ART reset mechanism. If a particular item in a sequence does not match any item in a stored sequence then the ART
reset mechanism via the search process will force a different sub-layer to be chosen (new nodes in a sub-layer become
more difficult to allocate as the sub-layer learns the sequence over many presentations). For example, after a sub-layer
has been presented with a sequence many times one or two new nodes may be temporarily allocated but any more presentations of items not stored in the sub-layer will force a new sub-layer to be chosen.
However, if a sequential pattern being presented and a stored sequence share common elements the traditional
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Figure 8. An example of how to detect sequence mismatches with subliminal loop activity. (A) The sublayer has learned the sequence ABCDEF. (B) When the sub-sequence ABC is presented, the subliminal
activity at C is very large while subliminal elsewhere is smaller. (C) The sequence DFA is presented and
subliminal activity is small both overall and at C.
ART reset mechanism will not work as well. For example consider the stored sequence ABCDEF and the presented
sequence DFACEB. Both sequences have the same items but the items are in a different order. The second stage of the
SMART reset mechanisms is designed to detect this type of mismatch.
Figure 8a illustrates a sub-layer which has learned the sequence ABCDEF. The connection strengths are quite
large because the sequence has been presented many times. In Figure 8b the sequence ABCDEF is presented to the
network. Note how the subliminal activity spreads and builds as the sequence is presented. Subliminal activity is always stronger at the nodes close to the current one. Now look at Figure 8c where the sequence DFACEB is presented.
Subliminal activity spreads somewhat but never builds very much because neighboring nodes are not activated togeth,r. In particular, note the subliminal activity at each node when the node is activated. The subliminal activity at a newly
activated node is less in comparison to the subliminal activity elsewhere. In contrast, the subliminal activity is much
greater at newly activated nodes when the correct sequence is presented (Figure 8b). This difference in subliminal activity forms the basis of the SMART sub-layer reset mechanism.
To perform a sub-layer reset the subliminal activity at a newly activated node is divided by the average subliminal
activity of cell groups with subliminal activity. The resulting value is compared to a vigilance parameter and the reset
occurs if the value is less than the vigilance parameter. The reset is applied to the active sub-layer and the associated
RSL node. The MTM in the effected nodes is reduced and a new sub-layer will be selected if enough MTM is lost.
Several resets may be necessary to force the selection of a new sub-layer.

3.9. Stability of Coding and the Forward Signal
The SMART network is designed to learn continuous sequences of input. In such a sequence the pattern can be continuously varying and it is up the network to differentiate one part of the sequence from another. In such a sequence
two network features are needed to maintain stability of coding: reset for mismatch of categorization and input, and
continuous competition among categorization nodes for activity. The reset mechanism assures that the input pattern
matches the pattern stored by the node but it does not assure that the node provides the best match. Continuous competition, on the other hand does assure that the node provides the best match since at any time all nodes in F2 are competing with each other. The requirement for continuous competition in the F2 layer presents two problems to SMART;
how is a forward signal generated when the categorization changes without a reset and how is stability of coding maintained when competition is based on both bottom-up input and intra-layer input.
Basing the F2 competition on both intra-layer and bottom-up inputs could be a potential problem under the following situation: Suppose a constantly changing input is being presented, the input is changing in one direction, learning is very fast, the reset level is low. Under these circumstances a single node might encode the entire sequence during
the first presentation. During the second presentation a new node is selected and also encodes the entire sequence.
When the end of the sequence is reached the original node is not selected because the second node is still receiving
intra-layer input from the first node and now encodes the pattern almost as well as the first node due to the learning
speed. As the sequence is presented new nodes are generated and each node categorizes only the final pattern of the
sequence. An endless number of nodes will be created and the nodes will never learn the sequence.
Fortunately a solution exist for the above dilemma. The solution uses the non-linear connections to the activity
cell and a buffering of the continuous input. The non-linear connections are faster than linear connections between both
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the backward cell and the sampling cell to the activity cell. The input from a perfect match at the sampling cell is therefore much greater than a close match. Inputs to the activity cell are balanced so that a perfect match at the samplini.
cell will always cause the cell group to win.
The SMART architecture uses a buffering system to segment continuous inputs into sequences of discrete inputs.
Input which is sent to the SMART architecture comes from a buffer which is refreshed each time the input to the buffer
and the buffer contents vary by too much (an ART like mechanism determines when this has occurred).
The following summarizes the components of SMART which provide stability:
1. ART reset mechanism. This mechanism ensures that the input pattern and learned pattern adequately match
2. Continuous competition. This mechanism ensures that the node categorizing the input provides the best match.
3. Faster than linear input to the activity cell. This mechanism ensures that a perfect match overrides sequential
memory influences.
4. Buffering of input. This mechanism ensures that the input patters vary by a sufficient amount so that the above
mechanisms will work. If this mechanism was not provided then a single node could remain on for the entire duration of a sequence.
5. Sub-layer reset mechanism. This mechanism ensures that input sequences match stored sequences.

4. Discussion
The SMART architecture has been introduced. The representation used by SMART is a combination of both the spatial
pattern theories and the associative chain theories of temporal order representation. The resulting architecture consist
of sets of sub-layers which represent individual sequences and a region select layer which selects between the different
sub-layers. Recognition of sequential patterns is aided by the presence of subliminal activity within sub-layers. When
subliminal activity is high, the sub-layer matches the current sequence and when it is low, the sub-layer does not match
the sequence. With the addition of reset mechanisms, more stable learning of both single inputs and entire sequences
is provided.
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Sequence Prediction and Cognitive Mapping by a Biologically Plausible
Neural Network
Colin Prepscius and William B Levy
Department of Neurological Surgery
University of Virginia Health Sciences Center
Charlottesville, VA 22908
Cognitive mapping involves encoding a representationof an environment in memory. A
cognitive map can be formed from collections of sequences of representations of
environmental features that change in time. Sequence prediction is important to this
theory because it enables efficient searching of the map. We propose a neural network
inspired by the hippocampus that, by virtue of a recurrent hidden layer, predicts
sequences at a fasterrate than they are uriginallypresented.

I.ntr4odtlon
Cognitive Mapping
The role of the hippocampus in cognitive mapping has been studied extensively (see, for example, O'Keefe
and Nadel, 1978). These studies propose that the hippocampus recodes and retains information about an organism's
environment in such a way that this information can be used to navigate the real world (the rat in the maze being the
classic example). According to Tolman (1932), a cognitive map enables an organism with three properties: 1) The
ability to navigate between any two points, 2) The ability to find a detour when the most efficient path is blocked,
and 3) The ability to find short cuts if better routes are suddenly opened.
Both Saypoff, Muller and Kubie (1992) and Schmajuk and Thieme (1992) treat cognitive mapping
essentially in terms of graph theory; both use discrete (and orthogonal) representations of "places" and "views", in
which the firing of each neuron represents a different single place or graph vertex. Adjacencies between places, or
edges between graph vertices (in Schmajuk's case), or distances between them (in Saypoff's case) are represented by
synaptic connections between neurons. During maze navigation with these models, all possible paths from the
starting point to the goal point are mentally explored, until the shortest path is found. We propose that this is an
essentially un-neural-like method of solving the problem, for the following reason: although this method may work
well for small graphs (or small mazes), because the number of edges increases with the square of the number of
vertices in a graph, in the real world exploring all possible paths would be difficult. Another limit on this method is
that searching is carried out no faster than the rate of learning; because point B in the maze is encountered directly
after point A during exploration, during mental navigation (or prediction),point B is not arrived at any faster from
point A. Faster searches of the cognitive map are clearly desirable from the point of view of an animal's survival.
Sequence Prediction
The role of sequence prediction in cognitive mapping is now clear. A succession of points or places an
animal visits during exploration of its environment is a sequence which the animal needs to remember and recall
later during mental navigation of the environment. Many sequences make up a cognitive map - this could be
considered a generalization of Tolman's learning of expectancies (stimulus-response-stimulus sets).
The ability of neural networks to remember and recall sequences of varying degrees of difficulty has been
studied extensively (see, for example, Mozer 1993). Biologically plausible networks of the type studied here (see
below) also effectively recall a wide variety of sequences (Minai, Barrows and Levy, 1993, Minai and Levy 1993a).
Several aspects of sequence learning have not been previously explored, to our knowledge : First, a truly fast-time
prediction mechanism would not just recall a sequence in the order in which it is presented, but would predict the
end of a sequence (or better yet, any arbitrary point in the sequence) by skipping over or compressing intervening
points. Second, we propose that sequences in the real world change slowly in comparison to an animal's physical
movement, or exploration of its environment. Thus, an animal would not encounter place A and then immediately
place B, but would instead see a more or less continuous progression between the two. Third, an even more
powerful ability for a neural network, based on these latter two abilities, is temporalfeatureextraction, which would
enable an animal's cognitive map to mentally navigate between the most prominent patterns in a sequence,
providing both a faster-than-real-time method of prediction, and a method of encoding these features into a cognitive
map.
A neural network capable of fast-time prediction on a slowly-changing sequence is described below.
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H. Description of Neural Network
The network described here is illustrated in Figure 1, and is inspired by the architecture of the hippocampus
(Levy 1989). The input layer, roughly corresponding to the entorhinal cortex, projects to tvo different layers,
corresponding to the CA3 and CAI layers of the hippocampus. The CA3 layer projects both back onto itself and
onto the CAI layer. The CAI layer gives the final output.
The network studied is small; the CA3 region contains 512 neurons, and the CAI region 100 (more CAI
neurons could be used but are not necessary for the inputs used here). By virtue of the lecurrent connections
between CA3 neurons, CA3 can recode each input pattern not only for each independent time-step but also in the
context of its immediate history of neuron firings. This aspect of contextual recoding of an input signal has been
studied by Minai, Levy, and Barrows, (1993) who found it be a key factor in the remembrance of ambiguous
sequences. This recoding property will also be important in the studies presented here.
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INPUT

Figure I - Block diagram of the neural network inspired by the CA] & CA3 regions of the hippocampus. Arrows
representprojections between layers (connections). The small circles labelledI representsingle inhibitory neurons.
Another important and biologically valid feature of the network is sparse, random connectivity. The
recurrent CA3 projection (arrow w of Figure 1) is only 5% connected; neurons will therefore have connections to 25
other neurons in the CA3 layer. Connectivity from CA3 to CA I (arrow a of Figure 1) is also 5%. Inputs project
from the input layer to the CA3 (arrow v of fig. 1) with a 1-2 connectivity, so if a total of 30 neurons are used in the
input data, only 60 neurons in the CA3 are directly activated. Each neuron in the CAl is connected to one input

(arrow b of Figure 1). Each input connection is strong enough to guarantee that its postsynaptic neurons will fire
(input designated by x in equations 1 and 2). The input is modulated via shunting inhibition through a single
interneuron for each layer. The excitation, Yi, of a CA3 neuron, and pk from a CAI neuron, is thresholded at a value
=0.9. Activity for the CA3 and CAI neurons is described by (1, 2), where zi(t) is the binary output of neuron i in
the CA3 layer at time t, and qk(t) is the output from a CAI neuron, and h(x) denotes the Heaviside function.
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H L.
5&uence Prediction
How sequence prediction Is accomplished
Sequence compression by the CA3 layer is illustrated below. A sequence consisting of three temporally
overlapping patterns (A, B, C) is presented to the network repeatedly. After the network modifies its weights
according to some associative scheme, the original sequence occurs during recall. That is, presentation of pattern A
to the network would result in the recall of pattern B at a later time which would, in turn, recall pattern C at an even
later time. However, the network does not necessarily end up conserving the original time course of the sequence.
Any associative weight modification between A and B will be used during the next presentation of the sequence at
the start of pattern A. Thus, pattern A will immediately recall a fraction of B. During training, this fraction grows
until A effectively predicts the onset of B. Patterns B and C will exhibit the same behavior except that, eventually,
pattern C will be predicted while pattern A is still occuring. That is, pattern A will immediately predict pattern C.
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Figure 2 - Graphicalrepresentationof sequence compression.
Because we are running our networks discretely in time, a relevant question might be: how do these
patterns persist for more than one time step? Because the CA3 layer is recurrently connected to itself, any pattern
presented at time step 1 will persist with a decreasing representational strength and a different code at time step 2.
This is, in fact, the contextual recoding explained above.
In these simulations, another factor assisting sequence compression is slowly-changing sequences sequences of patterns that overlap spatially and thus give smooth transitions between patterns. Spatial overlap is,
however, equivalent to temporal overlap. Other processing element characteristics that would support this
overlapping effect include capacitance and delay lines, but they were not included in our model. Another relevant
question might be: how can intervening patterns (such as pattern B above) be skipped entirely to avoid too much
activity in the network? This is achieved through attractor properties of the network and through inhibition.
Because pattern C ends up being presented to the network the most, it becomes a self-exciting "fixed point" - it is the
end of the sequence - and consequently has the strength to inhibit the other patterns.
Results
One illustrative sequence the network was trained on is 40 patterns in length. Each pattern contains eight
on-bits, represented by the firing of 8 input neurons. The Hamming distances between successive patterns is 2 - any
pattern will be missing I bit from the previous pattern and will also contain I additional on-bit. The network is
presented with the entire sequence for 100 trials and allowed to modify its weights according to the postsynaptic
learning rule (equ. 3) (Levy, Colbert and Desmond, 1990). The value it, the learning rate, is generally kept small in
the model here, but Minai and Levy (1993a) have studied higher learning rates.
Post-Synaptic Learning Rule : wij(t) = wij(t-1) + Pzi(t)[zj(t-1) - wij(t-1)]

(3)

Before each trial, the network is reset randomly. During recall, the network is given the first pattern in the sequence
as a prompt and allowed to relax.
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When the network is given just the first pattern in the sequence at time step 1, the network exhibits one of
two modes of behavior. In the first mode, the network exhibits sequential recall: it presents the patterns in the
sequence in order at roughly the same rate as the patterns were presented (albeit with added noise), before settling at
the last pattern (apparently a fixed point). The other mode is predictive recall wherein the network converges to the
last pattern at a significantly faster rate than when the sequence was presented. In all networks, predictive recall
appears at values of inhibition (modulated through the interneurons) lower than the inhibition the network was
trained at, and sequential recall appears at generally higher values of inhibition.
The speed of recall can be viewed graphically using the Hamming measure for distance between vectors.
By plotting the distance from the current pattern to the last pattern as a function of time, the two different modes of
recall can be distinctively pictured. Data for a typical network is given below (figure 3), for both the CA3 and CAI
layers, at different inhibition levels.
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Predictive and sequential recall can also be viewed directly by looking at the actual firings of the neurons
over time (Figure 4). In fact, by doing so, several additional features of the representations pictured during recall
become apparent: After the initial prompting input to the network, consisting of the first pattern in the sequence, at
the next time step (the second timestep, that is) nearly all of the neurons involved in all subsequent patterns turn on,
and then turn off at the third time step. This rapid change in activity levels is due to the inhibition not stabilizing the
network quickly enough, and indicates, in one sense, that compression of the sequence has in fact progressed as far
as possible- the first pattern does recall the last pattern (and all intervening patterns). The potential usefulness of this
property is discussed in part IV. Following this initial burst, the network then recalls the sequence in predictive or
sequential fashion as outlined above.

IV. Discussion
Inhibitory Control
Inhibition plays a vital role in controlling the speed of recall. Minai and Levy (1993b) found that for a
similar network (sparsely connected, recurrent) which underwent no synaptic modification, inhibition was the
controlling factor in setting the activity level of the network as it relaxed from a random initial starting point (see
also Amari, 1972). In brief, low inhibition levels, when not allowing the network to completely turn on (a noninteresting fixed point), led to high-activity, high-frequency activity patterns. High levels of inhibition led to lowactivity, low-frequency activity patterns. Although the authors of this paper pointed out that these analyses were not
applicable generally to networks which undergo synaptic modification, and no similar study has been made of such
networks, the same ideas seem applicable here.
On a macroscopic scale, inhibition in the CA3 controls the rate at which recurrent feedback decays. At low
inhibition levels, at any given time-step, a larger number of context neurons is likely to turn on. This increases the
chance that a portion of the last context pattern will be present. Since the last pattern is a fixed point of the system
and reinforces itself through self-excitation, even a small portion of this pattern will quickly recall the rest of the
pattern, inhibit the other previous intervening patterns, and lead to predictive recall. Higher inhibition levels reduce
the chance of the last pattern appearing at any given time, and lead to sequential recall through learned patterns,
rather than fast convergence.
Sequence Prediction and Cognitive Mapping
Although these studies are preliminary, sequence prediction promises to be an important factor in cognitive
mapping. An animal is hypothesized to explore its environment, coding afferent information in the context of its
history. This information, in the form of temporal sequences, is later recalled during mental navigation of the
assembled cognitive map. Based on various prompts, including the actual position of the animal and its desired
position (driven perhaps by other hypothesized mechanisms, such as hunger and thirst), an appropriate sequence is
recalled. The animal would need to vary the strength of inhibition (perhaps using one of the modulatory systems
projecting to the hippocampus and perhaps reflected in theta rhythm) to affect the speed of recall. The networks
studied here have the property that at the time step directly after the initial prompt, they recall a mixture of
subsequent patterns in the sequence. This brief burst facilitates predictive recall due to the mechanism described
above, but it is unclear whether there must be such a step. The usefulness of this single time-step can be readily
imagined, however.

V. Conclusion
The network studied here, while conserving biological plausibility, introduces an effective method for
dealing with the memory and recall of time-varying sequences. Predictive recall is a property, first introduced by
Levy (1989), that provides a useful mechanism for navigating cognitive maps. The complete cognitive mapping
properties as defined by Tolman have not been realized so far, but will be explored in future work.
The theoretical framework for making additional steps in this direction, including learning of sequences
that change at varying rates, learning multiple sequences, extraction and convergence to temporal features, and fast
learning (Minai and Levy, 1993a), has been begun.
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Abstract

In this paper, we shall describe the development of a kind of neural networks for speech recognition. This network uses
an unsupervised learning algorithm, which isnamely called learning by experience (LBE). It is based on the past learnt
experience to recognize or classify patterns. Here, we have applied it tor recognizing prm-recorded speech of single
words. Various experimental results have demonstrated its feasibility in this aspect.

1.Introduction
A commonly used algorithm for speech recognition is template matching[5]. In template matching, the recognition
process compares a test pattern with a set of standard templates to give the similarity measure. Usually, a set of
parameters for each speech is extracted as the template and then a distance measure is used to classify or recognize.
Here, we use the linear prediction codes as the feature extracted from the recorded speech. The LPC prediction
coefficients, are then used to measure the similarity between a test pattern and a reference pattern based on log area
ratios[4,5]. Given a reference set of prediction coefficients a'k and another set of parameters ak, which corresponds to
the matching pattern with an autocorrelation value, Rj, the distance measure between these two sets of parameters is
defined as
p

bR,
d= lo09 1 P

(1)

1: b,R,
1=

where b' and bi are obtained from a'k and ak by using the autocorrelation equation
p-1

b,='-E ak ak+,,

a.=l, O.

p

(2)

k= 0

When the distance, d, between the two patterns is smaller than a preset value, the two patterns can be classified to the
same class. However, in this paper, we propose the use of an unsupervised neural network, the LBE network[6] for
speech recognition. In our method, we use the reflection coefficentsof the LPC as the input patterns to the LBE network.
This network will then classify those patterns with difference which is smaller than a preset mean square errorinto the
same class. An advantage of this network is that it uses much simpler arithmetics than those of the log arearatio test.
Therefore, it will be much easier to be implemented.
This paper is divided into 5 sections. In Section 2, we first describe the structure of the LBE network and its learning
algorithm. Then the linear prediction coding method for feature extraction is described in Section 3. In Section 4, we
illustrate a way to map the prediction error of the LPC to the mean square errorof the LBE network. Finally, some
experimental results will be presented.
2. Learning By Experience (LBE) Network
2.1 Structure ofthe LBE network
Unlike other unsupervised learning neural networks, the main idea of LBE network is not how to update the weigths
of the winner, but instead, is how to use memory to let output neurons know whether the applied input pattern belonging
to the stored patterns or not. In fact, it employs the competitive learning as the updating rule for the winner.
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First, a memory is added to each output neuron to store the strength, SS5. This strength is used to compare the current
input pattern with the stored pattern. As analog signals are applied to the netwok the strength function is represented
by the mean square error between the input pattern and the weight. Therefore, the lower the strength, the closer is the
2 compared patterns. The structure of the LBE network is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. I The structure of the neural network

Excitatory in".t

X.

inputnhhity
fkom otherotm
neuronn

Procesaing U lenient :Output neUro0n
Orverall

Structure

It is a two-layer, feed forward type network. The lower layer contains the input neurons and the upper layer consists of
the output neurons. The connections among the lower layer and the upper layer store the weights, Wi,, which in turn
store the learnt patterns. The connections within the upper layer indicate the output neurons, each receiving &, as the
inhibitory input, from all the other output neurons. Also, each output neuron has a memory to store its experience. Once
the output neuron has become the winner, the current strength .SS will be stored into its memory. This memory is used
to determine whether any applied pattern is associated to this output neuron.
When an input pattern is applied to the network, X will be equal to Pi, the input pattern. Then S, will be built up through
the network connections. When S, is obtained, it will be compared with the strength stored in its internal memory M
to work out SS. Finally the output neuron which has the minimum strength will become the winner, and its internal
memory and the weights will be updated only.
2.2 The LearningAlgorithm:
Step 1- the initialization phase
All weights, Wj, are set to 0. All memory locations, M i, are set to N + 1, where N is the number of input neurons. The
learning ratecan be set to any value from 0 to 1. The mean square errorcan be set to any value from 0 to 1. This is
the maximum allowable error between two input patterns to be classified to the same class.
Step 2 - the weight updating phase
Apply the pattern to the input neuronX of the network, then S is calculated as
M

sN

X)

(3)

12

j=0

The final strength SS, for competition within the upper layer is obtained as
=S
=

{o

(4)

f S, < Mi + mean square error
otherwise

The winner is searched among all the output neurons, and it is the one which has the minimum strength. Two cases will
occur. They are, (1) normal case - the winner with SS not equal to oo. This means the input pattern is recognized; (2)
memoryfull case - the winner with SSj equal to ®. This means that there is no pattern stored in this network matched
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with this pattern and the network has no more unused output neuron to store this new pattern, which is a memory
catastrophe.
For the normal case, the iternal memory and the weights of the winner are updated as:
lfM,=N+ I then
Wi =-X,

(5)

else
w= W +L X

w(X-

(6)

wherej = index of the winner
L = leaning rate
Next, we compute the S, again and use these new weights,W , to update the memory Mj as
(7)

M1= S
and the output is given as
0=0oterwise(8
thifj = index of winner

(8)

3. Linear Predictive Coding
The linear predictive coding (LPC) is based on the assumption that a speech sample can be approximated as a linear
combination of previous speech samples[2]. It models the speech as a linear all pok ter having the system function

G

H(z) =

1+

(9)

a(k)fk
a

k-l1

where p is the mmber of poles, G is the
filter gain, and ap(k) are the parameters

Fig. 2 LPC generated voice

that determine the poles. On a short time
basis, voiced speech is periodic with a
fundamertal fiequency F , ora pitch period 1/Fo, which depends on the speaker.
Thus voiced speech can be generated by
exc ting the all pole filter model by a
periodic impulse train with a period
equal to the desired pitch period. For
unvoiced speech, sound is generated by
exciting the all pole filter model by the
output of a random noise generator. This
model is shown in Fig. 2

White
noise

Voiced wd
S unvoiced

gnror

switch
All-Pole

PFiler

Speech
signal

T T T

The parameters of the all pole filter can
be determined from the speech samples by means of linear prediction.The output of the filter is
Sa(n)

p
Y, ap(k)s(n - k)

(10)

k- 1

and the corresponding errorbetween the observed samples s(n) and the estimate s,(n) is the sum of squared errors given
as
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N

N'

E=

p

e(n)=_
M-0

a(k)(n

,

n-0

-

k)](1)

k.

By minimizing E, we can determine the pole parameters ap(k) of the model. The result of differentiating E with respect
to each of the parimeters and equatin it to zem,is a set ofp linm equations
p

m = l, 2 , 3,..., p

Y ap(k)r.(m-k) =-(m).

(12)

k=l

where r,(m) is the autoconulation of the sequence s(n) defined as
N

r,,(m) = Y, s(n)s(n + m)

(13)

R-0

These equations can be solved recursively by using the Levinson-Duibin algorithm. The mcL
M-I

r,(m) +

aam

-(k)r

E,
a,(k) = a,
E=E

1

(k) + K._ (m - k).

{m

-

:quations are

k)
m = 1, 2,...,p

(14)

k

(15)

1, 2, ..... m - 1

(I - K)

(16)

Eo= r(O)

(17)

where K, are the reflection coefficients in the equivalent lattice filter. The prediction coefficients in the all pole model
are ap(k) and the residual prediction squared error is Ep. The reflection coefficients are applied to the LBE network as
the input pattem. This set of reflection coefficients is chosen because it has a smaller dynamic range, LK1: I.
To find K, we first digitize the voiced speech using 8 bit PCM codes at IIKHz sampling rite. Then the voiced speech
is subdivided into eleven 20 millisecond windows which each has 220 sample data. The LPC coefficients are obtained
by the Levinson-Duibin recursion equations[3]
J-1
i-I

E

(18)

a'1 =k' i

(19)

a' =a - k' a,
j

j=, 2 ... i-1

(20)

I

E'= (1 - (k' 2 E

(21)

where k,an the negative values of the reflection coefficieuts of the all-pole filter,
a:s ar the prediction coefficients,
r,() is the autocormlation value of the input signal,
E is the average squared prediction error between the actual input and predicted input.
While the autocorielation function of the input signal s(n) is found by
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N- I-k

r,(k) = Z s(m)s(m + k)

(22)

M-0

where N as the number of input signals in the window.
Eisinitalizedtor,(0) first. ThenEqu. 18-21 am solvedrecursively fori = Ito P,wherePisthe numberofcoefficients.
In each iteration, Equ. 18 & 19 yield another k-value and a-value. In Equ. 20, all previously calculated a-values are
mcalculated using the new k-value. Finally, Equ. 21 gives a new value for E. Then the k-values are multiplied by -1,
and stored to a file. The E-value of each small window issaved to another error file for comparison with the mean
square errorof the LBE network. The above process is repeated for all the remaining windows.
The prediction erros over each 20 ms.windows are then summed together, and the sum is then square rooted to give
the total prediction error over the whole sample speech In experiment 3, this total prediction error is then subtracted
by the prediction errorof a reference speech. The result is the errorbetween the sample speech and the reference speech.
Ths error is then compared with the mean squareerror(MSA) of the LBE network. This MSE is obtained by applying
the reference speech and the sample speech to the network and adjusting the minimum allowable MSE until the network
classifies these two speeches as the same class.
4. Simulation and esperiment reuts
Several experiments have been tried to test the feasibility of the LBE network for speech recognition. In the first two
experiments, some recorded speeches are applied to the LBE network to check its classification capability. In experiment
3, a mapping between the LPC prediction error and the mean squareerrorof the LBE network has been performed.
4.1 Dataacquisition
The voiced speech is first recorded and digitized by using a Sound Blaster Pro adapter card on a 80386 PC. The PCM
codes obtained are 8 bit and at a 1 kHz sampling rate. The voiced data file are then applied to the LPC encoder. A
program is written in C language to find the reflection coefficients using the Levinson-Duibin recursion equations. Each
voiced speech is about 200ms long. Therefore, there are total 11 windows in each speech. In each windows, there are
220 sample data, and only 7 coefficients are obtained. Then these 77 coefficients are applied to the LBE network for
leamig Also, the residual prediction squared error E. of each window is obtained. From these prediction squared
errors, the total prediction error is then calculated as explained previously. A block diagram of this experimental setup
is shown in Fig.3.

Speech__..

speech

Digitized

LPC

77 reflection

Neural

signal

digitizerd

Speechin

Encoder

coefficients

Network

-

Output

Fig. 3 Experimental setup of the system
4.2 Experimental Results

Experiment I
In this experiment, we try to distinguish between several words using the LBE network. A sequence of "One", "Two",
"Th'ee", "Four*, and "Five" is recorded. Each voice is about 220ms in length. Each word is then compressed using LPC
to give 77 reflection coefficients for the input of the network. The network is set up as having 77 input neurons, 5 output
neurons, and the mean square error is set to 0, which allows no error between two patterns which will be classified as
the same class. The result shows that the network fires all the 5 output neurons, i.e. 5 different classes.
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Experiment 2
In this experiment a "One" is added between "Two" and "Three" of the above sequence. This time, the network is set
up as having 77 input neurons, 5 output neurons, and the mean square error is set to 0.000134. The network fires the
same output neurons for speech I and 3, whereas the other four speeches fire the remaining 4 output neurons. Hence,
the network successfully classifies speech I and 3 as the same class; whereas the others as 4 different classes.
Table 1

Experiment 3

In this experiment, 10 "One" of different variations ae recoide One
of them is selected as the reference speech; while the other 9 "One" are Mean Square Error of LPC prediction error
LBE network
then applied individually to compare with the standard"One". Wevay
the mean square error until the LBE network classifies them as
00
same class, and this mean square error is the minimum allowable erro
0.004067
0.054510
between the two speeches. From the LPC process, the residual predic
0.000076
0.000941
tion error is also obtained from each window. Hence, the mean square
error is compared with the LPC prediction error. The results of
0.00093
0.021255
comparisons are tabulated in Table 1, and plotted in Fig. 4. Here, w
shall expect a linear curve, instead of the plotted one. "he peak
0.000016
0.021294
indicates that the test waveforn is slightly different from the referenc
one, as it is revealed from the large MSE of the LBE network A larg
0.000023
0.046314
than the referen04
MSE occurs because the test waveform is shorter
one. The LPC prediction error is just the comparsion difference
0.001435
0.096471
tween the predicted waveform to the actual waveform, and there is
indication of the degree of deviation from the 2 waveforms. Therefore,
0.000037
0.026588
when finding the LPC, we shall detect the silent period in order to avoid
this discrepancy.
0.000958
0.089176
S.Conclauion

0.000974

0.094863

In the paper, we have illustrated applications of an unsuperviseO
network for speech recognition. From the experimental results, it shows that the LBE network can successfully classify
different spoken words into different classes, and similar words into the same class. In addition, we have established a
way of mapping the mean square error of the LBE network to the LPC prediction error.
Common methods for voice recognition use distance measurement - a metric standard, and they will involve

complicated functions such as logarithmic calculation as in log area ratio method. For this network, only simple
mathematical calculations are involved. Therefore, it is much easier to be implemented for speech recognition.
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Absract
Recently, them has been great interest in using neural networks to learn sequences of patterns. This is obviously very
important from a cognitive point of view. In this paper, we show how a simple network with a hippocampal-like
structure can be used to lear complex stimulus sequences. Specifically, we uain the system, which has a one-step
recurnt dynamics, Io dUmnbSuae squences with temporal overlaps of more than one step. Usually, this is done
either through delay lines or by mean of capacitive effects. We show that a significant population of unforced,
recuriently activated nuom in the system can enable the system to disambiguate quite well over several time steps.
1. Introduction
Recurrently connected networks of neuron-like elements have been widely used for associative storage of pattern
sequences (AmarI, 1972; Fukudshlma, 1973; Sompolitsky & Kanter, 1986; Kleinfeld, 1986; Buhmann & Schulten,
1987; Coole. & Oielm, 1988; Baer & Krey, 1990; Jordan, 1986; Mozer, 1989; Elman, 1990; Reiss & Taylor, 1991;
Heskes & lelen, 1992; Barthokmeu & Coolm, 1992). The ability to learn sequences is obviously important in
the cognitive context wher the brain must constantly process time-varying information. In this paper, we consider
the problem of disambiguating stimulus
with temporal overlap. Leaning such sequences requires that
context information be remembered over an extended period. We show that a simple network, inspired by the
structure of the mammalian hippocanmus, can learn sequences with long temporal overlap without any explicit

memory mechanism beyond one-Mep recumnce.
We consider sequences with one pattern per step and use a sparsely connected recurrent network with modified
hebblan learning. However, we do not force all neurons externally, allowing a portion of them to fire freely
depending on the recurrent activation. As we discuss below, this is a key feature of the system

2. lFnt-Order and HlgeaOrderSeuns
An important isue for sequence learning is that of order. how many previous states does a transition depend on? In
the simplest case, each paer has a unique successor, giving a first-order finite-state machine. A more interesting
situation arises when the same pattern (or nb-sequence) can have diremt successors depending on several
previous states. Mhis creaes a hige-oder fidnte-tate machine and leads to the problem of disambiguation:learning
the correct transition when it depends on moe than just the curent state (Fukushima, 1973; Reiss & Taylor, 1991).
Problems involving higher-order situafions have typically been solved using two devices: an explicit multiplicity of
delays (Fukuhima, 1973; Coolen & Gielen, 1988; Heskes & Gielen, 1992; Bartholomeus & Coolen, 1992); or
capacitive effects (Reis & Taylor, 1991). In both situations, the aim is to provide information from the past in order
to facilitate the decision at the current transition point We show that the same effect can be obtained by allowing a
small amount of unforced recurrent activity in the network, provided that a sizeable proportion of neurons is never

directly activated by any pattern In the sequence.
3. The Bloiogeml Motivadon
Our study of sequence learning in neural systems was motivated largely by a desire to understand the mammalian
hippocampus. We have previously ggeted (Levy, 1989; Minal & Levy, 1993b) that the hippocampus might be
involved in the storag recall, and prediction of sensory sequences. In the context of this hippocampal hypothesis,
we constructed a three layer system: an input layer, corresponding roughly to the entorhinal cortex and the dentate
gyrur, a recurrent associative layer, corresponding to the CA3 region; and an output layer analogous to the CAl.
The input layer provided strong reinforcement to the CAI and stimulated some of the neurons in CA3. It also sent
non-specific inhibitory signals to both layers to act a a normalization mechanism. The CA3 layer sent specific,
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randomly placed excitatory and non-specific inhibitory connections to itself and to the CAl layer (see Figure 1).
The input laye pvided stimulus sequences to the CA3-CA1 system. The CA3-CA3 and the CA3-CAI excitatory
weights were modified via so associative rule to learn the sequences. The system's goal was to complete a learned
sequence given an initial fragent Sequence learning occurred primarily in the CA3 layer, which constructed an
encoding of the dynamics implicit In the stimulus. The CA3 neurons not directly stimulated by the input were left
free to encode contextual repentalioas. The CAl layer acted essentially as a pattern recognition/categorization

layer, recovering the original sequence patterns from the CA3 recodings.
4. Network Spedfickou ad Problem DeiWnlon
We used a network model which builds on one that we have previously investigated (Minai & Levy, 1993 a,b,c). A
network had N Inputs and outputs and consisted of three layers of binary neurons: an input layer, I; a recurrent CA3
layer; and a CAI output layer. The input layer consisted of N dummy units which simply distributed the N network
inputs to the other two layers. Thus. the output, x j , of the ith input layer neuron was equal to the ith network input.
The recurrent layer consisted of a 2 N binary (0/1) primary neurons with identical firing thresholds, 0. The neurons
were interconnected via a Bernoulli process: each neuron i had probability p of receiving a modifiable excitatory
connection from each neuron j in the recurrent layer. The preseace of such a connection was indicated by the binary
variable cq. Neurons I through N also received strong one-to-oue excitatory inputs, xi , from the input layer through
a synapse of fixed strength v. Inhibition was mediated by a single interneuron that received input from all primary
neurons in the layer and all inputs, x,, and then provided an identical shunting conductance proportional to its input
to all primary neuron At time t, taking wl(t) a the excitatory weight from neuron i to j, K, as the fixed inhibitory
weight from the input layer, KR as the fixed weight for feedback inhibition, m(t) as the number of active neurons in
the recurent layer, and s(t) as the number of active inputs, the excitation yj of neuron I was given by:
y1(t) Input(t) + 7 c#wiZj(t - ) - [ Kjs(t) + Kjm(t - 1) ]
(1)
JGl

where Inputj(t) - Yxi(t) if 1 < i $ N and 0 otherw se. We defined yj(1 ) = 0 for all i if s(t) = m(t - 1) = 0. The
output of the neuron was calculat as:
zt)fI
{
if yI(t) 2! e02
0
(2)
It was assumed that input weight v was strong enough that xi(t) =1 z zi(t) = 1. However, neurons with no
external input were not ftrced to the zero state and could be fired through feedback connections.
The CAl-like output layer consisted of N primary neurons which received random modifiable connections, a, from
the recurrent layer and strong, non-modifiable, one-to-one connections of magnitude b from the input layer. They
also got feed-forward inhibition via an interneuron that received input from the recurrent and input layers. The
equations for neurons in the output layer were:
y1(t) = bx1(t) + E cyayzj(t) - ( Cs(t) + Cam(t) 1

(3)

JGl

zi(t)-

ifyj(t)

(4)

where C, and C R were Inhibitory weights from the Input and CA3 layers, respectively, and # was the firing
threshokl. The CA3-CAI weights began at zero so that, initially, the learning from the recurrent to the output layer
was driven by the network inpuL The purpose of the output layer was to recover the original patterns from the
context-dependent representations developed by the recurrent layer, effectively implementing an inverse mapping.
& The Problem
The task investigated was to learn to disambiguate two higher-order sequences of n-dimensional binary patterns.
Temporal overlap was created between the sequences by including Identical sub-sequences in both. The length of
this overlap was varied from 0 to 4 to evaluate disambiguation performance. The sequences were constructed from a
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repertoire of 20 mutually orthogonal patterns, labeled A through T, as follows:
0 step overlap: ABCDEFOH and IJKLMNOP
1 step overlap: ABQDEFGH and UQLMNOP
2 step overlap: ABQREFGH and UQRMNOP
3 step overlap: ABQRSFGH and UQRSNOP
4 step overlap: ABQRSTGH and UQRSTOP
At least the first two and the last two patterns in each sequence pair were distinct and mutually orthogonal. The
network was evaluated by its ability to reproduce the final pattern of a sequence at step 8 given the initial pattern at
step 1.
5.1. The Bask Premise
The basic premise of this investigatioo was that simple one-step associative learning could imprint higher-order
sequences in recurrent networks if some neurons not directly stimulated by patterns were also allowed to fire. This
auxiliaryactivity creates distinguishable, context-dependent secondary representations of the stimulus patterns and
allows the correct transitions to be learned. In essence, auxiliary activity plays the same role as hidden neurons do in
a supervised learning situation. It allows the received dynamics of the input stimulus to be mapped to a higherdimensional space where degeneracies can be distinguished in the extra dimensions. Auxiliary activity can come
from noise added to patterns in off-line training, or be produced through excitatory feedback if the training is on-

line. The very long transients produced through recurrence (Winai& Levy, 1993 ab,c) can be used to this end.
5.2. The faingl

Process

For training, the network was repeatedly stimulated by the two sequences and the CA3-CA3 and CA3-CAI synapses
were allowed to modify. We tried two different learning rules in the CA3 layer.
Postsynaptic Rule: wU(t) = wg(t - 1) + ezi(t) [zj(t - 1) - wU(t - 1)]

Presynaptic Rule: wq(t) = wU(t - 1) + ezj(t - 1) (zi(t) - wU(t - I) 1
where z was a small learning rate parameter. Only the presynaptic rule was used for the CAI layer. The relative
pros and cons of the rules are discussed in Sections 5.4 and 6. Both rules are biologically plausible (see Levy
(1982); Levy, Colbert & Desmond (1990) for the postsynaptic rule and Fujii et al (1991); Dudek & Bear (1992);
Mulkey and Malenka (1992) for the presynaptic.) At the beginning of each sequence presentation, the state of the
network was reset to 0, so that the sequences did not merge together.
5.3. Performance Evaluation
To test recall, all neurons were reset to 0 and the system was then stimulated with the first pattern of a learned
sequence. The network was then allowed to relax without further input for 7 time steps; its output over the final step
of the sequence (step 8) was compared with the corresponding true pattern in the sequence to evaluate performance
on that sequence. The process was then repeated with the other sequence. The completion performance on a
sequence was judged by calculating two measures:

1)The number of correct neurons on

2) The number of incorrect neurons on.

Each measure was averaged over both sequences and over ten networks, each with different, randomly generated
CA3-CA3 and CA3-CAI connection matrices. It should be noted that the patterns used were very sparse (10 active
bits in each), so the correct number of active neurons at any step was far lower than the number that should have
remained inactive. Thus, in a 10-out-of-100 pattern, if 9 correct neurons were active and 9 incorrect ones, the
proportion of correct to incorrect firing would be 9: 1, not I : 1. We chose to plot absolute numbers rather than
proportionate values because they represent a more exacting criterion.
5.4. Choice of Learning Rules
Two different situations were investigated in our simulations. In the first set of experiments, the CA3-CA3 weights
were modified using the pre-synaptic rule, while in the second series, the post-synaptic rule was used. The presynaptic rule was used in both cases for the CA3-CAl weights. The reason can be appreciated by considering the
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difference between the two rules, which is basically in their depressive aspects. Suppose two pre-synaptic patterns,

V and W, map into the ame post-synaptic pattern, X. If a post-synaptic rule is used, it sets up competition between
the synapses used by V and those used by W: when the V-X pair is active, the W-X synapses are depressed, and
vice-versa when W-X is active. The result is that neither V nor W gets properly associated with X, whereas both
should have. With the pre-synaptic rule, the competition is not between candidate pre-synaptic patterns but between
prospective post-synaptic ones, i.e., if X elicits Y or Z in different situations, the X-Y and X-Z synapses compete.
For synapses from CA3 to CAI, the latter situation should not arise, since the CA3 should not form identical
representations for two distinct input/output patterns. The former situation, however, occurs routinely, since two
convergent sub-sequences (e.g., ABQ and UQ) will usually lead to different CA3 patterns but should both elicit Q in
CAl. It is, therefore, clear that the pre-synaptic rule is the rule of choice for CA3-CAI synapses. However, this is
not so clear for the CA3-CA3 synapses where the association is temporal, and it is possible to have convergent
(ABQ and UQ) and divergent (TGH and TOP) situations.
6. Simulation Results and Discuslon
The results from the simulations are shown in Figure 2 (a & b). In each case, the CA3 layer was 200 neurons wide
and each neuron received excitatory connections from 40 other randomly chosen neurons. The input bus was also
200 neurons wide, but its effective size depended upon the number of different patterns in the two sequences. At
most 160 neurons were used (in the 0-overlap situation) and at least 120 (in the 4-overlap case). The CAl mirrored
the input layer, with 200 neurons and a variable effective size. The input layer projected in a 1-1 manner to the CA3
and the CAI with powerful "sure-fire" synapses. The CA3 projected to CAI randomly with a 40% chance of
connection between two specific neurons. The CA3-CA3 weights were initially set to values that allowed some
recurrently generated CA3 activity. However, the CA3-CAI weights were initially zero so that the CAI learned
only through reinforcing input layer activity. Each data point was averaged over both sequences in the corresponding
pair and over ten random networks.
The results show several interesting features. The most notable is that our system, without any explicit long delay
memory mechanism, is able to disambiguate quite well across several steps of overlap. This is especially true with
the pre-synaptic rule. In this case, even an overlap of 4 activates about 45% of the correct neurons and only 2% of
the incorrect ones.
Another notable feature is the manner in which the two learning rules affect the error with increasing temporal
overlap. The pre-synaptic rule degrades in terms of correct neurons on but holds the number of spurious firings
down. The post-synaptic rule does the opposite. This can be explained by considering the point of decision in the
network's task. Since performance is judged by the ability to reach the correct one of two possible terminations, the
critical point is when the system emerges from the temporal overlap and opts for one terminal direction or the other.
For example, in the ABQREFGIUQRMNOP situation (overlap = 2), the critical decision is made at the
R--E/R- M transition. This is also where the effect of temporal overlap is maximal and the CA3 representations of
the two contexts most alike. Let X be the final pattern in a temporal overlap of length q, to be followed by Y or Z.
Since X can be arrived at in two contexts, it will have two CA3 representations, one of which should elicit Y and the
other Z. Call these representations X, and X2 , respectively, and let X be their intersection. Then the size of X is an
increasing function of q. Now, the post-synaptic rule, at this point, associates X, with Y and X2 with 7. More
importantly, the active bits in X"are associated equally strongly with both Y and Z, without competition. As the
temporal overlap becomes longer, X approaches both Xt and X2 . Thus, there will be an increased tendency to elicit
both Y and Z regardless of context, leading to the situation in Figure 2(b). Note also that this problem cannot be
fixed simply by using a competitive firing mechanism like firing the 10 most excited neurons.
In the presynaptic case, however, there is competition at the point of decision, so that synapses from X to Y and Z
are kept relatively weak, while synapses from X - X2 to Y and from X2 - X, to Z are strengthened. Thus, the
decision is made on the basis of the differentiated parts of the two CA3 representations rather than on the entire
representations as in the post-synaptic case. In this sense, the pre-synaptic rule is the logically correct choice for
learning disambiguation. However, since the differentiated parts of the CA3 representations become smaller with
increasing q, the total activity in the network also declines. This effect is apparent in Figure 2(a). However, this
situation can be improved by a competitive firing mechanism.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the system components and connections. The wide arrows indicate specific
connections, and the thin line arrows indicate non-specific Inhibitory pathways feeding into and out of
Intemeurons (I). Open arrowheads are excitatory synapses, and solid ones are inhibitlory synapses.
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Figure 2: The performance of the system on sequences with different temporal overlaps. The filled
circles Indicate the number of correcy firing neurons and the open circles show the number of spurious
firings. Each data point Is averaged over ten randomly generated networks and over the sequence pair.
Error bars show one standard deviation. Every network was trained with 200 passes over both
sequences. Graph (a) depicts the case where CA3 weights were modified by the pre-synaptic rule. Good
parameter settings were found by trying different combinations on the 3-step overlap. These settings were
then used for all cases. CA3 weights were Initially set to 0.36. The learning rate for all weights was 0.02.
Graph (b) shows the results for the case where CA3 weights were trained with the post-synaptic rule.
Attempts to find good parameter settings with 3-step overlap case failed in this case because the network
did very poorly on this problem. Thus, the 2-step overlap case was used to find good parameter values.
The Initial CA3 weight was 0.48. and the learning rate was 0.02.
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ON THE STABILITY OF RECEPTIVITY-BASED ADAPTIVE
SYNAPTOGENESIS
Hakan Delig and William B. Levy
Department of Neurological Surgery
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University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia 22908

Abstract: We investigate the stability properties of the receptivity-based adaptive synaptogenesis process.
We show that, following convergence, synaptogenesis enters an oscillatory state unless a switching mechanism
is employed for its termination. Algorithms that detect changes in the statistics of the input environment
can then be used to regulate the resumption of the process.

1

Adaptive Synaptogenesis and Receptivity

Adaptive synaptogenesis is a biologically plausible process of making synaptic connections in an initially
unconnected network (4]. In this theory, synaptic connections between a postsynaptic neuron and potential
presynaptic neurons are gradually formed until the postsynaptic neuron either quits making chemotacticly
mediated requests or denies sites, for new innervation.
The postsynaptic neuron j's receptivity to new innervation is represented by the functional Rj(gj(t))
where Vj(t) is the average postsynaptic activity at time t. A neurally acceptable receptivity functional
Rj(t) =- Rj(gj(t)) must satisfy the following conditions:
1) Rj(t) > 0, Vt.
2) It is continuous but not necessarily differentiable.
3) It is bounded.
4) There exists a constant p. such that Rj(t) = 0 whenever gj(t) 2 jy. This cut-off value is typically
some preset or desired postsynaptic activity level, and it is assumed that pIy
E[yj].
Let t o be the time point when the connectivity of the postsynaptic neuron j becomes fixed; that is,
z! = min t : Vj(t) > py. At time maxj t° , synaptogenesis is terminated for all postsynaptic neurons and
the entire network converges to some fixed state.
Let P~j(t) a Pij(yj(t)) be the probability of input neuron i making a connection with output neuron j
at time t. This probability is in fact defined as a functional of the average postsynaptic activity [1]:
P,

g(t)) =

7tRj(yj(t))

(1)

where 7 is a constant that controls the convergence rate of the synaptogenesis process. Clearly, Rj(t)
1/7, Vt. From equation (1), synaptogenesis terminates for postsynaptic neuron I when Pij(t° ) = 0, and
hence the condition (4) above.
The calculation of the average postsynaptic activity is performed through a running averager such as
9(t + 1) = (1 -

)9j(t) + fyi(t + 1)

(2)

where 0 < e < 1 [1]. The constant coefficient c eliminates any counting requirements for the neuron.
Moreover, for large e, recent observations carry more weight in the calculation of equation (2); hence the
running averager is capable of handling small nonstationarities in yj(t) as well.

2

Neuronal Properties and Associative Synaptic Modification

All input neurons are assumed to produce {0, 1}-binary outputs corresponding to {not firing, firing}, respectively. At time step t, the activity yj(t) of the postsynaptic neuron j is determined according to the inner
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product

=i

f

{E.

(3)

xsi(t)wuj(t)

where xi(t) is the activity of the input neuron i and wij(t) is the synaptic weight between the input neuron
i and the output neuron j, both at time t. Si is the set of input neurons that are connected to neuron j.
The threshold function f is defined as
=({

O, otherwise,

(4)

where 0 is a suitable threshold. Hence, yj(t) E {0, 1}, Vj.
The weights of the existing connections in equation (3) are adjusted via an adaptive process called the
associative synaptic modification. One synaptic modification rule with desirable convergence properties is
the following:
wij(t + 1) = wj(t) + ejy(t)[Xi(t) - w, 1(t)].

(5)

The positive constant e controls the modification rate. In this paper, we will set E = 0.05 to ensure that
the synaptic weights converge very slowly.

3

Stability of Receptivity-Based Adaptive Synaptogenesis

Naturally, it is desirable that synaptogenesis be a stable process. That is, the network should converge
to a stationary state of connectivity and stay in that Aate as long as the input environment does not
change. Unfortunately, the simple running average: in equation (2) may drive the synaptogenesis process to
instability. Consider Example I to see this point:
Example 1: Let yi(t) E {0, 1}, Vt, and suppose gj(tq)

Vj(t

- 0.52. When p1 = 0.5 and e = 0.05, then
+ I) < py if yj(tq + 1) = 0, and thus synaptogenesis would restart after only one time step.

More formally, the following Imma establishes the instability of a running averager-based synaptogenesis
mechanism.
Lemma 1: Let 5 be the amount of overshoot of yj(tq) above py. Suppose synaptogenesis is terminated
at time tq for postsynaptic neuron j, and assume thatpy > > 5 and E << 1. Synaptogenesis will resume
in finite time with non-zero probability. 0
Proof of Lemma 1: For the sake of simplicity, let tQ = 0. That is, let Vj(0) = py + J. Assume further
that yj(t) > py, Vt > 0, with probability one. Then,
t

Vjt) = elp 1 + 5) +

E(1-

_>)t-ky(k)
py.

k=1

The above equation implies that
El-

c)'-ky(k)

>

1

e>p

1
>>

k=1

h(j

(k)f..

with probability one. But h({yj(k)}' = 1) < 1 with non-zero probability for some t > 0, and hence, the
assumption that pj(t) > p-1 , Vt > 0, with probability one is false by contradiction. 0
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It is important to quantify how the instability of synaptogenesis affects the formation of new synapses. If
synaptogenesis turns back on very rarely, the chances of new connections being made will be low. Then one
may claim that the instability issue is not critical enough to cause any disturbances in the overall balance
of the system.
We need the following basic result first.
Proposition 1: Suppose that the learning constant e in equation (5) is small enough so that the synaptic
weights converge very slowly and they can be assumed constant in the steady-state. Let Vj(0) = 0, and let
the running averager be defined as in equation (2). Then Yj is asymptotically normal with mean E[yj] and
variance q,2a2, where E[yj] and 0, are respectively the mean and the variance of the postsynaptic activity
yj, and

V21-E

0

Proof of Proposition 1: The recursion in equation (2) is equivalent to

Yj W)= Et9,(0) +

Ze(l

-

kv1 (k).

(6)

k=1

Because Vj(0) = 0 and the weights are slowly varying, the right-hand side of equation (6) reduces to the
sum of independent postsynaptic firing activities. The result then follows from the central limit theorem. 0

Notice that the asymptotic distribution of -j is tightly centered around E[yj]. However, since Vj(t)
converges only in the mean, it is clear that synaptogenesis will oscillate between on- and off-states with
non-zero probability.
Lemma 2: Suppose that all the conditions in Lemma 1 are valid. Let Vj denote the ratio of the number
of times when synaptogenesis is on over the number of times when synaptogenesis is off, after convergence
is achieved for postsynaptic neuron j. Then,
,b-

E(L
[.z..U)

1 - ' ( -

U(

where $(C) is the cumulative distribution function of the zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian random variable
at point C. 0
Proof of Lemma 2: The proof follows directly from Lemma 1. 0
Interestingly enough, vj = 1 for p,
give a more general example.

= E[yj]. That is, synaptogenesis is on half of the time. Below we

Example 2: Let py = 0.5 and e = 0.05. By equations (3) and (4), yj(t) is a stationary Bernoulli
process, and let p. denote the corresponding Bernoulli parameter. Then, E[yj] = py and a, = p3 (l - py).
The following receptivity functional is employed in all simulations:
Ri(t) = max{-2yj(t) + 1, 0}, 0 < ,iy(t)

< 1, Vt.

(8)

From equation (7), one can see that, for 0 < p < 1, vj -+ oo as py -4 0 since more synapses are
required to reach the desired activity level when the output (and hence the input) firing probability is small.
For similar reasons, vi -+ 0 as py -+ 1. In fact, for this particular example, vi > 10, 000 for p. < 0.2 and
vi < 1.0 x 10- 4 forp, > 0.8.
For the same example, we also carried out one set of numerical experiments with 64 input neurons
receiving 64 distinct input patterns. The threshold 0 in equation was set to 2. py was controlled by varying
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the input activity level. The simulations were run for 409,600 time steps, for ten different input environments.
We started keeping track of the running averager as soon as synaptogenesis stopped for the first time. Table
1 lists averages of the theoretical (equatiun(7)) and experimental values for vj, as well as the number of new
synapses accrued due to the instability of synaptogenesis, for various values of py.
We ignored trivial situations where py < py. The relative discrepancy between the theoretical and
experimental vj values is due to the extremely tight asymptotic distribution of 1j. As the table indicates,
the number of new synapses formed during on-times (following convergence) is not negligible when the cut-off
value jy, is close to the average postsynaptic activity, and thus a regulatory mechanism is necessary.

Table 1: Theoretical and experimental values of iij as a function of py, for p. = 0.5 and e = 0.05. Numbers
in table are averag over ten distinct input environments.
Py
vi (theoretical) v, (experimental) New synapses accrued
8
1.002
1.000
0.50
11
0.168
0.185
0.58
2
0.040
0.048
0.63
1
0.016
0.036
0.64

4

Stabilizing Mechanisms

In this section, we propose two alternatives to regulate synaptogenesis after convergence. Both methods turn
off synaptogenesis as soon as the receptivity functional becomes zero, and then start monitoring the running
averager to detect a change in the input environment. (A change in the statistics of the input environment
will result in a change in the output firing level.) In particular, we model the latter change by a drop in
the neurons' firing probability as there is ample biological evidence in support of this premise. The first
mechanism uses a statistical change detection algorithm due to Page [6], while the second one is based on
tracking the number of times the running averager falls below the cut-off threshold P.
Page's Stopping Rule
This approach is based on the fact that any change in the Bernoulli parameter of the input firing distribution will manifest itself in a somewhat delayed variation in the Bernoulli parameter of the output firing
distribution (see equations (3) and (4)). An efficient method to detect a change in the mean (which is the
Bernoulli parameter in our model) is Page's stopping rule [3, 6], which is shown to minimize the expected
delay of detection for a fixed and non-zero false alarm rate [5]:
Suppose it is necessary to detect a possible change from a Bernoulli process whose parameter is p to a
Bernoulli process whose parameter is q where p > q, based on the observation sequence yi (t). Then the test
has the following form [7]:
Detect a drop in the mean at the first instant t > ti such that gj(t) > X where
(9)

g (0) = 0,
gj(t) = max{0, gj(t
(p, q) =

log I
log q1

-

1) - yj(t) - 17( 1(t ), V(t))},

(10)
(11)

"

In engineering applications, the threshold A > 0 is optimized so as to meet a prespecified upper bound
on the false alarm probability. However, the detection performance is not very sensitive to the particular
choice of this threshold [31.
In our biological model, the change parameter that is monitored by the detector is the average postsynaptic activity. The change detector will activate at time to + 1, and the Bernoulli parameter p at the
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time of convergence of synaptogenesis will have already been calculated by the running averager; that is,
p = yj(tq). A change in the input environment will result in a change in the value of the running averager
after convergence; hence, q = Vj(t), t > tQ.
The change detector in equations (9), (10) and (11) is biologically plausible because only local information
is used. The algorithm is recursive and does not require tracking time steps.
Example 3: Consider the adaptive synaptogenesis and synaptic modification rules described earlier,
and let the receptivity functional be as defined in equation (8). Let p. = 0.5, e = 0.05 and 0 = 2. Two
sets of input environments represented by 64 and 128 distinct 64-bit input patterns were created. In each
case, the input patterns were randomly fed to the network over 10 times the number of input patterns time
steps. The input firing level was brought down from 0.30 to 0.25 in order to simulate the change in the input
environment. Synaptogenesis terminated at time tq as soon as gj(tQ) _ pv, and it was turned back on when
a change in the input environment was detected for the first time.
Table 2 displays the detection delays for Page's stopping rule under various scenarios.

Table 2: Detection delay of Page's stopping rule as a function of A and the number of 64-bit input patterns,
for p. = 0.5 and e = 0.05. The delays are determined by calculating the number of time steps between the
occurrence of the change and the first time the change is detected. The numbers in the table are averages
over ten distinct input environments.
A 64 patterns 128 patterns
2
15
3
3
16
5
4
18
6
As Table 2 demonstrates, Page's algorithm detects any changes in the Bernoulli parameter very rapidly.
One reason is that the drop in input Bernoulli parameter is amplified by the input-output relation in equation
(3) into a larger difference, making the parameter shift more detectable; hence the advantage of monitoring
the running averager. Our simulations also verify the claim that the algorithm's performance is relatively
independent of the threshold A. Finally, we notice that the detection delay is smaller for larger number of
input patterns.
A simpler, and perhaps more intuitive, method is the following algorithm which is based on monitoring
the status of synaptogenesis directly.
Tracking the Threshold Crossings of the Running Averager
Define
r(t)

{

1,

if Yj(t) < p/,

O,otherwise,

for t > tQ. In other words, r(t) valuates the event Vj(t) < py over the time interval (tq , t]. The average of
this quantity can be calculated recursively by means of the running averager
fi(t) = (1 -

C)Fj(t -

1) + Cr(t),

where 0 < f < 1. When the average number of times "gj(t) is less than P., exceeds a threshold W,
synaptogenesis restarts.
At the time when a change in the input environment is detected, receptivity will be zero. Therefore the
running averager has to be reset to some value smaller than py in order to restart synaptogenesis. That is,
1 (t + 1) = p, where t is the time when the change is detected and Pc < py is the reset value for the
running averager.
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5

Summary and Discussion

Adaptive synaptogenesis, when controlled solely by the receptivity of postsynaptic neurons, is unstable in the
sense that the process may oscillate indefinitely, resulting in unwanted or unnecessary synaptic connections.
In this paper, we introduced a modified model where synaptogenesis is turned off as soon as convergence
is achieved, and the postsynaptic activity is subsequently monitored to detect any changes in the input
environment. Synaptogenesis is then turned on again in order to cope with these changes.
One definite conclusion of this paper is that receptivity alone may not be enough to regulate synaptogenesis. Future research should include avidity and synapse removal [21 functions in explaining the dynamics of
synaptogenesis. On the other hand, one can certainly argue that once the input neuron set Sj has reached
fixed connectivity with output neuron j, it is not desirable to break up the existing configuration because the
subject may face the same input environment in the future. So, perhaps, there exists some intra-neuronal
mechanism where output neuron j calls upon other output neurons to form connectivity in order to learn
the new environment.
Ultimately, context-dependent synaptogenesis which requires a very large network may provide the best
explanation.
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Abstract
Unsupervised learning algorithms characteristically have difficulty in two areas.
These are the effective utilization of resources and the sensitivity to outliers.
Algorithms make use of techniques such as a neighborhood function, conscience
mechanism, vigilance or a growing technique to improve the utilization of resources.
This paper will present the median learning algorithm as an effective means of
controlling both utilization and outliers. Using daily price movements for the SP500
stock future, a comparison will be made of the median learning algorithm and
unsupervised learning with the conscience mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
Unsupervised learning algorithms are typically used for vector quantization and clustering.
While the desired output is not known for a given training input pattern, unsupervised
learning attempts to minimize the squared distance between the winning processing
elements weights and the input vector. The distance measure can be expressed by

d ,(t) = in (Xj(t)-_ Wji(t)) 2

(1)

j-1

where xj is the jth of m inputs, and wji is the associated weight of the ith processing
element. The output of the jth processing element is determined by the following
competition.
yj(t)=lI

if d2(t) <5d2(t) V j *i

(2)

yj(t)= 0 otherwise
The error function which is calculated over all training patterns p is defined by

E=L

d2(t)yi(t).(3
t=l

This error function can be minimized by using the following weight adjustment rule,
wji (t + 1) = wj (t) P+ a(xj (t) - wji (t))y i (t)
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(4)

where a is the learning rate.
When successfully trained, a network using the above algorithm will have the
characteristic that the winning processing elements weights are located at the center of
mass of the training points for which that processing element is the winner.
This basic form of unsupervised learning suffers from several problems. The frequencies
with which processing elements win the competition will not be equal. The weights can
become trapped in local minima, where a processing element never wins the competition in
equation (2). The algorithm is sensitive to outliers in the same fashion that standard back
propagation is. This is due to the squared distance in the error function.
Several methods have been developed to deal with the problems described above. The
topology-preserving feature map of Kohonen (1984) used a neighborhood function to bring
inactive processing elements into the competition. In the ART1 architecture, Carpenter
and Grossberg (1988) used the concept of vigilance to control the region for which a
processing element, on the F2 layer, could win the competition. Grossberg (1987) also
suggested a method in which a processing element becomes more or less sensitive based on
the frequency of winning and similarly adapts the learning rate. DeSieno (1988)
introduced the conscience mechanism to control the frequency of winning of the processing
elements and to increase the speed of training. Ahalt (1990) described frequency-sensitive
competitive learning in which the distance measure in (2) is replaced by
d*(t) = d? (t)ui (t)

(5)

where ui(t) is the total number of times that processing element i has won during training.
While there are many ways to modify the competition to improve utilization, it should be
noted that any method that modifies the basic form of unsupervised learning will increase
the squared error E of the trained network. Experiments with the conscience mechanism
show that if the mechanism is turned off after initial training of a network, that additional
training will decrease E. If conscience is reintroduced, additional training will then
increase E. To achieve a minimum squared error result, methods modifying the
competition should gradually decrease their effect during training. Kohonen's topology
preserving feature map decreases the effects of the neighborhood function with time.
When using unsupervised learning to develop typical daily price movements from SP500
stock future data, each trained network would contain a processing element that reflected
the extreme price swing that occurred in the October 1987 crash. This was an undesirable
effect of the basic form of unsupervised learning. There were two alternative approaches
that could be taken to correct this problem. The first was to simply eliminate the data
point from the training set and retrain the network. This is not an acceptable choice since
it relies on the users expert knowledge to modify the training set. Furthermore, there may
be other outliers, that the user is unaware of, that would remain in the solution. The
second option was to use a method like the conscience mechanism to decrease the effects of
outliers by forcing equiprobable regions. What is needed is a weight adjustment rule that
works directly on the effects of outliers without imposing other constraints on the solution.
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The median learning algorithm described below appears to provide a more robust method of
unsupervised learning.
ITERATIVE EVALUATION OF THE MEDIAN
From statistics we have seen that the median of a distribution is much less sensitive to
outliers than the mean of the distribution. For a given set of data, the median is not
effected by the movement of a data point far from the median while the mean is effected
more by points far from the mean then by the ones close to it.
To iteratively find the median M of a one dimension continuous distribution, the following
method can be used where s is a small positive increment amount.
M(t+l)=M(t)+e ifX(t) > M(t)
M(t + 1)= M(t)- 6 ifX(t) < M(t)

(6)

Using a one dimensional skewed distribution generated by the product of two uniform
random variables on the range of 0 to 1 for X(t), and c of 0.00001 the above procedure
produced M(1000000) = 0.1875, while the mean value for this distribution was 0.2500.
MEDIAN LEARNING ALGORITHM
By modifying the error function (3) it is possible to produce an algorithm that resembles the
iterative calculation of the median in equation (6) that would be less sensitive to outliers.
The new error function uses the absolute value of the distance instead of the square of the
distance and can be conveniently written as follows.
-- i ty
1d i(t)

(7)

t=l

The resulting unsupervised learning algorithm will not effect the calculation of the winning
processing element since the processing element with the minimum squared distance will
also have the minimum absolute value distance. Therefore, equation (2) is still valid in the
median learning algorithm. Only the weight adjustment equation (4) will be effected. The
conscience mechanism will be included in the algorithm to guarantee proper utilization of
processing elements. The median weight adjustment equation is given by
wji (t + 1) = wii (t) + at)(x3 (t)- wji (t))zi (t)

d-2 (t)(8

(8)

For the one dimensional case (m=1) this equation reduces to equation (6). The learning
rate c(t) is made a function of time and should gradually decrease to provide the most
efficient learning. One possible schedule for the learning rate is
ca(t) = a(0)/4i.
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(9)

The winning processing element is replaced by zj(t) which represents the biased winning
processing element at time t for the purposes of weight adjustment (yi(t) is still used for
forward calculations). The bias term bj(t) is the means by which the conscience mechanism
modifies the competition. Then,
zj(t)=lI

if df(t) - bj(t) :5 di'(t) - bj(t) V j# i

(0

z,(t) = 0 otherwise
where,
bj(t) = C(tx-nL- pj(t))

(11)

The factor C(t) represents the time varying bias factor and n is the number of processing
elements in the competitive layer. C(t) determines the maximum distance a losing
processing element can reach in order to win the competition. This distance should
gradually decrease with time unless equiprobable regions are desirable. C(O) / n should be
no larger than the maximum distance between any two training examples. Let pj(t)
represent the fraction of time that processing element j has won the competition. An
effective means of evaluating this probability during training is:
pj(t + 1) = pj(t) + B(zj(t) - pj(t))

(12)

where B is the probability smoothing constant. B should normally be set to a value smaller
than the reciprocal of the number of items in the training set.
SP500 FUTURE APPLICATION
The goal intraining a network on the SP500 future data was determine on a daily basis,
typical trading patterns. The training data used inthis test was derived from 1266 days of
price data from April 1985 to December 1990. Each training example consisted of inputs
representing the change in the price of the future relative to the open at 50 evenly spaced
points during the trading day. Using the difference of current price from the opening price
eliminates the effects of price trends seen over the 1266 days of data.
Two networks were trained so that the effects of median learning could be compared. For
the purposes of this report, each network contained only 15 processing elements. Both
networks started with the same initial weights and similar settings for the conscience
mechanism. The first "normal" network used equation (4)for weight adjustments and the
second "median" network used equation (8) for weight adjustments but left a(t) and C(t)
constant during the training. An initial training run of 20,000 passes through the training
data was made with each network with the conscience bias factor C(t) set to 50000 for the
normal network and 2000 for the median network. The median network requires less bias
to achieve equiprobable regions. The probability smoothing constant B was 0.0002 for
both networks. At the end of training, both networks had stabilized.
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Training was then continued without the conscience mechanism. The root mean squared
error showed a greater decrease in the normal than the median networks when the
conscience mechanism was turned off, as seen in table 1.
Network
Normal Initial Training
Median Initial Training
Normal Final Training
Median Final Training

RMS Error
10.703162
11.219157
8.164830
10.974318

Mean Error
5.787240
5.727911
5.582677
5.619861

Median Error
4.297020
4.162272
4.562539
4.272989

Table 1. Error results for the normal and median trained networks.
This effect is due to the fact that the conscience mechanism attempts to form equiprobable
regions pulling the normal processing elements away from the outliers. When conscience is
removed (final training) some processing elements are pulled back toward the outliers to
lower the squared error. The comparison of root mean squared error and median error
provide an effective means of comparing the two algorithms. The median learning
algorithm consistently produced lower median error regardless of the use of the conscience
mechanism, while the use of conscience consistently increased the RMS error. The
comparison of the mean error statistic to the median error shows the skew caused by the
outliers in the training data. The median error was lower when median learning and the
conscience mechanism were used in combination than when either were used alone.
Therefore, if minimum median error is the goal of training, the conscience mechanism
should always be used.
The final weights of the two networks are plotted in figure 1 and figure 2. Each line
segment in the figure shows a plot of the 50 weights of a processing element, and
represents a plot of a typical price movement during a trading day.

.

.

o

-

'

Figure 1. Weights of normal network (15 processing elements 50 inputs).
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It is easy to see the effects of outliers on the processing elements of the normal network.
The 4th processing element shows the crash. When the number of processing elements in
the network is increased, the effects of outliers become more pronounced.

Figure 2. Weights of median network (15 processing elements 50 inputs).
CONCLUSION
The combination of median learning and the conscience mechanism appear to be an
effective method for controlling the influence of outliers in unsupervised learning. The
implementation of median learning is simple and could be used as an alternative in most
unsupervised learning algorithms.
The results of training on the SP500 future data illustrate the importance of tailoring of the
learning algorithm to meet the requirements of the learning task. The small number of
processing elements used here made illustration of the concepts easier. Increasing the
number of processing elements produces more distinct features in trained networks. Work
with the SP500 data is continuing to determine if the trading patterns produced by median
learning can be used to predict price movements.
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Abstract
A new class of neural net type structures that can adaptively expand, increasing their
complexity, is described and tested on medical and rock mechanics data. These are two-layer
structures with the first layer presented as an assembly of the neural elements. Each element
may be a one node perceptron or a multi-node neural net. Each element has its own cost
function. The elements of the assembly interact with each other in such a way that the
procedure of the assembly synthesis is reduced to the consecutive synthesis of individual neural
elements. The accuracy of an individual neural element in the assembly is described by its output
error. The output error of each neural element is cascading to the next element, where it
becomes the expected output. The whole assembly is characterized by the global error. Given a
set of neural elements and a rule for their initialization, a number of the neural elements in the
assembly increases until an estimate of the global error decreases to such a level that it satisfies
a predefined condition.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to introduce a class of neural net type structures, aimed at prediction of
values- of unknown parameter or at pattern recognition. These structures will be called here
"cascading assemblies of neural elements". Their building blocks, called "neural elements", are
either one-node perceptrons or multi-node neural nets with partially predefined structure
(predefined in terms of a number of layers and number of nodes in each layer, but not in terms
of weights defining interconnections between nodes). The synthesis of the assembly is
understood as a problem of calculation of a number of elements in the assembly and synthesis
of these elements (e.g. estimation of interconnection weights in the neural elements included in
the assembly). The main advantage of this methodology is that the neural elements in the
assembly interact with each other in such a way that the synthesis of the assembly is reduced to
solution of a sequence of two problems: (a) synthesis of the current neural element under
condition that elements preceding it in the assembly are fixed, and (b) formation of a desired
output for the neural element that should be synthesized at the next step.
The standard feed-forward backpropagation neural net is synthesized by minimization of the
estimate of its squared output error
-c(v)= E- (F(xi,v)- yi) 2

(1)

Here, v is a vector of parameters of the neural element,
xi is the input data-vector, which belongs to the training data-set 92,
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yi is a desired output corresponding to the input xi.
Backpropagation of the error (1)allows for optimization of the linear weights defining the
interconnections and for estimation of optimal parameters of activation functions in the nodes of
the neural net. Such important parameters of the neural net as the total number of nodes in each
layer and the number of layers are usually defined in advance, before the process of
minimization of th error (1) starts. This may lead to two kinds of complications when neural
nets are applied to real life data: (a) If the structure of the neural net is too simple with an
insufficient total number of nodes, it may perform poorly on the data from the training set and
have large approximation error (1). This is the problem of underfitting. (b) If the total number
of the nodes in the neural net is too large, the approximation error (1) may be very small, while
the neural net may perform poorly on data that do not belong to the training set, thus leading to
the problem of overfitting.
In the design of the cascading assembly of neural elements the accuracy of each neural element
is described by its output error, which is cascading to the next element, where it becomes the
expected output. The whole structure of the cascading assembly is characterized by the global
error, which is the error of the last neural element.
The main advantage of this design is that its complexity is not fixed in advance. The assembly
starts with a single neural element that may be underfitting and then proceeds with the
consecutive inclusion of additional neural elements to decrease the global output error to a
desired level. Importantly, the total number of elements in the assembly is not fixed and is
defined during the process of the assembly synthesis.
Number of neural elements in the assembly
The cascading assembly is presented as a two-layer structure with the neural elements included
in the first layer. The scheme of the cascaded assembly consisting of three neural elements is
shown in the Figure 1.The neural elements in the assembly are indexed from I to P + 1 and the
accuracy of the neural element with index p is characterized by its cost function
6p(V) =

(2)

-(F(xi'Vp)-Yi'p)2

Where Yi,piS the desired output for the neural element with index p and input xi.
According to (2), all neural elements in the assembly are synthesized using the same set of input
data-vectors, but a desired output for different elements vary from one element to another.
According to the Fig. 1,the desired output for the neural element with index p +1 is the output
error of the element with the index p.
The accuracy of the whole assembly is characterized by its global error
(Vl,...,Vp+l) =

-"(A(xi,Vl,...,Vp+l)-gi) 2
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(3)

where A(xiVl,...,vp+l) is the output of the assembly consisting of P+1 elements, xi is the
input data-vector, gi is the desired output of the assembly, corresponding to x i . Equations (2)
and (3) show the fundamental difference between a neural net with the cost function (1) and an
cascading assembly of neural elements. The accuracy of a neural net is defined by its cost
function (1). Its vector of parameters is obtained via minimization of this cost function.
Individual nodes in the neural net do not have quality characteristics. As for the cascading
assembly of the neural elements, each of its neural elements has its own quality characteristics. It
will be shown further that the cascading assembly may be synthesized via minimization of the
cost functions (2) describing the accuracy of the individual neural elements of the assembly. To
synthesize an accurate cascading assembly the index P in (3) is increased and for each value of P
a minimum of the cost function (3) is to be found. This process is to be continued iteratively
until conditions of the type
6(Vl,...,Vr+1)5 -<o'0(4)
or
8 (v ,...,Vr) - (v,..., vp+j)5-l
(5)
are met.

A minimal value of the index P for which (4) or (5) holds is the desired number of the neural
elements in the cascading assembly. The exact structure of the assembly and the number of its
neural elements is not determined in advance, but rather defined during the process of the
assembly synthesis and minimization of its global error (4).
Increase of the index P in Eqs. (4) or (5) means inclusion of additional elements in the assembly.
It will be shown in the following section, that interaction of the neural elements may be
organized in such a way that in order to increase the number of elements in the assembly by one,
one only has to synthesize a neural element with the index P+l, while the elements with indexes
p _ P are kept unchanged.

Global error of the cascading assembly
We consider here a two-layer structure of neural elements, where all of the neural elements are
in the first layer. The output of the first layer is the vector of outputs of the neural elements

Oi,p = F(Xi, Vp)

(6)

The output of the second layer is the output of the assembly and is of the form
P+I
A= y Op

(7)

p=1

The assembly starts with a single neural element, the cost function of which is defined as
E(l)=

,(F(xi, v) -Yi,1)

2

(8)

where
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Yi,1 = gi,
gi is the desired output of the cascading assembly for the input data-vector xi.
The desired output of the neural element with index p is defined as follows

(9)

Yi,p+i = Yi,p -Oi,p
and its cost function is defined by (2).

(10)

According to (9), the desired output for the neural element with index p+ 1 is the output error of
the neural element with index p.
It follows from (9) and (10) that the output of the assembly (7; may be written in the form
P+1
= gi -Yi,2 + Z (Yi,p -Yi,p+i)
p=2
Therefore, we have
Ai = gi -Yi,p+I
where, according to (10)

(11)

(12)

- O,p
Y Pi'==
Hence, the global error of the cascading assembly may be written as

(13)

Ai = gi - 8gi

(14)

8gi = YiP - Oi, p

(15)

where gi is the desired output of the cascading assembly, 5gi is the global error of the
assembly resulting from the input vector xi.The global squared error of the assembly, according
to (3) and (14) is

O~vl,.. ,vp+ 1 =y

2 O~vl,.

2

,p+o)=

(16)

Synthesis of the cascading assembly
The final structure of the cascading assembly is obtained as the result of the multistep
optimization, in which the cost functions of all the neural elements are minimized sequentially.
The vector of parameters of the p-th neural element is obtained from the characteristic equation
ep+l(Vp+)= min I-"(F(xi,v )-Yi,p+1)
v 1.CO

2

(17)

According to (9). (10) and (17), after the p-th neural element is synthesized and optimized, its
error is cascaded to the neural element p+ 1, where it becomes the desired output.
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Examples of application of the neural assemblies to problems in medical science and
rock mechanics
Figs. 2 and 3 show two examples of pattern recognition and prediction based on the use of the
assemblies of neural elements. Fig. 2 shows medical application of the neural asembly. At this
figure we show the results of classification of a group of patients in two groups - low and high
post-operative risk, basing on pre-operative data. Fig. 3 is a geological application. It shows the
results of prediction of porosity of rock samples, when measurements of seismic velocities and
information on lithology of the rock were used as input data. Threshold for classification (Fig.
2) is shown by a solid line at the level 0.55. Samples 1 -60 and 61 to 62 are respectively from
high and low risk group. Correct classification for the samples 1 -60 - the output is larger than
threshold, for the samples 61 - 120, the correct output is smaller than threshold. In the case of
porosity prediction - continuous line is actual porosity, dashed line is prediction. In the both
cases, the neural elements in the assembly were taken in the form of one node perceptrons. In
total, five elements were used in the assemblies.

Conclusions
A new type of a neural system called cascading assembly of neural elements was developed and
tested on medical and geological data. The new system is constructed as a two-layer structure,
The first layer consists of indexed neural elements, for which any type of a neural network may
be used. It also is responsible for cascading of the approximation approximation error where
the error of one neural element becomes the desired output for the next one. When the error,
that propagates from one neural element to another, becomes sufficiently small, the neural
structure stops growing. Therefore, the value of the propagating error itself defines the
necessity of expansion for the cascading assembly and the complexity of the resulting structure.
The benefit of the system is in the simplicity of the system's expansion where at each step only
one neural element of a simple predefined structure needs to be optimized. Additionally, the
system stops expanding when adequate levels of approximation are reached.
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Abstract
This note describes a useful adaptation of the 'peak
seeking' regime used in unsupervised learning processes
such as competitive learning and 'k-means'. The adaptation enables the learning to capture low-order probability effects and thus to more fully capture the probabilistic structure of the training data.
Relevant areas: automated discovery, neural networks
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Introduction

Unsupervised learning involves discovering the underlying structure of a dataset without knowing how the

individual data items are classified. This has been
recognized as a hard problem in machine learning [1).
Many unsupervised learning methods operate by trying to find the 'prototypes' of the dataset. The usual
approach here is to search for the density peaks in the
distribution of training data. This can be done by explicit clustering [2], say, or by some iterative method
such as competitive learning [3] or k-means clustering
[4, 5].

Consider the following dataset:
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This is based on five binary variables, xl, x2, x3, 4
eryitle nl, x2
r3, and x5 Ted on
and x5. The dataset shows very little ath-order structure, which is to say there are no obvious density peaks.
This is confirmed by the dendrogram produced from a

Methods which seek out density peaks effectively sampIe the probabilistic structure of the data. However,
they are only sensitive to, and can therefore only ex-

conventional, hierarchical clustering process (see Figure 1) applied to the training data. The leaf nodes in
the dendrogram are the numbers (subscripts) of individual data items and the internal nodes are the maximum distances for items in the relevant cluster. Note
the general homogeneity of the structure and, in particular, how all the internal distances [6] for the initial

ploit, the ath-order structure of the data (where n is

clusters are the same.

the number of inputs variables), i.e., the probabilities
associated with complete data items. However, there
are other aspects of the probabilistic structure which
may be captured. In particular, there are the various
mth-order probabilities (where m < n, m > 0), all of
which may appear in both conditional and uncondi-

Of course, the apparent absence of density peaks in
a dataset does not mean that it has no probabilistic
structure. In the present case, variables x2 and x5 are,
in fact, conditionally related, as are variables xl and
x3, since

tional forms.
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is then allowed to converge on the 'accuracy' value for
that component.
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Figure 1:
P(x2=ixS=l) = i
P(xl=11x3=l) = I
and
P(xh=llx2=1) i
p(x 3=tlxlz) = 1
In addition to these conditional effects there are various unconditional effects to be taken into account.
For example, P(xl=l) substantially exceeds the chance
value for a binary variable. These conditional and unconditional mth-order probabilities are not necessarily
reflected in the nth-order statistics and therefore are
not exploited by methods that looks solely for density
peaks. However, they form an important aspect of the
probabilistic structure of the data and may be vital
for purposes such as prediction, data compression or
classification.

2

a variant of
We can illustrate the adaptation using
competitive learning. In its simplest form competitive
learning works with some prespecified set of centres.
Each of these is a vector V of n components. The
response of a particular centre to a particular input
vector is just the negated sum of absolute differences
between the input components and the vector compo-
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The soft-means algorithm

The contribution of the present paper is to show that
a subclass of the peak-seeking methods can be adapted
so as to take into account the 'low-order' aspects of the
probabilistic structure. The subclass includes all methods which operate by moving 'centres' towards density
peaks (e.g., competitive learning and k-means clustering). The adaptation involves associating each component of each centre with a confidence weight which

3

- jXi-VI
For each input vector, the algorithm selects the cenwith the highest response and then changes each
component of the vector by
r(X - Vi)
where r is the learning
rate.
To sensitize the method to lower-order probabilistic
structure we associate each centre with a vector W of
confidence weights. We modify the response function
so that the response of a centre to an input is
i1)

E-

and arrange for the weight vectors to be updated at
the end of each training epoch so that each W moves
towards the normalized accuracy of the corresponding
Vi. The unnormalized accuracy value for the ith component of a particular centre is just
I2
x - Vi
With this adaptation in place, the confidence weights
for each centre are adapted as the centres converge towards the density peaks. Due to the effective decay
of confidence weights on low-quality peak components
(i.e., components providing relatively inaccurate estimates of input values) the process is able to discover
density peaks in subspaces of the input space. This enables it to capture mth-order probability effects in an
n-dimensional input space (m < n).
A graphical illustration of the adapted learning process
is provided in Figure 2. The top box in this figure represents a 3-dimensional input space. The small circles
are data points (training inputs) and the Xs are the
centres. Within a conventional peak-seeking regime,
the relatively compact clusters might be expected to
successully attract centres to their peaks. However, the
cluster situated in the front-left of the space, which is
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distributed uniformly in the vertical dimension, would
pose a problem since it has no obvious density peak.
The adapted competitive learning regime copes gracefully with this scenario. The vertical distribution of the
problematic cluster would produce low accuracy values
for the 'vertical' component of any nearby centre. This
would lead to the weight on that component decaying
which would, in turn, lead to the cluster being 'compressed' vertically, giving it a more distinct peak. The
general form of this process is illustrated in the middle
2.
and bottom boxes in Figure
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The behaviour of the algorithm is illustrated by the
listing below. This shows the behaviour of the centres
through the first ten epochs of processing. Each segof the listing is headed with the relevant epoch
number and contains just two lines. The first line shows
the state of centre 1 (in the relevant epoch). The secline shows the state of centre 2. The bracketed
part of each line shows the components and weights of
the relevant centre. Each colon separates one component/weight pair. The component value appears before

the colon; the weight comes after. Both values are real
numbers in the range 0-1 but only the first two decimal
places are shown. (1.00 always appears as '99').
Epoch 1
1
2

I_---*

. 3

------ I1
-------

Figure 2:

3

Applications

Epoch 2
2

{90:56 99:67 20:64 87:53 99:67}
{79:66 70:52 97:73 43:56 54:56}

Epoch 3
1 {65:41 99:81 19:67 72:47 99:81}
2 (94:76 72:35 99:89 56:39 67:30}

Epoch 4
1 {53:33 99:90 28:54 60:32 99:90}
2

I use the term 'soft-means algorithm' to label the modified peak-seeking regime described above. The following two examples illustrate the behaviour of this algorithm. In the first example the algorithm is applied to
the training data from above:

{99:50 99:50 00:60 99:50 99:60}
(00:50 99:50 99:60 00:60 99:50}

{99:89 71:20 99:96 60:23 66:18}

Epoch 5
1 {50:24 99:95 30:38 57:22 99: 96}
2 {99:96 71:12 99:98 61:14 66:11}
Epoch 6

xl x2 x3 x4 x6
0 1 0 0 1
0 1 01
1
01101

1
2

{49:16 99:97 31:25 56:15 99:97}
{99:98 71:08 99:99 61:09 56:07)

Epoch 7
1 f49:11 99:98 31:17 56:11 99:98)
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Epoch 9
1 (49:06 99:99 31:08 56:06 99:99)

1 1 1 1 4 1
1 11 2 1 1
1 1 1 222
1 1 1 2 4 2

2

1 1 2 1 2 2-->

2

99:99 71:05 99:99 61:06 56:05

Epoch 8
1 (49:07 99:99 31:11 56:08 99:99}
2 (99:99 71:03 99:99 61:04 56:03}

(99:99 71:02 99:99 61:02 56:021

Epoch 10
1 (49:03 99:99 31:05 56:04 99:99)
2 (99:99 71:01 99:99 61:02 56:01}

Note how the two centres rapidly 'capture' the two
main probabilistic effects in the training data, namely
P(x2=11x5=)/P(xSlx2:I)
p(x1lx3=1)/P(x31lz1=1)

4

= 1
= 1

1 1 1 1 1 2 -111121 -1 1 1 1 2 2-->

112142
1 1 2 2 2 2
1 1 2 2 4 1

>

-- >

1

-- >

1

-- >

0
1
0

-- >
-- >
-- >

1
0

The initial two centres generated by the soft-means algorithm applied to these training data are as follows.
Epoch 2
1 (98:83 93:72 83:38 51:35 62:27 69:12 00:991
2 (98:93 28:62 50:26 76:50 56:59 60:23 99:98)

Supervised learning with soft-

Using the output-generation procedure described above,
these produce a classification accuracy on the testing

means

data of 87%. This is comparable to the accuracy produced by several of the supervised algorithms in the
original MONKS study.

The soft-meanb algorithm's sensitivity to low-order probabilistic effects often enables it to reproduce the functionality associated with supervised learning processes.
To elicit supervised learning from soft-means, we form
a set of vectors by appending each input from the relevant training set to its corresponding output. We then
feed these to the algorithm as pure input vectors. To
test the algorithm's'output' on a test input, we present
the algorithm with the test input appended to a null
output (which is ignored by the algorithm) and then
return the output component from the most strongly
responsive unit.
In many cases, this approach enables the algorithm to
produce performance on supervised learning problems
comparable to fully supervised algorithms. or examplc, consider the algorithm's performance on the benchmark problem known as the 'third MONKS problem'
(7]. The underlying rule for this problem is as follows.

(attribute_5 : 3 and attribute_4 = 1)
or (attribute_5 !: 4 and attribute_2 !: 3)
(with "!=" denoting inequality).

A small sample of the training set (which contains 5%
misclassifications) is as follows.

5 Summar
The paper has described an enhancement of the 'peakseeking' regime for unsupervised learning. As far as
the author has been able to ascertain, this enhancement has not yet been investigated by the community.
Its main advantage is that it enables the regime to capture probabilistic structure involving low-order probabilistic effects (i.e., effects which impact sub-spaces of
the input space). A secondary advantage is that it
enables the reproduction of supervised-learning functionality without necessitating the explicit classification of training inputs. The algorithm would appear to
hv osbeapiain nayts eurn nu
have possible applications in any task requiring unsupervised learning and to suggest a possible form for a
novel neural-network learning method.
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Abstract: We propose a distributed stochastic procedure for the Vector Quantization of
images with a given codebook. We call this procedure Local Stochastic Competition
(LSC). The main feature of LSC is that it would allow an almost fully parallel
implementation of the image codification process. Empirical evidence on image codification
show that LSC can be easily tuned to behave as a good approximation to the usual NN
(Nearest Neighbour) rule for codification. Besides that two new algorithms somehow
based on LSC (Isodata-LSC and Local Stochastic Learning Rule) for codebook design are
empirically tested. Isodata-LSC is a perturbed version of the classical Isodata clustering
algorithm (GLA in VQ literature), where the random component is introduced by the LSC
codification rule. Local Stochastic Learning Rule (LSLR) is a corruption of the SoftCompetition learning rule. In essence it consists in the local updating of the set of winning
codevectors selected via LSC. More detailed definitions can be found elsewhere [18]. A
key set of parameters in the LSC procedure and related VQ design algorithms are the
assumed temperatures at which the codification is attempted. These temperatures are
proportional to the assumed variances of the clusters around the codevectors. In some
experiments an empirical estimation of these parameters is used. Also the ability of SoftCompetition and LSLR to provide useful estimates of them has been tested.

Experimental details
The experiments were programmed in C on a SUN machine. Experimental data consists on
a set of 24 images of (512,768) pixels. Each pixel was quantified by 256 grey levels. The
experiments were aiming to reach a 1/8 compression, giving an information rate of lbit per
pixel. Vector decomposition of the images were obtained taking row vectors of 8 pixels.
The euclidean distance was used and the space considered was R 8 . The codebook design
algorithms were applied to samples of (320,320) pixels obtained by extracting the central
square of each image. The codebook design algorithms provide one codebook for each
image.
The percentage of degradation induced by the LSC procedure is given for each case. For
the SNR this degradation is computed as (SNRNN-SNRLSC) / SNRNN, while for the
distortion is computed as (Distorsi6nLsc-Distorsi6nNN) / Distorsi6nLsc. This distinction is
IThis work is being supported by a research grant from the Excma. Diputaci6n de Guipuzcoa
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due to the nature of each measure: While SNR is an increasing measure of the codification
goodness, distortion is a decreasing measure of it.
The initial codebooks were obtained by assignement of the n-th sample vector to the
mod(n,256)-th partition or codevector. This procedure gives relatively poor initial
estimations of the codebook, which provide better contrast of the relative abilities of the
codebook design algorithm to avoid local minima in the search for the best codebook.

Codification using Local Stochastic Competition
Local Stochastic Competition (LSC) is a local approach to the codification of input vectors
with a given codebook. The procedure is local in the sense that the decision of which
region the input is assigned is performed concurrently and using only local information
(without reference to other codevectors) for all the codevectors in the codebook. Each
codevector samples independently a Bernouilli random variable of parameters
(P,.(i), -p.(i0):
d( x.-y, )

P[x. e Ri]=Pn(i) = e

"'

i e {1..N}

These quantities imply that'regions Ri are roughly modelled by hiperspheres of radius ai 2
and center yi, an asumption near to the hypothesis of P(x) being a mixture of normal
densities with diagonal covariance matrices. The Nearest Neighbour (NN) decisi6n
procedure is the optimal Bayes decision function in the case of equal variances, and LSC is
intended as an stochastic aproximation to it. Taken together the pn(i) probabilities do not
N

form a probability distribution (in general Y pn (i) * 1). Some algorithms, such as Softi=1

Competition, normalize these probabilities. This normalization implies the use of non-local
information. As our aim is to obtain a fully distributed procedure in wich each codevector
performs a decision independently, we avoid normalization. By avoiding normalisation we
are, roughly, computing and sampling the "a posteriori" probabilities of the codevector
classes as if they were isolated one-class classification problems. When an input vector is
presented three situations may occur:
1- Only one codevector gets a positive outcome of the sampling: the input is
unambiguously codified.
2- No codevector gives a positive outcome: the input is a wildshot. The collection
of isolated one-class problems does not cover properly the classification problem,
clusters are very sparse or far away from the input vector
3- Several codevectors get a positive outcome: there are potential ambiguities in the
codification. Clusters overlap upon the input vector, and some extra (random)
decision rule is needed.
Figure 1 gives an algorithmic specification of the LSC decision rule. In this procedure, xn
is the input vector, from the sample X, being codified, k is the number of attempts made to
codify Xn, Y is the codebook, and ai are the assumed nominal values of the standard
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deviations of the clusters around the codevectors. Step 4 detecs the occurrence of a
wildshot, dealing with it involves increasing the counter k, and retrying the classification.
Increasing k has the effect of augmenting the clusters variances modeled by tjfk) for the
new attempt. Step 5 detects the occurrence of ambiguities: more than one codevector claims
the input vector. This situation is solved by applying a random decision rule over the set Sk
of "winning" codevectors.

0- k=O
1- Built up the probability vector p=(pn(ik) i=l..N) computed as follows:
d(z.-y

pn (i,k) = e

)

t(k)

t,(k) = f(k)o

2- Obtain (u),...,uN) random numbers uniformly distributed in [0,1)
3- Sample the probabilities in p: Built up the set
sk = {y, e Yp.(ik)> u,}
4-If ISkl = 0 a wildshot has occurred, increase k by I and go to step 1
5- If ISk>O perform a random selection with equal probabilities in the set Sk.
If codevector yi is chosen the codification is its index i:
CLSc(xn)=i
Figure 1 LSC procedure for an input vector xn
In the actual sequential simulation of LSC used in the experiments reported in this paper,
the variance increase function used isfTk)=2k. So the occurence of a wildshot has the effect
of doubling the assumed variances of the clusters around the codevectors. These variances
are reset to their nominal values each time an input vector is presented for classification
(k=0). In our sequential simulations, the random selection of step 5 is performed by taking
as winner the first codevector of Sk: that is, the one with the lesser index.
In the experiments reported, we distinguish two versions of the implementations of LSC:
LSCI and LSC2. LSC1 uses a common nominal value for the variance parameter yi2 =o2 .
LSC2 uses local estimations of the codevector nominal cluster variances, usually provided
by the VQ design algorithm (Soft-Competition or LSLR).
The mean time employed by an ideal harware implementation to codify an input vector will
be proportional to the mean number of attempts needed to clasify an input vector. A
sequential NN clasifier will need a time proportional to the codebbok size: o(N). Therefore,
we consider S = /k as an estimation of the speedup (acceleration factor) that an ideal
hardware implementation of LSC would obtain against a NN sequential clasifier.
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It is easy to verify that the LSC procedure eventually clasifies an input vector. The
probability of a wildshot at the k-th attempt to classify the input vector xn can be computed
as:
N

N(

i=l

i=1

Pwildshot(x, k)] = fl(I - pn (i, k))

l-e

d(x.y,

tk)

Obviously, as the number of attempts increase, ti(k) grows and the wildshot probability
decreases to 0. The function filk) determines the speed with which this probability
vanishes. The exponential expression used in this paper provides a fast decreasing to zero,
but increases the risk of erroneous codifications. We consider as probability of erroneous
codification the probability of LSC giving a code other than the NN code
(CLSC(xn)CNN(xn)). Let it be CNN(Xn)=m, that is, Ym is the nearest neighbour codevector
to the input xn. The probability of getting in the k-th LSC attempt to classify xn a code other
than m is:
P[error(xn,k)]= P[ym it Sk + P[Ym

SkP[ CLsc

mjym

Sk]=l

p

( m k)

Is easy to see that as ti(k) grows this probability converges to 1-l/N, which means
equiprobable selection of the codevector. The conflictive nature of the definition of fik)
becomes evident. Fast increasing functions provide less wildshots, (faster codifications) at
the expense of more risk of erroneous codifications. Despite this, we stand with our choice
offtk)=2k for our simulations, because our aim is to emphasize the acceleration that can be
obtained with LSC, and, therefore, our prime desire is to minimize the number of attemps
needed to clasify each input vector.
Obviously, good codebooks and good estimations of the cluster variances will increase the
probability of "first-shot" codifications, decreasing both the error and the wildshots. Along
the paper several algorithms have been used to compute the codebooks (some also giving
estimations of the cluster variances) and it becomes clear that good codebooks improve the
performance of LSC. In our experiments we have used some empirical values for the
cluster variances and, when available, estimations provided by the codebook design
algorithm. Fine tuning of the cluster variances seems to be more difficult and less critical
that can be expected.

Summary of results, conclussions and further work
Table 1 gathers together all the results obtained, showing the mean values obtained for the
diverse codebook design algorithms, codification methods over the set of images used for
the experiments. The figures in this table can be read in several ways. First as a
comparison between the codification quality of NN and LSC, it can be said that the
degradation of LSC with respect to NN codifications for the SNR measure remains always
below the 20%. This degradation could be visually acceptable for some applications. As a
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comparison tool, the distortion measure has been of little utility in this work, and has
produced some extravagant figures. In all the cases the expected speedup that a distributed
implementation of LSC could give remains above 64 in our experiments.
Second, as a comparison between codebook design algorithms, it can be said that IsodataLSC seems to be a fortunate finding, it is easy to implement and it is quite robust. It must
be remembered that the initial codeboks were of little quality. Our bare implementation of
Soft-Competition performs also quite well. Finally, LSLR could be worth of more study,
despite the bad results reported here. The promise of great speedups in the codebok design
process is worth some more experimentation and expending of efforts in its numerical
tuning. One of the ways of making LSLR useful maybe applying it to the refinement of
medium quality initial codebooks, obtained through more elaborate procedures than the
plain sample partition used in the experiments in this paper.
Third, the LSC procedure appears to be quite insensitive (with respect to the qualitative
measures) to the values of the variances associated to the codevectors, be them local or
global. We are working in the definition of expressions for these variances to obtain them
from the codebook itself, in order to avoid the empirical determination of their value.
Although the mentioned iniensitivity to a, the use of these expressions could be a source
of improvement for the behavior of LSLR.
Our inmediate future work will be addressed to further experimentation of the codebook
design algorithms, testing initial codebok design procedures, higher compression ratios,
and other code structures (i.e. matrix codes). Further research is intended in the application
of LSC and related codebook design algorithms to the vector quantification of sound.
MEDIDAS

ORITM
9a8

LSC I
%degr.

LSC 2
% degr.

Softcomp Y--8

20.93
21.69
20.51

17.71
18.97
17.57

15.7
12.85
14.75

17.28

16.20

[SLR

14.73

12.37

16.74

11.95

17.74

Distortion

Isodata
Iso lsc a"=8

(mean)

Softcomp a--8

1149
1277,1
1149.8

3763
2317.2
3354.8

64.73
39.68
61.25

3117.4

50.15

505.9

10730.9
90.78
106.67
97.71

93.45

1536.8

150.27

SNR
(mean)
-I

Isodata
Iso_lsc 0r=8

.SLR
Isodata
Expected
Speedup
i

Iso lsc a=8
oftcomp y--8
LR

78.77

87.37
84.49

Table 1 Mean results for the codebook design algorithms and codification methods
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Abstract
The recognition of 3-D objects from sequences of their 2-D views is modeled by a neural architecture, called
VIEWNET, that uses View Information Encoded With NETworks. VIEWNET processes 2-D views of
3-D objects using the CORT-X 2 filter, which discounts the illuminant, regularizes and completes figural
boundaries, and removes noise from the images. A log-polar transform is taken with respect to the centroid
of the resulting figure and then re-centered to achieve 2-D scale and rotation invariance. The invariant
images are coarse coded to further reduce noise, reduce foreshortening effects, and increase generalization.
These compressed codes are input into a supervised learning system based on the fuzzy ARTMAP algorithm. Evidence from sequences of 2-D views is accumulated to improve object recognition. Recognition is
studied with noisy and clean images using slow and fast learning. VIEWNET is demonstrated on an MIT
Lincoln Laboratory database of 2-D views of jet aircraft with and without additive noise. A recognition
rate of 90% is achieved with one 2-D view category and of 98.5% correct with three 2-D view categories.

1

Introduction

Much research on 3-D visual object recognition relies on appearance based approaches. Appearance based
approaches use input imagery to copstruct 3-D object models. Koenderink and van Doorn (1979) created
Aspect Graphs consisting of 2-D views of a 3-D object along the nodes of the graph, with legal view
transitions indicated by the arcs among nodes. For Koenderink and van Doorn, 2-D views and view
transitions are equally important for recognizing the object. Seibert and Waxinan (1990a,1990b,1991,1992)
have developed a neural network architecture that self-organizes aspect graph representaticns of 3-D objects
from 2-D view sequences. Images of rotating jets were binarized and points of high curvature and the object
centroid wcre found using a reaction-diffusion process. A log-polar transform around the object centroid
was used to remove 2-D rotation and scale variations. The result was coarse coded (compressed to 5x5
pixels from 128x128) using Gaussian filters. The coarse codes (25 data points) were fed into an ART
2 (Carpenter and Grossberg 1987b) network for clustering and categorization. These "categorical" 2-D
views were then fed into a series of cross-correlation matrices, or view graphs, one for each possible 3-D
object, so that views and view transitions could be learned by a 3-D object categorization layer. The 3D categorization layer incorporated "evidence accumulation" nodes which integrate activations that they
receive from learned connections to the correlation matrix. The node receiving maximai evidence in the
3-D layer is chosen as the network's recognition of the 3-D object being viewed.
Seibert and Waxman's approach of automatically generating aspect graphs directly from 2-D imagery
comes at a cost: Given N 2-D views and M objects, the architecture must have the potential to encode
on order of M x N' 2-D view transitions. Another potential problem is that an error in identifying a 2-D
view may introduce a spurious 2-D view transition. Finally, unless one presumes a 2-D view frame capture
rate fast enough to capture the highest speed movement that an object can make, view transitions may be
skipped inadvertently by fast object motion.
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As reported in Seibert and Waxman (1992), 75% of the 2-D jet images were ambiguous to some degree.
That is, 75% of the 2-D view categories formed by ART 2 gave evidence for more than one type of jet. Even
if several views are ambiguous, the transitions between them may unambiguously identify a particular 3-D
object. Thus, view transitions are critically important in the Seibert and Waxman architecture, which
may then incur the cost of needing up to M x N 2 view transitions.
This paper further develops the perspective that, although multiple views may facilitate recognition,
view transitions, as such, may not be needed to achieve high recognition accuracy from one or more views.
A neural network architecture, called VIEWNET, for View Information Encoded With NETworks is
proposed that can categorize individual views with high accuracy, in accord with the human experience
that many objects can be identified with a single view, except when they are observed from an unfamiliar
perspective or from a perspective that reduces the objects apparent dimension. Single view recognition
accuracy of up to 90% is achieved by this architecture on the Seibert and Waxman database.
As diagramed in Figure 1, the architecture consists of three parts: an image preprocessor, a supervised
self-organizing recognition network, and a network to accumulate evidence over multiple views. It is assumed that the figure to be recognized is separated from its background. Neural networks for figure-ground
separation that use computations consistent with those in the preprocessors are described in Grossberg
(1993) and Grossberg and Wyse (1992). The image figure is then processed by a feedforward network,
called the CORT-X 2 filter (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Mehanian, 1989; Grossberg and Wyse, 1991, 1992)
that suppresses image noise while it completes and regularizes a boundary segmentation of the figure.
The noise-suppressed boundary segmentation is made invariant under 2-D rotation, translation, and scale
invariance by a centering, log-polar, centering operation (Schwartz, 1977). The resulting spectra are coarse
coded to gain some insensitivity to 3-D deformation effects and to reduce memory requirements. This
coarse-coded, invariant spectrum of a noise-suppressed boundary segmentation defines the input vectors to
the self-organizing neural network classifier. Fuzzy ARTMAP (Carpenter, Grossberg, Markuzon, Reynolds
and Rosen, 1992) was used to categorize the output spectra. Fuzzy ARTMAP can use supervised learning
to rapidly fit the number, size, and shape of input categories to the statistical demands of the environment.
Each category codes a range of target views. Storage of several learned categories in working memory,
followed by a voting procedure, leads to high recognition rates on the test set. Whereas a single view
category leads to up to 90% recognition accuracy, voting with two view categories achieves up to 94%, and
of three views up to 98.5%.

2

Data

The image database used to test the architecture described below consists of multiple 2-D images images
of three jets 1. Video images were taken of 3 jet models: an F- 16, an F- 18, and an HK- 1. Each jet was
painted black and suspended by string against a light background to aid in segmentation. The camera
was mounted anywhere in an arc around the jets that started at 0.0 degrees above horizontal and went
in increments of 4.5 degrees to a maximum of 72.0 degrees above horizontal. For each camera angle, the
jets were spun and frames covering one full revolution (an average of 88 frames) were retained resulting in
1200 to 1400 images per object. The images themselves were 128x128 pixel gray scale. The images were
then thresholded and binarized into a SUN raster format to form the "raw" database. For our processing,
data was turned into a floating point format scaled between 0.0 and 1.0 and an additive noise process
was introduced. The noise consisted of a 128 x 128 pixel images with each pixel taken from a uniform
distribution between 0.0 and 1.0 scaled by a constant C > 0.0. These scaled, 128 x 128 noise images were
then added to the 128 x 128 jet images prior to preprocessing. Thus, both noise-free and noisy 2-D views
covering a half-sphere surrounding the 3-D object were collected, keeping their spatial relationships intact.
Even numbered rotation images from each camera angle were taken as the training set with the odd
numbered images forming the test set. The system was trained using random walks over the half-sphere
of training images. Testing was done using random walks over the half-sphere of test images so that the
paths taken and views seen were never the same between the training and test sets.
1

Special thanks to Michael Seibert, Alan Waxman and MIT Lincoln Laboratory for their assistance and use of their data.
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Figure 1: The image processing flow chart of the VIEWNET system from presenting a 2-D image in the
image database till the read Out of the predicted 3-D object.

3

Coarse coding

Coarse coding, or data reduction, reduces memory requirements as it helps to compensate for modest
inaccuracies of figural alignment, 3-D viewpoint specific foreshortening, and self-occlusions. On the other
hand, too much coarse coding can obscure critical input features and thereby harm recognition performance.
Our analysis shows how to balance these effects to maximize the benefits of coarse coding.
Coarse coding of the 2-D images used a spatial averaging method. Spatial averaging consists of convolving the original image I with a function 'I' and then sampling the resultant image with delta functions
spaced every T pixels: 6(z - uT, y I- kT). For
simplicity, inICenIeriD this is
I

If the Fourier transform of I is I, and that of

ql

is

'i, then

the Fourier transform of equation (1) is

where f4 - 2ir/T, and T is the sampling period in pixels. If aN is the highest frequency in the image, then
for the image to be uniquely determined by its samples, we must have by the Nyquist sampling theorem
that
27r
- > 2 QN.
(3)
Two simple spatial averaging functions 'I are: (1) uniform averaging of the input image so that all
pixels in a window of some width are summed and divided by the number of pixels in the window; (2)
Gaussian averaging of the input image so that a normalized, Gassian weighted sum of all pixels is taken
over a window of some width. Both approaches were investigated in this paper.
Method (1) has the problem that uniform averaging is a rectangular filter in the space domain and a
sinc function in the frequency domain which introduces high frequency aliasing ("ringing") in the resultant
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Figure 2: Preprocessing summary. (a) Output of CORT-X 2 preprocessing. (b) Centered log-polar image.
(c) Gaussian coarse coding pattern. (d-f) Coarse coding reduction from 128 x 128 pixels down to 16 x 16,
8 x 8, and 4 x 4 pixels.
image. The Gassian function of method (2) is a "smoother" low pass filter and so does not suffer from
this problem. A Gaussian is also an eigenfunction of a Fourier transform, which simplifies calculation.
To best set the standard deviation (aof the Gaussians, we define two standard deviations away from
the Gaussian midpoint to be essentially zero. The cutoff frequency of such a low pass filter is then r/2u,
which by equation (3) yields at equality:
T

,r

=

-.

(4)

Thus, the zero point of each Gassian just touches the center of the next Gaussian. Figure 2 summarizes
the preprocessing: 2(a) shows the output of CORT-X 2, 2(b) the centered log polar transform of (a), 2(c)
depicts Gaussian coarse coding according to equation (4), and 2(d-f) show coarse coding down to 16 x 16,
8 x 8, and 4 x 4 pixels.
aI

4

I

I

APR%

Learning and recognition using Fuzzy ARTMAP

A simplified version of the Fuzzy ARTMAP network discussed in Carpenter et al. (1992) is used here
consisting of a Fuzzy ART module (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Rosen 1991) ARTa and a field of output
nodes Fb linked together by an associative memory Fab that is called the Map Field. Fuzzy ARTMAP
was modified to allow for on-line slow learning from ARTa F to the Map Field nodes. A maximal ARTa

vigilance level, ,rn is introduced such that an error at the Map Field triggers match tracking only if match
tracking leads to a vigilance Pa _<Pmax. If Pa > fimax, learning takes place instead of memory search. By
setting the Map Field learning rate f b, baseline (p) and maximal (Prnaz) vigilance levels appropriately,
weights from F 'nodes to the Map Field approximate the conditional probability of the true class given the
selected F category. A related approach to slow probability learning is described in Carpenter, Grossberg,
and Reynolds (1993).
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CORT-X 2
Data
Coarse code using spatial avg / Gaussian avg
filter set
presentation
4:4
1 88
16:16
Small
Ordered
81.0/83.1 84.4/86.4
86.7/90.5
Small
Unordered
80.3/83.9 84.9/86.5
86.8/89.3
Large
Ordered
76.8/78.7 79.0/81.6
79.1/80.1
Large
Unordered
77.4/79.7 80.5/81.5
77.1/80.5
Table 1: Recognition results on a noise free database (C = 0). In the table, "Large" refers to the run with
the larger set of CORT-X 2 oriented filters, "Small" refers to the run with the smaller set of filters. Views
were presented either in natural order or in random order. Data was coarse coded from 128x128 down to
4x4, 8x8, or 16x16 using simple spatial averaging or Gaussian averaging. Recognition scores refer to the
percent of 2-D views correctly associated with a 3-D object.
% noise surviving CORT-X 2 filtering and Coarse Coding:

f
16x16
8x8
4x4
16x16
8x8
4x4

Large C O R T

X

2 filters (16W8,'

05 )

Small

CO R T X

2 filters (

6x )

1

After Gaussian coarse coding from 128x128 down to:
0.33
0.34
0.23
0.29
0.19
0.26
After spatial average coarse coding from 128:128 down to:
0.40
0.40
0.28
0.30
0.21
0.28

Table 2: Percent of additive white noise surviving processing by CORT-X 2 and coarse coding.

5

Simulation results

A computer simulation on the jet airplane database was done using the CORT-X 2 filter with a larger and
a smaller pair of oriented filters in order to compare recognition results at different scales. Coarse coding
was done with both simple spatial averaging and Gaussian averaging, reducing the image down to 16 x 16,
8 x 8, and 4 x 4 pixels from an original size of 128 x 128.
The data were presented to the network in two different ways: (1) 2-D views were presented in the
"natural" order in which they would appear if viewing the actual object in motion; (2) 2-D views were presented in random order. This was done to test whether presenting views in natural order helps recognition
scores. Training in natural order consisted of 160 runs of from 1 to 50 views over each object. Training in
random order consisted of a series of 40 runs of 100 training set views over each object. Recognition scores
are taken as an average of fifteen separate training-testing cycles.
5.1 Fast learning without noise
No clear advantage results from ordered presentation as compared to unordered presentation using noisefree data (C = 0) and fast learning, as shown by the results in Table 1. It can be seen that the smaller
CORT-X 2 filter set resulted in better recognition performance overall and did better given more detail
(less coarse coding).
5.2 Fast learning simulation with noise
The system was next tested with noisy data using additive white noise scaled by C = 1.0. Table 2 shows
what percent of the additive noise survives processing by CORT-X 2 alone, and by CORT-X 2 and coarse
coding together. The percent noise surviving these transformations was measured by the following formula:
max [*(I + N) -*(I)
V(,-)
mx1
C 21C J100,
X.
(5)
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Data

CORT-X 2

filter set

presentation

Small
Small
Large
Large

Ordered
Unordered
Ordered
Unordered

Coarse code using spatial avg / Gaussian avg

1

4X4

80.1/83.3
79.4/83.2
76.6/79.4
76.0/79.7

8--8

tazIt6

84.5/85.9
83.9/86.4
79.3/80.8
78.4/80.7

84.2/89.1
84.3/88.0
75.8/79.3
75.5/79.0

Table 3: Recognition results on noisy data (C = 1) with fast learning (13,b = 1.0). These results differ little
from the noise-free results in Table 1 (no noise condition) with the exception of some consistent reduction
in scores for the 16x16 coarse coding.
CORT-X 2
filter set
Small
Small
Large
Large

Data
presentation
Ordered
Unordered
Ordered
Unordered

[172,
[191,
[168,
[183,

Coarse code using spatialavg / Gaussian avg
1
16z16
8Z8
4z4
184]/[165, 169] [77, 73]/[70, 73] [34, 33][33,
198]/[175, 179] [76, 77]/[73, 76] [34, 35]/[35,
1791/[160, 1621 [71, 68]/[67, 71] [31,33 ]/[30,
192]/[169, 174] [73, 75]/[69, 721] [32, 32]/[33,

35]
36]
31]
32]

Table 4: Average number of ART categories formed during training for the simulations of Table I (no
noise) and Table 3 (noise). The format in the table is as follows: [spatial avg.]/[Gaussian avg.] = [No
noise, Noise]/[No noise, Noise].
where I is the image, N is the noise image, * is the CORT-X 2 filter, C > 0 is the noise scaling parameter
and (x,y) is the pixel index in the images. Table 2 represents the average results from ten measurements
using equation (5). With such noise reduction, the recognition results shown in Table 3 were similar to
those for the noise-free case in Table 1, except for some falling off of recognition scores at the lowest level
of coarse coding (the 16 x 16 case).
Table 4 shows the number of nodes created by the network after training for the no noise (left entry)
and noise (right entry) results reported above. Noise causes a small increase in the number of categories
formed on average as the network attempts to correct a greater number of noise-induced errors during
supervised training.
5.3 Slow learning simulation with noise
For the next set of computer simulations, the network was run on the noisy data using slow learning to
the Map Field (Ab = 0.2). Fast learning was still used within the ART. module itself (0.n = 1.0). Note
that for , = 1.0, the results for slow learning and fast learning to the Map Field are equivalent. They
are equivalent because with Map Field vigilance set to Pab = 1.0, the slightest mismatch at the Map Field
will invoke match tracking and a new category will be created. To derive benefit from slow learning in the
case Pb, = 1.0, we set p,, = 0.95. Table 5 records the results using slow learning in large amplitude noise
(C = 1). Where noise levels after preprocessing were very small, the results were approximately the same
as in the fast learning case shown in Table 3. Slow learning begins to help when the noise level increases,
as with the 16 x 16 coarse coding. Table 6 records the average number of categories formed for the noisy
data case using fast learning and slow learning. Slow learning with #,,,, = 0.95, caused approximately
10% fewer categories to be formed than with , = 1.0, since noise-induced errors do not always cause
the formation of a new category in the former case.

6

Voting versus view transitions

For the jet data set as processed by VIEWNET, it was found that the average overall length of an error
sequence was 1.31 2-D views with a standard deviation of 0.57 views. Thus, when an error occurs, collecting
evidence from (or voting over) two more views will usually be sufficient to correct the error. This can be
done in VIEWNET by adding an integration field (Fin,) between the Map Field (Fab) and the winnertake-all field (FutA). The equation for the integrator field is stepped once each time ART chooses a
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CORT-X 2
filter set
Small
Small
Large
Large

Data
presentation
Ordered
Unordered
Ordered
Unordered

Coarse code using spatialavg / Gaussian avg
4z4
1 8X8
1616
84.7/89.9
79.9/83.1 84.0/85.6
84.9/89.1
78.8/83.3 83.2/85.7
76.3/78.2 78.5/81.5
77.0/78.8
77.4/80.2 79.6/80.41
75.8/79.2

Table 5: Recognition results on noisy data (C = 1) with slow learning to the Map Field (#,,b = 0.2,
A,,= = 0.95). Due to the low levels of noise surviving preprocessing, the recognition results here are
not substantially different than those found using fast learning in noise in Table 3 except where noise
was highest as in the 16x16 coarse coding. As noise increases, slow learning becomes more important for
maintaining good recognition scores.
CORT-X 2p
DataI
filter set
presentation
Small
Ordered
Small
Unordered
Large
Ordered
Large
Unordered

(184,
(198,
[179,
[192,

Coarse code ing spatial avg / Gausian avg
4 4
u
8c8
/6Gs
6
165]/[169, 150 [73, 67]/[73, 66] [33, 30]/[35,
180]/[179, 163] (77, 69]/[76, 70] [35, 32]/[36,
160]/[162, 147] [68, 61]/[71, 66] [33 , 30]/[31,
175]/[174, 160] [75, 6 9 1/[7 2 , 671 [32, 30]/[32,

32]
33]
29]
30)

Table 6: Average number of nodes formed during training for the simulations of Tables 3 (noise with fast
learning) and 5 (noise with slow learning). The format in the table is as follows: [spatial avg.]/[Gaussian
avg.] = [fast learning, slow learning]/[fast learning, slow learning]. It can be seen that slow learning
reduced the number of nodes formed by approximately 10%.
category:
n~k'b + (1 -

°

d,
(6)
where
is an integrator node for the kt object, Ong is the integration rate each time the equation is
stepped, and xZb is the 4t Map Field category. The maximal integration node is chosen by the winnertake-all field (Fwta) as the network's identification of the 3-D object.
Figure 3 shows the average recognition scores for voting with /int = 0.2 over one, two, and three views
under CORT-X 2 preprocessing with large and small scale filter sets and Gaussian coarse coding to 4 x 4,
8 x 8 and 16 x 16 pixels. Voting over 3 frames improves recognition results by an average of ten percent
with the best results being 98.5% correct for small scale filtered 16 x 16 Gaussian coarse coded data.
=

ntk

zint

6.1 Do view transitions lead to better recognition?
The advantage of voting over using 2-D view transitions is that given N 2-D views, the O(N 2 ) cost
for learning view transitions is avoided. To compare how well voting over view sequences does to using
view transitions, the architecture described in Bradski, Carpenter, and Grossberg (1991) (Section 1) that
incorporates 2-D views and 2-D view transitions for recognition was simulated.
In Figure 3, the black circles and squares represent the recognition scores using view transitions for
preprocessing with the large and small scale CORT-X 2 filters respectively. Recognition scores from view
transitions and from evidence accumulation are similar. Since evidence accumulation does not require the
O(N 2 ) nodes needed for learning 2-D view transitions, evidence accumulation over view transitions seems
preferable for this application.

7

Discussion

Using the smaller set of CORT-X 2 filters, a 3-D object recognition rate of approximately 90% may be
achieved from single 2-D views alone without recourse to more elaborate methods of generating aspect
graph models of the 3-D objects. When evidence integration or voting over a sequence of views is added,
recognition rates reach 98.5% within three views. Voting over two views did as well as using view transitions
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Recognition results with voting
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Figure 3: Recognition results for voting with an integration rate of li,t = 0.2. The graphs show the
recognition results after gathering evidence over one, two and three 2-D views for data preprocessed using
large (solid line) and small (dotted line) scale CORT-X 2 filters. Results from both Gaussian and spatial
averaging coarse coding are shown where the images were reduced from 128 x 128 down to 4 x 4, 8 x 8 and
16 x 16 pixels. The circles and squares represent recognition scores resulting from using view transitions
discussed in Section 6.1.
on this database, but without the drawback of needing to learn O(N 2) view transitions given N, 2-D views.
In addition, it was shown that the above recognition rates can be maintained even in high noise conditions
using the preprocessing methods described here.
These high recognition rates were achieved by using a different preprocessor and supervised learning to
create more optimal category boundaries than in the Seibert and Waxman studies. As reported in Seibert
and Waxman (1992), their unsupervised clustering of coarse coded maximal curvature data created general
categories that unambiguously selected for the correct 3-D object only 25% of the time. In so doing, their
network created 41 categories during training. In order to overcome the ambiguity of their ,eneral ART 2
categories, Seibert and Waxman used 2-D view category transitions to help identify the 3-D objects. Even
if two 3-D objects shared the 2-D view categories of ART 2, they might not share the particular 2-D view
category transitions that could then be used to distinguish one object from the other at the cost of needing
to represent O(N 2 ) transitions. Seibert and Waxman's network must then be able to represent possible
cross-correlations between every categorical 2-D view in its view transition matrices, one for each object,
even if no correlations are eventually found between some of the categories. Thus, their algorithm needed
to represent the possible correlations between each of the 41 2-D view categories that were generated. The
total number of correlations were then (412- 41)/2 = 820, since transitions and their reverse are equivalent
and there are no self-transitions. This is done for each object for a total representation of 820 x 3 = 2460
possible correlations. In actual practice, the view transition matrices were sparse. For example, 70 view
transitions were actually learned during training for the F-16. In contrast, Tables 1 and 4 show that
VIEWNET obtained its best recognition results over all three jets using a total of 33 2-D view categories
without any representation of view transitions.
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USING THE BINARY DIAMOND NEURAL NETWORK
IN THE CLASSIFICATION OF SATELLITE IMAGES
by Yehuda Salu
Based on: Classification of Multispectral Image Data by the Binary Diamond
Neural Network and by Nonparametric, Pixel-by-Pixel Methods. By Yehuda Salu
and James Tilton. IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, Vol 31,
pp 606-617, 1993.
Abstract
Artificial neural networks are widely used in classification tasks, in which an item
has to be assigned to one of a given set of classes, based on the features that the
item possesses. Presented here is a new neural network, the Binary Diamond, which
is especially suited to perform classifications. The network learns the classification
rules in an unsupervised way from a provided training set. Each example in the
training set consists of an item, its features, and its class. An example has to be
provided just once for the network to correctly learn the implicit classification
information that it contains. The network is of the multi-layer, feed-forward kind,
and it classifies new items in a straight-forward, non-iterative process. The network
has been tested in classification of 90,000 land pixels, based on their reflection
spectra, that had been recorded by a satellite. The network performed well when
compared to backpropagation neural net, and to a nearest neighbor algorithm.
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ANALYSIS OF LONG-TERM BEHAVIORAL DYNAMICS
OF AN UNSUPERVISED PATTERN CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
RI Athinarayanan and M. R. Sayeh

Department of Electrical Engineering
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901-6603

ABSTRACT
In this paper we analyze the LYAM system, an unsupervised classifier whose dynamics describe
the competitive interaction of pattern classes. We will investigate its limiting behaviour defined for all
t > 0, in which cast its highly nonlinear classifier dynamics can effectively be replaced by that of a
much simpler one. The study of this simpler analogue dynamics, allowed us to identify the 2
equilibrium states of the system, which would otherwise be quite impossible.

Introduction
In the study of nonlinear dynamical systems, we hope that all trajectories converge to an
equilibrium point or asymptotically approach a closed orbit. Hence the most obvious question is what iz
the long-term behaviour of its trajectories. An effective analysis is to study its 03 -limit set (o ( ); the set
of points which are limits of sequences

(tk ) where

tk

-4

-. The (0 -limit set can consist of

equilibrium points, equilibrium points and orbits joining them, or periodic orbits. In this work however,
we are not interested in studying the limiting behaviour of the individual trajectories, but to globally
characterize the LYAM[I] dynamics for large values of time t.
The classifier state dynamics in [1] is derived from the minimization of an energy function
represented as

f

j=f

i=1 joi

The overall network dynamics is summarized as

dz- = Cjxj[z (l - zil
dt
dw
dt__1 ,

=

C3x-z (l

-

x)(u-

wij)

dt
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m ml

(jx

dul
dt

IN i

j

j.1

where
Cj = Y- zjxj - 1U + P)IZkXk,

and xj = fr1

-

Dij

f(a) = (1 +e-)

=

Zjxj(I - Xj)Wj

-

U1 )

is the lo-gigi orsigoidfunction, and.

is

the Euclidean norm.
In the forthcoming section we provide a detailed study of the long-run behaviour of the LYAM
dynamics, from which we extract information pertaining to identiflying its limiting characteristics. As a
consequence of this result, in Section 2 we study a much simpler analogue of the actual dynamics that will
allow us to trivially identify the critical states which is otherwise rendered as being quite impossible.
1. Initing Analysis of the LYAM Dynamics
In this analysis we devote considerable interest to the description of the equilibrium states on the
L-energy surface. We focus attention on the quantity (t) = x(t)z(t), due to the nature of signals
afficting the L-energy surface. We will then show that the dynamics of the signal (t) to be the single
most important information pertaining to the construction of the L-energy surface which can be
represented by

ju

.ti

joti

It is however quite impossible to explicitly extract the state-space dynamics of the signal

(t) from the

LYAM dynamics. Nevertheless characterization of the dynamics can be realized by (t) = z (t)
x(t) z(t) where x = f(,

49. The activation of the various memory clusters,

the set of equations

=

dYdt(u -W3 )2

-

S(Y
where j

1, 2, ..

- ,j - (l + P)7,
k2j

,m andq (t) > O, A (C, > O, Vct 2t.
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+

W(t),
are governed by

The convergence or the divergence of the cluster centers Wj, upon arrival of an input information

U can be represented by
H

- wj

= -aj (t(

(1)

- wj) + I ak (t)U - Wk)
k..j

Aft) > 0 VC > 0.

Then by the continuity of U and W, we represent the solution in the integral form as

C

C'

dq

Y ak ()(U - Wk)(T)d
k j

0

From the above equation, it isevident that for aj(t) < 0, limIu
t

However ifwe now define Aj

=

A (t)[

M

+ fe

(u - wj)

(u - wj)(t) = e

- aq

t

-fa(q)dq

j

(1 +

-

-

w

=

.

.-*-)

)1

the dynamics of thejth.cluster center

k,

k

j

can now be represented by

( >

j

-

-

2)

+

14u-

(2)

Wk)

k#j

Taking the absolute value of the quantity (u - w_ ), the solution can be written as

U

- Wj

!9

f

dq
T (~~Iq)

uj w~qj-

U - Wj 1)+

0

fe

I

0

Ik, J

t

-~(
f ij

H

The quantity

IPI

< -.

a Uu-

(TX()(U

Ke

Rewriting the equation we obtain

-jpdq

Iu- wj 1 5Ke°

t

jpdq

u- w,jI+jKe
0
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B&t

dT

t

spd.

Wk)< B, andalsolet e

- Wk)(1)

j=12

for some K > 0 and

It is then obvious that forany p > 0, limlu - wj

0.

t-4-

From the above analysis we can conclude that for any cluster centerj, 1 im a (u -w)

=

0,

C -4-

H

hence 1 im I ak

(U -

=

Wk)

0. Based on these results we now consider two separate cases.

t--k-1

CaseI Multiplying both sides of equation (1) by the quantity (u - wj), and taking the limits as
t

-)

For

-,we obtain
)22
lim d (u - w2=

lim aj(t)(u

t-*- drt

t--t,

a 3 (t)

<

0

[ y-

3

-(1+
0

P)

k
k j

-

wj) 2 + lir

<

O, limlu -

k (U - Wk)(U -

wjI

wj)

Since the second limit on

.

t-

I

the R.H.S of the above equation approaches zero, hence 1 im -I- (u - wj)2
t-4 dt

0.

>

Case2 Performing the similar operation as in case I for equation (2), we obtain
d

lim-

2)2M

(u - wj)

w3 )2

! -limI(t)(u-

t--*

+

wk)(u - wj)

u-

dd

limits on the R-H.S. approaches zero, we can conclude that 1 irl

(U -- wj)2

< O.

dt
Hence from the equation that governs the dynamics of the memory clusters, we conclude that

lim sgn[dCt(U - wj)

]

lim sgn Y -

t --

t --

-(1

+ P)I

k

I

for both the cases considered above.

2. The Anuogue of LYAM dynamics
From the preceeding aimlysis, the limiting behaviour of the LYAM system characteristics can
essentially be modelled after it-]
dt

( -VjL)

j, i.e.
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-

=j

dt

;

M,2
k~j

..... M

HI

()

X

=

#jMrepresents a linear combination of activation signals of the M pattern clusters. We now

j.1

seek to find the equilibrium states of the above Mth. order system. By inspection these are solution to the
set of equations

S+

F

+

k

0j,

i

= 1,[2.....

k~j

where jj represents the equilibrium states. We first assume the case when
For each such equation above we distinguish cases 0,

) 0 and 0,

=

{t)

k (t), k *

j.

0. If 0j ) 0for somej, it

follows that

-+
F(0)

+

Based upon the assumption made above, the expression for F (4)) can hold for at most one indexj since
otherwise F (40) would supposedly have two different values. Therefore when 4j (t)
k *

*

Ok

(t),

j, at most one cluster can have nonzero cluster activation in an equilibrium state. Suppose that

0j is the single positive equilibrium component, its value can be found from the above equations to yield
Oj

,

k =

0,

k * j

In view of the above assumption, it is interesting to note that the L-energy surface has at most
M+I equilibrium states; i.e. the zero state

= [0, 0..... 0], and the M equilibria corresponding to a

single positive cluster activation,

i.e. i

If we now consider the possible case when any two cluster centers having the same activations,
) = j (t) > 0, (t), k * i, j and R = 2, then the equilibrium states can be realized as
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*4

0.M

i.e. there exists

M

(M - 2)! 2
_

(M - R) R !

"fp
M0.M-0,pJJ

000

equilibrium states. More generally for any R < M, we have

critical points for the system. Thus for an Mth. order system,
there are precisely

MI

I + I.=-(M - M)! M

= 2

M

equilibrium states.

Conclusion
In this work we characterized the long term behaviour of the LYAM by a much simpler analogue
of the actual dynamics, which led us to the identification of its 2" equilibrium states. It however remains
to be seen the limits behaviour of the individual trajectories

Q

(tk ) where

tk

-4 -o,

which requires

extensive study of the (0-limit set of the LYAM dynamics.
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Redundancy Reduction by Unsupervised Boltzmann Machines
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Abstract
Unsupervised features extraction through a stochastic neural network can be
defined as maximization of the transmitted information from the input layer to
the output by simultaneously minimization of the redundancy between the elements of the output layer. The minimization of the redundancy can be achieved
by minimization of the mutual information between the units in the output layer.
With this two constraints we define a novelty learning algorithm for Boltzmann
Machines. Simulation demonstrates the performance of this method.

1.0 Introduction
One of the brains's most important task is to detect "statistical coincidences" in any combination of sensory stimuli. Barlow (1989) related this problem with unsupervised learning
by redundancy reduction. The aim of unsupervised learning is to find a set of features (symbols) to represent the messages such that the occurrence of each feature is independent of
the occurrence of any of the others. This kind of learning is called factorial learning. Parallel, Linsker (1988) applied a well known concept from the information theory. He has proposed an optimization principle, called infomax, according to which synaptic weights
develop in such a way that the mutual information between input and output layers of a cortical network is maximized under constrained boundary conditions. It has been proved that
statistically salient input features can be optimally extracted from a noisy input by maximizing the mutual information. The aim of the present work is to define for the Boltzmann
Machine (Ackley et al, 1985) an unsupervised learning paradigm based on the maximization of the mutual information between input and output layer by simultaneously factorization of the extracted features, i.e. redundancy minimization. In this way we extend the
infomax principle for probabilistic non-linear neurons and for recurrent networks. The
learning algorithm yields an interesting weighted combination of Hebbian and anti-Hebbian rule. The weighted coefficients can be interpreted by the infomax principle and the
redundancy reduction principle (Barlow, 1989).

2.0 Theoretical Formulation
A Boltzmann Machine can be defined as a neural network composed by stochastic binary
units Si,taking output value Si = 1 with probability p and value S, = -I with probability 1 - p. The probability p is given by,
p

1
=

(-2rlwijsj)

l+e
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(2.1)

Equation 2.1 defines the Glauber dynamic for a system of Ising spins. The parameter 'rin
equation 2.1 is related with the inverse of the temperature. If the connections wj between
the neurons are symmetric, than an energy function can be defined and the BoltzmannGibbs distribution from the statistical mechanics gives the probability of finding the system
in a determined state { S} . Let us label the states of the input units by y, of the output units
by oL. We ignore the hidden neurons in order to do the presentation more clear (The extension of the formalism for hidden units is straightforward). Then the Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution of the states of the output neurons states for a fixed input pattern y can be written as,
P

(2.2)

=/

where Z? is the partition function and /P;'/the energy function,

Hyw~j

(23)

.s _Y

In order to implement factorial learning the information contained in the input distribution
should be completely transmitted to the outputs layer and the probability distribution of the
output neurons should be statistically decorrelated. The first fact is assured by maximizing
the transfer of information from the input neurons to the output neuron. That means that a
message y coded in the input layer should be transmitted through the stochastic neurons so
that the code given by the averaged thermal value of the output neurons contains the most
information included in the original message y. A measure of the transmitted information is
given by the "Mutual Infornmation" (Shannon, 1948) that in our case can be written as,

PyP Po/log (Pea/7) - 1PYIPaotylog (XPYPUY)

MIV =
7

a

a

(2.4)

"I

where P. is the probability distribution of the input patterns and Pot/ is the probability distribution of the possible configurations of the output neurons given that pattern y is presented at the input (Conditional probability).
The second fact is the constraint that the output code should be factorial. A factorial code
implies that the occurrence of each symbol (output) is independent of the occurrence of any
of the others. This statistical independence between the output units can be expressed as,
Pa = H (aP+ (I- a

I- Pj))

(2.5)

J

which is equivalent to (Atick and Redlich, 1992),
MIH =

H(j) -H((x) = 0
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(26)

where a. is the state of the output unit "j"in the output configuration a. Equation 2.5 express
the condlition of factorial code by setting the "Horizontal Mutual Information" (MIH) equal to
zero. The MIH is defined as the difference between the sum of the entropy of each output "j"
) and the entropy of the joint output states H (a) . This two entropies are defined as,
(H (j)
H (j) = PjlogPj + (I - P) log (I- Pj)

(2.7)

H (c) = YPalogP'

(2.8)

This means that a factorial code (eq. 2.5) is obtained by minimizing the horizontal mutual
information, which is a measure of the grade of correlation between the outputs.The unsupervised learning that we introduce in this paper for a stochastic network described by equation
2.2 consists in maximizing MIV and minimizing MIH. The cost function that we choose is,
(2.9)

C = (H (Y)- MIV)+ MIH

If we minimize this cost function then we maximize the MIV and minimize the MIH, due to
the fact that both mutual information are always positive and the maximum value of MIV is
the input entropy H (y) . In order to minimize C we perform gradient ascendent corrections on
the weights. This yields following iearning rule,
c
!
wiew =
V

ld

-

(2.10)

wiJ

where Tiis a learning constant.
The derivative in eq. 2.10 can be calculated after some algebra,

=

f log

'"'+,(

(I -

loga.)

(2.12)

where the symbol (x) denotes the average value of x. The interpretation of the obtained unsupervised learning rule is interesting. A Hebbian term is given by the S1/IYSu../in equation 2.12
and is the actual correlation between the neurons in the state o given that 'J is presented at the
input. The second term -(SS,), is an anti-Hebbian term given by the averaged correlation
between the neurons. These terms are the weighted sum over all possible states, where the
weighting factor is the difference between the information transmitted from input to output and
the redundancy in the output layer.
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3.0 Results and Simulations
We have applied the herein introduced learning paradigm to two problems: a) A simple
Boolean recoding and b)The real world problem of eliminating redundancy in the
ASCII-code (Barlow et al, 1989).

h
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,atterns: 0 0 1; 0 1 1; 11 0 and 111 with probabilities
In the first example we used.
0.2, 0.3, 0.3, 0.2 respectively as input for a Boltzmann Machine with 3 inputs and 3 outputs (without hidden units). The initial bit entropy is 2.85 (see eq.1 of Barlow et al
(1989)) and the entropy of the patterns distribution is 1.97. Figure 1 shows the evolution
of the vertical mutual information a nd horizontal mutual information when only the
MIV is maximized. All the information is transmitted (MIV=1.97) but the code associated at the output is still redundant, then the bit entropy of the output is 2.60. When
MIH is also minimized (eq.2.9 and 2.12), i.e. we reduce redundancy, a factorial code is
found at the output. The bit entropy of the output is 1.97 correspond to the minimum of
MIH. In this case MII=0 (corresponding to the absolute suppression of redundancy)
the bit entropy of the output have to be equal to the pattern entropy of the input, which
is the minimum possible. Figure 2 shows the evolution of MIV and MIH for this case.
In the second example taken from (Barlow et al, 1989) we generated with our algorithm
a minimum redundancy code for the ASCII-code for the english language. The initial
bit entropy (ASCII) is 5.5 (redundancy=25%, see Barlow et al (1989) for a definition of
%-redundancy) and the entropy of the characters is 4.34. At the end of training with the
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present model we generated at the output a binary code with reduced bit entropy that
approximates a factorial code, i.e. eliminates the high redundancy contained in the ASCII-

code.

M &Red
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Abstract
A fault tolerant technique of feed-forward neural networks called weight shifting and its analytical models are proposed. The technique is applied to recover a self-organized network when some faulty
links and/or neurons occur during the operation. If some input links of a specific neuron are detected
faulty, their weights will be shifted to healthy links of the same neuron. On the other hand, if a faulty neuron Is encountered, then we can treat It as a special case of faulty links by considering all the output links
of that neuron to be faulty. The aim of this technique Is to recover the network in a short time without any
retraining and hardware repair.

1. Introduction
The advancement in VLSI technology makes it possible to implement a neural network on a
VLSI chip. We assume that the weight of each link is computed during the training period by a software
program. After obtaining the weights, the computed network is implemented on a chip with the appropriate weight set for each link. There are two possible faults of a network worth considered: faulty links and
faulty neurons. The proposed models are applied to recover the faulty links and/or neurons while the
networks are in the operational period.
The weight shifting technique for the sum of products of input and weight vectors has been proposed in [7]. In this paper, we propose a new weight shifting technique which is applied to the networks
using the distance between input and weight vectors as their computing basis. There are some neural networks which their computation do not based on the sum of products. One good example is Kohonen's
self-organizing feature map network.
The problem of designing a fault tolerance network has been studied as reported in [1,2,4,5,6].
There are several techniques to repair the fault which are (1) readjusting the weight and the threshold
value based on the pre-specified sensitivity [2], (2) adding the weight function to the error function [4],
and (3) pruning the network while training the network [2]. All these techniques are impractical if the
network Is implemented by a chip where retraining can not be executed. Unlike these techniques, which
use redundancy and retraining, the weight of a faulty link is shifted to the other links. The shifting mechanism can be implemented as a small part of the network. The goal of our technique is to avoid retraining
when the network Is inaccessible such as when operated in the space. The weight adjustment must be
'The work is supoted in part by National Science Foundation under grant number NSF-ADP-04. and partially supported by The Development and Pomotion of Science and Technology Talents Project from Thailald.
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executed inside the network Itself not outside by any host computer.
The most prior step to the fault-tolerant process is to detect whether there is an error occurring.
The error that we consider In this paper Is when link wi changes to some other values different from the
original value obtained during training. The fault detection or self-testing techniques using coding techniques [31 can be employed for this matter.

2. Weight Shifting Concept
We would like to propose the weight shifting techniques for fault tolerance of networks which
apply the distance between weight vector and input vectors in order to compute the outputs. There are
two methods of weight shifting: single weight shifting and multiple weight shifting. The faults can be
faulty neurons and/or faulty links. For each input vector XP of the p14 pattern with the weight vector W, it
generates distance according to the equation:

d, _-4 (w

(1)

_ .

i-1

where dk Is distance between weight vectors from node k to all n input nodes of pattern ph. When some
weight wEj is changed to a new value w%,we need to compensate this change so that the value dk will not
be changed or be minimum changed. We will try to compensate the fault by transferring it to other healthy
links such that 1d4- dil for all pattern p's will be minimum.
For the single weight shifting of wk4 , the changed value will be added to the w1 where j is one of
the healthy links of neuron k. The multiple weight shifting of wkE is performed by breaking wki into a set
of (81,

82,..

,,.),where

jii

8j, = wb, and adding each 8j to other weights wV's where w1 are the healthy

links of neuron k.
There are three possible kinds of fault; faulty links, faulty neurons, and faulty links and neurons
in the network. Since there is a limit of space, we will explain only the derivation of equations for faulty
links, the equations of other two cases can be derived by the similar method.

Recovery of Faulty Links
Let k be a neuron with a faulty input link i and 8j be the partial weight that must be added to link
j to compensate the weight change of the link i. Also, let WE. be the new weight of link i when it is faulty,
let S, be the set of faulty input links of neuron k, and Sh be the set of healthy input links of neuron k. The
fault tolerance of the neuron k will occur if the output value of k is not changed after one or more links
are faulty. Thus, the condition that we must preserve, for any pattern p, is as follows:
(WA,-

xI.,)

1=1

2

((wk + 5,)- x..,,

=

+
Ies,

je$i

(w1 -

(2)

where IShl + ISI = n where n is the total number of input nodes. After shifting the weights 5j, the distance
d4 must remain consistent as before for a given pattern. Let EP be the error function for pattern p and be
defined as follows.
('

2P

wk

-

x,.,) 2 - Z ((w + 8j)- x,)
jeSa

(w

-

Iasi
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-

x, P)l

(3)

The total error for all patterns in set P is equal to
E=

YIj(wL _w-_2w,.+
2 '1.s,

.8j(w 4

2wxi,p)-_2

5 1 2f

-

-

jes

jesh

(4)

)

The value of 5j that gives minimum error E can be found by differentiating equation (4). Let Lp be equal
to Y (w2 - wi - 2wkxip + 2Wkxip). We can compute LP since the value of wi, w1 -, and xi,p are known.
i65s

Differentiating the error function with respect to 6, we have
iIjsh

(;L - 2 1:J~j

)2x'

- Z
jEp)

-

)

jPsh

2wV -28j)(5

E
Setting L

to zero, we have
2 Y, Lp(w4 - x j.) = - 2,

(28, w - 28, x,,p + 8h)(2xj,p - 2 wV - 28j)

Lp - Z

p

P

(6)

p las,

If we consider the single weight shifting technique, the value of 8j can be derived by setting 8k's to zero
where keS, and k * j. Therefore, the value of 8j is derived from
Lp(wi- xJ.p)=-8J ,Lp + L(28jwA-45jxj,.pwj

+ 25jx

+ 387wV- 3872Xj, + 5)

(7)

Since we know the value of wiv, x,,, and Lp, substitute them in the equation (7) to find the value of 8,.
The value of 8j is added to selected healthy link j to compensate the error that causes by the faulty link i.
In the case of multiple weight shifting, the value of each 8, can be computed by differentiating
the error function in equation (4) with respect to each 8j and solving the following equations.
LES

for all 1 < j : n, j * i, ieS1 .

The above equation can be solved by Gaussian elimination method easily. The number of equations and
the number of unknown are equal to n- [Stl. If there are no solution for the above equation, the single
weight shifting in equation (7) will be applied for recovering the faulty links. The condition that we must
preserve for recovery of faulty neurons is slightly different from equation (2), i.e.
ZWk - X,.)2 = I ((WIV + -6) - x,

)

(W j - Xi.)2

(9)

Furthermore, the condition of recovery of faulty links and neurons case is
-

i=1

=

((Wj - xjP) 2 + ]
josh

(w

Iesi

where S, is the set of faulty neurons connect to neuron k.
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-X.)

+

, (w,&es

X)2

(10)

3. Recovery Procedures
In this section, an implementation of these recovery concepts is discussed. The proposed recovery procedures are based on the following assumptions:
1. All weights are known after the training period.
2. All faulty situations occur during the operational period.
3. Retraining the network Is not permitted once the network is operating.
In this paper, we will consider only the fault tolerance design for faulty link situation. The other
two situations, (I) faulty neuron and (2) faulty link and neuron, can be achieved by applying the similar
algorithms. The values of each link weight, and bias weights are computed prior to the hardware implementation of the network. The compensatory value 8j are computed when an error occurs.
The recovery algorithm Is activated immediately after an error is detected. If the error occurs
because of some faulty links then apply the equations in Section 2 to compute 8,. We should consider the
multiple weight shifting scheme first. Compute the value of each 8j if there is a solution. If there is no
solution for multiple weight shifting scheme, then compute 8j of single weight shifting scheme. Then add
8j to the weights according to the techniques corresponding to each error type.

4. Experimental Results
Without loss of generality, we experimented our weight shifting theory only with the faulty link
situation to demonstrate the merit and the practicality of the theory. Kohonen's self-organizing feature
map network is applied in our experiments since its basic computing is based on the distance between
Input and weight vectors. The set of data is a set of points in 2-D space. So we can see pictures of positions of data easily and clearly.
During the training period, we have found that the order of data is very important for the learning
process. If the data is prepared in random order, the learning outputs are usually wrong. It means that the
order of training Is very significant for the right classification. This can be explained by each data has an
effect on the average weight of the class which it is assigned to. We should not feed the input vectors of
the same class close to each other to the network. Because the average weight of each class will be shifted
from the right positions.
We experiment with several sets of 2-D data. In this paper, we will show only two sets of them.
Figure 1 shows the structure and name of Kohonen's self-organizing feature map network using in the
experiments. Figure 2 shows the positions of training and testing data. Table 1 and 2 illustrates the tolerant ranges with and without weight shifting technique for data set 1, 2, respectively. For example, when
the link from output node (1,0) to input node 0 is faulty, the weight of the link will be shifted to link from
the same output node to input node 1. In Table 1, the link has original training weight equal to 2.475. With
weight shifting technique, this weight can be changed to the other value in the range (1.3, 7.7) and the
output still correct for all testing patterns. The tolerant range is only (1.6, 4.0) without weight shifting
technique. The tolerant range width of table I is wider than range of table 2 because locations of classes
in data set 1 are farther away from one another than those of classes in data set 2, as can be seen in Figure
2.
We do not need to perform the multiple weight shifting technique in the 2-D classification problem since there is only two weight links for each output node. When one link of an output node k is faulty,
we have to shift the weight to the other link of the output node k.
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The result shows that weight shifting technique usually expand the tolerant ranges of the Kohonen's self-organizing network. When the tolerant range from weight shifting technique is shorter, it usually expand the tolerance to the other way of the tolerance of the network without weight shifting technique. So this method is a useful technique for the fault tolerance concept of neural networks.

5. Conclusion
We have proposed a technique to recover faulty links and/or neurons. In addition, we have conducted experiments, and their results support the merit of this technique. The technique can be used in
real time operations. Although our experiment substantiates our concept and hypothesis, we can not
apply this technique to recover the faulty neurons in the top layer. To overcome this deficiency, one possible solution is to apply the triple modular redundancy (TMR) [3] design.
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Input
node
0

Output
node
(0.0)

Original
weight
-0.824

0

(0,1)

-4.126

0

(1.0)

2.475

0

(1,1)

-2.475

1

(0.0)

2.557

1

(0,1)

2.557

1

(1,0)

-4.263

1

(1.1)

0.851

With/without
weight shifting
w

wlo
w
w/o
w
w/o
w
wlo
w
w/o
w
w/o
w
w/o
w
w/o

Tolerant range
of weights
(-5.9.-0.1)
(-1.6,4.9)
(-6.9,-4.0)
(-4.3,-2.3)
(1.3.7.7)
(1.6.4.0)
(-2.6.- 1.0)
(-4.4.-2.4)
(2.1.5.0)
(0.6,3.0)
(-0.1.2.7)
(2.5.5.0)
(-5.1.-2.2)
(-7.2,-3.3)
(0.7.5.8)
(-5.0.1.0)

Range
width
5.8
6.5
2.9
2.0
6.4
2.4
1.6
2.0
2.9
2.4
2.8
2.5
2.9
3.9
5.1
6.0

Table 1. Illustrates the range of tolerant weights of data
set I.

Input
node
0

Output
node
(0.0)

Original
weight
0.101

With/without
weight shifting
w
w/o

0

(0,1)

-0.332

0

(.0)

0.245

w
w/o
w

0

(I,1)

-0.327

1

(0.0)

-0.412

1

(0.1)

-0.256

1

(1.0)

0.647

I

(1.I)

-0.023

wlo
w
w/o
w
w/o
w
w/o
w
w/o
w
w/o

Tolerant range
of weights
(-2.1.0.7)
(-0.2.1.5)
(-1.0,-0. 1)
(-0.7.-0.2)
(-0.6.2.1)
(0.2.1.8)
(-0.7.-0.I)
(-0.5,-0.1)
(-1.4,-0.)
(-2.0,0.1)
(-0.5.0.3)
(-0.8,0.0)
(0.2.1.2)
(-0.3.1.5)
(-0.9.0.2)
(-0.2,1.3)

Table 2. Illustrates the range of tolerant weights of data set 2.
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Range
width
2.8
1.7
0.9
0.5
2.7
1.6
0.6
0.4
1.3
2.1
0.8
0.8
1.0
1.8
1.1
1.5
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Generalized ART2 Algorithms
MagntU Snorrason, & Alper K Caglayan
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mss@cra.com

Abstrct -This paper introduces a class of Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) algorithms based on generalizations of
the ART2-A algorithm, collectively known as GEN-ART. While retaining the overall framework common to all ART
systems (bottom up compefive filtering combined with topdown template matching andresetmechanism), itis possible
to use other forms of interaction between input patterns and stored weights than the Euclidean inner product. Benefits
ofthisnew class of aigonithms include the use ofdifferent distance metrics (Ll,L2, max-nor etc.) to tailor e algoritim
to the Input domin, or to make the algorithm moe efficient on a given hardware platfom (for example by elimninating
multiplication frmn inner loops to speed up processing on digital CPUs). Another benefit is the ability to handle input
vectors with non-scalar elements through the use of customized distance metrics. Examples of related clustering
algorithms, such as Fuzzy-ART and GEC, which are not in the GEM-ART class are also discussed.

1.

Introduction

The concept of a feedforward layered network with weights attached to the inter-layer connections is at the very basis
of neural network computation. Thuis concept is grounded in neuronal signal transmission: the weights model synaptic
transmission and the convergence of multiple connections to a single node models the physical branching of dendritic
trees. By it self, this concept does not specify the type of interaction between inputs and weights. The.weightimput
interaction used in ART, and mosm other neural networks, is the Euclidean inner product. This involves a single scalar
multiplication at each connection followed by a single scalar addition at each node for each connection that leads to iL
Alternatively, for a single node with n connections fanning in to it, this can be thought of as one vector multiplication
of n dimensional vectors followed by one summation of n scalars. This choice of processing is biologically inspired
although it is clear that modelling synaptic transmission as multiplication and dendritic convergence as summation Isua
extreme simplification.
Our work examines the use of other methods for weight/iput interactons within the framework of ART neural
networks. The intent is not just to improve the model of synaptic transmission, as was done in ART3 (Carpenter and
Grossberg, 1990) and in (Carpenter, 1993), but rather to expand the domain of applicability for ART-style clustering by
generalizing the weight/iput interactions. We have chosen the algorithmic version of ART2, known as ART2-A
(Carpenter, Grossberg, and Rosen, 1991), as our starting point. fle result is a class of algorithms, coilectiv-:1y known
as GEN-ART, for "GENeralized Adaptive Resop v Theory".
A block diagram of ART2-A (figure 1) shows that computation is performed in four distinct blocks. To
summarize the algorithm, the main equations for each block are listed below (see Carpenter, Grossberg, and Rosen, 1991
for details of parameter ranges).
Noammm & T)uHasow:

I = N(F 0(N()))

(1)

N(x)=x /IxI,, where II- 1, represents the Euclidean norm

(2)

...
fXj
, X >O(3

FB(x) = [(Fg(x))

(Fo(x))i

otherwise
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Figure 1: Block diagramoftheAR72-A algorithm
Buar MrA=
(4)

T1 = rpx(T1)

Tj (zj~ :Yj = 1 ,where < o >, represents the Euclidean inner product

5

Where z, is a vector of initial weights with every element equal to m.The weights associated with cluster node

j wre represented by vector z,. The binary variable y, represents the status of nodej, "0"for uncommitted (no previously
coded inputs), and -I" for committed.

"Yes'if Tj< pand yj= 1,"Nd'oterwise(6
A reset cancels the present index of best match, J, and forces the new choice of Jto be an uncommitted node.
Only then (or if no reset occurred in the first plac) is Jrecorded as the index of the cluster which the given input belongs
to and the weights representing that duster are updated.
WOuzoi UPDATE:
e.

(N

- NQY) + (1 -

=1
yo-,
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(7)

In the next three sections of this paper we will show three levels of generalization to this algorithm:
1. Drop the Euclidean assumption: Choose an arbitraryinner product and use IHKUH
= (<x,x>j)' for norm.
2. Drop the inner product assumption: Choose an arbitrary norm and use d,(z,y) = Itx-yl, for distance metric.
3. Drop the normed vector space assumption: Choose an arbitrary distance metric and use no norm.

2.

Allowing Arbitrary Inner Products

The first level of generalization is to drop the requirement that the inner product in the "BEw Wm e"block beE clidean.
iis is done by allowing an arbitrary inner produc4 which is defined as follows:
Let X be a vector space (Real or Complex). Then inner product . is defined for x,y,z F X and ap e R as:

(ozx +pz, = a(x-z)X + Wz,
<x,.y>: XxX -+R such that (xx)) ? 0 V x e X

(9)

Every inner product can generate a vector norm as follows:

HKlt = (<XX>)Ma

(10)

Consequently, only equations (2) and (5) change in the ART2-A algorithm:
N(x) = xI I/
II

(11)

Ti =(I,A.)J.,y, 0

(12)

kO

=).yI

Examples of useful non-Euclidean inner products:
<x,y>). = E(xy), where x and y are random variables and E(,) is the expected value.

<J(X)g(X)>A2=

<xy>3 =

3.

ff"x)g(x)dx, wheref(x) and g(x) are functions defined on the interval [a]

fI xycp(t)dt,

where 4p(t) is a fixed weighting function, defined on the interval [0,1

Allowing Arbitrary Vector Norms

The second level of generalization is to drop the requirement that the distance between input vectors and weights in the
"Best Match" block be computed by taking an inner product. This can be accomplished by allowing an arbitraryvector
norm, rather than being limited by norms which are derived from inner products (as in the previous case). An arbitrary
vector norm is defined as follows:
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LetXbe a vector space (RcalorCompx

J Ix+yl
kxlU.,:X-Rsuchthat

). en

vector mm

is defined fory e Xanda e R a

5 H<l$+HyIO

IxlkO VxeX

(13)

NUXk=O 4* x=0
A distance metric can be derived from every vector norm as follows:

d (Xy) = ix - yllA

(14)

Again, equations (2) and (5) in the ART2-A algorithm are affected:

N(x) = x / Iil

(15)

d-,,z), yj = 0

(16)

Butnow equation (4) must also change. The closest weight vector is no longer represented by the largest T but
rather the smallest one:
Tj = minj PT)

(17)

Examples of useful norms include Li (Hamming), L2 (Euclidean), Li with i e 3, and max-norm.

4.

Allowing Arbitrary Distance Metrics

The third level of generalization is to allow an arbitrary distance metric in computing the distance between input vectors
and weights in the "BEsrMAres" block. This is more general then the previous level because a metric spae (i.e. a space
where a distance metric is defined) is not necessarily a normed vector space. An arbitrary distance metric is defined as
follows:
Let S be an arbitrary set. Then distance metric 8 is defined for x,y,z e S as:
(di(x,y) = d(y,x)

Jd~x,z)!g

d~xzy) + d~yz)
da(xy): SxS -4 R such that d1 x,y) k 0 V x,y S
dix,y) -- 0 c x = y

(18)

Equation (5) in the ART2-A algorithm changes as expected
W, yyj=0
Tim= /dda~lzj),
=I1

(19)

However, since it is not possible to derive a vector norm for an arbitrary distance metric, the ART2-A algorithm
must now be modified to work with out norms. In particular, the thresholding performed on the input is no longer
meaningful if the input elements are not normalized. Not thresholding the input is of course equivalent to setting 0 = 0,
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and hence a special case of the original ART2-A algorithm. By eliminating normalization and threaoldin,
processing has been removed from the "NoAmE

Am

all

Tusmsw" block, replacing equations (1), (2), and (3) with:

1=10

(20)

Alm, since inputs and weights are nolongerrequired to be real (or complex), vectors operation such as addition
and multiplication by a scalar are no longer defined. The weight update rule must therefore be limited to the ART2-A
"fast learning" case where p = 1.0, replacing the "Wmoirr UDxArs" equations (7 and 8) with:
(21)

v-", - I

Examples of useful distance metrics which do not induce vector norms come up in clustering patterns with
elements from multiple sources. In image processing for example, it is often useful to consider as a pattern the triad (x,
y, I(xy)) where x and y are coordinates and I(x,y) is the intensity at that coordinate. Given this form of input patterns,
a distance metric can be constructed which is insensitive to spatial noise (local shifts and rotations) in both x and y
directions. In fad, this operation can be performed by an arbitrarily complex convolution kernel, so long as the

requirements in equation (18) are met.
Since distance is a function of both input patterns and weight patterns, it also allows for context dependent
effects which can be learned as the network weights change. For example, the size of a convolution kernel could vary
with the size of the weights or even with the index of the weights, allowing attentional priming in asimil manner to
the dynamically changing receptive field sizes which have been recorded in primates (Desinmone, 1992). This is an
advantage of having a processing kernel built into the distance metric, rather than applied during preprocessing,

5.

GEN-ART Level 2 With Hamming Norm vs. Fuzzy-ART

Anoth reason to change the form of weight/input interaction in ART2-A is to make the algorithm more efficient on a
given hardware platform. For example, the conventional digital CPU performs the operation of addition many times
faster then multiplication. By switching from the Euclidean inner product to the Hamming norm induced distance metric,
all multiplications are replaced by additions and comparisons in the innermost loops of the "BEsr MATci" block (and
one square mot operation per vector is also eliminated). This can lead to significant performance speedup, especially for
high dimensional inputs.
Fuzzy-ART (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Rosen, 1991) also uses additions and comparisons rather then
multiplications in its innermost loops. The "BEsr MATaI' computation is based on the Hamming norm of thefuzzy set
theory conjunction of the input and the weight vectors rather then the Hamming norm of the vector difference as in
equation (14). Fuzzy-ART falls outside the class of algorithms defined by GEN-ART because fuzzy set theory
conjunction violates the last requirement fora distance metric in equation (18), however, it shows the same performance
improvement over ART2-A as does GEN-ART with Hamming norm and its clustering of inputs is qualitatively similar.
In addition to not using a distance metric, most implementations of Fuzzy-ART also differ from GEN-ART by
complement coding of inputs such that both the presence and absence of a feature is coded.

6.

GEN-ART Level 3 vs. Generalized Equality Clustering

Another algorithm which allows the use of an arbitramy distance metric is the Generalized Equality Clustering (GEC)
algorithm introduced in (Caglayan and Snorrason, 1993) andbasedon work by oczak Cagayan, andEckdhrdt, 1989).
The algorithm is summarized as follows:
LetX= (x,,x, ... , x,) denote the set of n patems fto be lustered and let (X, d) be a metric space with the

distance metric d. Generalized Equality Clustering constructs k clusters S,, S2, ...,Sksuch that S,,S2,.....S.... Sk is
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maimwithrespeto the property that foranyxandy inSjd(x,.y).ee, wherekis nopredeterminedL The GEC algarithm
cm be implemented as follows.
1)
select a distance metric d and a threshold e
2)
let the cluster indexJ =1
3)
select any clement xi from X
4)
let clusterSj - (xi)
5)
select any element y from X
6)
kt=Sju (y) ifd(yx) IeforlOxjin Sj
7)
repeat steps 5and 6unitil no new ek==m tadded
e
to Si
replace Xwith X-S 1
8)
9)
if X is the empty set then stop, else increnientj and return to step 3
As demonstrated in (CaglayananclSnorrason, 1993), this algorithmican produce very similar clustering resuts as AR72A. with significant improvement In speed when using the Hamming distance (for the same reasons as discussed in the

-rviusetin.

The GEC algorithm does not fit in the class of algorithms defined by GEN-ART for two reasos. Fist GEC
does not use weight vectors to determine duster membership, instead it requires every pair of elements in a cluster to
be within agiven distance from each other (see step 6in the algorithm). This requirement,implies the necessity for having
all iputs available at the same time, while GEM-ART class algorithms can opera with incremental iput presentation.
Second, there ban"BarMxAr"W optimizationusing either the min(-) or max*) functions, instead thefirst cluster which
fulfills the requirement in step 6 is chosen. Thi is an obvious advantage for speed but a disavantage for "accuracy" in
terms ofmninimizing total within-cluste mean-squared-erro. However, since all the algorithm discussed in this paper
give differentclustering resuts basedon the orderof input presentation, itis likely thatinmostapplications this differcem
in accuracy is insignificant.

7.

Summnary

Aclassofclusteinkgalgoritms, calledGEM-ART, has been developedby generalzng theART2-A algorihLmhefirs
two levels of generalization retain all aspects of ART2-A other then the form of weiglitimput interaction, which is
generalized to all inner products (level 1)or to all distance metrics which can be derived from vector norms (level 2).
The thirdlevel of generalization limits processing to the "faist learning" case with no thresholding or normalization of
inputs, but generalizes weight/input interactions to include all distance metrics. Further work is currently being done in
developing specific algorithms in GEN-ART and in studying issues of stability.
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Abstract
The connection between adaptive resonance theory (ART) and image morphology is
explored. We show how ART can be used to generate morphological kernels for the hit-or-miss
transform and thus permit detection of classes or clusters of objects.

1

Introduction

Mathematical morphology is a technique that can be used to describe and manipulate images
and signals [1] [2]. Since it has its basis in set theory and is inherently nonlinear, it differs
significantly from linear systems theory as a formalism, but permits treatment of images and
signals in regimes where conventional methods find it difficult (e.g. in the presence of impulse or
multiplicative noise). Mathematical morphology has also found application in many industrial
machine vision systems since it is well suited to shape and size inspection and is amenable,
through specialized hardware, to rapid electronic implementation. It is also interesting to note
that mathematical morphology had as part of its background an attempt to mathematically
quantify the ideas of the gestalt psychologists [1].
Although a great deal of work has been done on image morphology since its inception
as a discipline in the 1960s, there seems to have been little done in the area of adaptation or
self learning in morphological systems. In this paper we point out the similarities between a self
organizing neural network model (adaptive resonance theory or ART) and image morphology.
Specifically, we will be concerned with the morphological hit-or-miss transformation (HoM)
which is conventionally defined as [3]
A ® B = (A E X) n [Ac E (W - X)]

(1)

where B denotes the set comprised of the object X (to be detected) and its background and W is a
window surrounding X. e is morphological erosion, superscript c represents set complementation
and n is set intersection. The HoM in effect detects the presence of the target object in the scene
and the absence of the object in the complementary (video reversed) scene. The HoM is also
open to a somewhat broader interpretation where the hit and miss kernels need not be simple
inverses of each other and where we wish to detect not a single object but a class of objects.
For exan -le, let us assume we have a number of objects, 01, 02 . . On and we wish to
detect a subset of these objects. The restriction we shall put on the objects to detect are that
they fall in a certain size range. That is, we want to ignore objects bigger and smaller than
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certain bounds. In terms of the HoM we wish to find kernels or structuring elements H and M
such that
(2)
So < H,M >= (SE H)n(S EAM)
is true for that subset. If we assume that the subset of objects are the same shape and differ by
a scale factor such that O C Oz+1 _ Ox+2 ... 9 O.+m then it is easy to see that hit and miss
kernels to perform the detection operation are given by H = O, and M = 04 M so we have
S® < H, M >= (SE(O0) n (ScE)O0,+,)

(3)

or using the duality relation of morphology
S®< H,M >= (SOO0)-

(SO

+,)

(4)

where E is dilation so that the HoM is the set difference between the erosion of the image by
the smaller object and the dilation by the larger object. Although it is easy to see the types
of kernels required for detection when we have the above simple constraint, it is not so obvious
what kernels to use if we have irregular and partially overlapping sets. We shall see later how
the required morphological kernels arise naturally in a complement coded fuzzy ART system.
Although we could first derive the equations for the case of binary images we will go
directly to the case of grayscale by treating the images as fuzzy subsets. In section 2 we outline
the theory of fuzzy ART theory as detailed in reference [41 and show the conditions under which
different clusters are formed. We also show that the distance metric which naturally arises from
this treatment has a useful set-theoretic interpretation. In section 3 we show how, through
complement coding, the hit and miss kernels are automatically generated. In the process we
also show that the definitions of distance in morphology, although they appear strange at first,
do in fact fit within the context of ART.

2

Fuzzy ART

Although the full implementation of ART is described by a set of coupled differential equations
[5], under certain conditions known as fast learning the implementation reduces to a simple
clustering algorithm [6] [7] as shown in figure 1. Here the Is are (binary) input vectors, the Ts are
stored templates, p is the vigiliance parameter which determines the coarseness of categorization
and fi is a constant.
ART was also originally defined for binary input patterns and, although later extended
(as AR 2) to incorporate analog patterns [8], the original ART can be used if the ANDing
operation is replaced with the fuzzy minimum operation [4]. In fact, the transition from ART to
fuzzy ART can be made in a more natural fashion if we consider the analog patterns as coded
in a "stack" representation where the analog value is coded as a stack of binary elements. So,
for example, if we want to represent numbers in the range 0 to 256 we set aside a vector of
length 256 for each number. Then if we wish to represent the number of value m we fill up the
vector to m with the value 1 and leave the rest zero. This is implicitly carried out in [4] but
the concept of a stack preserves the "pattern" of the input (which does not occur with other
binary representations of analog values) and also permits a direct extension of ART without the
seemingly ad hoc approach of set fuzzification.
We now show the criteria under which similar patterns are clustered using fuzzy ART.
For notational convenience we will consider the components of the M-dimensional vectors we
discuss as accessed by a single coordinate.
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Input

yes

Figure 1: Algorithmic form of ART1, after Moore 1989 and Caudell 1992.
Consider the N M-dimensional vectors I' where the components of I ie in the range
[0,1] and i = 1 ... N. We want to show under what conditions the fuzzy ART algorithm can
categorize these N vectors in the same cluster and what is the form of the generated weight
vectors.
As in reference (4] we will use complement coded input vectors so that the actual input
vectors are 1i = (Ii, iC)where I is the original vector and the components of / c are Ij c = 1- 1j
where ljj is the jth component of vector If. In this way the input vectors are automatically
normalized so that 11i,= M where 11, = Ejij and this coding also prevents the phenomenon
J

of "template proliferation" (4]. The initial network weights axe also set to 1: Then, following [4],
we define the choice and match functions as

T 0=
jI
IIi+AIwil

(5)

and
II A wjI

11i

-

'

(6)
()

respectively where A is fuzzy intersection which is implemented as a minimum operation i.e.
Ii A wil = Zmin(hik, wjk) and Wjk is the kth element of the jth stored weight vector.
k

Since the initial weights are set to one, presentation of the first input, I,, results in this
input being copied as the first weight vector (template). Any subsequent presentation of another
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input vector Ii can be analysed as follows: the choice function is
T_ = II A__l = I AI,,
^
/ + ]WII
# + ]11

A (11, ,c)1

I(I,Ic)

+ M

(7)

and using the distributivity of the min operation and I A IA = (I. V Ib)c we get
T/ = I/A I,),(Ij v I,)c,

(8)

where V is the max operation. For any other uncommited node the choice function is M/(3+2M)
so that if T1 > M/( + 2M) then no new duster will be generated and we can proceed to the
matching criterion. If
Ii
" A wI
I(I,I) A (I,,Ic)I >n
(9)

Id

M

=

then
W

i, A w = ((I: A I,), (Ii v IJ)e)

(10)
which shows that some of the entries of wl(-= I) will be replaced by entries of Ii iff Iii < Iij
and in the complement part iff Iit > Ill. Therefore, in order for any subsequent inputs to be
categorized together we require

A13),(M
+(Ii'

2M
0-#'+

I#
+
Il

(11)

and, of course, satisfaction of the matching criterion for any inputs I, I, Ik. Note that after
we have presented all the inputs the weights will have assumed the final form wfr '"
(u, Vc)
where Uk = min(Iik) and vk = max(Iik), i = 1,...N and k = 1,...M. Also, IwfnaL l < M.
Therefore the numerator of equation 11 will be greater than or equal to Imin(I), (max(I ))j
and the denominator will always be less than or equal to (ft + M). So, if
Imin(Ii'), (ma-(Ii))'l >
#3+M

M

(12)

- 0+2M

then equation 11 will always be satisfied. The matching criterion is satisfied as well if

Imin(I:), (max(I))cl > p
M

(13)

which can be written as
E min(Iik) + M
k

-

E max(Iik) >_Alp

(14)

k

or

Z(maz(l'k) - min(I,'k)) < M(1 - p).
k
Performing a similar manipulation on equation 12 gives
Ml2
-- (max(Ijk) - min(I'k))
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f +
m 2A"

(15)

(16)

Equations 15 and 16 give the criteria for similar clustering with the ART algorithm. If
we examine equations 11 and 12 in their binary form we see that the distance metric defined by
them is equivalent to
(17)
Card[A U B - A n BI
where A and B are binary sets and Card, u, n and - denote set cardinality, union, intersection
and difference respectively. This distance, which is equivalent to the Hamming distance of we
consider A and B as binary vectors, has been introduced previously in mathematical morphology
[9] as the set difference distance function (SDDF) for quantitative comparison of images.

3

Fuzzy Morphology using ART generated kernels

In order to make the transition from binary morphology to grayscale, Sinha and Dougherty [101
decided to fuzzify set inclusion. For this purpose they defined membership and index functions
where the membership function, p, takes values in the range [0,1] and we may interpret it as
the grayscale of any pixel, j, such that 0 < p(j) < 1. We can then define an index function, K,
which denotes the degree to which a set A is a subset or part of a set B.

K(A, B) = min min[l, 1 + P(i)B - A(j)A]

(18)

where min means the minimum over all j. In consonance with our previous notation J(j)L,

is

equivalent to Iij, that is the gray value of the jth element of the set or input vector Ii. As a
measure of distance or similarity, equation 18 looks strange in that a change in just one pixel
can greatly change the index function. We can now also define fuzzy erosion of the set A by the
set B as
(19)
PW()AeB = K(r(B,j), A)
where 'r(B,j) is the translate of B to pixel j. And we can finally define fuzzy hit-or-miss such
that

s®< H, M >= (S e H)A (Sc e M)

(20)

Now consider a class of objects Ii, i = 1,. . . N. Using fuzzy ART with complement
coding we can generate a kernel that can be used to detect an object from the class using fuzzy
HoM. This is because the kernel for the hit will be such that t(j)H = min(p(j)/,) and the miss
$

kernel such that I'(i)M = 1 - max(p(j),r). Now, if any member of the set of objects (say I)
i
within a scene presented for the HoM the scene is first eroded with the hit kernel to give
IA(J)JGeH = min min[1, 1 +
k

,(k)i

-

- j)H]

is

(21)

and we must have detection when the kernel is coincident with the object (j=0) since at this
position we are sure that the kernel is entirely contained within all of the training examples. For
the miss kernel we have
Is(j) EOM = min min[1, 1 + ,(k)l. - u(k - j)M]
(22)
k

which becomes
I(J)I.eM

=

min
k min[1, 1 - t(k)j. - p(k - j)M]

(23)

from the definition of complementation. Since we have ju(k)M = 1 - max(jA(k)j,) we can also
see that there will again be at least one point (j=0) for which the miss kernel will be completely
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within the (complementary) object to be detected. Valid detection for any patterns or objects
within the original group is thus achieved. Note that since the ART algorithm "learns" by a
process of erosion, in effect creating a minimum sized prototype or exemplar for the hit kernal
for a particular class, noise is removed from the exemplar and only statistically significant kernel
contours remain.

4

Summary

We have proved that by using adaptive resonance theory it is possible to produce a set of
kernels which may be used in the morphological hit-or-miss transform for object detection. By
considering the cases of fuzzy ART and fuzzy morphology we have also been able to go directly
to the case of grayscale images. Future work includes extension to the case where the objects are
corrupted by noise. We are also presently implementing a system based on the above algorithm
for the detection of cancerous cells in Pap smears [11].
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An Algorithmic implementation of Sequential Memory with ART
JAMES VOGH
vogh@park.bu.edu
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Abstract - This paperpresents of algorithmic version of the sequential memory ART neural network. The algorithmic implementation replaces the competitive interactionsin the network with algorithms and allows
faster simulation. The detailed design of both the region select layer and the cell group is presented. Based
on these details, the algorithm is presented in a pseudo-code format.

1. Introduction
The SMART network presented in Vogh (1994) and introduced in Vogh (1993) has been algoiithmicly implemented.
Figure I illustrates the SMART architecture described in Vogh 1994. The SMART neural network is a network which
expands the ART architectures described in Grossberg (1976a, 1976b) and Carpenter & Grossberg (1987) to memory
for sequences of events. Sequential memory is implemented as both a short term memory pattern of activity and a long
term memory pattern of connections between F2 nodes. The purpose of the algorithm is to bypass the competitive interactions which exist within the SMART architectures. These competitive interactions exist within both the sub-layers
and region select layer and can result in very long simulation times. Substituting algorithms results is similar behavior
and much shorter simulation times.

F2

.

.,

Region select
Slayer

"S ub-tayer

Cell group
F1

FI~o(

R e s e t

I

F0

Figure 1. The SMART architecture. The F2 layer of ART has been modified by spliting it into sub-layers.
Nodes within the sub-layers are both interconnected with long term memory and interconnected in a oncenter/off-surround manner so that each node competes for activity. The most active node will become the
only active node in the sub-layer. Different sub-layers are selected by the region select layer. The sub-layer
sends input to the region select layer nodes which in turn select the most active sub-layer.
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Figure 2. The full SMART cell group. (A) The cell group is compoFed of the Activity cell, A, the sampling
cell, 8, the Backward cell, B, the sustained activity cell, 8, and the Forward cell, F. (B)The B cell receives
input from the B cells of other cell groups. Input from the Acell isgated through medium term memory which
causes the B cell to be highly active for a fixed period of time. (C3)The M cell seres as the ART F2 cell.
(D)The S cell is activated by the coactivation of the A cell and the forward signal. S cell activity isdecreased
when the Forward signal is present while the A cell is not active. (E) The F cell activity is a thresholded
faster-than-linear function of S cell activity.

2. The SMART cell group
The SMART cell-group is illustrated in Figure 1. The cell group consist of the following five types of cells: the M
(saMpling) cell which sums LTM gated signals from the F1 layer, the F (Forward) cell which samples activity of subsequenty activated B cells, the S (Sustained) cell which mainains sustained activity after a cell group is deactivated,
the A(Activity) cell which receives input from the S and M cells and forms a recurrent competitive field with other A
cells in its F2 sub-layer, and the B (Backward) cell which receives input from the F cells.The addition of subliminal
activity has required the addition of a connection between the forward cell and the backward cell in the same cell

group.
The sustained activity S cell maintains activity for long periods of time and is activated by the combination of the
forward signal and A cell activity. The S cell loses activity when the forward signal is active and the activity cell is not.
Since the forward signal corresponds to the presentation of a new input pattern, the S cell at the active node will be
activated and the S cell activity at other nodes will decrease.
The F cell serves three purposes: it samples the activity of other cell groups which are subsequently activated, it
aids in the recall of a sequence by sending input to the these nodes, and it is responsible for the spreading of subliminal
actiityhasreqire
ofa
cnnecionbeteentheforard
theaddtio

groIIupI-

'
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Figure 3. The region select layer. The region select layer is composed of the input stage and the competitive stage. Both stages have fast and slow activity.
activity. In order to prevent too many LTM connections between nodes, the F cell needs to stay on for a shorter period
of time than the S cell. Since the S cell is suppling the sustained activity to the F cell, the input function from the S cell
to the F cell is both faster than linear and thresholded. Aweak connection from the B cell to the F cell exist to spread
subliminal activity.
In addition to representing the probability of the cell-group being the next item in the sequence, the B cell forms
part of the subliminal loop if a network has bi-directional connections. The B cell receives input from LTM gated F
cells in other cell groups and MTM gated input from the A cell in the same cell group. When the A cell is active, it
sends MTM gated input to the B cell so that the B cell remains on for a constant amount of time after node activation
regardless of the duration of the input pattern.
The characteristics of the M cell depend on what type of ART module is being used. The purpose of the M cell is
to receive bottom-up input from F1 and send a signal to the A cell which represents the amount of match between the
bottom-up input and the bottom-up filter.
The A cells form a recurrent competitive field, RCF, with the other Acells in the same F2 sub-layer. The RCF uses
a faster than linear function so that choice occurs, see Grossberg (1973). Each A cell receives input from the B, M and,
L cells (the L cell is part of the region select layer and is discussed below). The inputs from the B and M cells control
which cell group becomes active and the functions jx$) and g(x M ) control how the cell group is selected. These functions are faster than linear and are adjusted so that a perfect match to the input overrides intra-layer input.
3. The SMART region select layer
The region select layer (RSL) of SMART is illustrated in Figure 7. The SMART RSL is divided into two parts. The
first part receives input from the sub-layer and sends an output to the competitive stage. The second part, the competitive stage, contrast enhances the input and forms a choice. Both parts of the RSL have been separated into fast and
slow parts.
The input section of the RSL provides fast response time at the beginning of a sequence presentation and slow
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response time otherwise. The input section consist of three parts: the slow layer input (Si), fast layer input (Fl), and
the RSL reset cell. The slow layer averages both sub-layer and RSL activity over times. The Fl and RSL reset cell act
together to provide the varying rates of response speed. The SI layer is directly connected to the Fl layer and the RSL
reset cell modulates a direct connection from the sub-layers to the Fl layer. When the RSL reset cell is active direct
sub-layer input is strong and the RSL responds quickly and when it is inactive time averaged sub-layer input primarily
effects the RSL. Activity of the RSL reset cell is controlled by the competitive stage.
The competitive stage of the RSL consist of the fast competitive layer, FL, and the slow averaging layer, SL. The
layer which is competitive, the FL layer, performs contrast enhancement of MTM gated input from the F1 layer and
the averaging layer, the SL layer, averages the activity of the competitive layer. The averaged activity is tompared to
the current activity of the competitive layer by the RSL reset cell. If the difference between the two layers is too large
then the RSL reset cell is activated.Although the SI layer has an time average of sub-layer and RSL activity it can not
be used for the comparison because it does not have the same contrast enhanced activity pattern that the SL layer does.
The difference between the SI and the SL layers would cause the RSL to constantly reset.

4. How to set up SMART
The initial values for the short term memory (STM), medium term memory (MTM), and long term memory (LTM)
are set by using the following rules.
1. Set LTM interconnection strength of F2 nodes to zero.
2. Set categorization of F2 nodes so that each node categorizes a wide range of inputs.
3. Set MTM to maximum values.
4. Set activity of all nodes to zero.

5. Learning of Sequences by SMART
The following pseudo-code describes the SMART algorithm. Since SMART functions with various types of ART architectures the ART equations are not specified. See C; rpenter, Grossberg, & Rosen (1991) paper for an example of
these types of equations.
1. While the currently presented input pattern is not being classified
L.a. Present input pattern to the F1 layer using ART equations.
l.b. Activate all of the M cells using ART equations. M cell activity is equivalent to ART F2 node activity.
1.c. Calculate A cell activity with the following equation:
= AA (Yj Xij) A +BA (YBAB
A
(EQ 1)
.d. Spread subliminal loop activity (see section 8.).
L.e. Calculate RSL activity (see section 9.).
.f. Select active node within sub-layer.
If choice is being used then set activity of most active A cell to 1.0 and set all other A cells to 0.0. It
contrast enhancement is being used then calculate A cell activity with the following equation:

(A
E

A(MM )A
j

+ B (YBA B

(AA (yMx"k)mA+

n

+ CA

BA (YiAXik)

8A

k=I2
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(yLAxFL)

A

A (i'jXij)

n
A

PA) qA

i'j 1

PL
+ CA (yLAiF)

9
A qA

(EQ 2)

Where qA specifies the amount of contrast enhancement. As qA gets very large Equation 2 begins to make
a choice.
1g. Spread subliminal activity
L.h. Check for an ART reset using ART equations and perform an ART reset if necessary (see section 6.).
U1. Check for a sub-layer reset. The sub-layer reset signal is responsible for detecting a mismatch between
the presented sequential pattern and the stored sequential pattern. A mismatch is detected by comparing overall subliminal activity to the subliminal activity at a newly activated F2 node. The following equation is applied jkst after a F2 node becomes active:
N

if

N+

X

R2

k=

k= I

1

(EQ 3)

-Cl

[k

otherwise

0
I

f

ifx > C

otherwise'

(3a)

where i is the number of the active sub-layer andj is the number of the active node. C is a threshold for
subliminal activity. Nodes with subliminal activity below this threshold are no considered. A reset is performed if necessary (see section 6.).
1.j. If a previously active node has been deactivated then do the following:
1.j. L Activate the S cell of the previously active node and use the following equation to decrement the
F cell activity in other nodes:
if (AFXFi. (t) ) > MinF
_FA FF t

xi'.(t+At) = {

r,j
0

otherwise

(EQ4)

1.J. IL Spread subliminal activity (see section 8.).
2. Perform steady state modifications
2.a. Modify F2 intra-layer LTM
The intra-layer LTM is modified with a the following equation:

z(t+ At) = e - bA t (z(t) _xF) +xF,
-COFF X B

b

CONXB

0

(EQ5)

ifxB > Dand z > xF > D

ifxA>Dandz5xandx>D ,

(EQ6)

otherwise

where At is the time increment, x? is the activity of the F cell in another cell group, and XB is the activity
of the B cell in the cell group. D is a threshold value and CON controls the speed of learning and COFF
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controls the speed of forgetting.
2-b. Modify the F1 to F2 and F2 to F, weights using ART equations.
2.c. Adjust MTM using steady state variables (see section 7.).

6. ART and sub-layer Reset
1. Adjust MTM. Adjust sub-layer MTM if an ART reset and adjust sub-layer and RSL MTM if a sub-layer reset.
2. If steady state had been reached at node then activate the S cell of the active node and decrement activity of
active S cells in other cell groups. Use the Equation 3 to decrement the F cell activity:
3. Deactivate active node.
4. Spread subliminal activity (see section 8.).

7. Adjust MTM
Three different sets of variables are used to modify the MTM. The difference between the different variables depends
on what type of reset is occurring and how long the MTM is being adjusted.The following table summarizes the variables which are used:

Table 1: MTM adjustment values

j Sub-layer reset level

Type of Event

time

RSL reset level

ART or sub-layer reset after steady state

R

F

tR

ART or sub-layer reset after reclassification

R

R

tF

Steady State

0

0

ts

The MTM of SMART is adjusted by using solutions of MTM equations. All of the MTM equations have the same

form which is as follows:

A)

t

yij (t + At) = e-b,'t (y t) -bA)

A,

+ Aj

(EQ 7)

(EQ8)

bi= 1+xixi(B+R),

where A is the maximum value for the MTM (usually 1.0) and B is the decay rare. R is the reset signal which is described in Table 1. The value of R is the same for all MTM in the sub-layers and a different value is used for all MTM
in the RSL.

8. Spread Subliminal Activity
1. For several iterations do the following:
l.a. Calculate input to the B cell using the following equation:

F-

B -naAB

1j = fi,j
kZ(
,(JxJ)
14
k*j i)
W sl

+

A A(Xj)AaY.,

A4)

wherefjj$x) is defmed in Equation 9.
l.b. Calculate input to the F cell using the following equation:
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(EQ 9)

BF

j(

=f
IF

k). (i, ~i,j) +BF( (ij)

-"
=Ffi,j(XZ

2

-CF]

(EQ 10)

I.c. Calculate activity of the B cell with the following equation:

rA
bad
= ex~,(t)

8

(t+At)
xj,

F

iflB-

B
=

if

A + JB + FBXF
i

A

BfjB>
j
jA--1 + FBxfJ

(EQ 11)

[a

otherwise

i-B 8 !B + EBFBxj

bB

+aa0

b8.)i.j b 8 .
i

Px'J

f B8 JB+EF

a

a4

>0
(hib)

0

otherwise

14. Calculate activity of the F cell with the folowing equation:
F
-j (t)tAt

e

I BFIF + FFGFx8 .
B F- + FFG FB

F

fA+IF+GFx J

l+
B= Gx .

F

(EQ 12)

iflF>0
otherwise

(12a)

iF>0

(12b)

otherwise

9.Calculate region select layer activity
1. Calculate activity of the fast input layer by using the following equation:

4'(t+At) = X :(t).

(EQ 13)

2. Calculate activity of the slow input layer using the following equation:
-B
xSi'(t+At) = e - sL

(l

aS' + as

I (t)

- J+B

(EQ 14)

where ais is defined as follows:

ast =AstxZi+ CA1xiLyi,
and Asp Bs, and Cs,are parameters.
3. Calculate the slow layer activity with the following equation.
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(EQ 15)

.BlsSL

ASL XFL (t)

________XS

..S(t + At) = e

16)

t (t)(EQ

4. Calculate the fast layer activity with the following equation:

X L(t+At)
" =

(AFLxL (t)+ BFLx

FL
C(t)

(t) X

+XF. L (t) (t)()
Z~X(t) +B

X(A FL

(

(EQ 17)
FL

5. The activity of the most active FL cell is set to 1.0 and the other FL cells are set to 0.
6. The RSL reset cell activity is modified using the following equation:

xR (t + At)=

e-BA t (xR

)

)
Be(
R

1
BR

f (Xactive

active >AR)

otherwise

E18
(EQ
18)

10. Recall of patterns
Recall can be performed either with or without inputs. When no input is present the network is prompted with a
single input and it recalls the sequence it associates with that input. When input is present the network tries to match
both the inputs and learned sequences. When no inputs are being presented during recall theforward signal is used to
advance the network to the next category.

11. Discussion
The algorithm presented above has been implemented and the algorithmic version of SMART is fast and retains the
desirable properties of SMART. The presented algorithm uses a combination of solutions to differential equations and
algorithmic control to implement the ART network.
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Abstract

The neural network community is all too familiar with the struggles of the field's
development in the United States. A decrease in funding of neural network activities in favor

of symbolic artificial intelligence lasted from the late 1960's until the 1980's. In what was
then the Soviet Union, various sources continued to aggressively fund neural network research.
Most American scientists have not found out about this work for reasons including secrecy,
travel costs, and language barriers. However, the current economic and political situation
motivates greater openeness among Russian scientists. The extraordinary opportunity to see
this research is not unique to neural networks--many fields aggressively pursued by Russians
are now, for the first time, being shared with western scientists. However, neural networks
are special in that the Russians generously supported the field during decades in which there
was a recession in the field in the United States. Some of the work is described here. (5]
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Introduction
The neural network community is all too familiar with the field's struggles in the
United States. The publication of Perceptrons [1] in 1969 led to a decrease in funding of
neural networks in favor of symbolic artificial intelligence.
Rapid progress in certain
subfields of Al seemed to support emphasizing it at the expense of neural networks in order to
quickly meet the needs of defense industries. However, later Al development was not as
rapid, with many interesting problems stubbornly refusing to yield to symbolic approaches.
This and several other issues led to a powerful re-emergence of neural networks in the 1980's.
[2,3,4] Of course, much of the funding for both fields' activities came from aerospace and
other defense communities that needed the advanced computational abilities they offered.
In what was then the Soviet Union, the aerospace industry and other sources continued
to aggressively fund neural network research. For this reason the field thrived there, and
many useful ideas were developed. American scientists for the most part have not found out
about this work for reasons including classification of the results and economics. Many
Russian scientists find it difficult to travel to the United States, and they also usually publish in
their own Russian-language journals. However, their current economic situation motivates
them to discuss their research more openly, and the current political situation also allows
greater opportunities for openness. Exchange programs and jointly-held conferences also
improve opportunities for learning from each other. The extraordinary opportunity to have a
peek at this research is not unique to neural networks--many fields aggressively pursued by
Russians are now, for the first time, being opened up for communication with western
scientists. However, neural networks are special in that the Russians generously supported the
field during decades in which there was a recession in the field in the United States. Their
consistent investment in neural networks has paid off. Much of their work in this field is
definitely of a world-class caliber, and will certainly have historic and business implications.
Some of the work is described in this paper. This is of necessity a preliminary and incomplete
description--the subject could easily occupy several volumes. (In fact it already does, in
Russian.)
Some general comments apply to much of the Russian research in the field. Because of
American export control laws, it was difficult for Russian scientists to obtain the computing
power that we take for granted. This forced them to do one of two things: build their own
custom hardware (if they could afford it), or devote extra attention to efficiency issues in their
software engineering. Most scientists did a little of both. This puts collaborative efforts into a
whole new realm--either to obtain unheard-of results by combining their painstaking
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innovations with our superior hardware, or to get reasonable performance out of systems we
now consider obsolete. Both questions are of interest to the aerospace industry. The former
idea is needed because we are still facing challenges for which our best software and hardware

still are inadequate. The latter idea has the potential to solve one of the most vexing problems
of aerospace manufacturers, the legacy systems problem. Legacy systems are the delivery
platforms for computing solutions to manufacturing problems. Often a factory floor is
equipped with systems that are obsolete by the standards of software developers, but which are

necessary for the daily manufacturing functions. Stopping the factory to install a new system
would be prohibitively expensive, not to mention the cost of the new equipment itself.
Furthermore, a political resistance to change permeates many factories.
Therefore,
innovations that would allow old systems to behave like modem high-performance ones would
be attractive.
Another observation is that the Russian educational system is different than our own.
They have research institutes that do not offer courses but, like universities, have the power to
confer graduate degrees. Students typically enter college one year earlier but are better
prepared due to a rigorous secondary school curriculum. They spend five years to get their
"Diplom", which requires a thesis, and frequently a publication and is roughly similar to our
M.S. degree. Students continuing will pursue the "Candidat" degree, which requires multiple
journal publications and is like our Ph.D. except that the Candidat degree has a requirement
that the work be applied to a real-world problem. Most students stop at this point. A few will
return, usually after several years or even more than a decade of working, to finish a "Doktor"
degree. The status of this is similar to that of a full Professor or an industry Fellow here.
They may supervise several Candidat thesis projects. Finally, a small percentage of Doktors
will be elected to the Academy of Sciences and achieve the title "Academician". This is more
than a peer recognition award, but more like a super-endowed chair, with funding for
subordinates, political power, chauffeured cars, posh offices, and similar perks. The Academy
of Sciences directly chooses a large fraction of the membership of the Congress of Peoples

Deputies.
The result of this huge hierarchy is that it is not unusual to find scientists with a

reasonable ability to stick to a line of research despite the force of the current scientific
fashion. Most institutes have at least a few student laborers, and various levels of researchers.

The low cost of their activities, from our point of view, has made research there attractive for
American industry, as evidenced by significant projects by Boeing, Lockheed, TRW, Sun

Microsystems, DEC, and many others. This trend is likely to continue in coming years, in
spite of our domestic economic difficulties. This is not necessarily purely from a desire to
inexpensively obtain high-quality research. The former Soviet Union represents a significant
market opportunity in the long term, and the companies that establish collaborations early will
have a relatively inexpensive introduction to the complexities of doing business there, and
build a substantial base of goodwill among potential customers in the process.
The rest of this paper is organized by geographic region, starting with Moscow, and
proceeding roughly counterclockwise.
Research Activities
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Perhaps the best-funded Russian neural network researcher is Professor Alexander
Galushkin of the Russian Academy of Sciences, who runs the Scientific Center for
Neurocomputing, which has done extensive work on transputer-based implementation of neural
networks, and many other neural network topics.t5,6,7] He has been working the field since
the late 1960's and is completing a comprehensive three-volume encyclopedia of neural
networks. It has details about many neural network models including Western ones. He has a
voluminous work of his own material, much of which is unique. A few of the other materials
appear to be along similar lines of thought as in the United States, but much earlier. In 1974
he implemented neural models by adding nodes in the hidden layers during the learning
process. This gives rise to error curves with non-linearities that occur at the time of adding
nodes. The Center has several interesting transputer-based implementations, notably one that
had 32 transputers on a board to be plugged into a workstation to achieve a claimed 320 MIPS
performance. They also have done systems with many Intel 1-860 processors for high-speed
graphics and pattern recognition applications.
This Center also designed systems that implement continual neural networks, in order
to do classifications of a continuous signal without the need for sampling.[8] To do this, a
continuous signal is fed into the neural network. The weights are loaded from RAM and are
fed through a digital to analog converter and are multiplied by the continuous signal. One then
sends the signal into time integrating device such as a capacitor and this then modulates that
signal with some other weights, and then adds a fixed bias. It then goes through a digital to
analog converter, so the output will be of the form of an expression of an integral of
continuous signals (that represent the weights) times the continuous signal that represents the
input signal. This yields the desired output for a continuous neural network.
Stanislav Z. Seleznev, Director of Iris Ltd., and Dmitriy 0. Scobelev, Vice Director,
developed neural net hardware accelerators for personal computers.t9] They got into this
business in the area of synthetic aperture radar, and realized that it was a small step to move
from that to getting into neural networks. The synthetic aperture radar application was
perhaps even more interesting than the neural net hardware; they claimed similar performance
to the best published systems, even though they had to use inferior hardware. This work was
done under a military contract through the Russian Academy of Sciences Research Institute of
VLSI CAD Systems..
Edward A. Manykin, Chief of the Optical Implementations Department at the I. B.
Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy has a group that applied the photon echo effect in
photorefractive materials to various neural network implementations.[10]
Specific
photorefractive materials exist that display a photon echo effect at cryogenic temperatures.
This effect allows an additional dimension of information processing, a fourth dimension,
because the systems respond to information that is coded in the direction of time in addition to
the three dimensions of space. They also have a mathematician, Dr. Irina Surina, who is
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looking at neural network models with an eye to finding ones that are easily applied in optical
hardware. She will soon publish a new model.
The Moscow State University, Department of Computer Mathematics and Cybernetics
is the site of a major laboratory sponsored by Sun Microsystems. The leader of their parallel
processing efforts is Russian L. Smeliansky, Associate Professor, Head of Computer System
Laboratory. One of his students, Nickolay Umnov is developing optimal NN model choosing
methods for concrete applications; analyzing model complexity (e.g. number of neurons and
hidden layers) and investigating questions of neural network applications for control of
nonlinear dynamical objects. Umnov has also done some neural network hardware design
research [11]. The lab has a group of about 30 people very experienced with theoretical issues
and analysis of parallel processing problems, but also with the programming. They have
developed models for how a program executes on a multiprocessor machine. It's more
difficult to deal with things on a multiprocessor machine because one can't guarantee that the
same program will execute in the same amount of time in different processors on such
machines. Thus models are required of how to synchronize them or how to make them run
well even when they are not synchronized.
St. Petersburg formerlv Leningrad)
Adil Timofev and Danil Prokhorov, of the St. Petersburg Institute of Informatics and
Automation have developed a higher-order polynomial network that uses binary weights and
results in a logical expression for the network's activity. [12, 13] They are applying this work
to pattern recognition and control problems. Their work bears certain similarities to those of
and Donald Specht [14]. Prokhorov is now working on application of adaptive critic networks
to nonlinear control problems.
Also in St. Petersburg is the famous Vavilov State Optical Institute, the largest optics
laboratory in the world. [15] Yuri Mazurenko has designed four dimensional holographic
optical interconnects for neural network implementation by using frequency multiplexing.
They have several other neural network projects of an applied nature. It is best to arrange well
in advance before attempting to visit.
Kiev

The V. M. Glushkov Institute of Cybernetics in Kiev, Ukraine is a military research
institute. Getting permission to visit is best done with some advance notice because of their
security requirements. They have a Department of Neural Information Processing Systems
headed by Ernst Kussul, who has been active in the field since 1967. His main deputy,
Alexander Goltsev, has been active since 1971. They have been developing a neural network
model called adaptive projection neural networks. It is based on globally interconnected
networks of nodes on each layer with one-to-one mappings between layers with simple on/off
interconnections. Also, instead of using a single neuron to do recognition, they operate with
large subsets of the neuron population, and these subsets code a particular recognition. They
also use binary links and a probabilistic weight change law. These large populations and the
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law of large numbers make the processing work. They also have a parameter for the number
of populations that will win a competition for recognition of a particular pattern. It's possible
to have only a single population win, but it is better to have multiple population groups win in
a competition. These population groups can be read off in decreasing order of importance.
The way this is done is to change the parameter for number of winning activations back down
to 1 and then after reading off the winner, inhibit that, and continue reading off the
populations in decreasing order of importance until the desired number of winning populations
are read out. Training is relatively fast.
Until recently much of their work has been classified, and hardware constraints have
prevented them from implementing all of their many designs. They now have limited access
to good hardware through a Japanese collaboration, but they generate ideas faster than their
ability to implement them. They have applied this work [16] to problems such as brightnessbased image segmentation, texture-based image segmentation, speech recognition, intelligent
databases, automated rule base system generation, handwritten character recognition,
handwritten number recognition, logical inference object recognition, and others. This
department has about 20 people, mostly scientists. They have very little administrative
overhead.

The Taganrog Radio-Engineering Institute after V. D. Kalmykov has a department
called the Research Institute for Multiprocessor Computer Systems, which has for many years
been a major contributor to Russian parallel processing techniques, and more recently has
turned its attention to neural networks. In addition to developing their own neural models
[17], they have implemented a parallel backpropagation accelerator [18].
Rostov-on-Don
The Neurocybernetics Institute at Rostov State University has a system that does target
tracking.[19] This is a sparse memory that models the weights of the Purkinje cells. They
have a system that shows the activations of these cells at the same time that the target tracking
is being conducted. They also are doing face recognition based on a trajectory that started
with the eyes. They developed a graphics program for visually analyzing the dynamics of
neural networks in simulation. The effects of the dynamics ae visible in streams across the
screen with color coding to indicated activation. They also use sound to help analyze. The
sound refers to the number of active neurons. There are many different ways of visualizing
the neural net activations and organizing those visualizations based on whether one wants to
put the active neurons together or do some other things.
They also have conducted experiments on whiskers of rats to show a relationship to the
cell structures in the brain. They made many detailed measurements of how different
stimulations of these whiskers result in different activations in the rat cortex. Different
portions of the brain from the periphery to the cortex are mapped from certain stimulations of
these whiskers. These experiments carry over into motor activity as well as sensory activity
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and they have implications that can carry over into other species as well, such as insights in
tactile sensory processing. Some of the conclusions from this carry over to other species
including humans as well.
They also have a department of robots and vision, and a department studying the
function of the human brain which has several laboratories researching the capability to
monitor pilot states and feed that information into the plane's black box. They are working
together with Tubolev to implement this system. They have noted that pilot error is a major
problem in safety and so by better monitoring and control of the pilot state they feel that they
can significantly enhance aircraft safety.

Krasnovarsk
The Computing Center of the Krasnoyarsk AMSE Center is run by Prof. A. N.
Gorban. Despite his geographical isolation, he is widely known in Russia for theoretical
biophysics and a variety of creative neural models. He has a supervised network that uses
gradient error updates in a short batch mode, together with feedback connections from the
output nodes to the hidden nodes. This network is known for similar performance but much
ftster training than backpropogation. [20] He has also developed a multi-expert approach to
neural architectures [21] and various other approaches.
Conclusion
This paper has only scratched the surface of neural networks activities in the former
Soviet Union that have potential aerospace applications. The opportunities for collaborations
offer hope for accelerated progress in the field.
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Abstract: We here introduce an extension of the self-organizing map. The extension replaces
the local grid with a parallel distance calculation on arbitrary topologies. This technique was
first developed as an efficient implementation technique of self-organizing maps on massively
parallel computers. However, it has given rise to a conceptual extension of the self-organizing
map in several ways: The network topology can now be an arbitrary non-convex and even disconnected area. The extension can use real-valued neuron positions and allows for a change of
the position of the neurons in the topology. It also gives rise to new network visualization
techniques. It very naturally allows for an efficient dynamic change of the network size and
density. The algorithm is demonstrated by mapping handwritten digits to a non-convex 10pointed star and to 10 unconnected circular regions.
1
Introduction and Motivation
The self-organizing map (SOM), also called Kohonen map [Kohonen82], [Kohonen89]
[RiMaSch9l] is currently one of the most popular artificial neural networks for unsupervised
clustering and visual grouping of input data. It consists of a number of neurons, say m neurons, whose n-dimensional weight vectors are adapted with an unsupervised learning procedure in such a way that they approximate the probability density distribution of the input
vectors. The neurons of the self-organizing map possess a special neighborhood relation. Usually the neighborhood is a two-dimensional rectangular grid, a two-dimensional hexagonal
grid, a three-dimensional grid or a one-dimensional grid (a line). Most often 2D or 3D rectangular grids are used, because they can be implemented easily as arrays on sequential computers. Depending on the application the grid may be open at the borders or closed, resulting in a
circle, a cylinder or a torus. Fig. 2 displays the most popular network topologies. The network
of neurons is regarded as rigid, the weight vectors of the neurons can be modified.
During learning the n-dimensional input vector X= (x1 ,..., x.) is compared in parallel with all
weight vectors Wj = (wUj,..., wnj) in an arbitrary metric. Usually the eucfidian norm is used or,
in the case of normalized vectors, the dot product. The neuron c with smallest distance to the
input vector (or the largest dot product for normalized vectors) is the winner neuron
f(X

-WcI

= mini(lIX-Will)
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Fig. 1: Self-organizing map. Each input neuron is connected with each Kohonen neuron, W is
the weight vector of neuron j. The neighborhood of the neurons here is a 2D grid.
The weight vectors of the winner neuron and its neighbors on the grid are adapted b.

.ing

them in the direction of the input vector, thus making them more similar to the input vector.
Wj(t+ 1) = Wj(t) +,q (t)hcj (t) [X (t) -Wj (t)]

(2)

The shape and size of the neighborhood function can vary over time, usually one starts with a
large neighborhood (e.g. all neurons of the grid) and reduces it slowly over time. Here h -(t) is
the distance function on the grid of neurons, also called neighborhoodkernel and i(t) is a time
varying learning rate which monotonously decreases from 1 to 0 over time.
hcj(t) = h(l1pos (c) -pos (j)I1, t) = h(z,t) = h'(z,d)

(3)

Often a distance parameter d is used instead of the time parameter t for the neighborhood
function, with d -- 0 as t -

cc

Fig. 2: Popular self-organizing map topologies: 2D-grid, hexagonal grid, 2D-torus

2

Implementation of Self-Organizing Maps on Massively Parallel
SIMD-Computers - The Key to Self.Organizing Surfaces

In the process of devising an efficient implementation of self-organizing maps on a massively
parallel SIMD computer, an implementation technique has been devised by one of the authors
[KNet92] which is the key to the extension of the self-organizing map:
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The Kohonen neurons are not mapped to an array or to another grid structure but to an unordered set of physical processors. Each neuron is associated with a coordinate in this space of

neuron coordinates. This neuron coordinate space need not be a grid, but can be an arbitrary

topology. For example, the position of neurons can be chosen on the surface of a sphere, with

random neuron positions or with equidistant positions. In fact, the positions of neurons can be
on any arbitrary surface and in any volume.

The learning algorithm for self-organizing maps with this implementation technique is nearly
identical to the original algorithm, with the exception of the distance calculation. It is given
here as a parallel algorithm:
1. For each neuron j do in parallel: compute the distance between the input vector X and the
weight vector Wj, Le. lX - Wjjj. This can be done in time O(k), where k is the dimension
of the input vector.
2. Choose the winning neuron c by a parallel minimum search. This can be done in time
O(log n) by a parallel minimum search on a linear array of processors.
3. Broadcast the position pos(c) of the winning neuron c to all other neurons. This can be
done in time 0(1).
4. For each neuron j do in parallel: compute the distance between the winner neuron position
pos(c) and the current position pos() in the norm of the neuron coordinate space, i.e.
z = Ilpos (c) - pos (j) 11.If z < d, the weight vector of neuron j is adapted by the formula
Wi(t + 1) = Wj (t) +,q (t) hej(t) IX (t) - Wj (t)]1
(4)
This can be done in time O(n+m).
This algorithm is extremely efficient for SIMD machines with a large number of processors
and for large networks, because there is no communication between neurons except for the
logarithmic minimum search. It is rather inefficient on serial workstations compared with the
self organizing map implementation on a grid, especially if the neighborhood kernel is small.
A parallel self organizing map simulator (KNet) on a 16K MasPar MP-1 system obtains up to
50 MCUPS for SOM learning [KNet92] compared with 0.10 MCUPS for our sequential
implementation on a Sun SparcStation 2. However, the point here is the conceptual change.
3
Self-Organizing Surfaces (SOS)
Self organizing maps (SOM) realize a topology preserving mapping from an n-dimensional
input space A = Rn to a k-dimensional integer-valued grid B of neuron positions.
Self organizing surfaces (SOS) or self-organizing volumes (SOV) represent a topology preserving mapping from an n-dimensional metric input space A = Rn to a k-dimensional metric space B c Rm of neuron positions. The important concept is a separation of logical
neuron position in the k-dimensional neuron space B and physical position of the neurons and
weight vectors, as described in the parallel implementation above (see Fig. 3).

Non-convex, disconnected surfaces and volumes pose no problem for the extended algorithm.
This is because there is no rigid grid but the topology is given by a distance calculation. It is

rather easy to enforce empty space around disconnected areas by initially distributing the
positions of neurons only in allowed areas and setting the distance of points in non-connected
areas of neuron positions to large values. Then in each disconnected area only a local adaptation takes place.
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ig. 3: Extending the self organizing map to self-organizing surfaces (SOS)
Note also that in self organizing surfaces no topologic defects can occur, as they are often seen
in self-organizing maps. This is because the links between adjacent neurons are not fixed but
dynamically computed from the position of neurons.

4

Moving the Positions of Neurons

The positions of the neurons in neuron position space may be changed during learning as well.
In this further extension, the rigid regular space grid of neurons of the self-organizing map
becomes elastic itself. Here, the positions of the neurons are changed together with the
weights. This poses some interesting questions. First, how can the neuron position be
changed? As the input space is different from the neuron position space, the winner neuron
has no external preference for a movement, since there is no target position, no energy gradient etc. Similarly, the movement of a non-winner may only be in the direction of the winner or
away from it, unless other information, like class information, is available.
In the model given so far, if close non-winners are moved in the direction of the winner, neurons with positions at the borders of the neuron position distribution have no compensating
force to pull them outward. Thus the neuron positions would all converge to their common
center of gravity. The opposite, an diverging of neuron positions, would occur with only
repulsive forces. There are several ways to deal with this problem, currently all untested:
1. If a rigid and easily defined outside boider for the neuron positions is given, a compensating pulling force from the border could compensate the contracting forces for the neurons.
One could use a force that decreases as the square of the distance to the border. However,
taking the border into account opens up new questions as how to define that force and how
to compute it efficiently. One short-cut might be t only take the closest border point.
2. The attracting force between neurons could be defined such that a minimum distance of
the neurons is guaranteed, e.g. by a function similar to the inverse "mexican hat" function.
3. The sign and strength for neuron position movements could be varied depending on the hit
rate of the winner in comparison to its neighbors. If the winner wins too often, the neighbors may be attracted to the winner, otherwise they may be repelled.
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It might be argued that the distribution of neurons in neuron position space is irrelevant in

comparison to the weight distribution of the neurons. But the amount of weight change a single neuron performs during training depends not only on its own weight vector (being
changed as a winner neuron) but also strongly on the position of the neuron in neuron position
space. Its weight vector is also changed if the neuron's position is close to the position of
another winner neuron. Regarding it that way, changing the position of neurons is an additional or complementary effect to changing the weights of neurons.

5

New Visual Representation Methods of the SOS

The new concept of neighborhood by distance in an arbitrary topology demands new visual
display techniques of the networks. The following modifications and extensions to the wellknown self-organizing map displays come to mind:
1. Display of the neuron positions. This is especially interesting if the positions of the neurons are also changed during training.
2. Display of the weight vectors in the input space in a web in which each neuron j is connected with a link to k neighboring neurons, those neurons which have the smallest dis-

tance to j in neuron position space.
3. Display of the weight vectors in the input space in a web in which each neuron j is connected to all other neurons which have a distance z less or equal than d. The standard selforganizing map display as seen in Fig. 5 is a special case of this display where the neuron
positions are not moved and the distance z = 1.

6

Dynamic Change of the Network Topology

A dynamic change of the number of neurons is very easy in this model, because no neighborhood relation has to be preserved. This is in contrast to approaches like growing cell structures
[Fritzke92] which have to preserve the topology of adjacent triangles. The process of removing single neurons in these structures may involve removing additional neurons to preserve
the topology of triangles. This may lead to severe learning problems VFritzke93]. We also do
not need to update a spanning tree topology as in [KaKoLa9O].
Adding new neurons in the self-organizing surface is extremely easy. They just have to be
given a neuron position and starting weight and can immediately take place in the learning.
The well-known concept of a hit counter or conscience factor can be used to decide when to
add additional neurons in the neighborhood of frequently hit neurons. The deletion of neurons
is easier still, no neuron topology has to be preserved.
A special implementation technique for additions and deletions of neurons can be used, which
is especially useful for SIMD computers: The number of neurons is not changed but a redefinition of existing neurons replaces a simultaneous insertion and deletion of a neuron. The neuron, which was hit least frequently is deleted, a new neuron is generated in an area of high
input vector density. This can be done with a local replacement of position and weight vector

of a single neuron, without weight vector change. As a further modification the creation and
deletion of new neurons can even be done in batches of several or many neurons. This again is
especially useful on SIMD computers minimizing operations on individual processors.

It is interesting to note the similarity of this batch creation and deletion of neurons with the
selection operator of evolution algorithms and genetic algorithms.
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7

Examples

As examples we show two (artificial) clustering problems. In both examples we trained 1000
normalized handwritten digits (0 to 9), each pattern a 256-dimensional real vector. In the first
example we mapped the digits to a 10-pointed star, showing that non-convex regions pose no
problem for the algorithm. In the second example we map the same digits to 10 circles, showing the ability of the SOS to deal with separated regions.

SASA

Fig. 4: Neuron positions of 1000 handwritten digits (256-dimensional) trained to form a sharp
10-pointed star (left) or falling into one of 10 circles (right). Because in print different classes
are mapped to the same grey values, the class names are indicated additionally.
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1. Introduction: The Need for Boundary-Surface Consistency
When a human observer views a Kanizsa square under appropriate viewing conditions,
the bright square appears to be closer than its inducing pac man wedges (Figure 1). Much
experimental evidence suggests that the square's apparent brightness and depth covary relative to those of the picture background (Bradley and Dumais, 1984; Kanizsa, 1955, 1974;
Purgh6 and Coren, 1992). This interaction between the illusory contours that frame the
square, the brightness percept that fills it in, and the depthful pop-out of the square from
its background illustrate in a dramatic way how fundamentally different are biological vision
processes from those of traditional machine vision algorithms. The present article sketches
an explanation of this percept as part of a larger theory of biological vision that develops a
solution of the classical figure-ground problem (Grossberg, 1993, 1994).
A key property of the theory, called boundary-surface consistency, suggests how only
those boundary segmentations that are capable of supporting filled-in surface representations
survive in the final 3-D percept. Feedback signals between boundary and surface representations are needed to ensure boundary-surface consistency. These feedback signals help to
pop-out the brighter Kanizsa square so that it appears in front of its background.
2. Interscale and Interstream Interactions
The theory is called FACADE Theory because it suggests how representations of FormAnd-Color-And-DEpth are generated in extrastriate cortex, notably area V4. FACADE
theory describes the neural architecture of two parallel subsystems, the Boundary Contour
System (BCS) and the Feature Contour System (FCS). The BCS generates an emergent 3-D
boundary segmentation of edges, texture, shading, and stereo information at multiple spatial
scales, whereas the FCS compensates for variable illumination conditions and fills-in surface
properties of brightness, color, and depth among multiple spatial scales. See Grossberg
(1994) for a self-contained exposition of the theory and its explanations of other data.
In its original form (Grossberg, 1987a, 1987b), FACADE Theory did not posit interactions between the different spatial scales of the BCS and the FCS, or from the FCS to
t This research was supported in part by ARPA (ONR N00014-92-J-4015) and the Office of
Naval Research (ONR N00014-91-J-4100). The author wishes to thank Cynthia E. Bradford
and Diana J. Meyers for their valuable assistance in the preparation of the manuscript.
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Figure 1. A Kanizsa square.

the BCS. Such interactions were not needed to explain the data analysed in previous articles. Grossberg (1994) shows how interactions within and between BCS and FCS scales lead
to explanations of a much wider body of data about 3-D visual perception than could be
handled before.
The theory posits the existence of seven types of interactions that complement, and are
consistent with, previously defined BCS and FCS mechanisms (Figure 2). These interactions
clarify how the visual system can generate globally unambiguous 3-D surface representations
from image data which contain several different types of local ambiguities. In these interactions, larger scales tend to influence smaller scales, and larger disparities tend to influence
smaller disparities. Thus the new interactions tend to be partially ordered across scale and
disparity.
The first new interaction takes place among the complex cells of the BCS. Model complex
cells with large receptive fields can binocularly fuse more disparities than cells with small
fields. Inhibitory competitive interactions occur between complex cells that code different
disparities at the same position and size scale. These interactions are called BB Intrascales.
Typically, active BCS complex cells that code larger disparities inhibit complex cells that
code smaller disparities-an example of partial ordering. This competition sharpens the
disparity tuning curves of the BCS complex cells, and selects those complex cells whose
disparity tuning best matches the binocular disparities derived from an image.
Interactions called BB Interscales are excitatory cooperative interactions from bipole
cells to hypercomplex cells that code the same disparity and position, across all scales.
Each such CC Loop network is called a BCS copy. Each BCS copy generates its own
emergent boundary segmentations corresponding to a prescribed disparity range, or relative
depth from the observer. Each segmentation forms the best spatial compromise between
all the scales that are sensitive to its disparity range. Due to the combined effect of these
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cooperative interactions and of competitive interactions among BCS hypercomplex cells, the
larger scales tend to inhibit the smaller scales within each BCS copy in the manner reported
in psychophysical data (Tolhurst, 1972; Watt, 1987; Wilson, Blake, and Halpern, 1991).
These interactions are predicted to include the Interstripes in cortical area V2.
Each disparity-sensitive 3-D boundary segmentation in a BCS copy interacts with a
Monocular FIDO, or Filling-In-DOmain, of the FCS. These BCS signals select those monocular brightness and color signals that are consistent with the binocular BCS segmentation,
and suppress the rest. These BCS -- FCS interactions are called BF Intracopies because
each BCS copy selects binocularly consistent monocular data from a corresponding FCS
copy.
Thus the illuminant-discounted monocular FCS representation is transformed into multiple FCS copies, or Monocular FIDOs, one for each BCS copy. This one-to-many transformation carries out two functions. First, it maps the monocular positions of FCS signals
into the binocular positions of the corresponding BCS copy. It is hypothesized that the
BF Intracopy signals act as teaching signals to realign the FCS -+ FCS pathways based on
their mutual correlation during visual experience. This adaptive process was used to help
explain monocular McCollough effect data in Grossberg (1987b). Second, this one-to-many
transformation enables monocular FCS signals that do not positionally match binocular BF
Intracopy signals in a given FCS copy to be suppressed. The same monocular FCS signals
may be selected for further processing in a different FCS copy where they do positionally
match the corresponding BF Intracopy signals. This one-to-many transformation is called
Monocular FF Intercopies.
In addition, reciprocal interactions exist from the FCS to the BCS. They are called FB
Intercopies, and ensure boundary-surface consistency. These FCS output signals are derived
from those filled-in FCS regions at the monocular FIDOs that are surrounded by connected
boundaries. These filled-in connected domains, which represent those monocular surface
representations that are binocularly consistent, are used to build up the final 3-D surface
representation at the Binocular FIDOs. In particular, the filled-in connected FCS regions
activate contrast-sensitive FCS --+ BCS pathways that generate FCS output signals at the
edges of the filled-in connected regions. These outputs excite BCS cells corresponding to
the same disparity and position at its BCS copy while inhibiting BCS cells corresponding
to smaller disparities at that position. The FB Intercopy signals hereby inhibit the BCS
boundaries of any occluded region that occur at the same positions as the boundaries of an
occluding region.
Possible neural loci for these BF Intracopies and FB Intercopies are suggested by the
neural interpretation of the BCS in terms of the Interblob cortical stream and of the FCS
in terms of the Blb parvocellular stream. Within cortical area V2, Thin Stripes should be
investigated as possible Monocular FIDOs, with Interstripe-to-Thin Stripe pathways as the
BF Intracopies, Blob-to-Thin Stripe pathways as the Monocular FF Intercopies, and Thin
Stripe-to-Interstripe pathways as the FB Intercopies.
In addition to these FF, BF, and FB interactions, BinocularFFIntercopies are predicted
to occur. Both excitatory and inhibitory output signals are generated, as in the case of FB
Intercopies. The excitatory signals from each eye activate Binocular FIDOs that correspond
to the same disparity and position. The inhibitory signals suppress Binocular FIDOs corresponding to smaller disparities at the same position. These interactions obliterate the
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brightness and color signals that could otherwise erroneously fill-in surface representations
of occluded objects in the regions where they are occluded. The surviving excitatory signals
from both eyes are binocularly matched to trigger the filling-in of the 3-D surface representation. These Binocular FF Intercopies occur within the Blob cortical stream. The excitatory
Binocular FF Intercopies arise from the same source of illuminant-discounted FCS signals
as the Monocular FF Intercopies. In contrast, the inhibitory Binocular FF Intercopies arise
from the edges of the filled-in connected regions within the Monocular FIDOs, as do the FB
Intercopies. The excitatory Binocular FF Intercopies form a one-to-many map to the Binocular FIDOs. They are positionally aligned among the Binocular FIDOs using BCS --+ FCS
boundary signals as teaching signals. These are the BF Intercopies that were used in Grossberg (1987b) to help explain data about binocular transfer of the McCollough effect. The
positions of the inhibitory Binocular FF Intercopies are defined by the binocularly shifted
BF Intracopies that define the filled-in domains whose edges activate them. The inhibitory
FF Intercopies also converge upon the Binocular FIDOs, where they suppress FCS signals
that would otherwise trigger filling-in of occluded regions.
The final interactions are called BF Intercopies. These are BCS -+ FCS boundary signals
from a given disparity and position that add to the BCS boundaries of all smaller disparities
at that position in order to prevent all nearer occluding surfaces from appearing transparent
due to filling-in of their positions by the brightness and colors of farther occluded surfaces.
3. Boundary-Brightness-Depth Interactions in Kanizsa Square Percepts
The percept of closer depth and enhanced brightness induced by a Kanizsa display
may be explained by these mechanisms. Consider the percept under conditions of binocular
viewing. BB Interscales of the CC Loop form an illusory contour around the Kanizsa square.
This square boundary encloses a connected region. Within each copy of the BCS, there is
a largest disparity at which the complex cells can induce the formation of such a connected
square. BB Interscales hereby form multiple copies of the square boundary within multiple
BCS copies, where each copy is capable of binocularly fusing a different range of non-zero
disparities. These illusory Loundaries are no stronger than the boundaries that are formed
around the pac man inducers themselves by a similar process.
The connected BCS boundaries use BF Intracopies to form filling-in domains within the
monocular FIDOs via the pathways labelled 6 in Figure 2. The discounted feature contour
signals from the monocular preprocessing stages then trigger filling-in of the connected regions. The interior of the Kanizsa square has a higher level of filled-in activity than the
background due to the spatial distribution of these feature contour signals. As a result,
the contrast between the filled-in activity of the Kanizsa square and the pac man figures is
greater than the contrast between the filled-in activity of the background and the pac man
figures. This contrast difference is one of the key properties in the explanation.
A second key property concerns the way FB Intercopies respond to this contrast difference. In particular, contrast-sensitive FB Intercopy signals via the pathways labelled 7
in Figure 2 excite BCS boundaries corresponding to the same disparity and position, but
inhibit BCS boundaries corresponding to smaller disparities at that position. Due to this
excitatory FB feedback, the illusory BCS boundaries of the Kanizsa square become stronger
than the (remaining) BCS boundaries of the pac man figures. Using competitive BCS interactions at the hypercomplex cells, these strengthened Kanizsa square boundaries can now
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cause gaps in the boundaries, called end cuts, to form where the pac man boundaries join
the square boundary. The boundaries around the pac man regions are no longei connected.
Consequently they cannot contain the filling-in process within the corresponding monocular
FIDO. Activity hereby diffuses out of the pac man figures.
This excitatory FB feedback and end cutting take place in the BCS copy corresponding
to the largest disparity that can respond to the image. The escape of activity from the
corresponding pac man FIDO eliminates FB Intercopy signals from the pac man boundaries,
both excitatory and inhibitory. Removing the inhibitory FB Intercopy signals from the pac
man boundaries enables the BCS copies that are sensitive to smaller disparities to form pac
man boundaries. Pac man boundaries do not, however, form at the common edge of any
pac man with the square, because FB Intercopy signals from the square region of the largest
disparity copy inhibit the BCS square boundaries at all smaller disparities. With the square
boundaries out of the way, the pac man boundaries can complete an (almost) circular boundary within the BCS copies of the smaller disparities. In all, a square boundary is completed
at a BCS copy corresponding to a nearer depth, while (almost) circular boundaries are completed at a BCS copy corresponding to a slightly farther depth. When these segmentations
are input to the Object Recognition System in temporal cortex, they lead to recognition of
a Kanizsa square in front of circular regions.
Why do we see a square surface in front of the unoccluded surfaces of the pac men?
Why are the boundaries that are completed behind the square recognized but not seen? BF
Intercopies add larger disparity boundaries to smaller disparity boundaries. FF Intercopies
transmit the filling-in generators of the high contrast square to the largest disparity binocular
FIDO, while they inhibit the filling-in generators of the square at smaller disparity binocular
FIDOs. The filling-in generators of the background and of the pac man figures are not
inhibited at these smaller disparity FIDOs. The resultant FACADE representation fills-in a
brighter surface representation of the square at a larger disparity binocular FIDO. The pac
man figures and their background fill-in at a smaller disparity binocular FIDO, but cannot
fill-in behind the square, due to the action of BF Intercopies. Consequently, the brighter
Kanizsa square looks closer than the background. In addition, the pac man figures are
recognized, but not seen, behind the occluding square surface.
At bottom, this interaction between boundary, brightness, and depth percepts is a consequence of the surface filling-in that compensates for variable illumination, the use of connected monocular surfaces to reinforce consistent boundary segmentations which thereupon
control the formation of binocular surface representations, and the use of end cuts to detach
the boundaries of nearer surfaces from those of farther surfaces to facilitate figure-ground
pop-out.
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Abstract

- Three computational rules are sufficient to generate model corticalmaps that simulate the interrelatedstructureof corticalocular dominance and orientationcolumns: a noise input,
a spatialbandpassfilter and competitive normalizationacross allfeature dimensions. The data of
Blasdelfrom optical imaging experiments reveal cortical map fractures,singularities,and linear
zones that are fit by the model In particular,singularitiesin orientationpreferencetend to occur in
the centers of oculardominance columns, and orientationcontours tend to intersect ocular dominance columns at right angles.

Since the classical work of Hubel and Wiesel (1974) many experimental neurobiologists have studied how two
key structural attributes of primary visual cortex develop in the neonate and are functionally organized in the adult.
These attributes are the ocular dominance columns whereby visual inputs from the left and right eyes are juxtaposed
to facilitate binocular vision, and the orientation columns whereby oriented edges, textures, and shading in an image
can selectively activate some cells more than others. The anatomical coordination of these attributes was first conceptualized in the hypercolumn model of Hubel and Wiesel (1974). Much subsequent experimental work has revealed a
more complex organization of these interwoven attributes, one that includes a mesh of singularities, fractures and linear zones. Blasdel (1992a, 1992b) has described five general characteristics of ocular dominance and orientation
maps: (1)there exist regions of smooth change in orientation preference (linear zones), (2) there exist rapid changes
in orientation along one direction (fractures), (3)there exist regions at the centers of swirls of orientation preference
in which all orientation preferences are present (singularities), (4) singularities tend to fie within the centers of the
ocular dominance columns, and (5) linear zones intersect the edges of ocular dominance columns nearly orthogonally. Figure I shows the each of these five characteristics in a map of orientation preference and ocular dominance
columns obtained by optical dye recordings.

FIGURE 1. Characteristics of orientation and ocular dominance maps, revealed by optical Imaging
(Obermayer and Blasdel, 1993). Five key properties of cortical maps are illustrated: (1)regions of smooth
change in orientation preference (linear zones), (2) regions in which orientation changes rapidly along one
direction (fractures), (3) regions at the center of swirls of orientation where all orientations are present
(singularities), (4) singularities tend to lie within the centers of ocular dominance columns, (5) linear zones
tend to intersect ocular dominance columns nearly orthogonally.
This explosion of neural data has led to a correspondingly vigorous development of neural network models to
simulate and explain them (Bienenstock et al, 1976; Grossberg, 1976a, 1976b, 1976c; Linsker 1986, 1990; Miller et
il, 1989; Obermayer et al, 1992; von der Malsburg, 1973; Willshaw and von der Malsburg, 1976). These models
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have tended to mix two goals: to understand the functional organization of columnar structures in primate visual cortex, and to understand how this columnar organization forms through a self-organizing developmental process.
Although each of these neural models shares a number of features in common, such as associative learning and
competitive decision rules, their very numbers and continued proliferation indicates that no one model has yet definitively been accepted. To facilitate this process, the present article identifies three computational properties that are
sufficient to explain data concerning the adult organization of ocular dominance and orientation columns. These properties identify a universal computational substrate that may subserve neural models of these structures.
In their simplest form, the three computational properties are (1) a source of noise that energizes the map formation process; (2) a spatial band pass filter that organizes the noise into a spatial map structure; and (3) a normalization
rule that constrains how multiple visual features are competitively allocated across the two-dimensional map surface.
These rules extend the key observation of Rojer and Schwartz (1990) that rules (I) and (2) may be used to generate
the map structure of ocular dominance columns, and the related insight of Erwin et al (1993) that neural models of
cortical maps possess ring-shaped Fourier power spectra, given isotropic connection rules.
Taken together, rules (1)-(3) allow us to simulate the spatial organization of both cortical ocular dominance columns and orientation columns, as well as their mutual overlap, as these properties have been revealed by experiment
using optical imaging techniques (Blasdel, 1992a, 1992b; Obermayer and Blasdel, 1993).

Band Pass Filters
Although all band pass filters that we examined produced qualitatively similar maps, the Difference of Gaussians
(DOG) filter is of particular interest since DOG filters and their approximations are used to carry out competitive
decision making in essentially all the neural network models. The DOG filter is defined as the Fourier transform of a
two dimensional DOG spatial convolution kernel:
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Figure 2 shows the result of applying this band pass filter to a noise source.

FIGURE 2. Application of a DOG band pass filter to an initial noise Image.

Competitive Normalization across Feature Dimensions
A competitive normalization property is found, either explicitly or implicitly, in each of the neural network models mentioned above. The models of Linsker (1986), Miller et at (1989), and von der Malsburg (1973) include
explicit normalization of the adaptive weights that undergo learning. Grossberg (1976), Kohonen (1989), and Obermayer et al (1992) present models which obtain normalization as an emergent network property due to inhibitory
interactions. Normalization is necessary to prevent unbounded weight growth and helps the network to learn a feature
map in a stable way.
A normalization constraint can be rationalized in higher dimensional systems if the various feature inputs or
"dimensions" interact via a mass action or shunting competitive interaction (Grossberg, 1973, 1982). Competitive
normalization is shown below to generate a key relationship in the physiological data (Blasdel, 1992): spatial loci that
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correspond to large values of one dimension correspond to small values of the competing dimension(s). This relationship is expressed by the following equation:
'I

(2)

f (xk) = K
k=1

where each functionfx) is an increasing function of x, and K is the maximum response.

Simulations of cortical maps
To simulate cortical maps of orientation and ocular dominance columns we let the number of dimensions n=3,
select the transfer function

(3)

fk(X) = X2
and choose K = 1. By (2) and (3),
xx
X2+2

~

I + x a2

=

I(4

(4)

which is equivalent to requiring each vector (x1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ) to lie on the unit sphere. Using these parameters we generate
simulated cortical maps with the following procedure (depicted graphically in Figure 3):
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FIGURE 3. a) Two maps of random angles (a and @)uniquely determine a map of vectors on the unit
sphere. b) The cartesian coordinates (xj,x2 ,r 3 ) of each vector are computed from the maps of a and P3. c) A
spatial band pass filter is applied to each of the coordinate maps to generate maps of simulated response
vectors (YY20'3). d) Maps y, and Y2 are combined to yield maps of orientation preference and orientation
selectivity; mapy 3 is interpreted as ocular dominance.
•
"

"

•

Select two maps of uniformly-distributed angles (o4p) which together uniquely determine a single point on
the surface of the unit sphere (see Figure 4).
Coordinates (omp) correspond to coordinates x1 , x 2 and xj such that
x, = coscccosP; x 2 = sinacosP; x 3 = sino
(5)
on the unit sphere.
Each image x1 , x 2 , and x; is band pass filtered to yield simulated response maps Y1, Y2, and Y3. Specifically,
each image xi is transformed into the frequency domain with a Fast Fourier Transform (FF1') (Press et al,
1992), multiplied by the annular-shaped two-dimensional band pass filter, and transformed back into the
spatial domain using the inverse FF1.
We interpret these maps much as Blasdel (1992b) interpreted his physiological data of visual cortex. We take
y, and Y2 to represent orientation preference and orientation selectivity. At a unique horizontal and vertical
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position there exists a single scalar value (pixel) in each of the yJ and Y2 maps, y1 (h, v) and y2(h, v).The magnitude of the 2-dimensional vector [y1 (h,v), Y2(h,v)],

2
2
M(h, v) = jy I(h, v) +y 2 (h, v)

represents orientation selectivity at a given position, and half of the angle of the vector,

(h,v)

O(h, v) = arctan ,(,

v)

represents orientation preference. We restrict the angle to lie between -72 and x12 because orientation preference is defined only on this range.
*
Similarly, we take y.j
to represent eye domiance.We interpret positive values of yv(h,v) to represent preference for one eye, and negative values to represent preference for the other eye. Values of y3(hv) near 0 represent an absence of eye preference.
* Figure 5 shows a simulated ocular dominance map. The range [-1,11 of the y. map is shown as a grey-scale
image. Light regions correspond to map values near I and to regions that "prefer" input from one eye. By
contrast dark regions correspond to map values near - I and to regions that prefer input from the other eye.
Grey regions correspond to values near 0 and prefer input from neither eye.
One-half of the angle of the vector [y1 (hv), y2 (hv)] represents orientation preference in our simulations. Contours of iso-orientation preference of a simulated orientation preference map are shown in Figure 6. This map is qualitatively similar to contour maps of physiologically-measured orientation preference, shown in Figure 1. In particular
notice the existence in the simulated maps of the features of physiological maps identified earlier: (1) linear zones, (2)
fractures, and (3) singularities. In addition note that (4) the singularities in the orientation preference map tend to correspond to the centers of the ocular dominance columns, as shown in Figure 7. This is equivalent to the observation
that the singularities in the orientation preference map tend to correlate with regions of low binocularity. Finally, Figure 7 shows (5) the tendency of orientation contours to intersect the edges of ocular dominance columns at right
angles.
Singularities, fractures, and linear zones are determined by the topology of the interaction of all three components.The x, and x2 maps are selected from orthogonal components of a map of random angles. After filtering, high
spatial frequencies are removed, resulting in local spatial correlation. Thus small regions which contain vectors with
similar angles will form sharply-tuned regions of a specific orientation preference after filtering. By contrast, vectors

-.-

X3

x2

FIGURE 4. Two angles a and 3 uniquely determine
a vector (x 1 ,r.,r 3 ) on the surface of the unit sphere.

FIGURE 5. Simulated ocular dominance map Y3
generated by applying DOG filter to normalized
random mapx 3 (see text). Dark regiom corrspond to preference for one eye, light regions to
preference for the other eye.
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linear Zone

sintgulari

fracture

FIGURE 6. Simulated orientation preference map
extracted from DOG-filtered maps. Orientation
preference is defined as half the angle determined
by each two-dimemional vector In the map (Yj, y2)Contours lines are drawn along regiom of constant
orientation. Examples of a singularity, a fracture,
and a linear zone are indicated.

FIGURE 7. Simulated orientation preference contours superimposed on simulated ocular dominance
column boundaries show the tendency of the contours to intersect the boundaries at right angles.
Solid lines show iso-orientation contours, dashed
lines show boundaries of ocular dominance columns.

in small regions with many different angles tend to cancel with one another as a result of filtering, yielding small
regions in which the vectors all have small magnitude and many orientations. In a contour plot of orientation preference, these regions show up as singularities, and correspond to regions of low orientation selectivity. Removal of low
frequencies leads to a spatial anti-correlation of slightly-more-distant regions, and increases the regularity of the spa-

tial pattern.

Linear zones and fractures develop according to similar principles. It is helpful to think about fractures and linear
zones as the endpomints of a continuum. Similar nearby regions in the initial angular map interact to form regions in
the final map with a range of rams of spatial orientation change, Nearby regions with slightly different orientation
preferences yield linear zones. Nearby regions with drastically different initial orientation preference form fractures.
7U initial distribution of angular differences produces the wide range orientation changes, punctuated by linear
zones and fractures, that is seen in simulated maps.
The physiologically-observed tendency of orientation preference singularities to lie at the centers of ocular dominance columns is explained by the normalization constraint. Vectors near the centers of ocular dominance columns
have large y3 coordinates and small yj and Y2 coordinates; vectors with a small y3 coordinate have tyi, Y2] sub-vectors
with large magnitudes. Thus vectors near the centers of orientation columns have small orientation selectivity, a necessary condition for singularities in the orientation preference map. Conversely, vectors away from the centers of orientation columns have larger orientation selectivity: therefore singularities as a rule do not lie away from the centers
of the ocular dominance columns.
As described above, orientation contour lines run between pairs of singularities. Since singularities show a strong
tendency to line up with the centres of ocular dominance columns, these contour lines are constrained to run from the
center of one ocular dominance column to the center of a neighboring column, or roughly along the center ine of a
single ocular dominance column: orientation contours that intersect ocular dominance column borders therefore do so
at approximately orthogonal angles.

Condusion
This conceptually and computationally simple class of models is capable of explaining the key observations
made by physiological imaging of primary visual cortex with 2DG and optical recordings. The qualitative structures
of the orientation preference, orientation selectivity, and ocular dominance columns emerge, as do the observed topographical relationships among these maps.
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The similarity between the synthetic and the experimental maps suggests that cortex performs a band pass filter
of noisy input a competitive normalization across feature dimensions. Such mechanisms could be due to neural
imeractiouL This is the type of explanation given by all the neural network models reviewed above. On the other
hand, other types of mechanisms with similar computational properties could also generate the observed results. In
one of the foundational articles on self-organizing cortical feature maps, Grossberg (I 976a) noted that model neural
mechanisms of postnatal feature map tuning share computational properties with model morphogenetic mechanisms
of prenatal feature map formation. These computational homologs enable postnatal map tuning to refine prenatally
developed maps in a computationally consistent way. For example, in the morphogenetic models, morphogens cooperate and compete among cells that obey mass action reaction-diffusion equations, thereby achieving competitive
normalization. In addition, feature tuning by postnatal mechanisms of activity-dependent synaptic modification obey
mathematical rules like those that model prenatal growth of intercellular connections. Similar morphogenetic signals
and growth rules are also capable of modeling a variety of non-neural developmental data (Grossberg, 1978).
Our simulation results suggest that whatever combination of genetically and environmentally controlled mechanisms for cortical mapping exist it needs to incorporate computations that behave like a noise input, a spatial band
pass filter, and competitive normalization across feature dimensions. The computational similarity of neural and morphogenetic models also suggest that some of these same properties may be sought in examples of non-neural morphogenetic maps.
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Abstract
A model is described for cortical simple cells. Simple cells are selective for local contrast
polarity, signaling light-dark and dark-light transitions. The proposed new architecture exhibits both linear and non-linear properties of simple cells. Linear responses are obtained
by integration of the input stimulus within subfields of the cells, and by combinations of
them. Non-linear behavior can be seen in the selectivity for certain features that can be
characterized by the spatial arrangement of activations generated by initial on- and off-cells
(center-surround). The new model also exhibits spatial frequency selectivity with the genera-

tion of multi-scale properties being based on a single-scale band-pass input that is generated
by the initial (retinal) center-surround processing stage.
1. Introduction
Although the stimulus-response properties of cells at early stages of visual processing (along the
retino-cortical pathway) have been investigated successfully, the underlying mechanisms as well
as their functionality are by now not fully understood. For example, the generation of orientation
selectivity in cortical simple cells is still a matter of debate. The same holds for the mechanisms
underlying the measurement of local contrast.
In this paper, we introduce a neural circuit that attempts to clarify several important properties of simple cells. The model is derived from well documented experimental results as well
as previous computational studies. Specifically, the new model i) makes explicit local contrast
changes of specific polarity; ii) shows linear and non-linear response properties producing selectivity to certain feature-like input configurations (potentially allowing for the generation of
significant responses not directly related to contrast); and iii) incorporates multiple spatial frequency (scale) selectivity.
2. Empirical Evidence and Functionality of Simple Cells
The retino-cortical pathway is divided in on and off processing streams, or channels, that remain
segregated until area V1 ([25]). The axonal projections of LGN cells terminate in layer 4 of V1,
whereby the precise spatial arrangement of the segregated on- and off-pathways differs between
species (see [32) for a discussion).
'Supported in part by the German BMFT, grant 413-5839-01 IN 101 C/I.
2
Supported in part by CNPq and NUTES/UFRJ, Brazil.
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Simple cells in layer 4 can be characterized by their preference for orientation, local contrast
polarity, spatial frequency, as well as other attributes. The mechanisms that generate orientation
selectivity axe still not fully understood, but evidence exists for orientation selectivity being
generated by the spatially aligned inputs of on- and off-channel LGN cells ([5, 4]). Utilizing the
framework of Fourier and linear system's theory, it is assumed that the visual input is processed
in separate channels, each of which is selective to a band of spatial frequencies ([31, 30]). An
important question is to where spatial frequency selectivity first arises. Data suggest that spatial
frequency channels are a property of the visual cortex alone; physiological and morphological
studies failed to show selectivity for cells in retina and LGN ([23]). The corresponding scatter of
receptive field sizes to make cells responsive to spatial frequency has, however, been revealed to
exist at the level of VI ([23, 29], see [1] for a discussion of functional implications).
The receptive fields of simple cells can be divided into subfields and an important issue is how
the Inputs to the different subfields combine. With respect to the combination, both linear and
non-linear properties have been shown. Moreover, the structure of the input has been revealed
as converging on-LGN afferents to on-subfields and off-LGN afferents to off-subfields ([5, 6, 25]).
Let us briefly review the debate concerning linear/non-linear simple cell mechanisms. Simple cells
have been shown to exhibit a sum-to-threshold linearity in the integration of its inputs ([26]),
a finding used as evidence against non-linear gating-type combinations of subfields as suggested
in some computational models (see below). However, non-linear (suppressive) interaction between subfields for reverse-contrast stimulation has been demonstrated by [13] (see also [2]), a
fact suggestive of gating-like mechanisms. None of these non-linear interactions occur at the
level of dendritic spines ([3]), indicating that cellular interactions account for these phenomena.
A contrast dependent non-linearity lead [28] (see also [17, 14]) to the hypothesis of push-pull
interactions of on/off inputs to simple cell subfields. FERSTER ([6]) provided evidence for a partial overlap of on and off subfields in simple cells (see also [14]) and suggested that competition
between simple cells of opposite contrast polarity at each spatial location occurs (see also [18]).
Further information on the combination of on/off information in simple cells has been obtained by blocking studies. By blocking the on-channel it has been shown that i) the orientation
selectivity is maintained ([25, 27]) and ii) a decline in cortical responsiveness occurs that amounts
to more than 50% decrease in response strength ([15]). The latter finding is highly suggestive of
non-linea mechanisms.
Computational models of simple cells have employed, for example, AND-gating non-linearities

operating on the outputs of center-surround operators as a decision-mechanism determining the
existence of contrast edges ([19, 241). Recently, the analysis of the differential structure of image

curves and contrast outlines lead

IVERSON AND ZUCKER

([16]) to propose a syntactic scheme

defining a language of logical/linear operators. Herein, operators composed of tangentially separated subfields were defined to selectively respond to contrast ("edge") and line features while
enabling the operators to automatically suppress "false" responses. A similar functional scheme
has been described in [8, 9], in which deviations from co-occurring on- and off-channel activations
are penalized, yielding a reduction in activity.
3. Model Circuit for Odd-Symmetric Simple Cells
The above review can be summarized into the key computational elements of our simple cell
circuit: i) on- and off-contrast channels feed into simple cell on- and off-subfields, respectively;
ii) spatial frequency selectivity; iii) push-pull interactions; and iv) competition between opposite
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Figure 1: Sketch of initial center-surroundfiltering utilizing shunting (membrane) interactions
(large circles) and subsequent reciprocal inhibitory cross-channel interaction.
polarity cells. Moreover, the AND-gating like mechanism employed by several models in the
literature is an emergent property of the network proposed here, and therefore rationalizes how
it can be obtained with cellular interactions.
A model related to the one introduced here has been described in [11]. In this model, on-cells
and spatially displaced off-cells in a multiscale filter excite target simple cells. Simple cells of
opposite contrast polarity compete at each position and their rectified output signals converge on
target complex cells.
Center-surround Antagonism and On- and Off-channels. The initial processing of
the input luminance utilizes isotropic center-surround interactions. Response characteristics of
on- and off-cells are described by membrane equations of the type used by [121. The generated
responses for on- and off-filtering are denoted by y+ and y7, respectively. It has been shown
in [21, 22] that on- and off-channel activities contain DC components that represent compressed
and low-pass transformed versions of the luminance distribution. The segregation of local contrast information in the on- and off-contrast channels is accomplished by reciprocal cross-channel
inhibition to generate activations ct = [y! - y-]+ and C7 = [y7" - V+]+ ([x]+ = max[z,0]),
respectively. An outline of the scheme is sketched in Fig. 1. For further details and overview see
[22].
Simple Cell Responses. The inputs to simple cells are generated in the circuit outlined in
Fig. 1. Following the suggestion in [6], oriented inputs are generated by blurring the activity distribution in the on- and off-contrast channels by utilizing elongated Gaussian weighting functions
(represented in Fig. 1 by the "ellipses"). Multiple spatial frequency selectivity is generated by
using weighting functions of different orientations, each with different spatial extent in length and
width. This stage is operationalized by computing pS+
Ej c;A where
1 jctA and p-F3
A denotes an oriented elongated Gaussian weighting function of scale S .
Figure 2a sketches the circuit of a simple cell with light-dark polarity. The circuit itself has
4 stages and contains two streams, or channels, namely on and off. The first stage receives the
blurred contrast activities in the on- and off-channel, ps+ and p/S-, respectively. The second stage
-

3

Since so far only a 1-D version of the model has been investigated, the explicit labeling of orientations has been
omitted.
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(a)

(b)

ED EF)

Figure 2: (a) Circuit for an odd-symmetric simple cell sensitive to light-dark contrast polarity.
(b) Final competition of simple cells of opposite contrast polarity at each spatial location.
contains an opponent interaction of the on- and off-channels as well as direct excitatory inputs
from each subfield. The third receives channel-specific inputs from both the first (excitatory) and
second (inhibitory) stages. Finally, on and off channels are pooled producing the final response
in stage four. The opponent inhibition associated with the within-channel inhibition provides a
mechanism for disinhibition.As a consequence, the output of the circuit will be large only when
the inputs from both channels are strong - since disinhibition of activation in each subfield occurs.
The self-inhibition/disinhibition mechanisms therefore realize the functionality of a "smooth"
AND-gate (161).

The model employs both light-dark and dark-light simple cells. These are obtained by collecting contrast information from spatially different branches. For a light-dark cell at position i,
on-information originates from the "left" and off-information from the "right" (referring to the
"symmetry axis" centered at i). To simplify the notation below we use the convention I = i - as
and r = i+as, where I and r are the "left" and "right" spatial offsets with os as a scale-dependent
constant 4 . Simple cell responses are computed in two steps, with intermediate variables q+ (stage
2) and z+ (stage 3) for the on-channel (on-subfield) and q- and z- for the off-channel (off-subfield)
(see Fig. 2a). The equations for the on-channel are
qi+ =
+ =

-aqi + + p+ - /3p,qi
-Tz + + p+ - 6 q+ tz

4

(1)
(2)

To simplify the notation the spatial scale index, S, will not be used in the following; however, all stages further
described are computed for multiple scales.
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and for the off-channel
47

=

-oq7 + p7 -

=

-z7

p+ q7

(3)

+ p- - bq-z7

(4)

where a, /, y, and 6 are constants. All the above processes are assumed to reach equilibrium
fast and are thereby computed at equilibrium. The final response for a light-dark simple cell is
computed as
Z!d = Zi+
(5)
The dark-light response, ZP, is obtained in a similar manner.
Mutual Inhibition of Simple Cells. Simple cells of opposite polarity and same spatial
location are postulated to undergo mutual inhibition ((6, 18], see Fig. 2b). Therefore, final lightdark responses are computed as
Xd =Zd - Z411
(6)
and dark-light responses as
X4

[Zd

dZ

f]+.

(7)

The assumption of subtractive inhibition in equations 6 and 7 is not central to ie model's
functionality; alternatively, a shunting inhibition scheme could have been employed.
Complex Cell Responses. Complex cell responses are, in vivo, insensitive to direction of
contrast ([71) and are obtained in the model, for simplicity, by pooling (i.e., adding) light-dark
and dark-light simple cell responses.
4. Computer Simulations
The behavior of the model has been assessed through a set of computer simulations. In all,
simple cell responses are shown after mutual inhibition (x~d and x4l). Figure 3 shows the model's
behavior when presented with a square wave. For the smaller scale, strong polarity specific "edge"
responses are visible; activity is decreased for the coarser scale. In Fig. 4 the input is again a
square wave, but now the on channel has been inactivated. As found experimentally, activities
are greatly reduced (decreasing to less than 50% of the total activity). Figure 5 illustrates the
behavior when the input is a trapezoidal wave. Note the simple cell responses of the larger scale,
which respond maximally in the middle of the ramp ("small" local contrast). Finally, Fig. 6 shows
the responses to a sine wave. At the proper scale, the corresponding cells respond maximally and
in a quasi-linear fashion.
5. Summary
A neural circuit is described that realizes the functionality of odd-symmetric simple cells. The
internal self-inhibition of activity in each separate channel reduces the level of cell activation
generated in the case of input from one channel alone. Via disinhibition, cells respond more
selectively to prominent features, such as contrast edges and ramp transitions of certain maximum
width. Contrast edges and ramps are represented through correlated activity distributions in the
on- and off-contrast channel. The circuit has therefore the capacity to produce strong activations
for significant luminance features (such as "edges") as well as for gradual luminance variations.
The response to gradual changes in luminance allows for the generation of boundary webs that may
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underly the generation of 3D surface layout ([10]) and brightness perception([20]). Multiple spatial
frequency characteristics of the circuit have been demonstrated for the ramp-shaped transition
and for the sine wave input with the cells generating maximal response having receptive fields of
the proper scale.
The model so far has been developed to incorporate odd-symmetric cells only. Even-symmetric
cells can be incorporated by either cascading the odd-symmetry model or, alternatively, by extending the circuit through a triple-channel version. Both versions will be investigated in the
future. In addition, a full 2D version of the model is also envisaged.
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Abstract
A neural network model of brightness perception is developed to account for a wide variety of
difficult data, including the classical phenomenon of Mach bands and nonlinear contrast effects
associated with sinusoidal luminance waves. The model builds upon previous work by Grossberg
and colleagues on filling-in models that predict brightness perception through the interaction of
boundary and featuresignals. Model equations are presented and computer simulations illustrate
the model's potential.

Introduction

1

Brightness phenomena are a rich source of information on how the visual system encodes luminance
changes in the world. In this paper we develop a neural network for brightness perception in
the tradition of filling-in theories (Cohen and Grossberg, 1984; Gerrits and Vendrick, 1970). Our
simulations implement a number of refinements already described in the development of Grossberg's
(1987, 1994) Form-And-Color-And-DEpth (FACADE) theory, which though conceived as part of
the theory, were not implemented in the simulations of (;rossberg and Todorovic (1988). These
include: a) ON and OFF channels with separate filling-in domains; b) multiple spatial scales; c)
computations for simple and complex cells; and d) boundary computations that engage a recurrent
competitive circuit. Simulations of the present system of equations account for human's perception
of a wide variety of stimuli, including ones whose brightness contains shallow spatial gradients.

Smooth Brightness Gradients within the BCS/FCS Theory

2

A fundamental idea of the BCS/FCS theory is that boundaries are used to generate filling-in
compartments where featural quality (e.g., "brightness" in our cSe) is diffused, or spread. The
final diffused activities in the FCS correspond to the model's predicted brightness, which is the
outcome of interactions between boundaries and featura quality, whereby boundaries control the
process of filling-in by forming gates of variable resistance to diffusion.
Note that while it may seem natural to assume that boundary signals only exist in locations
corresponding to discontinuities of luminance ("edges"), Grossberg and Mingolla (1987) showed
that "boundary webs" can form in regions of luminance gradients, whereby the process of diffusion
'Supported in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR-F49620-92-J-0334), the Northeast
Consortium for Engineering Education (NCEE-A303-21-93), and the Office of Naval Research (ONR N00014-91-J-

4100).
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Supported in part by the German BMFT, grant 413-5839-01 IN 101 C/I.
Supported in part by CNPq and NUTES/UFRJ, Brazil.
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may be totally or partially blocked within extended regions, yielding a percept of spatially gradual
changes in brightness. Boundary signals work to contain diffusion; large )oundary values do not
allow a featural value at a given spatial position to affect a neighboring one. In regions with zero
boundary activity, featural quality is free to diffuse, while in regions containing spatially dense
boundary signals, little diffusion of featural quality throughout a large area may occur. In other
words, featural quality cannot be spread, and the corresponding predicted brightness will be similar
to the profile of featural quality derived by the initial filtering of tfiv scenic input (image) at those
spatial positions. In this sense, extended boundaries of sufficient amplitude can be thought of as
print signals, that is, signals that simply replicate the filtered input to the filling-in stage.
2.1

Boundary Computations

Analysis of several brightness stimuli indicates that stimuli with abrupt luminance transitions
(e.g., luminance steps) generally require sharp boundary signals to create spatially abrupt barriers
between regions of discretely differing brightness levels, while stimuli containing smooth luminance
modulations will require smoother boundaries to be able to trap (at least some of) the modulation
that is present in the convolved input (featural quality) to create smoothly varying brightness
distributions. How then can the visual system, or a model of it, decide without a homunculus rules invoked by other processes - whether or not to sharpen boundary signals?
What differentiates the situations requiring sharp and extended boundary signals? Consider
a system where the input waveform is filtered by both ON and OFF center-surround operators.
The solution originates from the observation that sharp transitions of luminance produce strong
responses in both the ON and OFF channels. In other words, in the region surrounding an "edge,"
there will be strong ON-activity (at the "light" region) and strong OFF-activity (at the "dark"
region). On the other hand, waveforms with more gradual variations of luminance lead to a different
distribution of ON and OFF responses.
The above analysis indicates that ON and OFF responses can be used to guide the computation
of boundaries: ON/OFF spatial coincidence (Gove, 1993; Grossberg, 1994; Grossberg, Mingolla,
and Williamson, 1993; Iverson and Zucker, 1989) should eventually lead to sharp boundaries while
ON/OFF separation should produce spatially shallow signals. We propose a two stage process for
achieving the computational competencies necessary to generate the proper activity distribution
within the BCS: 1) initial boundary responses to stimuli with ON/OFF coincidence should be large;
and 2) responses that are "large" relative to neighboring ones are sharpened while those that are
(absolutely) small or near in size to neighboring ones ale not.

3

Multiple Scale Contrast and Brightness System

Recently, Neumann (1993, 1994) presented an analysis that clarified how the double-opponent
subtraction of ON/OFF signals for brightness computation (Grossberg, 1987, 1994; Grossberg
and Wyse, 1992) can be thought of as "factored" into the computation in parallel of "contrast" and
"luminance-derived" signals. The current model combines the work of Grossberg and Todorovic
(1988) and of Neumann (1993, 1994) and modifies them in several ways (see Introduction). The
full description of the model follows (Figure 1). The implementation employed is l-D, i.e., stimuli
of interest are actually slices through full 2-D stimuli with 1-D symmetry. As far as possible
the parameters of the model have been kept constant across scales; spatial parameters that vary
according to scale have an index S. Variables that are computed in multiple scales also contain the
index S.
The input pattern to the model is a spatial pattern given by Ii.
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Figure 1: Diagram of model components. Stages that perform multiple scale computations are
specified by several "shifted boxes". Simple and complex cells are indicated by polarity specific and
direction of contrast insensitive "cells", respectively. The final output is given by the stage "Multiple
Scale Brightness". The namles employed are indicated in parenthesis in the formal description of
the model stages.
Center-surround Antagonism and On- and Off-channels (ON/OFF filter). The input
pattern is processed by both ON- and OFF-Ceils in a way similar to retinal ganglion cells. This is
accomplished with membrane equations (Grossberg and Todorovic, 1988).
Segregation of Contrast and Brightness Systems (ON/OFF contrast and luminance).
+
Call the above ON and OFF filtering responses by Yi and Yi-, respectively. As proposed by Neumann (1993, 1994), the representation of "contrast" signals is obtained via inhibitory interactionsi

between ON and OFF channels as in
[Y+ - Y-]+

(1)

+

(2)

ci

=

c-

-- [Yi- - Yi+]

the output
activity is obtained by pooing
where [x] + = marx(, 0). "Baseline", or luminance-driven,
of the
version
Of ON and OFF channels, obtaining a low-pass filtered and non-inearly compressed
input
(3)
•5i = Yi+ + Yi-cells are the first major stage
mplex c lex
ad Sime
Simple and Complex Cell Responses.
leading to the computation of boundaries. Before feeding into simple cells, ON- +and OFF-Contrast
signals (cg and c-) are first bluroed by Ganssian kernels producing the signals pds and pti-, where
k, and k is the number of scales.
S
intg
and dark-light simple cells. These are obtae
both light-dark
model
The
si n
OF chanl
between ON anemploys
For
i.
contrast information from spatially different branches. Consider a simple cell at position
light-dark cell, ON-information originates from the "left" and OFF-information from the "right"
a
(with respect to position i). To simplify the notation below we use the following convention:
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I = i - as and r = i + as, where I and r are the "left" and "right" spatial offsets and ar, is a

scale-dependent constant. Responses are assumed to reach equilibriumn fast and are computed in
two steps. A light-dark cell involves the following computations for the left branch (fed by the ON
channel)

Si+

• ps+

q1

_

(4)

s_+

where a,/ , 7, and 6 are constants. Similarly for the right branch (fed by the OFF channel) the
equilibrated values are
P.,.
P,qs-= S+rsIl-y+bs
(
S
y+ 6q
_

The final simple cell response is zs + + z . - . A dark-light cell is obtained by reversing the inputs
for the "left" and "right" branches.
(Complex cell responses, x', are insensitive to direction of contrast and are obtained by summing
light-dark and dark-light simple cell responses. It was assumed that the complex cell output was a
scaled-thresholded version as in X = p[x - T]+ , where [x]+ = max(x, 0); K and T are constants.
Boundaries: Feedback Competition of Complex Cell Responses (boundary). Boundaries are obtained by processing complex cell responses through a recurrent competitive network.
The system sharpens strong inputs and leaves small signals largely unmodified. The nonlinear
feedback network is modeled after the work of Grossberg and Marshall (1989) and is given by
dwi5
dw.'.

dt

=

s_1

=-Aws + (L -ws)(F(+B

)("

(+

'M

5)
-

w~(~B

+ B/S-).

(6)

where A, L and M are constants; see Grossberg and Marshall (1989) for more details. Equation 6 is
solved using fourth order Runge-Kutta until the activities equilibrate; the computations are similar
to those of the "first competitive stage" of the Cooperative-Competitive ((() loop of Grossberg
and Mingolla (1985).
On and Off Feature Filling-in (ON/OFF filling-in). Filling-in is performed for both ON and
OFF domains (Gerrits and Vendrick, 1970; Grossberg, 1987, 1994; Grossberg and Wyse, 1992).
Diffusive filling-in for the ON domain is implemented as
dvs + =_KS+ + y: ( S+
s+)PS + s+
i ji +V
v
E
+
dt = v ,

(7)

where K is a constant and Ni specifies the neighborhood of influence of node i. Term ct is the on
contrast that is supplied to the diffusion stage; a similar equation regulates the OFF domain (vS-),
with c" as the contrast input. Diffusion is limited to nearest neighbors so that Ni = (i - 1,i + 1).
The diffusion coefficients, Pj, regulate the magnitude of cross influence of location j on location i
and depend on boundary signals as

Jt =5l + P; + ws)'

(8)

where p and E are constants. For simulations, Equation 7 is solved with fourth order Runge-Kutta
until activities equilibrate.
Single Scale Brightness Prediction (single scale brightness). The filled in activities in the
ON and OFF domains are used in conjunction with the low pass luminance to determine the single
scale brightness prediction, u s . The basic idea is that the low pass luminance (si in Equation 3)
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provides a baseline of activity that can be modified by the equilibrated

ON

and

OFF

contrasts (v

+

and v3- in Equation 7). The interactions are governed by the following differential equation
d,
dt

-F

+

:vO+ - H
G+

v

(9)

3

which is computed at equilibrium; F, (, and H are constants.
Multiple Scale Brightness Pooling (multiple scale brightness). As implemented in Grossberg, Mingolla, and Williamson (1993), the final brightness percept is obtained by averaging the
outputs of the different spatial scales:
(10)
k
S

where k is the number of scales being employed. IU is the final output of the model.

4

Simulations

The model correctly predicts the appearance of Mach bands on a trapezoidal wave and Figure 2
shows several model stages (3 spatial scales were used). In the bottom row the input (1j) is shown
to the left of the final multiple scale brightness prediction (Ui). The input luminance is initially
filtered by ON and OFF channels and the results generate "contrast" and "luminance" information;
the second row shows ON/OFF filtering (Yi+ and Y1-), ON/OFF contrasts (ct and c-), and the
low-pass luminance (si). Contrasts are used for multi-scale computations of complex cells and
boundaries. At the same time they are used as featural inputs to ON/OFF diffusion leading to
single scale brightness predictions. The contrasts fed to diffusion are trapped by the spatially
extended boundaries and provide the activities that will generate the corresponding bands for the
single scale predictions; for scale 1 some of the complex cell responses are sharpened, though. Rows
3-5 show these multi-scale computations for the trapezoidal wave. Column 1: complex cells (X$);
column 2: boundaries (uwS); column 3: equilibrated ON and OFF filling-in (v;5+ and v-); column 4:
single scale brightness (uj). The final multiple scale brightness prediction is obtained by averaging
the single scale results and, as mentioned, is shown in the first row (Uj). The model also correctly
predicts the existence of Mach bands on triangular waves (see Ross et al., 1989).
Other stimuli that the model can account for include (Figure 3) a) the square-wave; b) the
high contrast missing fundamental (MF), which is perceived more or less veridically; c) the low
contrast MF, which is perceived as a square wave; and d) a high contrast sine wave, perceived with
compression. This set of data was chosen so as to illustrate the model's ability to generate sharp or
extended boundaries as a function of the input luminance; the square wave and low contrast MF
necessitate sharp boundaries while the high contrast MF and sine wave require extended signals.
Finally, it should be emphasized that all of our simulations, including ones not shown in this paper,
employ the same set of paramneters.

5

Conclusion

We have presented an implementation of a neural network model of brightness perception that
can account for some challenging data involving slow variations in brightness; as well as sharp
transitions. The model can account for the classical phenomenon of Mach bands as well as other
stimuli (e.g., brightness contrast). Finally, the model should be compared to alternative approaches
attempting to explain similar sets of brightness data. For example, while the local energy model
of Burr and Morrone obtains rather good quantitative fits to Mach bands (Ross et al., 1989),
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it does not account for several of the stimuli simulated here (e.g., sine wave). The MIDAAS
model of Kingdom and Moulden (1992) accounts for the I-D phenomena investigated here but
does so by employing symbolic interpretation rules (hoinunculus) that, we feel, are bound to yield
contradictions requiring appeal to other rules in a 2-1) implementation. The present implementation
of ideas from FACADE theory (Grossberg 1987, 1994), on the other hand, has a natural extension
to a 2-D implementation. Indeed an implementation of a related multi-scale network for processing
large images has already been described in Grossberg, Mingofla, and Williamson (1993).
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Figure 3: Simulations of square wave (left), high contrast missing fundamental (second column),
low contrast missing fundamental (third columin), and high contrast sine wave (right). All four
simulations display the input luminance (top) and the final multiple scale brightness (bottom). Anl
simulations use the same set of parameters.
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Processing Ultrasound and Night-Vision Images by the Boundary
Contour - Feature Contour Model of Biological Vision
Udantha R. Abeyratne*, Bahram Nabet* and William K. Krebst
*Biomedical Engineering and Science Institute, Drexel University,
Philadelphia, PA 19104
t Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, NAS Pensacola, FL 32508
In many aspects, biological vision is superior to man-made vision systems in existence today.
Most living creatures effortlessly carry out visual tasks such as motion detection, target tracking
and figure-ground separation under varying environmental conditions. Hence it is intriguing to see
if computational models of biological vision can provide us with useful tools to attack such hard
image processing problems, which defy solution despite decades of research. As a first step in that
direction, we apply the Boundary Contour/Feature Contour Model, BCS/FCS [1] on ultrasound
and night vision images. In medical ultrasound, random scatterers produce grainy image features.
Although the speckle statistics are sometimes used to advantage in tissue characterization problems,
speckle also compromises the visibility of structures being imaged. Here, our target is to
investigate the speckle reduction capabilities of the BCS/FCS model. In processing images
obtained from Night Vision Devices (NVD), BCS/FCS's properties of discounting the illumination
and edge enhancement are put to the test. BCS/FCS model derives feature(FCS) and
boundary(BCS) representations from the original image. They are, in-turn, interacted to
reconstitute the final image; a number of parameters have to be set properly. Preliminary computer
simulations showed that, by iterating through the algorithm several times with different parameters,
it was possible to generate a BCS representative of larger structures in the speckled ultrasound
image. By using a 'heavy' diffusion at the BCS-FCS interaction stage, it was possible to "diffuseout" speckles and reconstitute the image, while keeping larger objects intact and boundaries sharp.
However, this also wiped out smaller structures of interest. The output of the algorithm is very
sensitive to the parameters. Each different image may have different 'good' parameters, making the
tuning of parameters task-specific. Gaps in the boundaries pose another problem; especially in this
application because of heavy diffusions leading to a massive leak-out of features. Computer
resource requirements are also intense. These considerations elucidate the importance of
accelerating these algorithms and implementing them in optics/VLSI technology while keeping
enough flexibilit in parameter changing. With night vision images, the objective was to eliminate
the effects of uneven illumination, smoothly varying patches of specular reflections, and, to
enhance the image. The FCS can be made to possess all these characteristics. FCS is easy to
derive from the input image. The operator involved is similar to the on-center-off-surround
receptive fields in biological vision. It may be fabricated in VLSI technology, using simple
MOSFET components [2]. The resulting circuit will posses: real-time operational ability,
portability, robustness and graceful degradation. We have processed night vision images through
FCS/BCS algorithm, remembering to consider the FCS stage as the final output. Where input
images were degraded by noise and inherent limitations of the vision device to a extent such that a
simple FCS enhancement would not suffice, we applied the whole algorithm as in the case of
ultrasound image, but with no iterative processing, and with 'minimal' diffusion. Results of the
BCS/FCS processing of ultrasound and night vision images will be presented, with particular
attention to the ramification for Optoelectronic/VLSI implementations.
[1] S. Grossberg and Lonce Wyse, Figure Ground Separation of Connected Scenic Figures:
Boundary, Filling-in and Opponent Processing, in Neural Networks for Vision and Image
Processing, G. A., Carpenter and S. Grossberg (Eds.), MIT Press, 1992.
[2] B. Nabet, Electronic Hardware for Vision Modeling, in Nonlinear Vision, R.B.Pinter,
B.Nabet(Eds), CRC Press, 1992
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Summary
In many aspects, vision systems tound in nature are superior to the most sophisticated man-made
system in existence today. Visual tasks such as motion detection, target tracking and figure-ground
separation are fundamental to the survival of most living creatures, and, are faithfully carried out
quite effortlessly under tremendously varying environmental conditions. Hence it is intriguing to
see if computational models of biological vision can provide us with useful tools to attack hard
image processing problems, which defy solution despite decades of research.
In this work, as a first step in that direction, we attempt to apply the Boundary Contour/Feature
Contour Model (1, 2, 3] of biological vision on (1)medical ultrasound images and (2) low-light
night images captured through Night Vision Devices (NVDs). In ultrasound, which is one of the
most widely used medical imaging techniques, random scatterers in the tissues produce grainy
features in the output image. Although the speckle statistics are sometimes used to advantage in
tissue characterization problems, speckle can be a problem in that it compromises the visibility of
structures being imaged. Here, our target is to investigate the speckle reduction/segmentation
capabilities of the BoundaT 'ontour/Feature Contour (BCS/FCS) model. In processing Night
Vision Device images, BCS1 CS properties of discounting the illumination and edge enhancement
are put to the test. Biology based techniques such as BCS/FCS, if successful, promise to provide a
foundatioa for very high speed, reliable processing of such images, because (a) they are amenable
to analog implementations and (b) they generally show graceful degradation in adverse
environments.
The fundamental functional unit of the BCS/FCS model has been derived in analogy to the lateral
shunting interaction mechanisms prevalent in the biological vision. Computational layers are
interconnected so that the resulting architecture complies with some of the known facts from
neuroanatomy and psychophysics. We used both a CORTEX-filter[31 based version of the
BCS/FCS, and the basic model derived in [1]. Both are free from feedback loops, and the former
promises boundary completion capabilities in noisy environments, while the latter is blessed with
relative simplicity.
In the CORTEX-related algorithm, the input image is passed, in parallel, through on-center-offsurround(ON cell) and off-center-on-surround(OFF cell) receptive field stages, in order to discount
the effects of ambient illumination. The output of this stage, is an improved featural
representation, (FCS), of the original image. Next, edge segments are extracted from the FCS
image by convolving it with elongated, orientation and direction-of-contrast sensitive kernels,
followed by appropriate thresholding. Each of these kernels respond maximally to image edge
segments lying parallel to its orientation, and, the polarity of contrast. Kernels of two spatial
scales, "large" and "small" , operate on both ON-cell and OFF-cell produced FCS, resulting in
four intermediate output images. In the third stage, processing is geared towards producing a
direction-of-contrast insensitive, spatial scale sensitive edge segment representations. Then, the
image passes spatial and orientation competition stages as a mechanism to generate a "thinnededge-representation" with appropriate end-cuts [3]. So far, the algorithm kept "small" scale
processing and "large" scale processing separate. In the next few stages, intermediate results from
both stages interact. This promises to produce a noise tolerant, contiguous boundary
representation, which is taken as the BCS, of the original image. In the final stage, ON-cell
featural representation image FCS is allowed to diffuse freely in all directions, within boundaries
defined by BCS, to get the reconstituted image. We can consider this image or any other
intermediate one as our output, depending on the task at hand. The algorithm contains a large
number of parameters that have to be set properly.
Our preliminary computer simulations showed that, by iterating through the algorithm several times
with different parameter values ( feeding a version of the BCS as the input to the next round), it
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was possible to generate a BCS signal that is representative of larger, coherent structures in the
speckled ultrasound image. With such BCS signals, and by setting a heavy diffusion rate at the
final stage, it was possible to "diffuse-out" speckles and reconstitute the image, while keeping
larger boundaries/objects intact. This generates an output image where larger features stand-out in a
field of minimal speckle phenomena ( cf. Figure 1). However, this process also wiped out smaller
structures and surface details together with speckles. The output of the algorithm is very sensitive
to the parameter magnitudes. In addition, the fact that there is a large number of parameters
involved and each different image may have different 'good' parameters, makes the tuning of
parameters a challenge. The unavailability of an objective measure to quantify the performance as a
function of parameters adds to the problem. Being a method heavily dependent on deriving
contiguous boundaries, gaps in the boundaries pose a serious problem; especially in this
application because of heavy diffusions. Heavy diffusion leads to a massive leak-out of features,
resulting in output distortions. CORTEX-based algorithm performs better than the basic
Grossberg-Todorovic version in that respect. Both algorithms require huge computer memory( and
time), because, in each stage, we have to keep several copies of intermediate results, each of the
size of the original image; in addition, diffusion stage requires the inversion of a N2 X N2 matrix
(N = Number of Pixels in the input image ). Since the Grossberg-Todorovic algorithm involves
fewer stages, it demands less memory and processing time, but the absence of mechanisms to
suppress noise and to complete boundaries makes its performance inferior under such situations.
These considerations elucidate the importance of simplifying these algorithms and implementing
them in optics/VLSI technology while keeping enough flexibility in parameter changing.
In the case of night vision images, the objective was to get rid of the adverse effects of uneven
illumination, smoothly varying patches of specular reflections and to enhance edges and image
contrast in general. The FCS signal of the BCS/FCS algorithm possesses all these characteristics.
FCS signal is the result of the first stage of the BCS/FCS algorithm, and , is relatively easy to
derive from the input image. The operator involved is similar to the the on-center-off-surround
receptive fields in biological vision. This operator may be fabricated in VLSI technology, using
simple MOSFET components [4]. The resulting circuit will posses: real-time operational ability,
portability, robustness and graceful degradation, all of which are expected of a system in this
application. We have processed night vision images through FCS/BCS algorithm, remembering to
consider the FCS stage as the final output. With some input images which were degraded by noise
and inherent limitations of the vision device, to a extent such that a simple FCS enhancement
would not suffice, we applied the whole algorithm as in the case of ultrasound image, but with no
iterative processing, and with 'minimal' diffusion.
Figures( 2) demonstrate the applicability of the FCS processing to enhance general images. In
figure 2(a) details of the eyes, nose and mouth areas are obscure; there is a patch of specular light
reflection on the bridge of the nose. FCS processing supresses the specular patch and also makes
the details around the eyes, mouth etc. clearer.
Results of our BCS/FCS processing of ultrasound and night vision images will be presented at the
conference, with particular attention to the ramification in Optoelectronic/VLSI implementations.
[1] S.Grossberg and D. Todorovic, Neural Dynamics of I-D and 2-D Brightness Perception:
a Unified Model of Classical and Recent Phenomena, in Neural Networks and Natural
Intelligence, S.Grossberg (Ed), MIT Press, 1988
[2] S.Grossberg, E. Mingolla and D. Todorovic, A Neurai Network Architecture for Preattentive
Vision, IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering, Vol 36, No.1, Jan. 1989, pp. 65-83
[31 S. Grossberg and Lonce Wyse, Figure Ground Separation of Connected Scenic Figures:
Boundary, Filling-in and Opponent Processing, in Neural Networks for Vision and Image
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Processing, G. A., Carpenter and S. Grossberg (Eds.), MIT Press, 1992.
[4] B. Nabet, Electronic Hardware for Vision Modeling, in Nonlinear Vision, R.B.Pinter,
B.Nabet(Eds), CRC Press, 1992

Figure Captions:
Figure (1) (a) Input image, ultrasound scan of a human breast.
(b) Boundary Contour Signal
(c) Output signal, after the diffusion stage.

Figure(2) (a) Input image, with specular reflections in the bridge of the nose. Note that
the details around the eye and mouth areas are not easily seen.
(b) Enhanced image, FCS signal level. Specular reflections have been reduced.
Eye and mouth areas has become clearer.
Figure(3) Edge representations at the simple cell level. The frames shown here are the
output of one of a horizontal edge detecting receptive fields. "Large" and
"small" scale processing and "On-cell" and "Off-cell" procesing have been
used.
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Figure 01

Input, Breast~l, linear gray(5 12)

Edges: Linear Gray 512

Output: Linear Gray 512: BreastOl
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Figure 02

Invut Image

Enhanced Image: Stage 2: On Cell
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Figure 03
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A Neural Architecture that develops a Chromatic Visual Model for Perceptual
Segmentation and Recognition
F. Diaz Pernas, J. L6pez Coronado
Dept. of Control System Engineering, University of Valladolid
Valladolid, Spain

1

Introduction

This article takes account of the importance of color and texture in processes dealing with visual information. Our
neural architecture processes color images representing scenes made up of a mixture of textured regions. To achieve
this, it develops a chromatic visual model that generates a perceptual segmentation of the image and afterwards,
it does two types of recognition processes according to its type of functioning mode.
The visual model developed is based on the perceptual aspects of the BCS/FCS model [11] and on the recognition
models of the adaptive resonance theory (ART) [1] [2]. These models are widely based on neurofisiological and
psychological investigations about the perception-cognition aspects of the human visual system.
Our architecture offers a model of certain functions of the visual system, dealing on color and texture information
processing [8]. In particular, the network maintains the global architecture associated with the visual pathway:
Retinal ganglion cells --* LGN

-

V1

-+

V2 -

V4 -* Inferior Temporal Cortex.

At the level of the ganglion cells, our architecture proposes a model for color opponent processes. It has been
proved that these processes are the base of color perception [15] [201.
The architecture includes two functioning modes, preattentive and attentive, that determine the processing
characteristics. These two modes have been detected in the visual system. In the preattentive mode, the processing
extends to the whole visual field (scene), is highly parallel and has wide receptive fields. On the contrary, the
attentive mode is sequential and is caused by the focalization of the attention on small visual field areas [13] [10]
[12].
The information the architecture processes comes from an RGB (red, green and blue) output color camera.

2

Neural architecture structure

The proposed architecture is made of four main modules (figure 1 -a), called: Color Opponent System (COS), Chromatic Segmentation System (CSS), MultiSignal Recognition System (MSRS) and ATtentive Recognition System
(ATRS).
There are two functioning modes in the proposed architecture: preattentive and attentive. First, there is
a preattentive functioning in the system formed by the COS, CSS and MSRS, where whole visual field (scene)
perceptual segmentation and recognition take place. The preattentive system produces a recognition signal, k
signal of the scene-selector in figure I -a, that shows what scene we are analysing, at the same time that controls
the attentive process.
Next, the attentive system, ATRS, focuses the attention on small parts of the scene and recognizes them in
sequential order. This focalization is caused by a reduction of the size of the receptive fields. The attentive recognition is done depending on the values obtained in the perceptual segmentation and according to the preattentive
recognition signal.
Adaptive processes take place in both recognition stages. Global structures (preattentive recognition) and
positional values (attentive recognition) of the segmentations generated in processed scenes, are learned in adaptive
processes.

3

Color opponent system

In the preattentive processing, the COS generates three signals (see figure 1 -a), two of them chromatic and one
achromatic, as the result of two opponent processes: red-green, blue-yellow and a wideband process: white-black
channel. This system includes our model [8] [9] of the antagonist mechanisms with ON-center/OFF-surround
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Figura 1: (a): Modular diagram of the proposed architecture. In the preattentive system, white arrows represent
the achromatic channel, thickly dotted arrows represent the red-green opponent channel and thinly dotted arrows
show the blue-yellow opponent channel. The chromatic features spread control signals are shown by black arrows
that connect the BCS Color module with FCS stages. (b): Detailed diagram of the Chromatic Segmentation
System (CSS).

~structure of signals from spectrally different cones. These mechanisms generate the color opponent processes that
take place in retinal ganglion cells [15] [20].
Each color opponent process is modelled by a bidimensional field with shunting ON-center/OFF-surround
interactions, according to the following equation:
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The achromatic signal is written as the sum of the signals coming from the three photoreceptor types:
=

R + G + B(2)

and,
l~j G,, y B,, are the red, green and blue signals respectively.

4

Chromatic segmentation system

The three signals generated in the previous module are processed in a parallel way by the CSS, as shown in
figure 1 -a. The OSS module develops our chromatic version of the BCS/FCS model [11] for color signal processing
and it does a preattentive segmentation of the scene. The 05S system is made of a LGN stage, a Color BCS
(CBCS) stage, and two FCS stages.
The LGN stage enhances the information that comes from the previous module and distributes the signals
to the following stages according to the type of processing (see figure 1 -b). In this stage, the signals partici-
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pate in competitive ON-center/OFF-surroundprocesses where the information enhancing takes place. The ONcenter/OFF-surround feature with a white inner circle (excitation) and a black circular ring (inhibition) is shown
in figure 1 -b.
In this stage, we consider two types of cells, Cl y C2, and five processing pathways grouped in three parallel
channels.
Cl cells are distinguished by:
" Sending its signals to a FCS stage.
" Having fairly wide receptive fields, which means a lower resolution.
On the other hand, C2 cells:
" Send their information to the Color BCS stage.
" Have relatively small receptive fields, that is to say, a higher resolution.
The reason for proposing these two types of cells is:
The Color BCS stage is in charge of contour extraction. Therefore, in order not to lose textural information or
contour position precision, C2 cells receptive fields are quite small relatively.
On the other side, chromatic features spread in FCS stages. Relatively wide receptive fields for C1 cells will
favour this spreading.
We suggest that Cl cells belong to the parvocellular-blobs system, while C2 cells are part of the parvocellularinterblobs system.
The Color BCS stage has two processing phases (see figure 1 -b). In the first phase, the simple cell stage
extracts real contours from the three signals. Therefore, simple cells detect those areas of the scene where textural
and chromatic feature changes take place. We propose that these cells have four types of receptive fields, that
make up two opposed polarity Gabor filter pairs (the four receptive fields are shown in figure 1 -b). Experiments
about receptive fields in striate visual cortex simple cells (cortical area VI) have shown that Gabor filter profiles
aproximate these receptive fields perfectly [17] [6] [5] [16] [18]. Besides, receptive fields associated in opposed pairs
actually exist in the visual system [17].
Thanks to its two cellular layers, the complex cell stage adds the information from the previous stage, generating
a signal containing all the real contours existing in the three channels.
In the second phase, the feedback cycle, made up by a first competitive stage, a second competitive stage, a
cooperative stage and a feedback stage, extracts illusory contours and completes real contours using perceptual
groupings according to the emergent features. In this stage, first the contour signal takes part in competitive
processes that enhance contour information. Secondly, illusory contours are generated and real contours are
completed by means of cooperative and feedback processes.
The Color BCS stage output is formed by the total contour map appearing from both of these processes and
we take it from the second competitive stage.
On the other hand, each FCS stage processes a chromatic channel (red-green or blue-yellow). These FCS stages
activate two filling-in processes [11], regulated by the spread control signal or contour map, sent by the Color BCS
stage. Each filling-in process happens because of a chromatic features spread in all directions except in those
where it finds a strong contour signal. This spread makes that contour limited regions, tend to have a uniform
chromatic value. The segmentation of each chromatic channel takes place as a result from it.

5

Multisignal recognition system

The preattentive recognition system (MSRS) has two stages: Invariant Signal Generating System (ISGS) and a
Multi-ART recognition architecture [7] [19] (see figure 1 -a).
The ISGS generates traslation, rotation and scale invariance signals for the three processing channels. This
stage uses the Fourier-Mellin transform [3] [4] to achieve these invariances. An invariance generating process is
necessary in a scene recognition process, so that an object visual stimulus and the same turned, translated or scaled
object stimulus are considered to be the same one. There is evidence that the human visual system generates these
invariances [4].
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The Multi-ART architecture recognizes the scene according to the invariant signals coming from the ISGS.
The preattentive recognition is done paying, attention to the perceptual contour map and to the chromatic
segmentations. That is to say, patterns formeu. , signals coming from different processing channels, in short,
of different magnitude and nature, will participav , the recognition stage. This fact advises using a recognition
architecture suitable for categorizing this kind of paaterns. Multi-ART architectures categorize this type of patterns
satisfactorily, because they process independently each information channel in their first stages [7] [191.
Categorization means the selection of a cell representing a certain input. The inputs contain the chromatic
and textural features of the object included in the visual stimulus. Therefore, each recognition cell is activated
by a certain scene. There are studies proving the existence of Inferior Temporal cortex (IT) cells in charge of
complex form recognition f141. Besides, there is evidence that the IT does the recognition processes from different
processing channels [201 [141. We suggest that the !ASRS system is in IT areas.

6

Attentive recognition system

After the preattentive process, the neural architecture changes to its attentive functioning mode.
The receptive fields used in the attentive mode shrink to their minimum size, involving just one image position.
This simplification causes a positional image recognition. This recognition is done paying attention to the positional
values of the chromatic segmentations obtained in the FCS stages. The attentive recognition system, ATRS, is
made of a sequential pattern generator and a recognition architecture, called Multi-scene ART-2 (see figure 1 -a).
The pattern generator moves sequentially along the image and it generates a pattern in every position from the
signals coming from both FCS. Each generated pattern is sent to the recognition network for its categorization.
The Multi-scene ART-2 architecture is a modification of the ART-2 model [1]. The changes are in the adaptive
connections F, --- F2 y F 2 - F1 . As we can see in figure 1 -a, n bottom-up and n top-down adaptive pathways
have been included; in short n pathways pairs (bottom-up, top-down).
Every pair (bottom-up, top-down) is associated to the learning of the segmentation values of an image processed
by the architecture. Therefore, the architecture will be able to recognize attentively n different images.
The selection of the adaptive pair (bottom-up, top-down) is controlled by the recognition signal coming from the
preattentive system Multi-ART architecture (see figure 1 -a). If the node selected by the Multi-ART architecture
is node k, we will know that we are analysing scene k from the n different images. Next, adaptive pair k will be
selected, in which the learning of the scene chromatic segmentation positional values will take place. Once the
adaptive pair is selected, the Multi-scene ART-2 functioning is the same as that of the original network.
In this sequential functioning, the Multi-scene ART-2 categorizes every positional pattern in a node that codifies
the type of region it belongs to. At the same time, the ATRS generates an image in which every position contains
the label of the node where its pattern has been classified. In short, an output image is generated, in which
every position has a label of the type of region it belongs to. This image represents the output of the proposed
architecture.

7

Results

This architecture has been implanted and images of a real industrial application belonging to the EUREKA
PROJAM 398 project have been processed. Satisfactory results, as can be seen in [91, have been obtained.
Figure 2 shows the result of the recognition of a scene (figure 2 -a) made up of a piece of meat on a conveyor
belt. The recognition has been done using the three types of regions in the scene. They are: background belonging
to the conveyor belt, fat matter areas of the piece and muscle areas. These regions appear in the recognition
image (figure2 -b) in three different gray levels. Dark gray zones represent the recognition of background regions.
Intermediate gray belongs to the recognition of fat matter and light gray matches the recognition of muscle areas.

8

Conclusions

This article takes account of the importance of color and texture in processes dealing with visual information. Up
to this date, multiple image segmentation and recognition models have been suggested, but, few of them include
color and texture informations together.
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(a)

(b)

Figura 2: Results obtained with the architecture after processing a real image. (a): Original image of the scene.
It shows a piece of meat on a conveyor belt. (b): Architecture output: recognition image. Dark gray areas belong
to areas recognized as background (conveyor belt), intermediate gray areas belong to fat matter areas and light
gray regions belong to the recognition of muscle areas

We have introduced a neural architecture that develops a chromatic visual model. In the first place, it does a
perceptual segmentation of the image and afterwards, it does two adaptive recognition processes according to the
functioning mode.
Similarly to the visual system, the architecture includes two functioning modes, preattentive and attentive,
that decide the processing characteristics.
We include the processing of a real scene, showing satisfactory results and the usefulness of the architecture in
solving real problems.
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The EDANN concept: A Modular Artificial Neural Network
model for biological vision and image processing
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Abstract
In this presentation, we will report on the preliminary simulation results obtained with our hierarchy of
Entropy Driven Artificial Neural Network (EDANN) modules on real images. The images were obtained
by scanning black-and-white pictures by means of a CCD camera (courtesy of the ESAT division of the
K.U.Leuven). The results show how both line- and edge detection and texture segregation can proceed from
a common spatial filtering stage and how line- and edge detection can be distinguished pre-atteitively
from texture segregation. The EDANN-based model is the same as the one used before in case of synthetic
images [1], such as broadband noise- and micropattern textures, but now extended with a gain control
mechanism [2]. In this presentation, an overview will be given of both the EDANN concept with the newly
developed gain control mechanism and the preliminary results on real images. The results are discussed
together with an outlook on future work.
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HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM NEURAL APPROACH TO IMAGE COMPRESSION
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Ahsutr - In this papera new kind of neural approachto image compression based on Human Visual System
(HVS) is presented Because of MSE difficulty of tracking the subjective (human) quality assessments, HVS models
have been tried in this study for suitably forcing a traditionalBP to learn to realize an input data redundancy
reduction on, not the objective (MSE), but the subjective (visual) distorsionminimization basis.Several MTFs are
presented and discussed,together with a briefintroductionto the HVS models applicationtheory, and a particular
attention to the preferred Chiiprasert-Rao one. Next, two d(fferent approaches to the problem (HVS in cost
function and HVS in patterns)arepointed out. The results seem to indicatethis approach to be able to remarkably
reduce the overall spread noise and to avoi4 at the same time, low-pass and blurring kind of effects too.
Hardwareimplementation could be a promisingfeaturefor the future.

I. 1NTRODUCTION
Numerous "lossy" image-compression techniques have been developed over these years. By results, it is
generally recognized that the orthogonal-transform-based approaches to the problem are certainly the most
effective methods for obtaining large compression ratios and yet a good visual quality too. In particular, cosinetransform-based techniques have been found to obtain the best results in many digital image compression
applications.
Recently, instead of classical ones, new different approaches have been tried. In particular, because of their
characteristics and flexibility, neural networks (NNs) have begun to be profitably used for image compression
purposes. In 1987, Cottrel, Munro and Zipser studied a first kind of approach to the problem, developing an
algorithm based on back propagation 111. By means of this approach it is possible to realize the principal
component analysis (PCA) of input information [21, obtaining a sort of correlation reduction, and, then, an
efficient way for data compressing [31[4]. The technique has been proved to be equivalent, in some way, to the
Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT) approach, the statistically optimal transform for the information packing.
With regard to image compression issue, a lot of studies [5][6]71 has pointed out, in these years, the
imp
c of visual fidelity of coding techniques, because of beeing the final target an human eye. It has been
proved that the objective quality of a compressed picture is not always strictly related with his visual appearence,
which is, on the contrary, the real targeL For all these reasons, several studies have been tried for modeling the
human eye and for applying these models to image compression techniques, in order to properly select and weight
the visual information on a subjective basis.
In this work, an hybrid approach, where the flexibility and self-organizing capability of NNs and the
advantages of introducing a suitable model of the human visual system (HVS) for properly weighting the visual
information are merged, is presented. For this purpose, a particular implementation of the back propagation
algorithm, based on a distributed approach, has been used. Because of computathonal complexity of the problem
during the training phase, it has been needed a new structured version of the back propagation algorithm, able to
optimize, first, the learning time on a single machine, and then to extend it to the multiprocessor case. This
approach is named Distributed Matrix Back Propagation (DMBP).
First of all, an overview of different HVS models developed by means of psychovisual experiments is
proposed, followed by some consideration about the used one. In the next part, it is presented the approach which
has been followed for the experimets and the parameters used in tests. A brief description of the DMBP algorithm,
together with the effects of this on the compression issue, is also included. Finally, they are reported the results
obtained by the experiments in comparison with the spatial Cottrel-Munro-Zipser approach, and some qualitative
and quantitative consideration on these ones too.
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II. HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM MODELS
The image quality measure which is most often used in image compression applications is the Mean Square
Error (MSE), or some strictly related parameter, such as Normalized MSE (NMSE), and SignallNoise Ratio
(SNR). The MSE is also the parameter used in the traditional neural approach (Cottrel-Munro-Zipser) as reference
point for the gradient operation of the back propagation learning phase. In other words, back propagation tends to
minimize the quadratic deviation.
Now, unfortunately it has been proved (81 that the MSE is not always perfectly correlated with subjective
quality assessments, and, more, that it spreads degradations all over the image. In fact, MSE does not adequately
track some kind of degradations or artifacts caused by the image compression techniques (such as the tile effect),
and it is not able to adequately reproduce what the human visual system does in assessing image quality too[91.
Using the symplifying assumption that the HVS is isotropic, Mannos and Sakrison [81 modeled it as a
nonlinear point transformation, followed by a multiplicative transfer function (MTF) of the form
(
= a(b + cf)e cf)(

H(f)

wheref is the radial frequency in cycles/degree of the visual angle subtended, and a, b, c, d, are constants.
By psychovisual experiments, they fixed these values, using a DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) domain,
applied to an entire frame. Other researches preferred to work in a more suitable DCT (Discrete Cosine
Transform) domain, applied to non-overlapping small subblocks [10][11. With regard to this, several MTFs, as
reported in Table 1, have been developed, introducing a properly multiplicative function A(f9, in order to translate
H(f towards positive frequencies. This results, since, in the cosine transform domain, the higher spatial
frequencies play a more important role in the corresponding human-observed image quality, than they do in the
Fourier transform one.
- °
H(f) =2.6(0.0192 + 0.114f)e ( 0 14f)"

Mannos-Sakrison

DFT

Nill

DCT

Ay)

H(f) = 2.5(0.08+0.18f)e

Ngan

DCT

AY)

IH(f) = 2.379(0.13+0.29f)e

- (0 8 f )

'

-0( ° 29f )

Table 1. Three different HVS models
Nevertheless, by the experiments, the best approach for this kind of applications is resulted the Chitprasert-Rao
one [121
H(f) = 2.46(0.1 + 0.25f)e- (0 .25f)
(2)
where a simple convolution-multiplication property, derived by the authors for the DCT 1131, is also used.
Assuming that the subscripts c and F denote DCT and DFT sequences respectively, in a monodimensional case (if
the impulse response of a filter h(n) is real and even, so that its DFT Hk) is real and even too, such as exactly in
the specific case of the MTF of HVS model), it is proved that, if
Yc(k) = Xc(k)HF(k),
k = -N,-N +1,..., N - 1
(3)
then
y(n) = 1(n)* h(n),
n = 0,1,..., N-1
(4)
where 1(n) is a symmetrical or folded (about n=- ) sequence, defined as follows

1( An)

1x(-1 -

n =0,1,..... N-1(5)

1n)n=-N,2-N+.
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For all thes; reasons, passing to the two dimensional case, the weighting function will have, assuming the model
to be isotropic, the following structure
H,(k.m) = HF(f)

f=

2N

f

(6)

(named "sampling density" by Ericsson 1141)
where f indicates the spatial frequency in cycles/degree, and lf,
depends upon the viewing distance and in this application results to be of 64 pels/degree (using an HP s!'.rdard
display with a pixel size W=O.027cm, the fixed viewing distance has been D=)m).
The four MTFs are shown in Fig.1. The Nil's and the Ngan's ones are reported together with the multiplic ive

factor A(f), in order to obtain the exact mutual relation
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Fig. 1. Human Visual System MTFs
In a first approximation, it is possible to semplify the visual model by eliminating the first stage nonlinearity,
the intensity-brightness transformation.
In order to properly modify the importance of different frequencies, it is possible to improve the subjective
quality of the neural compression process by moving the working domain to the spectral one and by introducing

an HVS weighting operation in the cost function of the back propagation process. The idea, in other words, has
been of forcing the neural network to learn which visual information was most important and which was not, by
the side of the final target, the human eye. With regard of this, it is possible to note how all the HIVS models
introduced are provided of shapes able to rightly follow the well known visual effects of spectral compression
techniques process, where a low-frequences harsh thresholding and quantising causes blocking effects, while a
same operation on the higher ones results in a loss of resolution and blurring.

III. HVS MODEL IN NEURAL APPROACH TO IMAGE COMPRESSION
Two different approaches have been tried for forcing the network to learn compressing images on a HVS basis
and distributing the binary resources in the visually optimum way.
First of all, it is to be noted as, by the experiments, the DC coefficient of DCT transform, because of its
importance, needs to be coded indipendently, out of neural approach. As it is well known, the DC coefficient is
related to the mean value of the subblock, and contains most of energy of subblock itself. Because of its
representing, then, a not-negligible part of information, it has been noted by the experiments the necessity of
better preserving this particular factor. With regard to this, the DC coefficient in this study has always been coded,
as in classical DCT approach, by means of DPCM technique.
In the first approach, a HVS weighted cost function has been used for learning phase. As presented by Nill
1101, working on a intra sub-image distorsion basis (i.e. disregarding tile and blocking effects), a quality measure
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more accurately tracking human assessments can be stated in spatial frequency domain (i.e. in a cycles/degree
space) for a single j-th subblock of MxN linear dimensions as
M-I N-I
S'

KH'()F(uv)-j(,V2(7
u=O v--O

where W. indicates the j-th subimage structure weighting factor, proportional to subimage's intensity level
variance (1.0 for maximum and 0.0 for minimum structure subimage), K is a normalization factor (such as total
energy), H(f) the rotational symmetric spatial frequency response of HVS, and the two Fiu,v) the DCT transform
of processed and unprocessed j.th subimage.The logarithmic or power function, usually introduced as nonlinear
preprocessing stage into HVS models, is not taken into account because of the particular type of images
considered (using as target quite low-contrast images it is possible to assume to be working in a linear region of
the nonlinearity).
The compression/quality ratios obtained with this approach have been quite interesting. Nevertheless, the best
results have been obtained by the second technique. In this kind of approach the HVS weighting factor has been
introduced not in the cost function, but, rather, as preprocessing stage for the learning phase. A particular training
set has been built, first, for this purpose, taking the blocks of the original pictures and filtering them by means of
the HVS-based MT1. These patterns, instead of the original ones, have been given to the neural network (a
standard Multiple Layer Perceptron with just an hidden - compressed - layer) for the training phase, with a normal
MSE-based cost function.
As illustrated in the next section, with the spectral approaches, both the quantitative measures and the
subjective evaluations have shown sharp improvements in comparison with the traditional spatial Cottrel-MunroZipser ones.

IV. RESULTS
For the simulations, a classical BP algorithm with by epoch approach and VOGL acceleration [151 has been
used. With regard to the network configuration, the best results have been obtained by means of 16x16 masks, as
good compromise between processing precision (i.e. quality) and compression quantity. In practice, all the
reported tests have been realized with a two layers network, having 255-k-255 units for layer respectively (the
input and output layers are characterized by one less unit, in comparison with the number of the input mask pels;
this is due, as seen in the previous section, to the DPCM approach used for the DC coefficient). The k number of
the hidden units depends on desired quality and necessary compression level.
Of course, for the hidden units, in order to obtain a real data compression it is then necessary, during the
validation phase, a quantisation stage, able to map the "continuous" hidden units space in a "discrete" one. With
regard to this, a uniform approach has been tried, with all a series of tests, varying the levels number between a
maximum of 256 and a minimun of 8 (8 and 3 bits, respectively). From these tests, it is pointed out as the best
compromise between quality and compression is realized by something like 5-4 bits. In any case, the uniform one
it is not the only approach that is possible to apply. A non-uniform one is actually beeing studied, and it could be
able to remarkably improve the whole compression level. Taking into account the quantisation stage, the
Compression Ratio (CR) parameter will obviously result to be

CR = N2b
(k+1)q

(8)

where N is the monodimensional size of a single subblock, b is the number of bits/pel of the original picture, k is
the hidden units number, and q the number of bits used for the quantisation stage.
Because of beeing the neural network applications generally characterized by requiring a remarkable
computational power, in particular during the first and most important training phase (in image compression field,
this problem is made even more actual by the involved amount of data and by the necessity of large training sets
for the learning phase), a new, distributed approach to the BP from the computational point of view has been used.
With regard to these applications, in fact, a cluster of traditional workstations can result a competitive solution to
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the problem compared with supercomputer or dedicated architectures, a kind of approach able to guarantee at the
same time computational power and memory space. This has been recently realized by Anguita et al. by means of
a Distributed Matrix Back Propagation (DMBP).
DMBP is based on Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [161, a free-licence, distributed, low-level software, able to
trasparently hide the intrinsic differences between non-homogeneous architectures. On PVM environment it is
built the DMBP application.
First, a static mapping of the back propagation learning algorithm is performed on workstations cluster, so that
the load distribution results planned once and for all, at the beginning. This feature allows the user to easily model
the available computational power, to quickly determine an optimal mapping and to forecast the communication
network behaviour. The network speed is guaranteed to be kept constant, for sufficiently large packets, thanks to
PVM.
The problem of a non-homogeneous cluster, composed by workstations of different computational power, can
be circumvented modeling each machine as a sub-cluster of identical virtual workstation, whose computational
power is the l.c.m of all the cluster workstations. Obviously, the communication time between virtual workstations
that compose a single real workstation must be considered as null (for more details on MBP algorithm see [171).
For simulations, a database of six grayscale (8 bits/pel) 512x512 pictures, generally used in literature for this
kind of applications (the original ones are available on network in standard USC database), have been taken.
Several tests have been tried for evaluating the performances of this approach and discovering the parameters for
the best compromise between quality and compression. Some of the obtained quality quantitative results are
reported in Table 2. In particular, a comparison between the traditional spatial approach and the new spectral one
is presented. In the first case, the used configuration for the network has been 256-16-256, with local mean value
extraction (one for each subblock), and direct transmission of it with a 4 bits uniform quantisation (16 quantisation
levels). In the second, a neural network configuration of 255-16-255 units have been used, with a 4 bits uniform
quantisation of hidden units and DC coefficients. The Compression Ratio is easily obtained, from the (8), by
substituting the right values (N=16, b=8, k-16, q=4), and it results equal to 30.12 (the same, as in the spatial case,
such as it is easily verifiable).
DomDinain

MSE

PSNR

SNR

NNE

PSNR

SNR

Lenna

82.22

29.01

23.47

75.33

29.39

23.85

Aipln

122.37

27.29

23.98

94.14

28.43

25.11

Baboon

381.51

22.35

16.63

350.98

22.71

17.00

.. Pppers
Sailboat

82.43

23.00

64.03

30.10

24.09

171.94

29.00
25.81

20.57

136.88

26.80

21.31

Tiffany

53.87

30.85

28.67

41.49

31.99

29.80

MEAN

102.56

2840

23.88

82.37

29.34

24.83

Table 2. Results of the two different learning approaches for Cr=30.12 (255-16-255, q--4)
The visual quality is improved in the second case. Not only the low-pass and blurring effects are greatly
reduced in comparison with the spatial kind of approach, but also the noise, spread all over the image, and the
grainess effect (characteristic of the traditional approach, in particular, in the smoothest regions) are seldom
noticeable. On the contrary, nevertheless, with the spectral approach some blocking effect, in particular in the
most active areas, is sometimes visible.

V. CONCLUSIONS
By introducing a simplified HVS model into the neural approach to image compression, a new kind of
approach to the problem has been developed and tested. An optimal MTF, the Chitprasert-Rao one, has been
chosen, which tends to preserve the middle frequencies information, cutting off the highest one and smooths the
noise in the low-activity regions. Two different methods for compressing with a neural network approach, a
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spatial and a spectral one, have been presented and placed in comparison. From tests and results reported, it has
been proved as the second one is able to achieve the best performances, from an objective and a subjective point
of view too. The HVS model use has highly improved not only the definition, but also the compressed image
neatness.
The neural approach to the image compression has the great advantage of implementation easiness. After a
really computational heavy stage due to the learning phase, but able to be realized ex-ante (i.e. off-line), in fact,
the neural approach appears to be quick and low-cost. For these reasons, it seems to be mostly suitable for an
hardware implementation, in particular in real-time coding kind of applications. With regard to this, future works
will be set for trying neural approaches to motion pictures and for porting them into a multiprocessor, parallel
architecture based on DSPs.
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Abstract
The concept of "tailored" neural network is inspired by the concept of grouping in the visual cortex of
the mammalian brain. This biological animated concept was implemented to develop "tailored" neural
networks for image classification improvement. Each "tailored" network was specialized to classify a
different class of vectors. This was done by employing separate training and using specific features in
each class. Image classification improvement was tested by the chromosome classification application.
For chromosome classification, the probability of correct classification using the "tailored" networks was
2.5% higher than the probability achieved by a conventional neural network (97.6% versus 95.1%). This
improvement was found to be higher when lower quality features were employed. It is expected that the
improvement will increase whenever the image classification task will become more and more
complicated.
1. Introduction
Image classification using multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural networks has become widespread in
the computer vision and neural networks communities. The neural network classifier has the advantage of
being fast (highly parallel), easily trainable and capable of creating arbitrary partitions of featilre space.
However, image classification using an MLP depends on a series of various procedures generally held
according to practical considerations. In most vision applications these stages precede the classification
itself and are motivated by a mathematical analysis and/or engineering concepts., Even the MLP classifier
itself, when applied to a complicated classification task fails very often to correctly classify the input
data. The mammalian visual cortex seems not to suffer from this kind of problems. It simply does not
function as our classical image classifiers do. Image projected from the retina onto the visual cortex
parallelly spread among a series of cell clusters, each of which performs its own special analysis and
synthesis. Each retinal area is analyzed over and over again, column after column, and again in
neighboring cortical regions, with respect to a number of different variables such as position, orientation
and color [2]. From a large series of experiments, it became apparent that in area 17 simple and complex
neurons with similar receptive field axis orientation are neatly stacked on top of each other in discrete
columns. Separate columns exist for each axis orientation. Other functional variables are also grouped in
columnar aggregates of cells. In cortical areas of the monkey beyond area 17 of the visual cortex, there
exist columns of cells with well-defined color sensitivity and other columns in which tl~direction of
movement of the visual stimulus is important. Cortical structure and functional organization go hand in
hand [2].

# This work was supported in part by the Paul Ivanier Center for Robotics and Production Management, Ben-Gurion
University, Beer-Sheva, Israel.
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This study suggests imitating several aspects of the mammalian visual cortex structure and functions
in order to improve image classification. We introduce the "tailored" neural network that gains class
separability by both extracting specific class features and by tuning the training to a specific class only.
The discrete cortex columns are implemented through the discrete "tailored" neural networks.
To implement the suggested concept we have used the chromosome classification task as a model for
image classification. The chromosome classification task is well known, yet without satisfying solutions
[1], [10], (13]. Several studies on chromosome classification using neural networks were held in the last
two years, most of them relate to feature extraction and selection [3]-[6] and other relate to the
performance and the optimization of the MLP NN as chromosome classifier [7]-[9]. Therefore, this study
can be also regarded as a continuation study, in the way to establish a neural network classifier for human
chromosome.

2. The "tailored" network
The "tailored" network tries to mimic the outlined biological concept and to optimize its performance.
By training an MLP NN to classify only vectors of one class we enable (and actually force) it to employ
all the relevant information of this class feature data in order to perfectly distinguish between the class
and the rest of the classes. The network does not need to distinguish vectors of several classes but only
"the" class vectors compare to "other" classes vectors. By training several networks, each of them
specialized on vectors of a different class, we can get a special network for each class. When a test vector
will be introduced to all the "tailored" networks, the network with the highest output value will indicate
the correct classification of this vector (a kind of "winner-take-all" mechanism). Decomposition of the
task to several simpler tasks makes the solution easier and yields better performance, in vivo, as well as,
while solving difficult engineering problems. Furthermore, it is known that a large network may perform
perfectly on the training set but fails to interpolate as well as a smaller network.
One step further in the trail to mimic the visual cortex functioning could be training and testing the
network using the best selected features of each class. In a similar way to the visual cortex (e.g., area 17)
[2], we can extract features, optimize their selection and train, for a specific task, a network based on
these features. This work examined the use of the "knock-out" algorithm [12] to select the best features to
represent each class. Each class was represented by a different set of optimul (in the sense of the
"minimum variance" [12]) features. Every vector, in each specific class, either a training or a test vector,
was represented by this set of specific optimal features of its class. Training and testing the "tailored"
networks was done based on these "class optimized" sets of features.

3. The methodology
Our data set included 481 chromosome images of types "2", "4", "13", "19" and "x". The features that
were used for the classification were based on the density profile of the chromosomes. The density
profile extracts the typical banded structure of the chromosomes and yields a suitable representation for
the classification [1], [5], [6], [101. The density profile was normalized both in length (64-dimensional)
and in value to the [-0.5,0.5] range [6].
Each "tailored" network is based on a two-layer feedforward neural network trained by the
backpropagation (bp) learning algorithm [11]. The number of input units was set by the feature space
(64-dimensional) while the number of output units was determined by the number of classes to be
classified (5-dimensional). The number of hidden units of the network was set according to the Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), applied to the feature vectors. The number was set to be the number of the
largest eigenvalues, the sum of which accounts for more than a pre-specified percentage of the sum of all
the eigenvalues. In all the simulations, this number was set according to a pre-specified percentage of
90%.
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Optimization of the neural network parameters regarding the chromosome data was made elsewhere
(7]-[8]. Learning rate (ji) was set to be 0.026, momentum constant (a) to be 0.97 and the training cycle
was set to be 4000 epochs.
Figure 1 sketches the procedure we have developed to examine "tailored" network performance. First,
we used the "knock-out" algorithm to select the optimal features (in the sense of "minimum variance") in
each class. We chose the best 40 features, although even a smaller number of features is adequate to
represent the chromosomes without performance degradation [5]. Second, we partitioned the
chromosome feature data set into training and test sets, where 80% of the vectors were chosen randomly
to be in the training set. Then, we trained separately the 5 different networks based on the specific class
features. Each training vector had 5 different representations each of them was used in the specific
network. The desired output of training vectors belonged to the correct specific class was set to "1"while
this output for all the rest of the vectors was set to "0". After training, vectors from the test set were
tested by all the networks at once (test vectors had 5 different representations, as well). The largest output
among these networks indicates the right class of the tested vector (winner-take-all). All the simulations
were repeated 3 times, with the same network parameters but with different sets of randomly chosen
training vectors, and the results were averaged. This procedure yields specialized networks we have,
therefore, called "tailored" networks.

Hseparate
feature selection
in
each class

select
training and
test sets

the
training
d thfre n
networks

t1

winner

e
each
test vector
in

take
l

network

Figure 1. Implementation of a "tailored" network.

4. Simulation results
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show, respectively, the probability of correct training set classification and the
probability of correct test set classification of the "tailored" networks. Training, as expected, is perfect in
(almost) all the classes. Non-perfect training exists in classes with small training sets and/or in classes
with considerable variations of image representation. In Figure 3, each network tests vectors according to
the optimal features o,
class it represents. The only significant columns in the Figure are the highest
ones (winner-take-a
.re there is an agreement between network type and the tested vector
representation.
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Figure 3. Ile probability of correct test set classification using the 5 "tailored" networks.
We have compared the classification results using these nets to the results when only one MLP
network is trained to classify the chromosomes and the features are common to all classes. The 5
"tailored" networks yielded average probability of correct training set classification of 99.88% compare
to 99.3% of the "one" network [6] and 97.6% with the test set compares to 95.1% of the "one" network
[6]. When the simulation was repeated on slightly better features, the improvenment due to the use of
"tailored" networks, was slightly lower. Therefore, the advantage of using "tailored" networks is greater
whenever "low quality" features are considered. The superiority of the "tailored" networks comparing to
the "one" MLP NN is assumed to become even higher when the classification task will be complicated.
Consequently, when all the 24 chromosome types will be considered, the "tailored" networks are
believed to perform even better. However, not to be forgotten, that time and memory requirements are
multiplied by the number of classes to be classified.
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5. Discussion
The concept of "tailored" neural networks to improve image classification performance is introduced.
Each "tailored" neural network is specialized to classify vectors of a different class. This was done by
employing separate training and using specific features in each class. For chromosome classification, the
probability of correct classification using the "tailored" networks was 2.5% higher than the probability
achieved by a conventional neural network that uses common features in all the classes (97.6% versus
95.1%). This improvement was found to be higher when lower quality features were employed. It is
expected that the improvement will increase whenever the image classification task will become more
and more complicated.
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For neural models defined by differential equations, the relationshipbetween stimulus and
response is generally implicit and nonlinear, so that the receptive fields of these models
cannot be easily derived analytically. The pisent article shows that these models can be
analyzed by means of implicit partial differentiation, and the technique is applied to a
novel model for the role of inhibition in cortical processing, proposed in (Reggia et at,
1992). Sensitivity analysis of the differential receptive field structure reveals previously
unremarked bifurcations in the model, and variations in the structure of the sidebands.

1

Biological Background

Ideally, a neural model of perception should make the best possible marriage between the state-of-the art
of biological knowledge and its mathematical representation. Even in the restrictive case of the quantitative
structure of receptive fields of simple cells in the visual cortex, however, some very basic questions have not
been answered definitively. These include the linearity of the summation process (Heggelund, 1985), the
precise shape of receptive fields, (Jones, Stepnoski, and Palmer, 1987) vs. (Hawken and Parker, 1987), and
the role of inhibition. We review some recent work on inhibition because it is relevant to the model studied
in this paper.
Inhibitory effects are difficult to study because activity must be induced before suppression can be measured. The hypothesis of cross-orientation inhibition in the visual cortex is a possible explanation for the
sharpness of orientation tuning, and neural network models of visual cortex generally utilize some kind of
mechanism to achieve cross-orientation inhibition, but biological research has not fully revealed the underlying structures that would confirm a theory, e.g., one based on direct lateral inhibitory connections. (Sillito,
1985) and (Creutzfeldt and Ito, 1968) demonstrated that chemical blocking of the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA in the cortex caused cortical cells to loose their orientation selectivity. This led to the supposition
that orientation must be caused by direct lateral inhibition, but (Ferster, 1986) measured excitatory postsynaptic (EPSP) and inhibitory postsynaptic (IPSP) potentials separately, and found that the same stimulus
evokes maximal EPSPs and IPSPs, i.e., that tuning was not sharpened by combining EPSP and IPSP. Ferster's work cast more doubt on the hypothesis that orientation tuning could be explained by direct lateral
inhibition. More recently, (Crook et al., 1989, 1991) applied GABA through four pipettes, arranged radially
about the recording site in order to suppress the cells that might otherwise be expected to inhibit the response of the recorded cell, according to the hypothesis of cross-orientation inhibition. They observed that
orientation tuning was significantly broadened, which tends to support the hypothesis of cross-orientation
inhibition. In summary, the biological understanding of inhibitory mechanisms in cortex is incomplete, and
experimental results have been inconclusive.

2

Analytical Approach

For a neural model defined by differential equations, its receptive field is defined by the effect on the STM
equilibrium of a small change in the external input. For an equation with the form
f(y(t), E),
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(1)

with external input vector E. We shall denote the STM equilibrium response of the system by the vector Y.
This is typical of a layered network characterized by competition among the y nodes, where the activation
vector of the previous layer, denoted by x, can be assumed to stabilize in a manner that is unaffected by
further changes in y. Because Y is an equilibrium, we must have
f(Y, E) = 0,

(2)

and it is possible to determine the change in the equilibrium value of Y in response to a change in E by
implicit partial differentiation of equation (2). This is analogous to regarding E as a vector of parameters.
In mathematical terms, the differential receptive field is defined by the Jacobian matrix (&Y/AE). Differentiation of (1) with respect to E, while holding y = 0, gives us

(')(M)+ ( ,) =0.

3

Taking the limit as t - oo and assuming that (Nf/OY) is nonsingular, we get the practical formula

T

49=

,7

(4)

which can be applied directly to calculate (OY/OE). This is consistent with the basic methodology for
measuring receptive fields in biological research, and is an instantaneous form of methods often used in neural
network simulations, which does not require interative computations. This effectiveness of this technique
will be demonstrated in the next section for a relatively complex model.

3

The Competitive Distribution Model

3.1

Basic Definitions

The basic model used in (Reggia et al., 1992) will be described and analyzed, but with a modified notation.
The first layer represents the thalamus, and the second layer represents a sensory area of the cortex. The
thalamic layer will be represented by the activation vector x, and the cortical layer by the activation vector
y. Individual components will be subscripted. Thalamic activation dynamics are given by
.ij = ej (M - Tj) + c. xj,

(5)

where ej is external input and c, < 0 is inhibitory self-decay.'
It is possible to simplify the specification and to regard all thalamic nodes as fixed in a steady state.
Equation (5) has the general solution
xi(t) = ejej-M
- CS + [zi(0)
X

ejei---u]
-Mcj

-(e-e.) ,

(6)

so that zj (t) approaches ei M/(ei - c.) in the limit regardless of its initial value. The denominator is positive
because c, is negative by assumption. Since we are considering the network to be primarily dependent on
the external input term, no generality is lost in the subsequent analysis by simply assuming that
Zj(t) = E,

(7)

with E constant. This is because the equilibrium values at the thalamic layer are governed by equation
(6), independent of the dynamics of the cortical layer. After the thalamic layer has approached equilibrium,
the limiting dynamics of the cortical layer will depend only on the equilibrium values of the input from the
thalamic layer. With this simplification, it is clear that the network has the form of equation (1).
1

In the source article, a bias term bj was added to the external input, but it was generally assumed that b, = 0 for all

thalamic nodes.
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Cortical nodes follow the equation:
ji(t) = in,(M - yi(t)) + cyi(t),

(8)

where y, is the activation of the ith cortical node, ini is input to the node, c, is inhibitory self-decay, and
M is the maximum activation that a node can have. Input in turn is given by the equation
w!x
w+Y +b,
ini =
tyrW+Y

r+b,

(9)

rET.

tEN,(1)

where bi is a positive bias term. The first sum is from cortical connections to cortical node i and the second
sum is from thalamic input. The neighborhoods Ni(l) and T depend on the network topology, which is a
2D connection structure based on hexagonal neighborhoods. Ni(r) is the set of all subscripts of nodes that
lie within the hexagonal radius of r from a central node at location i. There are 6 nodes subscripts in the

set Ni(l), there are 12 in the set N,(2), and so on, according to the recursion INd~r + 1)l

INd~r)I + 6.

Each node of Ni(l) is directly connected to node i in the cortex. T is the arborization set, which represents
the projection of the thalamus to the cortex. This set consists of the subscripts2 of cortical nodes that are
directly connected to thalamic node i. The set T includes i together with the subscripts of all nodes within
a hexagonal radius of 3 from node i. The basic hypothesis for this formulation is that each thalamic node
sends out a group of dendrites that is most concentrated near a central point in the cortex, and progressively
less dense as one moves away from the central point in cortex. wT are the strengths of connections from the
thalamus to the cortex, defined by
(10)
T
(yi + q)pir
+ q)pk7 '
ZkTYk
Wir
where pk, are auxilliary weight parameters that depend on the distance between node locations k and r.
This equation is characteristic of the types of models that were referred to as competitive activation models
based on virtual lateral inhibition, or CAVLI models, in (McFadden, 1993). q is a parameter that helps to
prevent the denominators from approaching zero. This parameter appears to be unnecessary based on some
initial analysis, but the computer analysis in a later section will show that q does affect the shapes of the
receptive fields of the model. Based on the hexagonal radial distance, starting with 0, the auxilliary weight
values used in the simulations ranged from 0.199 for pT to 0.176, 0.121, through 0.065 for radial distance
3, based on a normal density function with a standard deviation of 2, so that the denominator of equation
(10) could be viewed as the expected activation at cortical center r, if the center were only known to be
identified up to a normal standard deviation of 2 in a bivariate normal distribution. In image processing
terms, this denominator can be seen to be a convolution of the cortical data with center r. As is usual in
such models, the structure of the pk, weights is designed to model the arborization of dendritic connections
from one neural layer to the next, where it is typically assumed that connections are denser near the center
of a projection, and thin out as one moves farther away. Intracortical connections, represented as w , are
defined in a similar way.
I, = WP

3.2

y,

(11)

+q

kEr(l)(Yk

q)

Receptive Fields at Resting Level

The case where the system is at "resting level," i.e., at equilibrium in the absence of external input, is
particularly susceptible to precise mathematical analysis. The scope of this article does not permit a fully
detailed derivation, but this can be found in (McFadden, 1993). First of all, the resting level of each cortical
neuron is calculated, resulting in the formula.
I (MC + c,-b+ Vb2 + e2M
2

2

+ C2 + 2bc)M - 2b, + 2Mccp

(12)

This notation differs from that of (Reggia et al., 1992) Thus, Ti can be used to refer to either cortical or thalanic nodes,

by their subscripts.
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Next, the Jacobians are calculated, with boolean expressions used to simplify the algebra, as in the C
computer language. For example, the expression (j E Ti) equals 1 if it is true, and 0 if it is false.

) = WS;M- 9)iET),

(13)

Pir

(14)

where
=
".-

kET, Pk"

Finally, the matrix (Of./Oyj) can be expressed as the sum of a diagonal matrix
C

+ )
(9i+q)

+ (c, -

-6)

1,

plus the matrix
Ce(M-

)

3-6
36(M -9) ({6(i E Ni(l))-

[
1

jNj() n N,(1)i+ + 6( E Ni(l))
9 +q
J \l

jNj(1)nNN(1)I}y +6q(j E M,(1))],

(15)
(16)

where the structure of the matrix is based on the connection structure of the network.

4
4.1

Numerical Results
Differential Receptive Fields

In this section, the mathematical analysis of the preceding sections is illustrated numerically. The computational requirements for differential analysis are significantly less than those for the methods based on
iterative computations. The computation is based on the inversion of a sparse matrix with a symmetrical
connection structure. Accordingly, the computation time is O(N 4 ), where N is the number of nodes on one
side of a square patch of cortex. The fast processing time of the present method made it possible to explore
the model online and in some cases to make precise iterative computations of bifurcation points that might
have taken much longer if it had been necessary to use iterative methods for the computation of receptive
fields within the search for bifurcation points.
In the 3D figures, The "ground level" plane, displayed in perspective, represents the spatial dimensions
of the neural field, corresponding to a patch of cortex, and the vertical direction represents the activation
differential, that is, the partial differential of the STM equilibrium value of the activation with respect to
the change in external input caused by the application of a point stimulus applied to the center of the input
field. More precisely, the receptive field should be determined by varying the stimulus over different input
positions, but the symmetry of the model makes it clear that this would lead to equivalent results in all of
the simulations reported here. A 33x33 network is used in order to assure that the toroidal wraparound of
the network has only limited effects, and also to explore the impulse propagation properties of the network
over a wide range..
The primary model described in the preceding sections will be studied for its sensitivity to variations in
the parameters of two of the important parameters of the system. One of these is q, which in some ways
appears to be unnecessary in the model. The other is the b parameter, which affects the "resting level" of
the system, as can be seen from formula (12). From equation (9) it is clear that b affects ini additively.
Accordingly, the level of background activity is directly influenced by the value of b. It will become apparent
that a value of q away from the origin must be chosen in order to assure that the differential receptive fields
will not pass through bifurcations as the b parameter varies.
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4.2

Receptive fields with q near 0

This series of tests is designed to determine whether the q parameter is really needed in the model. With
3
q = 0, the sensitivity to variations in b is analyzed systematically. On the basis of these simulations, it
becomes clear that even though a positive b parameter should eliminate zero activations and thereby prevent
zero denominators in the connection weight formulas, values of q away from zero are necessary in order to
assure that anomalous behavior is prevented.
The results are shown in Figure 1. There are two bifurcation ranges, within which the receptive field
undergoes dramatic changes. In Figure 1, when b changes from .0002 to .0009, the OFF center pattern
of the differential receptive field actually changes to an ON center pattern, but with peaks that show no
attenuation away from the center. When b reaches .002, the receptive field pattern has become closer to
that of a Mexican hat pattern with ON center, and several sidebands, but the pattern becomes inverted
once again when b reaches .006. Finally, as b grows beyond .007, the pattern inverts again and settles into
a consistent Mexican hat pattern, with sideband, as when b = .03. Bifurcations in the differential receptive
fields were also observed when q = .001 or q = .005 were chosen. The inversions of the receptive field patterns
across different levels of background activity imply that the models with q near 0 would not be suitable for
perceptual processing.

4.3

Sidebands for q = .01

For q = .01, the entire range of possible values of b was examined for bifurcations, but none were found;
accordingly, the model with q = .01 could be considered as a suitable candidate for a perceptual model. In
Figure 2, with q = .01, shape changes in the differential receptive fields do occur as the intensity level is
varied, but thes appear primarily as variations in the inhibitory sidebands. At the lowest levels of stimulus
intensity, inhibitory subfields, indicative of virtual lateral inhibition (VLI), are almost imperceptible. As b
is increased, VLI becomes more pronounced and sidebands develop, with secondary sidebands showing up
when b = .003. More secondary waves are noticeable for b = .01, frame (c) of Figure 2. This pattern persists
for a range extending to .005, where the more distant waves are less pronounced, until approximately b = .02.
At b = .025, there is a sideband plus one secondary VLI effect, as in the figure for b = .003. By the time
b reaches the .1 level, the sideband is greatly diminished, until b = 1., when there is very little VLI. In
summary, receptive field shape is reasonably consistent, but the extent of VLI and the number of secondary
waves varies considerably over the intensity range.

5

Conclusions

1. Implicit partial differentiation proved to be an effective technique for analyzing the receptive fields of
the model.
2. Robustness of the Competitive Distribution model is a concern, and the limited range of parameters
under which bifurcation do not occur appears to be a drawback. It is possible, however, that these The
problem could be solved by considering alternative forms for the activation equation.
3. Another concern is with the biological plausibility. Traditional models based on lateral inhibition are

at least partly supported by biological data, although the extensive use of inhibitory connections in such
models, e.g., for cross-orientation inhibition in models of visual cortex, goes well beyond what has been

confirmed biologically. In the case of the Competitive Distribution model, this possibly excessive use of
inhibitory connections is avoided, but at the cost of building in the inhibitory effects through an allocative
mechanism similar to that used in competitive learning. While allocational competition is prevalent in social
and economic behavior, the means by which columnar groups of neurons might be constrained to compete

for activation are very unclear. The interesting observations of (Crook et al., 1989, 1991) tend to support the
presence of cross-orientation inhibition, but would not permit a choice between the two alternative hypothesis
of direct lateral inhibition vs. the virtual lateral inhibition of the Competitive Distribution model. Further
3 (McFadden, 1993) explores the sensitivity of receptive fields to variations in the other parameters.
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work, both biological and theoretical, is required before the mechanisms of cortical inhibition can be better
understood.
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Parallel processing in the visuomotor system of amphibians
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Abstract
The visual system of amphibians is widely believed to be organized according to the feature
detector and command neuron concept. Based on behavioral experiments, we demonstrate
instead that amphibians use multiple features (e.g., size, shape, velocity, movement
pattern) for prey identification in an opportunistic manner. In addition, neurophysiological
and neuroanatomical data give evidence that the amphibian visual and visuomotor system
is composed of at least four different pathways for processing of visual information, one for
figure-ground discrimination and depth perception; a second forperception of shape and
color, a third for motion perception, and a fourth for detection of large objects and changes
in general illumination. The latter three pathways extend from the retina to premotor and
motor centers; interaction between the respective neurons in the tectum (as well as in
premotor centers) is likely. Thus, the feature detector and command neuron concept does
n=t apply to the visual system of amphibians.
Concepts of visual object recognition were long dominated by the idea of detector cells or
"gnostic units". Such types of neuron were assumed to reside on top of a processing
hierarchy and to be activated exclusively by a particular object (prey, face, grandmother) or
object feature relevant for behavior (cf. Konorski, 1967). The activity of these neurons was
seen as the internal representation of the object under consideration. Some authors
believed that these detector or "gnostic" neurons, either singly or in combination with other
such neurons, acted more or less directly onto the motor system. For invertebrates as well
as "lower" vertebrates" (fishes, amphibians), these neurons were seen as "command
neurons" or as members of a command neuron system (Kupfermann and Weiss, 1978).
During the last two decades, evidence has accumulated that the visual system of mammals
contains largely separate anatomical and functional pathways for visual information
processing. These regard object features such as shape, color and movement (Spillmann
and Werner, 1990). Visual objects and processes are represented in the brain in a
distributed manner, with local networks processing the different detailed aspects
(orientation, disparity, color, form, contrast, movement, etc.) as well as the meaning of
these entities. At the same time, the visual system of "lower" vertebrates (as well asinvertebrates), particularly in the context of object recognition, is still widely believed to be
organized according to the detector and command neuron concept, and this alleged
difference to mammals usually is interpreted as reflecting stages in the evolution of the
vertebrate visual system.
Barlow (1953) was the first to develop a detector concept in amphibians. He started from
the assumption that in frogs "there is no indication of any form discrimination", and
speculated that "'on-off' units [later called class-3 retinal ganglion cells] seem to possess the
whole of the discriminatory mecha.&ism needed to account for this rather simple behavior.
The receptive field of an 'on-off unit would be nicely filled by the image of a fly at 2 inches
in distance and it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the 'on-off units are matched to
this stimulus and act as 'fly detector"' (p. 86). In addition, 'off' units [class-4 RGC] seemed
most suited for localization of prey. The conclusion was that "the retina is acting as a filter
rejecting unwanted information and passing useful information" (p. 87).
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Lettvin and co-workers (1959, 1960), on the basis of their study of Ranapipiens,extended
this concept of "early" (i.e. retinal) object recognition. They arrived at a description of five
"natural" classes of RGC, which transform the pointlike information of photoreceptors
about the distribution of brightness into "meaningful" information about size, shape,
illumination, contrast, movement and position. Most importantly, RGC identify properties
of objects that are constant in a changing environment. According to the authors, a good
deal of object recognition and prey-enemy discrimination already takes place in the retina
(e.g. prey is identified by class-1 and class-2 RGC, and enemies are identified by class-3
RGC). This implies that activity of retinal ganglion cells already resembles behavior, and
that these behavioral responses are primarily determined by one class or maximally two
classes of RGC.
However, a few years later, Gruisser and Grfisser- Cornehls (1968) and Ewert and Hock
(1972) showed that retinal ganglion cells are not sufficiently specific in their response
patterns to reliably "identify" behaviorally relevant objects. As Griisser and GrfisserCornehls stressed, a complete representation of prey or predator is constituted only at later
stages in the visual centers. The authors conducted only preliminary investigations on
central visual neurons describing qualitatively seven tectal response types T1 - T 7 (Grusser
and Gruisser-Cornehls, 1968, 1976).
J.P. Ewert was the first to develop more detailed ideas about prey and enemy recognition
in amphibians, particularly in the toad Bufo bufo (Ewert 1989). According to Ewert, in the
nervous system of a toad, prey objects are identified by a three-stage system of filters that
preferentially respond to ".ormlike" prey configuration; the more 'wormlike" a stimulus,
the higher the probability that a toad will orient to it and eventually snap at it. The first
stage of the system is represented by two kinds of retinal ganglion cell (class 2/R2 and class
3/R3 cells), one type of pretectal neuron (TH 5 cells) and several types of tectal neuron
(the T 5.1, T 5.2 and T 5.3 cells). Of these, T 5.2 cells play a particular role, because their
response properties are said to resemble most closely the observed behavioral prey
preferences. T 5.2 receives excitatory inputs from T 5.1 and is inhibited by T 5.3 and TH 5.
In this context, Ewert (1989) adopted the Kupfermann and Weiss command neuron
concept. However, for Ewert, T 5.2 cells are no command neurons in the strict sense,
because the simultaneous and consecutive activity of a number of other types of tectal
neuron are required for the occurrence of orienting, approach and snapping; rather, T 5.2

neurons are necessary members of this ensemble and are, accordingly, called command

element, which "tell" the nervous system: this object is a prey! Inside the tectum, T 5.2
neurons integrate the information about the nature of the prey and act as the only tectal
output cell in the context of prey recognition (Fig. 1A).
Although Ewert and his co-workers concentrated their work on the toad Bufo bufo, it was
always understood that these findings could be generally applied to neural guidance of
feeding in amphibians. However, there is a substantial amount of data showing that this
concept is applicable neither to the toad nor to any other frog or salamander.
First, it is evident from a priori reasoning that the detector concept can be applied only for
cases, where the relevant stimulus has simple and highly invariant properties, e.g., when
everything that is "wormlike" and moves iprey. A detector system breaks down, if prey
objects have properties that can change. is is indeed the case for object features like size,
shape, contrast, and velocity.
Second, there is no close correspondence between the behavioral preferences of the toad
and the response of the T 5.2 neuron to wormlike objects. Compact stimuli are often as
good as elongated ones in eliciting feeding. Also, T 5.2 cells cannot reliably "distinguish"
between wormlike and compact or even "antiwormlike" (i.e., vertically oriented) prey, as
clearly derives from Ewert's own data. Rather, the response properties of T 5.2 cells are
highly equivocal with respect to a variety of object parameters. Third, T 5.2 cells (as all
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tectal visual cells) respond only to angruh size, while the toad clearly reveals size
constancy. Finally, some amphibians, while preferring wormlike prey, do not possess T 5.2like neurons (cf. Roth, 1987), and the majority of amphibians does not prefer wormlike
prey at all.
In order to determine how different visual features are used by amphibians for identification of prey, we conducted behavioral studies in a number of frog and salamander
species (Bombina bombina, Discoglossuspictus, Plethodonjordani,Bolitoglossasubpalmata,
Hydromantes italicus).
Among prey object parameters, size turned out to be the least specific; it can vary within a
wide range without affecting the intensity of prey catching behavior. Contrast is likewise of
low importance; the visual system of most amphibians is well suited for prey identification

and localization at very low illumination and contrast levels.

, contour and color are

used for object identification mostly at higher illumination levels (daylight), particularly for
telling favorable from noxious or distasteful prey. Normally, motion is a necessary
prerequisite of prey objects to elicit feeding, although amphibians can learn to feed on
stationary prey. Velocity is important, because many amphibians have distinctly different
velocity preferences. Movement RMIen seems to be the most specific parameter for prey
identification. Even under very dim light, most prey can be accurately recognized by the
way they move. However, it requires a complex identification network which is at least
partially based on learning.
The prey parameters mentioned have different significance and are used in different
combinations depending on internal motivational state of the animal and the ambient
condition. The more motivated a frog or salamander, the less specific a stimulus parameter
need be: in a highly motivated amphibian, any moving object that is not too large will elicit
prey catching. Furthermore, at higher illumination level, size and shape are important
parameters, whereas at very dim light, velocity and movement pattern are the only cues for
detection of prey. Thus, like the mammalian visual system, the amphibian visual system
basically works in an opportunistic fashion. This alone refutes any simple detector concept.
In opposition to the detector concept, we proposed a network model for prey recognition
(Roth, 1987). According to this model, the tectum contains numerous recognition
"modules" consisting of a minimal set of neurons, each of which responds differently
(although in an overlapping fashion) to the different features of a prey. For example, it
comprises a number o neurons, each exhibiting a preference for edges of a particular
orientation (similar to the orientation-specific "simple cells" in the mammalian primary
cortex) and for a particular velocity range. Such a module may act as a universal "prey
analyzer": any prey object will activate all (or nearly all) components of this network, due
to the fact that the response properties of the components vastly overlap, but different
objects will activate the module differently. Their simultaneous activity, then, encodes the
prey object with regard to some relevant features.
At the same time, this module cannot act as a true "prey detector" network, because it is
incapable of determining absolute size and, therefore, cannot reliably distinguish between
a near prey and a distant predator of similar shape. This concept also does not imply, that
the module has just one output line (i.e., the axon of an output cell) to the motor or
premotor centers. So far, no neuronhas been found in any amphibian tectum that encodes
in its activity the full information about prey and, as a command neuron, sends this
information to the premotor and motor centers. Rather, most tectal response types
involved in prey recognition project to the premotor and motor region in a parallel fashion
(Satou and Ewert, 1985). Thus, the idea has to be abandoned that, with respect to prey
recognition, a "command neuron" or "command element" exists in the amphibian tectum
and that the tectum is the site of "complete" object recognition.
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Fig. 1 A. The feature detector concept according to Ewert (1989). T1,T2, T3 and Tp correspond to T 5.1, T 5.2,
T 53 and TH 5 in the text. B. Model for parallel processing in object recognition

In the following, we propose a model (Fig. 1B) for parallel processing in the visual and
visuomotor system of amphibians. This model is based on the assumption that three basic
classes of RGC exist in amphibians:
1. Small-field "edge-detector" cells responding either to moving or non-moving objects and
requiring relatively high visual contrast. They are represented in frogs by class-1 and class-2
cells, in toads by R2 cells and by layer-1 cells in salamanders. They exhibit low conduction
velocity. They ma include several subclasses differing in color sensitivity and response to
light ON/OFF. These cells are comparable to X-cells in cats and to P-cells in primates.
2. Medium field "movement-detector" or "ON-OFF'cells, which respond to small changes
in contrast and small dislocations of edges. They are represented by class-3 RGC in frogs,
R3 cells in toads and layer-2 cells in salamanders. They do not respond to non-moving
objects and exhibit high conduction velocity. They correspond to Y-cells in cats and M cells
in primates.
3. Large-field, "dimming-detector", "OFF'-cells. They respond best to large objects and to
changes in illumination in large parts of the visual field. These cells are represented by
class-4 and R4 cells in frogs and toads, respectively, and layer-3 cells in salamanders. They
show high conduction velocity. They may be involved in predator detection, optomotor
behavior or detection of changes in overall illumination. They may correspond to the
diverse class of W cells in cats and P-gamma cells in primates.
The axons of RGC terminate in different layers within the optic tectum, where they make
contact with tectal cells, with fibers from small-field RGC contained in the most superficial
layer, followed by those from medium- and large-field RGC. Below these layers of retinal
afferents and directly above the periventricular cellular layers, a layer containing afferent
fibers from other parts of the brain and efferent tectal fibers is situated.
In order to further clarify the question, how tectal visual information is transferred to
premotor and motor centers, we conducted combined intracellular electrophysiological and
neuroanatomical experiments in a number of salamander species, and our findings are
highly consistent with those obtained in frogs (Lz.Ar et al., 1983).
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The tectum of all amphibians studied so far contains four major types of neuron
distinguished by their morphology. The first type is represented by small pear-shaped cells.
These cells have small dendritic trees, which arborize predominantly in layer 1 or in layer 1
and 2. Most cells either have no axon or project to the nucleus isthmi, the prectectum or
thalamus. Very few project to premotor or motor centers.
The other types are characterized by axons decndin to premotor and motor centers,
although some of them possess ascending axon collaterals to diencephalic and
telencephalic centers as well. One type has a candelabre-shaped dendritic tree that strongly
arborizes in the superficial layer of fibers originating from small-field RGC, and its axon
descends to the cnrlte medulla oblongata and cervical spinal cord in a medial
position. Another type has a wide dendritic tree arborizing within the intermediate layer of
fibers arising from medium-field RGC; its axon descends ipsilaterally in a lateral position.
The last type of efferent tectal cell has very flat dendritic trees that arborize in the deepest
tectal fiber layer containing nonretinal afferent and efferent fibers, with some dendrites
extending into the deepest layer of retinal afferents originating from large-field RGC; the
axon descends ipsilaterally in a medial position. One type of descending tectal neuron
constitutes the crossed tecto-bulbo-spinal pathway, and the other two types the uncrossed
pathways (Fig. 2). These three pathways are separated down to spinal levels and make
separate contacts with neurons from the reticular formation or even directly with motor
neurons involved in prey capture (Dicke, in preparation).
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We interpret our data in the following way. Tectal cells with axons projecting to the
nucleus isthmi and diencephalic (pretectal and thalamic) centers are involved in figureground discriminiation and depth perception. Tectal cells with axons descending within the
crssd tract receive small-fie d retinal afferents and are, therefore, involved in the
shape/color pathway; tectal cells with axons descending within the lateral uncrossed tr .ct
receive medium-field RGC and are involved in the motion pathway; and tectal cells with
axons descending in the medial uno
tract receive large-field RGC afferents and are
involved in the detection of large objects and the perception of ambient illumination.
At present, our knowledge about the interaction between the efferent tectal neurons inside
the tectum is still scarce. Intracellular recordings from these cells indicate multisynaptic
processing of retinal afferent information as well as modulation by nonretinal visual and
nonvisual (i.e., auditory, somatosensory) input to the tectum.
In conclusion, there is no fundamental difference in the functional organization of the
visual system between amphibians and mammals. While it is simple at a gross anatomical
level, the visual system of amphibians evidently is not organized according to the feature
detector and command neuron concept. Like that of mammals, it contains largely separate
pathways for processing different object features. Surprisingly, these separate pathways do
not or not substantially converge inside the tectum as the main visual center, but extend
through premotor and motor centers. This latter has not been verified in the mammalian
visuomotor system, but we predict its existence even there.
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Abstract
Neurobiological signal processing includes rich complexity not found in traditional artificial neural networks. Neurons are continuous-time signal processing
and signal generation devices, with particular interconnection topologies and with
computational properties subserved by protein-molecular structures and dynamics.
Neurons communicate by nerve impulse trains in which timing of impulses is vitally
important to their information-carrying capabilities. Here we examine the possibility that the frequency of near-synchronous firing of neural ensembles could be used
to represent and encode information. Synchronous activity of neural ensembles provides a putative code for sensory and motor activity as well as a representational
mode for feature detection. With synchrony codes, an assembly of n neurons can
encode many more than n signals simultaneously. Synchrony frequencies at signal
and background levels depend on the firing properties of the synchronous ensemble
and the number of neurons that participate in the synchrony. An in-depth analysis
of these relationships requires the use of probability calculations as well as pairwise
correlations combined with techniques that detect synchronies in more than two

neurons at the same time. Current recording technology is dramatically improving
to allow capability of collecting action potential activity from assemblies of neurons,
to enable the search for ensemble codes in simultaneously active neurons.

1

INTRODUCTION

Signals between neurons consist of action potentials, which do not vary in amplitude
or duration, so must convey information solely by the placement of the impulses over
time. Information can be represented and encoded in such pulsed signals, by alternative
pulsed coding schemes, including firing rate codes, interval / pattern codes, and ensemble
synchrony codes. In a rate coding scheme, different firing rates represent different information about stimuli or output patterns. Firing rates are the simplest scheme, but take
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time to be interpreted and have low capacity for distinctions between different levels of
firing rate. Interval / pattern codes consist of two or more pulses spaced by particular
timing intervals, and allow for large numbers of coded words. Patterns can be comprised
of segments of multiunit or single unit impulse trains, but require special post-processing
circuits. Ensemble synchrony codes, in which multiple units fire in near-synchrony, can
allow n units to carry more than 2'/2 signals. Special circuits are not required to detect
synchronies.

2

ENSEMBLE CODES

Neurons are natural detectors of synchronies, because of their post-synaptic processes,
membrane potentials, and connection configurations. The post-synaptic potential that
results ;rom an excitatory action potential has a peak that appears shortly after the arrival
of the action potential at a pre-synaptic site. As a result, the near-synchronous arrival of
two or more impulses causes a high rise in post-synaptic potential. Since the target neuron
fires at threshold, the most effective way to reach threshold is the near-synchronous arrival
of multiple action potentials. The target neuron is then a synchrony-detector, responding
by firing to an above-threshold rise in post-synaptic potential.
Stimuli have many features to encode, including the nature and presence of the stimulus, its modality, and its properties. An ensemble synchrony scheme allows a set of n
neurons to encode many signals and features simultaneously. Each unit has a firing rate,
which can be used as a rate code (fA, IB, ... ). Synchronies can occur between pairs,
triples, or groups of k units at any time in the impulse trains. Let fAB be the rate of
coincidental firing between units A and B, let fABC be the rate of near-synchronous firing
between units A, B, and C, and in general let fs be the rate of synchronous firing of set S
of units. Each of these rates can be used to represent a different feature of a stimuli, or the
presence and properties of different stimuli. Motor signals, too, could be 'imultaneously
represented in this fashion.
The capacity of a synchrony code depends on the number of possible groups of neurons
that could be engaged in synchronous activity. The number of possible subsets of n
neurons is 21', including individual units and the empty set. Thus there are 2' - n - 1
groups of 2 or more units plus n individual firing rates. So, the value of fs can be used
for 2' - 1 possible sets S. However, some sets are included within other sets, which could
allow for confusion. The number of sets that are available without confusion by such set
inclusions is at least 2 4/2 .
Synchronies from one group can take place at different times from the synchronies
of another group. Furthermore, the same neuron could participate in more than one
synchrony during the same time interval. However, that neuron's action potentials would
at some times by in near-synchrony with one group, and at other times be in nearsynchrony with other groups.
As an example, suppose there are five neurons simultaneously recorded (neurons
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A, B, C, D, and E. Suppose also that a synchrony code is to be used to encode these
stimulus features from the visual field: (1) presence of a circle (2) color red on the circle
(3) presence of a square, (4) color green of the square, (5) presence of a triangle, (6) color
yellow of the triangle, and (7) background color purple. Suppose next that the following
frequencies represent each of those features, respectively: IA, fD, fABD, lAC, fAE, fBC,
and fcE. The individual unit rates fA and fD would be considerably higher than the
pairwise or 3-way synchrony rates, and hence could easily be modulated by themselves,
to represent the strength of features (1) and (2). The other rates involve subsets that
are not themselves subsets of each other, and hence each subset would make a distinct
synchrony and could be modulated alone to represent the corresponding feature.
Detection of synchronies in simultaneously recorded data depends on the frequency
of occurrence of the synchronous events. Pair-wise synchronies can be detected by the
cross-correlation method, in which a peak is observed when a synchrony is present. This
peak shows the presence of pair-wise synchronous behavior that is more frequent than the
background frequency observed at delays. Thus pairwise synchronies are identified when
their frequency of occurrence exceeds that expected at random.
Significant synchronies from groups of more than two neurons couH fail to appear in a
cross-correlogram. For a synchrony of k neurons to occur mo'e than expected at random,
only a small number of occurrences may be required, especially for larger values of k. This
small number of occurrences may be lost in the noise of a pairwise cross-correlograin.
For example, suppose there is a multiunit recording of five neurons over a period of
five seconds. After dividing this recording into 1000 time windows, the probability of a
single cell firing per window is found to be 0.3. Then the probability of two cells firing at
once is 0.09, and all five cells is 0.00024. Using the binomial distribution to calculate the
probability of finding each number of occurrences of pairwise and 5-way synchronies, we
find that at random, the number of pairwise occurrences varies from 72 to 109, whereas
the number of 5-way synchronous events varies from 0 to7. Thus the pairwise range is 37
whereas the 5-way range is 7. When 5-way synchronies are excessive (> 7), they could be
lost in the noise if the analysis were limited to pairwise correlations.
A gravitational clustering method has been developed to detect synchronous groups
from multiunit recorded data, and used to identify synchronous group activity in biological
recordings from the brainstem [2-61. This method represents neurons as points on a
screen, and moves them towards one another when simultaneous activity occurs. Neurons
that tend to fire in synchrony then appear as clusters. Neurons may move apart when
synchronies stop and new synchronies begin. Although the original algorithm was timeconsuming, a recent improvement has considerably reduced computation time [1].

3

DISCUSSION

Biological synapses have a natural means for detecting synchronies. Near-synchronous firing from incoming lines produces rapid excitation to threshold. Thus, no special circuitry
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is required to interpret an encoding scheme based on ensemble synchronies. Furthermore,
the synchrony detection can happen quickly after the synchronous instance, and does not
have to wait until a firing rate is averaged or computed over time. Information representation as well as network processing via synchrony codes appears feasible in models of
neural networks, and the capacity of multiple impulse trains to carry synchrony codes is
higher than firing rate codes.

4
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Temporal Analysis of Spike Patterns in Monkeys and
Artificial neural Networks.
Christof Koch
Professor of Computation and Neural Systems
California Institute of Technology

The findings regarding the existence and the relevance of
oscillations in the neuronal responses of neurons in cat visual cortex
in the 30 to 70 Hz region has lead to a general theoretical and
experimental re-examination of the detailed temporal discharge
patterns of neurons. To what extent can these "40 Hz" oscillations
be seen in cells in the awake and behaving monkey? What about
temporal synchronization among cortical cells? How reproducible
are the detailed temporal discharge patterns in cortical cells? How
noisy and variable are individual cells? What about 1 /f-like patterns?
To what extent can fractal behavior be observed in the spike
discharge patterns of individual neurons and over what time scales?
We will review some answers to these questions, in particular by
evaluating neuronal discharges from cortical cells in the monkey as
well as from simple integrate-and-fire neural networks models.
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Neural Networks for Learning Space Trajectories
Based on the Quasi-Newton Method
Oscal T.-C. Chen, Bing J. Sheu
Department of Electrical Engineering
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Abstract -. A three-layered feedforward network using the quasi-Newton method can
successfully learn a circle. After the training process, the network is connected into a
recurrent network. Any point of the circular trajectory can be used as the starting point.
According to computer simulation, the whole circular trajectory can be reconstructed by the
recurrent network with a mean-squared error of 0.000261 at a starting point (0.5, 1.0). With
different starting points which can be Inside or outside of the circular trajectory, the trained
network also generates a circular trajectory. It indicates that the recurrent network has very
good curvature attraction. In another example, one half of symbol eight trajectory can also
be reconstructed by this network configuration. The proposed learning procedure for a feedforward network without the time-delay elements can be suitable for learning trajectories
without crossovers.
L Introduction
Recurrent neural networks [1,2] and time-delay neural networks [3-5] have been used to learn
the space trajectories such as circular and symbol-eight trajectories. In the biological study,
recurrent networks are very commonly found in the brain. The recurrent neural networks are capable of holding memories in the network loops. The learning methods [1,2,6] for recurrent networks
are required to integrate the information in the previous iterative stages. This learning operation is
more complicated than that of feedforward network.
Time-delay feedforward networks have been successfully applied to speech recognition [7,8].
Based on the back-propagation learning method, the adaptive time-delay neural network in the
continuous-time mode has been reported in [9]. To learn spatiotemporal topology by using adaptive
time-delay neural networks was proposed by Dayhoff et al. [3-5]. They used a gradient decent
method for training a feedforward network on the discrete-time mode. The training strategy is to
map the current input data to the next incoming data. After the training process, the network is
connected into a recurrent network so that the number of input neurons are the same as that of the
output neurons. Before a trajectory is reconstructed from a time-delay neural network, a segment of
the seed data are required to fill in the delay buffers. According to their simulation results [3], a
quarter of a complete circle was used as the network input in order to generate the complete circle.
Possible applications of time-delay neural networks include time-series analysis and prediction.
This paper describes multilayer feed-forward networks for learning space trajectories by using
the quasi-Newton method. The network without any feedback connection is used to learn the mapping from the input vector to the next incoming vector. After the training process, the network is
connected into a recurrent network and only one starting point is provided to reconstruct the complete trajectory. The most common feed-forward networks are static, having no internal delays and
responding to a particular input by immediately generating a specific output. This type of networks
is suitable for learning trajectories without crossovers. One limitation of static networks is their
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inability to respond to temporal patterns in the hidden node outputs. To respond to these patterns,
the network must have delay elements within its layers.
H. Quasi-Newton Method
The learning process of a feedforward network, in which the network connection strengths
are modified so that the response of the network progressively approximates the desired response,
can be structured as a nonlinear optimization problem. The network performance is improved by
minimizing the cost function,
(d, - yj) 2,

E(W) = _1

(1)

2 W
where W is a synaptic weight matrix, N is the total number of input vectors, d, and yi are the
desired and actual output vector, respectively, corresponding to the ith input vector xi.By using
the truncated Taylor series expansion, E(W) around Wk) can be described as
E(Wk) + 8) = q(k)(8) = E(W(k)) + g(k)T8 + "18TG(k)8,
(2)

2
where g is the first derivative term of E(W), G is the second derivative term of E(W), 8 is equal to
W - W(k), and q(8) is the resulting quadratic approximation at the sd iteration. The W(k') in
Newton's method is simply W) + 8 (k), where the correction 8k is used to minimize the value of
qek(8). The method requires zero, first and second derivatives of E to be available at any point.
The kdh iteration of Newton's method can be performed in the following procedures,
(a) solve G(k)8 = _gk) for 8 = 8 (k), and
)

(b) set Wk+I= W

k

) + 8(k)

(3)

.

The second derivative of the cost function with respect to the synaptic weights provides information about the curvature of the error surface. By using the first and second derivative information, the network can be trained to reach the minimum of the cost function. Since the computation
complexity of the second derivative is very high, the quasi-Newton method can be applied by
using an iterative approximation scheme for the inverse second derivative term. This approach
avoids the direct computation of second derivative, and computational complexity is reduced by a
factor of O(N) (101. The basic quasi-Newton algorithm consists of the following steps:
(a) set a search direction s(k) = -H(k) .(k),
(b) let W(k+1) = W

k)

+ 1 s (k), and

(4)

),

(c) update H(k) to l(k+l

where H is the approximate inverse second derivative matrix, s contains weight-change information, il is the learning rate constant, and k is the iteration index. The key feature of the algorithm is
the updating strategy for the approximate inverse second derivative matrix. The Broyden, Fletcher,
Goldfarb and Shanno (BFGS) technique [10] can be applied,
Wk+) = 1#

+

(1

+

_
.k)TI (k), (k) )(k)8(k)T
(kTjyk)
8(kT,,jk)

8W

~k)k

(5)

k) = g(k+l) - gk), and
8 (k)

8(k)lk)T'](k) + H(k), k)()

= TS(k ) = W(k+ l ) _ W(k)

The initial matrix H ( ) is usually selected to be an unity matrix. In the quasi-Newton method, the
BFGS formula is suitable because it can provide a better performance than the other formulas such
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as the rank-one formula and DFP formula (10].

M. Computer

Analysis Results
A three-layered feedforward network for learning circular trajectory was configured with 2
input units, 6 hidden units, and 2 output units. Figure I shows the schematic diagram of the
neural network. The hidden and output neurons have the transfer function,
F(S) = 1 +-s

(6)

,

where S is the summed value of synaptic signals and bias signal for each neuron. The original circular trajectory is sampled at 128 reference points which become the training data. These points
can be defined as
(7)

a(n) = I (sin(-n) + 1), and

2

b(n) = - (cos(

2

64

64

n) + 1),

for 0 < n ! 127.

The quasi-Newton method based on the BFGS scheme is used for the feedforward network learning. If the input vector is (a[n], b[n]), then the desired output vector is (a[n+l], b[n+l]). The network learning is performed by optimizing Eq. (1). If an initial synaptic weight matrix is selected,
the cost function E will be updated based on the information of its first and second derivatives.
After 15,000 iterations, a mean-squared error of 0.000010 can be achieved. Table I lists the initial
values of the synaptic weights and the values after the training process. This trained network is
connected into a recurrent network. Only one initial input vector is required to be the network
input. Figure 2 shows the plots of the desired and reconstructed trajectories with the starting point
(0.5, 1.0). The mean-squared error is increased to 0.000261 because the distortion is accumulated
in the reconstruction process of the recurrent network. Any point of the desired circular trajectory
can serve as a network input datum. Figure 3 shows the reconstruction performance versus the
different input data. The worst case is the mean-squared error of 0.000859, and the plot of its
reconstructed circle is shown in Fig. 4. This reconstructed circle is still very similar to the desired
circular trajectory. Figures 5 shows the plots of two reconstructed trajectories for the input vectors, (1.0, 1.0) and (0.5, 0.5), which are not on the desired circle. It indicates that the recurrent network memorizes the topology of a circular trajectory and is not sensitive to the noise added to the
input signals.
One half of the symbol eight trajectory is used for the network learning. The same threelayered feedforward network shown in Fig. 1 is used. The original trajectory is sampled at 64
reference points which can be defined as

1

I

a(n) = - (sin(

n) + 1),

b(n) = - (sin(

n) + 1), for 0:< n5
<63.

2

2

32
64

and

(8)

The network was trained by using the quasi-Newton method. The initial and final values of the
synaptic weights are listed in Table 1. The mean-quared error between the original and reconstructed trajectories is 0.000038 at the 10,000 iterations for the feedforward network. After the
training process, the network is connected into a recurrent network. Figure 6 shows the plots of
the reconstructed and desired trajectories for the initial input vector (0.5, 0.5). The mean-squared
error is increased to 0.000501. Figure 7 shows the plots of two reconstructed trajectories for the

input vectors, (1.0, 0.5) and (0.5, 0.75), which are not on the desired trajectory. In such a case, a
very good reconstruction performance can also be achieved.
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A three-layered feedforward network for learning a symbol eight trajectory was configured
with 2 input units, 12 hidden units, and 2 output units. After 20,000 iterations, the mean-squared
error between the original and reconstructed trajectories is 0.000059 for the feedforward network.
If the trained network is connected to a recurrent network, the mean-squared error is increased to
be 0.275 for the input vector (0.5, 0.5). Figure 8 shows the plots of the desired and reconstructed
trajectories. In the intersection point (0.5, 0.5) of the symbol-eight trajectory, there are four possible moving directions. Here, the recurrent network only remembers one direction in the intersection point so that one half of symbol eight trajectory is reconstructed. In order to determine the
correct direction, the network is required to keep the information of the previous curvature positions as in the time-delay neural networks. Our future studies will include the use of the quasiNewton method in the time-delay neural networks.
IV. Conclusion
A three-layered feedforward network without the time-delay elements by using the quasiNewton method can successfully learn space trajectories without crossovers, such as a circle. Only
one input vector is required for the trajectory reconstruction. One half of symbol-eight trajectory
can also be reconstructed through its recurrent network. According to the computer simulation, the
trained recurrent network has very good curvature attraction for the different initial input vectors.
V. Acknowledgment
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Weber-Fechner transduction: a logarithmic
compressive nonlinearity is a generic property of
integrate and fire neurons
Doron Tal and Eric Schwartz
Department of Cognitive and Neural Systems
Boston University, 111 Cummington St., Boston, MA 02215
Abstract
A logarithmic relationship between neuron firing density and input has been proposed in many

computational, physiological and psychophysical contexts. Such a relationship allows multiplication
via summation of neural output and has been proposed as the basic element in models of gain com-

pression, motion, correlation, and illumination invariance. However, this logarithmic characteristic
has never been fully analyzed in terms of the biophysical properties of single neurons, but has usually been motivated by experimental observations in physiological studies of sensory neurons and in
psychophysical studies of threshold responses. In the present paper, we show that the logarithmic

property appears in numerical simulations of the Hodgkin-Huxley equations, but that it is in fact a
generic property of the integrative action of neuronal membrane. It is not determined by the details
of the dynamics of the Hodgkin-Huxley equations, but rather is determined by the "integrate and
fire" aspect of the model. We examine the relationship of this property to membrane resistance and

capacitance, and also compute the utility of it in terms of the dynamic range and precision of a simple two neuron multiplier. Over the dynamic range imposed by the maximum firing rate of typical
neurons, we show that the compressive nonlinearity that is intrinsic to the integrate and fire neuron
is sufficient to provided a fairly accurate multiplication function.

Introduction
A well known fact stated by Ratliff in his book on Mach bands, is that "often the relation between external
stimulus and neural response is approximately logarithmic" (Ratliff, 1965, p. 129). As shown in Figure 1,
such a relation is observed in simulations based on the Hodgkin-Huxley membrane equations (Hodgkin &
Huxley, 1952) where a step-current of varying amplitudes is applied to a single neuron. In psychophysics,
logarithmic neural transduction has been used to explain the Weber-Fechner law (Cornsweet, 1970; Land,
1977). In the computational literature, a logarithmic transfer function is also common. For example,
Koch and Poggio (1992) offer a simple mechanism for performing multiplication with neurons that have
a logarithmic transfer function, and the Cepstrum, a neural theory of disparity calculation in striate
cortex, relies on logarithmic processing in single neurons (Yeshurun & Schwartz, 1989). Despite the
widespread usage of logarithmic processing, the single neuron literature lacks a biophysical justification
for this computation. Rather, logarithmic processing has often been justified by allusion to "common"
experimental observation, as Ratliff does in his statement above. Moreover, there has been no analysis
of the practical utility of this mechanism in terms of the dynamic range and precision it provides.
The purpose of this paper is to examine biophysical aspects of the repetitive firing process necessary
for producing an approximately logarithmic current-frequency relation. Although a Hodgkin-Huxley
model is sufficient for producing such a relation, it is not necessary. Rather, we show that there are only
two simple requirements necessary to produce the log-property:
" An integrate and fire (IAF) mechanism, in which the integration of input current by membrane
capacitance fires the neuron when threshold is reached.
" The existenca of an absolute refractory period.
*This work supported by NIMH 5R01MH45969-04.
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Since these are common properties in the nervous system, it follows that an approximately logarithmic
current-frequency relation is likely to be a ubiquitous neural property. In terms of a simple IAF model,
we show that the degree of approximation to a logarithmic characteristic is determined by the ratio of
refractory period duration to membrane time constant. By varying this ratio, it is possible to produce
a range of firing characteristics which vary from quasi-linear to quasi-logarithmic. We then quantify
the utility of a "quasi-logarithmic" function by examining its use as a multiplier, and we quantify the
precision of the multiplicative application over the range of typical firing rates. We also conclude that
Weber-Fechner behavior is generic, in so far that a simple temporal IAF model of a neuron is valid, and
that Weber-Fechner law is not merely a property of sensory neurons, but can appear in central neurons
as well. Logarithmic processing may therefore provide a convenient computational support for a variety
of functions related to multiplication and correlation with neurons.
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Figure 1. (a) Current-frequency curve resulting from uniform depolarization of a membrane modeled by the Hodgkin-Huxley equations, using the giant squid axon parameters (Hodgkin & Huxley,
1952); (b) semi-log plot of the curve in (a). Current (abscissa) is measured in pAcm - 2 , frequency
(ordinate) is measured in Hz.

Biophysical basis of the approximately logarithmic
current-frequency relation
Agin (Agin, 1964) appears to be the first to briefly relate simu!ations of a uniformly polarized membrane
governed by the Hodgkin-Huxley equations to what he calls "the logarithmic law of sensory physiology".
The curve in Figure 1 is a replication of Agin's simulation. Agin fit this curve to the equation
f = 27log(I+ 1),

(1)

where f is the neuron's firing frequency and I is the applied current. Agin did not explain why the
Hodgkin-Huxley equation should have this property, but merely presented a figure similar to Figure 1.
Stein's (1967) analysis of the IAF model provides such an explanation, because this model produces
the log-like current-frequency relation under certain ranges of meaningful physical parameters. The
membrane resistance and capacitance that provide the time constant for the integrate-and-fire model are
also present in the Hodgkin-Huxely model. Thus, we believe that the rationale for Agin's observation
is linked to an integrate-and-fire regime inherent in the Hodgkin-Huxely simulation, rather than to its
potentially complex dynamics, as we shall discuss further below.
Stein rejected the idea that the logarithmic characteristic of the IAF or the Hodgkin-Huxley model
provides a basis for the Weber-Fechner law. His reasoning was that the parameter space of the IAF
model produced a good fit to a logarithm only over certain parameter ranges. We provide a detailed
analysis of this issue below, and show that the question of "goodness" of fit to a logarithm is less relevant
than performance in a computational task. We quantify the "goodness" of the logarithm in terms of
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multiplication error, and demonstrate that the compressive nonlinearity which is intrinsic to the IAF
neuron is sufficient to perform multiplication with reasonable precision.
In Stein's IAF model, a steady current source, I, uniformly depolarizes the membrane causing an
exponential increase in its potential, V. When the membrane potential reaches a threshold, VTh a spike
occurs (at this point we shall assume the spike to take an infinitesimal amount of time). At the spike
onset, the membrane capacitance discharges instantaneously and the membrane potential is reset to the
resting potential. This firing process repeats for as long as the input current is on and is illustrated in
Fig. 2.

(a)

V_

(b)

I

F

Figure 2. (a) Membrane voltage vs. time in an RC-circuit IAF model; the step-current input is
shown in (b).
Stein used a resistor and a capacitor in parallel to model the membrane's charging process. This
RC circuit and the relationship of its components to physiological quantities are shown in Fig. 3. The
R

Vit

II

Figure 3. RC circuit used to model charging of a neuron's membrane from its resting potential to
VTh. C corresponds to the membrane capacitance, R corresponds to the membrane resistance and
I corresponds to an excitatory input such as a current injection or a steady current produced by
a train of excitatory postsynaptic potentials.
RC integrator of the IAF model relates membrane potential to input current via the usual exponential

charging relationship:
V = IR[1 -

(2)

(the time it takes the membrane to reach
where - = 1/RC is the membrane time-constant. The time tisi
VTh), also called the interspike interval, can be calculated by setting V = VTh, t = tii in Eqn. 2, and
solving for tisi:

tisi
= -rIn (I_
The rheobasic current, IRu,
potential to VTh:

I

.

(3)

is defined as the smallest value of current that can drive the membrane
IRh =

(4)

VTh

Substituting Eqn. 4 for I in Eqn. 3,
tisi = -rln

-

_
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) .

(5)

The cell's firing frequency f is the reciprocal of the period of each action potential. Since an action
potential is considered to have infinitesimally small duration, the period of each action potential is just
the interspike interval (Eqn. 5). The firing frequency as a function of current is therefore

f =1

(6)

-r In(l

- IRh/I)

From the plot of Eqn. 6 in Figure 4, we see that the firing frequency approaches a linearfunction of the
input current in Eqn. 6. In fact, Stein has shown that the current-frequency relation becomes linear for
large I by replacing the logarithmic term in Eqn. 6 by its power series:

f =1
-T[(fh/I) + (IRu/I)2 + (Iah/I)3 +]
( I I Rh ) l
.. ]
l
/
2
= [( I / IR h )

(7)

From Eqn. 7, we see that as I grows larger than Iph, the frequency becomes proportional to the line with
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Figure 4. A plot of Eqn. 6 (solid line) and of the straight line f = I - 0.5 (dotted line).
slope RC intersecting the abscissa at 1/2.
A linear current-frequency relation does not agree with the logarithmic response observed both experimentally and in simulations that use the Hodgkin-Huxley equations (see Fig. 1). As shown by Stein,
however, if we take into account the fact that an action potential has an absolute refractory period then
the current-frequency relation becomes log-like. The reason for this is that at low input currents, the
firing rate follows a linear curve, but at high firing rates, there must be saturation caused by the absolute
refractory period. The joint effect of these two asymptotic regimes is "quasi-logarithmic" for a range of
parameters.
In order to take into account the absolute refractory period in the above model, let the absolut,
refractory period take to time; the interspike interval in Eqn. 3 is then t + to, and the frequency is

1 =
1
to+t - t0-rln(l-

IRh/I)

(8)

Note that as I grows arbitrarily, f in Eqn. 6 grows without bound while in Eqn. 8 f remains bounded
at l/to. This boundedness compresses high I values and yields a log-like response. The larger t o is in
Eqn. 8, the more f is compressed. The current-frequency relation expressed by Eqn. 8 maintains the
same shape when the ratio to/r remains constant. Figure 5(a) shows plots of Eqn. 8 for different ratios
to/r. Of the curves in Figure 5(b), we see that the one for to/r = 0.25 best approximates a log, since it
produces the straighest line on the semi-log plot.
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In summary we conclude that the log-like response of neurons depends on two properties of the lAF"
model: (a) the neuron's time constant (i.e. the product of membrane resitance and capacitance) yields
an integrative behavior and (b) action potential firing rate which must saturate, (lue to the refractory
period. We can now see why the Hodgkin-Huxley equations also produce a log-like behavior. The
underlying passive circuit in the Hodgkin-Huxley model is an RC circuit , with an active component that
represents voltage dependent conductances. Although it is difficult to make qualitative statements about
the detailed behavior of the Hodgkin-Huxley dynamics, it appears that the logarithmic behavior observed
by (Agin, 1964), and replicated in Figure 1 is accounted for by the passive integrative component alone,
i.e. is captured by the simple IAF model.
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Figure 5. (a) A plot of Eqn. 8 for different values of the ratios to/r. The current I is measured in
units of the rheobasic current IRh (thus we replaced the term IRh/I in Eqn. 8 by 1/I). r was held
constant at 1.0, while to was varied from 0.0 to 0.5; (b) same 1 Aots as in (a), shown on semi-log

scale.

Precision and dynamic range
The firing rate of neurons typically extends from a few Hertz to a few hundred Hertz at the maximum. The
utility of any numerical function dependent on firing rate is thus limited to this range. We have examined
the precision of a multiplier that is constructed from two summed quasi-logarithmic IAF neurons. We
used the IAF transfer function (Eqn. 8), for a range of different to/r, (as plotted in Figure 5) and
defined the error by "multiplying" several thousand combinations of input currents. This was done by
summing the corresponding "quasi-log" firing rates using the IAF curve, and comparing this method of
multiplication with the correct numerical answer. We defined error by the average relative error, i.e. we
defined the error 6 in this multiplier as
IIN

a,b,
aibi

)

(9)

where ai and bi are two "input" currents that we wish to multiply. The estimate of their product aibi is
obtained by summation of the "quasi-logarithmic" IAF transfer function as follows: Let f]AF(I) be the
frequency-current relation expressed by Eqn. 8. We first generated a number of random current value
pairs {ai, bi}. Multiplication of each pair was performed by the equation
fIAF

-1

(f;AF(a) + fIAp(b)) -

(10)

The products obtained by Eqn. 10 were then fitted using linear interpolation to the "real" numerical
products aibi, obtaining an equation for a straight-line, L(I). t We then generated a new set of products
t

Note that this linear regression is simply to rescale the output in order to compare it to numerical multiplication. In
neuronal terms, this implies a gain and offset at the summing neuron that would need to be specified if actual numerical
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in the same manner as above, only now we rescaled each IAF product to the scale of the "real" products.
The rescaling is done by substituting the result obtained in Eqn. 10 for I into L(I). The interpolated
IAF product is a in Eqn. 9. Figure 6 shows the average relative error of the lAF products as a function
of to/r This error, expressed as a percentage, is around 5% for 0.13 < to/- < 0.23, indicating that in this
input range the "quasi-logarithmic" IAF transfer function is useful as an approximate multiplier.
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Figure 6. A plot of the average relative error of the IAF products as a function of to/r (see text
for discussion).

Implications for theories neural function
If the input to some neuron is a linear function of the current flowing across the neuron's membrane,
and if the neuron's output is its firing frequency, then the above discussion implies that the input-output
relation of this neuron is approximately logarithmic. Interestingly, many theories of neural function can
be explained by, or specifically require, a logarithmic input-output relationship in single neurons. These
include theories of reflectance and brightness processing in vision (Land, 1977), Weber Law (or what Agin
called the "logarithmic law" of sensory physiology), neuronal multiplication, stereo matching, adaptive
gain control and adaptation (Grossberg, 1983).
In this section we shall mention three theories of neural function that rely on or can be explained by
logarithmic processing: Weber's law, multiplying with neurons, and a stereo algorithm based on the use
of the cepstrum as a correlational tool.

Weber's law
Weber's law states that the difference threshold, AI - the minimum amount by which stimulus intensity
must be changed to produce a noticeable change in sensation - remains proportional to the stimulus
intensity, I, or
A = C.
(11)
I
Since Fechner (1860) introduced Weber's law (termed after it's discoverer, Ernst Weber) numerous psychophysical experiments have demonstrated this law (see, for example, ). Cornsweet (1970) and later
Land (1977) have both proposed that Weber's law can be implemented with logarithmic processing. If
we start with the assumption that neural transduction is logarithmic, that is,
f = log (1),

(12)

multiplication were desired in a particular model. However, without this, the simple model of summing of the output of
two "logarithmic" neurons provides a result which is proportional (with an offset) to the desired numerical (log)product
over the entire dynamic range of the neuron.
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then, differentiating, we get

,df 1=
-df=

#.--,l= df.

13

(13)

Multiplying with neurons
Koch and Poggio (1992) suggest several ways in which multiplication could be performed by neurons or
synapses. The simplest scheme they mention involves neurons with a logarithmic transfer function that
excite or inhibit each other additively or subtractively. Under these assumptions, if x, is the input to
neuron A and X2 is the input to neuron B, and the outputs of both neurons A and B add, then the output
of the sum is
log (XI) + log (X2)
log (XI X2)
(14)
which is a multiplicative relation.

Cepstral stereo matching
(Yeshurun & Schwartz, 1989) show that an estimate of the power spectrum of the log power spectrum,
which is called the cepstrum in signal processing, provides a simple model for estimating stereo disparity
when applied to an image data structure such as the ocular dominance column system of primate visual
cortex. The logarithmic characteristic here is also required by any model dependent on spatial frequency
estimation, since the power spectrum tends to be strongly weighted towards low frequencies so that it is
unusable if not pre-processed with a compressive non-linearity. In the case of the cepstrum, the logarithm
is the correct form of compressive non-linearity to maximize the performance of "echo-dection", which
is, in spatial terms, the problem of disparity estimation. The IAF model neuron therefore has the right
compressive non-linearity for this, or any other model in which power-spectral estimation is required.

Conclusions
The integrative properties of the neuronal membrane resistance and capacitance, in a simple integrateand-fire model, provides an approximate logarithmic transfer function of current input to firing rate
output. The parameter range over which this property holds is determined by the ratio of absolute
refractory period to membrane time constant. When used as a multiplier, by summing the firing rates
that correspond to different inputs, the precision of multiplication is roughly 5%, over a dynamic range
constrained by the maximum and minimum firing rates. Because the Weber-Fechner like behavior is
dependent only on passive membrane properties and a simple IAF model, we expect it to be generic
throughout the nervous system, not just in sensory neurons as is often cited. In computational terms,
this property is sufficient to provide a basic mechanism for a wide variety of models, including situations
in which multiplication, correlation, motion, stereo, illumination constancy and gain compression are
required. Finally, since the behavior of the IAF transfer function ranges from "quasi-linear" to "quasilogarithmic", adaptive control of the membrane time constant would allow a single neuron to change its
transfer function from linear to logarithmic by adjusting its membrane resistance (and hence its time
constant r). This could be accomplished by modifying the membrane permeability with voltage or ligand
gated ion channels. Thus, those models which require a multiplicative function can aciieve this function
without anything more exotic than integrate-and-fire behavior at the single neuron level.
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A neuron model with variable ion
concentrations
Alexander Grunewald*
Department of Cognitive and Neural Systems, Boston University
111 Cummington Street, Boston, MA 02215

Abstract
Many neuron models exist, but usually the voltage is the central feature of those
models. Recently interest in long-term potentiation (LTP) has surged, due to the
fact that it is linked to learning. It has been shown that LTP is accompanied by
an increase of the internal calcium concentration. Thus models with variable calcium
concentration have been proposed. Since the calcium concentration is very low, this
has a negligible effect on the membrane potential. In t' a present model all ion concentrations are variable due to ionic current and due to ,n pumps. It is shown that
this significantly increases the complexity of neural processing, and thus variable ion
concentrations cannot be ignored in neurons with high firing frequency, or with very
long depolarizations.

1

Introduction

Most physiological studies use the voltage at a neuron as an indicator of neural activity. In
intracellular recordings the membrane potential is measured directly, and in extracellular
recordings the presence of spikes is detected. Using these methods it has been possible
to show that the postsynaptic activity due to a presynaptic signal can be enhanced using
brief high frequency stimulation. This effect is called long-term potentiation (LTP), since
it has been shown to persist for days. It is now commonly accepted that an initial stage
of the induction of LTP is based on an increased calcium concentration in the postsynaptic
region (Bliss & Collingridge, 1993). Thus several studies have now focussed on measuring
the calcium concentration in neurons (Regehr & Tank, 1992).
The concentration of ions is affected by ionic currents across the membrane. Two forces,
which may oppose each other or cooperate lead to these ionic currents (Hille, 1992). On
the one hand there is the concentration gradient between the concentration of an ion inside
the membrane ([S]i) and outside the membrane ([S]o). This force is ion specific. On the
other hand, the concentration gradients of all ions together cause a voltage drop across the
*This research was conducted at the Sandoz Research Institute Berne and supported in part by AFOSR

F49620-92-J-0225 and AFOSR F49620-92-J-0334.
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membrane. The current density is for an ion S across the membrane is given by (Skinner,
Ward, & Bardakjian, 1993):
pPs E,,,F 2 [S], - [S] exp(-zsFE,,,/RT)
(1)
S RfT
I - exp(-zsFE,,./RT)
where E,,, is the membrane voltage, Ps = gps, where g = 10"', is the permeability of
the membrane to the ion S, F is Faraday's constant, R is the gas constant, and T is the
temperature. The ionic current Is is then given by Is = isAm. By convention the ionic
current flows against the potential gradient.
The underlying reason for the membrane potential is the sum <
'ncentration gradients between the inside and the outside of the neuron. In steady sta;
Goldman equation
gives a good approximation to the membrane voltage, provided that the concentrations are
known:
E.=RTn PK[K+]o + PNa[Na+]o + PcI[CI-]i

F

PK[K+]i + PNa[Na+]i+ Pt[Cl-]o

(2)

Thus far many models have assumed that the ionic concentrations both inside and outside
of the neuron are affected only marginally by ionic currents, and hence ionic concentrations
have been assumed to be constant. While this may be true for concentrations outside of a
neuron due to the big volume of the external region, and due to the lack of any compartmentalization of the exterior of neurons, it is not clear that this holds for ion concentration
inside of neurons. In fact recently a number of models have been proposed to include the
effect of changing [Ca2 +]i, but these models only attempt to show that the concentration
inside of a neuron can grow, thus explaining how LTP could be obtained (Gamble & Koch,
1987; R.Holmes & Levy, 1990). The effect of the changes of ionic concentrations inside the
neuron on the voltage has thus far not been studied.
In this study it is addressed what the effect of variable ion concentrations is, and in how
far the assumption of constancy of ion concentrations leads to deviations from these results.

2

A model with variable concentrations

A single synapse is modeled, specifically one postsynaptic compartment. The compartment
is assumed to be homogeneous, and diffusion across the compartment is assumed to be
instantaneous. The volume of the compartment is V,,,. The area A,,, through which current
flows is only the area abutting the synapse. In the present model four ion species have been
included: Ca2 + , C-, K + , Na+ . The choice for these ions is based on the fact that all but
Ca2 + are recognized as major contributors to the membrane voltage. Ca2 + was included for
consistency with previous studies, and also to allow future investigations to address the effect
of variable ion concentrations on LTP. To study the effect of variable ion concentrations a
model was used that included two dynamic equations. The first dynamic equation expresses
the voltage as a function of the total membrane current:
d E,,, -

dt

1 .,,3

-fn(3)

C,,
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where C.. is the membrane capacitance and I,,, is the total membrane current, i.e.
I..= 1C. + l(71 +

'K

+ IN.

(4)

A second dynamic equation governed the concentrations of each of the ions. That equation
depends only ol the ionic current I of ion species S, and on a pump that passively brings
the ion concentration K = [S]i back to its equilibrium value:
dK d--t
= A, " (1o - I) + b(K0 - K)

(5)

where 1o is the ionic current of S at rest, and Ko is the concentration of S at rest. The factors
c and 6 indicate at which rates the ionic current and the ion pumps respectively affect the
concentration. These factors were chosen to avoid oscillatory behavior of tie model.
In simulations of the model initially the model was in steady state conditions, i.e. the
there was no net membrane current, the voltage did not change, and nor did the concentrations. To model synaptic activity the permeability of the membrane was changed. This was
a step change, which is physiologically implausible. However, it was opted for step changes
instead of a more dynamic change of permeabilities to simplify the ensuing dynamics. This
proved essential to keep the focus on the effects of variable ion concentrations.

3

Simulations

The initial conditions were as shown in table 1. The parameters of the compartment were as
follows: A,, = 1im2 , Vn = IIrn' , C,,, = lIF. The size of the compartment was chosen to be
within a plausible range, but in the present study no efforts were undertaken to understand
the precise effects of these parameters. The parameter f was set to l0', and the ion pump
strength 6 was set to 0.01 for all ions, except for the Calcium pump, which was set to 10.
This high value is necessary due to the very high concentration gradient. This choice ensured
stable dynamics.
Ion S [S]i (mmol)
4
Ca2 ++0C4.2
+
K
155
Na +
12

[S]o (mmol)
1.5
123
4
145

resting ps active ps activation time
1
10
10
10
75
60
25
50
60
1
10
10

Table 1: The initial ion concentrations. The resting permeabilities and the active permeabilities are also shown. Permeabilities are calculated by Ps = gps, where g = 10- 14.
The standard units were F = 96480C/Mol, R = 8.315VC/(KMol) and the temperature
was T = 310K. In the simulations all the units were converted into MKS units. Integration
was performed using a fourth order Runge-Kutta method, with a timestep of 0.lms.
In figure 1 the resulting voltage is shown when the permeability was activated for 20ms.
It can be seen that the influence is marginal. In another set of simulations the permeabilities
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were activated for significantly longer periods of time (70ms). In this case the resulting trace
is very different. Figure 2 shows the corresponding trace for voltage.
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Figure 1: The membrane voltage as a function of time during brief permeability changes.
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Figure 2: The membrane voltage as a function of time during long permeability changes.

4

Conclusion

The results of the simulations are very clear: small ionic currents have a negligible effect,
while bigger ionic currents can have an important effect. The effect is stronger for inhibitory
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currents than for excitatory currents. Moreover, currents that last for a long time have strong
effects, while brief currents do not. The influence of the currents is due to the interaction of
two different time scales. A rapid timescale of currents and changes in voltage, and a slower
timescale of changes in ionic concentrations. The relation between these two timescales
is determined by the size of the postsynaptic volume, a factor that remains even if the big
volume is subdivided into smaller compartments. Other constant cortributing factors are the
membrane area, the capacitance, and the pump strength to renormalize the concentrations.
This study indicates that the current simplification to exclude variations in ion concentrations is valid in many contexts, but that it may have to be revised when firing is at
high frequencies, or last for prolonged periods of time. The levels of complexity added be
including ionic concentrations (Segev, 1992) may be offset by the fact that including ionic
dynamics in the model enhances the repertoire of neural dynamics, and thus a simplification
may be easier to achieve.
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ABSTRACT
We describe with examples the application of different methodologies to the analysis of the electrical
activity (spikes trains) of real and simulated multiple recordings. An analytical platform as here described is
needed to produce a robust interpretation of the complex data obtained from such types of experiments and
simulatim.
INTRODUCTION
Technological advances are making possible the simultaneous extracellular recording from many neurons
in anesthetized or awake and behaving animals. MacNaughton(2 1) has been recording from 48 channels at a time,
Nicolelis(17) from 8 to 16 channels and other groups record less than that but with the same idea in mind. All
these works show that the time has finally come for this type of approach since the technology is ready and up to
certain point affordable. However, such experiments produce enormous amounts of data and it is not clear now
what should be the way of analyzing and interpreting them. For many years now the groups of Gerstein(4,8,9,14)
and Abeles(l) have been facing this problem and some solutions have been suggested although the problem
remains open for new ideas.
In our lab we are making multiple recording in rat's hippocampus and using as a platform for analysis and
interpretation what we have learned from Abeles, Gerstein, Lindsey(14), and Bloom(4). In a platform for analysis
and interpretation of data from recordings made with microelectrode arrays and bundles, many tools are needed to
manipulate the data in such a way that significant information could be extracted. One is the facility to build such
arrays and bundles as well as the headstages associated with them(9).
One of the tools is simulation, that is, the availability of programs that are capable of simulating an
interacting group of neurons. The simulators should produce an output similar to the one obtained from real
extracellular recordings. When this is available the same tools can be used to analyze real and synthetic data. In
our opinion this is an important tool because it allows to study a wide sample of simulations which otherwise are
not possible in real experiments. Also, the simulators work as trainers for the use of analytical tools. As we briefly
show below, two types of simulators are usually available, one in which a big network can be modeled even if with
limited biological detail but which produces results in a short time, and another with more biological detail but
where results are obtained in a long time. For the first case we use MacGrego's(16) simulators and in the second
ce we use variations of Chay(5) and Kowalsky(12) approaches. In Gerstein's lab they have always had
simulations and experiments but in other labs this is a new approach as for example in the case of Simons!
simulation(13) of whisker barrels.
As for the analytical tools many could be incorporated in the platform. In our case we are using
autocorrelation and crosscorrelation as described by Abeles(l), and Gerstein and Aertsen(2,1 1,18), gravitational
analysis as developed by Gerstein(ll ) and Lindsey(14), spectral analysis of the type possible with LYSIS(15) and
the methods of Sclabassi(20) and nonlinear dynamics as used by Rinzel(19), and Freeman(22). Here we are
establishing a standard for all the files that are produced whether they come from experiments or from simulations.
These tools allow us to characterize individually the neurons in a cluster as well as to infer the functional
connectivity among the neurons which could lead to the construction of a functional diagram that could serve as a
complement of diagrams of firing activity and receptive fields.
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Another important tool for this study is the spike sorter. Gerstein and Abeles have developed sorting
machines and there are at least three more in the market. However, much remains to be done in this very important
tool for multiple recording especially in the area of real-time sorting
One new tool in this analytical platform is the use of artificial neural networks (ANN). We use it for
research about spike recognition and sorting(3,6,7,10), even though we are far away of being able to use it in real
time but we believe that the effort is worthwhile. On the other hand ANN simulations are very informative about
collective behavior in groups of neurons and that helps considerably for interpreting real data and testing the tools
for analysis that we mentioned above.
And lastly and certainly the most difficult is the choice of a behavioral paradigm related to the multiple
recording in an awake and behaving animal. Many workers have chosen one(1,8,9,13,14,17) but it is still
necessary to design a common framework to analyze and interpret the data so that a consistent body of knowledge
could be built. It is in that direction that we are aiming our work.
RECORDING, SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
DISPLAYING THE RECORDING
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SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF LARGE NETWORKS
Our study of dynamic oscillations in artificial neural nets is based in basic modules as shown in figure 1.
Using these nets allows a better control over the dynamic variables (in this case the weights) as well as construction
and characterization of more complex architectures in such a way that the behavior of the net is associated with the
type of synaptic connections between neurons.
''

Ne I

8 ...................

Net 2

"-....

Nd 3

Ne 4

Figure 1
Employing the simulator NEURORED, inspired in the simulator programs of MacGregor(16), we
describe the qualitative features of oscillations in neurons of Net 1 shown in figure 1 where the black dots in the
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connections mean an inhibitory weight. In NEURORED each neuron is activated with a fixed excitatory fiber (not
shown in figare 1).
The firing shown in figure 2 results from changing the connection weights between the elements of Net 1
In these neurons the bursting rhythmical activity is generated with inhibitory weights and after a certain threshold
is reached.
Figure 2
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Figure 3 shows the cross-correlation histograms for Net 1. These graphics are typical of the bursting
patterns shown in figure 2.
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Figure 3
SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF SMALL NETWORKS
The dynamics of Net 1 shown in Figure 1 is described in this section, using the models proposed by
Chay(5), and Kowalski(12). The model consists of 18 ordinary differential equations, 5 for each neuron and one for
each connection. It is shown that this system can present chaotic behavior even without external perturbations
when the time constant r,, related to a fast inward current carried either by Na+ or Ca 2+ ions, is changed.
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Figure 4. T, =300 ms. (a)Synchronized temporal series of the membrane potentials for Net I shown in Figure 1, with identical
Chay's neuron(5). The numbers on the vertical axis correspond to the different neurons. The initial conditions are -50, -55, and
-60 mV, respectively. (b) Projections on the V-h, V-d, V-f, and V-n planes for the same neurons; h, d, f, and n are the
probabilities of channels opening that are functions of voltage and time.
With Th=300 ms, the different temporal series (membrane potential vs. time) show three synchronous
modes, Figure 4(a), one for each neuron; this means that the system has, at least, three periodic attractors. The
oscillations on the V-h, V-d, V-f, and V-n planes appear in Figure 4(b). These synchronized oscillations are
similar between them and the 4 spikes of the bursts can be seen more clearly on the V-f plane.
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Figure 5. h--900 ins. (a) Same as Figure 4(a), but now neurons 2 and 3 presants a synchronized mode and, apparently, the
activity of neuron 1 is chaotic. From 100 to 150 ins the activity of neuron 2 shows a transient state. (b) Same as Figure 4(b).

Figure 5 shows the results when .S=800 ms. In this case, neurons 2 and 3 have periodic attractors.
Neuron I apparently have a chaotic attractor, or at least, a long chaotic transient due to the presence of a
homoclinic orbit. The route to chaos is by period doubling, Chay(5). In order to determine the existence of a
chaotic attractor it is necessary to calculate the Lyapunov exponents; with this purpose, we are employing a method
based on Gallant and White's results.
These results indicate that a group of similar interconnected neurons may exhibit a great variety of active
states, from periodic oscillations to chaos, on each of its different neurons. The changes in the synaptic
interactions, the connectivity of the net, and the internal parameters of each neuron are responsible for the gamut
of different behaviors of the system. From here it becomes clear that it is necessary to develop efficient methods to
evaluate if the activity is chaotic or not.
SIMULTANEOUS ANALYSIS OF SPIKE TRAINS
Gravitational representation of spike
trains. The plot on the left shows the successive
positions of the 3 particles that represent the

7neurons

in Net I (figure 1). The labeled circles

are the final positions. The plot on the right is the
distance between all particles as a function of
time. The decreasing distance shows the existence
of direct interactions in Net 1.

APPLYING ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Input sweeping is a technique in pattern recognition for achieving translation invariance, Espinosa &
Quiza(6, 7) designed an ANN using it and trained the network with backpropagation. That network used the
logistic sigmoid function, we made a change that substitutes the logistic function by a biological function(3) (BF).
We show some problems to demonstrate the performance against the original net.
Two things were done to implement the net, a) change of the activation function and b) discretization of
its values. The number of iterations is remarkably less in almost all of the examples using Retro2 as shown below.
Presently we are working in linear output layer networks based on Funahashi's theorems(0).
The biological probability of a neuron to fire at maximum rate is given by the following Gaussian
distribution,
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Pr(U = U)=p- 1exp
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So if we want to know the probability to get a pulse we have to integrate from the action potential to infinity, which
in symbols is
2
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Retrol is the program with the common logistic function, Retro 2 is the BF. We compare different
architectures versus number of iterations to reach a total error less than 0.001. The argument of the error function
is x/2.
The numbers that are between the rows in the tables define the architecture of each net, the meaning of
these numbers is: Input Nodes, Output Nodes; Nodes per Group, Swept Nodes, Overlapped Nodes; Speed,
Momentum. We compare final error and number of iterations for each program.
SPIKE: The problem is to classify eight different patterns irrespective of its translation variance.
Porm
Final Err IIterations
Final Err ItaIon
128,8;1,32,24;0.2,0.0

Retrol

[
I

85

0.014397

0.021507

100

0.009995

128,8; 1,32,20;0.15,0.0

etjl
Retro2

128,8;2,32,24;0.2,0.0

0.009998

0008029

500

500
0.018141
128,8;1,32,26;0.3,0.0

Retrol

I0.022074

Retro2

0.009885

1

I

100

1
30
128,8;2,32,200.15,0

I0.009968

1

206

92
0.009997
128,8;2,32,26;0.3,0.0

100

I0.00991-1

94

68

0.009713

49

DECODER-The problem isto make the output equal to the input.
I
Final Err
Iterations
Final Err
Iterations
4,4; 2,3, 4;0.7,0.0
4,4; 2,4,0,0.7,0.0
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Petro2
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Final Err
Iteratio
4,4 3,4, 1; 0.7, 0.0

I1.696432

100

0.007489

10

XOR: The classic problem.

[iitr
Retr2

F
Err
Iterations
3, 1; 3, 3,0;0.5,0.3

.451578s~s
0.004456

Final Err
Iterations
3, 1; 3, ,0; 0.4, 0.6

100

I0.45146 I

100

14

0.004279

14

Final Err
Iterations
3,1;3, 3,0; 0.3, 0.5

I0.4516
0.002235

10'0
24

CONCLUSION
Some aspects of an analytical platform for multiple recordings from ensembles of neurons have been
shown where the goal isto enrich the modeling process and give versatility to the analysis insuch a way that a
robust interpretation can be produced
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ABSTRACT
A computational model, using reasonably realistic neurons, of the hippocampal formation is
proposed. The importance of the relationship between simulation and experimentation is stressed
through the discussion of the problems faced to analyze and interpret the data obtained during
multineuron recordings in rat's brain.
INTRODUCTION
Even if a complex structure such as the mammalian brain can be seen as the result of the relatively
simple activity of many elements, the anatomical evidence suggests that brain structures involved
in sensory perception, motor responding, and information storage are probably mediated by
interactions among neurons within large networks. Several hypotheses have been proposed to
explain how perception, memory, and learning are coded by these neuronal networks in the brain.
Hebb (1949) stated the hypothesis of cell assemblies, which are groups of neurons with
strong excitatory internal connectivity that activate each other. The changes in synaptic strenghts,
from neuron to neuron, organize the groups of neurons into functional units. The connectivity
between the neurons in the same group and the amount of overlap among the groups are as
important as the size of the groups themselves for the understanding of how the cell assemblies
represent brain activity (Palm, 1990).
Edelman (1978) proposed his neuronal group selection theory (NGST) to explain the
neurophysiological finction of the brain as a Darwinian system involving variation and selection.
The basic idea is that groups of neurons, structurally varied as a result of evolutionary and
developmental processes, constitute a population from which are selected those groups whose
function serves to improve the behavioral responses of the organism.
Other related ideas, such as modules, columns, and motor pools are discussed in Gerstein
et al. (1989).
The experimental evidence for the concepts of cell assemblies or neuronal groups may be
obtained by modem imaging techniques like PET or functional MRI and/or recording
simultaneously the activity of many individual neurons in freely behaving animals and looking for
signs of dynamic interactions in their activities. Although the recording technologies and methods
of analysis have considerably improved during the last years (Gerstein et al. 1983; Krfiger 1991),
the complexity of many brain regions exceeds by far the capacities of these techniques. By reason
of this, it is valid to use computer simulations to study different brain structures.
The hippocampus is one of the brain structures of which much of what is known about its
function has been obtained by monitoring the simultaneous activity of its neuron (for example,
Bostock et al. 1991; BuzskiW et al. 1992; Wilson & McNaughton 1993). Its role is fundamental in
cognition, specially in learning and memory encoding the internal representation of space (O'Keefe
& Nadel 1978).
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We propose here the steps for a model of the function of the hippocampal formation based
on the principles of the NGST, using both realistic neuronal models derived from the programs of
MacGregor (1987) and multiple recording in rat's hippocampus.
NEURONAL GROUP SELECTION THEORY
The premises on which the NGST rest are that the unit of selection is a neuronal group of 5010,000 cells, with specific connections between the neurons of a same group and a great
variability of connections between the neurons of different groups, and that the nervous systems
with this kind of organization are able to adapt to changing environments not experienced
previously by the organism (Edelman 1978).
Three are the fundamental claims of the theory (Edelman 1987):
1.- During the development of the brain in the embryo, a highly variable pattern of
connections is formed between neurons. This process gives rise to a primary repertoire of cell
groups.
2.- After birth, as the organism experiences its environment, certain combination of
connections are selected over others as a result of the stimuli the brain receives through the
senses. Such groups, chosen from the primary repertoire, are more likely to be used in the future,
and form the secondary repertoire.
3.- The secondary repertoires communicate to one another back and forth by means of
connections arranged in sheets or maps. This notion, called reentry, allows for the creation of
categories of objects and events.
Neuronal groups receive inputs either from sensory receptors or from other neuronal
groups and respond to specific activity patterns. When a stimulus pattern occurs several times,
there is a selective modification in the strength of the synaptic connections between the neurons
belonging to the groups that respond to such estimulus. In this way, the collection of neuronal
groups that recognize the stimulus becomes better defined every time it happens to be present.
The responses of the different repertoires must be specific enough to recognize a given stimulus,
but, at the same time, adaptable enough to ensure that similar stimuli can also be identified. This
guarantees that the system can adequately match a wide range of inputs.
A set of neuronal groups organized in a way that preserves the pattern of relationships
between a sheet of neural tissue and one of sensory receptors or between two sheets of neural
tissue is called a map. Merzenich's findings on the variation and rearrangement of sensory maps in
the brain of monkeys (Merzenich et al. 1983), have given a strong support to the NGST.
The concerted activity of maps and nonmapped regions that correlate sensorial inputs and
motor responses forms the bases for categorization, memory, and learning (Edelman 1987). This
system is called a global mapping.
These principles of selection have been used to design a series of automatons (Reeke et al.
1990) that can manipulate objects present in their environment and for the control of a two-link
robotic manipulator (Donnett & Smithers 1990).
HIPPOCAMPAL FORMATION
In contrast with other cortical areas, the hippocampus is relatively simple, with most of its
cellular elements aligned in a narrow layer, the layer of pyramidal cells. The hippocampal
formation is composed of the entorhinal cortex, dentate gyrus, hippocampus proper (CA1-CA3),
and subiculm. A transverse section shows that a trysinaptic circuit provides the route for
information passing through the hippocampal formation. This circuit is a purely feedforward
network with the following sequence: Fibers of the perforant path synapse onto granule cells of
the dentate gyrus; these cells send mossy-fiber axons to the pyramidal neurons of CA3; these
neurons send their axons (Schaffer collaterals) to the CAI region. It should be noted, however,
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that there are also important pathways in the direction of the long axis of the hippocampus
(Amaral & Witter 1989; Braitenberg & Schfiz 1991).
The hippocampal formation contains additional projection systems that connect one of the
major outputs of the hippocampus back to its main sensory input. The subiculum and the
entorhinal cortex receive axons from CAI pyramidal cells. The subiculum projects heavily to
layers V and VI of the entorhinal cortex, which, inturn, projects to the superficial layers of itself
Since the perforant path originates in these latter layers of the entorhinal cortex, the input to the
dentate gyrus is approximately in the same area that the outputs from CAl.
The hippocampus represents the highest level of association cortex in mammalians
(McNaughton & Nadel 1990). Numerous hypotheses have been advanced to explain the
hippocampal formation function. Most of them sustain that the hippocampus and its related
structures participate in some kinds of memory and learning, for example, O'Keefe & Nadel
(1978) proposed that the hippocampus functions as a cognitive map and is a spatial memory
structure. These ideas have been used to develop connectionist models that try to understand how
the basic neuronal circuit produces a particular behavior (Gluck & Myers 1993; Schmajuk et a.
1993).

DG

CA3

CAI

SUB

Figure 1. Schematic diagram illustrating the connections between
cortex, medial septum, and different structures in hippocampal
formation. DG, dentate gyrus, zC, entorhinal cortex; KS, medial
septum; SUB, subiculumi SI, sensory inputs from cortex.

In a large system such as a global mapping for sensorimotor coordination (see Figure 8.5
of Edelman 1987), the hippocampal formation must play an important role in modulating sensory
aspects of perception. The arrangement of the trysinaptic circuit would be adequate to link
sequentially, with a strong temporal component, the activity between sensory system maps inthe
cortex and between such maps and other ones in the motor system. The synaptic changes among
the different maps of the cortex, induced by the sequencing coordinated by the hippocampus,
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establish a long term memory in which succession can be a derived property (Edelman 1987).
Thus, the hippocampus may be considered as a map nontopographically arranged, that combines
the relations among the perceptually different parts of a global mapping (Eichenbaum 1993).
Figure 1 outlines the connections among differents components of the model. Some
groups receive inputs from cells in other groups in the same structure (for example, the dentate
gyrus) or from cells in the same group (CA3), while others (entorhinal cortex, subiculum) receive
inputs from extrinsic sources. There are reentry connections between the enthorhinal cortex and
CAl. The entorhinal cortex receives the outputs of the primary sensory cortex, several thalamic
nuclei, and the amygdala, among others. The entorhinal cortex sends inputs to the dentate gyus,
hippocampus proper and subiculu. A second input to the hippocampal formation comes from
the medial septal nucleus. This input may be relevant in regulating the excitability of the
hippocampus. A major output of the hippocampus returns to the deep layers of the entorhinal
cortex. Other outputs, not shown, go to the septal complex, the mammillary bodies, the
hypothalamus, and the thalamus. For a more complete anatomical description see, for example,
Amaral & Witter (1989) and Brown & Zador (1990).
The neurons used are based on those with compartmentalized dendritic trees NEURN31
(MacGregor 1987). This model has four state state variables for the soma compartment and four
more for each of the dendritic compartments. Although there are more elaborated models for
hippocampal neurons, for example the one employed by Traub & Miles (1991), MacGregor's
model is fairly realistic and, computationally, less expensive.
In spite of the fact that Edelman uses non-Hebbian rules to modify synaptic strengths, we
are using a Hebb-type rule. Simulations carried out by Grajski & Merzenich (1991) show up this
kind of synaptic plasticity rule can guaranteed that intergroup connectivities will be stronger than
intragroup ones and that neurons belonging to one group will fire together more often than those
of different groups.
STEPS TOWARDS A MODEL
We intend to combine simulation and experimentation in such a way that feedback between them
be beneficial to our understanding of how neural groups interact in a behaving context. We want
to use as our interpretational framework the NGST. For doing this we will have to go through
several stages of simulation, experimentation and analysis. At this moment we are in the early
stages of this project.
Simulation was initiated with a simulator that uses concentrated parameters and without
learning algorithms. In these days we are starting to use a similar simulator where Hebbian
learning is possible and in the near future we will move towards a simulator with distributed
parameters and Hebbian learning. All these will be MacGregor's simulators (MacGregor 1987),
although we will also consider other simulators as well as different models for neural networks.
With these simulators we will model basic modules of the hippocampus and their interactions and
will analyze the spike trains as if they were coming out from real neuronal assemblies. We will
incorporate into the simulation the cross-correlation maps found in the experimentation results.
The results of the interaction between simulation and experimentation will be interpreted in terms
of the NGST.
As for experimentation, we will study spontaneous activity of the hippocampus in the first
place and then will gradually move to multiple recording in awake rats and from there to behaving
rats in structured and non-structured environments. We consider these stages because we started
our lab from scratch just recently.
Our main tool for analysis will be the cross-correlation technique. We are considering here
three stages at least. One will be the classical visual inspection of cross-correlation histograms for
inferring the functional connectivity diagrams and then we will move to using the gravitational
representation (Gerstein & Aertsen 1985; Gerstein et al. 1985) for the same reason that in the
classical stage and finally we will translate our simulations and analysis to supercomputing where
it is likely that we will find new ways of visualizing and analyzing the data.
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Right now we are recording with two microelectrodes spontaneous activity in rat's
hippocampus and are planning to gradually increase the number of electrodes as the resources
permit. The crosscorrelation technique allows to infer the functional connectivity diagram for
recordings from pairs of neurons. We are using this method with few microelectrodes but as soon
as we use more that four we will work with the gravitational representation developed by
Gerstein. With this method we expect to find intra-modular and inter-modular distributed maps of
correlated activity. These maps are poorly known at this time and the most interesting ones will
certainly be those associated with a specific behavior. Our goal is to work with awake and
behaving rats as soon as our installation enables us to do so.
CONCLUSIONS
The simulation of the distinctive functions assigned to the hippocampal formation with a realistic
model will provide a fiuitful interlacing between experimental and theoretical studies of the
hippocampus. Computational models founded upon sound theoretical bases may not only
reproduce but also predict the characteristics of the data to be ascertained experimentally. On the
other hand, new experimental findings may shed light on hitherto unaccounted for organizational
principles which will lead, in turn, to a reconsideration of the original model.
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A new algorithm for unsupervised classification:
Expectant Hebbian Learning
Terje G. Vold*
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Swarthmore College
Swarthmore, PA 19081
Abstract. A new algorithm for unsupervised classification of
probabilistically characterized input data, Expectant Hebbian Learning, is
described. It differs from classical Hebbian learning by a) replacing the
presynaptic potential with the presynaptic potential minus the exponential of the
weight, b) learning an additional weight for each synapse associated with the
output neuron being off, c) including a similar learning algorithm for the bias,
and d) adding a weight adjustment that maintains a normalization condition for
any group of mutually exclusive (inhibitory) input neurons. Numerical
simulations that could correspond to olfaction and multimodal sensory fusion
show that it performs well.
1. Introduction
We consider the problem of unsupervised classification of samples of valuations of a set x
= (xiI of input variables xi indexed by i, each of which ranges over a finite set of discrete values,

into one of a finite set of classes identified by the discrete output variable y. We sparsely encode
the variables xi and y with sets {Xin) and {Ym) of mutually exclusive binary variables xin and Ym

indexed by n=0,1,...,N and m--O,1,...,M, corresponding to groups of N or M mutually inhibitory
neurons; we let xio= 1 and yo= 1 represent the states of all neurons off in the associated group. We
assume that the value of x depends probabilisticallyon the value of y by conditional probabilities
p(xinlym), and that the value of y is characterized by probabilities p(ym). We describe a
biologically plausible learning algorithm that allows unsupervised learning of these probabilities
and optimal network response, even when the "signal strength," or RMSD of the conditional
probabilities, is small.
2. The Solution
Given p(xinlym) and p(ym), the "best" probability distribution p(x,y) as determined by the
principle of maximum entropy (Jaynes 1983) can be written as
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pAx, y) = exP(Q + F, b~

m

+

)(1)

wjjmxj~y.1

i,n,m

where the parameters bm and Wim are related to probabilities by
P(Xin IYm) = exp(wi.,)

(2)

P(ym) = exp(bm)

(3)

and

where we have choose arbitrary normalization constants by requiring

I = Xexp(winm)
(4)

n5
for all input groups i to each output m.

Given any particular valuation of inputs x = Ixin }, a series of output valuations of y={ ym}
drawn from the associated optimal conditional probability distribution p(ylx)=p(x,y)/p(x) will be
generated if each output neuron always stays on for some fixed period, say = 5 msec, and turns
on with a probability per time period r of
P(Ym 11 x)
p(ym=lIx)+p(yo=lIx) 1+ exp(S)

(5)

if all neurons are off (yo= 1) , where
Sm =(b m - bo) + X(winm - WinO)xin

i,n

(6)

This algorithm can be easily implemented by each neuron Ym within group of mutually inhibitory
neurons y = {ym}. This is a simple Boltzmann Machine (Ackley et. al. 1984) with strong
inhibition between neurons within one group. The special case of one neuron per group has been
described (Ackley et. al. 1983; MacKay 1991).
If the network is correctly classifying its input, the actual frequency of occurrence of xin= 1
for a given output ym=l will equal the expectation value, p(xinfym=l) = exp(winm). In this case
the average value of the product xinym will equal the average value of the product p(xinlym)ym.
To correct this discrepancy between input observation and expectation, we propose an "expectant"
Hebbian learning algorithm for the weight Winm,
Awinm = e(Xin - eWnm )ym
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(7)

A similar argument motivates a learning algorithm for the bias bin,
(8)

Abm = C(ym -ebm)

These must be accompanied by changes that maintain normalization within each group i of inputs
indexed by n and going to output neuron m, but are independent of learning:
I -

A

_e

w in' m

eWn.m

M

for all i,m

,

(9)

One can show that the learning rate parameter e can be interpreted as approximately equal to one
over the number of times that xinym=l during some characteristic time, say T, for learning-that
is, C - l/[Tp(xinym=l)].
This algorithm works well if the network parameters bm and Winm are already
approximately correct. This allows the network to "fine tune" its parameters or to "track" slowly
changing probabilities. We illustrate this with a model of olfaction.
3.

Olfaction Simulation

W suppose there are 10 categories of odors y, mr=l,2,....10, and 100 receptor cells, Xin,
i--1,2,...,100, with each receptor cell represented in this formalism by two redundant binary
variables Xin, n--O,1, such that xiO+xil=l. Each receptor cell Xin has some fixed probability
p(xinlym) to respond to odor Ym. For simplicity we set these probabilities to either of two
previously chosen values phi or plo, randomly choosing phi for some fraction F of receptor cells.
Typical values are Plo = 10%, Phi = 50%, and F = 20%. One output cell is associated with each
category Ym and each output cell has inputs from all receptor cells xin. We first set the network
parameters bm and Winm according to these probabilities using equations (2) and (3). We then
repeatedly generated odor identities and receptor cell responses according to these probabilities,
and have output cells generate responds Ym according to equation (5) and learn according to (7),
(8), (9). As long as the difference phi-plo is not too small, the network responds with a very low
error rate.
We now assume that each receptor cell has a finite average lifetime, after which it is
replaced by a new receptor cell with completely new, randomly chosen response characteristics
unknown to the classifying cells Ym. We crudely model this by periodically replacing the response
probabilities p(xinlym) for half of the the receptor cells with new, randomly chosen values, and
letting the output cell learn the corresponding new values of weights Winm, without supervision as
always in these studies. Even after doing this several times on alternate halves of the set of input
cells x, representing several turnovers of receptor cells, the network continues to classify well,
with an error rate comparable to the initial low error rate with weights and biases set according to
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(2) and (3).
4. Learning with poor Initial values
If we do not have good initial values for network parameters, this learning algorithm does
not work perfectly: It finds the correct global solution only occasionally, most often learning to
respond to two or more input classes with one output value. However, this problem is eliminated
with the variety of projection pursuit (Freund and Haussler, 1992) described below.
If the network parameters are correct, then Sm will have a Gaussian distribution in the limit
of a large number of inputs; the network will perform poorly and Sm will be distributed with nonGaussian tails if the network weights and biases are not correct. We assume that the network
performance is worse when Sm is in the tail. This suggests that each output unit Ym keep running
averages Am = <Sm> and ogm2 = <(Sin-Am)2 > and learn only if Sm is within -a7 m of Am. We
do this by multiplying the the weight and bias changes of equations (7) and (8) by the Gaussian,

(10)
With this modification, we find in numerical simulations that the network always learns the
correct global solution if all parameters bm and winm initialized to random values and if the "signal
strength" Phi-Plois not too small. If the signal strength is subsequently reduced, the network can
learn to distinguish very fine differences. If the signal strength is initially small, the network may
still incorrectly learn to lump two or more classes together.
An example of this is given below. In this simulation we had three output neurons ym,
m= 1,2,3, representing four possible states, m=0,1,2,3, and 30 groups of 3 mutually exclusive
input neurons x/n, i=1,2,...,30, n=1,2,3, with each group also representing four possible states,
n=0,1,2,3. The outputs Ym might correspond, for example, to position cells in the hippocampus,
while the inputs could correspond to multimodal sensory data. We generated input data x after
randomly choosing values of p(xinlym) with an average of 0.25 and a fixed RMSD of a few
percent, and setting P(Ym) = 0.25. All network weights Wimn were initialized to random values in
the same range, and all biases bm were initialized to zero. Valuations of input variables Xin were
generated according to these fixed probabilities, while for each input valuation, the network output
variables Ym were selected according to equation (5) and network weights and biases were learned
according to equations (7) and (8), and adjusted according to (9).
Below is a graph of the results of numerical simulations for the log of the error rate versus
number of input valuations, for two different RMSDs of the conditional probabilities. For a fixed
RMSD equal to 0.08, corresponding to very weak, barely distinguishable structure in the input
data, the lowest possible error rate-when the weights and bias' are set according to (2) and (3)is about 26%, only slightly better than the chance rate of 75%; for and RMSD of 15%, this lowest
possible error rate is about 1.5%. The error rate was measured after various periods of learning
using a set of 1000 input valuations with learning turned off. After starting with an error rate
approximately equal to chance as expected, the network learns to respond with an error rate
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approaching or equal to the best possible error rate.
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Figure 1. Error Rate versus learning time for unsupervised learning of four
probabilistically characterized categories. Circles are for a case of small differences in conditional
probabilities, p(xinlym)- 2 5 ±8 %, and triangles are for a case of larger differences,
p(xinlym)-25I 5c%. In both cases the network response approaches or exceeds optimal behavior
(26% and 1.1%, respectively) after a long enough learning period.
This algorithm is not perfect: if the weights are initialized to zero rather than random
values, the network usually learns to incorrectly lump together two input classes, and even with
random initial weight values, the network will often make this mistake if the signal strength is
small (this was the effect that increased the error rate to about 35% from the best possible rate of
26% in the small difference data of Figure 1). These and other factors such as the learning rate
affect the network performance and are being studied now.
5.

Biological Plausibility

We note here that although this algorithm allows the qualitatively new capability of
unsupervised classification, it is different from classical Hebbian learning in only minor,
biologically plausible ways:
a) The learning rules have a "saturation" term in the presynaptic factor. This could easily
implemented by a local biochemical mechanism.
b) Learning rules are applied to the bias as well as the weights; also, each neuron Ym must
learn weights winO corresponding to input probabilities when yO=l, or equivalently, when ym=O
for all output neurons m=l,2,...,M. Again, these could easily be implemented by local
mechanisms.
c) The weights Winm associated with a group im of mutually exclusive inputs Xinm,
n=,1...,N, to any particular output neuron Ym, must be normalized. This should not be a
problem, since such a group would be physically localized and so correspond to some
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normalization mechanism in one dendritic branch of each neuron Ym. This normalization is
algebraically simple with the same normalization offset added to all weights Winm, n=O,1,...,N
within the group labeled by im. It is not critically time dependent, but can occur continuously
independently of learning.
It is worth noting that these same characteristics that make a biological implementation
plausible also allow simple implementations with distributed electronic circuits.
6.

Conclusion

Unsupervised classification is a process with many potential areas of applications in
biology and engineering, including olfaction, position sensing, speech recognition, visual
processing, and the generation of multimodal representations. We have given a simple,
biologically plausible algorithm for unsupervised classification of probabilistically characterized
input data, Expectant Hebbian Learning, that performs well in preliminary numerical simulations.
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Abstract
This paper describes simplified axon hillock modeling and presents novel concept that pulse encoding
in axon hillock of a single neuron is a kind of noise feedback pulse coding. Experimental results, tested
in an artificial electronic axon hillock circuit based on the proposed model, shows output signals similar
to integrative potential and action potential generated in biological neurons. As a result, the role of the
integrative potential is to increase efficiency of the pulse coding in axon hillock through noise feedback.

1

Introduction

Recently various neural network models have been proposed and demonstrated to be suitable for pattern
recognition, finding approximate solutions to optimization problems, for constraint satisfaction processing,
etc. However the neural models which were used in such applications were so simple that these networks
have been restricted to small-scale applications. Therefore we have to explore latent abilities of the biological
neural system to make a breakthrough in the artificial neural networks [1].
Specially the development of more sophisticated neuron models will lead to generate the brain-type
functions of living beings. A simple sophistication introduced in neuron modeling by several researchers is to
make the neuron output oscillatory. This means that the output of a neuron becomes a sequence of pulses to
express the information of neuron body into frequency, provided that the spacial and temporal summation
of the incoming signals exceeds a certain threshold [2,3].
On the other hand, Von der Malsburg and Schneider proposed an interesting feature binding mechanism
based on synchronization of nerve pulses(action potentials). Recent experimental findings support this idea,
and many theoretical models ensued from the experimental findings to explain the phase locking phenomena
in the brain [4,5,6].
There are another trends which make use of chaotic characteristics in biological neural system for information processing. Herald Ssu proposed the fussy reasoning method using chaotic neurons [7].
As a result, we think that the oscillation, synchronization and chaos characteristics in the biological
neural system play important roles in information processing with being linked together, or independently,
and the oscillation output of the single neuron can serves as basic element in a novel information processing
system using oscillation, synchronization and chaos.
In this paper, we will present a novel model for the generation mechanism of the integrative potential
to be generated in relation to occurrence of oscillation output in the axon hillock of the single neuron, and
address the hidden role of the integrative potential of the axon hillock in information-processing view.

2

Transformation of information in biological neuron

Fig.1 shows various types of spiking-neurons, such as sensory neuron, local interneuron, projection
interneuron, motor neuron and the like. However, regardless of size, shape, transmitter biochemistry, or
behavioral function, almost all neurons can be described by a generalized model neuron that has four types
signals at four different sites as shown in Fig. 1 : an input signal at neuron body( called a receptor potential
in the sensory neuron, and a synaptic potential in the interneuron or motor neuron), an integration signal
at axon hillock, a conducting signal at axon, and an output signal at axon terminal.
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Fig.2 shows the four types of signals, when a stretch stimulus is applied to the sensory neuron [9).

3

Novel simplified axon hillock modeling and noise feedback
pulse coding

The integrative potential generation mechanism in the axon hillock can be explained by using HodgkinHuxley axon equations, which describe action potential generation mechanism in squid axon (101.
From the Hodgkin-Huxley axon equations, we see that the input potential in the neuron body is encoded
to a pulse stream in the following form : the input currents I flowing through resistance of the axon hillock
from the neuron body are integrated by the membrane capacitance of the axon hillock. When the integrated
voltage reaches the threshold voltage of the axon hillock, the sodium current flows into the membrane to be
depolarized, and After a finite delay, the potassium current flows out the membrane to be repolarized. As
a result, an action potential or nerve pulse is generated by the inrushed sodium current, and the difference
between the input current I(t) and the delayed potassium current is integrated by capacitance of the axon
hillock, then the integrative potential is produced.
If the input current of the axon hilloci is relatively large, the integrative potential will be produced with
the train of the action potential, where the amplitude and duration are determined by the cell characteristics
constantly and not by the input signals. At this time, the number of the action potentiac and separation
are dependent on the input.
On the other hand, since the axon is very resistive, the input current I(t) does not flow far from the axon
hillock. Therefore, the integrative potential is generated only in the axon hillock and in the axon the action
potential only is generated.
The block diagram which simplify the mechanism in the axon hillock is shown in Fig. 3, and expressed
by the following equations:
CdV--

- fI? I"

=-

x
X(t)

_Y(t

if V(t') > Vth then Y(t) =

R- r)()

<t <
t'

t't

if V(t) < Vh then Y(t) = 0.

(1)

+ 2t

(2)

(3)

Where X(t) is the input voltage, the Y(t) is the single pulse output with a finite duration td, - is a delay
time, R, represents the axon hillock resistance, R 2 represents the potassium channel resistance and t' is the
time that V(t) exceeds the threshold voltage. The output pulse density is proportional to the amplitude of
the input signal X(t), which can be reconstructed by a low pass filtering contained in the temporal summation
function of the neuron body of postsynaptic neurons. In addition, the equation (1) can be described by the
following normalized difference equations:

v(k) = v(k - 1) + (z(k) - y(k - 1)).

(4)

On the other hand, a noise feedback pulse coding is a noise reduction technique which feeds back the
coding noise and subtracts it from the next input [11,12]. The block diagram of this technique is shown in
Fig. 4. The system input a(k) [-1, 1] and bilevel output y(k) is related by the following nonlinear recursive
equations:

v(k)
y(k)
e(h)

=

x(k)-e(k-

=
=

q(v(k))
y(k) - v(k).

1)

(5)

(6)
(7)

The corrected value v(k) is encoded to y(k) by the nonlinear sign function q, thus y(k) = 1 depending
on whether or not v(k) is positive. The encoder error e(k) (= q(v/k)) - v(h)) influences future coding
decisions. In other words, it will be subtracted from the actual input value of the next sample to create a
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new corrected value, which will in turn be encoded to generate a new output and a new encoder error, and
so on. From equations (5) and (7)
e(k)
,(

-

=

e(k= y(k) -z(k)
,,(k - 1) + ((k)- Y(k- 1)).

(8)
(9)

Taking the s-transform of both sides of equation (8), the coding noise transform E(s) is obtained as
E(z) = Y(z) - X(z)

(10)

Where E(z) = u-transform of e,,, etc: equation (10) suggests that the coding noise decreases in the low
frequency band due to high pass filtering and the coding noise in the high frequency band can be removed
by low pass filter. As a result, further large signal-to-noise ratio is produced due to the noise feedback pulse
coding.
By the way, since equations (4) and (9) are identical with each other, we see that the block diagram of
Fig. . is equivalent to the one of Fig.4. Therefore, in this paper we insist that the noise feedback pulse coding
is performed in the biological axon hillock, which allows to increase efficiency of the nerve pulse coding, and
that the integrative potential is a signal accompanied with the noise feedback pulse coding.

4

Electronic axon hillock circuit

Fig. 5 shows an electronic axon hillock circuit based on the block diagram of Fig. 3, in which the RC
network acts as an integrator and the input current I(t) is integrated in capacitor C. The integrated signal is
compared with the threshold voltage Vh of a comparator, and the output of the comparator is fed to a single
pulse generator which generates a delayed single pulse. The single pulse output is applied to the reference
voltage switch, which feeds back the reference voltage -V,. 1 to the other input terminal of integrator. Then
the capacitor C integrates the current difference l(t)-I,.
In the electronic axon hillock circuit, X(t) represents the input component of the biological neuron, the
capacitor voltage V, represents the integrative component of the biological neuron, and the output of the
single pulse generator represents the conductile component(action potential) of the biological neuron.
The axon hillock circuit of Fig. 5 was built on a test protoboard, using two discrete resisters, a discrete
capacitor, a LM311N comparator, a HD74S175P D-type flip flop, and CD4007UB analog switches.
Fig. 6 shows three waveforms observed in experiments, where two different test input signals are used;
waveform (1) shows the test input pulse which act as the input component as shown in Fig. 2. (2) shows
the integrative potential for the input signal, and (3) shows action potentials for the test input. With the
results, we see that the output signals are similar to the integrative potential and action potentials generated
in biological neurons.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, the novel simplified model for the generation mechanism of the integrative potential in the
axon hillock of the biological neuron is presented, and the role of the integrative potential in informationprocessing view is addressed.
The integrative potential is produced as the result of the noise feedback pulse coding to be performed
by the input current flowing from the neuron body to the axon hillock, the current caused by the potassium
ion, the current caused by the sodium ion, and the membrane capacitance of the axon hillock.
The noise in the low frequency band, which is generated during the pulse coding in axon hillock, is
pushed to the high frequency band by noise feedback operation, and when the pulse train is transmitted to
other neurons, the noise in the high frequency band is removed due to the low pass filtering by the temporal
summation function of the neuron body. Then the reconstructed signal having large signal-to-noise ratio can
be obtained, compared with the case without the noise feedback operations.
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q

Fig. 4 The block diagram of noise feedback pulse coding.
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Fig. 5 An electronic axon hillock circuit based on the proposed axon hillock model.
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As a result, the role of the integrative potential is to increase efficiency of the pulse coding in axon hillock
through noise feedback.
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Abstract
In this paper, it is explained that a single neuron with a self-feedback path can act as a
phase-locked loop, when the synaptic coupling of the feedback is multiplicative. A simulation
was carried out to show that this simple neural phase-locked loop can efficiently retransmit
incomming signals to another neuron with little signal distortion.

1. Introduction
The most common neural models have been usually described by the firing rates of the
neurons and the additive synaptic couplings between them. Recent research results, however,
have shown that relative phase of neural oscillations can be also an important parameter in
information representation and processing [1]-[6].
In this paper, I explain a neural phase-locked loop (NPLL) in which relative phase of
nerve impulse trains plays an important role. For an impulse-generating neuron to be a
PLL, there should be a self-feedback through the multiplicative synaptic coupling. Many
authors have studied the multiplicative coupling in the sigma-pi unit (71, and also utilized it,
for example, in the motion detector models [8]. The multiplicative coupling element can be
viewed as a logical AND unit. Good candidates of such an element are excitable dendritic
spines [9] and axo-axonic synapses [101.
In general, a frequency modulated signal can be demodulated with high fidelity by the
PLL device [111. Let us call the device electronic PLL (EPLL) to distinguish it from NPLL.
The same story can be applied to the NPLL. Suppose a pulse-frequency-modulated signal
is to be transmitted to other neurons in different areas. Simple demodulation by dendritic
integration usually distorts the original signal somehow. To make matters worse, the optimal
neural parameters for a good demodulation are dependent upon the input signal frequency.
Therefore, as a complex signal passes through just a few neurons, lots of the information
can be lost. On the contrary, if signals are transmitted through the NPLLs, the high signal
fidelity can be guaranteed as far as the signals are within the NPLL lock range.
The function of monkey somatosensory cortex in texture analysis seems to be based on a
PLL-like action as hypothesized by Ahissar and Vaadia [121. They assumed that the coupled
thalamic and cortical neurons can be a PLL. The feedback path from the cortical neuron to
the thalamic neuron is inhibitory in their PLL implementation. In this paper, a PLL itself,
which is a single neuron with a multiplicative excitatory self-feedback, is studied in detail.
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Figure 1: (a) Block diagram of phase-locked loop. See text for abbreviations. (b) A neural
phase-locked loop.
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Figure 2: Multiplicative synaptic coupling between A and B. (a) Excitable dendritic spines
[9]. (b) Axo-axonic synapse.

2. Neural phase-locked loop
Three components of the EPLL are a phase detector (PD), a loop filter (LF), and a voltagecontrolled oscillator (VCO), as depicted in Fig. 1(a). The input is a frequency-modulated
sinusoidal wave. The PD is a kind of analog multiplier that detects phase difference between
the input signal and the VCO output. The LF filters out high frequency components of
the multiplied signals. The VCO produces a sinusoidal wave output whose frequency is
proportional to the output voltage of the LF. The output frequency of VCO for zero voltage
is called the free running frequency.
Fig. 1(b) depicts an NPLL, in which the dendrite, axon hillock, and multiplicative
synapse map to the LF, VCO, and PD of the EPLL, one by one. Two possible implementations of the multiplicative synaptic coupling, i.e., excitable dendritic spine [9] and
axo-axonic synapse [131, are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. Both can detect the
coincidence of two arriving nerve impulses. In other words, one impulse alone cannot change
the postsynaptic potential significantly.
There is also slight difference between NPLL and EPLL. The input of NPLL is unipolar
impulses, while the input of EPLL is a bipolar sinusoidal wave. In addition, without any
bias input to the neuron, there is no free running oscillation in the NPLL. In spite of these
differences, Fig. 1(b) can work as a PLL as explained below.
Let us assume each nerve impulse is the Dirac delta function Vo(t).
In Fig. 1(b), the
0
incomming input impulse train xi(t) with interspike interval T can be written as xi(t) =
-0_
(t - kT) where V0 is simply set to 1. Its frequency domain representation becomes
xi(t) = fi + 2f E',
cos2rnfit where fi = I/T. If this impulse train arrives at an additive
synaptic contact, only two most significant components (dc component and fundamental
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frequency component) will be considered as a postsynaptic potential in the dendrite near
that contact, i.e.,
u(t)= W(f, + 2f, cos21rft)
(I)
where W" is a coupling coefficient of the additive synapse. Suppose the input xi and the
feedback impulse train xo, with frequency f, arrive at a purely multiplicative synaptic contact.
Let us assume the dendritic postsynaptic potential in the vicinity of the contact becomes
simple product of the two potentials of Eq. (1). That is,
u.(t)

=

W'{fjof + 2ffocos[2?r(f,- fo)t-O]
+2f,f cos 2rfit + 2f, f cos(27rfot + q0)
+2fifo cos[27r(f, + f.)t + 0k}

(2)

where 0 is the phase difference between xi and x0 , and Wm is a coupling coefficient of the
multiplicative synapse. The dendritic potentials given in Eq. (1) and (2) are assumed to be
further filtered through dendritic trunk. Then, almost dc components will be effective at the
axon hillock. Especially when fi ,t fo, the total postsynaptic potential at the axon hillock
becomes

uo(t) - W f, + W m (f fo + 2f,/o cos 0)

(3)

The first two terms in Eq. (3) can be viewed as a bias term and the last term as a phase
-etection term. It is noteworthy that the last term is inversely proportional to a small phase
variation AO!, for example, when 0 = r/2, since cos(r/2+AO) ; -AO. This term constructs
a negative feedback through the self-feedback loop and thus it can compensate small phase
variations in the external input impulses. Note that 0!= 2n7r + 3r/2 (n = any integer) are
unstable points. The feedback loop can be completed via an additional inhibitory neuron in
the NPLL. In this case, W- will be simply replaced with -Wn in Eq. (3). Then the stable
point will shift, for example, from 0 = 7r/2 to 0 = 37r/2. Therefore, whether the feedback
loop is excitatory or inhibitory is not important in principle.
To examine whether the NPLL will work in a more practical condition, a simulation was
carried out.

3. Computer simulations
The Hindmarsh-Rose model for nerve impulse generation [141 was used for the VCO of
NPLL. The model, which shows a good linear current-frequency relationship, has two firstorder differential equations,
=
=

a(-cx3 +d
(cx 3 -

dx

2

+ex+h+y-O+I)

-

ex -

h -

qe

+ s -

y)

(4)

where x and y are the membrane potential and an intrinsic current, respectively. The
parameter values are as follows: a = 5400, b = 30, c = 0.000017, d = 0.001, e = 0.01, h =
0.1, q = 0.024, r = 0.088, and s = 0.046. A constant 0 is introduced to change the threshold
level, -0.026, to a positive value. Here, 0 = 0.04. Thus the repetative firing occurs when
the input current I is greater than 0.014.
The dendrite is simulated by three-stage RC low-pass filter as shown in Fig. 3. The
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Figure 3: Model of neural phase-locked loop.
multiplicative synapse is modeled as an ana!og multiplier whose input impedance and the
output impedance are both infinite. The gain of the analog multiplier is Wyn. It is assumed
that the synaptic contacts pass the positive part of the impulses to the resistor R.. The
coupling coefficient of the additive synapse is W9I, while that of multiplicative synapses is
unity as a reference. It is also assumed that u, is directly converted to the input current I
of Eq. (4). The parameter values used here are W' = 0.09, W* = 0.005, R, = 1, R, = 3,
and C = 1. The PLL neuron is biased just below the threshold level.
Two typical simulation results are given in Fig. 4. The modulating signal ui is a step
function in Fig. 4(a), and it is a sinusoidal wave in Fig. 4(b). The demodulated signal uo in
the NPLL converge to ui quickly in a time average sense. The capture process is clearly seen.
The corresponding input and output impusles xi and z are also displayed. After about ten
interspike-interval time, the phase of x0 is locked to that of xi. The result with additive
synapse alone, i.e., without PLL loop, is also given in Fig. 4(c) for the sake of comparison.
To get a good demodulated signal uo, Wa was set to 0.1 instead of 0.005 in Fig. 4(c).

4. Discussion
The capture process in the NPLL can fail like an EPLL when ui changes faster than a certain
limit. The limit is determined by the time constant of dendrite and the term 2Wnfifo cos 0 in
Eq. (3). Another capture-failing element is the magnitude of ui. Since the analog multiplier
and the RC low-pass filter of NPLL do not constitute an ideal PD, there will be additional
low-frequency noise terms, which do not appear in Eq. (3). Thus the excitatory self-feedback
provides some positive feedback effect, when the approximation of Eq. (3) is violated. This
effect was observed when the magnitude of ui is greater than a certain large value in the
simulation. This limit can be improved if an inhibitory neuron is introduced to regulate the
NPLL activity.
Note that Fig. 1(b) is not the only way of NPLL implementation. The scheme where
an inhibitory neuron is involved in the feedback loop was briefly mentioned in Section 2.
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Figure 4: Simulation results. The smooth curves are the modulating input signals uj's, and
the crooked curves are the demodulated waveforms uo's in the NPLL. Corresponding impulse
trains zi's and x,'s are also displayed. (a) When ui is a step function. (b) When ui is a
sinusoidal function. (c) Without feedback loop. In this case, W1 = 0.1.
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Another neural circuit that looks like a PLL is a mitral cell in the olfactory bull) of higher
animals. The cell usually has an axonic self-feedback path through a dendritic branch of
an inhibitory granule cell. The granule cell has no axon and thus it has dendro-dendritic
contact with the mitral cell [15]. (See Fig. 8.4 in [151.) If the dendro-dendritic interaction is
modulated by the feedback axon in a multiplicative way, it is possibe to show that a PLL-like
action is present in the mitral-granule cell interaction.

5. Conclusion
It has been shown that a single neuron can be a PLL. For the neuron to be a P'LL, two
critically important requirements should be satisfied: the multiplicative synapse and the selffeedback loop through that synapse. It seems that the two elements are found commonly and
ubiquitously in any nervous system. Thus the existence of PLL-like action in real nervous
systems is highly probable. It has also been found that the phase information, which has
been conventionally neglected in common neural network models, is very important when
neurons are coupled nonlinearly, for example, through multiplicative synapses.
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Learning to Generate a Sinewave with an Autonomous
Recurrent Two-Neuron Network
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Abstract
A training procedure to generate a sinewave of a prescribed frequency from a two neuron
autonomous recurrent neural network is proposed. Through an analysis of the role of the processing elements, we are able to identify the role of each network parameter in this task. The parameters of one of the neurons are pre-selected analytically such that the adaptation of the connection
weights and the parameters of the other neuron can be significantly eased. Experimental results
show that using the proposed method we not only can successfully train the network to generate a
desired sinewave, but also can significantly reduce the size of required data samples and the number of training epochs.

1. Introduction
Not enough is known about learning temporal patterns with autonomous recurrent neural networks. A benchmark task in this area is to train a network to generate a sinewave. Both time
domain or state space methods have been proposed [1][2][3]. Neural oscillators have been shown
to produce several complex waveforms (including chaotic signals) when a control parameter is
changed (4]. Therefore the problem is not one of being able to generate a sinewave with a recurrent neural network, but how to harness this power. Understanding what is the role of each one of
the processing units may lead to parsimonious neural architectures, and also to faster ways to train
recurrent systems, which is an on-going research goals in the theory of recurrent adaptive systems.
In this paper, we study an autonomous two-processing-element (PE) network and propose a
method to decompose the task of determining the network parameters. The theoretical analysis
and experimental results show that this network can indeed be trained to produce a sinewave of a
desired frequency. Compared with the training methods proposed by other research groups, our
method yields an adaptation that converges very fast. Besides, the shape and the phase of the target signal can be preserved quite well in the network. Of most importance in the proposed method
is the identification of the roles of the network parameters and the prediction of some of their values.

2. Analysis for Sinewave Generation
A two PE, fully connected, network is shown in Figure 1. The fundamental idea of the analysis
is to divide the network into two partsand identify the role of each PE. On the left-hand side, the
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dynamics of PE #1 are governed by
S,(n) = a, (PI (S l (n-l)+S 2 (n-l)+01 ))

(1)

where Sl(n) and S2(n) are the output and the input of PE #1 respectively, and P, and 01 are the
gain and the bias of a nonlinear squashing function, ao. The most popular squashing functions
for neural networks include the logistic function (1/(1 + ep')) and the hyperbolic-tangent function

(tanh(x)). Since the self-excitatory feedback and the input of PE#I can be weighted differently by
adjusting w12 , we can set the weight w11 (self-excitatory connection) to I without loss of general-

ity.

S Sl(n)

S2(n)
Figure 1. A two-neuron network
Since our task is to generate a target sinewave, the output SI(n) is assumed known at all times.
The required input signal S2 (n) can be determined by the following procedure.
a. Choose 11 and S2(0).

b. Compute 01
S=

' (S 2 (1)) -S

(0) -S 2 (O)

(2)

c. Compute the sequence S2(n) iteratively

S2 (n) =

l -1(SI (n+ 1)) -S, (n) -O0

(3)

From eq. 2 and eq. 3, we note that the wave shape of S2(n) is uniquely determined by the
selection of PI. The selection of S2(0) affects only the dc component of the resulting sequence
S2(n). Once we compute the sequence S2(n), the parameterson the right-handside of the network
can be determined adaptivey.The sequence SI(n) becomes the input signal, and S2 (n) is the target signal. Any trajectory learning algorithm (real time recurrent learning (RTRL) [5] or backpropagation through time (BP1T) [6]) can be applied to train the weights w 12 , w2 1 , w 2 2 , and 0 2 ,
N. The advantage of this proposed method is that the size of the training problem is reduced. The
adaptationof an autonomous two-neuron network is converted into the adaptation of a single
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neuron with external input. As long as the external input and the target signal have similar waveforms, this approach will ease the adaptation.

3. Some Considerations in the Proposed Training Method
Since there are only two PEs, the number of mappings that can be modeled by the network
through learning is limited. To ease the adaptation of the right-hand side of the network, we recommend tuning the gain of the activation function of PE#l to a value such that S1 (n) and S2 (n)
have similar wave shapes (a state space analysis of the PE will be presented in a forthcoming
paper). This requirement can be achieved easily as long as the first PE is designed to work in the
linear region of its activation function.
Therefore, the main task of the right-hand side of the network is to yield a necessary phase
shift between its input (SI(n)) and its output (S2 (n)). We note that the input of a PE always leads
its output in phase if we try to preserve the shape of the waveform. Since SI(n) and S2 (n) are the
output and the input of the first PE, the phase of S2 (n) must lead the phase of SI(n). The leading
phase can be up to 180 degrees. This argument can be verified by using a linear approximation of
eq. 3 and analyzing the phase response in the frequency domain. The right-hand side of the network consists of one PE(PE#2), two inter-neuron connections (i.e. w21 and w 12 ), and a self recurrent connection w22. In training,we expect eitherw 12 or w21 , but not both, to have a negative sign
such that the input of PE#2 can lead its output in phase. Thus, assuming a phase difference
between S2 (n) and Sl(n) of degrees, the required phase difference between the input and the
output of PE #2 becomes 180 - 0 degrees.

*

To reduce the sensitivity of each PE to the output of the other PE, we need to keep both I$ and
is
P2 small. A large phase shift requires a large gain. Therefore, we can choose j3 such that
about 90 degrees. This setting can be done experimentally or analytically (from the linear approximation of eq. 3). We verified in our experiments that a successful adaptation of the right-hand
side of the network should result in a A32 very close to 0 . This is because with this selection of PI
the phase difference of the input and the output of the PE#2 is also about 90 degrees. The generation of a 90-degree phase shift between the input and the output of a PE may require a large gain
if the target signal, SI(n), is sampled at a high rate (i.e. if the number of samples per period is
large). Therefore, we may need to reduce the sampling rate of the desired signal to relax the
requirement of a large gain. Large gains affect the frequency stability of the output sinewave.
To summarize, a successful training of the network to produce a sinewave should result in one
and only one inhibitory inter-neuron connection. When we select 3, such that the phase shift
between S1 (n) and S2 (n) is close to 90 degrees, the adaptation of 02 should converge to a value
near 0 1. The sampling frequency of the target signal should be selected properly to relax the high
gain requirement.

4. Experimental Results
A 20-Hz sinewave was sampled at 220 Hz and used as the target signal for the following
experiment. The signal is given is Figure 2. We select a hyperbolic-tangent function as the activa-
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dion function of each PE and set P, equal to 1. The sequence S 2(n) is computed accordingly and
also shown in Figure 2. The first 200 samples of S1 (n) and S2 (n) are used for training purposes.
The right-hand side of the network was trained using the RTRL algorithm without teacher forcing.
The momentum term is included in each recursive update formula. Figure 3 shows the learning
curve during the training. We note that the adaptation converges very fast (within 12 training
epochs). In Table 1, the parameters of the network after the training are listed. We notice that there
is only one inhibitory inter-neuron connection, and 1 and 2 are almost the same.
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Table 1: Parameters of the Resulting Network
Preselected
parameters

Adaptive
parameters

Gain

3

P2 = 0.9710

Weights

W 11 = 1

w 12 =-0.4012
w2l = 0.9053
w22 = 0.7874

Bias

02 = 0.0858

01 =0.1086

After this training, the network weights were frozen and it was relaxed from the initial condition
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(0,0). The input and the output of the first PE are plotted with their target signals in Figure 4. This
result shows that the network can successfully approximate a sinewave of the desired frequency
and phase. Since we designed the network to operate in its linear region, we can validate the
resulting network from its linear approximation model as shown in Figure 5. This linear model
has poles at 0.8937 ± 0.5932 i, which are, as expected, located on the unit circle of the z-plane.

5. Conclusions
This paper shows that it is possible to analyze simple recurrent nonlinear circuits, and use this
knowledge to improve the efficiency of learning. In fact, an in-depth analysis of the two-neuron
network identified the resources necessary to generate a target sinewave. The result shows that the
network can indeed approximate the sinewave very well, and with a very efficient training. This
conclusion contrasts with the experiments presented in [1] and in [2]. To ease the adaptation and
avoid a large value for P}2' the selection of P, should result in a phase shift between the input and
the output of the first PE close to 90 degrees. This turns out to be equivalent to the requirement of

equal gains for both PEs. The generation of a 90-degree phase shift with small gain may be difficult when the signal is sampled at a high rate (i.e. when there are a lot of samples in one period).
In our analysis S2(n) was analytically computed from the knowledge of 01 and 3I. But in fact
a simple circuit implementing eq. 3 can generate S2(n) from the desired signal, thus avoiding the
pre-computation of S2(n), and enabling an on-line implementation.
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The Role of Short Term Memory for Temporal
Processing with Neural Networks
Jose C. Prncipe
Computational NeuroEngineering Laboratory
University of Florida, FL 32611

The processing of time varying signals with neural networks requires the
extension of static architectures such as the multilayer perceptron (MLP) with
short term memory structures. The most common memory structure is the tap
delay line, which is utilized in the Time Delay Neural Network. However, other
memory structures based on local recurrent system exist, with potential
advantages.
This presentation addresses a general model for short term memories based on
a linear model. It will also define parameters such as memory depth and memory
resolution. It will also compare the available types of memory used in
connectionist networks. The core of the talk is contained in the paper 'The
gamma model: a new neural model for temporal processing" published in Neural
Networks, vol 5, pp 565-576, 1992. It will be extended with recent results.
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Abstract
The complementary features of neural networks and expert systems make hybrid systems an important approach for
practical applications. The combination of these two technologies produces more powerful systems than can be

built with either of the two alone. Models and guidelines for choosing and developing appropriate hybrid systems
are emerging as successful applications appear. This paper summarizes current issues in the research, theory, and
development of integrated neural network and expert systems.
I.

Characteristics of Expert Systems and Neural Networks

Expert systems and artificial neural networks represent complementary approaches: the logical, cognitive, and
mechanical nature of the expert system approach and the numeric, associative, self-organizing, biological nature of
neural networks. Thus, expert systems are especially good for closed systems for which inputs are literal and
precise, leading to logical outputs. The value of neural network technology includes its usefulness for pattern
recognition, learning, classification, generalization and abstraction, and the interpretation of incomplete and noisy
inputs. Neural network components can provide solutions for some of the problems that have proven difficult for
expert system developers. Current work shows promising results for hybrid approaches in which expert systems and
neural networks are used in various combinations to solve problems in a fashion more consistent with human
intelligence [5,24,29].

Expert System technology provides a powerful way to capture human expertise into computing systems,
and many applications are now in use [18,24,28,331. Expert systems perform reasoning using previouslyestablished rules for a well-defined and narrow domain. They combine knowledge bases of rules and domain-specific
facts with the information from users about specific instances of problems in the knowledge domains of the expert
systems. An important advantage of expert systems is the ease with which knowledge bases can be modified as new
rules and facts become known. This is a result of the architecture that separates the knowledge base from the
inference engine. Also, most expert system development tools allow the creation of explanation systems to help the
user understand questions being asked or conclusions that are rendered.
For stable applications with well-defined rules, expert systems can be easily developed to provide good
performance. Such systems can take advantage of the wealth of techniques developed in AI and expert system
research to perform different types of reasoning using very efficient, systematic techniques. People are able to
inspect and understand these systems because they have familiar structures similar to the logical frameworks humans
use. Another advantage of expert systems is the number and variety of commercial development systems that have
become available over the last several years. With these tools and associated techniques, knowledge engineers can
use rapid prototyping for exploratory studies and system design. Prototypes are especially useful in gaining the
interest and attention of experts so that the knowledge acquisition process is more efficient and effective.
A fundamental limitation of the expert system approach arises from the fact that experts do not always think in
terms of rules. Another problem is the knowledge acquisition bottleneck, and while development tools have become
very sophisticated and effective, expert systems still require extensive effort for eliciting knowledge from humans as
well as from written material. Knowledge acquisition is still primarily a human-intensive activity requiring the
usual system analysis abilities plus additional interviewing and interpersonal skills that are tailored to interacting
with human experts. Furthermore, human experts may be too busy or otherwise difficult to deal with, so that a
whole project may be threatened or delayed. Another difficulty with expert systems is in the area of large systems
development, and for real-world applications, the development process becomes difficult to manage. Working with
experts and dealing with the complexity of large systems leads to prolonged, expensive development and delivery
times. Furthermore, validation and verification of systems becomes difficult, if not impossible, as many lines of
reasoning must be checked. More work is needed on how to represent commonplace knowledge, which humans deal
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with so well and so often. Also, expert systems do not automatically benefit from experience with their use and
thus do not learn from failures or their use with novel examples.
Neural Networks rely on training data to adjust the system to solve specific problems, learning in a way
that allows generalization during operations on future input data. Neural network components can be useful when
rules ae not known, either because the topic is too complex or no human expert is available. If training data can be
generated, the system may be able to learn enough information to function as well as, or better than, an expert
system. This approach also has the benefit of easy modification to a system by retraining with an updated data set,
thus eliminating programming changes and rule reconstruction. The data-driven aspect of neural networks allows
adjustments to changing environments and events. Another advantage of neural network components is the speed of
operation after the network is trained, which will be enhanced dramatically as neural chips become readily available.
However, because knowledge is represented as numeric weights, the rules and reasoning process inherent in neural
networks are not readily explainable. Neural networks have the potential to provide some of the human
characteristics of problem solving that are difficult to simulate using the logical, analytical techniques of expert
system and standard software technologies. For example, neural networks can analyze large quantities of data to
establish patterns and characteristics in situations where rules are not known and can in many cases make sense of
incomplete or noisy data. These capabilities have thus far proven too difficult for the traditional symbolic/logic
approachesII.

Hybrid Systems Research

The emerging need for hybrid connectionist and symbolic systems is currently motivating important
research and development work. In terms of the individual technologies, connectionist systems can represent the
perceptual aspect of intelligence while symbolic systems provide the cognitive features. In addition to the practical
aspect, systems that perform both perceptual as well as cognitive types of tasks are interesting also for expanding the
Al effort to better understand human cognition and model it in computer systems. The areas of research and
development include fundamentals of hybrid systems, both theoretical issues and practical integration techniques
[1,2,7,8,18,24,33,35,36,38].
As discussed in [131, four approaches to systems with cognitive and perceptual features are
1) develop Al systems that can handle well perceptual, pattern recognition, and image and signal processing tasks;
2) discover a method for connectionist systems to handle high-level symbol-processing tasks;
3) develop another paradigm other than the symbolic and connectionist approaches;
4) produce hybrid systems that exploit the strengths of the current generation of connectionist and symbolic

technologies.
Although the fourth approach has its own research and development challenges, recent advances in the design
and use of hybrid systems are encouraging. Several successful applications have been developed, and hybrid system
development tools and environments are becoming commercially available. The hybrid approach also makes sense
in terms of modelling human intelligence, which has quite diverse aspects and capabilities (e.g., in tasks involving
planning or language). Computer simulations of intelligence should take advantage of any appropriate technologies
in order to reflect that diversity.
For the purpose of this paper, the term hybrid refers to systems that consist of two or more integrated
subsystems, each of which may have a different representation language and inference technique. The subsystems are
assumed to be tied together semantically and influence each other. The coupling can be to such a degree that any
given operation may be difficult to classify as symbolic or subsymbolic. On the other hand, loose couplings join
distinct components and regulate the flow of information between them.
Hybrid systems research areas include translation of data from neural networks for use by expert systems,
identifying appropriate problems for hybrid system, communication protocols for symbolic/subsymbolic interfaces,
and multiple processor architectures (see, e.g., [1,7,18,33]). The intelligent components can also use techniques
such as genetic algorithms and fuzzy logic, as well as neural networks and expert systems.
Current hybrid systems research can be grouped into four areas (for more detail, see [241):
Language Understanding -- Research in this area seeks to add connectionist components to improve the
effectiveness of traditional AI techniques for language recognition and understanding. As part of this work,
fundamental aspects of the linkage between symbolic and subsymbolic components are investigated.
Representation Issues -- This areas includes frameworks and architectures for integrating intelligent
components. Design principles are investigated and structures and processes are developed and tested to gain insight
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into the problems and solutions for providing processing, learning, and controlling tasks in hybrid systems. Work
in this area addresses distributed control structures that coordinate, switch between, choose, etc. the actions of
independent subsystems. In the area of performance, better symbolic to subsymbolic mappings can allow the use of
subsymbolic systems that were determined a prioriand reduce the amount of learning during operational use of the
hybrid system.
Logic and Reasoning -- In this area, researchers look at the ways to implement reasoning using connectionist
models. An important issue is whether connectionist components can deal with aspects of reasoning that are

difficult or inefficient to do with symbolic techniques. One approach is to have connectionist nodes correspond to
components of the symbolic system. Hybrid system research also addresses ways to increase the efficiency of

deduction by reducing search space in logic systems. Work also seeks to enhance the understanding of reasoning by
analyzing the performance of experimental hybrid systems for problem solving and other logic operations.
Coupling Mechanisms -- This areas includes various interface issues, including communication between
subsystems. Also in this category is the practical aspect of linking symbols with connectionist system

components. Research into systems design aims both at useful tools for efficient and effective development of
systems, but also fundamental principles that can be gained from understanding how hybrid systems work.

The goals of hybrid system research include techniques to increase the efficiency, expressive power and
reasoning power of intelligent systems. Some of the work on efficiency makes use of specialized reasoners
strategically called by control or supervisor modules that decide which reasoners to use at different times. A general
goal is to create hybrid systems that are significantly more powerful, with less development effort, than systems that

use symbolic or subsymbolic methods alone. Hybrid systems are able to address some practical problems that have
thus far alluded traditional Al approaches. From the perspective of fundamentals, hybrid systems may also give
further insight into cognitive mechanisms and models.
Much of the current research in hybrid systems was discussed at the 1992 AAAI Workshop on Integrating
Neural and Symbolic Processes (see [35,36]). The focus of this workshop was the architectural approaches that
relate to cognitive modeling. Issues include the types of appropriate problems, outstanding integration issues,
cognitive plausibility of the architectures, appropriate representational techniques, and the interaction with learning.
Four basic architectures were identified. The localist approach implements symbolic structures in a network, e.g.,
each node representing a concept. This demonstrates the logical or rule-based capability of neural networks. The
distributed approach is pure connectionism in which the network is functionally equivalent to symbolic processing.
This is especially useful for natural language processing. The combined approach makes use of a set of separate
modules with various degrees of coupling. Other architectures include the incorporation of neural networks into
symbolic structures; the system is basically symbolic but has connectionist components. Some major issues
identified at the workshop include the interaction between the representation. Complex representations usually make
learning more difficult. Guidelines are needed on what type to choose, how to build it, and how to know the
constraints on learning. Overall, two viewpoints seem to prevail. One is to integrate symbolic structures into
connectionist architectures, using representations and techniques from each to tackle problems neither can solve
alone; for example, modeling cognition that requires the ability to reason and the ability to perceive. The other
viewpoint is to eliminate symbolic aspects altogether, and use only connectionist techniques.
Research on hybrid systems includes the study of obstacles to and solutions for the representation of symbolic
and subsymbolic models so that they can function together. This requires mechanisms for communicating data and
control signals and developing strategies for monitoring and controlling the symbolic and subsymbolic components.
This includes issues in distributed AI for communication protocols among cooperating intelligent agents. Other
work in hybrid system involves the creation of useful tools and development environments and the identification of
the range of appropriate applications for hybrid systems.
IIL Models and Guidelines for Application Design
Several techniques for integrating expert systems and neural networks have emerged over the past few years,

ranging from the primarily independent to the highly interactive. While there are different approaches to categorizing
these integration techniques, five different integration strategies have been identified [25,27:

Stand-Alone Models of combined expert system and neural network applications consist of independent software
components. These components do not interact in any way. They can provide a direct means of comparing the
problem-solving capabilities of the two techniques or, used in parallel, can provide redundancy for validating the

prior development process.
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Tranboruational Models are similar to stand-alone models in that the end result of development is an
independent model that does not interact with another. What distinguishes the two types of models is that
transformational systems begin as one type of system (e.g., a neural network), and end up as the other (e.g., an
expert system). Determining which technique is used for development and which is used for delivery is based on the
desirable features that the technique offers. Neural networks that are transformed into expert systems can be used for
data analysis and preliminary knowledge engineering. The neural networks are transformed into expert systems for
reasons such as knowledge documentation and verification, the desire for stepwise reasoning, and for explanation
facilities.
Loosely-Coupled Models are the first true form of integrating expert systems and neural networks. The
application is decomposed into separate neural network and expert system components that communicate via data
files. Among the variations of loosely-coupled models are preprocessors, post-processors, co-processors, and user
interfaces. In preprocessing loosely-coupled models, the neural network serves as a front-end that conditions data
prior to passing it on to the expert system. Uses for this type of model include having the neural network perform
data fusion, remove errors, identify objects, and recognize patterns. The expert system component can then use this
information to solve problems in classification, identification, scene analysis, and problem solving. In
post-processing, the expert system produces an output that is passed via a data file to the neural network. In this type
of architecture, the expert system can perform data preparation and manipulation, classify inputs, and make decisions.
The neural network component then performs functions such as forecasting, data analysis, monitoring, and error
trapping. Loosely-coupled models are relatively easy to develop with commercially available expert system and
neural network software, which reduces the programming burden on the developers. For examples, see [3,12,211.
Tightly-Coupled Models pass information via memory resident data structures rather than external data files.
This improves the interactive capabilities of hybrid systems in addition to enhancing their performance.
Tightly- oupled models can function under the same variations as loosely- coupled models, except that the
tightly-coupled versions of pre-, post-, and coprocessors are typically faster. Variations unique to tight couplin6
include blackboards, cooperative, and embedded systems.
The SCRuFFy system by Hendler [16] uses a tight-coupling model of integrating expert systems and neural
networks. The system includes a temporal pattern matcher that mediates between the two and provides a mapping
from acoustic signals to symbols for reasoning about changes in signals over time. SCRuFFy uses a
backpropagation neural network and an OPS5-based expert system that communicate via a blackboard architecture,
which allows for future expansion to include other sensors or other types of processing modules besides expert
systems and neural networks.
One application of this system is the control of the temperature of an underwater welding robot. Signals from
acoustic measurements of the welder are inputs to a digital signal processor that creates input to the neural network.
The network is pretrained to give four numbers indicating relative classification of either normal welding or three
error conditions. The symbolic analysis module tracks the changes over time in the signal classifications by the
neural network and produces symbolic information describing the time course of the acoustic signal. This
information can be used by the reasoning module to recommend corrective actions early before more extreme,
expensive measures are required.
Embedded systems are another variation of tightly-coupled models that use modules from one technique to help
control the functioning of the other technique. For example, neural networks can be embedded inside expert systems
to control the inferencing process. Embedded neural network components are used to focus the inferencing, guide
searches, and perform pattern matching. Expert system components can be used to interpret the results of neural
network, to provide internetwork connectivity, and to provide explanation facilities. Applications of embedded
systems exist in the areas of robotics, education, and classification.
Tight coupling has the benefits of reduced communications overhead and improved runtime performance, when
compared to loose coupling. Several commercial packages are suitable for developing tightly-coupled models,
assisting developers to develop and maintain modular expert system and neural network components. Overall, tight
coupling offers design flexibility and robust integration.
Fully-Integrated Models share data structures and knowledge representations. Communication between the
different components is accomplished via the dual nature (symbolic and neural) of the structures. Reasoning is
accomplished either cooperatively or through a component designated as the controller. Several variations of
fully-integrated systems exist, including connectionist systems, the utilization of I/O nodes, subsymbolic to
symbolic connectivity, and integrated control mechanisms.
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The most common variation of fully integrated models is the connectionist expert system [9,101. These
systems often rely on local knowledge representations, as opposed to the distributed representation of most neural
networks, and reason through spreading activation. Connectionist expert systems represent relationships between
pieces of knowledge with weighted links between symbolic nodes. Applications of connectionist expert systems
exist in medical diagnosis, information retrieval and analysis, and pattern classification.
Other variations of the fully integrated model are utilizing the input and output nodes of a neural network as
facts within an expert system; linking subsymbolic to symbolic computing by connecting nodes and patterns of
activation within the hidden layer of a neural network to symbols within an expert system; and integrated control,
which differs from embedded tightly-coupled systems in that the expert systems and neural networks are no longer
maintained as independent modules.
The benefits of full integration include robustness, improved performance, and increased problem solving
capabilities. Robustness and performance improvements stem from the dual nature of the knowledge representations
and data structures. In addition, there is little or no redundancy in the development process, because the systems can
leverage off of each other. Full integration has limitations caused by the increased complexity of the inter-module
interactions. First, there is the complexity of specifying, designing, and building fully-integrated models. Second,
there is a distinct lack of tools on the market that facilitate full integration. Finally, there are important questions in
verifying, validating, and maintaining fully-integrated systems.
IV.

Hybrid System Applications and Development Tools

Several hybrid systems are being built either as research projects or actual applications that are in use. The
following are a few of the examples:
* LAM is a hybrid system used by Du Pont to assist in the design of window glazing [12,24]. The system
consists of independent modules that communicate via a common fact file that passes computational results and
control parameters form one module to the next. The rule-based system can pass a structured query to the neural
network and can use the results back form the neural network to make further inferences. The neural network takes
the place of several rules by interpreting engineering data on solar and sound properties.
* Nuclear power plant monitoring system and multiple target recognition system (in [24]). These systems are
tightly coupled systems linked via the HyperTalk commands in the NueX development environment. Their rules
make use of neural network interpretations of detector data and sensor data. In the first case, the neural network
determines plant operating states including normal and off-normal conditions. The expert system uses prediction
knowledge to provide plant operators with intelligent recommendations. In multiple target recognition, the neural
network is a classifier learning spatiotemporal attributes of target trajectories. The neural network offers robust
pattern recognition performance, fault tolerance, and parallel processing capabilities. The expert systems provide
symbolic processing and the overall decision making, management, and coordination functions.
* The chemical tank control hybrid system [24,39] demonstrates the use of the Conncert development concept [39],
a general facility for embedding neural networks in software systems. The network takes as input the history of PID
controller input values and tank pH values and outputs expected pH values for later time steps. The expert system
avoids over control by deciding when predicted outcomes are actually to be included in the controlling equation. The
expert system uses a combination of temporal pattern matching and rules.
• Image interpretation via fusion of sensors [17,24] with the InFuse system uses a tightly-coupled hybrid system
in which neural networks interpret textural descriptors obtained from imagery. The expert system verifies the neural
network decisions using data from a spatial database and domain specific knowledge about sensor behavior.
These and many other recent cases provide detailed descriptions of working hybrid neural network and expert
systems from which to draw guidelines. The information about the applications and the data used in them allows a
good understanding of the problems and opportunities involved in the development of hybrid systems. Many more
applications should be forthcoming as development experiences are shared and more and better development tools
become available. For further details see [3,8,9,12,18,24,26,29,31,32,33,36].
Several development systems have recently become available for building expert systems or neural networks
[5,10,24,28]. Many of these can be used to create loosely-coupled hybrid systems. NueX, by Charles River
Analytics, Inc., is the first commercial system for developing hybrid neural network and expert systems [24,28].
Now that hybrid system development tools are starting to emerge, a surge in applications should occur.
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V.

Summary

The characteristics of expert systems and neural networks can complement each other to make more powerful
syate m than could be accomplished using either technology alone. Expert systems contribute symbolic reasoning
and explanation systems that help the user understand questions being asked or conclusions and reasoning processes.
Neural networks can support expert systems when rules are not known, either because the topic is too complex or no
human expert is available, and modifications are mhde by retraining with an updated data set, thus eliminating
programming changes and rule reconstruction. Another advantage of the neural network component is the speed of
operation after the network is trained; the use of parallel systems and neural chips will enhance this aspect
dramatically.
Hybrid systems take advantage of the synergy associated with the strengths of expert systems and neural
networks to produce useful, effective systems. Guidelines for choosing appropriate applications for hybrid neural
network and expert systems are starting to emerge. The integration of these and other intelligent components with
conventional software systems and with neurocontrol systems [37,38] will continue to be an important area for
intelligent systems research and development.
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A NEURAL NEIWORK FOR ANALOGICAL REASONING
by: Yehuda Salu.

Department of Physics and CSTEA. Howard university, Washington DC, 20059
ABSTRACT: Analogical reasoning is one of the fundamental mental processes. It is a multi-step
procedure that involves retrieval and manipulation of stored information, and generation of new
inferences. Presented here is a model neural network, that encodes and stores information, so that it
can be easily accessed in analogical reasoning processes. Learning rules that the network uses for

incorporating new inferences are formulated. The interactions between the network and an external
controller, that controls the execution of the various steps of the analogical reasoning process, are
described, and an example that illustrates how these principles operate in a typical analogical reasoning
problem is given. Some of the learning rules that the network employs are different from those
currently utilized in other connectionist models of the brain. Whether the brain really employs these
new learning rules is an intriguing open question.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 ANALOGIES
Since ancient times, humans have been relying on analogies to guide their reactions to the
environment. Old scriptures from different cultures contain analogies, that offer insights to given
situations based on previously-experienced unrelated events. Analogies are commonly used, consciously
and subconsciously, in a variety of mental activities, and they are one of the tools that Al employs in
problem solving. One dictionary definition of analogy is: "inference that if two or more things agree
with one another in some respects they will probably agree in others." (1). Another definition, aimed at
the utilization of analogies by machines, states: "Analogy is a mapping between elements of a source
domain and a target domain,.... Analogy becomes useful in some context when a reasoner is familiar
with the source, and can map familiar elements or relations from the source into unfamiliar (or
unknown) elements or relations in the target. These mapped elements are analogical inferences..." (2).
There are many forms of reasoning by analogy, but they all consist of the same three basic
steps: First, gaining access to an (appropriate) analog; second, mapping some part of the information
from that analog source to the target; and third, the side effects of analogical reasoning in terms of the
production of more general rules and representations (3).
1.2 KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
These three steps are operations on a data structure whose elements may be regarded as
having two roles: concepts and factors. Concepts consist of factors. A factor may belong to several
concepts. A concept may be a factor of other concepts. A data structure that consists of concepts and
factors can be represented by a layered semantic network. This report introduces one such network.
The nodes of the network represent factors and concepts. The arcs of the network connect pairs of

nodes; an arc from node A in a lower layer to node B in a higher layer indicates that A is a factor of B.
1.2.1 BASIC FACTORS: Basic factors are innate to the system. There are two kinds of basic factors;

basic features and basic relations. A basic feature cannot be decomposed into other factors. It is
represented by a node that can only be activated by causes from the outside of the network. A basic
relation is represented by a node that can be activated by a combination of other nodes, but the
specification of that combination is pre-determined. For example, in a network that models the visual
system, a retinal rod cell is a basic feature. It can only be activated by light from the outside. A
complex cell in the primary visual cortex, that responds to a light bar in a specific orientation, is a basic

relation. It is pre-wired to respond to a specific combination of light points. There are, presumably,
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other neurons that represent basic relations, such as 'spatial-sameness-neurons', that fire when two

spatial stimuli at different parts of the retina are 'the same', or 'temporal-sameness-neurons', that fire
when the 'same' event occurs at different times. The basic features and the basic relations are the
innate building blocks with which the network constructs its concepts and its perception of the external
world. Together with the learning rules and the retrieval mechanisms, these basic factors determine the
mental capabilities of the network.
1.2.2 EXEMPLARS AND PROPERTIES: There are several conditional relationships between
factors and concepts that are captured by the network. A factor may be an exemplar of a concept, or a
property of a concept.
DEFINITION. Let node A be a factor of node B. A is an exemplar of B if B was active whenever A
was active. In other words, A has been a sufficient condition for B. When B has several exemplars that
have been active at different times, it is called the class or the label to which A belongs.
A may become an exemplar of class B in three ways. First, by arbitrary assignment. Second,
due to a property; A contains a property, due to which it qualifies as a member of B. Third, by
association; A has been associated with a key concept C. This association makes A eligible to belong to
B.
Examples:
1. Arbitrary assignment: Inanimate nouns in some languages (e.g. French, Hebrew) belong to one of
two gender classes. These affiliations are arbitrary.
2. By property:. The class of green objects. Each member has the color green.
3. By association: The class of cigarette smokers. Each member has been associated with cigarette
smoking.
Except for cases of arbitrary assignment, a concept is assigned to a class if the concept has any one of a
list of properties or associations that defines that class. If a class has just one defining property or
association, this property or association is also a necessary condition for each exemplar of the class.
DEFINITION Let node A be a factor of node B. A is a property of B if whenever B was active A was
active. In other words, A has been a necessary condition for B.
A property may be also a sufficient condition for its concept. More commonly, a group of
properties, as a whole, is a sufficient condition to a concept, while any part of this group is not a
sufficient condition. Such a group of properties will be called a specific clue. A specific clue is
represented by a node, placed in between the properties and their concept. The properties send their
arcs to the specific clue, and the specific clue sends an arc to the concept.
Properties, as factors, are necessary conditions for their concepts. If A is a property of B, and
B is a property of C, then A is also a property of C. However, A will have an arc only to B, and not to C.
A chain of classes is a sequence of classes in which each member is an exemplar of the next
member. When a concept is an exemplar of a chain of classes, the arcs of the network only record its
membership in the directly superior class. e.g. there will be arcs between 'dove' and 'bird', and between
'bird' and 'animal', but not between 'dove' and 'animal'. If a chain of classes has a common defining
property, this property will have an arc only to the class at the top of the chain, e.g. 'breathing' will have
an arc to 'animal' but not to 'bird' or 'dove'. This arcs management method saves on 'network material'
without compromising the contents of the stored information.
If A is a factor of B, A may be an exemplar, a property, or an exemplar and a property of B.
The arc that connects nodes A and B encodes the relationship between them.
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2. THE REASONER
The reasoner is capable of performing a variety of reasoning tasks, such as generalization and
reasoning by analogy. It consists of two components: The semantic neural network, which learns and
stores the semantic information, and the controller, which manipulates these data according to the
specific reasoning task. The controller activates the nodes that represent the initial state, activates the
data retrieval processes, evaluates the retrieved data, decides on the termination of the reasoning
process, and initiates recruitment of nodes to represent new concepts, that are the outcome of
analogical reasoning. The network's structure and dynamics facilitate the operation of the controller.
2.1 THE NEURAL NETWORK
2.1.1 STRUCTURE: The nodes of the network, that represent concepts and factors, are arranged in
layers. There are two kinds of nodes; innate and recruited. The innate nodes consist of the basic feature
nodes, the basic relation nodes, and innate specific-clue nodes. The basic feature nodes fill the first
(bottom) layer. Arcs connect the appropriate innate nodes. All the other nodes and arcs are recruited
into the network, as the external world is experienced and learned. Information can flow in two
directions: from factors to concepts (up), and from concepts to factors (down). Connected nodes are
linked by two directional arcs, one in the up and the other in the down direction. The direction of
information flow in the network at any given time is determined by the external controller. AU nodes
act like standard artificial neurons. Their firing status is determined by the weighted sum of their input
signals, and by the threshold, which is 1 for all the nodes.
2.1.2 DYNAMICS: The weights of the two directional arcs that connect a factor node and its concept
node encode the conditional relationships that exist between the nodes. The weight between an
exemplar and its directly superior class is set to 1. The weight between a concept and its directly
inferior feature is 1. Since all the firing thresholds are set to 1, these weights ensure that when
information flows up, each exemplar will activate its class labels, and when information flows down,
each concept will activate its features. The other weights are set in such a way, that when the entire set
of factors that define a concept is present, this concept will be activated. When only a part of this set of
factors is present, the appropriate concept may be retrieved by vector completion. In vector
completion, the controller gradually modulates the intensity of the signals, till previously silent nodes
fire. The modulation can be accomplished by increasing the strengths of the signals, increasing the
weights of the arcs, or decreasing the thresholds. The network has to be constructed in a special way
that makes modulation by the controller possible. More details about modulation are given in (4,5).

2.2 THE CONTROLLER:
The controller has a repertoire of basic operations that it can exercise on the data base. The
starting point of any reasoning process is activating the nodes that represent the input factors. These
nodes constitute the initial condition of the problem. Then, information flows in the network as
directed by the weights, and activates the concepts that are made of the input factors. The controller
then decides whether the retrieved information is satisfactory, or there is a need for a reasoning
process, such as vector completion. Vector completion is a simple reasoning process, which is
accomplished by modulation, as explained above.
2.2.1 MAPPING AND SOURCE SELECTION. Analogical reasonings are more complicated
processes, and they consist of cycles of basic operations. In some problems only the target is given,
while in others both the target and the source are given. In both cases, the controller first activates the
nodes that represent the initial state of the particular problem.
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Then, the controller has to define the mappings between factors of the two concepts. A pair of
mapped factors must have a common feature or a common relation. In other words, the two factors
must belong to the same class. So, the controller starts with a factor of the target, finds its class, and
then activates other members of that class. These members are potential mappings of the original
target's factor. A way to achieve this retrieval in the network is to enable information flow up, starting
at the factors of the target. This will result in the retrieval of the class labels. Then, information flow is
enabled in the down direction, retrieving other exemplars of these classes. These exemplars are
possible mappings of the original target's factors. When both the source and the target are given, some
of the retrieved factors, which do not belong to the given source, are eliminated. If the source is not
given, enabling information flow in the up direction, with or without modulation, will activate concepts
that contain these retrieved factors. One of these activated concepts may be selected as the analogical
source to the given target.
The controller has means for determining which is the most appropriate source when several
sources are retrieved, and which are the most appropriate mappings between the factors of the source
and the target. These determinations may be based on the distance between the retrieved and the
target entities, and they vary from one analogical reasoning process to another (2).
2.2.2 LEARNING AND INFERENCES. In learning the external world, the brain receives patterns
of factors, parses them, and records the information in its network as inter-connected concepts. In the
network presented here, learning is accomplished by two mechanisms: 1. changing weights of arcs,
including adding new arcs between existing nodes, and 2. recruiting new nodes and their arcs. A node
that represents a class label can always add new exemplars, and a node that represents a property can
add more concepts to which it belongs. However, once a concept node is defined as the representation
of a conjunction of a given set of factors, it cannot add any new factors to its original set, because that
will change its meaning. More details about these learning mechanisms are given in (5,6), where a new
network, the Binary Diamond, is described. The Binary Diamond learns the environment one event at
a time, and forms its concepts in a way similar to that of the brain. The Binary Diamond recruits its
nodes and arcs so that the precise conditional relationships between factors and concepts are recorded.
Its structure and dynamics facilitate regular data retrieval, and vector completion by modulation. In
analogical reasoning, inferences are made based on retrieved analogical mappings. In addition to the
learning rules that are used to form concepts from information that comes from the outside (5,6),
learning rules for consolidating analogical inferences are also needed.
Once the final mappings are determined, the controller recruits nodes and arcs to represent
new concepts. These concepts embody the inferences that are the product of the analogical reasoning
process. This may be viewed as the learning phase of the analogical reasoning process, since changes in
the network occur now. There are three basic mechanisms that are used for recording the inferred
information, and they are very similar to those used by (4,5,6).
Let T indicate a factor of the target, and S indicate its mapped factor in the source.
1. If S is an exemplar of class C, then also T becomes an exemplar of class C. This is accomplished by
establishing the appropriate arc between T and C.
2. If P is a property of S then P becomes also a property of T. This is accomplished by establishing
the appropriate arc between T and P.
3. If S, together with A and B, are the factors of the concept C in the source, then a new concept N
is recruited in the target. The factors of N are A, B, and T. The new concept N is the analog of C.
Figure 1. illustrates these three basic mechanisms.
All three mechanisms rely on the mapping between T and S. S acts as a pointer to the nodes of the
source that will become associated with node T. Mechanisms I and 2 are of the Hebbian type, and they
are reminiscent to classical conditioning. Mechanism 3 is a non-Hebbian recruitment mechanism.
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Figure 1. The three inference mechanisms. Arrows indicate weights of 1 in the corresponding
direction. In I and 2 only arcs are recruited, while in 3 a node and arcs are recruited.
3. EXAMPLE
As an example that illustrates the data structure of the network and the operation of the
controller in an analogical reasoning process, consider the following situation. The network already
stores information about a hammer pushing a nail into a wall, and a knife cutting bread. The target is
to push a hook into the wall. A solution is found by analogical reasoning, employing a controller and a
semantic neural network. Figure 2 depicts the network. An arrow indicates a relationship between an
exemplar and its class label. A solid line indicates an old relationship between a concept and its feature.
Dashed lines indicate information that the network acquires during the process of analogical reasoning.
The basic properties in this network are: [knife], [hook], [nail], [hammer], [wall], and [bread]. The basic
relations are: [cut], [knock], [cause], [to two], and [into]. The analogical reasoning is carried out in
steps as follows (where: [a] --> [b] indicates that concept [a] activated concept [b]. The notation
[a] <--> [b indicates that [a] and [b] are analogs):
1. The initial condition is activated; nodes [hook], [into], and [wall] are activated. A node representing
[hook into wall] is recruited and connected to its three factors.
2. Information is allowed to propagate up, and the class labels are activated: [hook] --> [sharp]; [into]
-- > [shape change]; [wall] -- > [flat].

3. Information is allowed to propagate down, modulation takes place, and exemplars of the previously
activated class labels are now retrieved: [sharp] -- > [nail], [knife], [hook]; [change] -- > [into], [to-two];
[flat] -- > [wall], [bread]. Possible analogical mappings are stored: [hook] <--> [knife], [nail];
[into] <--> [to-two], [cause]; [wall] <--> [bread].

4. Information is allowed to propagate up. Several nodes are activated. [knife], [cut], [bread] --> [knife
cut bread]; (nail], [into], [wall] -- > [nail into wall].
5. The controller selects [nail into wall] over [knife cut bread] due to its greater similarity to the target.
6. Information is allowed to propagate up in vector completion. Another concept is activated: [nail into
wall] --> [hammer knock nail cause nail into wall].

6 Information is allowed to propagate down, and features are retrieved. [hammer knock nail cause nail
into wall] -- > {[cause]}, {[hammer knock nail] -- > [hammer], [knock], [nail]}, {[nail into wall] -- >
[nail], [into], [wall]}.
7. Recruitment takes place, and a selected solution is constructed using the inference rules of 2.2.2. In

this example rule 3 is used three times. [hammer knock nail], [hammer], [knock], and [nail] <-->
[hook] recruits [hammer knock hook]. [nail into wall], [into], [wall], and [nail] <--> [hook] recruits
[hook into wall]. and [hammer knock nail cause nail into wall], [cause], [hammer knock nail] <-->
[hammer knock hook], and [nail into wall] <--> [hook into wall] recruit [hammer knock hook cause
hook into wall], which is a solution to the problem.
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4. DISCUSSION
There is a school of thought that models the brain as a connectionist network, in which
neurons represent concepts, and mental activities are represented by the activation of patterns of
neurons. Analogical reasoning is a fundamental process that the brain employs in a wide variety of
mental activities. The work presented here illustrates how analogical reasoning can be implemented in
a neural network. It uses an architecture and learning mechanisms, that have been found to be
effective in other neural network applications. The work suggests that in advanced reasoning processes,
the system may need to have two distinct components; memory and controller. This work concentrates
on the memory component, while the controller is treated in an ad-hoc manner. It should be possible
to implement the controller too in a neural network. The biological actuality of the basic principles of
the model have Te tested
wo in biological systems.
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Abstract
In this paper we present two methods to analse images. The first one enables us to predict
missing components of an image whereas the second one is a segmentation technique. The
main point of these approaches is to use constrained networks; indeed, during the training,
we constrain networks to build two kinds of units: logical-numerical (resp numerical) units
which hold the logical (resp numerical) information of the training data set. Using these
approaches, we can also extract information from trained networks, which enables us to

control what happens inside networks. Simulation results are reported.

1

Introduction

Recent studies in the neural networks field have opened up new alternatives to conventional
computer vision and pattern recognition. Examples include compression and images analysis
[1], [2) and texture segmentation [3]. This paper describes two methods in images analysis. The
first one consists of predicting missing components of an image whereas the second one is focused
on images segmentation. During the training, the network is constrained to build two kinds of

units: logical-numerical units and numerical units. The constrained networks are developed
in [4]. The logical-numerical units hold the logical information of the networks, whereas the
numerical units hold the numerical information. Using these approaches, we can control what
happens inside trained networks and extract information from them.
This paper is organized as follows: first, we explain how to build constrained networks. Second,
we describe the predicting and segmenting approaches. Finally, we report simulation results.

2

The constrained networks

It is mainly to specify the task of the units during the training, namely to build two kinds of
units: units holding respectively some logical and numerical information.
Consider a unit i with n inputs u.,... ,u'. The output oi of unit i is defined by the equation:
n

o

=

f(E'(wi *u,

-

O)-

f(a,)

(1)

j=1

Where
f is a sigmoiA function (f(u) = tanh(u))
wii is the w ght of the connection between units j and i
Oi is the bias of unit i and ai its activation.
A Vconditioni for i to be a logical 1tu)n
operator is:
ul,... , u, E S = I- 1(false), 1(re} , oi E 1-1, I}.
A method to build logical units is developed in [5]. We will extend it to get logical-numerical
operators. We define a logical-numerical operator i as a unit such that:
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VU1,

-.. , u, E

oiE

To get a logical-numerical unit, we constrain its output to be in {-1, 1} during the training by
adding a penalty term P(W) to the standard error function E(W) of the backpropagation. The
function to minimize becomes E'(W) = E(W) + AP(W); A is an adjustable parameter.
Then given a network, we can decide which units should be logical-numerical operators and
therefore constrain them during the training to get this property.
Note I
Analyzing equation (1), we notice that sign(oi) = sign(f(a)) = sign(ai), where sign is the
function sign. A logical-numerical unit i is a unit such that whatever the inputs of i, its output
oi is in {-1, 1}. Then for a logical-numerical unit, we obtain the following property:
o, = +1 if ai _ 0.0 and oi = -1 if ai < 0.0.

3

Predicting components of images

The model chosed to predict missing components of an image is given by:
u(i)

=

F(Wi, U(i - 1))

(2)

where
u(i) is a pixel of the image.
U(i - 1) = [u(i - 1), u(i - 2), ... , u(i - k)] is a vector of pixels. This vector has k elements.
Wi is the weight vector of the training network.
F(.,.) is a vector function representing the network.
This model enables us to build the training data set of a given image. The data set being
submitted to a network will be the set of the elements (U(i - 1), u(i)), where U(i - 1) (resp u(i))
will be a network input (resp output).
The data set D obtained from an image is subdivided in two sets T and P. T is the training
set and P is the predicting set. The network is not any more trained with elements of P, just
a test is done with these elements to measure the performance of the predicting tool. Indeed,
each element of P is presented once to the trained network so that it computes its corresponding
output. L( us take an example of this model.
Example
Here is an example of the model with the parameter k = 4 (see Figure 1). We obtain for
example:
u(5)

=

F(Ws, U(4))

with U(4) = Iu(4), u(3), u(2), u(1)].
To build the data set, we slide the dotted window in all the training area. We slide it aternatively
from left to right and from top to bottom. The vector of pixels taken from the picture are
normalized before being submitted to the network.
Figure 1: The data set D

-------------
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:u(l) u(2) u(5)J
:u(3) u(4)
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4

The Architecture of the networks

We choose multi-layer feed-forward networks, some units axe constrained to be logical-numerical
operators. Figure 2 shows an example of a network. The achitecture of the network is: 4 - 2
- 2 - 1 namely 4 layers with respectively 4, 2, 2 and 1 units. The units of the second layer are
constrained to be logical-numerical operators.

0

0

0

*'

Logical-numercal unit

o

Numerical unit

O

Bias

Figure 2: Architecture of a network

5

Segmenting images

The goal is here to segment images. The main features of the method follow:
" Training the network
We train a constrained network to predict shapes. At the end of the training, the output
of the constrained units are in {-1, +1}. This property will be quite important for the
images segmentation. We notice here that the main property in the training phase is to
constrain networks to build logical-numerical units.
" Classification of the samples
Once we have trained a network using constrained units, we present all the samples or
elements of D (see section 4) to the trained network in oder to classify them according
to the outputs of the constrained units. The samples that produce the same outputs for
the constrained units axe included in the same class. Namely, for example if the network
has one logical-numerical unit, we will obtain two classes corresponding respectively to the
samples that produce -1 or +1 for the logical-numerical unit. If the network has n logicalnumerical units, we will obtain 2' classes. For the experiments on images, we assign the
same gray-level value for pixels or samples of a class.
This approach shows successful results in connectivity and edges detection. We obtain
very performant simulation results.

6

Rule extraction

Using constrained neworks, we are able to extract rules from trained networks. This step is very
important as it is possible to understand what happens inside the network. The main features
of the rules extraction method follow:
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* Find the property of each unit
It is mainly to seek logical-numerical units of the network. This step is very simple as we
decide before the training which units should be logical-numerical operators and constrain
them to get this property.
* Local extraction
It consists of extracting from each hidden or output unit the realized rule.
* Global extraction
We have to substitute rules extracted from units by their value inside the network to get
the global rule extracted from the network.
Example
Let us take a 3 - 2 - 1 trained network. Some units are constrained to be logical-numerical
operators to hold the logical information of the training set. The unconstrained units hold the
numerical information of the network. Let us extract rules from this trained network.
We use the notation of section 2, then f is the sigmoid function of each unit, wii is the weight of
the connection between units j and i, 6i is the bias of unit i, oi its output and ai its activation;
for this network ul, u 2 and u 3 are the inputs units, 04, 05 and 06 the bias , to4 1 , W4 2 , W4 3 , Wo
51 ,
W5 2 , W5 3 , w64 and W6 5 the weights, u4 , us the outputs of the hidden units and u6 is the ouput
unit.

"°JU4

U6

U2 W2W

U

U3

Logical-numerical unit

53

bi

bia

Numerical unit

Figu-.e 3: Extracting rules from a sample constrained neural network
Using equation(l), we obtain the following equations:
3

U4

=

= f(a4)

(3)

f(Ewsi*uj - 05) = f(as)

(4)

f(ZW4j*Uj - 04)
j=1
3

u5

=

j=1
U6

=

f(

5

w6j* uj- 06) = f(a6)

(5)

j=4

• Local extraction
- Extracting dependencies fro

4

Unit 4 is contrained to be alog
merical unit, then V u1 , u 2 , U3 E [-1, 1, u4 E {-1, 1}:
U4 is in the saturated part of the sigmoid. One consequence of constraining a unit to be a
logical-numerical operator is to lead the weights connected to this unit to get great absolute
values. Therefore, using Note (1) and equation (3), we obtain the following relations:
IFE---1

4j *Uj

IF Ej=I W4 j

-6

* Uj -

0.0 THEN u 4

=

+1.0

< 0.0 THEN u 4

=

-1.0.

4 >!
04
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Extracting dependencies from unit 5

Unit 5 is an unconstrained and numerical unit, then V U1, U2,U3 E [-1, 1]3 , us is in the
linear part of the sigmoid. Therefore, us is simplified and becomes:
US =

*

-

0 5.

- Extracting dependencies from unit 6
Unit 6 is an unconstrained and numerical unit, then us is also in the linear part of the
sigmoid. Therefore, %6is simplified and becomes:
Us = EJ54 W6j * Uj -0

6

.

* Global extraction
- Extracting dependencies from the network
The rule extracted from the network is recursively obtained by substituing rules of hidden
units in the outputs units. The relation extracted from unit 6 is given by:
= W64* U4 + W685 *

_=

WSt * uJ - 05) - 06.

Therefore, substituing u4 and us by their value, we obtain for the network the relations:
IF Jj=J o4 j

* U - 04

> 0.0 THEN

Us = W64 + W065 * (

,=I W4j * Uj - 04

< 0.0 THEN

Us = -W64

IF r,

I

7
7.1

+ W65 * (

.

10
SJ

* U, -

u

*j-

85)

- 06

5)0

0)

-

Simulation
Predicting components of images

We train the network to learn a large variety of images. We obtain successful results. We report
here an example of a cut muscle.
Figure 4 shows the reference image and figure 5 the image obtained using the predictive approach.
We notice two areas in figure 5. In area T, we test the training performance of the network.
In area P, the network is not any more trained, just a test is done to measure the predicting
performance; namelelement of P is presented once to the trained network so that it
computes the corres.
ig output. We notice that the missing shapes are well predicted and
the image obtained is also less noisy than the reference one.
7.2

Segmenting images

Here is an example of a network trained to predict shapes and segment images. The network
architecture is 4 - I - 2 - 1, namely four layers with respectively 4, 1, 2 and 1 units. It is a full
connected network, the units of the first layer are also connected to the units of the third layer.
The unit of the second layer is constrained to be a logical-numerical operator (see section 4).
We use the segmentation method described in section 5. All the samples are presented once to
the trained network so that it computes the output of the constrained unit. The samples for
which the constrained unit produces -1 (resp +1) are coloured in black (resp white). This leads
to figure 6.
We notice the ability of the method to detect connectivity and edges. We obtain performant
results on a large variety of images.
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Figure 4: Reference image

Figure 5: Image obtained by prediction

"

4

Figure 6: Image obtained by segmentation

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed two images analysis approaches. This first approach allows to
predict missing shapes of an image, whereas the second one enables us to segment images. These
two approaches rely on constrained networks. In the constrained neworks axe two kinds of units:
units constrained to hold the logical information and units holding the numerical information of
the training data set. These approaches allow also to extract eaily information from network.
therefore to control what happens inside networks. We have obtained successful experimental
results with a large variety of images. Similar approaches on images analysis are under study.
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Abstract
We have applied the self-organising feature maps to a newly introduced computer controlled
visual function test in order to obtain a deep understanding of its characteristics. An interactive
procedure is employed which involves the use of self-organising feature maps for extracting
features in the data, visualisation methods for displaying features, and experts for guiding the
discovery process. By combining the features represented by the maps and the fundamental
knowledge about ophthalmological anatomy, a variety of knowledge has been established which
is useful in improving test strategies and the diagnosis of visual function diseases.

Introduction
The Motion Sensitivity Perimetry (MSP) [10 is a newly introduced, computer controlled visual
function test to resolve the difficulty in detecting early visual function diseases such as glaucoma.
Although the MSP has shown to be a high sensitivity and specificity test in both community and
clinical practice [9], there is still limited understanding of the test characteristics as well as the
expertise in interpreting the test results.
We propose a method of knowledge acquisition by combining the fundamental domain knowledge
and the data feature detection with a self-leaxning technique. We applied the self-organising feature
maps (SOFM) to the MSP test data from glaucoma patients and suspects. The features of the
data are extracted, illustrated, and then analysed by the experts. Using an interactive procedure

of feature analysis, various kinds of knowledge regarding the test properties have been derived.
They have been found useful not only in improving the test strategy but also in diagnosis of visual

function diseases.
The Motion Sensitivity Perimetry (MSP)
The MSP examines the sensitivity of six locations within the central 20 degree region of visual field.
All these six locations are measured by four different displacement amplitudes, using vertical bars
1

Associated with the Moorfields Eye Hospital, London.
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on the computer screen (Figure 1). During the test, each location is tested with all four amplitudes
and the test is repeated ten times. If the stimulus is seen, the patient presses a button as a response.
After the test, a sensitivity matrix with six locations by four amplitudes is produced by counting
the percentage of responses. The higher value corresponds to higher sensitivity at one particular
test location at a certain amplitude [8].

31
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Figure 1: MSP test locations in the visual field

Apply SOFM to MSP Data
The self-organising feature maps are organised in ways that reflect the physical characteristics of
the training data. Kohonen's self-supervised competitive learning algorithm is capable of training
the neurons specialised to detect intrinsic features existing in the set of input data. At the same
time, the same topological orders, as in the input data, are preserved in the maps [5].
Assume that the input data xj have a certain stationary density function p(x). The vectors of
connection weights between input and output neurons is represented by wi(i = 1, 2, ..., M) where

M is the number of output neurons. The a is a monotonical decay function with time (gain value)
and y is the neighbourhood function. The equation (1) represents a smoothing adaptation process
for wi:

dwi

(1)

= a(t)y(i, t)(xj - wi),

The distribution of the asymptotic wi values can be shown to approximate the density function
p(x), therefore the map optimally represents a hierarchical clustering graph with respect to the
statistics of the input data [6].
We have used the equation (1) as our learning algorithm, and
da(t)

ae .-

(2)

-bt,

dt
y(i, t)= C. e k.I(I,

(3)

Where a, b, c and k are some positive constants, d(i, I) is the distance between the learning neuron
i and the current winner neuron I on the output map.
For each test record, the six by four sensitivity matrix with the values within the interval of [0, 1]
are given as the input vectors. A two-dimensional 96 neurons are used as the target map.
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There are two important characteristics of the learning algorithm. 1) Feature Representation:
output neurons are used to represent different classes of input patterns, and the weight vector of
each neuron represents the centre of each class. The features in the input data would be represented
by the distribution of weight vectors in the SOFM. 2) Neighbourhood Smoothing: the representation
of input patterns would be laterally affected by their neighbours. Therefore the features represented
by the SOFM would be formed, not only by typical input patterns but also the most probable ones.
Some unusual input patterns, though they actually appear in the input data, would be "smoothed"
by others.
The first characteristic is obviously required in our application as we want that the features represented by the SOFM reflect the nature of input data. The second one is also appropriate for
our application because the test data, collected from patients, necessarily contain noise caused by
various behavioral factors such as fatigue and inattention [7]. The "smoothing" effect of the learning law would be helpful in reducing the magnitude of noise. Vector quantilisation error and the
topographical product [1] have been used as measurements for achieving those two characteristics,
and trying to minimise both of them has been the convergence criterion for our implementation.
One of the principle features we want to extract axe the relations between test behaviour at different
test locations. This can be achieved as follows. First, the weight vectors (96 in our case) associated
with output neurons are used to form a new vector of 96 elements for each location. This is done by
taking each element from each weight vector which is corresponding to the test location. Vectors
associated with any two test locations can then be used to draw their correlative behaviour plot.
Figure 2(a) is such a plot for locations 3 and 5, where the weights are around a near-linear fitted
line, below the dashed line f(x) = y. Two interesting features can be observed from this diagram.
First, the test behaviour of location 3 and location 5 are strongly dependent. Second, the sensitivity
of locations 3 is higher than that of location 5 when both locations' sensitivity is low (e.g., below
0.7). As a contrast, Figure 2(b) shows another relationship between locations 3 and 4 which is
rather weak.
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Figure 2: Correlative plot of test behaviour between different locations at the second amplitude
Various kinds of diagrams for the same data can be drawn using different visualisation methods,
one of which has been shown above. The features in the diagram can then be observed and analysed
by experts. Armed with the fundamental knowledge about ophthalmological anatomy, the experts
can decide whether more specific data selection or other alternatives should be made to train the
maps again, or something interesting has been discovered. This interactive procedure is carried
out until a full picture of the test and its associated diagnostic knowledge has been obtained, and
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verified if possible (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: The interactive procedure of knowledge acquisition

Results
We have chosen 601 test records from glaucoma patients and suspects collected from the Glaucoma
Unit, Moorfields Eye Hospital London. In particular, we use the concept of repeatability to see
whether the features produced from one group of data are reproduced by another group, based
on the assumption that true features are more repeatable than false ones. Therefore the data are
divided into two groups and analysed separately.
Using the above proposed method, we have discovered different kinds of knowledge which were
previously unknown, though many were suspected to be the case. The discovered knowledge can
be classified into two categories. One is those that can be supported by clinical evidence and (or)
medical knowledge and the other is those that display interesting phenomenon, which do not have
concrete support yet, but can be used as a guide to the researchers or clinicians to investigate the
matter further. Knowledge from both of these categories have the potentials in improving the test
strategy and the diagnosis of visual function losses. For the sake of brevity, we present one example
from each category.
We have found that the second amplitude in the MSP is effective in detecting early glaucomatous
visual function damage. Observing the relationship between different locations at the amplitude,
we found a strong correlation among locations 1, 3, 5 and 2, 4, 6. In fact, the unbalanced horizontal
hemifields (1 3 5 versus 2 4 6, see Figure 1) are known as the early sign of glaucoma defined by
conventional visual field test methods where different kinds of stimuli are used [4]. This phenomenon
can be supported by anatomical (3] and clinical evidence [2].
After a detailed study of the relationships at all amplitudes, we found that different amplitudes
behave differently. For example, at the first amplitude, the sensitivity values in the central region
(locations 1 and 2) are higher than peripheral region (rest of the locations) and little relationship
between these two regions is found. An implication of this finding is that different amplitudes may
be used to test different visual functions of human eyes. Therefore, fewer amplitudes would be
required to design a specific test strategy for detecting a particular type of disease. Consequently,
test duration can be reduced and the patients would be less likely to feel tired. More work is
needed for the researchers to find out how various kinds of diseases manifest themselves on those
amplitudes and test locations.
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Conclusion
In this paper we propose an interactive procedure of knowledge acquisition from data. This is
accomplished by first, objectively detecting hidden features in the data, second, displaying features
to emphasise different properties, and then interactively inferring to obtain the explicitly expressed
knowledge. The combination of self learning, visualisation methods and the use of fundamental
knowledge from experts shows to be a satisfactory way in knowledge discovery from data. A variety
of knowledge concerning the properties of the test has been derived, which may contribute to both
test strategy design and diagnostic expertise.
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Abstract
. In this paper we point out some problems a system coupling connexionism and rules based
,,reasoning has to overcome to learn good classification. We insist on the idea that such a system
has to use its rules set to improve its learningabilitiesand highlight that under these conditions,
the coupling system is often more efficient than the using of two independant modules
(connexionistand rules based ones).
-

keywords : coupled system, rules based system, neural networks, learning.

1. Introduction
When one deals with a classification problem, one has usually two types of knowledges:
* The Theorical Knowledge (TK) is generally a set of rules and properties which have been
extracted in former studies.
* The Empirical Knowledge (EK) is rather a set of patterns which are examples of classification.
For example, at Banque de France [Cond] [Notti] [Nott2l, on one hand experts have rules enacted
by central departments to assess french firms for credit ratings (TK) and on the other hand large
volumes of previously rated firms (EK) are available.
In this general framework, two opposite situations can be found:
* We only have samples of classification (EK) and a machine supposed to classify patterns will
have to learn somehow the knowledge embedded in the sample set. Such a machine is an
empirical one. Neural Networks and Case Based Reasoning Systems are empirical machines.
* We know all the theory which rules the problem (TK) and a machine which have to classify
don't have to learn anything, it only needs to apply rules. The machine is a theorical one. Any
Rules Based System belongs to this category of machines.
TX

I

fig 1 : Theorical and EmpiricalKnowledge

But in real problems we often have both empirical knowledge and theorical knowledge, so the
classification machine must have learning abilities profiting by theory and examples : it should be
able to learn new knowledge all the easier since it possesses a basic theorical corpus. Futhermore
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empirical and theorical knowledge are not necessarely independant (see fig. 1) : an example of EK

can be explained by a rule of TK. This last fact is the starting point of our studies.
In this paper we are interested in a particular case of system coupling a multi-layered neural
network and a set of rules. We analyse the difficulties of learning such a system and propose a

method to improve learning by using theorical corpus.
At first we describe some notations and introduce some concepts.

2. Notations
Classification
The classification denoted Class() is an application from Rn (RxRx...xR, R denotes the real number
set) onto !1,m] (integers between 1 and m, m denotes the number of classes). Different class areas are
separed by hypersurfaces.

Set of Rules
Let *be the function which returns the class computed by the set of rules. Ris an application from
R n onto [1,m+11 where m+1 is the index of the class 'unknown' (if an example doesn't match any rule
of Wits class is m+1).
NeuralNetwork
Let ,be the function which returns the class computed by the neural network. Xis an application

from Rn onto [1,m].
Coupling System
Let S be the function which returns the class computed by the coupling system 9,
Rule
A rule is a couple (p,c) which means:
IF p(x) IS TRUE THEN Class(x) = c
p is a cunjunction of conditions xi e Ii where Ii is a convex part of R.
if r = (pc) denotes a rule we shall designate by F(r) = (x 5 R n / p(x) is truel the field of r. It is a

parallelepiped or a degenerate parallelepiped.
Examples Set
Let B be the set of all the examples we have to train the system.
Let £ be the set of examples with which we train the neural network.
Let 'be the set of examples with which we test the system.
ErrorSignal
E(4) denotes the mean square error of the network computed on the set B.
Err(N) denotes the error back-propagated through the neural network X.

3. Some particular rules
If d denotes a distance on Rn ,the distance between x e Rn and a part S of Rn is denoted d(xS).
d(x,S) = min d(x,y), yeS.
If X and S denote two parts of R n the distance between X and S is denoted d(XS):
d(X,S) = min d(x,S), xeX.
If P denotes the probability distribution on space R n , I. 1p denotes the volume on Rn .

"Buffer" Zone
If s denotes a positive real number, we define the E-'buffer" zone of a part S of Rn as
BZ(S,e) = (xeR n /d(x,S) < )
"Bufferness"of a part
We define the g-"bufferness" RBZ(XS,e) of a part X bounded by a hypersurface Sx in relation to the
hypersurface S,where Sx doesn't cross S,as the volume of the intersection between B7 ", ) and X:
RBZ(X,S,e) = IBZ(Se) n' X Ip
Partial Rule
A rule r is said to be a partial rule if there exists a part F' defined as follows:
F(r) cF' and Class(F)= Class(F(r))
A partial rule represents a partial knowledge: we know the class of an example which belongs to an
area which is included in another same class area.
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Excepon Ruk
A rule r is said to be a partial rule if there exists a part F' defined as follows:
F(r) cF'and Class(F)# Class(F(r))
An exception rule often represents exception examples, ie examples which are surrounded by
different class examples.
Buffer Rule and Perfect Buffer Rule
A rule r is said to be a s-"buffer" rule in relation to the discriminant hypersuface S if:
RBZ(F(r),S,c)> 0
We say that r is a perfect "buffer" rule if it is a 0-"buffer" rule.
When r is chosen "small enough" s-"buffer" rules rule examples which are close to the discrimination
hypersurfaces. The greater their "bufferness" the more numerous the examples they rule.

partial rule field

buffer rule field

exception rule field

two classes problem: A and B
fig 2 : different types of rules
4. Description of the coupled system
As we've mentioned it, it is constituted by a multi-layer neural network (three layers at most) Wand
a set of rules g
The rules are supposed to be consistent and reliable; in particular we can have the following
situation:
r and r' are two rules and F(r)in F(r') and Class(F(r))# Class(F(r'))
Lets consider the answer of the coupling system eW(see fig.3):
if x is an example,
either R(x) = m+l (unknown class) and
(x) = Mx)
or s(x) = 9x)
rule set
if then ..
if ... then...
if...
then...
ex.

neural network

rule set
answer

examp

if ... then
if ... then ...
if ... then ...
neural network
answer

example matches a rule

example doesn't matches any rule

fig 3 : answer of the couplingsystem

5. Learning of the coupling system
In this chapter we analyse the hardships we have to face when learning this coupled system. At first
let's say that Nwill be trained by classical back-propagation algorithm [Rum].
When you intend to learn such a system, the first idea is to consider 5V and R as if they were
independant : the training of N?(is processed with all examples of B and the classical mean square
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error over a This approach, as we'll highlight it, is not always successful because it doesn't profit by
%Ftinteraction which should improve learning.
Another approach is to move from the learning set all the examples of B which are ruled by R:
L = I\ L.F(r)
The network would be used to learn the empirical knowledge only. In this case the network will
have sometimes difficulties to find good discrimination hypersurfaces because of partial knowledge
included in LF(r).
In the following paragraphes we dwell on the difficulties we've just pointed out and propose a
method to overcome these hardships.
5.1. X.doesn't interact with learning
Here L = (aand Err(N)= E(a).

Let's suppose that one of the rules is an exception rule. Since the field where this rule's premices are
true is surrounded by an area which elements have a different class, it will be difficult for the
network to find the fitting discrimination between F(r) and the surrounding area. One could reply
that if the complexity of the network is high enough (increasing the size of tthe hidden layer for
example) such a discrimination is theorically possible. To reject this objection we can put forward at
least 3 points :
* at first neural network architecture is defined a priori, thus it can't fit exactly the discrimination
complexity since we generally don't know anything about it,
* then, even if we chose a very complex network the well-known problem of overfitting would
arise [Vap],
* and finally, since the system Rcan rule these exception examples, it is not necessary to waste
neural resources to learn them.
To remedy this situation the best solution is to avoid the learning of exception ruled examples. One
solution to satisfy this condition is described below.
5.2. The learning set is ruled examples free
Here £ = B \ LO(r) and Err(2) = E(B \

O(r)).

We have eliminated all ruled examples from the learning set. For this reason we sometimes have to
face another hardship due to partial knowledge: the classification learned by Ndoesn't take account
for partial ruled examples which may be problematical if these partial rules are also "buffer" rules.
Indeed if r is a s-'"buffer" rule for e small enough, as we 've stressed it before, the greater
RBZ(F(r),S,e) the more likely you are to have examples in F(r) which is close to the discrimination
hypersurface S. If you choose an example near a "buffer"ruled zone but not included in it is likely to
be ill classed (see fig. 4). Consequently examples of F(r) are very important to learn good
discrimination surfaces.
an il-lassed testing example

\ rued

xxA
X

x0
X
X\

leearenot learned

o
0
real dtscrrnlation ine

learned dicrlmlnatlon

fig 4: example of ill learning
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5.3. The tradeoff: a differentiated back-propagated error signal
We can sum up the former problems:
either we take account for ruled examples and we cause the learning to be difficult because of

exception rules, or we process a ruled examples free learning and the discrimination
computed by the neural network might be unefficient because of unseen buffer zones.

If we had meta-knowledge on the problem we could extract only exception examples from the
examples set and process learning, but generally we do not have enough knowledge on the problem
to separe exception rules from partial buffer rules. To overcome this difficulties we propose a
method based on the following idea:
Te neural network of the coupled system is to learn most of examples of the examples set, but
if it can't learn a ruled example the penality it should get for such a errormust be lesser than
the penality it would getfor an ill classed unruled example.
To implement this idea we subdivide the back-propagated error into 2 terms:
Err(A)= E(B\ LF(r)) + a * E(Oi (cF(r)))
where a is a real number in 10,1].
a is the penality we apply to ruled examples.
if a = 0: none of the ruled examples belong to the learning set
if a = 1: all examples are equitably penalised, so the neural network and the ruled based system are
independant during learning.
if a < 1 : ruled examples are less penalised than unruled examples.
Since the weight increment during learning is computed as 4W = -Aorr(I)/aM, the introduction of
a allows us to fit the learning rate when we have ruled examples:
A for unruled examples
A for ruled examples
If some exception rules fields have a high volume we must decrease a to compensate the influence of
exception ruled examples in Err(MN.
If some partial "buffer" rules field have a high volume we must increase a to make the influence of
examples which are close to discrimination surfaces higher.
So we can see that fitting a allows us to control the effect of ruled examples on learning.

6. Simulations
These simulations have to highlight whether there exists an optimal value for a, that is a value
which makes the network find a good discrimination in several situations:
Rcontains only exception rules
Rcontains only partial rules
Rcontains both partial and exception rules
We make our simulations on a very simple classification problem (see fig. 5).

-
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1

fig.5 : an example of two class discriminationproblem

The set of examples
(Band 'contain 512 examples are picked up from the square [0,1]x[0,1].
The input space
In this square we can see 4 areas:
A is the square [0.375, 0.5]x[0.375, 0.875]. Class(A)=1
B is the square [0.625, 0.875]x[0.375, 0.625]. Class(B)=l
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C is the area [0, 0.5Ix[0,1] \ A. Cos(C) = I
D is the area [0.5, 1Ix[0,11 B. Class(D) = 2
So, Sb, Sc, Sd, Ss denote the surface of A, B, C, D and [0,I]x[0,1].
Over each of this area the surfacic density of examples is uniform. These densities are denoted Da,
Db, Dc, Dd and Ds.
Da Sa+Db Sb+Dc Sc+Dd Sd = Ds Ss.
The rules
A can be seen as the field of the partial "buffer" rule ra:
if x e [0.375, 0.51 and y e [0.375, 0.8751 then class(x,y)=
B can be seen as the field of the exception rule rb:
if x e [0.625, 0.8751 and y e [0.375,0.625] then class(x,y)=l
Here the discrimination surface is the line x = 0.5.
RBZ(A,x=0.5,s) = 0.5 £ * Da if e< 0.125, RBZ(Ax=O.5,s) is in proportion with Da.
The influence of the rule rb can be computed by 0.25 * 0.25 * Db ( 1= Db ) and is consequently in
proportion with Db.
The neural network
The neural network is three layered:
" input layer : 2 cells (x and y)
" hidden layer : 9 cells so that the network can theorically separate all the areas (4 for A, 4 for B, 1
for C against D)
* output layer : I cell (class I or 2)
The a priori complexity of the network is compensated by a systematical decreasing of weights
during learning [Chaul.
The performance evaluation
Lets say how we evaluate the learning classification : we compute the proportion of examples of T
which are well classed by the system ex
first expgeriment : R contains only exception rules
A is included in C, there are only three areas (C,B and D).
Dc (Sc+Sa)+DbSb+Dd Sd = Ds Ss.
We increase the influence of the exception area by increasing Db and for each value of Db we check
the learned classification with a = 1 and we try to get the maximal value of a for which the learned

classification is good.
The following table presents the results:
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96%
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97%

*

on a 512

98%

89%

71%

56%

sample testini set

sucmas

sample testing set for at = I1

second axperment:R contains only partial"bufftr" rules
B is included in D, there are only three areas (A, C and D).
Da Sa+Dc Sc+Dd (Sb+Sd) = Ds Ss.
We increase the bufferness of the buffer area by increasing Da and for each value of Da we check the
learned classification with a = 0 and we try to have the minimal value of a for which the learned

classification is good.
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The following table presents the results:
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98%

*

%succms on a 512

99%

saMPle twsang set

* %auces

on a 512

___

98%

85%

___

78%

__

71%

sample twing set for a = 0

third
Menmiat : R containsboth exception and buffer rules
We only test 2 cases :
Da=Dc=Db=Dd=Ds:
uniform density over the whole square [0, l]x[0 ,1]
For a = 1 the percentage of well classed examples over a 512-examples testing set is 84%, where as
for a = 0.1 this percentage is 97%.
Da=Db > Ds > Dc=-Dd : lots of examples are ruled by exception or buffer rules.
For a = 1 the percentage of well classed examples over a 512-examples testing set is 75% and we've
not found any a to improve this performance rate.
In the 2 cases we have tried to fit a to obtain a better classification as the one obtained for a =1
(indepandance of Nand W).
7. results
In the two first experiments we always find a fitting value for a; this value is all the lower since there
are more exception ruled examples and is all the higher since there are less buffer ruled examples.
When the learning set contains both exception and buffer rules examples you can find a value for a
in normal situations (uniform distribution) with a simple network architecture but when there are
lots of exception and buffer rules examples the network is forced to use all its neurons and the
classification is not improved if we compare it to the one obtained when a =1 (9v and R are
independant).

8. Conclusion:
The point we've stressed in this paper is that a connexionist/symbolic system has to profit by its
rules to improve its learning abilities when faced to a classification. The method we proposed
reaches partly this goal, but it is limited by the fact we can't distinguish exception rules from partial
rules a priori. However it would be possible to extract topological properties (eg by clustering and
computing distance between dusters) of the examples set and so to get more knowledge about the
"bufferness" or the "exceptionality" of examples. This meta-knowledge would allow us to define
more fitting error signals for the network and so to increase interaction between the theorical corpus
and the network during learning.
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A HYBRID SYSTEM FOR CASE-BASED REASONING*
Baogang Yao, Yongbao He
Department of Computer Science, Fudan University
Shanghai 200433, P.R.China
ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a hybrid system (CASIE for short) for blast furnace material surface
shape analysis. Neural networks are combined with tradition artificial intelligence techniques to
provide a flexible solution of this problem. In CASIE, a back propagation network is used as
case retriever to retrieve stored case corresponding to its input data, and the retrieved case is
tuned by the case validation. Traditional knowledge system and mathematical models are
combined together in case validator to tune the retrieved surface shape for a more accurate
material surface description. Simulation results illustrate the feasibility and advantage of neural
network as the case retriever in case-based reasoning system.
Keywords: Neural Network, Artificial Intelligence, Case-Based Reasoning, Hybrid System,
Blast Furnace
1. Introduction
In iron-making process, the distribution of the raw material inside the blast furnace(BF) is
a crucial factor for the BF operators to make decisions. Yet the accurate analysis of the
material surface shape is very difficult because of the lack of direct detecting means. Operators
could only take actions based on their approximate estimate of the internal material shape,
which is induced mostly from their experience.
Several models for raw material distribution have been put forward based on the research
and experiments on the standard 1:10 experimental blast furnace model. But the experimental
conditions are quite different with actual working conditions, therefore these material
distribution models could only be treated as a raw estimation. The operators should modify
these estimation based on their own experience to result in a better and more accurate
estimation.
To provide more accurate raw material surface analysis automatically, the knowledge with
which the operators make their decisions should be integrated with the mathematical models.
Besides, blast furnace sensor data also prc-iide useful information about the raw material
distribution, therefore the operators' knowledge in analysing these sensor data should also be
incorporated.
However, knowledge acquisition of this problem is much more difficult than that in
developing diagnostic expert systems. In a diagnostic system such as medical consultant,
expertise are represented in rule forms, and each rule is a (premise conclusion) pair.
Conclusions in these systems are mostly an assessment about a parameter. However, in
estimating the material surface shape, we cannot represent the operators' experience in rule
forms, because it will be very difficult, almost impossible, to describe the surface shape in a
rule's c4.,iclusion. Therefore we abandoned the rule-based approach and introduced the casebased reasoning system in stead.
Case-based reasoning system is very appropriate for applications in which the experts'
knowledge is very difficult to extract and represent. In CASIE, a hybrid system which
This work is partly supported by the Climbing Programme-National Key Project for Fundamental Research in
China, Grant NSC 92097, and Shanghai Natural Science Foundation 93 JC 14003.
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incorporated both case-based reasoning and neural networks, we store representative sensor
data and their correspondent internal material surface shape in a case base. The on-line sensor
data are compared with the cases stored inside the case base and a most similar case will be
retrieved. The correspondent surface shape of the retrieved case is then provided to the case
validator which modifies this shape with the historical data and thus results in the final shape
description. Neural network, due to its learning capability and error tolerance, is introduced in
our approach as the case-retriever. Real-time sensor data are provided to the neural network to
retrieve the most similar case.
In the following sections, we will firstly give a brief introduction to the technological
processing flow of material replenish, then we will concentrate on the architecture and principle
of CASIE's hybrid reasoning system.

2. Technological Processing Flow
In blast furnace operation, raw materials, which are mainly composed of ore and core, are
replenished from the top of the furnace through a turning trough. The trough keeps turning at
different angles, therefore the raw material are replenished at different position on the top of the
blast furnace. The replenished material forms certain distribution surface which has very
importain effect for the blast furnace working status. See Fig. la and lb for an illustation of the
trough and a possible distribution of raw material within the blast furnace.

Fig. la Illustration of the material replenish trough

Figlb. Material distribution display

Operators could adjust the angle of the trough and the cycling number of the trough at that
angle to to control the distribution of the new replenished material. However, to maintain an
optimum material distribution within the blast furhace is a very difficult task and demand rich
experiences of the blast furnace operators. If the ore and coke are replenished into a container
with fixed base, the surface could be easily calculated. However, this is an impracticable
assumption because inside the blast furnace, violent physical and chemical reactions keep going
on and the material inside the blast furnace are in an ebullient status. To determine the possible
surface shape, a system should consider not only the material replenish parameters, but also the
real-time and historical blast furnace sensor data.

3. Hybrid Reasoning System
The structure of CASIE's hybrid reasoner is illustrated in Fig.2.
CASIE's case-based reasoning system consists of two main components: a case retriever
and a case validator. The case retriever is implemented using neural network, and the case
validator are implemented using traditional artificial intelligent techniques.
3.1. Case Retrieval
Our former approach for case retrieval is an traditional case matching scheme. The case
retriever compared its input with all cases stored in the case base and retrieved the most similar
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Fig.2 Structure of CASIE's reasoner

one. The problem was how wo decide the similarity of two cases. Various criteria could be
chosen, such as nearest-neighbour and so on. However, the disadvantage of this approach is its
incapability in dealing with incomplete or continuous input. Although we can incorporate fuzzy
membership functions into the matching process to describe the similarity of two cases, the
decision of fuzzy membership function is also very difficult.
Neural network approach, because of its capability of processing ambiguous input and
converting numerical data to symbols, is a more attractive approach in this case. The neural
network model we adopted is BP network, which has demonstrated its advantages in many
successful applications. The BP network accept blast furnace sensor data as its input and, on
the output layer generates the index of the stored case which is most similar to its input. Output
of-the network is a continue number which is treated as the similarity degree between this two
cases. This number could be used in the case validator for fine modification of the retrieved
surface.
The BP network is trained off-line using seed-cases stored inside the case base. Input to the
neural network includes the raw-material replenish parameters and sensory data which are
closely related the raw material distribution such as blast furnace permeability, top pressure
and cross temperature etc. The number of output nodes of the neural network is determined by
the cases stored in the case base. Each output node corresponds to one specific case. Therefore
during training, the output node corresponding to the index of the specified surface shape is set
to 1 and other output nodes are set to zero. After the training, this BP neural network can be
used as the case retriever.
3.2. Case Validation
The retrieved material surface is only a partial solution. Because the violent reactions
carrying on inside the blast furnace, the material surface could vary a lot even if the detected
sensor data are quite similar (due to the lack of the most crucial detection sensor). Therefore
the retrieved surface shape could only be treated as a reference, a very important reference,

though.
The case validator also takes the following two factors into its consideration: the blast
furnace(BF) working status and historical sensor data. These information are combined
together to tune the retrieved material surface. The BF status assessment, achieved by another
rule-based model, is a very important reference to raw material distribution. If the material
inside the BF is in an ideal distribution, then the BF should work under a very stable status.
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Otherwise, if the material replenished into the BF is ill-distributed, the BF working status could
not be good. Therefore, by the analysis of the real-time as well as the historical BF working
status assessment, we can tune the retrieved surface shape into a more accurate one. Besides,
the surface shape inferred by the mathematical model, and the latest estimated surface shape
are all major factors which should be combined to improve our reasoning result.

4. Maintenance of the Seed Case-Base
4.1. Case representation
Cases stored in the case-base are represented in vector forms. Material replenish
parameters, the relative sensor data and the corresponding surface shape are combined as one
record. The shape is described in a series of discrete pixels coordinates. These pixels can be linked
into a smooth curve. See Fig.3 for an example.

Fig.3 Surface shape representation
4.2. Case-base Construction
The seed case-base is acquired during the simulation experiments. These experiments are
carried out in a 1:10 scale simulated blast furnace. The model furnace is designed mainly for
the analysis of the material distribution. These simulation experiments are sort-d and classified,
and the most typical one are treated as seed cases and are stored in thu sec case-base after
modification based on operator's experience.
The surface shape acquired from simulated experiments are used as references for blast
furnace operators. In dealing with actual situation, the operators may describe the surface
shape corresponding to a certain material replenish parameters and sensor output by one of
these seed cases. These are then combined together to form a record in the case base.
After the generation of the seed case base, the neural network is trained. The training data
are formed from the case-base.
The case base is not constant and should be improved during on-line working. If the case
retriever gives low output value for all its output node, then this case should be added to the
case base because it must be a new situation. Consequently the number of output and hidden
nodes of the neural network should be modified, and the network should be trained again to
adapt to the modified case base.

5. Simulation
We have done some simulation experiments based on the proposed approach. Ten typical
BF material surface distribution and their corresponding parameters and sensor data are
combined together to form ten cases inside the case base. Therefore the network we used has
ten output nodes. The input to the neural network is composed of the following parameters:
four of the input nodes correspond to the material replenish data. Each node stands for one
angle and the input of this node stands for the number of circles the trough turned at this angle.
For other six input nodes we chose six closely related sensor output.
The neural network is trained using the simulated cases and is then used as a case retriever.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced a hybrid approach for case-based reasoning which has
been applied to the blast furnace material distribution analysis. The proposed approach
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achieved very satisfactory results with simulated data. We are now improving our approach by
applying CASIE the actual BF sensor data.
However, our simulation results have illustrated the feasibility and advantage of neural
network as a case retriever in case-based reasoning system. Retrieving of the most similar case,
when using traditional case comparison approach, demand the retriever to scan the whole case
base and for each stored case, a similarity degree should be calculated, and then the system
should choose the case with the greatest similarity degree. Two difficulties exist during this
process: one is how to compare the similarity between'two cases, and the other one is how to
deal with ambiguous or incomplete input. With the neural netyork approach, such difficulties
can be eliminated and more robust results could be achieved.
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A Model of Recurrent Neural Networks
that Learn State-Transitions of Finite State Transducers
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Abstract
A model, called the 'SGH' model, and its learning method ate proposed. While simple recurrent
networks (SRN) and finite state transducers (FST) have similar structures, their learning are quite
different, so that SRNs can not acquire suitable state-transitions through conventional learning. The
proposed model and method construct an SRN that has suitable state-transitions for a given task. In
order to derive the model and the method, a procedure to construct an FST from examples of inputoutput is composed using the state-minimization technique. This procedure consists of three steps, the
'keeping input history' step, the 'grouping states' step, and the 'constructing state-transitions' step. Then
each step is reconstructed as learning of a neural network. Finally, three networks are combined into
the 'SGH' model. Experiments show that the 'SGH' model can learn suitable state transitions for given
tasks. Experiments also show that it increases the ability to process temporal sequences with LDDs by

SRNs.

1

Introduction

One of characteristics of simple recurrent networks (SRN) is the correspondence with finite state transducers

(FST). On the other hand, in processing by an FST, structures of information are represented by state
transitions of the FST. Many researchers focused on this point. They tried to analyze pattern transitions of
SRNs as state-transitions of FSTs in order to extract structures of processing that the SRNs learned. In these
works, there remains an open problem that SRNs do not entirely acquire suitable state transitions. This
problem comes from a lack of correspondence between learning or
Ns and one of FSTs. In order to solve
this problem, Noda and Nagao[5] proposed the PEX model, whos,
ing corresponded to learning of FSTs.
The correspondence, however, is not exact, so that a PEX model c. - not acquire accurate state-transitions.
In this article, I propose a new model, called an SGH model, which is derived from revised idea of the
PEX model.

2
2.1

SRN and FST
Simple Recurrent Networks (SRN)

Consider an SRN as shown in Fig. 1. An SRN consists of input, previous-state, state and output layers,
Sigma-Pi-type links [2]from input and previous-state layers to the state layer, and Sigma-type links from
the state layer to the output layer. Moreover, the network has recurrent links to copy patterns of state layer
to the previous-state layer with 1 time delay.
This network works in discrete time. In each time step, an external input pattern is set into the input
layer and a previous pattern of the state layer is set into'the previous-state layer. Then patterns of state and
output layers are calculated in the manner of typical feed-forward networks.
Note that it is not necessary to use Sigma-Pi-type links among input, previou ?tace and state layers. It
is only for avoiding a limitation of transitions of SRN (2]. We can have a same discussion in the rest of this
article in the case of using Sigma type links instead of Sigma-Pi type link.
There are two strategies to train an SRN to learn a given sequential task. One strategy is to use the 'backpropagation through time (BPTT)' method to minimize output error. BPTT is powerful, but it requires to
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Link.

record whole status of networks during processing. Such a mechanism is not plausible biologically. Another
strategy is to use the back-propagation simply within one time step (called a simple HP, or SBP). A merit
of this strategy is that learning is simple and plausible biologically. But a demerit is that it has poor ability
to learn complex sequential tasks (1].
In these strategies, I take a later one for learning an SRN.

2.2

Finite State Transducer (FST)

In the automata theory, an FST is defined by a 6-tuple < Q,E, A, 6,4, q0 >, where Q is a set of states,
is a set of input symbols, 6 is a state-transition function, qo is an initial state, A is a set of output symbols,
ai~d ' is an output function. Fig. 2 shows a schema of state transitions of an FST.
When a set of examples of input-output sequences is given, we can construct an FST that performs these
input-output sequences with minimum states. This is based on the state-minimization technique of FSTs.
The procedure isas follow
St Make states each of which corresponds to a possible input history.
52 Assign an output value to each state according to examples. Then group states into groups according
to outputs of states.
S3 Group states in a group into sub-groups according to groups of next states after transitions from the
states. Repeat this sub-categorization until no more group are generated.
54 Put states belonging a same group together into a state, and construct state transitions and outputs
of each state.

2.3

Correspondence between SRN and FST

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, it is easy to consider a correspondence between an SRN and an FST. On the
As shown
of SRNs described in section 2.1 does not correspond to learning of FSTs. Therefore,
learning
other hand,
it is not sure that SRNs acquire suitable state transitions as FSTs. As a result of acquiring unsuitable state
transitions, the ability of SRNs decrease and also it becomes difficult to analyze patterns of the state iayer.
In the next section, in order to solve his problem, I propose a new network model and its learning
method, which corresponds to learning of FSTs and builds an SRN that has suitable state transitions.

3
3.1

SGH Model
Network Architecture

Fig. 3 shows an overview of the network architecture of a proposed model, called the 'SGI model'. The SGIt
model consists of 'SRN', 'grouping' and 'history' modules. In learning phase, the history module is trained
first, the grouping module second, and the SRN module third. After learning, the SRN module works alone
as an SRN. In other words, grouping and history modules are used only for learning.
The history module learns pattern representation in which information of input histories is represented by
patterns effectively. This learning corresponds to the step SI of the FST learning algorthm. After learning,
this module outputs patterns representing input histories to the grouping module as input patterns. The
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Figure 4: History Module.
grouping module classifies patterns of input histories into groups according to required outputs and next

states. This classification is performed through learning. This learning corresponds to the step S2 and the
step S3. After learning, this module outputs patterns representing groups of states to the SRN module as
teacher patterns. The SRN module learns final state-transitions and an output function according to patterns
of state-groups from the grouping module and required output patterns from external teachers. This learning
corresponds to the step S4. After learning, a part of this module works alone as an SRN. Note that the
learning procedure used in this model is the SBP method.

3.2

History Module

The learning of the history module corresponds to the step S1 in the FST learning, that is, making states
corresponding to histories of input data. In order to realize this, I use a network, called an X model [4],
shown in Fig. 4. This network is trained to minimize the following penalty:
Ehitor, =<

I-

12 +

RH

()

=I2>
1-

where zi, 4 , ZRH and a' are respectively pattern vectors of reconst-input, input, reconst-history and
history layers at time step t. Through this learning, information of input histories becomes to be represented
by patterns of the history layer. These patterns can be seen as states correspond to input histories. After
learning, this module outputs these patterns of the history layer to the grouping module as patterns of states
correspond to input histories.

3.3

Grouping Module

Fig. 5 shows details of the grouping module. In each time step, a pattern of the history layer in the history
module is set on the history layer, a current external input pattern is set on the input layer, a next external
input pattern is set on the next-input layer, and a randomly-generated pattern is set on the random-input
layer. As teacher signals, a required output pattern is given to the output layer, a pattern of the temporarygroup layer at the next time step is given to the next-group layer, and the same pattern of the random-input
layer is given to the random-output layer. The network is trained to minimize the following penalty:
Egrp

=
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-
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2>

(2)

where
N G, XRI and =fo are respectively pattern vectors of output, next-group, random-input and
random-output layers at time step t, 4+1 is a pattern vector of the temporary layer at time step t + 1, and
XT is a required output pattern vectors at time step t. Note that weights of links to the temporary-group
layer are copied from corresponding links to the group layer at long enough intervals compared with a time
scale of weight learning (in experiments in the next section, each 5000 -.-10000 epochs). Therefore patterns
of the temporary-group layer is almost same as those of the group layer, but is stable. This layer is used for
providing stable teacher patterns for the next-group layer.
The learning of this module corresponds to the step S2 and the step S3. In other words, this module
groups states according to the output and the next state after transitions. This operation is realized in the
following manner.
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When a 3-layered network is trained to output different patterns for two different input patterns, hidden
patterns for two inputs become different. In other words, such learning groups input patterns into groups
represented by hidden patterns according to the output patterns. In the context of the grouping module,
inputs to the network are patterns of the history layer, which indicate states that correspond to input histories.
Moreover, outputs of the module are patterns of the output layer and of the next-group layer. Target patterns
of the output layer are required outputs of the states. Target patterns of the next-group layer are the next
patterns of the temporary-group layer, which indicate groups of the next states after transitions from the
given states. Therefore learning of the grouping module groups states into groups represented by patterns
of the group layer according to required outputs and the next states of the states.
However, such learning generally generates redundant groups, because it is not guaranteed that hidden
patterns for two different inputs become same when a network is trained to output the same patterns for the
inputs. In order to avoid this redundant grouping, the overload learning (OLL) method [3] is used. In this
method, a network learns an additional task together with an original task. The OLL method will inhibit
redundant grouping because the OLL method has an effect to decrease redundant pattern representation of
hidden layers.
After learning, this module outputs patterns of the group layer to the SRN module as patterns of groups
of states.

3.4

SRN Module

The SRN module constructs reduced state transitions by using information of groups of states from the
grouping module. In order to do this, a network like Fig. 6 is considered. This network is same as a SRN in
Fig. 1 except for the current-group layer. This layer is trained to output patterns of the group layer in the
grouping module. Therefore this network is trained to minimize the following penalty:
ESRN =<

4

-412 +

kCG -

Z

I>

(3)

where z Gis a pattern vector of the current-group layer at time step t. Moreover, in order to avoid generating
redundant states, the OLL method is used on the state layer. By the effect of the second term of the right
side of (3), each pattern of the state layer becomes to have one-to-one correspondence to a pattern of the
group layer in the grouping module. This means that each state of the SRN part corresponds to a group
of states that have a same output and same next states. The module also constructs an output function by
minimizing the first term.

4
4.1

Experiments
Learning Flip-flop

The first experiment is learning the same state transitions as of a flip-flop like Fig. 7. A task a network learns
is that the network receives a random binary ('0' or '1') sequence followed by a terminal symbol ('s'), and
then outputs a parity of the number of '1' in the sequence. In this experiment, each of history, next-history
and reconst-history layers consists of 30 units, each of group, previous-group, temporal-group, next-group,
state, previous-state and current-group layers consists of 10 units, each of input layers consists of 3 units and
each of output layers consists of 2 units.
After learning, I analyzed patterns of the state layer by principle components analysis (PCA). Fig. 8
shows an example of a result of PCA. In this figure the first and second principle components of a pattern
of the state layer at each time step are plotted. This figure means the SRN module of the network acquired
the same state-transitions as Fig. 7.
For comparison, I also trained SRNs with 60 hidden units by SBP, SRNs with 10 hidden units by BPTT
and X models with 50 hidden units to learn the same task. Fig. 9 shows average output errors of each model
for various lengths of binary input sequences. We can see that errors of SRNs by SBP and X models increase
suddenly when input sequences become long, while errors of SGH models and SRN by BPTT are kept small
even for long input sequences. The cause of this advantage of SGII models and SRNs by BPTT is that these
networks acquire same state-transitions as Fig. 7. Note that SGII models use the SBP method rather than
back-propagating error information through time like the BPTT method.
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4.2

Learning of Processing with Long Distance Dependency

In the field of natural language processing, one of important problems is how to deal with long distance
dependencies (LDD). For example, agreements of between subjects and main verbs hold even if subordinate
clauses are embedded between them like "A dog that chased cats is mine." We tested the ability oi SGII
models to maintain LDDs by learning a sequence prediction task using sequences generated by an automaton
that has state-transitions shown in Fig. 10. If the first data of the sequence is 'a' or 'b', the last data of the
sequence is 'i'. Conversely, the first data is 'c' or 'd', the last data is 'j'. Between these correspondences, I
interposed embedded sequences generated by automaton whose state-transition has loops. In order to predict
the last data of the sequence correctly, the network must keep information about first data in it through

embedded sequences. One solution of keeping such information is to acquire the same state-transitions as
Fig. 10.
In this experiment, each of history, next-history and reconst-history layers consists of 60 units, each of
group, previous-group, temporal-group, next-group, state, previous-state and current-group layers consists

of 15 units and each of input and output layers consists of 9 units. I also train an X model with 75 hidden
units for comparison. Fig. 11 shows average output errors of both models at predicting last data. We can
see that errors of X models increase for longer embedded sequences, while errors of SGH models are kept

small. Fig. 12 shows an example of state transitions which SRN modules of an SGH model acquired. This
transition map is same as Fig. 10. This means that SGH models learned correct state transitions for this
task and became to be able to predict last data correctly even if embedded sequences become long.

5

Concluslon

In this article, a model and its learning method to acquire suitable state-transitions are proposed. The
method is derived a procedure to construct a finite state transducer from input-output examples using the
state-minimization technique. The algorithm consists of three steps. Three network modules and learning
methods for them are reconstructed from these three steps and combined into a SGH model.
The proposed method has following features:
" The learning procedure used in this method is simple back-propagation method, in which error signal
may not back-propagate through time. Moreover, proposed learning methods are independent from
the learning procedure, because only penalty functions to minimize are modified. Therefore it is easy
to apply another learning procedure to this method.
" Penalties used in learning are calculated by signals that generated in the network itself except for
required outputs. Therefore no other teachers or observers are required for learning.
These features are fit for biological models of brains and also suit for implementing into hardwares.
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Abstract- In this paper, we present a hybrid neural-symbolic system, called GEM. The neural part learns concepts in a
Continuous Attribute Space using optimised prototype locations. Then symbolic descriptions are produced resulting from
the Internal Prototypical Representation of the Neural Net. This hybrid system is discussed following two aspects: (i) a
cognitive interpretation of the prototypical representation regarding the "Modern view" emerging in Cognitive Science and
(ii) a semantic interpretation (using symbolic classification rules) of the encoded knowledge in the neural net.
I. INTRODUCTION

In the Cognitive Science community, there has been a considerable evolution of ideas about models of concepts,
where a central question is "what theories of concepts best account for how people understand the world around
them" [6]. The earliest models, called the Classical view, assume that concepts have well-defined borders and
can be represented by singly necessary and jointly sufficient conditions (for a historical review, see [11]). The
inadequacy of the classical view to account for phenomena as "flexible" concepts (where the borders are not
clearly defined) and for "typicality effects" of graded concepts (patterns being more or less representative of
their class) [14] favoured the emergence of the Modern view, i.e., the Prototypical- and the Exemplar-based
approaches [10][5. In these models, concepts are believed to be represented by typical examples or prototypes,
that is, objects (observed or abstracted) which are clear cases of their category. A given pattern is then classified
with respect to its "distance" from those clear cases that are stored in the long term memory. Hence, the exact
matching requirement of the classical view has been relaxed in favour of a partial matching mechanism that
entails a measure of similarity between patterns (for a review, see [1]). Additionally to the question of how
people represent their concepts "in Mind", another issue relates to how people communicate this information to
other people. This concept description task is made by introducing a human understandable language and
cognitive description constraints (as simplicity) that constitute a common semantic ground shared by all people.
It is widely recognised that concept description entails some kind of reduction in both complexity and
efficiency. For example, we can easily recognise patterns of the concept of friendship but it is difficult to give
classification rules for it. Hence, a concept description is never exactly equivalent to our "perception" of it.
In this paper, we analyse a hybrid neural-symbolic system, called GEM, which uses a prototype-based
Knowledge Model1 and is able to produce symbolic descriptions reflecting "the encoded knowledge" of the
target concept. In first part, we show how the neural part of GEM may constitute a valid computational model of
the Modern Cognitive view. In a second part, we show how the symbolic engine using cognitive description
biases 2, produces a "communicable" approximation of the internal concept representation(ICR) of the neural
net.
II. GEM KNOWLEDGE MODEL
GEM uses a prototype-based Knowledge Model implemented through a neural network, called NNP (Neural
Network using Prototypes, a detailed presentation may be found in [2]). NNP uses a three-layer, fully
connected, feedforward net. The hidden layer stands for a set of Prototypes whose locations are to be optimised.
The weights of the input-to-hidden units are the prototype vector descriptions (location in the pattern space).
The hidden-to-output weights are binary andfixed: they indicate the class of each prototype. Only the weights of
the hidden (prototype) units are trained.
In Cognitive Sciences, Knowledge Models designate the way an agent encodes its knowledge (e.g., logical rules,
exemplars, prototypes, .etc.) as well as the specific way of being used (logical matching by modus ponens, similarity

matching by proximity metrics, etc.).
2 In Machine Learning, a bias is a constraint used in an algorithm to reduce the search space.
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First NNP uses an initialisation strategy that estimates the number of prototype units and good initial weight
values for the network. Then NNP aims to globally optimise the location of prototypes in order to minimise the
classification error rate. Hence, the vector descriptions of prototypes are adapted through a gradient procedure
which minimises an original error function. A deterministic annealing procedure is introduced to avoid local

minnima and to distribute the prototypes in each class, while finally minimising the total error classification rate.
At the end of this process, the optimised network works as a nearest neighbour classifier based on the
prototypes and thus produces piecewise-linear decision boundaries. The initialisation strategy as well as the

optimisation process are biased (or constrained) in order to provide the minimum number of classification errors
on the training set with the minimum number of prototypes (simplicity bias). Hence, redundant prototypes are
eliminated and remaining prototypes are forced to cover the largest area in the paatte sce.
Each prototype draws in the pattern space a convex decision surface called '
"Prototypical Region" (PR), resulting from the nearest neighbour
competitive process. Each output unit implements a disjunction between 2.
these individual regions to build a final region for the corresponding class.
The "Diamond" example (Fig.l&2) shows the prototype locations found
'
by NNP and the resulting PRs. The difference between the real frontier and
Can Z"
the decision surface produced by NNP results from the lack of training
patterns in some places of the pattern space.
From a cognitive point of view, the semantic signification of a prototype is
still an open question, "but it seems to consist of the features of either a
..--,-typical or an "ideal" category member, rather than invariant features
ai
., a
common to every member" [7]. However, in case of their use in

classification functions, Medin & Barsalou [8] see prototypes as a special
case of reference points for which they associate an interpretation
regarding their location in the pattern space. They distinguish three kinds

a,

a

Fig.l: The Diamond Problem

,P

of location: (i) discriminant: located near category boundaries, it provide a
salient basis for dividing category exemplars; (ii) central: located at the
centre of its category, a prototype represents a central tendency; (iii) ideal:
located at an ideal position, a prototype represents an ideal exemplar that
may be never observed ("things to eat on a diet" is referenced to a zero
calorie food which is ideal but impossible).

"
=
,3
"

Formally, within NNP, a prototype is an abstract object in the pattern
space whose location (and hence, its values for the attributes) optimises the
recognition of concept patterns with respect to the competitive nearest

,

neighbour classification rule. Semantically, the interpretation of NNP

aN
4
Fig.2: Protoypes and Pis produced
by NNP

prototypes perfectly fits the view of Medin & Barsalou as it can be seen on
Fig.2: P4 & P5 are central prototypes while P2 & P3 are clear cases of

ideal prototypes (they are located outside the range of possible values
along both dimensions) and PI & P6 are rather discriminantprototypes that encode the separation line between
their decision surface. It is interesting to remark that initial prototypes are issued from a k-means and thus
mainly belong to central prototypes (see [21). The fact that optimised prototypes represent the three types of
reference points is a good indication that the process nicely adapts the internal concept representation (ICR) to
the nature of the data. This was confirmed by experimental results on various data sets (see [21).
III. SYMBOLIC DESCRIPTION OF THE NEURAL ICR
A. Biases of the DescriptionAlgorithm
Each prototype draws a convex decision surface in the pattern space, called Prototypical Region (PR). The
region in the pattern space which is allocated to a class by the classifier is the union of the PRs corresponding to
the prototypes belonging to this class. We assume that the number of PRs is minimum because of NNPs bias for
simplicity which reduces the number of prototypes. In Machine Learning, these individual regions are called
"disjuncts" of the class. They are translated in the symbolic description as a logical disjunction. Therefore, to
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produce a symbolic description of the concept underlined by the ICR (i.e., the prototypes), a descripton ofeach
individualPR will be searched for, each of them being a disjunct of the class description.
In GEM, we use Disjunctive Normal Forms (DNF) to describe a concept, i.e., implication rules where the
precondition part contains disjunctive sets of conjunctive predicates and where the conclusion part specifies the
resulting class. In continuous space, each conjunctive predicate has one of the following forms: [X<a] or [X>b)
where X is a variable (or attribute) of the pattern space and a, b are cut-point values. Hence a conjunction of
these predicates determines in the pattern space an orthogonal hyperbox which can be open in some directions.
Finally a DNF describes a union of these hyperboxes in the pattern space.
The descriptional algorithm approximates each PR by one or more hyperboxes (a DNF with one or more terms),
e.g.. the PR of prototype P6 in Fig.2 can be described by the rule: "IF (x<7] A [x>0] A [y<15] A Iy>O]) THEN
pattern (xy) belongs to class-of P6". The whole concept description is then simply the union of all disjunctive
terms resulting from the PR approximations. However, this "Disjunctiveview" is relaxed when looking at near
boundary regions of two adjacent PRs of the same class. Indeed, prototypes also implicitly draw boundaries
separating two adjacent PRs of the same class (called adjacent disjunctive PRs) whose locations are arbitrary.
These locations result from the inductive biases used to produce the ICR rather than from some necessity
dictated by the target concept (see for example on Fig.2 the border line between P5 and P6). These frontiers
may be further inadequate for representing the concept using the orthogonal bias used within the descriptions.
Therefore, describing the PRs individually accommodates a relaxing facility near adjacent disjunctive PR
boundaies.
Another assumption made by the descriptional algorithm is that noise has been correctly treated by NNP when
producing the ICR, i.e., that a pattern whose class is different from the one associated with the PR is a noisy
pattern. Therefore, patterns that are wrongly covered by a PR are discarded regarding the description search.
B. Preference criteria
To generate symbolic descriptions, a number of preferences must be determined: (i) the simplicity of the
concept description (related to the level of approximation of the ICR's decision surface); (ii) the consistency and
the completeness of the descriptions.
(i) Simplicity - More than one hyperboxes may have to be used to correctly approximate the decision surface
drawn by one single Prototype. The number of hyperboxes to be used depends on the adequacy of the
orthogonality bias regarding the target concept. The simplicity preference fixes the number of disjunctive
rules (hyperboxes) describing a single PR. In the current state of GEM implementation, there are two
simplicity levels available: one box per prototype and a free number of boxes, which results in producing
"perfect" approximations of the target concept.
(ii) Consistency and Completeness - Given the Disjunctive view adopted, consistency and completeness are
related to each PR. A PR description (using hyperboxes) has a x% level of completeness if x% of the PRpatterns3 are included in the corresponding hyperboxes; a x% consistency means that among the patterns
included in the hyperboxes, there are x% which belongs to the same class as the one assigned to the PR.
Given a level of simplicity, consistency and completeness are related: once a level of consistency for the
descriptions has been chosen, the level of completeness is given as a result of the inductive search and
inversely. Descriptions may therefore be oriented towards characteristic (100% complete) or discriminant
(100% consistent). Any level between 0 and 100% may be asked to the system for consistency or
completeness.
Given a level of simplicity and a 100% consistent preference, the level of completeness gives information on the
adequacy of the symbolic hyperbox' shape towards the domain. Increasing complexity is a mean to produce
"closer" complete and consistent descriptions and hence, simplicity is no longer a bias to avoid overfitting, as
usually in symbolic learning, but it is used for adjusting biased descriptions (hyperboxes) to the underlying
shape of the targetconcept.

3

By PR-patterns we mean all patterns that are correctly covered by the PR (with the same class label). The others are

assumed to be noise and discard from the symbolic search. (see §A).
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Fig.3: One step of the deflation process (one-complexity algorithm).

C. The DescriptionAlgorithm
Given the preceding considerations, the Symbolic Description Engine starts from the ICR an the training set to
produce explicit symbolic descriptions. Two different algorithms have been implemented (for algorithm details
we [13]), one that produces a description with one box per prototype, and another one, based on ID3 [9], which
produces minimal descriptions of unconstrained complexity, Two important processes are common to the two
algorithms: the Filtering process for the treatment of noisy data and the Re-Labelling process that implements
the Disjunctive view (see §A).
The Filteringprocedure - Given the training set and the ICR, it eliminates from the training all wrongly
covered patterns regarding the ICR. It then returns a list of PR-patterns organised into clusters, one per
prototype. These filtered ICR_clusters will be further used to build the symbolic description of the target

conceptThe Re-Labelling procedure - This process creates a new attribute for each filtered pattern, called the
ICR.class,that tells to which PR they belong. Real classes given by the training set are called Training-classes.
The one-complexity algorithm - A PR may be described by two
extreme boxes: a characteristicHyper-Box (characteristic-HB) and
a discriminant Hyper-Box (discriminant-HB). The characteristic-

HB

is uniquely determined by the smallest hyperbox covering all

P
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25 "o

o -° ° °
-

..---...........--

PR-patterns (least generalisation strategy). A discriminant-HB is a
.
,rs
5
100%-consitent hyperbox (containing no training patterns of
another class) included in the characteristic-HB which covers the
largest number of PR-patterns. Once the ICRclusters have been
4
built, producing the characteristic-HB of one PR is straightforward.
5.
It consists in the list of intervals defined by the minimum and
*
L
maximum values observed among PR-patterns for each attribute4 .
The characteristic-HB is the starting point of the algorithm. To
I 25
U is
1S
S
. 0 sI
generate an HB of consistency Z, a deflation of the current
(darker
discriminmt-HB
and
CompleteFig.4:
climbing
characteristic-HB is done. The algorithm performs a hill
roblem
Diamond
the
for
descriptions
ones)
completeness
of
sewch constrained to maximise the cover in terms
and volume (to keep a maximum of positive examples as well as a maximum of the initial characteristic-iB
volume). Starting from the characteristic-HB and the filtered ICR_clusters, an iterative procedure excludes one
single negative example per step, by shrinking the characteristic-HB along one single direction. To choose
among all possible directions, two heuristics are used: the direction that minimises the number of positive
paterns excluded is chosen and in case of equality, the one that minimises the reduction in volume is chosen
(Fig.3). Patterns belonging to adjacent disjunctive PRs are considered as positive by the deflation heuristic,
relaxing the Disjunctive view near frontier regions (see #A). Fig.3 shows one step of the deflation process. The
4 directions for deflation are presented: A2 & B2 directions are directly eliminated (too much positive examples
are losed for excluding just one negative example). To choose among AI & B 1 (equivalent regarding the loss of
positive examples), the minimum generalisation volume loss is used, selecting B 1. FigA shows the results of the
one-complexity algorithm on the Diamond problem: the characteristic-HBs and discriminant-HBs are presented.
4

Due to the lack of training patterns, some regions in between two adjacent disjunctive PRs may be uncovered by
clracteristic-HBs. To avoid this problem. characteristic-HBs are slightly extended, in each direction, towards the
closet pattern belonging to an adjacent disjunctive pR if it exists (no new negative patterns should be included in the box

extension).
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It shows that the deflation is high in the areas where the orthogonal bias is inadequate to approximate the
cncept boundary (see P4, P5). However no deflation is necessary in regions where the bias is adequate (P6) or
where there is (nearly) no contact with the Diamond boundary (P2, P3).
Thefree-complexity Algorithm - This algorithm allows to produce
characteristic and consistent descriptions of the concept encoded in
the ICR. It uses a Decision Tree technique similar to ID3 [91 but in
this case the training set has been first Filtered and Re-Labelled. A
DT is grown on the filtered patterns using thelCRclass, that is, a
partition of the PRs is produced. After this first stage, the
relaxation of the Disjunctive bias is done by a simple pruning
mechanism: a subtree is pruned if all its children are leaves of the
same Training.class. This pruning mechanism merges small
hyperboxes of same real class that have been separated due to the
disjunctive view bias. Each leaf is viewed as a disjunctive rule
describing a PR. A rule is the conjunction of the predicates tested

s

•P2

F3

'o

.

at each node on the path from the root to the leaf. Fig.5 shows the

, ,o . W IF 3 3,
.5
result obtained on the Diamond problem. It can be seen that most Fig.5: A description of the Diamond problem
with a free complexity.
of the consistent boxes found by the one-complexity algorithm are
also produced by the free-complexity one (PI, P4, P5 and P6). As a consequence, the main tendency provided
by each prototype is preserved and represented by the largest box associated with it, while smaller ones are
specialisations in complex shape regions.
IV. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
Experiments did not focus on the efficiency of the classification part (NNP) of GEM that has been largely tested
against other algorithms and has proven its high performance in [2] and [3]. Instead, the experiences have been
done in order to evaluate the quality of the issued descriptions as a means to communicate the concept encoded
in the ICR. For this, we used the descriptions as classification rules and compared their results to the
classification performed by the ICR (generated by the neural part NNP) on the same data sets. These tests aim to

appreciate how the descriptions may represent the central tendencies of the concept and localise "safe" areas (in
term of classification) in the pattern space. In a more extended study [13], two others aspects have been
explored which concern the treatment of noise through the Filtering effect and the capacity to evaluate the
adequacy of the description biases regarding the target concept. Experiments have been made on seven data
sets, only average results concerning the one-complexity algorithm are presented here (for details about data &
results see (131). Two aspects have been taken into account:
100
the noise dependence (each data set has been tested before
and after noise addition) and the scarce training dependence
(tests have been done with small and large training sets).
s.........
Fig.6 compares the classification performances of the ICR

and discriminant descriptions produced by the onecomplexity algorithm (HB), for each type of training
(averaged over all data sets). They are evaluated in terms of
accuracy (% of correct classifications), omission error (% of
no-decisions) and commission error (% of incorrect
classifications). Three main observations may be done from
this chart:
(i) On average (except on small noisy ones) simple
descriptions (one HB by PR) correctly cover a large part

o
.
I
40

>

.

of the concept (about 70%). This is mainly due to the
(ii)

disjunctive view bias of GEM.
The omission rate depends on the size ot the training
and on the level of noise. Noise affects the level of
omission especially when it introduces a dispersion of
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Fig.6 Average results of consistent-HBs

the paterns in the space and therefore decreases the statistical representativeness of the training.
(ii) The commission error rate of descriptions is always less than the ICR, particularly on small training sets.
This difference may be explained by the opposite generalisation strategies. The one-complexity algorithm
is biased by a least generalisation strategy in order to produce "safe" descriptions adversely to NNP which
uses a greatest generalisation strategy. In cases of scarce or noisy data, NNP has not enough data in some
pattern space regions and performs "best guess" generalisation, resulting in higher chances to perform
errors.

These results confirm that the issued descriptions, while being more or less incharacteristic, depending on the
size of the training and the level of noise, correctly capture the major semantic trends of the concepts.

V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an Hybrid Neural-Symbolic Learning algorithm which uses two different inductive engines:
one for building an Internal Concept Representation optimised regarding accuracy, and the other for producing
symbolic concept description optimised for comprehensibility. This "double" approach has shown two main
advantages. Firstly, it allows an optimisation of each task: from the classification point of view, the inductive
learning may be optimised without the interference of "human-oriented" biases, and from the concept
description point of view, stronger cognitive biases may be used (as accepting omission due to a least
generalisation strategy). Secondly, it allows to evaluate the cost of being explicit and human understandable by
looking on the omission level produced by the description on the training set. This cost evaluation is not
possible if biased class descriptions are directly produced and used for classification. This is the case for mos: of
Symbolic learning systems and for several neural net algorithms [12][4]. It is a main advantage of a hybrid
neural-symbolic system as GEM not sacrificing performance as a classifier (by using NNP regarding accuracy)
while being able to produce symbolic descriptions on which some reasoning concerning their adequacy for the
target concept may be performed.
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Abstract
This paper presents some ideas and preliminary results about
the use of expert networks for the error diagnosis in intelligent
tutoring systems (ITS).
The diagnosis of the student error is driven by two
complimentary knowledge sources: 1) knowledge about potential
incorrect rules which might be applied by students and 2) knowledge
about which correct rules can lead to the incorrect student answer.
Both types of knowledge are incorporated in the neural
network. Both types of knowledge identify nodes and connections
which might help in the diagnosis of the student error. Since there
might be more than one explanation of the student error, a
competition among the network representation of the various
explanations is necessary. The competition identifies the
explanations which use the least and most likely incorrect rules.
Intro4uotion
This paper presents some ideas and preliminary results about
the use of expert networks for the error diagnosis in intelligent
tutoring systems (ITS).
ITS generally contain a module which represents the domain
expertise. In many cases this expertise is captured in an expert
system. Since it is quite time-consuming to develop an expert
system, attempts have been made [1, 2] to replace the expert system
with a neural network which can acquire the domain expertise from
examples. However, an ITS must not only show a student how to solve
a problem, but it must also be able to explain the solution process
as well as determine/explain which underlying misconceptions lead
to the student's error. Such a verbalization of knowledge is easier
if a symbolic representation is used as in expert systems, rather
than the sub-symbolic representation of neural networks.
Recent research has shown that the processing of expert
systems and neural networks is similar [3]. From a given (and
potentially imprecise) expert system, a neural network can be
derived. That neural network can mimic the processing of the expert
system, but it can also improve on the expert system's performance,
since it can learn from examples [4].
This paper describes how such a expert network can be used to
diagnose the underlying cause for a student error. It will first
give a short overview of expert networks, followed by a general and
then detailed discussion of the error diagnosis and its
implementation. The paper concludes with the presentation of
results.
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Expert Networks
Each rule of an expert system is translated into one
connection from a node representing the antecedent of the rule to
the consequence of the rule. The strength of the connection is

given by the certainty factor of the translated rule.
Since the antecedent of a rule can contain logical operators
(AND, OR, and NOT), special nodes which represent these antecedents
are included in the network as well as connections to the
anatecedent nodes.

For example, the rule IF A and B then C (cf) is

translated into the following three network connections: a
connection from A to A&B with weight 1, a connection from B to A&B
with weight 1, and a connection from A&B to C with weight cf. The
input and output of these special nodes is determined in a manner
which exactly matches the way these logical operators are dealt
with in the underlying expert system. The expert network discussed
in [3, 4] has three different type of nodes (AND-nodes, NOT-nodes
and REGULAR-nodes), each with its own method of determining its
combined input and output. For more information see (3] and (4].

Student Error Diagnosis using Expert Networks
The expert system of the ITS is translated into an expert
network. The information about the current situation is provided as
input to the network. If the network output differs from the result
determined by the student, the diagnosis process which attempts to
determine the underlying cause for the student error is started.
The objective of the diagnosis is to determine an explanation
how
the student generated the incorrect answer from the given
of
input and the application of correct as well as incorrect rules. In
the expert network, an explanation is represented by a set of nodes
and connections, which together form paths from the given input
nodes to the node representing the incorrect student answer. This
explanation will pinpoint the incorrect knowledge used as well as
the context in which it was applied.
The diagnosis of the student error is driven by two
complimentary knowledge sources. The first is knowledge about
potential incorrect rules which might be applied by students. This
knowledge is applied in a data-driven, bottom-up manner. Incorrect
rules are either added to the expert network, by encoding them
using the same method as for encoding the correct rules or can be
learned by the expert network [4].
The second source is knowledge about which correct rules can
lead to the incorrect student answer. This knowledge is applied in
a top-down manner. The knowledge is implicitly contained in the
expert network and can be activated by propagating activation from
the output layer towards the input layer.
During the error diagnosis, both knowledge sources are
applied. The nodes of the expert network which are activated
through both become the crystallization points for the explanation
of the student error.
However, there might be several crystallization points,
indicating that there might be several explanations for the error.
The different explanations then must compete amongst each other to
optimize some criterion which measures the quality of an
explanation.
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Details about the Brror Diagnosis using the Neural Network

Even though expert networks can be built for expert systems
which employ non-crisp rules (certainty factors), the research
presented here is - as of now - restricted to expert systems which

only use crisp rules, that is, all certainty factors are 1.
However, the weights for the incorrect rules can be any value
between 0 and 1. Furthermore, it is assumed that each possible
answer is represented by one output node.
All the nodes which were activated during the feed-forward
processing of the network, remain activated throughout the error
diagnosis. In the remainder of the paper, this activation is
referred to as actual activation (AA). The connections which were
added to represent incorrect rules are referred to as out-weights
(connections for correct rules are sometimes referred to as inweights). The value of an out-weight indicates how likely it is
that students apply this incorrect rule. In terms of the neural
network involved, the explanation of a student error is a subset of
the augmented expert network (augmented with out-weights).
Bottom-up activation: All the nodes with actual activation spread
activation along out-weights, thus activating nodes which might
contribute to the explanation of the student error. This activation
is called out-activation (OA). The OA of a node is determined in
exactly the same manner as the actual activation. If the OA at a
node exceeds a certain threshold, than that node itself can spread
activation along out-weights.
Top-down activation: Activation is spread backwards through the
network, from the incorrect student answes towards nodes with
actual activation or out-activation. Activation thus spread to
nodes is referred to as back-propagated activation (BA). The higher
the level of BA at a node, the larger the chance that the node
belongs to the subnet explaining the student error. A positive (or
negative) BA indicates that the node must be active (or not active)
in order to contribute to the explanation. The back-propagation of
activation stops at nodes where the actual activation agrees with
the back-propagated activation. The back-propagation of activation
must differentiate between the various types of nodes in the expert
network.
NOT-Noe: If H is a node with AA(H)=x, and K is a NOT node which
has H as its only predecessor and which received a BA(K)=y, then
BA() ={-y if (y>Ax=l)V(y<0Ax=0);
0 otherwise.
IF H 1 , H2 , ... H n are nodes connected to the AND node K,
BA(K)=y, and a is the number of active Hi, then

AND-Node:

BA(Hj) ={ (L*y) / (L-1+ (n-a)) if y>O;

-y if y<0.
The above formula assigns the new BA values based on the number of
elements among which the y must be distributed. It is very similar
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to the weight update formula used in ART1 (5].
REGULAR-Node: IF H 1 , H 2, ...
H n are nodes connected to the REGULAR
node K, BA(K)=y, and a is the number of active Hi, then

(H)
BA=fy
BA (H)

if y>0;

{_ (L*y) / (L-1+ (n-a)) if

y<O.

Crystallization Points and Competition: Nodes which receive both,
out-activation and back-propagated activation are essential to the
error diagnosis. In most cases, there are several crystallization
points. The crystallization points might be part of the same
subnetwork connecting the given inputs with the incorrect student
output, and/or the same crystallization point might be part of
several subnetworks. A good subnet (and thus a good explanation) is
then selected based on a competition among these subnetworks.
The competing subnets are the parts of the network which
received backpropagated activation, including all the nodes at
which the backpropagation of activation stopped. The weights (inweights as well as out-weights) which were used during the
backpropagation of activation are included in the subnets. Since
crisp weights are used, all the predecessors of an AND-node must
contribute to the same solution, but only one of the predecessors
of each OR-node is needed. Therefore, competitive weights are added
among the predecessors of each OR-node in the subnet.
At the start of the competition, each node is assigned a
competition value. That value is based on the highest combined
value of back-propagated activation and out-activation at any node
in the subnets. Highly active nodes (actual activation) are
assigned a competition value slightly below the highest combined
value. The competition value of the other nodes of the subnets are
set to 0.
The competition itself starts in an interactive-activation
manner, to spread competitive activation to all the nodes involved
in the competition [6]. After that, directly competing nodes select
a winner. The competitive value of the OR-node is based on the
competitive value of the winning node as well as the weight of the
connection from the winning node to the OR-node. In this manner, a
subnet which contains a lot of out-weights will produce a smaller
competitive v '.ue (and loose) to a subnet which contains fewer outweights.
Tbl_
the
competition will automatically settle on a
subnet which can explain the student error while attempting to
minimize the number of incorrect rules as well as the number of
unlikely rules (with low out-weights) involved. For a simple
example network, see Figure 1.
Results
A very simple expert network was tested out. The expert
network has 32 nodes, 13 of which are input nodes and 5 of which
are output nodes. Up to 8 different out-weights were added with
different strengths. In all cases did the network correctly
identify the best explanation for the student mistake.
This is an encouraging beginning, but more tests using more
elaborate expert systems must be performed. Also, the addition of
incorrect rules as well as the judgement of whether the "best" (or
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one of the best) explanations has been identified should be done
under the supervision of a domain expert and tutor.
Conclusions
The method discussed here can not only be used to diagnose
input/output errors which encompass the entire processing power of
the expert system. The expert network and the diagnosis process
can be used to help the student debug certain facts/rules by
"redefining" the input and output nodes. Thus, the ITS can tutor
the student on solving sub-problems, if necessary.
The diagnosis take into account individual strengths and
weaknesses of the student, if the neural network stores information
about his or her performance, that is, if the neural network is
used as a student model. For example, if a student is likely (or
unlikely) to use an incorrect rule, then the out-weight of that
rule should be increased (decreased).
The discussed neural network can successfully determine good
explanations for student errors in a simple domain. The current
work must be extended to take advantage of the ability of many
expert systems to deal with uncertainty (use certainty factors for
weights rather than crisp weights).
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Figure 1: An example of the error diagnosis.

The student incorrectly answers "white pine". The example here
shows tvq crystallization points (evergreen and 5-needle) which
belongto the same explanation. There are two ways of activating
evergreen in the example (from gymnosperm and from loose leave).
Which of the two rules wins the competition depends on the strength
of those out-weights.
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Abstract
A genetic algorithm is used to guide the evolution of both architectures and connection weights of
max-min propagation nets. A particular node can assume one of three expressions: linear
weighted sum, weighted maximum or weighted minimum. The prototype bit string or
chromosome directly encodes the number of layers, type and number of units, connectivity pattern
and low-precision weights, using binary representations. The procedure allows to find the
topology structure along with a good set of initial weights given a set of input-output examples.
Following the evolutionary global search, a fine tuning local search is performed by a gradient
descent algorithm. An application example to the modeling of the normal cardiac rhythm in
electrocardiograms, which takes into account real data with 5 inputs and 16 patterns, is provided.

1. Introduction
Designing an appropriate network architecture given a particular set of examples to be learned is a
major problem in neural networks. Several approaches have been taken to alleviate this problem,
among them constructive [1], pruning [2] and genetic algorithms [3]. A constructive algorithm
starts with a minimal network and adds new layers, nodes and c-nnections if necessary during
training. On the contrary, a pruning algorithm starts with a big net d deletes unnecessary layers,
nodes and connections during training. In genetic algorithm layers, nodes and connections can be
added or deleted during the evolutionary process.
In this paper we consider max-min propagation nets composed of weighted sum units and
weighted switching operators such as maximum (Max) and minimum (Min). The term
'propagation' indicates that the largest (smallest) activation magnitude is passed through Max (Min)
units towards the output, and not only the label as in "winner-takes all" nets. Two learning
algorithms of gradient descent type have been derived elsewhere to train these networks [4]. It has
also been shown that these networks can exactly represent any mapping from a binary string to
arbitrary values in the unit interval, i.e., functions of the kind F: (0,1 }n _> [0,1], including all
Boolean functions [5].
To find an appropriate architecture of a max-min propagation net for a given task, we need to select
the number of layers and the number and type of nodes besides the pattern of connectivity. Every
node can take one of three expressions: weighted Max, weighted Min or weighted sum. This
makes the problem more difficult due to the combinatorial explosion of possible architectures. Held
(6] has addressed this problem by a trial and error procedure, based on an exhaustive search of
solutions of systems of linear equations, but the method is only suitable for very small size
problems. The method was applied to synthesize a model of normal electrocardiograms for
screening purposes [6,7]. We have implemented elsewhere a genetic algorithm to partially
synthesize the structure of a piecewise-linear neural network [8]. This procedure allows to find the
weights and location of every linear weighted sum but left unsolved the switching nodes.
In what follows a genetic search is implemented to find a complete suitable architecture to represent
a given set of input-output patterns, and a good set of initial weights. After the evolutionary global
search any of the two gradient descent learning algorithms described in [4] can be applied to
perform local search starting from these initial weights. The proposed method is applied to the
Also with the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Chile
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modeling of the normal cardiac rhythm in electrocardiograms (EKG), which takes into account real
data.
2. The Synthesis Problem
The goal is to find an appropriate network architecture and good initial weights given a set of
input-output patterns of the form
(XO,X 1 ...... XN; Y)p

(!)

,

where Xi, i=1 ....N, represent inputs taking values in [0,11; Y is the output, also in [0,1] (a single
output is considered without any loss of generality), and p=1 ,..,P is the set of examples.
By assumption every node in a max-min propagation net can take one of the following three
expressions:
Y= I WiXi + 0,
Y= Max(WiXi),

(2)
or,

(3)

Y= Min(WiXi),

(4)

where Y is the output; Xi, Wi and 0 for i=l,..,N, represent inputs, weights and bias (threshold),
respectively.
In practice Max and Min operators can be weightless, i.e. weights can be reduced to the weighted
sum nodes only, when different types of nodes are combined. However, since we do not knov
beforehand the type of each node, it is convenient to assign a set of weights to every unit. This is
also useful to attain precision despite using discrete weights, through multiplication of weights in
different layers.
A shortcut connectivity pattern is considered, where every unit in layer i is connected with every
unit in all upper layers j with j > i, thus connections between non-adjacent layers are allowed.
2.1 Genetic Algorithm
We implemented a simple genetic algorithm based on Goldberg's SGA [9]. A prototype solution
or chromosome is represented in Fig. 1. In the first part of the chromosome the number of layers,
units per layer, and type of each unit are directly encoded using binary representations. The
second part of the string consists of the pattern of connectivity represented by coefficients that take
the value I or 0 depending on whether there is a connection or not. The third and final part of the
string encodes the weights using a few bits. The idea is to keep the searching space at a moderate
size and at the same time being able to find a good initial set of weights.
Due to the constraint of a chromosome of fixed length, we encode a maximal network although not
all individuals will read all genes. An upper bound in the number of layers, units and type of units
is required to determine the chromosome's length, but a particular individual can have a smaller
number of layers or units, and reads only a part of the chromosome to implement its phenotype.

I
Layers
L bits

. Units
per layer
U bits

Type of
units
T bits

iConnectivity
pattern
C bits

Weights
encoding
W bits

I

Fig. I Prototype bit string (chromosome) representation of a max-min propagation net
architecture and weights. Total length = (L+U+T+C+W) bits.
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1. Start with a population of I randomly initialized chromosomes.
2. Evaluate fitness as the LI norm of the error over the whole set of patterns,
IYpi - Tp,

Fitness[i] = I

(5)

p
where Y and T represent the real output and target, respectively. Index p=l,..., P represent the pth input-output pattern, and index i=l,.., I represent i-th individual in the population. Of course
other norms can be used as fitness measurements. We chose norm LI because we are interested in
problems where the errors are small.
3. Roulette wheel selection is used for mating and crossover of offspring and mutations are
performed with probability pcross and pmut, respectively. The cross point is selected randomly.
This procedure is repeated until generate a complete new population, except that the best two
individuals are always kept within the population (elitist criteria).
In the next section a full example is given to illustrate the synthesis procedure of a max-min
propagation net.

3. Results

A model of the normality of electrocardiograms for screening purposes has been reported [7].
Decision elements such as wave amplitude and duration were measured on 110 real EKG records.
Table I shows a list of 16 different patterns found among the 110 patients in relation to the
normality of the cardiac rhythm. The decision criteria considered are as follows:
X1 : P wave > 0 my. in leads DI or D2.
X2: P duration <0.12 sec. in DI or D2.
X3: Difference between successive RR < 30%
X4: Bradycardia
X5: Tachycardia
Inputs X1 to X3 take values in 10,1) and inputs X4 and X5 in [0,1]. A value of I expresses
normality.
Table 1. De
Pattern
2
3
4
_

8
9
11
12
13
14
15
16

S

of Normality of Cardiac Rhythm (Y). Data taken from [6].
X1
X2
X3
X4X5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.7
1
1
1
1
0.6
1

1

1.

I

I......

1
1
1
1
1
1
0

m
0
0

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

T-

-

I

1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

-T

Y
1.0
0.9
0.9

00

0.
1
0
1
1

1__0.8

1
0.2
1
1
0.2

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.6
0.6

1
1

0
1
1

0.6
0.6

1
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1
0
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In order to find an appropriate architecture to represent the data shown in Table I we implemented
the algorithm described above with the following parameters:
L = 1 (Number of layers can be 2 or 3, thus a single bit is required),
U = 6 (At most 4 units (2 bits) per layer , and 1 unit at the output layer: i.e. a 4-4-1 structure with a
total of 9 units),
T = 18 (9 units x 2 bits to codify max, min and weighted sum, the latter twice),
C = 78 (1 bit per coefficient, shortcut connectivity implies 9x6 + 4x5 + 4 = 78 connections),
W = 244 (78 connections x 3 bits),
which gives a chromosome's length of (L+U+T+C+W)= 337 bits. The initial size population
consisted of 50 random initialized binary strings of 337 bits each. The probability of crossover and
mutation were chosen at pcross = 0.6 and pmut = 0.01, respectively.
For the weights codification we used 8 real values (encoded with 3 bits) in the range [-1, 1],
mapping integers from 0 to 7 onto the set 1-1.0, -0.75, -0.5, -0.25, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0). The
value 0 is not needed because a nil weight is equivalent to non-connection, and is already coded in
the connectivity coefficient.
After 500 generations a solution was found with a fitness of 0.513 as shown in table 2. The overall
error was further reduced by post-evolutionary learning. The two gradient descent algorithms
described in [41 were independently applied to perform a fine tuning training phase. Fig. 2 shows
the topology and weights found by the genetic algorithm after cleaning up (eliminating unnecessary
units or weights) and performing post-evolutionary learning. Although it is difficult to get a better
matching than that shown in Table 2 for such a tight net, the approximation is good enough for
practical purposes.
Table 2. Overall error obtained by the genetic algorithm (GA), and post-evolutionary learning by
ent descent methods for the traiin set given by Table 1.
Meh
LI-nori of error i
Suare ERR
Maximum Error
GA
0.513
0.02250.062
GA + Mean Square

0.152

0.0042

0.0368

0.1815

0.0048

0.0312

Gradient Descent

GA + Chebyshev
Gradient Descent

M

--

0.04

+1

-013

.25

X

X5

/

0.5

Fig. 2 Model of the Normality of the Cardiac Rhythm (Y) Synthesized by a Genetic Algorithm
from the Data of Table 1.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

We have implemented a genetic algorithm to find an appropriate max-min propagation net
architecture given a set of input-output patterns, and a good set of initial weights. The prototype
bit string or chromosome directly encodes the number of layers, type and number of units,
connectivity pattern and low-precision weights. Units can assume one of three types: maximum,
minimum or weighted sum.
The method has been successfully applied to solve a non-linearly separable problem of 5 inputs
(although it can be reduced to 4 inputs with the current data) and 16 patterns corresponding to a
model of the normal cardiac rhythm in the electrocardiogram.
Furthermore hybrid learning, i.e. the combination of global search genetic algorithms and local
search gradient descent methods has proven useful in obtaining an approximate solution.
Further research is needed in order to get good scalability, perhaps using some kind of indirect
encoding scheme as proposed by Kitano [101. Other problems such as equivalent nets with
permuted labels and the cleaning-up of unnecessary weights or nodes, such as a winless units
within a maximum, should be addressed too.
One of the motivations to study max-min propagation nets is that allow a simple network
representation that can be easily analyzed for a better understanding of the problem or for giving
explanation of the internal representations. We believe that this line of research can provide further
insight on problems of human reasoning where slight non-linearities are involved, such as many
medical decision-making problems.
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Abstract
Artificial neural networks (ANN), due to their inherent parallelism and potential fault
tolerance offer an attractive paradigm for robust and efficient implementations of functional modules for symbol processing. This paper presents designs of such ANN modules for simulating deterministic finite automata (DFA) and deterministic pushdown
automata (DDPA). The designs use an implementation of a class of partially recurrent
ANN (modified Elman networks) constructed using a general-purpose binary mapping
module (BMP) which in turn is synthesized from multi-layer perceptrons. The paper
also discusses some relevant mathematical properties of multi-layer perceptrons that
facilitate automated synthesis of BMP modules and points out several potential applications of ANN implementations of DFA and DDPA.

1. Introduction
Artificial neural networks (ANN), due to their inherent parallelism and fault tolerance offer
an attractive paradigm for fast and robust implementations of functional modules for a variety of
applications. Of particular interest are ANN modules for symbol processing [2], [12], [13] & (14].
This paper focuses on the efficient designs for neural network automata for regular and context-free
language recognition. Such modules have a variety of practical applications in computer science,
linguistics, systems modeling and control, artificial intelligence, and structural pattern recognition.
The proposed designs are facilitated by the binary mapping properties of perceptrons. The rest of
the paper is organized as follows:
" Section 2 reviews some of the key concepts and definitions that will be used in the rest of the
paper.
* Section 3 presents a tcchnique for automating the synthesis of a general-purpose binary
mapping perceptron (BMP) module.
" Section 4 describes efficient ANN implementations of deterministic finite state automata
(NNDFA) and deterministic pushdown automata (NNDDPA).
• Section 5 concludes with a summary of the key points of the paper and a brief discussion of
related ongoing research.

2. Review
2.1 Pereeptron
A 1-layer Perceptron has n input neurons, m output neurons and 1 layer of weights. The output
yi of output neuron i is given by yi = fh(Y=1 wijxj - 8i). wij denotes the weight on the link from
input neuron j to output neuron i, 9i is the threshold of output neuron i, xi is input value at input
neuron j, and fh is hardlimiter function.
1 ifx>O
Ah(x) = 0 otherwise
It is well known that such a 1-layer perceptron can implement only linearly separable functions
from R" to [0, 1] (Minsky & Papert, 19691. A 2-layer Perceptron has one hidden layer of k hidden
neurons (and hence 2 layers of weights with each hidden neuron being connected to every input
neuron as well as every output neuron). In this paper, we use 2-layer perceptrons in which each
hidden neuron uses a hard-limiter function (as described above). The output of a neuron i in the
output layer is given by yj = fo(F=l wilzi) where zj is the output of hidden neuron 1.
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2.2 Binary Mapping Function
Given a set U of k input binary vectors ul,...,uk of dimension m and a
V of k output binary
vectors vl,...,vk of dimension n, want to find a binary mapping functionset
g : U -+ V such that
g(ui) = vi for 1<i<k. In this paper we restrict function g to be a many-to-one function.
The realization of binary mapping function by neural networks has been investigated in a number
of different contexts by several researchers over last few years [Baum 1988, Grossberg 1988, Hao,
Tan & Vandewall 1990 & 1992, Kwon 1992, Ramacher & Wesseling 1989, and Rujin 1989].
2.3 Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA)
A finite automaton MFA is a 5-tuple (Q, E, b, qo, F) [Hopcroft & Ullman, 1979], where Q is a
finite set of states, E is a finite input alphabet, qo E Q is the initial state, F C Q is the set of final
states, and 6 is the transitionfunction mapping from Qx E to Q. A finite automaton deterministic
if there is at most one transition that is applicable for each combination of state andisinput
symbol.
We denote a DFA by MDFA.
2.4 Deterministic Pushdown Automata (DPDA)
A pushdown automaton MPDA is a 7-tuple (Q, E, F, 6, qo, Z , F) [Hopcroft & Ullman, 1979],
where Q is a finite set of states, E is a finite input alphabet, r is0 a finite stack alphabet, qo E Q is
the initial state, Zo E r is a particular stack symbol called the stack start symbol, FC Q is the set
of final states, and 6 is the transitionfunction mapping from Q x (E U {}) x r to finite subsets of
Q x r*. A pushdown automaton is deterministic if there is at most one transition that is applicable
for each combination of state, input symbol and stack top symbol. We denote a DPDA by MDPDA.

3. Binary Mapping Perceptron Module (BMP)
3.1 Linearly Separable Binary Vectors
Theorem 1 : Any single binary pattern is is linearly separable from the set of all other binary
patterns of same dimension.
This theorem has been proved by Huang & Huang [1991] and Tan & Vandewalle [1992) by finding
a linear hyperplane separating a binary vertex from all other vertices in a binary hypercube. Here
we examine the spatial distribution and linear separability of binary vertices in a binary hypercube
from geometrical perspective. We prove Theorem 1 by locating a set of linear hyperplanes which
separate a binary vertex from all other vertices in a binary hypercube. This proof allows us to locate
a separating hyperplane that permits an efficient hardware implementation of the corresponding
1-layer Perceptron. Such perceptrons can be used to synthesize a BMP module for any desired
binary mapping.
Proof: Let v be a binary vector of dimension n, i.e., v =< vi,...,vn > where Vi f {0,1} for
1 < i < n. Then we can view v as a binary vertex of an n-dimensional hypercube. Hereafter, we will
use binary vertex and binary vector interchangeably. Figure 1 shows a 3-dimensional hypercube.
Let -"o=<
l,, ... ,,un
re
re/ > be the complement binary vector of v, i.e., vi + 'Vi = 1 for 1 < i < n; and
_,e,_,/

r
=mV
enso-n=<
i fu,...,-,
>. Note that vief" E {1, -1} for I < i < n. Let Sk' be the set of
n-dimensional binary vertices which are located at a Hamming distance equal to k from the vertex
tr, 0 < k < n. Then every binary vertex u E S' falls on a hyperplane Hk' which is perpendicular to
the vector vre!,. Let HV = {Hv; 0 < k < n}. Then the hyperplanes in H' are mutually parallel.
Figure 2 shows this situation.
Let u be a binary vertex in S', u -'U = u"Cf, =< Uefi ,...,_,ref > and 11 be the length of the
projection of uref " onto the direction of vt eh. Note that u!ef' = 0 or 1 if v s" = 1, and u -- 0
i
or -1 if vr'f " = -1 for 1 < i < n.
Note also that there are k components u!'f" of ut lfv such that u!f = 0 and (n - k) components
of ure f, such that uref " = 1 or -1(1
1, where 1 < j _ n. Then
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where(u"e/,)T is the transpose of urefv. Thus, Vu E Sk the length of the projection of ureIf in
the direction of Vr ef , is (n - k)/Vii. That is, all binary vertices in SZ lie on the same hyperplane
HZ which is perpendicular to the vector vreOf and has a distance (k - n)/v' to vertex -f. Note
that every hyperplane in the set HI of hyperplanes Ht's, 1 < k < n, is parallel to every other
hyperplane in the set. Among them, H," is the hyperplane which is closest to the binary vertex
v in the n-dimensional space. So there exists at least one separating hyperplane HZ between HI'
and the binary vertex v (v is on Ho), which linearly separates the binary vertex v from all other
00
n-dimensional binary vertices which are all on the other Hr's, where 1 < k < n ...........
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Figure 2. Parallel-layered partitions of n-dimensional
vertices and their reference vector v - v

Figure 1. A 3-dimensional hypercube

The ability of hyperplane HI separating binary vertex v from all other binary vertices in a same
dimensional hypercube can be implemented by an 1-layer Perceptron with 1 output neuron. Now
let us find the expression defining the separating hyperplane H1. Let x be a point on hyperplane
HZ. Then
(n - 1)/vfn <
=

If

Vuef"(Xref")T < (n

(n-1)<(v-i)(Z-_U)T <n

-

0)/Vrn

(5)
(6)

Equation (5) follows from the fact that Hs is in between HO and Ht. So the projection length
of Xtehu in the direction of VCI - is less than the projection length of the reference vector of any
binary vertex on HI" and is greater than that of the reference vector of any binary vertex on Ho.
Equation (6) says that there are infinite number of such separating hyperplanes HI's that point z
could be on. To efficiently implement the separating hyperplane HZ in a 1-layer Perceptron, let us
choose (v - V)(z - V)T n - 1 as the expression defining the separating hyperplane H§. Note that
in this case (v - i)(w - O)T < (n - 1) for any binary vertex w of dimension n except binary vertex

v. Then
HZ

=

(V _ g)(z

_ O)T = (n

- 1)
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(7)

= (V- V)1 - (v)- (n
=)O0
2 + IVI
2=n
= (v- V)xT - (n II2 - 1)=O, note Iv1
2
= (v - )ZT _ (II
1)=0
2 _1) = 0
= (VI - -0)XI+ ..+ ( Vn- "V)Xn- (IVl
=

(2vi - 1)Xi + ... + (2v-

l)X" -

2 _
(IV1

1) = 0

(8)
(9)
(10)

(11)

(12)

n

= (E(2vi -

l)x)

-

(IVI2

-

1)= 0

(13)

i=1

So the separating hyperplane HS can be efficiently implemented by a 1-layer Percep',oii
whose output neuron has a threshold of Iv1 2 - 1 and the connection weights on the ii, 1'it
links are given by 2vi - 1 for i < i < n.
Note that the value of 2vi - 1 is either 1 or -1, xi is either 1 or 0, (2vi - 1)zi is either 1, 0 or
-1, and Iv12 is integer. So in the hardware implementation of this Perceptron, only integer adder
is needed. Note also that the maximal summation value at output neuron is 1 and minimal value
is -(n - 1), since the separating hyperplane HI is defined as (v - V)(X - ')T - (n - 1) = 0, the
maximal value of (v - V)(X - ,U)T is n, and the minimal value of (v - U)(x - U)T is 0. If zero is used
as the initial value in the summation operation at the output neuron, -n is the minimal and n the
maximal value appearing in the whole summation process. If -(Iv1 2 - 1) is used as the initial value
in the summation operation at the output neuron, -(n- 1) is the minimal and 1 the maximal value
appearing in the whole summation process. In both cases, an m-bit integer adder is needed where
m = [og2 (2n + 1)] for the former and m = [log 2 (n + 1)1 for the latter. Furthermore, the hardware
complexity of the the latter implementation is lower since the summation operations executed at
the output neuron only involve increment and decrement operations. So, in the latter case the
integer adder could be replaced by a simpler module, counter, to execute the summation operation.
3.2 Synthesis of General-purpose Binary Mapping Perceptron Module
Given a set A of k input binary vectors al,...,ak of dimension m, where ah =< ahl, ... , ahm >

and a&i E {0, 1} for 1 < h < k & 1 < i < m, and a set D of k desired output binary vectors dl,...,dk
of dimension n,where =<dhAl, ...
,dh,> and dhJ E {0,1} for 1 < h < k & 1 < j _ n. No two ai's
are equal. Let B' denotes the universe of m-dimensional binary vectors and 0' the n-dimensional
binary vector of all zeros. We want to find a binary mapping function g :B m -+ (D U {0"}) such
that g(ah) = dh for 1 < h < k nd g(x) = 0" for x E (B' - A). Note that we restrict function g
to be a many-to-one function.
A 2-layer BMP module for any desired binary mapping function g can be synthesized using the
1-layer Perceptron (defined in section 3.1) as follows: The BMP module has m input, k hidden and
n output neurons. For each binary mapping ordered pair (ah, dh), where 1 < h < k, we create a
hidden neuron h with threshold IahI 2 - 1. The connection weight from input neuron i to this hidden
neuron is 2 ahi - 1 (= ahi - 3hi) and that from this hidden neuron to output neuron j is dhi. The
threshold for each of the output neurons is set to zero. Figure 3 shows the implementation. The
activation function fo at output neuron is identity function, i.e., fo(x) = I(x) = x and that fh at
hidden node is hardlimiter function, i.e.,
fi
ifx>O
0 otherwise
Note that for input binary vector ah, only the hidden neuron h produces an output of 1, and
the output values from all other hidden neurons are 0 in our BMP module. So the value at output
neuron j is dhi, and hence the output binary vector will be < dh, ...,dh, >= dh. Since only
one of the hidden neurons has output value 1 and others have output value 0 in the computation
at hidden layer, the computation at output layer can be seen as being enabled by one of the
hidden neurons. So, in hardware implementation it is not necessary to use summation operation to
compute the output value from each output neuron. (Note that in this case we have to use preset
and synchronization control to handle case when g(x) = 0" for x E (B"m - A).)
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4. Neural Network Automata
The prerequisites for a neural network implementation of automata are: an encoding for the
set Q of finite states, an encoding for alphabets including the set E of input alphabet, the set r of
stack alphabet (only for PDA) and tape alphabet (only for Turing Machines), a representation for
transition function, and a neural network architecture for continuous execution of an automaton. In
this paper we restrict ourselves to neural network implementations of DFA and PDA. In this case,
the first two requirements can be met by a binary coding, the third by using a binary mapping
Perceptron module, and the fourth by adding a synchronization mechanism in modified Elman
networks [Elman, 1988].
Let us encode the set Qof finite states into a set S of binary values of dimension m, the set E of
input alphabet into a set q of of binary values of dimension n and the set F of stack alphabet into
a set K of binary values of dimension k. Let 0' E S denote the encoded binary value of dead state
(garbage state), a state which is not a final state and has transitions to itself on all input symbols.
To standardize the implementation we let im E S denote the encoded binary value of initial state.
Then m = [log(IQI + 1)1, n = [og 2 IEfl, and k = [log 2 ji1j, where fZf denotes the cardinality of
set Z. In the BMP module simulating the transition function, the number of needed hidden nodes
equals the number of different transitions of the transition function.
4.1 NN Deterministic Finite Automata (NN DFA)
Figure 4 shows the neural network architecture for simulating a DFA. Let 0,1,2,...,t denote a
succession of points along the discrete time line. State(t) denotes current state and state(t + 1)
denotes next state. Input(t) denotes current input symbol. This NN DFA module consists of two
BMP modules, one accepting state trapping module (AST module) and three buffers. One buffer
stores current state state(,), another stores input symbol input(t) and the other stores next state
state(t + 1). The first two buffers operate under synchronization control. The reset link resets the
NN DFA to initial state. The synchronization control enforces discrete time 0,1,...,t.
BMP module 1, called transition BMP module, simulates the transition function of a DFA.
The transition BMP module represents each state transition as an ordered pair of binary vectors.
Suppose p, q E Q, a E E, 6(p, a) = q is a valid transition, and p, q and a are encoded as binary
vectors such that p=< pl, ...,p, >, q =< qi, ..., qm > and a =< a,,.,., an > where pi, qj, ai E {0,1}
for I < i < m and 1 < j _5n. Then the state transition b(p, a) = q is a binary mapping ordered
pair (< pl,...,p., al,...,an >,< q,...,qm >) implemented in transition BMP module using the
algorithm for the synthesis of a BMP module (see section 3.2). < Pl, ... ,Pm > represents the
encoded binary value of current state (state(t)), < a1 , ..., an > represents the encoded binary value
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of current input symbol (input(t)), and < ql, ... ,,qm > represents the encoded binary value of next
state (state(t+1)). The AST module is optional and can be implemented by AND/OR gates or a
BMP module. It enables BMP module 2 to produce an output only when the NN DFA goes into
an accepting state. There might need a connection from the AST module to upper-layer control
to tell a rejection when the AST module traps rejecting states, i.e., when this NN DFA goes into
rejecting states. If the AST module is omitted, this NN DFA simulates a Moore machine (Hopcroft
& Ullman, 1979), a super-class automaton of finite automaton which produces output depending on
current state. BMP module 2 is optional, and it allows the output of the NN DFA to be remapped
from the output of BMP module 1. Note that any unspecified transition will automatically have
the next state coded as 0 m as a consequence of our design of the transition BMP module. This
simplifies the implementation of DFA, since any transition to rejecting state does not need to be
implemented using a hidden neuron in the transition BMP module.
output

:t
t ...

o

S

BMP module 2

enable
I.

I

I

I//.../
I
I
ASTrmodule

I
B

modulel I

Figure 4. Neural network DFA. The dotted box labeled with state(t+1)
exists only logically but not physically.
4.2 NN Deterministic Pushdown Automata (NN DPDA)
Figure 5 shows the neural network architecture for simulating a DFDA. State(t) denotes current
state and state(t + 1) denotes next state. This NN DPDA module consists of three BMP modules,
one AST module, one stack mechanism module and four buffers. One buffer stores current state
state(t), one stores input symbol input(t), another stores stack top symbol stacktop and the other
stores next state state(t + 1). The first three buffers operate under synchronization control. The
reset link resets the NN DPDA to initial state. The synchronization control enforces discrete time
0,1,...,t.
BMP module 1 (the transition BMP module) simulates the transition function of a DPDA.
Each state transition is coded as an ordered pair of binary mapping vectors.
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Figure 5. Neural network DPDA. The dotted box labeled with state(t+l)
exists only logically but not physically.
Suppose p,q E Q,a E (E U {E}),a, 3 E r, s E {pop, push},6(p,a,a) = [q,s,13] is a valid
transition, and p,q,a,a, j3 and s are encoded into binary vectors such that p =< Pl,...,Pm >
,q =< ql,...,qm, >, a =< al,...,a, >, a =< al,...,ak >03 =< 3 1,...,flk > and s =< st >
where pi,qi,aj,ai,f i,si E {0,1} for 1 < i < m, 1 < j <_ n, and 1 < I < k. Note that our
representation of a transition of a DPDA is different from the conventional representation in that
we express pop/push action explicitly. Then transition b(p, a, a) = [q, s, 1 is represented as the
binary mapping ordered pair (< p,...,pm,al,...,an,0i,...,ak >,< q1,_..,q~n, s,01,...,0k >) to
be implemented in the transition BMP module. < Pl,...,Pm > represents the encoded binary
value of current state state(t), < al, ...,an > represents the encoded binary value of current input
symbol input(t), < al, ... , ak > represents stack top symbol stacktop, < q1 , ... , qm > represents the
encoded binary value of next state state(t + 1), < s, > represents the pop/push action in the
transition, and <f61, ..., /k > represents the produced stack symbols in the transition. There is a
push/pop connection from BMP module 1 to the stack mechanism module. This link informs the
stack mechanism module whether to pop or push. Stack mechanism module can be implemented
by sequence memory, memory read-write head and buffer, and a register (counter) for storing
pointer pointing to the stack top. A push action increments the pointer (counter) and a pop
action decrements the pointer (counter). The special symbol stackbgtoin is stored at the beginning
of the memory. The AST module is optional and can be implemented by AND/OR gates or a
BMP module. It enables BMP module 2 to produce output only when the NN DPDA goes into
accepting states. There might need a connection from the AST module to upper-layer control to
tell a rejection when the AST module traps rejecting states, i.e., when this NN DPDA goes into
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rejecting states. BMP module 2 is optional, and it allows the output from the NN DPDA to be
remapped from the output of BMP module 1. BMP module 3 is optional and provIdes remapping
of stack symbol
produced from BMP module 1. Note that any unspecified transition will have the
next state 0m given our implementation of the transition BMP module.

5. Discusion
In this paper we present an algorithm for automating the synthesis of general-purpose binary
mapping module in the form of a 2-layer Perceptron. We also present efficient NN architectures for
simNation of finite state and pushdown automata. Such designs can be used in a variety of tasks
that require the integration of symbol processing capabilities into neural networks (for examples of
such applications, see Shastri [12], Smolensky [13], Sun [141.) Other applications of NN automata
include efficient hardware implementations of lexical analyzers and parsers used in compilers (Chen
& Honavar [2]) and natural language processing, and language recognizers used in syntactic pattern
recognition.
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The Generation of the Logic Neural Network for Decision Making (Test Strategy
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Zhengrong Yang
Shanghai Institute of Metallurgy, Academia Sinica, 865ChangNing Rd., Shanghai, P. R. CHINA, 200050
Abstract
The logic neural network is a new kind neural network, which is constructed by the logic deduction
without large trainingtime and results in simplerstructure. This kind neural network plays an important role
in the field of decision making. A method of generatinglogic neural networkfor decision making is presented
in this paper. Its applicationto test strategy planning is presented.
1. Introduction
The rapid development of the research on parallel computers and brain sciences has speeded up the
research into neural networks. Neural networks may be characterised by their ability to carry out parallel
computation on data and distribute the knowledge inherent in the training data across the net, this process has
been termed as the parallel distributed processing [181. Neural networks have been successful in the
application of the classification [8], control [3], diagnosis [2], [12], [141, decision making [7], [8], and
prediction [61, [10], [11]. A neural network may be used in decision making. This may be thought as a
spreading of the expert's knowledge across the neural network. A fully trained neural network can be treated
as a knowledge base. Many researchers have studied decision making methods using neural networks and
have enabled them to carry out applications in Al.
For example. Lee [6] presented a prediction method of the composition stock price index using a
recurrent neural network. Takagi [17] and Yu [7] proposed an inference structures using a multiple-network
structures. Gallant [ 14], Fu [131 and Murty [ 15] utilised a type of sparse inferring neural networks. Sethi [16]
developed a method to construct a neural network from a decision tree. Most of the traditional neural
networks were constructed by training the fixed structures, although some sparse structures have been
presented.
It is interest to ask if we need to use this kind structure into the decision making? This is the
arguement we discuss in this paper. Our goal is to construct a neural network by logic deduction. This kind
neural network is called the logic neural network. If the logic neural network can be realised, large training
time can be avoided. To catagorise neural networks, we define trained neural networks as analogue neural
networks. Our research on the logic neural network has been applied to the test strategy planning. The
advantage of logic neural network is its simple structure and its ability avoiding time-consuming training
phase.
2. The structure of the analogue neural network
An analogue neural network is constructed by training the net with a group of training patterns.
These training patterns are pairs of input patterns and target output patterns. Where, training may be thought
of as forcing a neural network to memorizing the training data. After training, the neural network has learned
the required mapping or desired knowledge from the training data, which can be used as a knowledge base
for the decision making. The advantage of this training method is that the neural network can work without
any expert or with less expert assistant. There are three drawbacks of the training method. The first, training
time are often very long and many researchers have reported applications which require 10000 training
iterations. Secondly, it is hard to determine the number of units in the hidden layer, although David [4],
Richard [51, and Yves [9] presented some guideline methods. The third drawback is that the structure of these
nets may become too complex, which leads to serious problem. It is interesting to ask why analogue neural
networks have complex structure? Firstly one should remember that the neural network are parallel
distributed processing systems and the knowledge is stored in a distributed manner. In analogue network,
there are many "redundent" weights, which have a complementary effects on the whole network. Our
research has verified that over-simplified neural networks do not have the required generalization ability
when one uses these training method. For example, if a decision tree is used to produce a neural network, its
structure will be over-simplified and has no "redundent" weights to attain the required knowledge base. This
results in non-optimal generalization. This is depicted in table 1, which arguments this conclusion. The
percentage figures in table 1 relate the generalization values. In table 1, there are three kinds of networks, the
first deduces the minimum value among three values, the second sorts three values from the largest to the
smallest, the third partitions the plane points into two fields, which is an example given by Sethi [161. The
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from the decision tree, (2) "fully" indicates training a fully-connected network, whose hidden neurals are
same as the "sparse" structure, and (3) "extension" represents training a network, which has more hidden
units than the "fully" structure.
Table I
Network
1
2

Sparse
90%
70%

Fully
95%
98%

Extension
100%
100%

3

809'

90%

98%

3. The logic neural network and its generation
By contrast with the analogue neural network, the logic neural network utilised more knowledge
about the process. In these networks, it is not necessary to prepare the training patterns. The complete
expert's knowledge is needed and this knowledge should be compiled into a set of logic relations. One should
use hard limiting activative function in logic neural network. When a neural network is used to represent
expert knowledge, the logical statements may be written as:
IF (antecedent 4- P) THEN (conclusion c*A) ELSE (conclusion 4 B)
where, the conclusion A can be represented by T and the conclusion B can be represented by F. The
antecedent P is an operation on antecedent set Ipi I:
P=
where, E = I&,#,
and "&", "#", and
knowledge can be represented as:

"

T =

"

(P ,P 2.

represent AND, OR, and NOT operations. So, the expert

E) (Pl,

F =

Pn)

( pl

P2, ".,Pn)

P2

.. ,

PP2 )

The expert knowledge can be generalized in this manner. Figure 1 gives the basic logic operators for logic
neural network.

-

-

(a) AND

~

:)C~

"

"

I

(b) OR
Figure 1

I

I

(c) NOT

igur 2.Q~l

I

Previous research by Sethi [ 161 proposed a method of constructing a sparse neural network from a
decision tree. Unfortunately, he still trained this sparse netwotk with a group of training patterns. 'Me
illustration in figure 2 (a) depicts a decision tree, whose task is to find one minimum value among three
values. The sparse neural network developed by this decision tree is shown in figure 2 (b). If the training
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method is used on this sparse structure, the generalization value is 9013o, which means there are 10% decisoin
makings in fail, see table 1. If we add more weights on this skeletonized net, the structure will obtain better
generalization, 95% or 100%, see table 1.
Inorder to construct a logic neural network one should have a detailed logic analysis of the system.

The tfirst step is to produce a p'uition set bPartiion

= IP, . . p, I which should be generated on the
partition space. The second step is to compile a mapping set, which maps the partitioned results into the
outputs:

(VMap
For example, there is a partition:

1

10o,....k I= p so

0p...
SI

(Ppartition =POIPIP 2 =XO <X I XO

Op

<

A
k

X2 X1 < x,}

If we hope that X, is a minimum value and mark this output with o0,the mapping from partition to output
o0 is:
(DPartition -4 00

Here, it should be noted that pO&p

2

00 = Po& P

= X0 <X 1 &X

0

<X 2

c pO&Pi. So, pO&P2 can not be selected. If we hope that x, is a

minimum value and mark this output with ol , the mapping from partition to output ol is:
OPartition -'O1 "

01 -

PO & P2 = X1

<

XO & X1 < X 2

If we hope that X2 is a minimum value and mark this output with o2, the mapping from partition to output
02 is:

OPar ion

"- 02 := 02

P1 & P2 = X2 < Xo&X

2

x1

So, the mapping set is
Map = 100,01 ,0 2 1= Po& P ,PO& P2"Pl &P 2 )
The logic neural network developed is shown in higure 3. The structure in figure 3 is simpler than figure 2

(b).
O' xl
xo<x I

xO

xl

x2

Q

ol

M

02

Figure 3
4 The application
We have applied the logic neural network to test strategy planning problem. The test strategy
planning is a kind of decisoin making problem. There are two kinds of enhancing methods. One is defined as
'testability' enhancing. This method will improve the "testability' and improve the 'accessibility' to a certain
degree. The other is defined as 'accessibility' enhancing method. This method only enhances the
'accessibility'. Each enhancement method has its a particular cost when related to a special application. In the
test strategy planning, one object is to both enhance the 'testability' and 'accessibility' of a VISL chip. The
other object of the test strategy planning is to minimise the testability design cost appended to a VLSI chip.
The final goal of the test strategy planning is to select some suitable enhancement methods to a VLSI chip
with minimum cost. There are two kinds of problem. One is the 0/1 'accessibility' problem. The other is the
leveled 'accessibility' problem.
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4.1 The test strategy planning with 0/1 'accessibility' enhancing
The 0/1 'accessibility' enhancing is a simplified model of the realistic problem. This model was used
by Dislis [ 1. Here, '0' means a 'testability' enhancing can not improve 'accessibility', '1' means a 'testability'
enhancing can improve 'accessibility' to 100%. Given there are three 'testability' enhancing methods and one
'accessibility' enhancing method for a block under the test planning. Each 'testability' enhancing method
has
the possibility of enhancing the 'accessibility' to this block or not. The problem is how to choose the
minimum cost and enhance both the 'testability' and 'accessibility'. These three 'testability' enhancing
methods and their costs are marked with T T2 ,T3 and TC ,TC 2 ,TC 3 . The 'accessibility' enhancing method
and its cost are marked with A and AC. Given:TC1 > TC 2 > TC 3 . then the expert's knowledge can be
represented as follows:
if "T3 enhances the accessibility" then "use T3 "
else if "T enhances the accessibility" and "TC2 is less than TC3 plus AC" then "use T2
else if "T enhances the accessibility" and "TC is less than TC3 plus AC "then "use T
else "use both T3 andA"
The generalization is important to any system. It is helpful for setting up the knowledge base. Now, some
generalizations are made:
Antecendents:
T, enhances the accessibility 4 A;
T2 enhances the accessibility €* BI ;
T enhances the accessibility ,*C1 ;
TC2 less than TC3 plus AC 4* B2,
TC, less than TC3 plus AC 4* C2 .

Conclusions:
useT 3 *0
use T2 4*o,;
use T 4* 02,
useT 3 and A

4-.*o3.

Then, three sets can be obtained:
OPartiionl

=

4DParion2

=

0

Uap

1B 2 , C2

=

ITC3

{PoPI "P 2 )

"

+

AC > TC2 ,TC3

{A,B 1 &B2,C &C

+ AC > TC I
)

2

-100,01 ,02,03= IPO,PO&PI,Po &Pl & P2,PO&P &P 2 1
A

I
I

0

PO

2

01

3

o2

IC
82
AC

2

.1
-I

3 .3

C2

TC1

Figure 4

Figure 4 shows the logic neural network developed. Table 2 shows some decision results using this logic
neural network.
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Table 2
No
P

T

TW

W-

AC

TA,

TA,

TA-

!

0.95

0.53

0.17

0.7

0

0

I

Decision
T4

2

0.39

0.28

0.08

0.37

0

0

0

T1 &A

3

0.78

0.77

0.65

0.82

1

1

1

4

0.91

0.52

0.35

0.40

0

1

0

5

0.97
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4.2 The test strategy planning with leveled 'accessibility' enhancing
The last section described 0/1 'accessibility' enhancing. In a realistic problem, no 'testability'
enhancing method can enable itself to enhance the 'accessibility' to 100%. The enhancing values are
continuous values. Now, if a block under the test planning has two 'testability' enhancing methods, T and
T2 , with their costs TC, and TC2 . Their 'accessibility' enhancing capabiltities are TAP, and TAPA.
block has two 'accessibility' enhancing methods, A,

and A2 , with their costs AC,

This

and AC2 . Their

'accessibility' enhancing capabiltities are AP and AP 2 . If the 100% 'accessibility' enhancing is wanted, then
the problem is described is follows:
mint c,

-2 , (3 1c4 .1

CI = TC2
t-2

=

TC 2

1c6 1

5

if(TAP 2 = 1)
+

AC 2

if(TAP 2

+

AP 2

>

1)

c3 = TC 2 + AC

if (TAP 2 + AP, > 1)

c4 = TCI + AC)

if(TAP, + AP,

C5 = TC +AC 2

if(TAP +AP 2 -1)

C6 = TCI

>

1)

if(TAP, = 1)

The logic neural network can be constructed as figure 5.

-0
--

AP2
AP2--

-

API

-- 0

Figure 5
Here, all the system is divided into two parts. In the first pans, two sets are shown as follows:
OPartii

0

Ueap

=

1P0IP1 IP2IP3"P5I = {TAP2 ,TAP2 &.A2,TA2

&API ,TAPI &AP .TAP &AP

2

={X 0 ,X ,X2 ,X 3 ,X 4 ,x }
5

= ITC2 * po,(TC2 + AC 2 ) *pl.(TC2 + ACI)*P

2

(TC + ACI )*P

In the second part, two sets are shown as follows:
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3

(TC

+ AC 2 ) * P4,TC *pi}

,TAPI

OParlin=Po'PP
X I <x

0

4

,xl <XsX

.. PI 4

2

<x

3 ,x2

XI Xo
<X41X 2 <x

5

<

X2,Xo

<

X3 Xo

,x3 <X4,X3 <x

5

<

X 4 XO

<

X5 ,Xi <X

2

,XI < X 3 ,

,x4 <x 5

Map = (00, 01"°2'°3"°4 ° }= PO & Pi & P2 & P3 & P4.PO& P & p6 & P&Pg,PI& P&Pq & P 0 & P I

P2 & P6 & P9 & P12 & Pl3, P3 & P7 & Plo & P12 & P14 'P 4 & P8 & PII & Pl3 & P14)
5. Summary
The logic neural network and its generation have been developed for decision making in this paper.
Some simulations have shown the potential of using logic neural network for test strategy planning. Itis
belived that the logic neural network presents a promising approach to the decision-making problem.
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Abstract
Fuzzy cognitive maps can structure virtual worlds that change with time. A FCM links causal events,
actors, values, goals, and trends in afuzzy feedback dynamical system. A FCM lists the fuzzy rules or
causalflow paths that relate events. It can guide actors in a virtual world as the actors move through a
web of cause and effect and react to events and to other actors. Experts draw FCM causalpictures of the
virtual world Complex FCMs can give virtual world with "new" or chaotic equilibriumbehavior. Simple
FCMs give virtual worlds with periodic behavior. A FCM limit cycle repeats a sequence of events or a
chain of actions and responses. In nested FCMs each causal concept can control its own FCM orfuzzy
function approximator. FCM matrices sum to give a combined FCM virtual worldfor any number of
knowledge sources. Adaptive FCMschange theirfuzzy causalweb as causalpatternschange and as actors
act and experts state their causalknowledge. Neural learning laws change the causal rules and the limit
cycles. Actors learn new patternsand reinforce old ones.
I

Fuzzy Virtual Worlds

What is a virtual world? It is what changes in a "virtual reality" [12] or "cyberspace" [6]. A virtual world
links humans and computers in a causal medium that can trick the mind or senses. At the broadest level a virtual
world is a dynamical system. In the simplest case only the user moves in the virtual world. In general both the user
and the virtual world change and they change each other.
Change in a virtual world is causal. Actors cause events to happen as they move in a virtual world. They
add new patterns of cause and effect and respond to old ones. In turn the virtual world acts on the actors or on their
physical or social environments. The virtual world changes their behavior and can change its own web of cause of
effect. This feedback causality between actors and their virtual world makes up a complex dynamical system that
can model events, actors, actions, and data as they unfold in time.
Virtual worlds are fuzzy as well as fedback. Events occur and concepts hold only to some degree. Events
cause one another to some degree. In this sense virtual worlds are fuzzy causal worlds. They are fuzzy dynamical

systems.

How do we model the fuzzy feedback causality? One way is to write down the differential equations that
show how the virtual "flux" or "fluid' changes in time. This gives an exact model. The Navier-Stokes equations [2]
used in weather models show how clouds or tornadoes form and dissolve in a changing atmosphere or how an
airplane flies through pockets of turbulence. The inverse kinematic equations of robotics [4] show how an actor
moves through or grasps in a virtual joint space. Such math models are hard to find, hard to solve, and hard to run in

realtime. They paint too fine a picture of the virtual world.

Fuzzy cognitive maps (FCMs) form causal pictures. They do not state equations. They state concept nodes
and link them to other nodes. The FCM system turns each pictur into a matrix of fuzzy rule weights. The system
weights and adds the FCM matrices to combine any number of causal pictures. More FCMs tend to sum to a better
picture of the causal web with rich tangles of feedback and fazzy edges even if each expert gives binary (present or
absent) edges. Tis makes it easy to add or delete actors or to change the background of a virtual world or to
combine virtual worlds that are disjoint or overlap. We can also let a FCM node control its r.vn FCM to give a
nested FCM in a hierarchy of virtual worlds. The node FCM can model the complex nonllreariti',s between the
node's input and output. It can drive the motions, sounds, actions, or goals of a virtual actor as I- Figure 1.
The FCM itself acts as a nonlinear dynamical system. Like a neural net it maps inputs to output
equilibrium states. Each input digs a path through the virtual state space. In simple FCMs the path ends in a fixed
point or limit cycle. In more complex FCMs the path may end in an aperiodic or "chaotic" attractor.
In co ,ast an AI expert system [18) models a system as a binary rule tree with graph search. Each input
fie one rule or a few rules and the search spreads down the tree branch to a leaf or leaves The lack of feedback
loops allows the tree search. But each serial inference uses only a small part of the stored knowledge. Each RiM
!nput fires all the rules to some degree. In this way FCMs model the "circular causality" [13] of real and virtual
worlds.
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Figure 1. Fuzzy cognitive maps can structure virtual worlds. Embedded fuzzy systems drive lower level fuzzy
systems for animation, sounds, end other virtual world outputs. Here a shark finds a school of fish. The shark
attacks and the fish flee.

2

Fuzy Cognitive Maps

Fuzzy cognitive maps (FCMs) are fuzzy signed digraphs with feedback [9,10). Nodes stand for fuzzy sets
or events that occur to some degree. The nodes are causal concepts. They can model events, actions, values, goals,
or lumped-prammeter processes.
Directed edges stand for fuzzy rules or the putial causal flow between the concepts. The sign (+ or -) of an
edge stands for carnal increase or decrease. The positive edge rule

state that a survival threat increases runway. It is a positive causal connection. The rnaway response grows or
falls as the threat grows or lis. The negative edge rule

states that running away from a predator decreases the survival threat. It is a negative causal connection. The
survival threat grows the less the prey runs away and falls the more the prey runs away. The two rules define a
mihal feedback loop in the FCM causal web:

R un A w ay

e raival Tb ea

A FCM with x nodes has n2 edges. The nodes Ci(t) are fuzzy sets and so take values in [0, 1]. So a FCM
state is theJR (fuzzy unit) vector C(t) =(Cl (t), ..., Cn(t)) and thus a point in the fuzzy hypercube P = [0, I". A
FCM inference is a path or point sequence in P. The FCM can only "forward chain" [18) to answer what-if
questions, Nonlneaties do not permit reverse causality. FCMs cannot "backward chain" to answer why questions.
The FCM nonlinear dynamical system acts as a neural network. For each input state C(0) it digs a
trajectry in R that ends in an equilibrium attractor A. The FCM quickly converges or "settles down" to a fixed
point, limit cycle, limit to u or chaoic attractor in the fuzzy cube. The ontput equilibrium is the answer to a causal
what-if queston: What if C(O) happens? In this sense each FCM stores a set of global rules of the form "If C(O),
then equilibrium attractor A." Figure 2 shows three atractors or global rules for a 2-D dynamical FCM.
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(0,1)

CatcAtaorLimit

Cycle(1)

Fixed Point

F.
eco
(1,0)

(0,0)-

Figure 2. The unit square Isthe state space for a FCM with two nodes. The system has at most four fuzzy edge
rules. In this case it has three fuzzy rnet-rules of the form V input state vector C then attractor A.' The state Co
convoerges to a fixed point F. Other inputs may converge to a limit cycle or chaotic attractor.
A

Simple FCMs
Simple FCMs have bivalent nodes and trivalent edges. Concept values Ci take values in (0,1). Causal
edges take values in (-1,0,) . So for a concept each simple FCM stw vector is one of the 2 vertices of the fuzzy
cube P. Tie RM trajectory hop fom vertex to vertex. P ends in a fixed point or limit cycle at the first repeated
vecor.

We can draw simple FCMs from articles, ediials, or surveys. Most persons can state the sign of causal

flow between nodes. The had part is to state its degree or magnitude. We can average expert responses [10,16] as
in equation 3 below or use neural systems to learn fuzzy edge weights frm data. The expert responses can htialize
the causal lJauug or modify it as a type of forcing function.
Figure 3 shows a simple IM for a virtual dolphin. It lists a causal web of goals and actions in the life of a
dolin [151. The connection matrix ED states these causal relations in numbems

ED

D)2
I)3
D:4

0
0
0

0
0
-1

0
1
0

1
1
0

0
-1
-1

0
-1
-1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
-1
-1

DI5

0
0
0
1
0
-1

1
0
0
-1
0
1

0
0
0
0
-1
0

0
-1
0
1
1
-1

0
0
0
0
-1
-1

0
1
0
0
-1
-I

0
0
1
0
-1
-1

-1
0
0
0
0
-I

0
0
0
0
1
0

D)6
D)7
D8
1D9
DI0

The ib row lists the connection strength of the edges eit directed out from causal concept D and the ih column
liHa the edges ekj directed into D i . Row 1 shows how the concept HUNGER changes the other concepts. Column I

Ams the woo"

that change HUNGER.
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+ DS: Herd

Figure 3. Trivalent fuzzy cognitive map for the control of a dolphin actor ina fuzzy virtual world. Th. rules or edges
connect causal concepts in a sgned connection matrix.
B. FCMRRecal
RCMs recall as the FCM dynamical system equilbate.

Simple FC

inference thresholds a matrix-vector
--)E--)C 2 -)EC3 -.

multiplication [9,11]. State vectrs Cncycle throuhthe FCM adjacency marix E: C1
system
FThe nonlineary transforms the weighted input to each node CS[1c]:
D,:

s[at)wC(t](

Here S(x) is a bounded signal function. For simple FCMs S(x) is a threshold fucto:
{0 for y~a

S()=for y<a

(2)

Simple threshold FCMs quickly converge to stable limit cycles or fixed points [13,141. These limit cycles
show "hidden patterns" in the causal web of the FCM. Each node in a simple FCM turns actions or goals on and off.
Each node can control its own FCM, fuzzy control system. goal-directed animation system, force feedback, or other
input-output map. The FCM can control the tempoal associations or timing cycles that s
virtual worlds.
These patterns establsh the rhythm of the world. "Grandmother nodes can control the time spent on each step in a
FCM "avalanche" [7]. This can change the update ruae an thus the timing for the network [7).
We c model a feeding cycle with the dolph FCM as an input to D. C0 is the inital input state of the

dolphin R2M:
CO= [ 1000000000.
1"hen
COED=[--100100O00]-

C=[0000010000],

The arrow stands for a threshold operation with 1/2 as the threshold value. Then they begin to search for food
(C ,C2). They eat (C3 ) and then they socialize and rest (C4,Cs,C6). This makes them hungry and the feeding cycle
remas. T FCM
he converges o the limit cycleCo -oC -lC 2
-C 4 -C 5 "C 6 -"C 7 -'Co... "
3ofC

ClED
,li
show id
"h

in pa drC2ED
C3ED

=[000 0-101000]

--

C2 =(000000100],

th =[000
casa
IM
weIn000
of th
Ip I0100]
Eac -nod C3 aI =[0000000100],
tun
acin
or gol
=[-110100000]-.
C4 =10100100000,

C4ED

=[00 1 01000-10] --- C5

=10010100000],

C 5 ED

=[00lll

=[0011100000],

-I-10-I~l-
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Figure 4. Augmented FCM for different actors in a virtual world. The actors Interact through linked common causal
concepts such as chasing food and avoiding a threat.

C 6 E0
CTED

=[100 11-2-20-1-2] --- C7
=[1-1-100 0-10-1-1] -- C0

=[1001100000],

=[1000000000,

C. Augmented FCMs
FCM matrices additively combine to forn new FCMs (101. Thi allows combination of FCMs for different
actors or environments in the virtual world. The new (augmented) RCM includes the union of the causal concepts
for all the actors ad the environment in the virtual world. If a P04 does not include a cocept, then those rows and
colunsm at all zero. The sum of the augmented (zero-padded) FCM matrices for each actor forms the virtual
I

F=

I

S: C11*

(3)

i=l
The Wj are positive weights for the ith R
Fi. The weights state the relative value of each FCM in the virtual
world and can weight any subgmpht of the FC3M.
Th'e FCM sum (3) helps knowledge acquisition. Any number of experts can describe their FCM virtual
world views and (3) will weight mnd combine them. In contrast an Al expert system [18] is a binary tree with graph
sear h. Two or more trees need not combine to a tree. Combined FCMs tend to have feedback or closed loops and
tat precludes graph searh with forward or backward "chaining."
Figure 4 shows an augmented FCM for an undersea virtual world. It combines fish school, shark, and
dolphin herd FCMs with (3): F = Ff'mh+ Fshark+ Fdo
he new links among these FCMs are those of
predator and prey where the larger eats the wmaler. The actors chase, flee, ad eat one aother. A hungry shark
chssthe dolphins and that leads to a limit cycle. Augmenting the FCM matrices gives a large but sparse FCM
since the actors respod to each other in few ways.
The output of a simple FCM is a binary limit cycle that describes actions or goals. This holds even if the
binmry concept nodes change state asynchzrously. Each output turns a function on or off as in a robotic neural net
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":

A

Figure 5. FCMs control the virtual world. The augmented FCM controls the actions of the actors. Inevent A
the hungry shark forces the dolphin herd to run away. Each dashed line stands for a dolphin swim path. In
event B the shark finds the fish and eats some. Each dashed line stands for the path of a fish in the school.
The cross shows the shark eating afish. In event C the fish run into the dolphins and suffer more losses. The
solid lines are the dolphin paths. The dashes are the fish swim paths. The cross shows a dolphin eating a fish.
[1]. This output can control smaller FCMs or fuzzy control systems. These systems can drive visuri, auditory, or
tactile outputs of the virtual world. The FCM can control the temporal associations or timing cycles that structure
virual worlds. The FCM state vector drives the motion of each character as in a frame in a cartoon. Simple
equations of motion or fuzzy systems can move each actor between the states.
We used a simple update equation for position:
P(t+l)= p(tn)+ 'tv(tn)

(4)

The velocity v(t) does not change at time step At. The FCM finds the direction and magnitude of movement The
magnitude of the velocity depends on the FCM state. If the FCM state is RUN AWAY, then the velocity is FAST.
If the FCM state is REST, then the velocity is SLOW. The prey choose the direction that maximizes the distance
from the predator. The predator chases the prey. Each state moves the actors through the sea.
The result is a complex dance among the actors as they move in a 2-D ocean. Figure 5 shows these
movements. The forcing function is a hungry shark. The shark encounters the dolphins who cluster and then flee
the shark. The shark chases but cannot keep up. The shark still searches for food and finds the fish. It catches a fish
and then rests with its hunger sated. Meanwhile the hungry dolphins search for food and eat more fish. Each actor
responds to the actions of the other.
D. Nested FC~s
FCMs can endow virtual worlds with goals and intentions as they define dynamic physical and social
environments. The FCM can combine simple actions to model "intelligent' behavior [1,3]. Each node in turn can
control its own simple FCM in a nested FCM. Complex actions emerge from networks of simple reflexes. FCM
nesting extends to any number of fuzzy sets for the inputs. A concept can divide into smaller fuzzy sets or
subconcepts. The edges or rules link the sets. This leads to a discrete multivalued output for each node. Enough
nodes allow this feedforward system to approximate any continuous function [8].
The FCM edges or rules map one subconcept to another. These subconcept mappings form a fuzzy system
or set of fuzzy if-then rules that map inputs to outputs. Each mapping is a fuzzy rule or state-space patch that links
fuzzy sets. The patches cover the graph of some function in the input-output state space. The fuzzy system then
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averages the patches that overlap to give an approximation of a continuous function [11]. Subconcepts can map to
different responses in the FCM. This gives a more varied response to changes in the virtual world.
For example we can model the effects of different threats on a fish school. For that we need a nested FCM:

The small survival threat may be a slow-moving predator that has not seen or decided to attack the fish. The large
survival threat may be a fast predator such as a barracuda or shark that swims towards the center of the school. We
can insert this new sub-FCM into the Fish FCM in Figure 4 in place of F6 SURVIVAi. THREAT and F7 RUN
AWAY. Different limit cycles appear for different degrees of threat. For a small threat (F6 ) the fish avoid the
predator (F7 ) as they move out of the line-of-sight of the predator. Large threats (F8 ) cause the fish to scatter
quickly to evade the predator (F9 ). This leads to fatigue and rest (F2 and F3).
These threat responses cause the "fountain effect" and the "burst effect" in fish schools [14,181 as each fish
tries to increase its chances of survival. The fountain effect occurs when a predator moves towards a fish school and
the school splits and flows around the predator. The school re-forms behind the predator. In the burst effect the
school expands in the form of a sphere to evade the predator.
3

daptdove Fuzzy Cognitive Maps

An adaptiv FCM changes its causal web in time. The causal web learns from data. The causal edges or
rules change in sign and magnitude. The additive scheme (3) is a type of causal learning since it changes the FCM
edge strengths. In general an edge ei1 changes with some first-order learning law:
eij = fij(eij,Ci,Cj,i,.j) + gj(t)

(5)

Here gj is a forcing function. Data fires the concept nodes and in time this leaves a causal pattern in the edge.
Causal learning is local infij. It depends on just its own value and on the node signals that it connects:
The differential Hebbian learning law [II correlates concept changes or velocities:
=

-eij+

ti(x,)C1 (xj)

(6)

So C.(xi)tx) >0 iff concepts C, and Cj move in the same direction. C,(xi)Cj(xj)< 0 iff concepts C, and Cj
move in opposite directions. In this sense (6) learns patterns of causal change. The first-order structure of (6)
implies that ei(t) is an exponentially weighted average of paired (or lagged) changes. The most recent changes
have the most weight. The discrete change ACi(t)= Ci(t)-Ci(i- 1) lies in {-1,Ol . Discrete differential Hebbian
learning can take the form

eij( + )

0

+ c,[ACi(x)ACj(x1) - eij(t)]
e
ei(t)

if ACi(x)

jey(t)

if ACi(xi)=O

(7)

Here c, is a learning coefficient that decreases in time 111]. ACi ACj > 0 iff concepts Ci and C move in the same
direction. ACi AC < 0 iff concepts Ci and Cj move in opposite directions. E changes only if a concept changes.
The changed edge slowly "forgets" the old causal changes in favor of the new ones. This causal law can learn
higher-order causal relations if it correlates multiple cause changes with effect changes.
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We used differential Hebbian learning to encode a feeding sequence and a chase sequence in a FCM. The

concepts in the ib row learn only when ACi(xi) equals 1 or -I. We used cftk) =0.1'tk/lNI'1.

Te

inig data

came from the dolphin FCM in figure 3. This gave the ED:
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D

This learned edge matrix E D resembles the FCM matrix in Figure 3. The causal links it lacks between D 10 and
(D 6 ,D7 ,Ds) were not in the training set. The diagonal links terms for self-inhibition of each concept. This occurs
since each concept is on for one cycle before the matrix transitions to the next state. The hunger inmput CL0 = [100
0 0 0 0 0 0 01 with a threshold of 0.5 now leads to the limit cycle:
CLO
CLI
CL 2
CL 3
CL 4
CL5
CL6

ED=[0.0 0.0 .0.1-0.6-0.5 0.6 -0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0] -+CL 1
ED = [ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.5 1.0 -0.6 0.0 0.0] -+CL 2
ED = [0.0-0.6 0.0 0.0-0.5 0.0-0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0]-+CL 3
ED = [ 0.0 1.0-0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0-0.5 0.0 0.01 -+CL 4
ED = [ 0.4-0.8 0.8-0.6-0 2-0.2 0.0 0.0-0.10.1] -CL 5
ED =[0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0-0.1-0.1--CL 6
ED = ( 1.2 -0.3 -0.1-0.1 -0.2 -0.4 0.0 0.0 -0.3 0.01 -. CLO
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This resembles the sequence of rest, eat, play, and rest from section 2. Figure 6a shows the hand-designed limit
cycle from section 2. Figure 6b shows the limit cycle from FCM found with differential Hebbian learning. The
DHL limit cycle is one step shorter. Both FCMs have just one limit cycle and the null fixed point in the space of 210
binary state vectors.
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Figure . Limit cycle comparison between the hand-designed system and the FCM found with differential Hebbian
learning. Each column Is a binay state vector. (a) Rest, feed, play, rest limit cycle for the FCM in Figure 3. (b)
Limit cycle for the FCM found with (7).
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4.

Conduslow

Fuzzy cognitive maps can model the causal web of a virtual world. The FCM can control its local and
global nonlinear behavior. The local fuzzy rules or edges and the fuzzy concepts they connect model the causal
links within and between events. The global FCM nonlinear dynamics give the virtual world an "arrow of time." A
user cam change these dynamics at will and thus change the causal processes in the virtual world. FCMs let experts
and users choose a causal web by drawing causal pictures instead of by stating equations.
FCMs can also help visualize data. They show how variables relate to one another in the causal web. The
FCM output states can guide a cartoon of the virtual world. The cartoon animates the FCM dynamics as the system
trajectory moves through the FCM state space. This can apply to models in economics, medicine, history, and
politics [16] where the social and causal web can change in complex ways that may arise from changing the sign or
magnitude of a single FCM causal rule or edge.
More complex FCMs have more complex dynamics and can model more complex virtual worlds. Each
concept node can fire on its own time scale and fire in its own nonlinear way. The causal edge flows or rules can
have their own time scales too and may increase or decrease the causal flow through them in nonlinear ways.
A FCM can model these complex virtual worlds if it uses more nonlinear math to change its nodes and
edges. The price paid may be a chaotic virtual world with unknown equilibrium behavior. Some users may want
this to add novelty to their virtual world or to make it more exciting. A user might choose a virtual world that is
mildly nonlinear and has periodic equilibria. At the other extreme the user might choose a virtual world that is so
wildly nonlinear it has only aperiodic equilibria. Think of a virtual game of tennis or raquetball where the
gravitational potential changes at will or at random. Fuzziness and nonlinearity are design parameters for a virtual
world. They may give a better model of a real process. Or they may be just more fun to play with.
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ABSTRACT
Ekman's human facial expressions that have six emotional states
distributed over three facial regions are coded mathematically in a
multi-layer perceptron designed with an optimum number of hidden nodes and
initial weights in the way of logically analyzing internal representations
of features in a face. The performance is benchmarked against other
approaches, showing the promise of such a computational psychology in
understanding human emotion by face reading. This emotional reading
neural net when combined with linguistic-syntactic-semantic neural
networks for spoken language can potentially enhance the understanding
of the verbal and facial communication to robots.
1.

INTRODUCTION
Recently, computational psychology has made a great advancement
in solving the continuous sound/speech recognition problems[l].
It can solve one of the most challenging problems of a continuous speech
segmentation. For example, Rumelhart et al. used a time-dependent
transient spectra whose area slices become the input training vector
{X(t)i} i-1,2,3,...,25 channels and 11 time point t. They have demonstrated
a real time operation in less than 10 milliseconds on a SUN SPARK Station I
for noisy beep, chirp, double pulses, etc. 6 classes.
Meanwhile, it is known that the sound is often involved with the
emotional feeling expressed by the speaker facial expression. For example,
a sentence like "I do not know" spoken with a doubt expression, has a
completely different meaning from that spoken with a contempt expression.
Actually, some human feelings are apt to be expressed in nonverbal language,
especially facial expressions, while some are apt to be expressed in verbal
language. Communication between humans is based on the combination of both
methods. In order to improve the interaction between human and machines, the
techniques for understanding both of them should be developed simultaneously.
In this preliminary work of applying back-propagation networks[2],
the author wish to report the progress she made after the former researches(3]
following P. Ekman's work[4] and wish to demonstrate the efficiency of the
strategies initiated by Rumelhart for developing effective neural network
applications(5]. The improvement of the efficient design of the hidden layer
and the initiation of weights (for off-line training and on-line adaptation
for real time noisy system operation) by analyzing the internal representations
are emphasized in this work. However, the syntheses of both language
understanding and facial expression will be reported in the future
investigation.
2.

Pattern Recognization Subsystems
In this research, the facial expressions are recognized according to
facial feature extraction and change detection. Similar to the
strategy used commonly in real time video games, the facial feature
estimation could be performed after the change detection for a selected
set of prominent regions on the facial movement. In principle, such an
automatic selection strategy can efficiently avoid processing a
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quarter million irrelevant pixels, and handle nicely the occlusion
problem when the speaker turns away slowly. The current analysis was
performed in two steps: first each image frame of a video sequence was
selectively processed by a researcher to detect prominent feature
regions, then the features were matched between frames to determine
their changes. In the future system, the real time image processing
algorithm could be automated--change detection following feature
extraction like video games. As the kernel of the system, three
back-propagation networks are called "subnets" used to recognize the
expressions according to the displacements at those characteristic
locations. The design of recognition system flow chart is shown in
Figure 1.
Since a face can be divided into three basic "eigen regions"--eyes,
brows and the mouth of which independent expressions can be computed in
each regions. In principle, our design strategy utilized three
artificial neural networks (ANN), or subnets. The strategy can fuse
better not only the expressions recognized from the movements of each
regions but also the sizes of each ANN's can be reduced significantly.
It so happened that a smaller size ANN is faster and can generalize
better than an over-sized one. The key is to estimate the degree of
freedom in the problem and evaluate the performance goal to be
achieved. The unnecessary large ANN tends to overly specify those
weights associated with hidden nodes. During the training phase, a lot
of data used can inadvertently produce the undesirable overfitting. We
anticipate that would be detrimental to the final stage synthesis by
means of a master ANN responsible for the subsequent fusion among facial
feature data with the language understanding ANN's.
Another important but more specific reason for such a subnet approach
is due to the emotional feeling of happiness and disgust which are
rarely expressed in brows and eyes regions and rather in the mouth
region. Using the subnet approach, we can train and distinguish them
only in the mouth network. Therefore, both the brows and the eyes
networks have four output nodes corresponding to surprise, fear, angry
and sadness expressions, and the mouth network has six output nodes
corresponding to all six expressions. Some experience has been learned
about the data size itself as follows.
The inputs to the neural networks are movements of characteristic
points which can be obtained from 2-D image processing. If the pixels
are too few, it will be impossible to classify all expressions. On the
other hand, too many redundant pixels will cause the complexity of
movie image processing algorithm, the cost of training time and the
sensitivity to the noise, etc. Therefore, the operator experience in
selecting the characteristic points efficiently becomes important in
the design of subnet's input. Our finding of a few characteristic
feature points is still consistent with the usual rule of thumb known
to image processing scientists---the so-called Johnson Criterion for
the minimum size about 4x5 raw image pixels for a possible pattern
classification, e.g. approaching vehicle versus tank, after the initial
single hot pixel target detection in the FLIR imaging over the desert
storm horizon. Figure 2 shows a suggestion according to the
comprehensive analysis of Facial Action Coding System (FACS), by which
necessary and sufficient points have been found out. In order to
simplify conditions, we suppose that the studied expressions are
syrmetrical and characteristic points are only defined for the left
half face--one brow, one eye and half mouth.
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Facial Expression Features Models
Given three facial regions with different expressions simultaneously,
we can analyze each regions separately and build up three features
models corresponding to each regions (brows, eyes and mouth)
respectively according to the rules of the facial expressions described
in Ekman's FACS.(3] These models can be used in the simulation to test
the performance of the neural networks.
According to the Ekman's observation, almost all facial movements can
be described by Action Units (AUs), and the relationship between the
facial expressions and AUs can be clearly identified. Since not all
AUs are involved in common facial expressions, Table 1 lists the
necessary AUs which affect the eyes shape corresponding to four
expressions--sad, surprise, fear, and angry. In an automatic image
processing this AUs will be derived from a few characteristic feature
points over the regional whose pixel numbers shall be slightly bigger
than the aforementioned Johnson criterion.
Table 1. Expressions and Action Units in the Eyes Region
3.

Expressions
Action Units
----------------------------------------------------------------------sadness eyes
inner brow raiser
surprise eyes
upper lid raiser
fear eyes
upper lid raiser; low lid tightener and raiser
angry eyes
brow lowerer; low lid tightener and raiser
In the eyes region, it is reasonable that the movements only happen in
the Y direction in the local X-Y Cartesian coordinate system fixed along
the vertical face direction. Corresponding to the AUs in Table 1, the
movement values of the characteristic points should be changed in the way
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Action Units and Movements in the Eyes Region
Action Units
inner brow raiser
upper lid raiser
lower lid tightener and raiser
brow lowerer

I
I

Movement values
ly+
ly+, 2 y+
3y+, 4y+, 5y+
ly-, 2y-

(* Ny+: the movement value in the Y direction of
the point N in Figure 1 is positive.)
Table 1 illustrates the relationship between expressions and AUs and
Table 2 gives the relationship between AUs and movements of the
characteristic points which allow us to construct our features models.
Merge Table 1 and Table 2 into Figure 3, we plot the dotted lines to
indicate the brow-lowerer-AU corresponding to the negative movement
values of points 1 and 2 above the right eye. Likewise, the solid line
indicates positive AU-value. Thus, Fig. 3 reveals the mechanism how our
model generates the characteristic points in the eyes' region. In the
sight of surprise, one tends to increase the verbal pitch and also
widen ones upper eye lid. Thus, the upper-lid-raiser-AU at the
characteristic points #1 and #2 should give the positive values in the
Y direction, while the other AU value may be set to a relative zero
value. In case of angry, one tightens facial muscles and consequently
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shrinks the eye lids giving the negative value for the downward movement at
the points #1 and #2 at the upper eye lid while the positive value for
the upward movement points #3, #4 and #5 at the lower eye lid.
In the same way, the other two models for the brows region and the
mouth region can be built up, too.
4.

Neural Network Architecture
As described in Section 2, both the brows subnet and the eyes subnet
have four output nodes corresponding to surprise, fear, angry and sadness
expressions, and the mouth subnet has six output nodes corresponding to
all six expressions.
Inputs to three subnets are the values of the movement of the
characteristic points at three regions shown in Figure 1. In the
training set of data, these movement values can be obtained from the
three features models which have been described in Section 3. The
analysis in Section 3 reveals that Ekman's action units can be
considered as the internal representations of the hidden nodes, i.e.
the so-called Grand Mother cells in the computational psychology (See
Figure 3). If we define hidden nodes corresponding to the necessary
AUs, then the number of the hidden nodes of the networks follows
exactly. Therefore, there are eight, five and ten input nodes and four,
four and seven hidden nodes in brows, eyes and mouth subnets,
respectively.
Using these three subnets, and recognizing expressions respectively, we
can synthesize a lookup table which can define the relationship between
the set of desired results for each subnet and the set of actual
results obtained by the final judged expression classes (See Fig. 1).
Figure 3 also brings forth an idea of how to initialize the weights
logically in the networks. If there is a solid line between two nodes
in Figure 3, we set a positive value for that weight. On the contrary,
if there is a dotted line between two nodes, we set a negative value
for that weight. The other weights are set with very small random
values. Let's suppose that there is an angry sample, in which ly and 2y
are negative values and the other inputs are positive. Because the
''brow lowerer''hidden node has two negative weights connecting ly and
2y and a positive weight connecting 5y, it can be turned on by a high
weighted sum. Moreover, because the ''lower lid tightener'' hidden node
connects 3y and 4y with positive weights, it also can be turned on.
Consequently, the angry eyes output node will surely obtain a large
weighted sum from these two hidden nodes. In other words, the output
node corresponds to the expression class, while the current input is
from the largest weighted sum, and then before the training data is
presented, the classification hyper-space has been already divided into
hyper-cubes. Note that it always takes a regular back-propagation a
long time to obtain the same situation. Of course, the fine tuning of
the final decision boundaries, which depend on the weights and
thresholds, are obtained by the training set using the regular
back-propagation algorithm.
This tuning by training is still necessary because not all
relationship between AUs and the characteristic point movements are
known, nor all the inverse relationship between the expressions and AUs
are known, except a few special case in the mouth region for example.
In case that the a priori connection does not exist absolutely, we must
set the initial weight with a certain value smaller than those
connection weight known a priori absolutely. In this way, the initial
subnets can be set up in a balanced fashion.
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5.

Simulation Results
Using our features models described in Section 2, we examined the
networks by error calculation. The error is defined as follows:
\rm error-\sum_{i}\sum_{j}\BigllO-d(i,j)-Oc(i,j)\Bigrj
where Od(i,j) is the desired value and Oc(i,j) is the
calculated value of the jth output node of the ith class of expression.
The simulation results will now be analyzed in two cases as follows:
(Case 1] Initializing all weights with small random values:
When the number of hidden nodes is more than that of the necessary AUs
we have defined, no improvement has been found according to error sums
(shown in Figure 4). When the number of hidden nodes is less than that
of the necessary AUs, sometimes the networks can succeed to recognize all
expressions but sometimes the local minimum problem occurs. As a result,
some expressions can not be recognized and the reliability of the networks
is degraded seriously.
So our method to determine the number of hidden nodes is certified by
these error bounds.
[Case 2] Initializing weights as we have described in Section 4:
In this case, the number of the hidden nodes is determined by the
necessary AUs and the initial weights are set in the way described in
Section 4. Compared with Case 1, the error sums of the six expression
patterns are reduced quickly(See Figure 5).
Although the values of the final weights may be different from the
weights logically initialized, the algebraic signs (positive or
negative) remains the same. The fact verifies the correctness of our
method to divide the hyper-space by setting initial weights. We believe
that the final weights accurately indicating the strength of the
relationship among the note of three layers, which reveals the further
investigation direction for the language-feeling fusion work with a
super-net.
Although the weight-initialization method using the correct algebraic
signs may raise the sensitivity to input perturbation [3], this problem
might be eliminated by using the training set with added random noise,
similar to the Boltzmann machine of Hinton and Sejnowski but based on
Cauchy color noise generating both random walks and random flights
for a fast simulated annealing [6,7].
6.

Conclusions
In order to design human-robot communication automation, the
often-neglected emotional content of human spoken language may be
remedied by analyzing the speaker's facial expressions. Thus, we have
proposed three back-propagation ANN's for one face readiag--brows,
eyes, and mouth---one for each region, and each has 6 emotional
states--angry, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise and disgust. One of
'he main conceptual contributions is using smaller subnet approach to
the face-reading, and then a necessary fusion gives more complex facial
expression. Such small set of ANN's are desirable both to speed the
classification processing and to avoid overfitting the classifier to
the training set.
According to the simulation results, the sufficient number of the
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hidden nodes can be found out by our analysis and weight
initialization. The simulation result not only indicated the validity
of our method to accelerate convergence of the networks but also
enlightened that the qualitative analysis of facial displays may be
developed into quantitative analysis by the proposed method of
computational psychology so that the strength of the relations between
action units and expressions can be obtained accurately.
Toward the mid-term goal of human-robot voice communication, this paper
has taken the first step investigation of the component of human facial
emotion reading. The method to synthesize both verbal language
understanding and facial expression recognition will be reported in the
future investigation. For example, one could follow the Reference (1]
the space-time generalization of current work employing the

time-delayed subnet approach to the case ----- winking one eye for
joking.
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Word Spotting with the Gamma Neural Model
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Abstract
This work reports on the use of the focused gamma model as a word spotter. Several modifications In the
origina] gamma model implementation are tested. The preliminary results show that they improve the original modal, and demonstrate the Importance of appropriate structures for feature representation in complex
classificattrn problems sijch as speech recognition.

Introduction
The time delay neural network (TDNN)[1 isone of the most widely utilized neural network topologies for
speech recognition. The power of TDNN comes from the fact that it utilizes a memory structrue that brings
past information to the classification of speech. Unfo'tunately, the memory structure in TDNN is not very
versatile. It is built around a finite impulse response structure, and as such the size of the memory dictates
how far Into the past the memory can reach. Another characteristic is that the signal past Is recalled with
maximal resolution, because every sample of the signal up to the length of the FIR is stored. There are alternate memory structures that can potentially Improve on the linear combiner charactesiics. We have
been working with the gamma memory, a feedforward struture with local recursion [2]. The gamma memory
is a generalization of the FIR filter, and it has the ability to trade "reach' for resolution [3]. In this paper we
compare the performance of the gamma memory with an FIR filter for isolated word recognition. We show
that a focused gamma model performs better than a TDNN with the memory layer restricted to the input.
The gamma model not only learns faster the pattern classes, but also achieves a smaller mean square error,
meaning that it learns more about the Input pattern classes. In this workwe allowed the tap-to-tap resolution
to vary, effectively creating a memory structure that can handle some forms of time warping.

Preprocessing for the Gamma Model
The gamma memory is a recursive system, therefore the processing can be done one sample at a time. As
such, preprocessing models that do not segment speech are very appropriate. Instead of hte more traditional FFTor cepstral coefficients, we built a bank of 14 constant Qbandpass filters (Q,4) in quarter-octavedistribution from 200 to 3,638 Hz [4]. Each filter output is squared, lowpass filtered by a Kaiser window, and
decimated to obtain a segment of 30 samples [4]. Each word is therefore represented as a time frequency
pattern of size 14x30. In our vocabulary the words sizes were different, so the decimation rate (and the correponding filtering) were dynamically set and in the range [50, 90. A simple amplitude threshold was used
to determine the begining and end of each word. No further hand alignment was performed. Each pattern
was normalized over the range [-1,1] [4].

Gamma Model Implementation
Unlike previous experiements with the gamma memory for speech recognition, here we allowed the feedback parameter, t1k,to adapt locally. The gamma memory has an input to tap k transfer function given by:
k
=
k
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Here each stage can have a different I-k, yielding a composite effective memory depth, 3, and resolution, 91.
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The value of pk controls the location of the pole, hence the phase of each stage, which means also the delay.
The parameter 91kis learned during training, using real time recurrent learning (RTRL) according to :
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The step size, i, was kept constant at 10-1. Inthis experiment the number of taps, N,, was experimentally
set at 10 (see results). Another modification from previous designs is the fact that an amplification factor C
was included ineach filter. The reason can be found inthe attenuation that each stage produces inthe input
signal. Experimentally we found that a gain of 1.5 per tap keeps the signal potential at the taps, k,within
reasonable values and gives gocJ results (Figure 2).
0.
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Figure 1. Gamma array continuous dispersive delay kernels for k-[1, 101.
The classification part of the network Is built from a multilayer porceptron. The hidden layer has 24 processing elements, and the output layer has 11 processing elements, one for each class. Straight backpropagation with adaptive step size was utilized to train the spatial weights (4]. This Is possible since the recurrent
portion of the net Is restricted to the Input layer.
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IC(ei1, 1otUral coll-lovol slop sizes, Ilk, wore adapted with No and Nu fixed at 5 and 10, respectively.
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The cost function utilized In this study was the inverse hyperbolic tangent as proposed by Fahlman [5] with
c-0.45 and hyperbolic tangent activations, oa(x), in all neural cells !limiting the output layer potential range
to [-1, 1]. Output and hidden layer cell relations are denoted by subscript o and H. respectively.

tanh-1 (C(PPk--oPk))

80k

omrimj

aIk=

AoM.

(Y'Mk,'

,ktP
10 + aAkn

km(n) =

E - [0, 0.5)

(12)

(13)

km(n-

(PIij
1)

a -- [0,1)

(14)

Th.s cost function effectively weights the larger errors, and serves as an approximation to the L- norm.
Training also utilized momentum set in the range [0.6, 0.9]. After the net was trained, the patterns for each
c:ass were propagated through the net and the maximum error for the class stored. This vector was used
to set the recognition threshold during testing, and created automatically a class of unrecognized patterns.

Results
Aset of 11 words (up, down, left, right, top, bottom, center, home, end, pause, continue) was spoken 10
times by the same person, digitized at 11.025 kHz, and preprocessed as explained above. Figure 2 shows
the mean square error during learning for the gamma model and TDNN with the same number of taps. Observe that the gamma model learns faster and more of the input patterns.
E 0.30
0.25

FIR

0.20
0.15
0.10

"
Gamma

0.05
0

100

epoch

600

Figure 2. Gamma memory layer ANN vs. TDNN learning curves.
Table 1: Gamma memory layer ANN vs. TDNN performance.
memory

epoch,

E,

FIR

700

0.0321

Gamma

463

2.81x10-8
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An Increase of tie memory size of TDNN to 30 did not Improve the performance. We explain this result by
tho added capability of the gamma memory to span a longer time span without Increasing the numbor of
degrees of freedom of the not, or the number of weights. For speech recognition Itseems that due to the
intrinsic variability of the patterns for each word (time warping) there is no point of providing maximal resolution Inthe memory traces. A coarser sampling makes the system less sensitive to alignment, and so may
avoid the need for full blown dynamic warping algorithms. This Is particularly the case when the memory
structure has the flexibility to choose the tap-to-tap feedback parameter, because it is already creating a
distortion in the time axis. Figure 3 depicts the post-convergence effective memory depth surface and intrachannel effective memory depth, respectively. Notice that there are certain channels where the feedback
parameter Is uniform, but others where it peaks early on in the memory structure. Another Interesting experiment was conducted during leaming. We restricted the fan In of the frequency channels, Nbkof the hidden layer neural cells. On;y three neighborhood channels connect to each hidden layer neural cell, with one
shared channel between adjacent cells. This decreased tremendously the number of net weights, (from
3948 to 449 weights) and did not affect appreciably the performance of the net. it seems that local frequency
information Is sufficient to classify words, by preserving spatlo-frequency mappings in the pattern set. Varying the gamma memory size affects the MSE and rate of convergence. Nine kernels seem to be the best
compromise depth/resolution for this set of words. A remarkable compression of 3:1 was achieved. A fullyconnected trained ANN was tested with the training set with 100% recognition. A similar sparsely-connected
ANN performed at 98.5%. Test set performance was 95% and 90/c for the fully-connected and the sparselyconnected ANN, respectively. All errors were reported as unrecognized exemplars, due to the vectored
threshold technique employed.
38

36
28

k

26
24
22

"2
2

4

6

channel

10

12

Figure 3. Gamma memory layer surface and intra-channel effective memory depth, k-4[1, 10].
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Abstract: Dependency analysis is a new method of studying the internal representations of
neural networks. The technique assesses the functional dependencies among network processing
units, and helps to understand how a network evolves during the training period. Dependency
analysis is particularly useful in studying the most complex neural networks, because it is an
empirical technique rather than an analytical one, and thus depends on the functional
properties of the network and not its structural details. Through an example network that
performs object identification from semantic representations, the paper demonstrates the use of
the technique to understand the contributions of the individual (semantic feature) units in the
input layer to the classification represented by the (physical object) units of the output layer.

Sk&educa
Cognitive models using connectionist techniques have greater scientific value when their internal
behavior can be understood. Dependency analysis (DA) represents an empirical method to analyze
neural networks that augments existing techniques. It has particular relevance for feedforward
networks with hidden layers and for recurrent networks, which typically perform non-linear
transformations that are opaque to direct examination.
Dynamic analysis of unit activation values sometimes explains network performance. In Hinton's
family tree network [Hinton, 19861, individual hidden units became specialized for certain family
relations. Reuckl et al [19891 demonstrated receptive fields corresponding to high order features of the
input "retina" (e.g., diagonal lines). Zipser and Anderson [19881 demonstrated emergent representations
in a model of spatial encoding by the parietal lobe, leading to hypotheses about its anatomical
structure.
Mathematical manipulation of certain vectors of network unit activations can also be revealing.
Elman [19891 performed a principal components analysis [Fukunaga, 19721 on the hidden unit
activations of a simple recurrent network to learn a context free grammar, and found syntactic and
semantic regularities. Both hierarchical clustering analysis [Tou and Gonzalez, 19741 and contribution
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analysis [Sanger, 19891 have led to a

Object grasshopper

better understanding of the NetTalk

wrench

helicopter

database [Sejnowski and Rosenberg,

Feature

1987. Le Cun et al [19901 describe
how to prune connectionist networks
with minimal loss of information, a
method that involves significant
network analysis.
Dependency analysis measures
how small changes in the activations
of particular network units affect the
activation value of some other
network unit. It does this
dynamically, and does not depend on
(a) the shape of the network; (b) the
locations of the units in the network;

LIMBS
COLOR
SIZE
CROSS-SECTION
FORM
MADE-OF

6
green
<Ift
circular
cylindrical
animal

0
silver
<1 ft
rectangular
rectangular
metal
artificial

TEXTURE
NOISE
FUNCTIONS

smooth
on-own
waste

smooth
none
repairs

4
variable
>2 yd
circular
winged
wood
metal
glass
artificial
plastic
smooth
with-input
transport

basement

air

propelled

none
with-fuel

reproduces

or (c) the specific connectivity among

the units. We use dependency
analysis with classification

LOCATION

networks to evaluate how each

classification (i.e., a specific output
unit) relates to changes in particular

farm

MOVEMENT

features of the object to be classified

(i.e., input layer).

yard
woods
self
propelled
grows

I

I

Table 1: Semantic features (properties) of several physical

This paper is organized as follows:
objects in the study corpus.
First we motivate the method of DA
with discussion of object
identification, a classification task performed by the human temporal lobe in many cognitive
processing contexts. Second, we provide a formal description of the technique of dependency analysis.
Finally, we use DA to analyze an example network that performs object identification, and show how it
teaches us both about the task and potentially about the brain mechanisms that might be employed in
performing it.
Obj

Identifican
c

To use language, people must be able to identify and name objects from their visual, tactile, auditory,
and functional properties. As part of a long term study of semantic representations in the brain, we have
been using computational techniques to investigate the task of object identification from semantic
properties [Small and Holland, 19911. Given the representation of a physical object in terms of semantic
features (properties), and the goal of identifying the object based on this representation, we constructed
several connectionist networks to perform the task in different ways.
It was hoped that formal analyses of these networks would shed light on the underlying brain
representations and mechanisms. In fact, direct examination of hidden units as well as their principal
components revealed the presence of implicit semantic categories [Small et at, 19931, and suggested how
the brain might encode verbal knowledge [Hart and Gordon, 19921. Interestingly, the existence of such
categories in the brain has been suggested by empirical research with patients [Hart et al, 1985; Sartori
and Job, 1988; Warrington and Shallice, 1984], but not explained. Nonetheless, it remained unclear
which elements of the semantic feature vector were the most important in leading the network to make
its classification of each object.
A simple identification network is shown in Figure 1. The input vector consists of one unit for each
semantic feature known to the system (e.g., blue, smooth texture). In this semantic feature vector,
multiple units are active simultaneously, with each active unit indicating a semantic property held by
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a particular object. The semantic feature vector thus

encodes the meaning of an object. Table I shows this
meaning representation (i.e., the active units in the
semantic feature vector) for three example objects. The
output vector consists of one unit for each object (e.g.,
motorcycle, dolphin). This object identification vector has
a unit/value representation [Feldman and Ballard, 19821
with one active unit for the identification of a particular
object.[

[
Semantic Feature Vector

l

1

Intermediate (Hidden) Layer

The network of Figure I was trained using gradient
descent to perform the correct mapping [Rumelhart et al,
1985J [FahLman, 19881. But how does the resulting network
achieve this result? The internal functioning of the
network is a product of the connections from input units to
intermediate units to output units. Understanding the
networks requires analysis of the preprogrammed input
codes, the connection weights, and the emergent hidden
unit activations,

J

Object Identification Vector

Figure 1: Feedforward network for object
identification.

Dependecy_ Analysis

For each physical object in the corpus, certain features appeared to play a particularly important
role in determining its identification. Dependency analysis of the object identification network of
Figure 1 revealed, for example, that whereas the semantic representation of a typical object consists of
a dozen or more semantic features (e.g., "dolphin" has fourteen features as shown in Table 2), very few
of them play a major role in identification. Each object differs in the particular features most important
for its identification.
Dependency analysis thus provides a way to understand how a network evolves during the training
period, with particular processing units dependent more on the activations of some units than others,
despite static connectivity patterns that are similar. It is particularly useful in studying the most
complex neural networks, because as an empirical rather than analytical technique, it depends on the
functioning rather than the structural details of the network. In multilayer neural networks, it allows
the user to study how each unit in a given layer affects each
unit in any successive layer, thus revealing information not
straightforwardly available from the weights themselves
LIMBS-0
(which would give the same information in systems without
COLOR-blue
hidden layers). In recurrent networks, any unit can be
SIZE->1-foot-and-<2-yards
analyzed with respect any number of other units to assess
CROSS-SECTION-circular
the strength of their dependencies.
FORM-cylindrical
The dependency index of output j to an input i, DI, is the
measurement of how sensitive output j is to the change in
input i. In other words, it represents the dependency of the
final state of output j upon changes in the value of input i.

MADE-OF-from-animal
TEXTURE-smooth
NOISE-makes-on-its-own
FUNCTION-makes-waste

To obtain DI, we first train a network using the training
input and output patterns, the standard sets of values. After
the network has converged, we then present it with new test
patterns to obtain new output patterns, the new sets of
values. The new test patterns are generated by taking each
input pattern and varying input i over the range of
(yi,,y jwhile keeping the rest of the input units constant.

FUNCTION-esthetic
FUNCTION-reproduces
LOCATION-sea
MOVEMENT-self-moving
MOVEMENT-grows
M
ETr
Table 2 Semantic features representing
the concept for "dolphin".
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For input pattern p,DIf is calculated as the mean of
the ratio of the percentage change in output

r~m,,,e"

j to the

percentage change in input i, or

Movza ..
rm

DIP.=_

Ymd

n

baawwd

where yi. is the new value of input i, y. is the new
value of output j obtained using the modified input
pattern p that contained y,., and y# and y, are the
standard values of output j and input i for input pattern
p, respectively. Finally, the mean of DIh over all

nvkw-

"Pan
wmth
dewfing
trmpotel
r
make waste
fowd

input patterns is calculated to give us the final value of
DIji,

wNcoo""=

no input
NOIBE-nmakm

TOME-,

Dependency_ Ariablsi of Object Identification Network
For the object identification task, 52 fine drawings of

pI-€
otewummde 'physical

objects were encoded in terms of 77 semantic

in the style of representation of Hlinton and

J66features

GD

Shallice 119911. The semantic features included the
objects' colors, appendages, sizes, functions, types of
movement, textures, external shapes, cross-sectional
compositions, sounds, and locations. The
features were designed by John Hart (personal

MADEM-wod'
fro ania
wfte
Hq~d

~shapes,

communication) based on his work with patients with

plastic

whie

19921. As described, the object
c
j Gordon,
and
identifications consisted of 52 orthogonal unit vectors.
Figure 2 plots the dependency indices of output unit
"dolphin" to the 77 input units (i.e., semantic features)
from the network.The network made its decision based
primarily on the following features:

yed

COLOR = "blue"

-29
1->2
sins-<

.rk

bFORM
(XRLOR-blue

>6
5

4
3-

2
IJMISo:I

Ibe

S
Dependency Index
Figure 2: Dependency indices for input units t
output unit "dolphito

= "cylindrical"
FUNCTION = "esthetic"
LOCATION = "sea"
MOVEMENT = "propelled"
The results clearly indicated that out of the 77 input
features, the network recognized 5 semantic features to
the most indicative of object "dolphin". Nine
additional features composing the full semantic
representation of "dolphin" do not arise at this level of
analysis. While the feature MOVEMENT =
"propelled" was not one of the positive features
encoded in the input pattern for output "dolphin", the
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S

network takes into consideration both negative and
positive features of the object for identification
purposes. Thus, analysis of the object identification
network with Dependency analysis provides a way
to determine the most characteristic and
discriminating features of particular entities, given
the specific task requested. The characteristic
features identified by DA and those found through
empirical study [Rosch, 1975 may have some

--------

caoe
train
bbrc
drill
chisel
shovel
pliers
hammer

theoretical relationship.

scewdriver
wrenchsaw
nails
fork
broom
pan iTEXTURE),
toaster
blender
motorcycle
saia

e

Dependency analysis can be turned around to
examine the individual features used to identify the
the features into classes (e.g.,
objects. By grouping
associated with verbal system
instantiations of particular perceptual, motor, or
cognitive modalities, this method can ascertain the
most important feature types (and by inference,
modalities) in identifying the individual objects. In
recognition, for example, the question might be
which objects depend most on "rough texture" or
'"blue color" or "size" to identify?

----

-

-object

bicycle
en
buter

I

I

-Figure

bread
lime
potato
pumpin
watermelont
lettuce
anot
sur
pi-g
fox

dog

eagsle
ow

vegetables depend more on texture than do other
classes of objects, such as transportation items and
This is certainly in accordance with both
intuition and psychological data about category
specificity.

-animals.

k~hom
tger--

--

---

3 shows the dependency analysis for all
TEXTURE features with respect to each object in the
output set. The ordinate of this graph is the sum of
all the dependency index values from input units
representing textures to each output object. Note that
the household objects that are typically
manipulated manually, as well as certain fruits and

-s

:

1

r
nrr
..P-1....
F"
0
0 1 c

Sum of Dependency Indices
Figure 3: Sums of dependency indices from all
' EXTURE" input units,

Dependency analysis is a technique to study the
internal representations of connectionist networks.
Such an analysis examines the effects of any one unit
on any other unit in the network, and can easily be
applied to recurrent networks and unsupervised
neural networks as it only depends on the relative
values in one set of units with respect to any other.
Furthermore, DA may have a role in reducing the
size of a set of input units or in constructing a smaller
network from an existing network.
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Abstract
In this paper, an efficient and fast method for code-excited linear prediction (CELP) speech
coding is proposed where neural network technique is employed. In this method, the speech
signal to be coded is first clustered into a small set of neighbouring signals and then the neural
network based encoder is used to find the associated best matching code sequences in the code
book. This set is then used as a candidate set and an exhaustive search is performed within this
set to find a optimal code sequence which minimizes the perceptual error between the original
speech signal and the synthetic signal. Since the candidate set is usually much smaller than the
whole code book, a big saving of computation is achieved.

1

Introduction

Digital speech coding, data transmission and speech decoding procedure consists of designing a
system that minimizes the data transmission rate (bits/second) while maintaining a certain quality
of the speech. Recently, stochastic or code-excited linear predictive (CELP) coders for digital
speech coding at low bit rates have bea n widely studied in the literature [1-6]. The CELP coders
synthesize speech by filtering selected white Gaussian innovation sequences through a time-varying
linear filter. The innovation sequences are selected in short blocks by exhaustive search through a
code book of random sequences. Most of the complexity in the CLEP coders comes from the search
used used to select an optimal innovation sequence from the code book. This CELP coders has
also demonstrated the potential for producing high quality synthetic speech at bit rates as low as
4.8 kb/second [1, 4, 5]. The basic CELP coding procedure can be conveniently depicted as shown
in Figure 1 [6]. The encoder consists basically of two time-varying linear recursive filters, namely,
long delay predictor and short delay predictor. The transfer function of the long delay predictor
can be specified by
1
P1 (z) -" + b+z-9+1 + b2 z-q + b3 z-q - 1
()
where {bi} designate the predictor coefficients and q represents a delay in the range of 2-15 ms,
which generally corresponds to a pitch period. Sometimes, the long delay filter can be simplified
to be [2, 3]
1
Pg(z) = 1 /3zL"
(2)
The short delay predictor can be represented in the z-domain as
I
"az-P
1+azP.(Z)
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(3)

where p is the order of the short delay predictor and {ai} are the short delay predictor coefficients.
Besides the prediction filter, a perceptual error weighting filter is introduced in the encoder to
provide a subjectively meaningful error me.t -, by attenuating the frequencies where the error is
perceptually less important and amplifying .h4ce frequencies where the error is perceptually more
important. The transfer function of the wei~ating filter is expressed in terms of the short delay
predictor coefficients as follows:
((4)
++a 1alz
'y- v- 11 +
W(z) = 11(Z
amnz - m
+"-"".
-++ am-z
where -yis a parameter that controls the weighting as a function of the frequency. A -f less than one
increases the bandwidths of the poles of W(z) and produces sharp dips in the weighting function
in the formant regions. The parameter -y can also be expressed as [6]
"= e

-

b / f,

(5)

where 6 is the increase in the pole bandwidths and f. is the sampling frequency. Best perceptual
results have been obtained with 6 between 100 and 400 Hz, which corresponds to -y between 0.73
and 0.92 [6].
During the encoding process the parameters of both filters are adapted in a period Tf of 10-25
ms (2]. Then for each prespecified T, usually 4-6 ms, an optimal excitation is selected from a code
book of white Gaussian sequencies to achieve the minimum perceptual error between the original
speech signal and the synthetic signal generated by the prediction filter [41, [2]. The index of the
optimal code, together with the scale factor and the coefficients of the prediction filter, are then
transmitted over the channel to the receiving decoder where signal is reconstructed in aa inverse
procedure.

2

Problem Specification

The main difficulty with the CELP coders is the required computation to perform the exhaustive
search to select the optimal excitation from the code book which amounts to 120-160 million
operations per second (MOPS) (2]. The search procedure can be briefly stated as follows: given
a code book C of L possible code sequences {fj, each of length N, choose the one which, when
properly scaled and convolved with the impulse response of the prediction filter, will approximate
the original signal _8with the minimum perceptual error. Let {h(n)} and {w(n)} designate the
impulse responses of the prediction filter and the perceptual error weighting filter respectively,
then the perceptual error between the original speech signal and the synthetic signal generated by
passing the i1 code sequence c- through the prediction filter can be specified by
e, = IIWs_-

piWHII

(6)

where W and H axe N x N lower triangular Toeplitz matrices defined respectively by

and

H-

0

w(1)
w.=(7)

w(0)

W(N -1)

w(N -2)

h(o)

0

h(1)

h(0)

h(N-1)

h(N-2)
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Figure 1: CELP block diagram.
The optimal scale factor pi that minimizes ci can be determined by setting Oci/Opi = 0, which is
given by
(9)
'= STWTWH

IIWH.JJ2
and this leads to

)2

=-(sTWTWHC

=IN

(10)

IIWHc.II2

With this in mind, the best matching code sequence can then be obtained by either solving the
problem
C.)2
2 (aTWT WH

min{IIW fIlh2 -

PIIWH
) }

(11)

or the equivalent problem

!II1WHII11WHc

max

(12)

The large computational complexity comes from the presence of the convolution operation represented by W and H. An exhaustive search can result in more than twenty thousand operations per
sample which is much beyond the processing capabilities of the present digital signal processors for
real time operation [6]. Thus, it is interesting to improve the efficiency of code search procedure.
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Figure 2: Standard Two-Layer Feedforward Neural Network

3

The Proposed Neural Network Based Encoder

A standard one hidden layer feed forward neural network is trained as a mean squared error encoder
for a particular code book. The activation function of the neural network is simply selected to be
the sigmoid function
(13)
g(+) = a1
where both a and b are constants. For a code book C of L white Gaussian code sequences {c} with
length N, The number of the input nodes of the neural network is chosen to be N and the number
of the output nodes is selected to be the integer M > log2 L. Given any normalized sequence s of
length N, the neural network is required to output an M digits binary sequence representing the
index of the best matching code sequence which minimized the mean squared error
ci = l--fjjj'

for i = 1,2,. -. ,L.

(14)

It should be noted that each code sequence in the code book is normalized such that
1C112
= 1
1

for i = 1,2,..-,L.

(15)

To train the neural network, the code sequences in the code book are used as the input vectors
and their indices are used as the targets. The training pairs can be formally specified by
(16)
for i = 1,2,..-,L.
c == /b
where i is a binary sequence of length M, representing the index i. The neural network can be
further trained by any set of normalized white Gaussian sequences of length N. For each of these
sequences, a best matching code sequence and the associated index can be found by exhaustive
searching. Then the training pairs can be constructed in the same way as defined in relationship
(16). This pretrained neural network is then ready to be used on line for real time encoding.

4

Random Code Search Algorithm

With the neural network based encoder described in the last section, an efficient and fast algorithm
can be developed for the code search procedure. The basic idea is to define a small candidate set
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in the code book and search only the code sequences within this set instead of the whole code
book. In this algorithm, the original speech signal is first clustered into a small set of neighbouring
signals and then the neural network based encoder is used to find the associated best matching code
sequences in the code book. This set can then be used as a candidate set and an exhaustive search
is performed within this set to find a optimal code sequence which minimizes the mean squared
error defined by (6). Since the candidate set is usually much smaller than the whole code book, a
big saving of computation is achieved.
A given piece of original signal s can be considered as the convolution of an excitation or residual
x with the impulse response of the prediction filter. The normalized residual x can be represented
by
= jjH'ls
(17)
The index of the best matching code sequence for x can be found directly by the neural network
based encoder and the code itself can be obtained by addressing the code book. Let !_j designate
this best matching code, then the perceptual error between s and He is specified by
2

2

C= IIlW S-112

(STWTWHcj)

IIWHcII

(18)

Usually, c is not the minimum error and a smaller error is wanted. With c as the radius, an c-ball
can be generated around the point Ws. By randomly selecting K points on the surface of the
e-ball, we can obtain a set of neighbouring points of Ws which are expressed as
W, + cv.

for i = 1,2,.-.,K

(19)

where {v} are normalized white Gaussian sequences of length N. These sequences can be randomly
selected from the code book. The normalized residuals for the signals {§+jW-'.vK} can be similarly
represented by
H-Is + H- 1 W-'V
(20)
for i = 1,2,. ,K
a12
= IIH-s+ H_W-K

and their associated best matching code sequences can be found by using the neural network
based encoder and the code book. These code sequences, designated by {c}, can be considered as
candidates for the code search, since the other code sequence will in general be farer away from x
and produce larger perceptual error.
To test the proposed algorithm, a code book of 1024 white Gaussian sequences of length 40 was
generated using MATLAB. The codes and their indices of this code book were used as the input
vectors and targets for the training of a standard one hidden layer feed forward neural network.
This neural network has 40 input nodes, 30 hidden nodes and 10 output nodes. To accelerate
the training speed, a multi-direction search training algorithm is employed [7]. The mean squared
training error is 0.5This trained neural network was then used as a mean squared error encoder as
proposed. The speech signals were simulated by filtered white Gaussian sequences of length 40. For
each simulated signal, a candidate set of 20 code sequence was generated by randomly perturbing
the signal in a small scale. Upon 100 trails, the algorithm reached the minimum perceptual error
83 times. An example of a real speech signal and the CELP synthetic speech signal is shown in
Figure 3.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, the well developed neural network technique is applied to the application of digital
speech coding and it results in a very efficient code search algorithm. Although the result is not
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Figure 3: Spech Waveform: Original and Synthetic.
yet perfect (83% success rate), we think it is intersting to ;ontinue the investigation. Using neural
network can make a larger code book possible and therefore improve the speech coding and systhesis
technology.
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Abstract
The paper investigates the potential of recurrent neural networks for the decoding of semantic concepts from word
sequences. We have designed a system for dealing with spontaneous sentences on domain limited tacks, and tests
have been performed on an Air Travel Information System decoding task. We analyse the behavior of the network on
these ungrammatical queries, and discuss its robustness against incomplete or erroneous inputs.

1. Introduction
Predictive Neural Network (NN) systems have been used for sequence processing tasks in different domains. Most
applications consist in training NN as production systems for modelizing the unknown process underlying the
sequence. Such systems have shown good performances for low level modelization, e. g. time series prediction [1) or
speech production [2]. On the other hand, their accuracy usually drops out when processing higher level knowledge
sources, e.g. words.
We are interested here in developping NN sub-systems for language processing. Real-life applications raise difficult
problems in natural language. Grammatically incorrect sentences or speech recognizer errors are difficult to handle.
Being trained from observable data, NN may deal with real situations without involving specialized analysis or
relying on grammars. When used alone, they can only handle tasks of limited complexity for language processing,
but they sometimes present advantages over more complex classical approaches and offer good performances while
avoiding linguistic expertise., Jso, they may be used as specialized modules in more complex systems. Last, NN
offer a unified formalism for different levels in language processing, allowing the integration of e.g. speech and
language processing steps.
We will deal here with concept decoding and prediction in word sequences corresponding to spontaneous sentences.
Our application concernes non grammatical queries for flight ticket reservation. Although language involves much
more than prediction, it plays an important role. Correct prediction relies on the discovering of regularities (e.g.
lexical categories, grammatical or semantic structure) in the temporal structure of sentences. Recurrent NN are
natural candidates for these applications and are surprisingly powerful tools for dealing with simple tasks. They have
shown their ability to learn lexico-semantic form classes and simple constituant structure markers [3]. They have
been used for filling-in unaltered word patterns into slots [41 or implementing a surface-to-semantic transducer [5],
i.e. for mapping sequence of words to their corresponding semantic representation. Recently [6] used a simple
recurrent network for converting acoustic or orthographic representations of large numbers into convenient semantic
representations. Networks with local recurrent connections are only able to build short term representation of past
events [71 and are rather poor at word prediction. This is not such a severe limitation since accuracy measures are not
always significant for the task and we believe that such systems are capable of extracting useful information.
Let us discuss a simple example of the flight reservation task. When hearing the beginning of a user's request, e.g. "I
would like to go ..." one can infer that the next word will probably be "to" or "from". One step further, we can
decide whether what follows will indicate the origin or destination of the flight, i.e. we have insights of what might
be said next, but not on the exact formulation. Only few concepts may be associated to the next few words of such
sentences. They are defined through structural constraints imposed by the temporal sequence. Although they may
represent broad categories they are specific, e.g. "john" cannot be an instance of any of these concepts. Thus, we can
guess the class or concept corresponding to forthcoming words even when the particular instance of the class is not.
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It seems that the conceptual domain constrains syntactic form to be motivated by the conceptual structure it conveys.
Though ungrammatical, the data has an oriented structure determined both by syntactic needs (go will determine the
next word to be a preposition) and task goals (fill in a reservation form).
The paper is organized as follows: we describe the task we are dealing with in 2, we present our system in 3 and in
4 tests on a text database.

2..

The decoing task

The application deals with the limited domain of airline reservation from a retranscription of spontaneous speech
requests. This task corresponds to a part of the standard evaluation domain ATIS (Air Travel Information System)
chosen by DARPA for spoken language systems 18]. It deals with general problems such as generic database query
and interactive problem solving. Our data comes from the EEC SUNDIAL project which is aimed at task oriented
dialogues. We have used the French part of the database, which has been gathered for a flight reservation task. The
same approach could be used for designing modules for other ATIS subtasks. It relies on the following hypothesis:
- the sentence meaning can be reduced to a sequence of basic meaning units
- the correspondance between these units and the underlying word sequence respects the sequentiality.
The flight reservation task amounts at extracting from spontaneous speech requests relevant information to fill in
reservation forms. We have proceeded in two steps. First, we produce a segmentation of the sentence into conceptual
labels. We then exploit the constraints which are inherent to each segment to extract in a second step instances
which are relevant for the task. We will deal here only with the first step which produces an intermediate conceptual

representation of the sentence.
Consider a typical sentence like : "I would like to go from boston to chicago with a departure on october the 20th,
early morning and a return on next saturday. My name is <name>." A conceptual segmentation of the sentence
would be:
Query:
Origin:
Destination :
Departure Date:
Return Date:
Identity :

I would like to go
from <city-name>
to <city-name>
with a departureon october the 20th, early morning
and a return on next saturday
My name is <name>

This representation is the basis for extracting a set of attribute-value pairs needed for the reservation form, e.g
(origin, <city-name>) (destination, <city-name>).
Our system has been conceived both for the association of concepts to words and for prediction of concepts (see
Figure 1 a). While our goal is word-concept association, prediction can be used to reduce the effective search space

during acoustic decoding.

3.

System architecture

A system for conceptual decoding should be able to take both word and concept contexts into account. It must deal
with the simultaneous use of information from different knowledge levels and time dependent data.
Predictive systems with local recurrent connections may build a short memory of past inputs and outputs and are
therefore good candidates for this. Although they do have limited capabilities, they offer a good compromise between
time processing abilities and computational efficiency.
Our system uses past output (concept) as well as current input (words) to compute the current output (fig.l).
Recurrent connections in this system implement a nonlinear recursive filter upon the output of the feedforward
network. To include the recursive property, a weighted sum of the past outputs is used. The corresponding general
formula (1) with f(k) an input signal at time k, and g(k) the corresponding output is:
N
N
gm n=
fm'n nI a . 111
(1)
Training has been performed via back-propagation through time [9], i.e. the recurrent network is unfolded in time and
feed forward connections corresponding to the same recurrent connection share common weights. Sentence length
determines the size of the network spread-out. The same system has been used for longer sequences in other
applications and should be abie to handle e.g. phoneme strings extracted from speech data.
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*concept(t+)
cocept(t)

concept(t-l)
*concept(t)

word(t)

(a)

(b)

Figure I : system architecture, (a) shows inputs and outputs for prediction and association tasks.

They differ by the rank of the conceptsassociatedto the word inputs ,(*) holdsfor predictiontask.
(b)is an unfolded descriptionof the recurrentarchitecture.The empty leftmost box correspondsto
initialconditions. The system is completely unfolded before weight modification. The
correspondingrecurrentconnectionsact as a shortterm memory.

4

Tests

4.1 Classical coding scheme
Our system has been tested on a conceptual segmentation and prediction task. The data comes from a text retranscription of the french SUNDIAL database. The corpus of this database was built from 300 transcribed dialogues,
involving utterances from 26 users, and 16 concepts for the representation of the task-knowledge. We have considered
utterances corresponding to the system open question "Formulate your demand" which amounts to about 200
utterances from the 26 users and the 16 concepts. There are no constraints on the user except his need to complete
the task, and he can give any information, in any order: the question does not determine the structure of the answer.
The sentences are preprocessed using classical choices in the ATIS domain [10]. Some words are simplified (verbs
are taken as infinitives), others are clustered (articles and the following word), compound expressions are converted
into hyphenated compound expressions (en date du -> endatedu). In order to limit vocabulary during testing, we
grouped under labeled variables the parameters whose values are subject to unpredictable changes (proper nouns).
Two thirds of the database was used for learning after manual segmentation, and one third for testing. Keeping for
each output the N best scores allows to build a lattice of candidates. Because previous events in the sentence impose
strong constraints on current labels, the number of concepts may be kept small (2 or 3) for each time step. The local
memory due to the recurrent connections takes into account these constraints. It is however often impossible to give
a preference to one concept at a given time. This ambiguity will be resolved later by considering upcoming
predictions and searching the lattice.
Association

word(t)-

concept(t)

Prediction

word(t)

-

concept(t+l)

k-f'rst
candidates

correct %

C. I. 95%

1

88.24%

[86.99,89.38]

correct %
84.20%

C.I. 95%
[82.76,85.55]

94.15%
96.22%

[93.22,94.961

93.26%

[92.24,94.151

[95.45,96.871

95.42%

[94.55,96.15]

2
1

33

Table 1: Results of cross validation for associationand prediction. Different performances
have been computed by consideringthe answer correct if among the k highest output for k = 1..3.
C. I. holdsfor confidence interval.
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Table I shows the performances of our system for both association and prediction tasks. The high accuracy shows
that for these un-grammatical sentences, the system can indeed extract symbolic information from low level data
without using domain expertise. For a limited domain task, regularities extracted from word sequences allow to infer
semantic information. The structure of each request is subordinated to task semantic, which is usually used to set up
strong expectations for particular sentence structures. Structural connections between the syntactic structure and the

semantic one provide a way of selecting among competing analyses.

The architecture reflects the imbrication of the word-context and the concept-context structure, and uses both type of
information through recurrent connections. Without recurrent connections the system reaches a peak around 70% for
the best candidate.
4.2

Sensitivity to Input coding

Up to now, the coding we have used supposes we have been able to:
1. identify lexical elements (verbs)
2. label city and person names as proper names
3. label days and months as dates.
4. identify numerical data as such.
Although I to 4 are classical hypothesis for such systems [10], they are invalidated in many real speech or text
systems. We have tested the influence of these hypothesis on the behavior and performances of the system. This
allows to evaluate the resistance of the system to corrupting noise, transcription or identification errors and to
investigate how accurate word identification should be. In order to do this, we have used different word encodings
which relax the above hypothesis.
Consider the simple sentence shown in table 2. In a first coding (code 1) proper nouns (city and person) and indexed
words (date) are replaced with a single code *, i.e. the only distinction left is with numbers. In a second coding,
hypothesis 2 to 4 are identified under a single code without distinction. Only the structure of the sentence and word
context differentiate among them.
Original I
Code I
Code 2

*name *name must go to *city on *date *num *num at *num hour with flight *num
* * must go to * on * *num *num at *num hour with flight *num
* * must 9o to * on * * * at * hour with flight *

I

Table 2 : first row represents the originalcoding usedfor experiments in §4.1. Codes I and2
eliminate the distinctionbetween several word classesand are less informative about word nature.

Association
Prediction

original
(1000 iterations
90.34 %
87.68 %

code 1
(1500 iterations)
84.69 %
81.26 %

code 2
(1500 iterations)
83.54%
80.39 %

Table 3: Performancesfor the three word codings for associationand prediction tasks. We have
reportedhere best results insteed of cross-validation as in table 1.
Results for association appear in table 3. Compared to the original coding the system is resistant to the loss of
information and performances only degrade slightly for such an important loss. This shows that the system is
robust to errors which may occur in previous text or speech processing steps. Also, because we only need a raw
labeling of the data for our system, these processing steps may be simplified.
A closer look at the local errors (fig. 2) shows that many peaks occur during transitions between concepts.
Syntactical markers usually determine these transitions. Though important for the processing and the passage from
one concept to the other, they will not be used as form fillers and will not be considered as relevant for the second
step. Such decoding errors during the first step are thus not important for the extraction of useful information and
being unable to predict these particular instances is not limitative for this task driven system. We aim at extracting
the values needed to fill in the target representation and not at reasoning with the knowledge contained in the
linguistic expressions.
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Figure 2: local errorsfor each word-concept associationon a coded senene fcrom the database.Bars
indicate concept transitions.
Results in table 4 show the error for task filler words. Because concept transition are subject to higher error rates and
relevant words for the task seldom appear on transitions, system performances slightly increase when considering
only these words.
Performances
on :
all words
relevant words
other words

Prediction
(origin code)
85.34 %
87.069%
84.29%

Association
(origin code)
88.60%
90.77%
87.28%

Table 4 : Comparison between performances on task-relevant words and the others depending on
the task (associationor prediction) and the type of coding.

5..

Discussion

This paper describes the use of predictive NNs whose recurrent part has a non linear recursive filter structure, for a
conceptual clustering task. It validates a new approach to concept extraction which may be an alternative or a
complement to more traditional developments. [10] proposes a speech understanding system based on statistical
representation of task specific semantic knowledge which uses Hidden Markov Models. Both systems rely on
statistical feature extraction and allow the integration of successive processing levels for speech understanding. Our
approach takes the context into account . ,re easily, and performs accurate prediction with a much smaller number of
parameters. The conceptual approach presents advantages : ambiguities can be avoided since some interpretations do
not make sense for the task, each parameter can only be filled-in once syntactic issues which do not affect the task
can be ignored.
Implementation in a larger system would require more informations. The linguistic properties of coherent discourse
could provide additional mechanisms for focusing. As the structure of our task-oriented discourse typically mirrors
the structure of the task, we are thinking of choosing a kind of best path among the output probabilities.
A second property of coherent discourse is that dramatic changes of focus are usually signaled explicitly with
phrases. In a way, the various prepositions play that role, taking place at the transitions between concepts. If we
focus on task information, we don't need to label these phrases even though they determine the changes, which is a
good point since the curves of the local-error rate by word for each sentence show peaks at the transitions.
We are currently working on the integration of the system outputs for choosing the best coherent request.
Acknowledgments : we would like to thank Cap Gemini Innovationfor allowing us to use the text version of the
SUNDL4Lfrench databasefor test purposes, and NeuristiqueSA for their simulator.
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Recognizing Norwegian Vowels
using
Neural Network

Age J. Eide and Terje Linddn
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Abstract: A speaker dependent neural network system that recognize the nine Norwegian
vowels has been developed. The system generates a FF1 frequency spectrum of the speech
sound, bins this spectrum and uses the amplitudes of the bins as input to the neural network. The
network is correct in more than 99 %of the trials, following the training.

1.Introduction
Speech recognition is a topic that is easy to understand, but difficult to define. The problem of
definition is basically a two-level problem. The human intelligence is related to the "upper
level", while the "lower level" problem is a problem of establishing parameters, etc. These
parameters are needed to describe the speech sound, or rather an "average" speech sound. To
establish the permissible deviation from these "average" values, the subjective "upper level", i.e.
the human intelligence has to be appro. zhed. How much will any of the parameters be allowed
to deviate from their "average" value, before the sound become "unacceptable", and do these
limits depend upon each other?
Generally speaking, there seems to be two techniques applied to speech recognition experiments
today. Those are the Hidden Markov Model (HMM), and Neural Networks (NN). A review of
the use of neural network in speech recognition, as well as reference to works using other
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methods, up to 1989, may be found in ref [1], as well as details in refs [2-8]. For the HMM and
other approaches, the reader is referred to refs. [9-24]. The developed systems deals with
recognition of the relative simple sound of phonemes (vowels, or single letters) [2 -6, 23, 24],
isolated words, digits [2,7,8,10-13,15-19,21,22]. The systems may be speaker dependent
[2-5,14,21,23] or speaker independent [6-8,10-13,15-19,22,24].
A salient feature of speech sound, is the dynamics involved. With that we mean that in ordinary
speech, a specific phoneme, a specific vowel, lasts a very short time span, and, most of the
speech sound consists of the changes from one phoneme to the next. The phonemes themselves
is clearly present for only say 10 % of the time. The dynamics in speech sound have received
quite a bit of attention in recent works [3, 5,6,8,19].
In this experiment we aim at establishing a very simple neural network system for recognizing
Norwegian vowels. The knowledge to be gained in this development, is intended to be used as a
platform to dynamic systems, recognizing more complex speech sound. Details will be given on
the experimental set-up, testing and results.

2. Experimental set-up
2.1 GENERAL
The hardware used in the present work consists of a 386/387 microcomputer, and a laboratory
microphone, with amplifier connected to an 8 kHz A/D converter with 16 bits resolution. The
relatively low frequency may be said to correspond to that of a telephone system. The digitalized
amplitudes values are read by a signalprocessor (ZPB32-HS), on a card equipped with 56 kb
memory. The signal processor performs the FFT, and presents the real and imaginary part of the
frequency spectrum to the microcomputer buss. The microcomputer then performs the
processing through the neural network.
The software may be di, '1,d into three parts. The first part takes care of the sampling of the
sound, performs the F
id arranges the results for the next step. This is all done in the
assembly language ot
*|gnal processor, using factory provided FFT routines. The results
may now be used either to train the neural network (second part of the software) or to serve as
arguments for a processing network (part 3).
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Figure1.
The input to the neuralnetwork isgiven by the amplitude of each bin in the frequency spectrum.
The output layer had 9 nodes, onefor each vowel. In the final version, 64 nodes were used in the
input layer, one nodefor each bin.
The neural network employed here is of the feedforward type with one hidden layer (cf. fig. 1).
The input layer is arranged in such a way that there is one input node for each bin in the
frequency spectrum. By varying the bin width, the number of bins, and hence the number of
inputs nodes, are changed. In the present investigation, the numbers are varied by 64 to 512. The
DA converter has a fixed sample rate of 8 kHz, representing a cut in frequency well above all
dominant frequencies in speech sound. The minimum bin width provided from the software in
this set-up was 8 Hz. Each input node will receive a value corresponding to the amplitude of the
pertinent bin. The number of outputs is determined by the number of vowels. As there are 9
vowel in the Norwegian language, there are 9 output nodes in the neural network, each
representing one of the vowels. The number of nodes in the hidden layer is determined by the
"thumb rule", i.e. the average value of the nodes in the input and the output layers. The transfer
function in the nodes is chosen to be a sigmoid function, f(x) = 1/(l+e-'). The output will thus
range from small positive values, to a value close to unity.
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The training of the neural network (part 2 of the software) follows the standard back propagation
algorithm. We found it beneficial to start out with a relatively "large" learning rate, 2 or 3 say,
and in the end, when approaching convergence, to decrease the learning rate bye a factor 10 say,
to 0.2 or 0.5. The training is stopped when all the right classes have outputs greater than 0.9,
whereas all the other outputs are smaller than 0.1. The network is then considered to be fully
trained and ready to operate in feedforward mode (part 3 of the software).
2.2 MOTIVATION FOR EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
In this experiment we have chosen to work with Norwegian vowels. The Norwegian vowels are
all steady state, like the English "e". This means that they all generate a set of fairly similar
spectra. An example of such a spectrum is shown in figure 2. Here the first periods of the vowel
"o" is shown as pressure amplitude versus time. The periods of such a vowel, as shown in figure
2, stay very similar throughout the whole utterance, as this figure indicate, where about the first
10 periods are shown. This fact is illustrated in Figure 3, where one period, 19, is compared with
different periods through the utterance, from period 19 to period 61.

0

40

60

80ms

Figure2
Pressureamplitude versus time of the steady state Norvigian vowel "o"
We emphasize that these vowels are spoken with what might be called a stable voice. A person
with a "trained ear", or with a natural ability, is able to repeatedly reproduce the same patterns
for the vowels. However, if the vowels are spoken differently they will, of course, also look
different in the time domain, as illustrated in figure 4. In this figure is shown one period from 4
different utterances of the Norwegian vowel "o", and the vowel "i", by the same person. In both
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cases are shown utterances ranging from high frequencies (a) to low frequencies (d), with the
"normal ones" in between (b and c).

4a(19-20)

b (19-30)
C(19-40)

d (19-51)

(19-61)

5

lOres

Figure3
An illustrationof the stability which may exist in speech sound. Period19 is compared with later
periods,from period20 to period 61, in the utterance of the steady state Norwegian vovel "o ".
It is quite clear from these figures that inputs to the network, from the time domain, is not a
good solution. Firstly, for many vowels it is very difficult to establish where a period starts,
which makes it difficult to obtain unique combinations to the input nodes. Secondly, as shown in
figure 4, even if the start of a period is known, there is a very large set of alternatives a neural
network must recognize, depending upon the utterance of the vowel.
On the other hand, if we were to use a frequency spectrum as input to the neural network, the
amount of possible input data to the neural network would be reduced significantly. It may be
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seen from figure 2, that rather few frequencies would be present for a specific vowel.
Furthermore, and as may be clear from figure 3, the spectrum would practically be the same, no
matter where the sampling was performed in the time domain. Only in the "extreme" cases (a
and d of fig. 4) will the frequency peaks be shifted (fig. 4) and new peaks appear (fig. 5).
We would like to stress that to achieve a good result for the neural network application, it is very
important to understand how the frequencies in this spectrum appear. Only when the number of
input nodes is balanced against the bin width in the frequency spectrum, the shift in the
frequencies, etc, do we obtain optimum results.
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One periodfrom the speech soundfrom 4 different utterancesof the Norwegian vowels "o" (left)
and "i".Figure a) show a high frequency utterancefrom a male speaker, whereasfigure d) show
the "lowest" possiblefrom this person. Figure b) and c) is in between, and more "normal
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2.3 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
In spite of the problems related to the lack of definitions, an experiment was attempted that
would be reproducible. Furthermore, we decided to perform the experiment in an ordinary
laboratory, where other activities were going on at the same time, creating some "general" noise.
As we already were in a situation of subjective judgement about such important parameters as
quality of the speech sound, it was felt that one might as well stay on this empirical level, as far
as background noise was concerned.
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2.3.1 Designing the neural network
Before data is presented to a neural network it is very important to study the data in detail. The
reason is that training algorithms do depend on the data. In back propagation the change or
adjustment of the weights is proportional to the input value of the node. This implies that, if the
input to a node is zero, or close to zero, no adjustment of 'h(,,e related weights are performed
during the training. Hence, the weights will not be the subjemt to any constraints. If this is also
the case during operation, there will be no problems. However, if the network instead is fed with
non-zero values to those input nodes that during training always received zero input, one may
easily end up with wrong results. The usual ability of neural network to handle a reasonable
amount of "slack" in operation, and still end up with the correct result is thus reduced somewhat
for the situations, where one has many zero inputs. As can be seen from fig. 5, this is just what
we have in our case.
If was found that the best way to overcome this problem was to increase the bin width. Then a
shift in the frequency peaks would usually keep the peak within the same bin. In our case we
reduced the number of bins from 512 to 64. This corresponds to an increase of the frequency
interval of each bin from 8 Hz to 64 Hz. Reducing the number of bins below 64 made it
difficult to separate the vowels. This method was also found more promising than the
alternative, which was to increase the number of training vectors to insure that most of the
frequency bins had been "seen" in the training. Using this latter approach, it was difficult to train
the network.
2.3.2 Training the neural network.
The training system consists of two parts. The first part deals with establishing the training
vectors, the frequency spectra of the vowels, for the neural network. The second part is related
to the use of these vectors as input to a back propagation code. In this way we will establish a set
of weights in the neural network, that make proper functioning possible. The salient features c
the above mentioned first part were four fold:
i) Pronouncea randomly chosen vowel.
We found that it was possible to remember the way a sound is pronounced. We also feel it is
possible that the way one pronounces a vowel may depend upon what was said previously. In
view of this, a computer program told the participant which vowel should be pronounced. There
was also a pause of 20 seconds between each utterance.
ii) Frequency spectrum, calculationand storing.
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The frequency spectrum was calculated, and stored in the memory, immediately after the
utterance of the vowel. This was performed without noticeable delay. The frequency spectrum is
now referred to as the input vector. It has 64 elements, representing amplitudes in 64 frequency
intervals, between 0 and 4000 Hz.
iii) Stop for the day - if 25 vowels are reached.
To avoid effects due to the participant getting bored, or even tired, we decided to perform only
a few registrations each day. Hence, the experiment was stopped when 25 registrations had been
performed and resumed, at the earliest, one day later.
iv) Stop the registrations- when 250 vowels are reached.
Following some testing it was concluded thit it was sufficient with about 10 training vectors for
each vowels were sufficient.. We thus stopped the registration when 250 training vectors had
been registered. These were now stored in computer memory, and constituted the complete set
of training vectors. We note that these training vectors were established without any possibility
for the participant to interfere, and so avoided biases.
2.3.3 Testing the neural network
The testing of the neural network followed essentially the procedure mentioned above for the
training. The vowel to be tested was generated by the computer system at random, and the
participant was "asked" to pronounce that specific vowel, by means of a message on the
computer screen. When the participant responded, the system sampled the sound, preformed the
FFT, and feed the result to the neural network. The result from the neural network output is then
compared to the vowel just being asked for, and the result is stored in the "statistical part" of the
code. This recording consists mainly of storing two numbers for each test, and each vowel: the
best output, and the largest of the outputs that belongs to a "wrong" class.

3. Experimental results
Over some extended period of time, test series were carried out with about 200 to 500 randomly
chosen instances of these vowels. It should be mentioned that the same person is used for both
the training and testing samples. In all these test series there were correct results in more than
99% of the cases. Figure 6 shows the results for about 75 tests. On the y-axis is shown the test
numbers, whereas on the x-axis two values are recorded, the output from the node representing
the vowel being tested, and the output from the node among the wrong alternatives, which had
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the largest output. As the node function is a sigmoid, and the network trained as described
above, ideally these two value should be close to 1 and close to 0, respectively. The difference
between these two ,,alues indicate how well the neural network is doing. We note that the results
shown in figure 6 are typical for the performance of the system.
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Figure 7 shows the results from a complete series of 270 tests. We have here split the results
into groups representing the different vowels. For each vowel there are 3 possible bins,
representing:
- a correct result (defined as an output > 0.95 for the correct class, and all other outputs < 0.05)
shown in the left bin in fig. 7
- a "fairly correct" result (the output which is the largest correspond to the correct one)
shown in the middle bin in fig. 7
- a wrong result (the output node, representing the spoken vowel, did not have the largest output
value) shown in the right bin in fig. 7
In this series, with results shown in figure 7, we had 2 wrong classifications.
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Figure 7.
The results of a test series of 270 randomly chosen vowels, with results of each vowel shown
separately.There are 3 columnsfor each vowel, with the two leftmost columns both representing
correct results. The leftmost column represent those cases where the correctoutputs were larger
the 0.9, and at the same time all the other alternatives had output less than 0. 1. The next
column from left represents those cases where the solutions were correct, but where the correct
output was only the l. rgest of the alternatives. The third column from the left represents the
wrong results.
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4. Summary and Discussion
In this experiment we have shown that neural network is a convenient tool for recognizing
patterns from steady state speech sound, like Norwegian vowels. We have emphasized the
importance of matching the network to the data, to optimize the performance of the network.
The results show that the network has a very stable performance, with a very clear distinction
between a correct and wrong answer. It may be concluded from fig. 7 that the network can
handle all the nine vowels in fairly similar ways. There are no vowels that are specially difficult.
Two vowels, "u" and "a", are a bit easier to handle than the rest of the vowels.
As the data, the vowels, are somewhat specific for each language, it is hard to make comparisons
between methods or experiments, analyzing speech data - like the Norwegian steady state
vowels. However, one could mention that Waibel et. al [4] report on a recognition experiment of
five vowels in Japanese speech using a neural network. Their work include much more extensive
preprocessing than reported here (essentially a plain FFT) and a recognition rate of 98.6%, i.e.
almost the same as our 99%.
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Abstract
This paper describes techniques for designing appropriate hybrid connectionist architectures in real world
language environments. We argue that for dealing with arbitrary real world corpora we can identify the
underlying constraints for a task but the integration and interaction of these constraints cannot be predicted
in general for arbitrary unrestricted language bases. Therefore flexible automatic learning and incremental
parallel integration of various constraints are particularly important for scaling up in real world environments.
As a particular example we will focus on a hybrid connectionist architecture for semantic case assignment
to support automatic learning and incremental parallel constraint integration.

1

Introduction

In the past there have been a few attempts to represent semantic case assignment in restricted domains
using connectionist networks [2] [4]. However, it has not been examined (1) to what extent such monolithic
network architectures could scale up in a real world environment of language processing and (2) to what
extent such models could interact with other modules.
Our underlying motivation is that a semantic case for a certain word should depend on the general distribution
of words and semantic cases in a corpus. For instance, for the city "Hamburg" the TO or FROM case is
much more significant than the INSTRUMENT case. For the word "with" the INSTRUMENT case is more
significant than the case TO or FROM. We will call the impact of this distribution of certain words for
certain cases the "case semantics constraint".
Both, content words (e.g. nouns like "Hamburg') and function words (e.g. prepositions like "with") can
be significant and their distribution across various cases should contribute to semantic case assignment.
For instance, consider the phrases "ina computer" and "with a computer". If we simply rely on the
case plausibility of individual words the word "computer" might have a preference for INSTRUMENT if it
occurred more often in this case role. However, in spite of a possible general preference for INSTRUMENT
the phrase "in the computer" would rather belong to the AT case due to the context of the preposition "in".
We will call this sequential preceding influence "case context constraint".
While content nouns are usually at the end of a phrase group, function words are at the beginning of a phrase
group. For instance, if we assume that content words are a primary source for correct case assignments, one
1
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simple constraint would be to emphasize the nouns at the right phrase group boundaries as in "a ticket from
Hamburg for a senior". Here "ticket", "Hamburg", and "senior" represent the right boundaries of the phrase
groups "a ticket", "from Hamburg", and "for a senior" respectively. This syntactic additional knowledge
might further improve case assignment. We will call this constraint "case syntax constraint".
In order to test a modular organization of knowledge sources in accordance with the interactive incremental
and parallel processing of this knowledge we designed a modular hybrid connectionist architecture. This
architecture is regarded as a test bed for the interactions in even more complex architectures. The goal
of building such a hybrid connectionist architecture was (1) to explore a single connectionist network for
semantic cme assignment, (2) to compare this monolithic connectionist network with a modular hybrid
connectionist architecture for the same task, and (3) to examine the incremental interactions of a syntactic
and a semantic module for assigning semantic cases to phrases.

2
2.1

Towards a parallel incremental modular architecture
Training and testing using a real world corpus

Natural language phrases occur particularly often in book titles. Therefore we took advantage of a large
number of real world phrases from a library corpus which also had been used for a different domain filtering
task (5]. For examining the learning of different constraints for case assignment in phrases we used a
corpus of 795 phrases covering areas like mathematics, music, chemistry, theology, art, computer science,
history/politics, materials, electrical engineering and law. Then, each word was represented as a vector of 10
real values where the 10 components represented the normalized plausibility based on the relative occurrence
of the basic cases for the specific word in the corpus (e.g., (0.1 0.05 0.05 0 0.2 0 0 0.2 0.4 0)). The basic cases
were Head-start, Patient, Instrument, Modifier, At-location, At-value, To-location, To-value, From-location,
and From-value. To each word of a phrase a more abstract case was associated:
HEAD-STIRT
PATIENT
INSTRUMENT
MODIFIER
AT
TO
FROM

Properties
(Properties) of a computer
(Solutions) with a computer
(Solutions with a computer) for children
in the airport, in 1993
to Hamburg, to December 1993
from Hamburg, from December 1993

The basis corpus was divided into a training corpus and a test corpus. 277 of the 795 phrases were taken
as a training set. From the remaining 518 phrases we only accepted the 132 phrases for the test set whose
representations were different from the training phrases in order to put a very strong restriction on the
evaluation of the generalization results (this test set restriction is harder than the real world!).

2.2

Representing case semantics constraint and case context constraint

During our subsequent description of architectures we will test different variations of the recurrent plausibility networks (see figure 1 a). Recurrent plausibility networks [6] contain feedforward networks and
simple recurrent networks with the backpropagation learning rule (3] as special cases and generalize the
backpropagation learning rule to an arbitrary fixed number of recurrent connections.
Here we summarize briefly the general properties of recurrent plausibility networks [6). Let Li(t) denote
the set of ir iices of the ith layer at time t with i E {0, ... ,n),Lo(t) = Inputlayer(t), and L,(i) =
Outputlayer(t). Then, the input to a unit j is given as:
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for z E {0,. ,t},t.is the maximum time step of context layers for L,, unit j E L. and z > 0. Furthermore,
w*i is the weight from unit i to unit j, yi(t) is the current computed output value of unit i at time t. Finally
let dj denote the desired output value of a unit at the output layer, 6b(t) the computed error at hidden
unit k,function f is a semilinear function, that is, the function f is non-decreasing and differentiable, and
CL._I(t - z) = L.(t - z - 1). Then, the update rule for a general recurrent plausibility network can be
specified as:

r

Awij(t)

(dj(t) - yj(t)) fj(netj(t)) y9(t)
(E (t)wjk) f(netj(t)) y*(t)

j

I

y*t

Yi W)

if i E L.- 1(t),j E Ln(t)
otherwise

(2)

if i E L,,- I(t)

yi( - 1)

Yi(t "-t.)

if i E CL.-I(t - 1)

if i ECL,_1(t - t ')

This learning rule for plausibility networks applies to hidden layers that can have an arbitrary but fixed
number of distributed recurrent connections. This way, the internal dynamic states of a plausibility network
over time can be used to introduce incremental context and sequentiality in a general manner. In this paper
we will examine plausibility networks for case assignment. We first represented the case semantics constraint
in a recurrent plausibility network which has the task to associate cases to words of a phrase. That is, input
to the network is a plausible significance vector for the word representation as described above and output is
a vector for 7 abstract cases. Only the one unit of the output vector which represents the particular abstract
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case is set to 1, all other units are set to 0. The task of this network is to associate abstract cases to word
representations. Recurrent connections should enable the network to integrate the preceding context of a
phrase in order to make a case assignment. Figure 1 b and c show two of the various possible architectures
which were examined using learning rates between 0.1 to 0.000001 of the backpropagation learning rule.
Several other architectures with more context were used as well.
Using just the two constraints, the performance of two representative network architectures with 8 hidden
units for the learning rate 0.1 was 81.0% for training and 63.7% for testing a H8C1 network and 82.2% for
training and 60.4% for testing H8C1C2. In this corpus the content nouns are far more significant for case
role assignment than function words. Therefore, the assignments at function words get somewhat disturbed
by strong preceding assignments of content words and content words get disturbed by weakening influence
of preceding function words2 .
2.3

Balancing context with the case syntactic constraint

The use of additional syntactic knowledge is motivated by an analysis of the current performance with respect
to basic syntactic categories. For each word in a phrase we determined basic syntactic categories and abstract
syntactic categories in order to examine sources for remaining errors. The performance is weak for the start
of a group (preposition 69.7%, conjunction 73.0%) compared to the end (noun 83.3%). This examination
further supported the integration of a learning syntactic module which emphasized the importance of right
group borders rather than left group borders.
We determined the syntactic representation of a word as a normalized plausibility vector of 7 units where
each unit represented the occurren, i significances across the corpus. The basic syntactic categories were
noun, determiner, adjective, adverb, verb, conjunction, preposition. Then for each word we associated the
abstract syntactic categories for the word as the output representation. The abstract syntactic categories
were: noun group, verb group, genitive group, prepositional group, conjunctional group. Then different
architectures and parameters were tested and a recurrent plausibility network H6C1 trained for 3000 epochs
with a learning rate of 0.01 was used as the best syntactic network. The overall performance for the same
phrases as for the semantic module was 96.6% on the syntactic training set and 92.9% on the test set. The
syntactic ndtwork is now used as a filter in order to identify these right phrase boundaries.

2.4

Coupling syntactic and semantic networks

Both networks work incrementally and independently generating case hypotheses and abstract syntactic
hypotheses for each word. At the beginning of a phrase group both syntactic and semantic hypotheses might
still be wrong. However, particularly towards the end of abstract syntactic groups these hypotheses will
be much better. The syntactic module runs one word ahead of the semantic module in order to provide
the knowledge about a subsequent group boundary. If the syntactic module signals that the next word for
the semantic module will be the start of a new phrase group we have identified a right phrase group and
an appropriate point where the semantic case hypothesis is particularly reliable. This control knowledge is
realized in a symbolic control module (see figure 2).
The influence of having a additional syntactic hypotheses about phrase boundaries was tested based on many
different semantic recurrent plausibility networks. In all analyzed network architectures the addition of a
module for syntactic hypotheses for phrase boundaries compared favorably to a monolithic architecture. For
instance, the H8C1 network improved from 81.0% to 83.9% and a H8C1C2C3 network from 80.0% to 83.1%
by adding syntactic to the semantic and contextual constraints.
2Qf course this result does not suggest to use non-recurrent networks since they can not represent context in

general and for arbitrary other corpora.
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Figure 2: Modular system architecture for learning semantic case assignment
Below we show examples of the incremental generation of semantic and syntactic hypotheses for the cases
and the syntactic phrase boundaries as well as the finally assigned case. As we can see incorrect semantic
hypotheses occur particularly at the left start of phrase groups so that the emphasis of the right end of
phrase groups using the syntactic hypotheses can filter out initial errors.
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3

Summary and conclusions

We have described a hybrid architecture for assigning cases to phrases. Assigning semantic cases to parts of
phrases is an important problem since semantic cases are needed for a semantic interpretation of phrases and
since isolated phrases occur very frequently across various domains. In contrary to many previous symbolic
approaches for assigning cases in sentences we have examined the learning of case roles based on connectionist
networks. From a viewpoint of connectionist architectures we have shown that a modular architecture based
on additional syntactic hypotheses performed better than a monolithic architecture based on only semantic
and contextual hypotheses although case assignment is basically a semantic process. The clear formulation
of the constraints and the performance evaluation of the different classes of architectures allowed to improve
the overall performance. The best learned performance with recurrent plausibility networks was 83.9%. We
have not identified a clear comparative learning system in the literature. The closest learning case role
system reaches 67% using a more complex architecture for a more complex sentence analyzing problem [1].
We have introduced a three step technique: (1) Training semantic recurrent plausibility networks with
case semantics constraint and case context constraint. (2) Analysis of the influence of function words
versus contents words. (3) Balancing this influence with an additional training using a syntactic recurrent
plausibility network. This technique can be used independently of the particular underlying semantic and
structural categories and independently of the used corpus. Such general and learning techniques should be
particularly useful for providing robust parsing results in real world environments and for interacting with
faulty text or speech bases.
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Abstract
e goal of the research presented here is to apply neural network learning methods to some of the
lower-level problems in fomnant synthesis currently performed by Synthesis-by-Rule (SBR) systems. These
systems Od to be strongly influenced by notations developed by linguists (see review in Klan, 1987). which
wer primily devised to deal with written rather than spoken language. One aim is to evolve different (subsymbolic) phonetic codings or representations from the rather abstract symbolic ones used by linguists, though
the latter con be a useful formula to measure success against. By providing a distance metric in an ordered 2D
space of speech sounds, a bridge between symbolic and acoustic data is estabilished. It is commonplace in
designaig sybokc expert systems that representations matter more than the rules which operate on them.
Hence the approach descibed here might also be useful in the design ofa hybrid neural/symbolic system to

operate in the speech synthesis domain.
1. Application of the SOM to phoneme data
It is known from Kohonen's use of the Self-Organising Map (SOM) that it has a use in speech, where
it may form the famous phonotopic map' (Kohonen, 1988). In outline the SOM approximates to the
probability density function of the input pattern space, by representing the N-dimensional pattern vectors on a
2D array of reference vectors in such a way that the resulting clusterings conform to an elastic surface, where
neighbouriag units share similar reference vectors. This procedure has not so far been applied to speech
synthesis, and is seen as a recognition technology only, perhaps because of its roots in pattern recognition. In
fact, it cam be applied to problems in many different domains. The SOM can be applied to any feature or pattern
space to determine if n-dimensional data may be represented in 2-dimensions at any level of abstraction. Figs Ia
and lb show a map resulting from applying the algorithm to phoneme feature data. In this case, the point is
not to do feature extraction (since the features are already known), but to provide a statistical clustering in 2D
which can indicate whether the features chosen provide a good basis for analysis. The maps in Fig la and b
suggest that phoneticians have 'got it right' in that the features do result in a clusterhg of similar sounds such
as stops, fricatives and nasals, as well as the more obvious separation between vowels and consonants. It is
worth pointing out that both the Self-Organising Map (SOM) and Learning Vector Quantisation (LVQ)
algorithm do not handle raw data (such as waveform values or image intensity values), but opera,
- data such
as spectral components or Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) coefficients which ae themselves the,
of a
significant processing stage, and can justifiably be called features.
Ie phoneme map is produced by a single Kohonen layer which self-organises using the standard
algorithn (Kohonen, 1990), taking as input 9 articulatory features which are commonly used by phoneticians to
describe die possible speech sounds. The features used were all encoded by a single binary digit except for vowel
height. Two features were used for height simply because there are three possibilities: open, mid and closed,
which cannot be encoded by a binary bit1 . Fig I shows a 12x8 map created (as are all the following maps) with
hexagonal connections in the lattice indicating units which are topographically close. A monotonically
shinking 'bubble' neighbourhood was used in all the maps shown here. Kohonen refers to this type of kernel as
a bubble because it relates to certain kinds of activity bubbles in laterally connected networks (see Kohonen,

1989).
Fig I shows a 8x12 map created (as were all the maps shown) with hexagonal connections in the
lattice indicating units which are topographically close. A monotonically shrinking 'bubble' neighbourhood was
used in all the maps shown here. Kohonen refers to this type of kernel as a bubble because it relates to certain
kinds of activity bubbles in laterally connected networks (see Kohonen, 1989).
lbe analysis of fig i is at a phonemic level of description, which is a very abstract level compared to
the phonetic descriptions standardly used, which take into account much more of the context. The abstractness of
phonemes makes them more difficult candidates for basic units, even though most recognition and synthesis
systems use a phoneme stage. However, the essential point is that trajectory across the map provides a bridge
between the symbolic way of describing the data space and the data itself, which is sensitive to its structure. All
current SBR systems use a phoneme representation at some point, and therefore might benefit from this type of
I Thanks to John Local for supplying the phoneme data.
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rqestnion (see comments in put 3 below). Robusmess of the mappings (Eg from text to phonemes) could
be inceaed in a system based on NETtalk (Sejnowski and Rosenberg, 1986), since similar sounds (words) will
have similar trajectories across the map. Suppose the following means of training a Multi-Layer Peceptro
(MLP) on 8x12 SOM co-ordinates wen adopied: 20 binary outputs in two groups of 8 and 12 units are used
Within each group each unit has an inhibitory connections to every other unit and an excitatory connection to
itself, in a Nvinner-take-all' scheme. In the first group each winning unit refers to an x-coordinaw, in the second
group each unit refers toay-coordinate so that any possible output of the network refers to a locatio on the
SOM. Assuming the MLP has learnt to generalise (e has not been over-trained) then if an incorrect location is
output, it should lie close to the correct output. This will in turn point to a similar (or possibly identical)
diphone to the desired output, because of the SOM clustering of similar patterns. A conclusive account of
generlisation is not yet available, but Ogawa and Yamasaki (1992) give one solution from the point of view of
function approximation.
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Fig 1: Clustering of phoneme data (8x1 2)
This result shows that the underlying dimensionality of the phoneme feature data was 2D, thus
allowing a perspicuous but non-symbolic representation to be developed: the trajectory across the 2D phoneme
space. If it is further considered that the unlabelled nodes on fig I above can be used to represent intermediate
sounds to their neighbours, the map is able to provide a representation for unclassified sounds in terms of
similarity to the existing ones. The labelled nodes have the strongest activation for a given input, but
neighbouring nodes may in some cases have nearly as strong an excitation; thus the map may be interpreted as
representing a continuum rather than a discrete set of symbols. The SOM has even been integrated with the
high-level symbolic logic language PROLOG (Ultsch, 1992)
Clearly, it would be interesting to repeat the process with diphone formant data to see if a similar 2D
map can be formed. Formants are known to be important in perception, but do not in general correspond to a
particular vocal tract configuration. This map could then form the basis of a simple synthesis strategy, as
outlined in section 3 below. By grouping similar diphones a simple distance metric may be established in the
diphone address space which would allow similar words to have similar representations. In the case of a split
decision matters are more complicated than with the phoneme map, for which the training vectors were
themselves (articulatory) features, in that it is not so obvious as to how formant vectors can be combined.
2. Application of the SOM to diphone data
The diphone data was obtained in the standard manner (Miller and Isard, 1986) using pitch-synchronous
LPC analysis on nonsense words 2 digitised at 10Khz, applying the covariance method in nearly all cases to
2 Thanks to Stephen Isard for supplying nonsense words.
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calculae the LIP coefficients (in the other cases the autocorrelation procedure was used). The formant data
obtained (Fl. F2, F3, and 4 -formant bandwidths were discarded) in each frame were passed as a single vector
to the SOM. (For a description of the SOM algorithm see Kohonen, 1990; 1989). Some diphones would run
over more franes than others, so shorter vectors were padded with zeros to make them up to the length of the
longest. The average length of a diphone (unpadded) was about 30 frames; the bulk of this would naturally
consist of steady state rather than transitional data. However, the training sets in the maps shown were chosen
so that the significant variance would lie in the transitional parts of the input vector, rather than in the less

interesting steady-state portions.
A similar type of experiment to that in section I can be carried out on diphone formant data. However,
some more sophisticated methods need to be used in dealing with larger amounts of data. This involves some
more pre-processing of the input vectors, as well a more thorough training and testing process. A number of
maps showing clustering of similar sounds (formant vectors) have been obtained (fig 2a and 2b show examples).
Larger maps containing up to 945 diphones have also been created. In contrast to the one- and three-point
representations used in Huang (1992) for vowels, the entire diphone is presented * the network for
classification. The frame length (not more than lOins) should mean that all perceptually relevant information is
captured in the formant trajectories.
To factor out the influence of the initial configuration of the network (the reference vectors are
initialised to small random values) 15 trials were run on each data set, and the map with the lowest quantisation
error (QE) selected as the best. The QE is simply the mean error over the N pattern vectors in the set,
N

Illx(t) - mc(t)ll

t=1
QE =

N

where x(t) is the input vector and mc the best matching reference vector for x(t). In order to compare QEs the
topology (form of lateral connections) and adaptation functions must be the same, as the amount of lateral
interaction determines the degree of elasticity of the network (see Kohonen, 1989, pp.123-157). In the simplest
case of competitive learning the neighbourhood contains only one unit, so a QE of zero may be achieved, but in
this case there is no self-organising power as lateral interaction has been eliminated.
Schematically then, resynthesis would take place on the basis of a trajectory across a diphone map. The
trajectory may be stored simply as a vector of coordinates which are 'lit up' on the map. These vectors would
occupy little storage space, and can be passed as input to a further SOM layer to try to cluster similar sounding
words, providing a distance measure for large-vocabulary systems. The time-varying, sequential properties of
speech which are difficult for neural nets to handle can thus be modelled as a spatial pattern in an accessible and
straightforward manner. The ordering of components in a vector can capture the direction taken by the trajectory.
This can resolve any potential confusion of phonetically reversed strings such as '-k','ka', 'at', 't-' and '-', 'Ita',
'ak', '-', where individual sounds tend to have similar locations on the map. These vectors of addresses would be
completely different (Eg the endpoints would be far apart), although the closeness of the individual segments
which are similar is maintained in 'diphone space' on the map.
aar

aag

aam
aap

aaw
aay

aak

aazh.

aat
aas
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aaj

aath
aal

aaz aad
aah
.
.
aaf
aab aach aav
Key:. /aa/ "bad", /ng/

"bang",

aadh

aan

aang.

/zh/"azure",

/dh/

"than"

Fig 2a: Clustering of diphone data for aa-C
It is not possible to pass the formant vectors which would be referenced by each address directly to the
syntiesizer. The formant trajectories obtained by LPC do not match the overall spectral envelope because poles
with a wide bandwidth are discarded. (These poles usually represent source or radiation characteristics, and are not
iraceable to the vocal tract). In addition, there may be inaccurate formant labelling where two formants cross.
Improved methods of parameter extraction are the subject of research (de Veth et a, 1990), but in their absence
there are basically two possibilities;
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(a) Store the diphones as LPC coefficients. In standard diphone synthesis (such as Isard and Miller,
1986) the dipiones are analysed as LPC reflection coeficients, ad then converted to a representation of th
vocal atr as a series of equal length tubes (Awl and Hanaur, 1971) to allow further manipulation. Smoothing
can then take place on the log area functions of these tubes. Th separation of source and filter information
allows new F) and intensity contours to be synthesized when a new word is generated. If this is not done the
results are highly unnatural. However, detailed control over formant values is naturally impossible, as the
waveforms are stored in the time domain. Each coefficient affects a wide range of frequencies in a complex
manner. A limited amount of control is available over durations, but normally only of the steady state portions,
as shorteninglengthening of transitions may not be done in a linear fashion. An advantage of this method is its
simplicity -all the spectral information apart from P) is included in the coefficients, which have to be calculated
during the analysis process in any case.
(b) Stare the diphones as formants and combine the fomant values to generate formant tracks -in this
case only filter information is stored. However, there are advantages in storing the diphones as frames of
formants (vocal tract information only). The source information is then generated by the artificial larnyx of the
synthesiser. The Klat synthesiser offers three models of the glottal source: the basic impulsive voicing source,
and two more sophisticated sources - the LF model (Pant, Lijencrants and Lin, 1985) and KLGLO1T (Kla
and Klatt, 1990). In addition, smoothing of the other formant tracks to eliminate pops and cracdes is necessary.
As with (a) control of both pitch (FO) and intensity (amplitude) is available, to synthesize a new intonation
contour. This can be assisted by the understanding of formant behaviour at segment boundaries which exists in
the rule-based tradition (Eg. Allen et al, 1987). Control over durations is possible by insertion/deletion of
frames. Therefore, higher quality speech is potentially available with the more complex formant synthesis.
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Fig 2b: Clustering of data for aa-C and C-aa
The creation of a 'diphone space' in 2D may assist in both choosing the correct (best
matching) segments and in interpolation at segment boundaries. In a text-to-speech application, when mapping
from text onto diphones, then it is clearly an easier task for an MLP to map neighbouring regions of input
space onto neighbouring regions of output space. In joining segments the amount of distance travelled across
the map is evidence as to how different the two segments are in perceptual terms, and so to the amount and type
of smoothing of formant values needed. The maps also suggest an approach to the problem of calculating
segment durations, which is currently under investigation. For example, consider the sequence 'aalaa'. This can
be made up of the diphones 'aal' and 'laa', which are close in diphone space. This suggests a shorter duration for
'aalaa' than for 'aalpaa', where there is a transition into a consonant, which is acoustically very different (and
further away on the SOM). These considerations are of course subject to modification by other factors, such as
the need to stress a particular word.
3. Related systems
Scordilis (1991) and Scordilis and Gowdy (1990) describe work which aims to learn the rules which
relate phonemic information to synthesizer control values. The view taken here is that such rules do not exist
because the phonemic representations are too abstract for the job, and so there is no point trying to learn them
-by whatever means. The author makes use of the text-to-phoneme approach, inspired by NETalk, in contrast to
the diphones used here. NETtaik (Sejnowski and Rosenberg, 1986) really proved that even with a powerful
statistical learning technique in a network of 25000 weights, you cannot learn a mapping from text to
phonemes. Performance on its 20000 word training set reached %90, but this is substantially surpassed by
typical rule-based systems. On the other hand, there have been many successful SBR programs based on
diphones (see Klat, 1987 for a review). Scordilis (1991) notes that a very large training database will be needed,
but that its creation will be a slow procedure due to the difficulties in accurate formant extraction, which require
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hand-checking and a lot of adjustnL In the absence of good automatic fonnant extraction procedures this is a
problem faced by all neural-net based formant synthesizers.
Cawley and Noakes (1992) describe an application of backpropagation to learning the fonnant
iransitiom of pIricular diphones. Their tramining data was supplied by the JSRU SBR system, which is one
solution to the data shortage problem mentioned above. They thus rely on the generalisation properties of the
MLP to out-perfom the lower-level functions of the prosodic and phonetic modules of a conventional SBR
system. However, it is difficult to test this hypothesis on the basis of artificial data, as the network is only
exposed to nile-genemraed data which means it is unlikely to out-perfonn the SBR system.
In the small vocabulary systems that are currently feasible for both synthesis and recognition, on
theoretical grounds using diphones ratier than phones for recognition might offer several advantages. Modelling
of transitions is the most difficult part of synthesis, just as recognition of the same phoneme in different
coafticulation contexts is the most difficult part of phoneme recognition. In both cases the same type of
compromise between huge memories for whole word templates and poor perfonnance due to coaticulation for
phone templates can be made. Diphones represent a good middle-ground for many applications. If a diphone map
were trained on multiple tokens of each diphone it could perform the discriminative function of a recognition
system, whilst the more squential, time-varying aspects of the speech signal could be dealt with by HMMs
(Bourlard and Wellekens, 1990, discuss combined methods of this type).
4. Summary and conclusion
The outline of a conventional SBR system (fig 3a) has a series of symbolic stages before the final lowlevel stage ('synthesis routines) calculates the synthesizer parameters. The essential feature is the 'abstract,
linguistic description' which must be derived before any attempt is made to calculate parameter values. In the
proposed system of fig 5a this middle stage is replaced by the SOM stage, which also passes values for distance
between segments to the next two stages. Generation of an intonation contour, though this has been
implemented with neural nets, is probably best handled with rules as it is almost purely a prosodic (ie sentence
level) matter. (Minute variations in FO from frame to frame as occurs in natural speech are a separate issue
handled by the synthesizer source model).
The SOM coding replaces the linguistic description, and leads to direct access of formant values for that
diphone, which then become default values for the next stage to operate on (fig 3b). In conclusion, arguments
have been presented for the use of non-symbolic codings as the central stage of a text-to-speech system. These
codings we both closer to the acoustic domain and offer a more flexible means of integrating neural and
symbolic systems.
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Parallel Distributed Processing models may exhibit a lawful behavior without using explicit rules
and structured representations. A content-sensitive representation introduced here provides a novel
paradigm of information processing natural for PDP models. This representation allows designing
a modular PDP network called Jigsaw Neural Network that copes with syntax of a natural
language. It is shown how a grammatically well-defined sequential behavior may be observed on a
macrolevel of the whole network whilst a neural microlevel is operating in a parallel manner on
distributed data. The model presents an iterative approach to sentence processing but it does not
cause any limitations in terms of a normally performed language. It is suggested that information
processing in PDP models may be practically not reducible to a symbolic level of description that
can only approximate their performance.

1. Introduction
Classical symbolic descriptions of a problem such as syntax of natural language result in compositionally
structured data and special symbols-manipulating techniques. They are not adequate for PDP models which do not
exhibit explicit capabilities of representing structured data. Connectionist models that demonstrate promising
account of some aspects of language (e.g. Elman, 1991) rely on learning scenarios but are not analytically derived
from a description of the problem. Thus an explanation of their performance in terms of structural representations
is not fully justified although such representations seem to be the only ones we currently know. The inadequacy of
the representations creates the gap between symbolism and connectionism. The paper proposes a novel type of
representation which is not structured (in the ordinary meaning of the word) and is straightforwardly interpretable
in terms of parallel distributed processes.
A content-sensitive representation (CSR) introduced here accounts as well for syntax of natural language as
classical approaches do. It explores the notion of a set and simple set operations. It is sensitive only to the content
of information (the presence or absence of some neurons' firing but not their structural relationships) represented
by a distributed activity in the network. The CSR assumes that information processing in PDP models will have a
form of a succession of patterns of activity in the whole network. Such an iterative processing does not cause any
limitations in terms of syntactic complexity of a normally performed language. Moreover, it is not just an
implementation of a "low-level" serial algorithm. Patterns of activity in the consecutive time steps can represent
much higher-level stages in information processing.
Implementation of the CSR in a neural network is natural when a coarse-coding method is used. The achieved
network is modular and is called the Jigsaw Neural Network (JNN). Modularity is an important feature of real
biological circuits and has some advantages over homogeneous networks (Jacobs & Jordan, 1992; Mumford, 1992).
Hierarchical modularity is not, as yet, well understood (but see Sutton et al., 1988, 1991; Sutton, 1991; for study on
neural networks with hierarchical nested modules). The JNN is defined in this paper in terms of parallel
interactions between modules.
In this paper a small fragment of English grammar is analysed. At first, the idea of the JNN model for this
grammar is presented. At second, the main features of the CSR are explained. Finally, a discussion on a constraint
imposed on information processing by the model and conclusions close the paper. Results for a more elaborated
version of the English grammar and a detailed description of these ideas may be found in (Pozarlik, 1994).
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L The Idea of a Jigaw Neural Network
The name for the network stems from an analogy of its performance to a jigsaw puzzle completion task. The
JNN is supposed to have a modular architecture. It is composed from several groups of neurons called modules
(nine in the example below) that interact with each other in a parallel manner. A configuration of their activities
emerging from such interactions should be one from a set of predetermined configurations (that is the analogy to a
jigsaw puzzle completion task) and thus may represent an informational entity. Moreover, the network should have
capabilities to proceed through a sequence of such possible configurations in a well-defined manner (i.e. according
to a set of rules). Such a formulation of the problem of sequential processing of information is the most general one
and should not be mistaken with an implementation of classical symbolic methods in neural networks because PDP
models may offer a quite new paradigm of information processing.
Natural language processing may be considered as a landmark problem of the so called well-defined sequential
behavior. This paper investigates syntax of natural language. Details presented below concern the grammar
described in the next section. The configurations of the INN in the consecutive time steps form a sequence that
may reflect one of possible sentences accepted (or produced) by the grammar. This sentence is presented as a
sequence of nonterminal symbols that can be easily instantiated by particular words.

f22 f2 f22

fjl f2 f25

fll

hj

Initial Conf.

DET(The)

N(apple)

V(is)

PREP(on)

DET(the)

N(table)

Final Conf.

Figure 1. The sequence of configurations of the JNN may be interpreted as the sequence of nonterminal symbols
(the exemplary instantiation of this sequence is presented in brackets). There are nine modules in the network
represented by small squares and numbered from left to right Symbols fi indicate modules! activities. Shaded
modules represent specific activity in a configuration. The symbols Initial Conf and Final Conf. indicate initial
and final configurations respectively.
Configurations may have univocal interpretations due to a specific activity indicated by shaded modules in
figure I (not shaded ones represent activity depending on context). The main problem addressed in the paper is
how paraillel and distributed interactions between modules may result with such a well-defined sequential behavior
(with, for example, a well-defined sequence of nonterminal symbols).
This problem was solved by means of a content-sensitive representation. A representation of this type, which is
equivalent for a small grammar defined by a set of production rules, is presented in the next section. The
exemplary performance of the JNN for this grammar is presented in figure 1 (for all details concerning the
transformation from the representation to the JNN model see Pozarlik, 1994). The network is composed of nine
modules Mi numbered from left to right (figure 1). Each module's activity at a time is indicated by a symbol fi.
Modules may exhibit the following possible activities
M1 = (f 1 2 ,6,f 13 , f2 5 ,f 2 6 , f2 7 ),
M2 = (f,f22,f27),
M3 = (f 3 ,f 2 2 ,f 2 4 ),

M4 = (fll, f1 0 ,f 2 2 ,f 2 4 ),
MS = (f 15 ,f 2 , f 27 ),
M6 = ( f 16 , f 4 , f 20 , f 2 2, f 2 5, f 26 ),
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M7 = (f 9 ,fJf 21 ,f 2 6 ,f 27 ),
MS = (fsf 1 4 ,fTf 2 6 ),
M9 = (f 7 ,f 5 ,f 1 9 ,f 2 3,f 24 )-

For the problem being considered here the configurations in figure I present in a way patterns of activity of all
neurons in the network observed from the outside. It must be emphasised that the interpretation of every
configuration as a nonterminal symbol serves as a criterion of how well-defined a sequence of such configurations
has beeni (the observed sequiences of configurations are supposed to illustrate the very paradigm of what is called
Parallel Distributed Processing (with special emphasis on natural language processing) but the model is not a
completely defined network with input-output capabilities and a precisely defined architecture and dynamics).
The predetermined configurations C, are identified with nonterminal symbols in the grammar and two
configurations called Initial Conf and Final Conf They are defined as the following vectors of the successive
module activities
Initial COnf., C1
f
46, f22 , f 22, f 22 , f 2, f 22 , fl, fg, f 19
DET,

C2-

f 12,

PREP,

C3-

4,

ADJ,

C4I f13-

N,

CSV,

*

(4, *,

fg,

f7 I

f 1 , f2 , f 20 , ft.
h

fg,

f2 3 I

f2 1, fs,

f 24 I

f25 , f9 , f 14 ,

fs J

h~
f 1, f2 ,

f24 , f 24 , f 2,

f2 5 ,

*,

fl 1,

*,

*,

C6- f 26, fts8- f 3, flo, f 15, f'
26, f26, f2 6, *
C7 - f 27, f 27 , *, h 1, f2 7 , f'i6, f'27, f1,~ *

Final Costf,

where an asterisk indicates any activity in that place. The netwvork's evolution in time is specified by associative
interactions between two configurations possibly adjacent in time. The list of all associations, written in the
notation Cj(t) =:: Cj(t+l), is the following
46-sf22 - f22 , f22, f2, f2 2 - fl, fg, f 19
f6- f22- f22, f22 f2 f22 - fl, f'S, f 19

If1 2 ,
If12 ,
46.

a,

46

,

If1 3 ,
If2 5 , fig,
If2 5 , *,

,f

h 1, f2, f4 ,

afg,

af

h 1, f 2, fk

a

af

1,

If'12,
=> If25 ,
=> If25,
f13f12 ,
f25 ,
> If25 ,

=:

f7

fS, f7

f2 , f2 0, fl, f8-, f2 3

h,1, f2 , f20 , fl, fg, f2 3 J
~'4,
f, f2 4 , f2 , *, f2 1, fg, f2 4 I
af

a

fl1 ,

f2 5 , f9 , h1 4 , f5 I

a,

fi,1,

f2 5 , f9 , f 14 , f5 I

=>

,

1 l,

,f

f 2, C4,

,

t'g, f 7 J

h 1,ft,

f2 5, f9 , f 14 , f5sJ

h 1,ft,

f25 - f9 , f14 , f5 I

,2 2 4, f 2 ,
*,f

*,

*, f 2 1, fg, f 24 I

f 1, f 2, f4 ,
1,
1,ft,

afit

a,

*, f8 , f7 ~

f2 5 , f9 , f 14 , f5 J
f2 5, f9, N'
f5sI
14

If27, f2 7 ,
fh,1, f2 7 , f1 6, f 2 7, f 17, *
If26, fig, f'3, plo, f 15, f'26 , f26 , f26 , a

[f26, fig, f3, f10, f i5- f26 , f2 6 , f2 6 , * I

Ijf 1 2 , a,

If26, f1g, f3, f10 , 17
15 - f2 6 , f 26 , f2 6 , * I
If26 , fig, fb, f1 0, f 15 , f2 6 , f26 , f2 6 , * I
If26, fig- b3 , f1 0, f15 - f2 6 , f2 6, f2 6 , * I =>

146,,
I[f25 ,

a,

,

afi,

f7 J
11, f2 , f
20, fl, f'
8 f23 I
*, f25 . f9 , f'14 , f5sI
f2 , f4 ,

*' f8,

If2 7 , f2 7 , a, '1, f2 7 , f 16 , f 2 7 , f17 , *

where an asterisk indicates any activity from the previous configuration. An association Ci(t) => Cj(t+t) means
that the configuration Ci(t) implies another configuration Cj(t+t) in the next time step. Starting fromn the initial
configuration the JNN can proceed through diffecrent sequences of configurations, which sequences may be
identified with nontenninal symbol sequences satisfying the appropriate grammatical rules. However, these rules
are not explicitly written anywhere in the network. The informational entities that are considered here, namely, the
nonterminal symbols, are represented in a distributed way by whole configurations of the modules! activities. The
network is operating in a parallel manmer proceeding from one configuration to another. Note that the defined
network is nondetermimistic just as the grammar is.
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3.

ithe reprem tatlon

e tt-

The CSR is a result of a content-sensitivity analysis of neural networks' performance. The main feature of this
analysis is that it assumes a holistic and iterative mode of information processing in neural networks. As a result,
only the content of information represented by a networkls pattern of activity at a time (which content is regarded
to be unstructured because it is available in a holistic manner) is important in processing of this type. This content
A
may be represented by a set of the smallest portions of information called features and designated by symbols fi.
pattern
of
activity
represent
a
will
a
set
of
features
neurons.
Then
a
group
of
activity
of
some
feature may represent
of the whole network. All details concerning this analysis and the representation may be found in (Pozarlik, 1994).
Only the results are presented in this paper.
The CSR is composed of two components. The first one is a list of predetermined patterns of activity Pi
representing symbols used to form possible sentences. They are defined by sets of features in the form
P i = ( Conti, Speci }

where

Cont i = { context features ), and Spec i = { specific features).

Every set is composed of two subsets including context features and specific features respectively. Context
features represent those aspects of a pattern Pi which depend on a temporal context. The subset Conti represents all
poss'ble contexts in which this pattern Pi may appear. Specific features represent activity always observed in that
pattern Pi. In a given sequence of patterns and in a given time step a pattern Pi(t) is represented by one set of
features composed of all its specific features and some of its context features (depending on context). The second
element of the representation is the list of associations in the notation
Lk =*Rk,

Lk, and Rk = ( context features ) u { specific features).

where

Using the sum of two subsets instead of one set in the association above has only an illustrative function. Every
association describes a transition from one pattern Pi(t) to another Pj(t+l) in a reduced manner (a full description
gives a list of associations in the form presented in the previous section). The left side of the k-th association Lk
includes only some of the features that are present in a pattern Pi(t) and that are necessary for the transition to a
pattern Pj(t+I). Similarly the right side of the k-th association Rk includes some of the features that will be present
in the next pattern Pj(t+l) and that will somehow indicate this pattern. The pattern Pj(t+l) may be identified by
means of Rk features and is then completed by its specific features and some of its context features (depending on
context). The figure 2 illustrates the idea of how associations are encoded.
k-th association

Pj(I+I ) contlext v"eciffic

co
__ft

Figure 2. The two patterns Pi(t) and Pj(t+l) are illustrated by bigger squares divided into two parts (they represent
sets of features ascribed to every pattern). The small squares illustrate features that form the k-th association. The
arrow between them indicates transition that is encoded by this association. The other arrows illustrate that context
features in the next pattern Pj(t+1) are formed from the contextual and specific activity in the previous pattern.
Any sequence of patterns can be formed iteratively in this way with a constraint described in the next section.
The CSR will be presented for the simple grammar defined by the following production rules.
NPVP

VP

-+
---

PP

-

PREP NP

S

NP

DET ADJN

IDETN

IN

VNPIVI VPP
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The granmur has five nonterminal symbols. There must be defined patterns for those symbols and two
additional ones called Initial Pat. and Final Pat. The CSR achieved for the grammar has the following form
The list of patterns:

The list of associations:

lltldiPat-, PI -{{)

4f9,f6, fl ,f8, f2}

DET,

P2 -(fl

PREP,

P3 -({f3,flgf20,6,fl,fs,f

ADJ,

P4 -({f

4

N,

PS-(f

2 ,f 3

V,

P6 -1f}),

FinalPat-,

P 7 -{(f

,f 3 ,fg),(f

3

,fig

,{f

,fl

8

1 2

,fg,f

,f8,f

21

),{fl

4

2

,f

2

1 7

,f1

6

,f 4 ,fll,f

13

7

)),

2: {fl 8 ,fl

,fll}},

0

=)

,f 3 )

(f6,fl )

}),

4:

{f8,f2 )

,f 9 )},

5:

{f

12

,f 4 ) =

6:

{f

14

,f 5 )

,

fs-f16,
ff 3 ,fl 8 ,fll,

3:

2

,f5 ,fl

fl0,-figf3,fl}5

,f5 ),{f

1: ( f18,f14, fs}

flf7}
(f

2

,f 9 },

f4 ,f

13

},

=> {f 5 ,f

15

},

,fll}I.

The CSR above can be used to recognize grammatical correctness of a given sentence or to produce the set of
sentences generated by the grammar (note that parsing is not the same what is called natural language processing
but it is a method being used in many classical approaches to deal with this problem). For example, in order to
produce a sentence the following steps must be carried out.
At first for a given pattern Pi(t) there must be found an association Lk =* Rk whose part Lk has features present
in that pattern. The condition Pi(t) n Lk = Lk must be satisfied. Associations that have more Lk features must be
considered first. At second, the next possible pattern Pj pointed to by Rk features must be found. This pattern must
satisfy the condition Rk ri ( Contj u Specj ) = Rk . Finally, the next pattern Pj(t+l) must be formed from its specific
features and appropriate context features using the equation Pj(t+l) = Rk U (Pi(t) ,n Con ) u Spec. Starting
from the initial pattern P1 these steps are repeated up to the pattern P7 where no association can be found. The
sentence in figure 1 has the following sequence of patterns in the CSR (numbers indicate applied associations).
4

{f19,fff8,f2}Pl

(

f 12 , f8, f2 , f4 , ff

7

)

2

=

6

( f2 , f14, f5 , fl,

2

{ f5, flo, fi,

f 3 ,f15 })6

=

=

3

{ f3, fi,

f2o, f6, fl , fg, f2 , fl

}.3

=

4

{fl ,f3, fiB, f12, f(, f2

f9 }P 5

, fll

7 )2

=

1

> ( f2 ,f

3

, f18, f14,f

5

,fll ,f9 )P5

=

> { f3 ,f5, f16 ,fll )P7

The CSR can be implemented in a neural network using, for example, a coarse-coding method, which assumes
that features are represented by groups of neurons later called modules. This implementation of the CSR requires
to define which features will be represented by which modules; this means satisfying some constraints (for
example, features that can appear in a pattern at the same time should not be represented by the same neurons). As
a result, a model of the JNN is achieved and patterns Pi become configurations Ci . The JNN for the CSR above is
presented in the previous section.
A JNN was defined for a more elaborated version of the English grammar (Pozarlik, 1994). This grammar
captures in a way the following problems: noun phrase consistency, subject-verb agreement, verbal group
consistency in all tenses, passive verb usage, and transitive-intransitive verbs usage. The achieved network has
twenty two modules.
4. A constraint resulting from the presented paradigm of information processing
The presented model copes with syntax of natural language and operates iteratively along sentences. Limited
resources of the JNN imply that language accepted by the model does not have a self-embedding property. Many
authors claim that natural language has this property (e.g. Moll et al., 1988). All arguments that support the claim
stem from the assumption that there are sentences which can exhibit infinite numeric agreement between some
constituents and in order to describe such unlimited agreement there must be used a recursive procedure, which
fact implies a self-embedding property. But normally performed language does not exhibit such a property. Human
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cognitive limitation (Miller, 1956) implies that sentences with a very limited number of central nested clauses can
be processed. This fact is not important for classical symbolic approaches because descriptions they provide are free
from this limitation and it would be strange to impose any artificial constraints on them. It may however be an
important and inherent feature of a paradigm of information processing in neural networks. Thus, this constraint is
not considered to be a limitation but seems to be consistent with human cognitive capabilities. How severe this
constraint is, depends on architectural and dynamic features of a network and processed sentences themselves.
The CSR achieves systematicity because informational entities that exhibit the same property are represented in
a similar manner and inherit the same features in the representation (finally, they are ascribed to very similar
patterns of activity). As a result, the so called binding problem is reduced to a quantitative problem of memorizing
fully distributed patterns that are somehow correlated. The problem of compositionality, central for connectionism,
does not have to be connected with structured representations. The CSR does not exhibit structural
compositionality (see van Gelder, 1990, for extensive discussion) but sentences described by it can have an
interpretation of being compositional expressions.
5. Conclusions
In this paper a novel paradigm of information processing has been introduced, which is based on a contentsensitive representation. The representation makes it possible to design a modular neural network that captures
sequential behavior defined according to some rules and that operates in a parallel manner on distributed data. It
seems to promise to be capable of bridging the gap between symbolism and connectionism.
PDP models accomplish regularities in their performance via self-organizing mechanisms and that regularities
are very difficult to be described by hard rules. The CSR could offer flexible enough level of description of the
performance. However, the whole designing process of the JNN is not easy to be done backwards from a given
network to the CSR. It is theoretically possible but would be burdened by an enormously high computational cost.
This suggests that a given JNN may be practically not reducible to a CSR that would describe its behavior. A
symbolic level of description (especially, classical rule-driven descriptions) can offer only an approximation of
information processing taking place in PDP models.
The author wishes to thank Tomasz Peic for reading of the paper and helpful comments. The technical report
cited in references is available from the author by a surface or electronic mail.
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Abstract
A system for spoken word recognitionhas been proposed, based on Adder Neuron recognisers [Mrsic-Flogel
1992]. The Adder neuron is not computationallyintensive, requiring no multiplicationor division instructions
for operation.An EarFilterFeatureDetection System (EFFDS) has been designed, as pre-processingmodule
for the Adder Neuron recognisers. A simulation of the system has been implemented. Using basic training
algorithms a corr-etrecognitionrate of 75% was achievedfor speaker-dependent word recognition (numbers
'zero to 'nine) in continuous speech under normal noise conditions.

Introduction
Human speech recognition can be considered in two phases: extraction of features from the speech signal in the
inner ear and auditory nerve, and recognition of words, phrases and sentences in the brain. In both cases the
processing is carried out by the massively parallel system of vast numbers of simple 'processing units' (neurons)
that makes up the human brain. The information received in the speech signal is often incomplete and
ambiguous. There is not always a clear distinction between different vowels and consonants, even when spoken
by the same speaker. Interpretation of words and phrases is highly dependent on the context in which they are
spoken. Speech is a very difficult stochastic process, and its elements are not unique at all.
However, traditional approaches to creating automatic speech recognisers (ASRs) have involved complex
software systems on serial computers that consider speech as a clearly defined, ordered process. These
approaches have proved moderately successful. The most widely used methods consist of a feature detection
phase for extracting frequency component information from the speech signal (e.g. Fourier analysis or filterbank analysis) and a pattern matching phase where input frequency patterns are compared with trained
frequency patterns using statistical techniques (e.g. hidden Markov models) [Deller 19931.
Because ASR's need to be approaching real-time for most practical applications, these serial computer based
approaches tend to sacrifice accuracy for efficiency. Although some efficiency gains can be made using parallel
processor nomputers, the algorithms of these traditional approaches are essentially serial and centralised in
nature. These approaches are also not well suited to dealing with the stochastic, ambiguous nature of the speech

signal.
In the mid 1980's there was a resurgence of interest in neural networks as an alternative computing paradigm.
Neural networks are massively parallel networks of simple nodes that are intended to resemble the structure and
functionality of the human brain (although there is not enough understanding about how the human brain
works). They are well suited to recognising patterns in disordered stochastic data sets. One of the main areas in
which neural networks have been applied is ASR's. Various neural network - based approaches have been
reasonably successful in small speech recognition tasks.
However there have been two main problems with neural network approaches so far:. firstly the massive number
of overlapping connections between nodes in most networks makes them very difficult to implement in
hardware, so the networks are usually only simulated on serial computers and are therefore very
computationally inefficient [Lipman 19891. Secondly most neural network techniques cannot cope with
recognising patterns that vary in time, so that their utility is limited to isolated word recognition, where the
beginnings and ends of trained and input patterns must be clearly identified and matched [Paping 1992].
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For the potential of neural network approaches to be realised in the field of speech recognition, these problems
must be overcome. One approach that does overcome both these problems very effectively was proposed
[Mrsic- FlOgel 19921. This approach is based on the concept of the Adder Neuron. The basic Adder Neuron is
a simple 'neural' node, similar to the perceptron node used in most neural networks, see figure 1. It is designed
to be connected with other nodes in a linear 'chain' to make a recogniser (figure 2). Each neuron in the sequence
can add to a score that is passed along the Adder Neuron chain. The linear nature of the recognisers makes them
easy to implement in hardware.

Input

scoe

vector)

input
oInput

Figure 1: The basic Adder Neuron

Vector
Figure 2: Adder Chain Smructure

Node Function
i) Input Pattern Detection
A node i is trained to a particular input pattern by setting its weights Wij to the actual input values Ij. The
detection/recognition involves taking the error between the trained weight vector Wi and the input vector I. and
triggering node activation if this error is less than O, (the error threshold). The error and activation are calculated
as described below:
Errori = A.I4 - Wij) ; calculating error for the i-th node
if Errori < Oi then acti = 1 ; if error is less than threshold activate adder
ii) Activation decay
It is proposed that the activation of the adder node decays exponentially in time by the equation
acti (t) =fOi * acti (t-1)
where ei is the decay constant of adder node i. This decay has the effect of continuing (spreading) the activation
of the node over a longer period in time after initial activation. While the activation value of the node is greater
than the activity threshold (ft), the node will keep the adder process active:
if acti(t) > fi then activate adder function in node i at time(cycle) t
The exponential decay of the activation serves as a local short term memory mechanism for the activation of
adder nodes.
iii) Adder function
Once the adder process is active in a node, the result from the previous adder node in the chain is incremented
by one and is output to the next chain element. If the adder is not active the value of the previous node is just
passed on:
if acti(t) > fi then outi(t) = ini(t) + 1
(where ini(t) = outi-l(t-1))
else outj(t) = in i (t)
These recognisers can be used to recognise temporal sequences such as sequences of feature vectors of a speech
signal. They can cope automatically with matching similar patterns that vary in duration, and identifying
sequences that are sub sequences of the input (i.e. identifying words within continuous spoken sentences). They
can be very simple to train, requiring only one reference pattern per recogniser.
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iv) Adder Chain Operation
Figures 2 and 3 show the operation of a four element adder chain trained to recognise the sequence 1 3 2 4. In
this example we have set the decay constant of the activation function so that each neuron remains active for
three cycles after firing. The numbers in the circles represent the score for each of the four nodes at time L The
time warping is realised by the sustained activation function.
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Figure 3: Adder Neuron Recogniser Chain: recognising the sequence 1-3-2-4.
Voting systems of Adder Node recognisers were simulated in C++ on an Apple Macintosh. The simulation
used separate objects for each of the Adder Nodes. and overall control functions for implementing the voting
system.
Word Recognisers using Ear Filters.
The approach adopted to using Adder Node voting techniques in speech recognition was to train recognisers on
the speech signals of individual words using the vector outputs of the Ear Filter Feature Detection System
(EFFDS) at successive time windows. The recognisers would then be fed an input speech signal, via the
EFFDS, consisting of continuously uttered sequences of the trained words. These recognisers would act as a
small vocabulary, continuous speech word detection system.
In the experiments the recognisers were trained on a single English male speaker uttering ten numbers, and fed
test input signals consisting of the same speaker uttering sequences of those numbers in a natural, continuous
voice, with a normal level of background noise. This system was simulated in software on an Apple Macintosh
computer.
Very promising results were achieved by the various versions of the system - between 60% and 100% of words
were correctly identified in the correct place in time. Although this level of performance is not yet sufficient for
practical applications, it is extremely promising given the number of permutations of possible word
recognitions in continuous speech (words must be correctly identified in time as well as from a vocabulary).
Speech signals were taken at a sampling rate of II kHz, and the EFFDS was run with a window size of 110
samples (i.e. 10 ms). The variations on the system tried for these experiments were in four main areas: the
parameters for the Membrane Nodes in the EFFDS, the output of the Normaliser in the EFFDS, the error
function used in the Adder Nodes, and the parameters of the voting control system.
We discuss below the simulation of the EFFDS, the output of the EFFDS, the simulation of the recognisers, and
the results of the tests.
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Ear Filter Feature Detection System
An Ear Filter Feature Detection System (EFFDS) is constructed using Membrane Nodes, Hair Nodes and
Normalisers to convert an input sampled sound (speech) wave into a sequence of consolidated feature vectors
(over time windows) for input to a word or lexical recogniser. The basilar membrane has a continuously
varying characteristic frequency across its length. It is simulated using a (small) finite number of Membrane
Nodes acting as bandpass filters accepting a range of characteristic frequencies.
The human inner ear has c. 5000 inner hair cell/ neurons which have a binary output ( either fire' or 'not fire').
It is not computationally feasible on a serial computer to simulate directly 5000 hair cells (and therefore have at
least 5000 membrane nodes and 5000 hair nodes). Instead the EFFDS has a smaller number (16 - 32) of Hair
Nodes and Membrane Nodes which correspond to the 'critical bands' [Shaw 1993]. The hair node simulates a
collection of n binary hair cells by outputting a number between 0 and n that represents the total number of
firings of the n cells.
The output of the Hair Nodes representing the inner hair cells is passed through a Normaliser as discussed
above. In addition the EFFDS has a single Hair Node that represents the outer hair cells attached to the tectoriai
membrane. It takes its input directly from the speech signal, and its output is passed through a special
normaliser that records the proportional increase/decrease in the firings of the outer Hair Node. The nornalised
output of the outer Hair Node represents changes in the energy of the total speech wave and is useful in
consonant recognition. It is passed to the consolidator along with the output vector of he main Nornaliser.
An example EFFDS with 8 Membrane Nodes and hair Nodes is shown in figure 4 below.
'4

3--

I

Figure 4: System Design diagram of EFFDS
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Figure 5: Response ranges of filter in EFFDS filter bank
Damping

Frequency

(sec 1 )

(Hz)
282

Input Power
(se-1)

1

240-340

455

5000

2
3

340-440
440- 40

382
481

455
455

5000
5000

4

540 - 640
640-740
740-840

579
677
774

4S5
455
455

5000

7
a

840-940
940-1040

870
966

440
435

5000
5000

9
10
11
12
13
14

1040- 1200
1200-1450
1450-18S0
1850-2500
2500- 3500
3500-5000

1080
1260
1515
1900
2400
2850

700
1050
1700
2600
3300
4000

7445
11000
15000
20000
20000
15000

5000
5000

Table 1: Membrane node values
Output Of The EFFDS
The EFFDS output at every time window (defined by the firing frequency of the hair cells) is a vector consisting
of normalised values between 0 and 100 representing the outputs of the inner hair cells, values between -100
and 100 representing the change in these normalised values from the previous time step, and a normaised value
between 0 and 20 representing the output of the outer hair cell. The EFFDS output vector has 31 elements - 15
normalised values of the absolute hair response, 15 values representing the change in normalised hair response
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from dhe last window, and I value representing the percentage change in outer hair cell response (corresponding

to change in total enrgy of the speech signal).

To make the output of the EFFDS easy to appreciate it can be transfonned into a 3-dimensional colour (figures
6 and 7) spreadsheet chart, similar in the nature of infonation displayed to a spectrogram. This chart shows
each of the absolute nomalised inner hair cell values and the normalised outer hair cell value as lines plotted for
each time window.
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Figue 6:Response of EFFDS to the Word "four"
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Figure 7:Response of EFFDS to the Word "two"

The EFFDS was-simulated in C++ on an Apple Macintosh. The simulation used separate objects for each of
the membrane nodes and hair nodes, and a separate function for the normaliser.

Experiments and Results
Experiments were conducted using many variations of the parameters in the EFFDS and recognisers, In each
case ten simulated recognisers were trained on ten words spoken by the same male speaker. These recognisers
were then tested on input speech samples of the speaker uttering short random sequences of the words
continuously and in a natural voice with normal background noise levels (see figure 8).

Four

Nine

Two

Three

Ten

One

Four

Figure $:Input speech signal for "4 9 2 3 10 1 4"
The following parameters were set
* A window size of 110 samples;
* Hair node firing threshold of 5000 per window (N.B. much higher powered membrane nodes);
* Error threshold for nodes in each recogniser of 35 - 50 (N.B. absolute error);

*

10 decay steps per recogniser

*

Voting threshold of 60% with minimum margin 10%

The results obtained from the simulations were between 60%and 100% recongition rates, with avereage
correct word recognition rate of 75% and proportion of incorrect calssifications at 8%. The average rank of the
recogniser for correct word was 1.2 on average (between 1.0 andl.6).
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Further Work
There are several enhancements to the Adder Neuron model that we propose should be investigated. These are:
• Experimenting and adapting training set specific error weightings: the current system achieving 75%
overall correct recognition result made little use of specific knowledge about the training set. By weighting
the Adder Neuron error function for each recogniser to be biased towards hair node outputs that are known
to be significant in distinguishing the trained word, and by biasing error thresholds and scores towards
nodes in the recogniser that are important in the same sense, the performance of the recognisers could be
significantly improved. Using such techniques we aim to make any two training classes as close to being
two bi-orthogonal (in vector bases sense) as possible. Making pattern bi-orthogonal would give optimal
performance in the model. [WeigI 1993]
" Developing, implementing and testing multi-file training: Words are often not recognised because of the
diversity of pronunciations of the same word in different context. The recognisers in the developed
simulation only allow training based on a single utterance of a word and are not based on several samples
of that word. Training based on a set would emphasise the common features more strongly and thus
performance should improve. In addition the should system become more successful in speaker•

independent speech recognition.

Implementing and testing of bi-directional time-warping in the model: some words have not been
recognised due to the trained word being longer in length (time) that test word. So far Adder Neurons only
allow for dynamic time expansion and not contraction. A way to cope with warping time in both directions
has been proposed [Shaw 1993]

Based on the above improvements we expect the system to achieve much higher successful recognition rates.
Conclusion
The research conducted on Adder nuerons applied to word rectognition has resulted in the following
* implementation of Adder Neurons in software (C++) and a basic training system for speech signals
* an Ear Filter Feature Detection System (EFFDS) was proposed and implemented in software, as preprocessing module for the Adder Neuron recognisers.
• Using basic training algorithms a correct recognition rate of 75% was achieved for speaker-dependent word
recognition (numbers 'zero' to 'nine) in continuous speech under normal noise conditions. This result is
regarded as very encouraging as base result, for such a short period of research using only basic training
methods.
* several improvements have been identified that could significantly improve recognition rate, while keeping
the node a very simple processing element (no multiplications or division operations involved in processing of
the node's activation function).
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1. Introduction
Speech processing technology has made remarkable progess in the recent years ( see e.g. Mariani, 1989, Funu,
1989 and 1992). However, the ultimate goal of providing machines with the same spoken language skills as
humans is still many years ahead of us. With a voice-operated system humans would get a more natural interface
with the computer. One can think about such systems for many different purposes, e.g. simultanous translation
from one language to another, automatic inquiry of information databases (Kurematsu, 1988; Young and Proctor,
1989; Zue et al., 1990; Woodland, 1992), controlling complex machinery in industry, controlling lighting and
recording devices in broadcasting systems (Nunn et al., 1992), entrance control etc.
A full speech processing system is normally broken down into five major components (see e.g. Fallside, 1991).
These components are:
" speech recognition: acoustic processing (eg spectra), sub-word classification (eg phonemes), lexical access
" spoken language analysis: language processing (sentences),semantic processing (meaning)
" interactionwith machine (eg inquiry of database)
" spoken language generation: message generation (sentences), language processing (words & sentence)
" speech synthesis: lexical egress (phonemes & duration), synthesiser controller, terminal synthesiser (speech)
We might also consider adding other components to the system above. It would e.g. in some ap
as be of vital
interest to recognize or identify the speaker in one of the first modules, and proceedie only if tht
a is
accepted. Such systems could of course use a code-word, and as such use only module I above. Another approach
would be to use some kind of spectral information uniquely identifying the person independentof the text spoken.
This kind of "voice prints" would be more user-friendly than systems using code-words, and would also more
easily be accepted by the users than systems utilizing e.g. finger-prints or retinal features.
Most existing "speech processing" systems only implement component I and 3, 3 and 5 or both 1,3 and 5 These
are fairly simple systems compared to the kind of systems one is aiming at.
In this paper we will only deal with the speech-recognition component of a speech processing systems, showing
how simple features from the speech signal can be used to identify persons independent of the text spoken. As a
test example we first show how our classifier works to classify vowels. Our classifier will always be based on a
backpropagation neural network.
2. Clasirfation systems
A general classification system is often thought of as a two-stage process where step one extracts features from the
input signal, and step two is the classification based on the extracted features:

Input

-

Feature extraction

Classification

Class index

The input may be a speech sample, an image etc. The features to be used varies from problem to problem. In
speech processing one often uses FFT spectra or cepstra, or more complicated features based on statistical averages
and covariances of the input signal (Neelekantan and Gowdy, 1992). The classifiers used are usually simple
pattern matching, statistical models (e.g. Hidden markov Models) or artificial neural nets.
3. Acoustic processing and feature extraction
We performed two different types of experiment, classification of vowels and identification of persons. In both
experiments the input data is sampled at 8012 Hz 1.
Classification of vowels.
The samples are grouped in data sets containing 64 samples. Each set is overlapped 50 % as shown, and the time
for one set is 64/8012 w 8 msec.

IThe default sampling rate on the NeXT.
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Every dataset is multiplied by a Hanning window given by: w, = 0,5+O,5.sin( 64)
The resulting dataset is transformed to frequency spectrum using the Hartley transform. Output is 32 frequency
8012
components with frequencies given by: i .- 64
i. 125 Hz
Identification of persons.
Two persons read the same text in a text book for approx. 5 minutes. Long pauses for breathing is removed, and
that's the only preprocessing. Then the samples are grouped in dataset containing 256 samples. Each set is overlapped 50 % as shown, and the time for one set is 256/8012 a 32 msec.
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Every dataset is multiplied by a Hamming window given by: w, =0,54 +0,46.sin( 25)
where i=l,2,...,256. The datasets are used to compute the cepstrum. This will be described in more detail below.
The resulting dataset is transformed to frequency spectrum using the Hartley transform. Output is 128 frequency
components with frequencies given by: !-

2 i- i31,3z
256
This is expanded to a symmetrical set with 256 components using: Spect[i]:=Spect[256-i.
Before an inverse FFT, we compute the log magnitude of the frequency components. But as we only are interested
in the power ceptrum, we use the Hartley transform once more for the inverse FFT, after a scaling, and a test to
avoid the log magnitude of very small numbers. The cepstrum components are time samples at:
256
tj =i- 256 sec s i.0,25msec.
8012.128
To minimize the influence of tiny pauses, 16 sets of cepstruim components are averaged for one input to the neural
net.
The cepstrum is a time function, and is the sum of the cepstra of the sound excitation and the vocal tract impulse
response, (Rabiner and Gold, p 689). The cepstrum serves to separate the sound excitation from the vocal tract
response. Thus the cepstrum of the excitation signal should consist of pulses around i = 0, T, 2T, ..., where T is
the pitch period. The vocal tract impulse response is a sequence that generally is non.negligible for about 20 to 30
msec. Consequently we decided to try the 40 first (or lowest) cepstral lines as the features given to the neural net
(other choices than 40 might be better).
4. Neural nets
In our work we used a traditional backpropagation neural network with one input layer, one hidden layer and one
output layer (see Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams, 1986). The number of nodes in each layer varied from problem
to problem (see below). The nodes only have connections to the previous layer.
The neural net minimise the MSE between the actual output and the target output from each pattern. To decide
whether a given pattern is in a given class we have the possibility to set different cuts. A MSE cut of 0.01 would
e.g. mean that
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(target(i)

-output(i)

)2:

0.01

ip -nodm

if the actual pattern is to be classified in the class defined by target(i).
In our network we used the activation function tanh(z) on all nodes in all layers. This means that the output of the
network can never exceed t1.0. If we set the target values to be vectors composed of ±1.0 this can lead to weights
growing out of reasonable bounds. This can be avoided by setting letting the target vectors be composed of the
numbers ±0.9. Furthermore, it turns out that if we scale the components of the input vectors such that every
component fed into the network was in the interval [-1.0, 1.01 we can increse the convergence rate. For all our
neural network simulations we used the program NNApp (see appendix A). The manual of NNApp (Drougge and
Wroldsen, 1992) also contains further discussion of the back-propagation algoritm, and different tricks and rules of
the thumb.
. Experiments and results
We performed two different types of experiment, classification of vowels and identification of persons.
Vow , gm
nt:
The data were taken from one person singing the 9 different norwegian vowels a, e, i, o, u, y, w, e and A,samplet
at 8012Hz2 . The sound were transformed using a 64 point Hartley transform using a hanning window. We saved
the spectrum from every 3. window to the files used for training and testing. Alltogether we saved -200 patterns
from every vowels, and divided the data into 2 datasets, one for training and one for testing (-900 patterns in
3
each). We used all the spectral components as input to the net, giving 32 input nodes . Furthermore we used 10
nodes in the hidden layer and 9 output nodes. The target output for the vowel 'a' was {+1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1), for 'e' it was {-1, +1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1) etc.
In this net we have 32*10*9 = 2880 weights. The chance of overfitting is therfore present. We avoided this by
running very few training iterations. Actually the network showed a good generalization when applied to testdata.
After only 23 (1)iterations the MSE error was down to 0.0079. The results were:
TABLE 1:
Dataset: Tra193.6 set -900 patterns)

MSE cut

O/correct

%wrong

0.01
93.6
0.2
0.70
99
0.2
TABLE 2:
Dat
Test set (--9 patesnse
AM cut,
0/4orrect
%/wrong

2

0.01
0.70

93.8
98.7

1.3
1.3

%unclassified
6.2
0.0
%udnclassified
14.9
10.0

Person identification experiment:
Encouraged by the success of the simple experiment above we went on'to the task of classifying speakers. Our aim
was to find a simple neural network based on a few features from continous speech to separate two speakers. The
signalprocessing should not be too complicated. After different trials and errors (as explained in the section on
signalprocessing above) it turned out that we could manage quite well using the lowest 40 components of a 256
points cepstrum sampled at 8012Hz.
The procedure we used was the following: Two different persons read 5 minutes each from the same pages in a
book. We manually edited away the long pauses produced when we had to breath. The small micropauses (-).Is)
that is present in the speech was left in the sound-samples. We then calculated 256 point cepstra in 32ms
Hamming windows, and averaged over 16 consequetive windows to make one pattern for input to the neural net.
Therefore each pattern used in the neural net is based on 0.256s of the original sound sample.
2

The sampling rate is the default sampling rate on the NeXT.

3A further analysis could possibly eliminate some of these inputs.
4

We read from the book "Byens uttrykksformer" by Thomas Thuis Evensen
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In this way we made 750 patterns from each person for the training-file, and the rest was put into the test-file (344
+ 438 patterns from person A and B respectively). We used 40 input nodes, 5 nodes in the hidden layer, and 2
output nodes. The target output was now taken to be (+0.9, -0.9 ) for person A and (-0.9, +0.9) for person B5 . It
turned out to be a hard task for the backpropagation network to learn this task. The net starts out with MSE of-0.9
(naturally, since the weights are randomly initialised, and the target-vector is given as above). After only a few
iterations (-10) the MSE is -0.65, after 100 iterations it was -0.5. After this it converges more slowly. After 1000
iterations we have MSE = 0.37. From now on it goes slowly down to 0.29 after 5000 iterations. We can
smnmarize the results in the following tables:
TABLE 3:
Dataset: Training set (1500 patterns), 5000 iter.
MSE cut [%corrfct
%wrong
/eunclassified
0.2
71.9
3.5
24.5
0.5
82.1
7.7
10.3
0.8
87.5
12.4
0.1
TABLE 4:
Dataset: Test set (782 patterns) , 5000 iterations
MSE cut
%correct
%wrong
%unclassified
0.2
61.6
10.2
28.1
0.5
71.6
16.2
12.1
0.8
77.4
22.1
0.5
Other runs produced simuilar results. We even ran for 20000 iterations without getting signinficantly better
classification. Actually, a run with 20000 iterations gave MSE=0.31 (worse than above!) and very similar
classification results (see table 3 and 4).
TABLE 5:
Dataset: Training set (1500 patterns), 20000 iter.
MSE cut
p5correct
unclassified
.wron5
0.2
72.9
5.6
21.5
0.5
9.3
6.6
0.8
87.7
12.3
0.1
TABLE 6:
Dataset: Test set (782 patte
20000 iterations
MSE cut
ecorrect
%unclassified
/wron
0.2
62.1
11.3
26.6
0.5
74.3
17.4
8.3
0.8
79.2
20.5
0.4

184.1

It should be noted that the experiments above was performed with very limited preprocessing of the data. We only
took the cepstrum. Small pauses were left in the data, no normalization was done, etc. As a last experiment we
transformed the data with a Z-transform before we fed them into the neural network. The data is the same as
above, but on each input vector x(i) we performed the transformation z(i) = x(i)
a-x
which acts as a normalization of the data. This actually lead to a faster learning, but the final classification results
were not better. The results below (table 7 and 8) were gotten after only 500 iterations, when the MSE was down
to 0.32.

I

TABLE 7:
Dataset: Training set (1500 patterns), 500 iter.

MSEcut
0.2
5

IO%correct
70.4

I%/wrong

15.1

I

I /ounclassified

124.5

o avoid weigths wandering off it turned out tobe useful to use this instead of (1,-l) and (-1,1)
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10.5

181.5

I9.1

9.4

0.8

185.4

14.3

0.1

TABLE 8:
Dataset: Test set (782 patterns), 500 iterations
MSE cut
%correct
%wro
%unclassified
0.2
61.0
10.4
28.6
0.5
71.4
17.0
11.6
0.8
77.7
22.3
0.0
As can be seen from this, one can expect improvements with more preprocessing and/or postprocessing. We noted
e.g. that in the experiment leading to table 3 and 4 above one could improve the results by a simple postprocessing
in the following way: Take a sequence of 5 outputs of the net and take a simple majority vote between these 5
results. If we say the class decided by the net should be the class voted by the majority of the 5 outputs, we would
get a 91% correct and 9.0% wrong classification of the testdata with a cut of 0.8.6
6. Conclusions
We have shown how it is possible to build a simple neural network based system which can be used to classify
speakers independently of the text spoken. Our aim was to build such a system with as little as possible
preprocessing. Further pre- and/or post-processing of the data could possibly improve the results.
Appendix A: SOFTWARE
All signaprocessing was done on a NeXT station, using a microphone directly hooked up to the standard NeXT
microphone input. The software used was a modified and extended version of Spectro, version 2.102, developed
by P.R. Cook at Stanford Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics (CCRMA)
(prc@ccrma.stanford.edu). We modified the original Spectro program to have better facilities for saving and
loading sounds and spectra, and included a larger selection of transformations.
The neural net si,ulations were also done on the NeXT. We used the the program NNApp, ver. 1.0., developed by
Drougge and Wroldsen at Gjvik College of Engineering (see Drougge and Wroldsen, 1992). This program is
written in Objective-C (Cox, 1986) for the NeXT computer using the NeXT Interface Builder.
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Actually person A is classified correctly in 83.8% of the cases while person B is classified correctly in 9 1.0% of
the cases.
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Abstract

In this paper, we explore the possibility of URAN(Universally Reconstructable Artificial Neural-network)
VLSI chip for speech recognition. URAN, a newly developed analog-digital hybrid neural chip, is discussed
in respects to its input, output, and weight accuracy and their relations to its performance on speaker
independent digit recognition. Multi-layer perceptron(MLP) nets including a large input layer are used to
recognize a digit syllable at a forward retrieval in clean and additive white noise conditions. The simulation
results using the reduced representations for the input, output, and weight variables of the network give the
comparable performance to the ones obtained by the full precision computations. An MLP with the piecewise
linear units using low accuracy computation provides good trainability and comparable performance to the
networks with the sigmoidal units.

1

Introduction

2

URAN-Universally Reconstructable Artificial Neural-network

The large computational requirements of the neural networks and their massively parallel architectures
have led to a number of hardware implementations 11,21. Though hardware implementation of the neural
networks has many advantages, it involves practical difficulties in speed, scale, and accuracy implementation.
In this paper, URAN, the new analog-digital hybrid VLSI neural network, is described with digital
interface to conventional computers. The implementation of the Back Propagation(BP) algorithm employing
limited accuracy available to URAN chip is considered and applied to speaker independent digit recognition
in clean and additive white noise conditions. Though various kinds of neural network models have been
proposed and showed distinct performance in speech recognition areas, we examine simple MLPs to find
their adaptability to reduced representations and the linear output function which are available to URAN.
The simulation results show that the performance of speaker independent digit recognition is not degraded
for the limited floating point precision equivalent to 8 bit accuracy for input, output, and weight as in the
previous works[3]. The MLP used in our simulations has a large number of input units to allow even the
largest input pattern to be applied to input neurons at once as a whole. The temporal acoustic contexts are
modeled inherently without time normalization by padding silence (zeros) for the words shorter than the size
of the input units, which yields the investigation of the fundamental issues related to BP implementation on
URAN chip.
In addition, we perform a simulation of on-chip learning by employing a piecewise linear function for
hidden and output units instead of sigmoidal activation function. The BP simulations using linear hidden
and output units gave similar performance to those using sigmoidal units, once training is completed with
sigmoidal units. In addition, an MLP with piecewise linear hidden and output units is trained successfully
and shows comparable performance to the ones trained with sigmoidal units in white noise conditions.
2.1 Chip Architecture
In general, most of digital, analog, or analog-digital mixed neuro-chips are constrained in accuracy, speed,
size or flexibility. There has been made new advancement in those aspects with the suggested analog-digital
hybrid neural network circuit. The accuracy is improved by the linear voltage-controlled MOSFET linear
resistance circuit for the synapse emulation. The speed is increased by the digital neural state. The general
*Sponsored in part by Korea Telecom
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Speed
Synaptic connections
Weight accuracy
Organization
(synapses/neuron)
Function of interchip
expansion
Supply voltage
Chip size

200 x 101 connections/s
135,424
8 bit
92 x n, n=1 to 16
(electrically programmable)
Fully asynchronous and direct
electrical wired-OR at output
3 V, -3 V
13 x 13 mm'

Technology

1.op digital CMOS

PGA package

257 pin

Table 1: URAN-I features

flexibility is realized by the inherent electrical characteristic of each synapse cell and modular architecture
of chip.
Chip features are summarized in Table 1. As in Table 1, the chip performs under the flexible control, that
is, the various mode of synaptic connection per neuron, the extendible weight accuracy and the unlimited
asynchronous/direct interchip expansion in size and speed. In fact, 16 fully connected module is selected
from external and independently - either one by one selection or all at one selection is possible as shown
in Fig. 1. Additionally, the speed or modularity of each module is improved by introducing the individual
external weight input. The neural hardware of huge size and high speed is straightforwardly implementable
with chips in the same way as the chip is with module. Considering the operation of the circuit itself, all
circuits over the chip except digital decoder unit are operated in analog. And as they are almost virtually
static except switching transistor controlled by neural input, the computation speed is high and even can be
improved substantially with the advance of memory production technology. As a basic cell, 9 transistors are
used per cell including weight memory. The cell size including interconnection area for URAN-I is reduced
to less than 40 /m in diameter.
With the linear voltage-controlled bipolar current source of each synapse cell, the synaptic function of
multiplication is done with the switching transistor, i.e, half-in-analog and half-in-digital. The use of bipolar
pulse improved stray effect from switching. Pulse of neural input for switching are not limited in style, time
and numbers, that is, they are fully independent from each other.
The linearity is based on the compensated channel resistance of balanced configuration in the triode
region, and proved to have more than 8 bit if necessary. The accuracy extendibility and flexible modularity
are inherent in electrical wired-OR characteristics from each independent bipolar current source. NO clocking
or any synchronous operation is needed in this case, while it is indispensable in most of conventional digital
neural hardware of analog-digital neural chip. Any size of network can be integrated of implemented by
merely placing the cell in 2 dimensional array without considering the timing requirement of digital or the
load effect of analog. In the case of URAN-I, the delay of control signal is considered in designing the logic
interface due to the long path on the chip. Off-chip digital interface is depicted in Fig. 2.
2.2 The Critical Issues of BP Implementations on URAN Chip
A fundamental limitation of the use of the BP in the training of an MLP is the high degree of required
computational accuracy. Three critical issues must be addressed in the parallel implementation of BP on
efficient hardware[2]. These are availability of weight values for back propagating the error, the scaling and
precision of computations, and the efficient implementation of output transfer function. Among them weight
accuracy and output function are considered. URAN can be used for retrieval if low weight accuracy and
linear output function are allowed.
The weight accuracy of URAN chip is 8 bit. To perform BP simulations using the weight accuracy
available to URAN chip, we first do retrieval tests using the reduced floating point weight values which
are saved after normal training phase. We also evaluate an extremely efficient feature vector for input,
peak-weighted binary spectrum, to exploit fully URAN chip architecture(4].
As the exact analysis of the non-linear output transfer function on the analog hardware is not possible, the
output of the neuron chip is devised to provide linear function. We second perform retrieval tests with the
linear output function for the synapse trained with non-linear output function. Finally, we perform training
and retrieving using the piecewise linear function for the learning equation derived from the sigmoid output
function.
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3

Experiments with Reduced Representations

3.1 Speech Database and Preprocessing
The speaker independent digit recognition experiments have been performed to recognize isolated 10
Korean digits. The speech database was recorded in a silent office room from 10 male and 10 female speakers.
Each digit was pronounced 10 times by each speaker. There were thus 2000 tokens in total. Among them
5 repetitions of each digit from 5 male and 5 female speakers ( 5 repetitions x 10 digits x 10 speakers =
500 tokens ) were used for training, and the other data set ( 500 tokens ) from the training speakers was
used for multi-speaker recognition test, and the remaining 10 speakers' data ( 10 repetitions x 10 digits x
10 speakers = 1000 tokens) were used for speaker independent test.
Each utterance was low-pass filtered up to 4.7 kHz, then digitized at a 10 kHz sampling rate with 12
bit quantization. Manually endpointed speech data were preemphasized with a transfer function H(z) =
1 - 0.98z - 1. After passing through a 20 ms Hamming window at a rate of 10 ms, 17-channel critical-band
filter bank analysis was performed to get a 17 dimensional feature vector for each frame. The 17-channel
critical-band filter-bank was simulated by 512 point FFT. The data presented to the networks were simply
scaled so that the range of the largest coefficient was approximately from -i to 1.
A binary feature vector which is consisted of only 17 bits for each frame was also used for input. The
binary spectrum was obtained by thresholding the second derivative of the normalized LPC spectrum, that
is, by clamping spectral peaks above threshold as l's and the others as O's [4]. We have not performed word
length jormalization by using a large input frame buffer. Variable size of input feature vectors are applied
to the input layer as a whole by padding zeros for the words shorter than the input layer.
To simulate the effect of noise disturbance, white Gaussian noise were added to the clean speech. The
noise was generated to have Gaussian distribution by applying a simple type of smoothing, i.e., averaging
over 12 samples, to the computer generated random data. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as the
ratio of the speech power level (averaged over the whole test word) to the added noise power.
A zero mean, white Gaussian noise was added to the test utterance to generate noisy speech at each
specified SNR, i.e., every 10 dB from 0 dB to 30 dB. An eighth-order Butterworth infinite impulse response
(11R) low pass digital filter with a cutoff frequency of 4.7 kHz was applied to the noise added speech to
eliminate the high frequency components caused by the added white noise. The training patterns for all
tests were taken from clean speech, and the recognition experiments were performed for each SNR.
3.2 MLP Architecture and Training Algorithm
All MLPs trained have 17 x 70 input neurons, 30 hidden neurons, and 10 output neurons. The network
architecture used is illustrated in Fig. 3. In general, MLP consists of weighted-sum with sigmoidal output
functions. The activation value of output neuron k is defined as follows.
1
ok =

1 + e-

(1)
k . kjoi

where Oj is the activation value of hidden neuron j, and Wk is the weight from hidden neuron j to output
neuron k. The activation value of hidden neuron is also defined by the same function using the activation
value of input neuron and weights from input to hidden neurons.
During the training process of MLP, the total-sum-of-squared-error defined by equation (2) to be propagated between the target and the output values are calculated after every feedforward of the input pattern.
E=1

1

E(Targetk - Ok) 2

(2)

all patterns
k

Changing the weights by a small amount in the direction of steepest descent minimizes the error and adjusts
the internal parameters so as to better model the target input/output pairs.
To accelerate the learning speed a momentum y is used in the weight changes.
wkj(t) =

hAwkj + -yWkj(t - 1)

(3)

where 77is the learning rate, and t is the learning step. The learning rate Y7and the momentum -f are set to
0.1 and 0.9, respectively.
The initial strength of the weights are distributed uniformly and randomly from -0.5 to 0.5. The learning
procedure was repeated until the total-sum-of-squared-error of the network reaches at 0.01. The recognition
phase employs a winner-take-all rule which allows the network to keep the most highly activated neuron in
output layer.
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3.3

Speaker Independent Digit Recognition Results

First, we performed simulations of BP training and testing with reduced accuracy of four, two, and one
decimal and binary representations for input, and two decimal places for the weight and output using the
sigmoid output function. The training phase of the MLP with reduced floating point input is confined to 200
learning steps, and the MLP with binary input to 500 steps. The speaker independent digit recognition results
for the various SNR conditions are listed in Table 2. As shown in the table, the reduced input accuracy does
not affect the recognition performance, while the binary feature vector gives somewhat degraded performance.

rSNR
ratio

floating point input
4 decimal
97.3 %

clean
30 dB
20 dB
10 dB
0 dB

96.2
88.9
60.2
29.5

] 2 decimal 1 1 decimal

%
%
%
%

binary input

97.1 %

97.2 %

I bit
90.8 %

96.2
88.8
60.4
29.8

96.7
89.8
60.3
29.7

90.9
87.5
67.2
38.4

%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%

Table 2: Performance of sigmoid output function with reduced input representations
Second, we performed recognition tests using the linear output function as in equation (4) with the weight
values trained above.

y = a(ZwkjOj)+b, -A < 1..wkjOj <A

(4)

k

k

The results were not sensitive to a and b if the domain of the linear function broadly covers the sum-ofweighted-input distributions. The simulation results listed in Table 3, in which a = 0.1, b = 0.5, and A = 5,
show similar performance to the ones obtained by sigmoidal units.
We can conclude that the BP retrieval is not affected from the accuracy of weight, input, and output,
when training is completed. In addition, training was also possible with two or one decimal places for input
and output, which are equivalent to 8 bit or 4 bit precisions.

SNR 11
ratio
30 dB
20 dB

114

floating point input
decimal
96.4%
90.2 %

10 dB
59.8 %
0 dB 130.01%

12

binary input

decimal I decimal
96.2 %
96.6 %

1 bit
90.5 %

90.1%

91.3 %

86.6%

59.8 %
30.8 %

59.9 %
29.5%

68.0%
38.5%

Table 3: Performance of linear output function with reduced input representations
Finally, we performed training using linear output functions. As the training using the simple linear
functions such as equation (4) was not accomplished, we used piecewise linear functions combined with three
linear functions. By minimizing the mean squared error(MSE) between the sigmoid and piecewise linear
functions, a piecewise linear function is found as in equation (5). The MSE becomes zero when we calculate
it up to 3 decimal places.
x <-7.6
( =0.0,
y = 0.0087x + 0.066, -7.7 < x < -2.2
y = 0.206z + 0.5,
-2.2 < z < 2.2
(5)
2.2 < z < 7.6
I = 0.0087z + 0.934,
Sy= 1.0,
z> 7.6
The total-sum-of-squared-error after 200 learning steps are compared in Table 4. The piecewise linear units
converge well, though the speed is somewhat slow. The recognition results, of which MLPs are trained and
tested using the piecewise linear function with two decimal places of output resolution, are listed in Table
5. All MLPs have 30 hidden neurons, and the training phase was the same as the previous simulations.
The influence of the additive white noise is investigated in Table 6 which lists the recognition results of
the training patterns in various SNR conditions. The influence of the output function is negligible as shown
in the table, and the binary input results in improved performance in the low SNR conditions.
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Output
function

floating point input
1 decimal
4 decimal
2 decimal

sigmoid
piecewise linear

0.017396
0.021355

0.017363
0.021398

0.017382
0.021000

binary input
I bit
0.018188
0.022862

Table 4: Comparison of the total-sum-of-squared-error after 200 learning steps

SNR

1

ratio
clean
30 dB
20 dB
10 dB
0 dB

floating point input

4 decimal
97.2
96.4
91.3
61.5
32.5

[ 2 decimal

%
%

97.1%
96.4%
91.3 %
61.6 %
32.6 %

%
%

[binary input

I1 decimal
96.6 %
95.9%
90.9 %
58.8 %
34.6 %

1 bit
90.1%
89.9%
86.4 %
65.2%
37.7%

Table 5: Performance of piecewise linear output function with reduced input representations

SNR
ratio

sigmoidal units
4 decimal I 1 bit

piecewise linear units
4 decimal I 1 bit

clean

100 %

100 %

100 %

100%

30 dB
20 dB
10 dB
0 dB

100
94.0
68.0
37.0

99.6 %
96.2 %
78.8 %
43.2%
To

100 %
94.8 %
70.4 %
40.2%

100 %
97.8%
76.4 %
42.6%

%
%
%
%

Table 6: Comparison of the effects of white noise added to the training patterns

4

Conclusions

In this paper, we describe the simulation results of the BP algorithms adapted for URAN chip, and show
that the reduced weight accuracy using the linear output function is enough to obtain high performance in
speaker independent digit recognition, once training was completed. We also illustrate that the piecewise
linear output functions is useful for training when the learning equation is derived from the sigmoid output
function. The reduced input representation such as the binary input shcws improved performance in very low
SNR conditions, which seems to be very useful for the input of a real-time speech recognition system using
VLSI neural network chip. We are now developing a real-time speech recognition system using URAN chip
with the simulated BP algorithms employing the reduced input representations. The reduced representations
for the initial weight values, the amount of weight changes, and the total-sum-of-squared-error will be
investigated for the complete on-chip training.
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An -intelligent judge" neural network (JNN) is developed to make decisions out of contradictory
arguments, which may came from different classifiers with different characteristics and/or
features. For speaker independent isolated word recognition applications multi-layer perceptrn
(MLP) and hidden-control neural networls (HCNN) are selected for the lower-level classifiers
and trined separately. The MYP classifies the word as a spectro-temporal pattern, while the
HCNN relies on dynamic nature of the speech signal. The "judge" accepts input values from the
lower-level neural network classifiers and provides ruling verdicts.
Two intelligent judges have
been investigatedL The "neuro-judge" rules by extracting decision rules from training data, Le.
disputes between the two classifiers, while the "fuzzy-judge" just utilizes mm-max operations.
The combined network utilizes both spectro-temporal pattern and dynamic nature of speech, and
demonstrates better recognition rate. More importantly its performance is much less sensitive to

the choice of training data.
1.

Introduction

Classification of complex patterns by adaptive learning makes neural networks very attractive for
speech recognition applications. Also, due to its inherent parallelism, neural networks can take
advantage of special hardwares for real-time applications.
A number of neural network models has been successfully applied to speech recognition problems

[1]. Many of them regard the speech signal as spect-temporal pattern, and utilize classification
function of neural networks with roe time alignment, while only a few utilizes dynamic nature
of speech signal. The former includes multi-layer perceptron(MLP) [2,31, Self-Organizing Feature
Map[4], Learning Vector Quantization[5], and Time-Delay Neural Networks[6]. These approaches
assume that separate utterances of the same word should follow similar paths in the feature
space, and only the time taken to traverse the path should differ. The most successful time

alignment methods include trace segmentation, dynamic time warping (DTW), and hidden Markov
models,
The latter regards speech signal as output of nonlinear dynamic system, and tries to
model the system with recurrent neural networks. Recurrent connections may come frm hidden

layer [7,81 or output layer [9].

This time dynamics may also be modelled by hidden-control

neural networks (HCNN), which combines MLP with state-transition of hidden-Markov model
[10,111
Although both approaches have been quite successful, they had started with different nature of
speech signal and showed advantages and disadvantages. It has been shown that spectratemporal pattern approaches are better for certain phonemes, while dynamic "temporal flow"
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In this paper we report a hierachial neural
apgrowaes provide better results for the others.
network armach, which combines both nature of the speech signal and demonstrates improved
Although it shares
perfrmance both in recognition rates and on robustness to training data.
some common background with recent modular neural network architecture based on
Pad
num [121, instead of selecting the lower-level module with the loudest shout, our judge
network is adaptively trained for minimum error or utilize min-max logic [13] to make decision
based on combine features of the lower-level classifier outputs. Also, unlike other modular
neural networks which utilize sub-modules with identical architecture for different sets of
patterns [12,131, each lower-level classifier submodule here has unique architecture to look at the
problem with diffevnt insights.
2. Intelligent Judge Neural Network Architecture
The Intelligent Judge Neural Network (IJNN) is composed of a lower-level classifier module and
an upper-level verdict module The lower-level classifier module consists of several neural
network submodules, which try to classify the input patterns based on different aspects and
For the speaker-independent isolated-word recognition applications we choose only
features.
two classifier submodules, i.e. multi-layer perceptron (MLP) [2,31 and hidden-control neural
The MLP classifies the speech signal as spectro-temporal pattern,
networks (HCNN) [10,11].
As shown in Fig.1
while the HCNN consider it as output of a nonlinear dynamic system.
output values of these two neural network classifiers are fed to the verdict module to combine
both characteristics.
The lower-level MLP submodule classifies input speech signals into M words. One bipolar
For time alignment we
output neuron with Sigmoidal nonlinearity is assigned to each word.
adopted simple trace segmentation scheme [14], which provides reasonable performance without
serious computation time. For each isolated word cumulative distances of input features are
calculated at each time, and an overall trace, T, of the feature is defined as the cumulative
To generate normalized features with N time frames, the traUe is
distance at the end point
then divided into (N-i), representing equivalent amounts of feature changes between each
New input features may be formed by interpolation to provide the
normalized time interval.
This simple time normalization
equivalent amounts of change between adjacent time frames.
procedure removes variations of speech periods, especially for steady long-pronounced vowels.
OU

Classification Output
I

upper-level

MLP or Min/Max

judge network

lower-level

MLP

HCNN

classifiers

lyer

Input Pattern

Contoi input

Fig.2 HCNN architecture

Fig.1 IJNN architecture
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layer

Hidden control neural network (HCNN) is a feed-forward neural network with Viterbi
t
and quite similar to HMML Basic architecture of the HCNN is shown in Fig2. It
is a recurent neural network, where output signals at time t are fed back to input for time t+1.
The neural value x(t) is representing a state of speech signal at time t, and the network may
provide transitio from one state to another at each time interval.
To control the state
transitions, another vector c(t) is added in the input layer and consists of "hidden-control"
neurons. Provided the hidden-control vector c(t) = F. at time t, c(t+1) is restricted to be either
Fi or Fii. For isolated word recognition applications one HCNN is trained to identify dynamics
of one word categoy. Since the identification error is a function of both the synaptic weights
and control vector c(t), the adaptive learning for minimum identification error consists of
"re-estimation" of the synaptic weights and "segmentation" of the control vector at each iteration
epoch. The "re-estimation" process is the same as error back-propagation learning of standard
multi-layer Perceptron, while the "segmentation" process involves Viterbi algorithm When an
unknown word is presented, an optimum control sequence c(t) and corresponding error are
determined by the Viterbi algorithm for each HCNN, and the word is categorized by the HCNN
with minimum error.
Provided each classifying submodule had small misclassifing rate, possibility of misclassification
by both submodules becomes much smaller. The upper-module serves as an "intelligent judge"
and provides verdict for disputes between the classifier submodules.
Two different intelligent
judges are investigated. The "neuro-judge" itself is an MLP to extract the decision rules from
dispute cases.
The "fuzzy-judge" first gets smaller values from the two classifier modules for
each pattern class, and then selects the class with maximum values. The output values of the
lower-level classifiers are fed to the input of the upper-level "judge" MLP. For recognition of M
words the "judge" modules have 2M inputs and M outputs. However, to provide similar output
values to those of classifying MLP, we map the error output of the HCNN into (-1,1) region.
3. Expeiments for Korean Digit Recognition
We had applied the IJNN for Korean digit recognition applicatio. Although only 10 words, from
" to "9", are aimed for recognition, it turned out to be very tough problem.
All the Korean
digits have only one syllable, which does not have enough features for accurate classificatio.
To make things worse, some of them are very close to each other. For example, number "1"
(pronounced as "il") and number "7" ("chil") are only different at the initial consonant

Number

"I" (i") and number "2" (""), and also number "3" ("sam") and number "4" ("sa") are only
different at the last consonant.
For the input features we use 14 delta-Cepstrum coefficients and 1 delta-power magnitude.
Therefore numbers of input neurons for the lower-level MLP and HCNN are 15. Number of
input for the upper-level "judge" is 20.
All 3 neural modules have 10 outputs. Number of
neurons for hidden layer is set to 10.
We had collected 60 sets of speech data from 12 speakers (5 sets each), and used 30 sets (6
speakers) for training and the other 30 sets for testing.
This small number of training data
also poses very tough generalization problem, which we are trying to prove anyway. To check
senwtivities of the recognition system on training data, 3 experiments are conducted by randomly
selecting different training data sets. For the training data both the lower-level MLP and HCNN
classifiers show 100% correct recognition after training at all the 3 experiments.
However, as
shown in Table 1, the lower-level MLP and HCNN classifiers show 98.4% and 92.1% correct
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Table 1. Recogniio

Rates for Korean Digit Recognition Experiments
unit: %
Set I

Set II

Set III

MP only

98.7

99.3

97.3

98.4

2.0

HUN only

95.3

93.0

88.0

92.1

5.3

(neuro-judge)
IJUN (fuzzy-judge)

99.0
99.0

99.3
99.7

98.0
98.0

98.8
98.9

1.3
1.7

IJEN

Average Max-Min

average recognition rates for the test data, respectively. The relative low recognition rates of
the HCNN may be contributed from two stage process, which first segments the word into
intervals and later calculates error at the subregions.
Errors at the segnmtation stage can
never be corrected in this model. Although several schemes may be employed to overcome this
problem, no specific attempt was made here.
Before applied to the inputs of the upper-level "judge", the HCNN output values were mapped
into (-1,+) region.
Also the slope value of the Sigmoid function for the lower-level MLP is
set to much smaller value to avoid saturation. The "neuro-judge" MLP is trained by ror
back-prospagation with the same training data used for the lower-level classifiers. After training
the "judge" ML the recognition rates increase to 98M8 in average. Although the reduction of
nmsclassifiation rate is 25% only, it clearly demonstrates usefulness of the proposed JNN. The
"fuzzy-judge" does better jobs than 'neuro-judge, iAe- 98.9% average recognition rate, but the
difference is too small to come into conclusion. Actually the MLP alone has very small (1.6%)
misedassificon rate, and it is difficult to increase the recognition rate in this range. It is also
worth noting that deviations of the recognition rates among different training sets become much
smaller for the UNNs. We believe this lower sensitity to trainingg data comes from higher

generalization capability due to combination of spectro-teaporal pattern aspects and dynamic

characteristics of speech signal.
In practical applications training data sets are always limited
and no a priori knowledge is given to the validity of the data, this low sensitivity to training

data is extremely importanL
Confusion tables for Data Set M are shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4
Although experiments with
Data Set M have the lowest recognition rates, they also show the best perfomance impovememt
by the !iNNs. Many of the confusions shown in Tables 2 and 3 are corrected by the "judge in
Table 4.
The remaining confusions are common to both the lower-level classifiers, and the
"judge" was not able to correct these common confusions.
Performance of this IJNN may be further improved by several techniques. First, performance of
the lower-level classifiers can be improved by using more training data
For example, by using
12 training sets instead of 30 sets, the lower-level MLY alone was able to recognize 947%
Correct only. The lower-level classif
networks and the upper-level "judge" network may also
be trained with different data, which actually generates disputes among lower-level classifiers
during baining of the "judge" network. Most importantly, to avoid common confusions among
lower-level classifiers, the IJNN can take advantage of different input featres and large number
of lower-level classifiers.
At the previous experiamnts both the lower-level ML? and HCNN
use same delta-Ceptsrum coefficients for input features, which may get rid of important features
in original speech signaL
Provided quite different input features were used instead of the
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Table 2. Cadusion Table of the First MLP for Data Set i
Outputj
t

-I

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1.

0

27

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

30
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

0
30
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
30
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
30
0
0
0
4

0
0
0
0
30
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
29
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
30
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
26

Table 3. Confusion Table of the HCNN for Data Set I1I
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0
1
2
3

17
0
0
0

0
25
4
0

0
0
26
0

0
0
0
30

0
0
0
0

4
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
5
0
0

8
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

4

0

0

0

0

30

0

0

0

0

0

5
6
7

1
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

23
1
0

0
28
0

0
0
30

1
1
0

5
0
0

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

30

0

9

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

25

9

Output

input

Table 4. Confusion Table of the IJNN with for Set III
Output
N
0

i

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0

2

29

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3
4

0
0

0
0

0
0

30
0

0
30

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

5

0

0

0

0

0

30

0

0

0

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

30

0

0

0

7

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

29

0

0

8
9

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
4

0
0

0
0

30
0

0
26
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delta-Cepetnim coefficients, one may have much better improvenmnt from this IJNN.
Neural
networks based on different concepts and statistical classifiers such as HMM may also be
incorporated for the lower-level classifiers.
4L Concluaion
In this
p we have proposed a new hierachial neural network for speech recognition, and
demonstrated improved performance for Korean digit recognition application. By combining
different neural network classifiers, i.e. MLP as a spectro-temporal pattern classifier and NPM as
nonlinear dynamic system identifier, we were able to inprove recognition rate as well as
sensitivity to training data. Another MLP serves as a "judge", which extractes decision rules by
learning and provides verdicts on disputes between the lower-level classifiers.
Much more
perfmance improvement is expected by using different input features and increasing number of
neural network models for the lower-level classifiers.
Acknowledgement: This research was supported by Korea Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology.
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Abstract. Accounting for acoustic variation is an essential element in automatic speech recognition (ASR).
One source of acoustic variation is speaking rate, which can vary by 31% to as much as 60% in conversational
speech. Psycholinguistic studies have shown that speaking rate affects speech perception, suggesting that
listeners must be sensitive to rate changes and process speech in a rate-dependent manner.
We present a technique to incorporate such rate-dependent processing into an ASR system using a
recurrent network to automatically estimate and dynamically adapt to the rate of a signal. We argue that

incorporating this technique into a speech recognition system allows for robust classification with respect to
rate without having to train the system on many different rates. We have applied our method to several
signals: sets of sine waves differing in frequency and in phase, a multidimensional signal representing the
walking gait of children, and the energy contour of a simple speech utterance. Our experimental results
show that the system's time constant rapidly and appropriately reflects rate changes in these signals. We
propose to apply this technique to speech, with the goal of building recognizers that are robust to speaking
rate variation.

1

Introduction

Accounting for acoustic variation is an essential element in automatic speech recognition (ASR). Variation

in the acoustic signal arises from physiological differences between talkers, coarticulatory effects in speech
production, and external factors such as background noise and channel distortions. Speaking rate is another
source of acoustic variation, and although it has received relatively little attention in the ASR literature, it
it known that speaking rate varies substantially in conversational speech, across speakers as well as within
the speech of a single speaker. It has been shown that variation in rate during the course of a conversation
averages about 31% [7] and can be as much as 60% [5]. Obviously, human listeners are not severely affected
by such wide variations in speaking rate. Thus, it can be argued, there must be some process of adaptation by
which the listener adjusts to the rate of the incoming speech signal. In fact, several psycholinguistic studies
(e.g., [9] [4]) have shown that speech rate, as determined from the surrounding context, biases interpretation
of a phonetic segment. For example, a rapidly articulated long vowel is frequently interpreted as a short vowel
if embedded in a sentence spoken at a slower rate [6]. Given the wide and frequent variation of speaking rate
in conversational speech, this suggests that listeners must be sensitive to rate changes and process speech
in a rate-dependent manner. It makes sense, then, that such rate-dependent processing is also necessary to
produce good results in an ASR system.

Conventional ASR techniques, such as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) and Hidden Markov Models
(HMM), have attempted to address the issue of acoustic changes caused by speaking rate variation. However,
the solutions offered by these techniques do not take advantage of the additional information on rate provided
by the surrounding context. DTW minimizes the effects of rate by normalizing each segment to its "normal,"
standard length by warping the time axis of a speech pattern so that, temporally, it matches the reference
template, i.e., long versions of a word or phoneme are compressed, while short versions are stretched to a
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standard length. But in doing so, all timing information that may convey rate information is essentially
eliminated. HMMs incorporate a statistical duration model which allows for some temporal differences
between a test segment and its prototypical form. However, HMMs do not interpret any temporal differences
such as duration relative to rate. In fact, neither DTW nor HMM provides any mechanism for treating
acoustic changes due to rate variation as anything other than noise. Any variations in acoustic features
that are manifestations of rate changes are normalized segment by segment, without reference to the rate
of the surrounding context. Any variations in acoustic features that are manifestations of rate changes are
interpreted segment by segment, without reference to the We claim that this rate-independent processing
cannot yield 100% correct classification. In contrast, our approach is to treat acoustic variations caused by
rate as additional information that should be accounted for in order to achieve good recognition.

2

Dynamic Rate Adaptation

Our technique for rate adaptation is similar to the temporal auto-association technique [3]. A recurrent
network is trained to be a model of the input signal by predicting the signal at some delay. In order to have
a way of adjusting the speed of the network, we use the Delta-Net technique [10]. The Delta-Net is simply
a finite-difference approximation of a continuous time network.
The real-time recurrent learning algorithm [11] is used to train the network to predict the signal for a
particular delay (6) and a particular time constant (r). The weights are then fixed, and the network is
presented the signal at a different rate. The network adapts to the new rate by adjusting its time constant
using gradient descent. The network equations are
1
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The complete derivation of these equations is given in (1].

3
3.1

Experimental Results
Sine Waves

Our first set of experiments were to see if the method would work for simple sine waves. We trained a
network to predict two sine waves, sin(x) and sin(2z), with a phase delay of 36 degrees. Then, with the
weights fixed, the time constant r is allowed to change from its initial value of 1 according to Equation 2.
We should note here that the problem posed to the system is exacerbated by the fact that we did not start
the system at the original rate and slowly adjust it; we simply presented it with the fast signal abruptly.
The system adjusted to the rate of the new input within three cycles for this two-frequency problem. We
had similar results with another network trained to predict four sine waves with four different phases. The
four-phase network needed only a single cycle to adapt to the rate of the new input.
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3.2

Gait Data

To test DRA on a more complex signal, we used a 24-dimensional time-varying signal representing the
average walking cycle for a seven-year-old. The data, produced at the Motion Analysis Laboratory at the
Children's Hospital in San Diego, was extracted from free-speed, level-walking subjects. Each vector of data
consists of 24 floating point numbers to represent the joint angles in both legs at each time step. Since we
did not have data for children walking at different rates, we simulated different rates by sampling the signal
at different intervals: normal rate refers to every other time step; fast rate refers to every third time step for
a speedup of 1.5; and slow rate refers to every time step for a speedup of 0.5 relative to the normal rate.
As with the sine wave experiments, results obtained here show that even though the network did not
learn to predict the original signal perfectly, it was still able to adjust the time constant in order to adapt
to the rate of the new signal. For the slow signal, rate adaptation was completed within four cycles; similar
results were obtained for the fast signal.

3.3

Energy Contour

To apply our method of dynamic rate adaptation to speech, we used a similar network to predict the acoustic
energy contour of a speech signal. The simple utterance "ba ba... ba" was used as data for this experiment.
The utterance was recorded at three rates: 4 ba's per second (fast), 3 ba's per second (medium), and 2 ba's
per second (slow). The energy contour was computed for the utterance spoken by the same speaker at fast,
medium, and slow rates, using 20-msec frames, 10 msec apart. The logio of the energy function was taken,
and the results are scaled to [0, 11and smoothed using a moving average for input to the recurrent network.
Energy functions of the three different rates are shown in Figure 1.
For this experiment, we let the time constant adapt along with the weights in the first training phase.
The idea is allow the time constant to settle to some optimal value for the medium rate before it is adapted
to accommodate for other rates. As in previous experiments, the network was trained to predict the energy
of the medium-rate utter-mce. To test how well the time constant can reflect rate changes, a "new" utterance
was created by concattmnating the three utterances in this order: medium, fast, medium, slow, medium. With
the weights fixed, the network was given this concatenated utterance as input, and the time constant was
adjusted. Figure 2 shows how the time constant changes to reflect rate variation for this test utterance.
Five other test utterances were constructed in a similar fashion. For all six utterances, the time constant
appropriately reflects the direction of rate change; that is, the time constant increases when the rate of the
signal increases, and vice versa, for all rate transitions.

4

Application to Speech

The dynamic rate adaptation technique described above can be applied to speech in the following way.
Each subword recognizer will be implemented as a recurrent network using the Delta-Net update equations
presented in Section 2. Each recognizer will be trained to track the parameters associated with a specific
subword using a prediction task in the same manner that tkle networks in Section 3.1 were trained to track
sine waves. During recognition, each recognizer's time constant will be adapted as needed to minimize
prediction error. The essential part of this setup is that the time constant provides each recognizer an extra
degree of freedom to adapt to changes in the speech signal due to rate variation. All recognizers will be used
to recognize the input speech signal, and the recognizer with the lowest prediction error will determine the
classification.
It is important to make use of context to constrain processing rates. As described above, each model
would have an independent time constant. However, in order to capture the "rate of speech", the time
constants of different recognizers should constrain each other. Different recognizers should adjust their time
constants in relatively the same manner, i.e., if one recognizer adjusts its time constant to indicate a faster
rate, then recognizers for succeeding subwords should follow. Thus, we would want to implement a constraint
on the direction of change for all time constants dependent on the time constant value of the recognizer with
the lowest error for the current subword.
One way to achieve this would be to use a single global rate. However, the fact that changes due to
rate are nonlinear in the speech signal makes this idea of constraining time constants not so simple. Vowels
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are much more elastic than consonants, for example, and this must be modeled by the recognizers. This
nonlinearity can be modeled by allowing different types of recognizers to change their time constants by
different amounts. For example, vowel recognizers can change their time constants by twice the amount
as consonant recognizers. One way to implement this is to have different time constant learning rates for
different classes of recognizers. However, this still does not address the issue of mutual constraint.
An alternative is to take a cue from elastic networks [2]. The idea is shown in Figure 3.
Recognizers'
time constants will be tied with elastic constraints so that when the recognizer with the lowest prediction
error changes its time constant, all other time constants will also change proportionally. The nonlinearity in
compression of speeded speech can be modeled by encoding the constraints between the classes. A "class"
might be all recognizers with central vowels, for example. Then the time constant of central consonant
models can be loosely tied to the vowel one with an elastic constraint. Under this view, there is no "rate
box", rather, there is a global view of the rate only through the interactions of all of the modules. We can
also include the energy prediction module described in the previous section, with elastic constraints between
it and the other time constants. Vowels are the speech sounds with the strongest intensities; thus, acoustic
energy peaks can be used to indicate vocalic segments in the speech signal. Since the rate at which vocalic
segments occur is comparable to the syllable rate in speech production [8], acoustic energy can be used to
give a reasonable estimate of speaking rate. Acoustic energy may not be a sufficiently reliable source of vowel
rate, however, since speaker characteristics such as pitch can alter the energy profile. Allowing constraints
to flow both ways should allow the subword models to overcome the errors in the global rate box.
Another issue is how to model spectral changes due to rate variation. Although recent psycholinguistic
results (e.g., [6]) suggest that most changes due to rate affect the temporal characteristics of the speech signal,
some researchers have shown some effects on the spectral characteristics as well, albeit spectral changes are
less dramatic and not very consistent. If it turns out that spectral changes do occur, we would be able to
model this by simply feeding the time constant as direct input into the recognizer, allowing changes in rate,
as captured by changes in the time constant, to alter the mapping from acoustics to phonetics.
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Figure 3: Using dynamic rate adaptationfor recognition - The rate estimator module estimates global rate
by predicting the energy contour of the speech signal, and the recognizers track the speech signals by predicting
theirparameters. Both rate module and recognizers adjust their time constant with respect to prediction errors
to adapt to the rate. Dashed lines indicate inter-module rate constraints.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports studies on recognition of CV segments
using fuzzy neural networks. The CV segments in continuous speech
are characterized by the dynamics of the vocal tract system
during the production of these sounds. The dynamics is captured
by a set of formant contours derived from the speech data. Due to
the variable nature of speech production, the derived features
like formants can be viewed as fuzzy data. Likewise, the class
label for a given feature data is usually fuzzy rather than
crisp. When the fuzzy nature of input data an. output class label
is incorporated into a neural network classifier, the classification performance improves significantly. Results are given for a
set of 9 classes of CV segments to demonstrate the significance
of fuzzy neural networks for speech recognition.
1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this study is to demonstrate that using
Ezzy neural networks it is possible to obtain good recognition
accuracy for Consonant-Vowel (CV) segments in continuous speech.
Reliable :potting of CV segments in continuous speech can significantly improve the performance of a speech-to-text system [1].
CV segments also form the basic production units in most languages, and as such carry significant information content about
the message in the speech utterance (2]. The training and test
sets of data for CV segments can be collected using manual or
semiautomatic identification of CV regions in continuous speech.
The training set is used to train a neural network classifier
under supervised mode. The recognition performance of the neural
network classifier is- studied by making the input features and
output class labels as fuzzy membership function values, thus
reflecting the fuzzy nature of the speech data in the design of
the classifier. In the next section we discuss the fuzzy nature
of speech data and the choice of formants as features representing the CV segments. The fuzzy neural network classifier is based
on the ideas proposed by Pal and Mitra in [3]. We discuss the
details of the fuzzy neural network classifier in Section 3.
Studies on recognition of CV segments using the fuzzy neural
network classifier are described in Section 4.
2. FUZZY NATURE OF SPEECH DATA
In continuous speech the same CV may occur in different
contexts. Therefore there may be variability in the features of
the utterance due to variability in speech production as well as
due to context. Moreover, there will also be variability in
speech production due to different speakers. All these factors
lead to feature data that can best be described in linguistic
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terms , such as 'low', 'medium' and 'high', which in turn can
best be expressed as values of membership functions of fuzzy
sets.
It is necessary to represent the information in speech
signal in suitable parameters or features for input to a classifier. parameters like spectral coefficients, cepstral coefficients, etc., are likely to be influenced by the nature of signal
processing as well , besides the natural variations in the production process. The variations due to signal processing operations contribute to distortion and noise, rather than fuzziness.
Therefore it is preferable to consider articulatory or related
acoustic parameters like formants as features representing the CV
segments. Formants are relatively easier to extract compared to
articulatory parameters. Formant features also reflect the dynamics of the vocal tract system in the form of formant trajectories. Therefore the formants were selected as parameters to
represent the CV segments in this study.
Speaker variability is caused due to differences in the
dimensions of the vocal tract systems. In order to compensate
this to some extent, ratios of formants may be considered as
features. Since we are considering only two speakers data in this
study, we have decided to consider only the formant values as
features. Formant data is collected for successive frames of
speech signal data in each CV segment.
Formants are resonances of the vocal tract system, and hence
any natural variations in the shape of the vocal tract are reflected in these resonances as well. Since variability due to
speech, context and speaker are all preserved in the formant
trajectories, the formant data can be assumed fuzzy, and the data
is fuzzified before feeding it to a neural network classifier for
training and testing.
Fuzzification of formant data involves several issues. For
example, one could fuzzify the features individually in the
frequency and time domains. But it appears more logical if the
fuzzification could be done knowing that the three formants
should occur together as a set in each frame. Also the formants
in successive frames are not independent. Hence this dependency
should also be considered in fuzzifying the input data to the
neural network classifier.
It is natural to expect that the class labels will not be
crisp either, due to significant overlap of features across the
different classes of CV segments. Therefore, for effective classification, it is preferable that the output classes are fuzzy.
In the next section we describe a fuzzy neural network classifier
that takes fuzzy input data.
3. FUZZY NEURAL NETWORK CLASSIFIER

It was shown in (3] that fuzzification of input data and the
output class label data improves the classification performance
of a multilayer perceptron network for recognition of vowels
using formants as features. The network takes as input the values
of fuzzy membership functions for each of the three formants.
Each input feature F. in quantitative form is expressed in terms
of membership values to each of the three linguistic properties
'low', 'medium' and 'high'. The 7T membership function is used to
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assign membership values for the input features. The IT membership function in one-dimensional form, with range (0,1], is
defined as
p2(1
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where x is a pattern point, r is the radius of the
and c is the central point.
The fuzzy sets for the linguistic properties 'low', 'medium'
and 'high' for each formant are represented by IT functions. The
parameters of 7T functions are defined below.
Let Fjmax and Fjmin be the upper and lower bounds of feature
Fj in all pattern points. For the three linguistic property sets,
parameters are defined as
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where 'fdenom' is a parameter controlling the extent of overlapping. A 9-dimensional, vector is derived for the three formants
using these membership functions and is given as input to the
multilayer perceptron network.
During the training phase, the desired output vector is
expressed as the desired membership values, lying in the range
[0,1). To obtain these values, the weighted distance of an ndimensional training pattern Fi from the kth class is defined as
-n

Fij - Okij
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where

Fij is the value of the jth component of the ith

pattern,

of
Okj and vkj are the mean and standard deviation, respectively,
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the

Fjs of the training data for the kth class.

The

membership

value for the ith pattern to the kth class is defined as
1
dk (Fi) =

.

where the positive constants fd and f control the amount of
fuzziness in the class-membership set. fe desired output vector
for a training pattern is obtained by computing the membership
values for the pattern to each of the classes.
In the next section, we describe recognition studies on
classification of CV segments using the fuzzy neural networks.
4. RECOGNITION STUDIES
Speech data for the studies described in this section was
collected from utterances of several sentences in Hindi (an
Indian language) spoken by two male speakers. From these utterances, occurrences of CV segments are manually excised by visual
inspection of the speech signal waveform and by careful listening
of the segmented data. Only consonant-vowel (CV) segments are
considered. Consonant clusters followed by a vowel were not
considered in this study. Data for the following 9 CV classes
have been collected: /ka/, /ke/, /ko/, /ga/, /ta/, /to/, /dha/,
/pa/ and /ba/. The choice of these classes was mostly dictated by
the availability of sufficient numbers of these segments in the
speech data collected for several sentences.
For each CV segment only a fixed 40 msec portion from the
vowel onset point was considered. This portion generally reflects
the transition of the vocal tract system from the place of articulators corresponding to the consonant position to the shape of
the vocal tract corresponding to the following vowel, including
some steady vowel part. Formants were extracted using linear
prediction analysis for each frame of size 128 samples at 10 kHz
sampling rate, with a-shift of 32 samples. The formant contours
were hand edited and smoothed to remove spurious peaks. From the
resulting smooth contours the first three formants were obtained
for each of the 10 frames in a CV segment.
The formant data is fuzzified using the membership functions
discussed in Section 3. Thus for each CV segment, a 90dimensional vector of membership values is generated. This representation is used as input to the classifier in various recognition studies reported in this section. The desired output data is
also fuzzified as discussed in Section 3 for training the neural
network classifier.
The classifier is a multilayer feedforward network trained
using back propagation algorithm. Three hidden layers were used
in the network. The number of input nodes, output nodes and the
hidden layer nodes vary depending on the study. Several recognition studies were conducted to understand the significance of
fuzzification of individual frames and sequence of frames as well
as the number of frames for CV classification.
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4.1 Classification of vowels
First we have considered the task of classification of
vowels and the significance of fuzzification of input data and
output data. The vowel formant data was collected from the 9th
frame of each CV segment for the five vowels /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/
and /u/. Since there is only one frame of data, there are three
formants and hence 9 membership values for input to the classifier. The network consists of an input layer with 9 nodes, three
hidden layers each with 20 nodes and an output layer with 5 nodes
corresponding to the 5 vowel classes. A total of 90 training
patterns and 90 test patterns were used for all classes. The
classification accuracy was 58% for the case when the output data
was crisp and 74% for the case when the output data was fuzzified. The result shows that fuzzification of output significantly
improves the classification accuracy.
4.2 Classification of CV segments using 2 frames of data
For CV classification we have studied the performance using
only two frames of data for each CV segment, one in the initial
part (2nd frame) and the other in the final part (9th frame). Now
the number of input membership values is 18. The network has 18
nodes in the input layer, 20 nodes in each of the three hidden
layers and 9 nodes in the output layer corresponding to the 9 CV
classes. A total of 90 training patterns and 90 test patterns
were used for all classes. Using fuzzification of both input and
output data, we have obtained a recognition accuracy of 63%. The
correct output in the first two choices gives a recognition
accuracy of 72%.
4.3 Classification of CV segments using all the 10 frames of data
In this study, all the 10 frames of data were used as input
for each CV segment. Now the number of input membership values is
90. Correspondingly the number of nodes in each of the three
hidden layers was increased to 50. The number of nodes in the
output layer was 9 corresponding to the 9 CV classes. The recognition accuracy in this case is 62% when the best single output
was considered and it is 78% when the best two outputs are considered. It may be notpd that in this case the input formant data
for each frame was fuzzified independently. On the other hand,
there is a sequence of frames in each CV segment, and the data in
each frame depends to some extent on the adjacent frames. If this
fact was used in determining the membership values for each
frame, the recognition accuracy has improved. In fact by reducing
the fuzziness in the formant data in subsequent frames in a data
dependent manner and using the resultant 90 membership values as
input, the -recognition accuracy obtained is 73% for the single
best choice case and 85% for the best two choices case.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The studies reported in this paper show that fuzzification
of input and output data improves the recognition accuracy of CV
segments. In particular, fuzzification of input data taking into
account the fact that the formant data is for a sequence of
frames, improves the recognition of CV segments significantly. In
these studies only a simple method was used to implement the de-
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pendence of fuzziness on the sequence. But a more sophisticated
data dependent approach for determining the fuzzy membership
values for data both along frequency and along time may improve
the recognition performance still further.
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Abstract
A speaker recognition system based on auditory path mode and auditory cortex model is presented.
The auditory path model is a multi-layer feedforward neural network with partial connections. The auditory cortex model is a multilayer SOM-like neural network with local connections. Some commonly acknowledged facts of auditory system are reflected in the model. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the

model in speaker recognition.
I. Introduction
In recent years many researchers working on speech processing are greatly in terested in auditory systems. for a model based on the human auditory system, which is nearly perfect. has great potential in improving the performance of speech recognition or speaker recognition. Although building a model embedding all the principles of auditory system is currently impossible. the model that could showsome of its
properties would be more adaptive and robust. In this paper, a speaker recognition system based on the
hybrid neural network model which simulates some of the process of auditory path and auditory cortex is
presented. Because many important aspects of auditory path and auditory cortex are still not clear, the
model presented is simple and just tries to embed facts commonly acknowledged about the auditory system.
As we know speech signal is transformed to the firings of inner hair cells through the mechanic vibration of basilar membrane in cochlea. The neural firings are then transmitted to auditory cortex through auditory path. Physiological experiments show that along basilar membrane from oval window to apex of
cochlea the characteristic frequencies are arranged with a tonotopical structure, i. e. from higher frequency
to lower frequency. The auditory path is composed of neural fibres linked by synapes and some information
in neural firings is processed along the path[2]. The neural branchs from cochlea, through cochlear nudeus, get to the superior complex olivary. which is the first stop of auditory path. From there they go up
through lateralis thalamus system to the interior colliculus in mesencephalon. The last stop before reaching
auditory cortex is medial geniculuts body in thalamus. There they are connected to cortex. Cortex appears
generally to have six-layer structure and large amount of intra-layer and inter-layer synapses. Nearer neurons are mutually excited and the farther neurons are mutually inhibited. Research shows that about 40%
neurons in the auditory cortex do not respond to pure tone and just respond to complex sound such as noise
and Ika tal sound. The other 60% neurons respond to pure tone but they do not react in a simple manner.
• This work was supported by the National Nature Science Foundation of China Grant No. 960012 and
the Climbing Program--National Key Project for Fundamental Research in China Grant No. 92097
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Some of the neurons increase firing rate when sound is presented and some decrease their firing rate. Some
respond to the oi-set of voice and some respond to the off-set. Some are narrowly tuned and other are not.
Some just respond to the change of tone. The tonotopic organization is also found in auditory cortex. Because of the limitation of current study of auditory system and artificial neural network, we could only reflect some of the facts in our model. In section 1. the auditory path model is presented. Auditory cortex
model is presented in section 1. Simulation results are presented in section N. In section V. the conclusons are given.

I. Auditory Path
Auditory system is the most complex one among all kinds of perceptual systems[l]. The perception of
complex voice pattern is the combination of bottom-up process ( data-driven ) and top-down process (
knowledge-driven ). In the bottom-up process, a person extracts perceptual features from speech signal,
but does not build fine-tuned feature selector. The auditory path starts from inner hair cells. The neurons
agitating from inner hair cells have maximal senstivity to different frequency according to their places, and
the property of tonotopic organization is kept to interior colliculus. Some of small neurons in medial
geniculuts body are narrowly tuned and do not have plasticity. Some of big neurons respond to a wide
range of frequencies are plastic and learned quickly. While the information is passing througth the auditory
path. it is somewhat processed. On one hand, this processing keeps the tonotopic organizing property, on
the other hand it extracts and enhences features.
Based on these considerations, we designed a feed-forward network to simulate the auditory path.
The network is similar structure to a multi-layer perceptron, with an input-layer, a hidden-layers and an
output-layer. There are partial connections between the input-layer and hidden-layer and full connections
between the hidden-layer and output-layer (see Fig. 1 ). To reflect the characteristic frequency response
arrangement of basilar membrane and mask effect, neurons in the hidden-layer have different number connections to input layer. The left neuron has the least connections. To the right, the number of connections
of hidden neuron increases. The right hidden neuron has the biggest number of connections. The output
layer gives supervisor while training, which force the network to extract speaker-related features. To deal
the dynamics of speech signal, all neurons have time-delayed connections.

1. Auditory Cortex[5-91
Auditory cortex can be generally considered as a layered upward structure with complex connections.
The information is processed irom a lower layer to an upper layer. When neural firings are passing through
the layer of neurons. their abstract meanings are transformed. The layers of neurons have different structures and functions. It could be said that this upward structure can successively abstract information and
classify patterns and every layer has certain kinds of functions. The input of neurons in cortex mainly
comes from two sources: 1. external input from other perceptual organs and other domains: 2. internal input from same domain or same layer. There are many kinds of mutual reaction between neurons, but nearer neurons ha'°e one common mode: the nearest neurons are mutually excited and the farther ones are mutually inhibited, and more farther ones are mutually excited again but with weaker stimulations. This form
of mutuality is similar to the shape of "Mexican hat".
Based on these considerations, we use a multi-layer SOM-like network to simulate it (See Fig. 2 ). It
has three layers with same size (NXN). but the connections between layers are different.
The neurons in the first layer have full connections with input. The network is trained with Kohonen
SOM aigorithm[9o 11. Define the distance between input X (t) and neuron ( i. j) as:
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I
where, Wisthereferencevectorofneuron(i.j). i=0 .....N-i.j
Then the output of the neuron ( Lj ) is calculated[12].
=fi

(

IWu - X)

0.....N-1.

) k

(2)

in which kis a constant. To deal the dynamics of speech signal. the output is delayed[1O]. So the real

output of first layer is
Oij(t) =ia • Of i(t) +- (I - a) • O, (t - 1)

(3)

where a is a constant and 0 <a< 1. The output of first layer is the input to the second layer.

The second layer has local connections with first layer ( see Fig. 3 ). The neuron ( Lj ) is connected
to the neuron ( L j ) in first layer and its neighbors. There is no delay in second layer.

The third layer has similar structure with the second one. but it has connections to the first layer, i.
e. the neuron (iL i) is connected to the neuron (ij) in the firat layer.
The second layer and the third layer are trained with Kononen SOM algorithm also. To accelerate
learning, we make the learning rate in the winner neighborhood different size. As the neuron nears the
winner, the learning rate is bigger. while the neuron is far from the winner, the learing rate is small.

N. Experimnt
1) Seeh Database md Prepmsehg
The database is composed of isolated digits "0" ....
1

"10

,

spoken by 9 male speakers. Every

one speaks every digit 10 times. The first 5 utterance are taken as training set and the other 5 utterance
recording one week after are taken as test set. The speech signal is low passed ( 3400Hz ). sampled (
OKMz ). digitized ( 12bit ). preemphasized ( 1-0. 95z ) and framed ( 25. 6ms ). LPC power spectrum is
taken from every frame. and put to 12 channel with critical bandwidth. Their central frequencies are 227.
342. 467. 604. 754. 917, 1096. 1370, 1712. 2141. 2767. 3345 (unit z ). The entropy of each channel
is calculated:

P' (i) = P(i)/XP(i)
i-1

i= 1.... 12

(4)

H(i) =- P'(i)ogP (i)
i= 1....12
(5)
where. P 6) is the energy of each channel. P6) is the pecentage of P ) is total energy and H 1) is
the entropy, which used as raw feature. This kind of processing is to simulate the firing of inner hair cells.
2) Aditory Path Modd
To show the effectiveness of auditory path model, we have done the following experiments.
a) Using DTW only
The reference templates are taken from training set, i. e. for every speaker and digit, there are 5 templates. Each test template is matched with these templates using DTW algorithm and decision is made upon the minimal distance. Results are shown in Table-1.
Table-l. The recognition rate using DTW only
text

recognitionrate

1

12

82.2% 80.0%

13

14

88.9% 97.8%

15

16

17

82.2% 86.7% 84.4%
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18

19

86.7% 82.2%

110

1averWe

77.8% 84.9%

b) Using auditory path model and DTW
Based on Section I. a subnetwork with the structure shown in Fig. I is built for every digit. The network has 12 input neurons. 18 hidden neurons and 9 output neurons corresponding to the 9 speakers. The
maximal delay of connections is 2. The networks are trained with back-probagation through time algorithm

[31

After trainin& all speech samples are fed to the networks. The outputs of hidden units for samples in
training set are taken as reference templates and the outputs for samples in test set are taken as test templates. The templates are matched with DTW algorithm. Result are shown in Table-2.
Table-2. The recognitm rate usig auditory path model and DTW
11

text

reogmtionrate

2

84.4%

1

3

14

15

84.4% 84.4% 93-3

16

17

84.4% 86 .

18

8%
89

110

19

93.3

889

1avera

88.9% 87.8%

We could see in Table-1 and Table-2 that the average recognition rate increases by 2. 9% when the auditory path model is used. The variation of recognition rates for different text is reduced as well. This
shows that the auditory model trained with the supervised learning algorithm could extract and enhance
speaker-related features.
3) Cortex model
a) Single layer SOM with raw input
A single layer SOM with 10X 10 ( N=-10 ) neurons is employed in the experiment. The input to the
network is entropy of each channel in the preprocessing. Results are shown in Table-3.
Table-& The recognition rate using single layer SOM with raw input
tenx1

1

recogntion rate

2

84.4% 82.%

1

3

14

15

177.8% 88. 7%

6

7

8

86. 7%

86. 7%

80. 0%

1

73.33

1

19

88.7%

101 average

82.2% 83. 1%

b) Single layer SOM with output from auditory path model
The neural network is the same as the one in the expriment a). But the input is the output of the auditory path model. Results are shown in Table-4.
Table-4. The recognition rate using single layer SOM with output from auditory path model
text

1 1

recognitiomrate

86.7%

2

3

4

5

86.7%

88.7%

93.3%

82.2%

16

7

95.5 %

8

911% 84.4%

9

10

average

88.7%

88.7%

88&5%

c) Multi-layer SOM with output from auditory path model
The model is three layer SOM with the structure shown in Fig. 2. The input to the network is the
same as in experiment b). Results are shown in Table-5.
Table-5. The recognition rate using three layer SOM with output from auditory path model
tet

recognitionrate

1

1

2

88.7% 86.7%

3

4

93.3%

91.1%

5

6

18

88 7% 93.3% 91.1%
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9

88.7% 93.%3

1 10

average

95.6%

91.1%

From experiment a) and b). we could see the effect of auditory path model for improving the average
recognition rate and reducing variation of recognitionrates for different text. In experiment c) we see further improvement in averagerecognition rate and reduction in recognition rates for different text by usingmulti-layer SOM with local connections. This shows that as patterns are transformed from laye: to layer,

they are getting more and more stable and high level feature are extracted.

V. Comedusim
We presented a speaker recognition system using a simple auditory model inthis paper. In the model
the tonotopical structure is kept by partial connections and the mask effect is reflected. The layered structure of cortex is simulated by a multi-layer SOM with local connections. Although the model is too simple.
but it does improve the performance of our speaker recognition system. Compared with the conventional
DTW algorithm. average recognition rate increases by 6. 1Ye. As we know, auditory system is a complex
system with bottom-up and top-down perceptual process. If we could reflect more aspects in the model.
we would make the model more reasonable and further improve the performance. That will be our future
work.
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Abstract
We analyse in this paper neural prediction systems for automatic speaker identification (A.S.I.) and links
between models complexity and their performances. We develop two ideas for enhancing such systems :
we first reconsider the validity of standard hypothesis underlying the use of predictive models, we then
propose different techniques for incorporating a-priori knowledge in our models. We illustrate the different
points by providing results on 15 tUkers from the TIMIT database.

1.

Introduction

Recently, speaker identification has been tackled by different methods which have been developed and used successfully
for speech recognition tasks. This is the case for example with Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [Rosenberg], Vectorial
Autoregressive Models (VAM) [Bimbot, Montacid], and Neural Networks (NN) [Bennani, Oglesby, Artieres 91].
HMMs or VAMs methods for ASI are based on a modeliation of the conditional class probability for each talker, and
parameters estimation is usually performed indepeadently for each model. The main benefit of these production systems
is that they allow incremental modifications of the speaker database, which is an essential requirement for most ASI
systems. However, speech utterance modelization being an indirect way to perform classification, only a small part of the
information contained in the models will be relevant for classification. Direct classification methods [1ennani] or
discriminant criteria for production systems [Mellouk] synthesize more efficiently such information, but suffer from
other limitations and are not adequate 7or ASI when the population may change and is not limited in size [Artieres 93].
These two approaches being apparently intrinsically limited, it is important to find alternatives to existing systems for
such applications. We will explore here the potential of neural predictive systems in an attempt to take benefit from the
variety of implementations they allow. We present these systems in §2, and put into evidence some of their inherent
limitations in §4. We propose in §5 and §6 two main directions to improve such systems for ASI.

2.

Predictive

systems

Linear auto-regressive models have shown good performances on identification tasks. However, most tests for now have
been performed on clean speech (e.g. TIMIT), and good performances are reached after seconds of speech. The
development of neural networks has made possible the use of non linear predictive models and a few systems have already
been proposed for speaker recognition tasks. These systems could be of arbitrary complexity and shape which should
allow to by-pass limitations of linear models and to explore in greater depth speaker representation issues.
Predictive systems rely on the hypothesis that an exact modelization of the talkers speech signal will contain the
information needed for speaker recognition. Although this should be true in theory, things are not so simple. Whatever
the model, speech production is only roughly approximated and the resulting speaker models are often very similar. In
addition, training criteria for predictive systems do noi aim directly at optimizing the decision criterion and due to the
nature of speech, most of the information contained in the models will be uceless for identification.
Different approaches have been proposed over the years for the classificatior of sequences. However, it is difficult to
define efficient and robust speaker characteristics which can be automatically extracted from the speech signal. In this
sense, speaker identification with production models is an ill posed problem.
2.1

Predictive

Models

Predictive models are trained to produce frame t, given a prediction context of the frame. The underlying hypothesis when
using a predictive model is that speech signal is a stationary autoregressive process, obeying equation (1):
Xt=F(Ct)+tt Vt=l ...T

()

where x 1 T_ (XI ....,XT) is a deterministic parameter-vector sequence resulting from the analysis of a speech utterance,
Ct is the prediction context for frame Xt, et is a noise independently identically distributed (i.i.d.), and F is a time
independent function. Training aims at estimating F parameters so as to reach a minimal residual error rt. In the
following, we will implicitly use Xt both for the random variable and his realizations in time.
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A probabilistic interpretion of the model behavior can be derived by considering that ct obeys a gaussian law N(41,
L).
The conditional probability density of Xt given Ct is then :

d
expj.1D(xt.F(C))l
(2x)21 Y12
2.2

Utterance

with D(x-F(Ct)) = [xt F(Ct)t]t 1

x -F(C)-gj'

(2)

probability

Let us consider an utterance X1

and an order p autoregressive model whose context is Ct = Xt-I = (Xtp,...,xt.1).

HPXt/F(Ct) .P(X;, X2 ,... Xp)

The probability of the whole utterance XIT is::xT)

T
P(xIT)

F IP(Xt/

F(Ct))

and

t=p+l
Furthermore, a. ;uming (uZ) = (0,D , we have:

-log(P(XlT)

_[D(Xt-F(Ct)) + log(l 1)l

-

2
D(Xt-F(Ct)) = IIX
t- F(Ct)II

log(P(x 1 T)) -

and

IlXAt

-

F(Ct)1i2

t
Under this hypothesis, maximizing the utterance probability is equivalent to minimizing the standard quadratic cosL

3. Experiments

and data-base

All the experiments presented in thie paper have been performed on a small set of 15 female speakers from the first
dialect of the TIMIT database. This base being very clean and recorded in a single session, speaker identification is easy
when the test utterance is long enough. In order to test our methods, we have used short segments from different lengths.
The 5 SX sentences have been used for training, and the five remaining sentences (3 SI + 2 SA) for testing. Input data
for the models are vectors resulting from a 16-order LPCC analysis, using 25,6 ms Hamming windows, with an overlap
of 15,6 ms. The duration of an n-frame-length utterance is thus n
seconds. The neural nets used in the ..xperiments

100
reported here are Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLP), with one hidden layer, trained to produce frame Xt, given a prediction
context of the frame. In all the experiments we used the two preceding frames Xt_1 and Xt. 2 as the prediction context for
the frame X t, as explained later in §5.

4.

Complexity and

identification

When performing tests with predictive neural nets of increasing complexity, for example by varying the number of
hidden cells, the following behavior may be observed up to a certain complexity of the models (figure 1):
- the mean square error decreases both on the testing and training sets.
- the identification rate reaches a peak and then slowly decreases.

Performances
Classification

ea6
*

5 Hfidden Units
10 Hidden Units
15 Hidden Units

7s

Complexity

Figure 1: typical identification rate of predictive NNs
as a function of their complexity , the optimum
classification rate is reached before squar error increase
on the test set indicates over-training.

so

70

0

110

130

1SO

Test Length (Number of frames)
Figure 2: identification performances of NNs with
different complexities (5, 10, 15 hidden units) and (p,1)
= (0,I), as a function of the test sequence length.
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However this isnot a classical over-training phenomenon, optimum classification is reached largely before over training
(figure 1), this complicates noticeably the problem.
Figure 2 illustrates Oic complexity adequacy problem for three models, the intermediate model (10 hidden cells) providing
the best classificatiu performances. Results in table 1, illustrate the phenomenon for the three models from fig. 2. The
training criterion of the whole system is such that, beyond a given complexity, the predictive nets still learn speech
production, but this is useless for speaker identification. Similar results with NNs and HMMs have been observed
respectively by [Hattoril and [Matsui]. Table 1 shows that the problem is more complicated since mean speaker
sepaation go on increasing with model complexity, while classification performances decrease.

I Comalexity
Training MSE
Test MSE
Others MSE
Separation Ratio
Idententification %

5
0.097
0.109
0150
0,72
69.3

10

15

0.067
0.076
0,102
0,74
72,4

0,056
0,061
0,070
0.81
66,5

Table I:mean euclidean error (MSE) of models with different complexities (5, 10, 15 hidden cells) for training and test.
*Others" represents the mean euclidean error of a model computed over the data of the other speakers. Separation is the ratio
"Test MSE /Others MSE" which is a mean speaker separability measure of the models.
These models are thus intrinsically limited when used for classification. In order to improve their performances, one can
follow two directions. The first one is to develop more appropriate models of the speech signal. Message and identity
being deeply intermingled in the signal one will try to better modelize both informations simultaneously, a compromise
must then be found for choosing the models which give the best identification results. The second consists in separating
as much as possible speaker information from the other information sources, by incorporating a-priori knowledge in the
models. These two directions may be combined. However, for simplicity, we have studied them independently and will
present the corresponding results in the next two sections.

5. Modelization
The inadequacy of modelization training criteria for identification makes the choice of an optimal architecture
complicated. However, performance increases can be obtained by improving the adequac of the models. We examine in
§5.1 the influence of a weight decay term during training, and discuss in §5.2 the importance of different assumptions
upon the stochastic part of signal modelization or equivalently on the prediction error. We discuss in §5.3 the importance
of the stationarity hypothesis.
The fit between a predictive model and an identification task depends on the order and the form of the predictor. Some
authors have reported experiments on different implementations of predictive models. [Kawabata] has proposed three
types of predictions : forward, backward and interpolation which correspond respectively to a past context, a future
context, and a mixed past and future context. Most of the experiments reported in the literature have been performed
using order I to 3 [BimbotMeliouk, Hattori, Levin, [so] causal models.
We have performed some experiments in order to determine the model nature and found that forward models are reasonable
compromises between task and model complexities. We will present experiments performed with past-context and order 2
predictive models. The prediction context for frame t is thus the two preceding frames at time t-2 and t-, our predictive
models will have 32 input units and 16 outputs.
5.1

Tuning

the

complexity

Several approaches have been proposed for tuning the model complexity in order to increase its generalization abilities
[Le Curt, Hinton]. One of the most popular relies on the use of regularizing terms in the cost function corresponding to
constraints on the transfer function of the network. The general form of these cost functions is:
C=CI +aC2

(3)

where Cl measures the fit to the data and C2 constrains the range of the weights so as to reduce the influence of useless
Test lenth
(i frames)
Nb hidden Weight
50
100
150 Sentences
cells
decay
5
No
69,3
80,4
87,2
933
5
Yes
69,8
81,8
886
973
10
No
724
85,4
907
933
10
Yea
73,7 - 864
922
973
15
No
66,5
806
895
84
15
Yes
721
852
921
96
Table 2 performances of different models with and without a weight decay term during training. Prediction error is supposed
gaussian with zero mean and identity covariance matrix.
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We have used here:

IIX
t -F(C)1

2

an

=

XI

ij1'

whr wij are the net weights.

i,j
More sophisticated regularizers have been proposed [Weigend, Hinton), however probably because of the complexity of
the data, the simple form (3) has been found among the most efficient here.
Results intable 2 show the increased identification rate when using a weight decay. Of course the increase is larger when
the net is more complex. One can see however that, even for simpler models, training data introduce a bias into the
solution. Thus the soft constraints of (3) are useful for this problem eventhough the training criterion is not directly
related to the classification goal.

t

5.2

Error

modelization

The i.i.d. assumption according to which successive prediction errors are uncorrelated is clearly not correct.
[Petek] proposed a method relaxing this hypothesis by modelizing the dependence of the successive errors, leading to
some improvements in identification. Beside, the gaussian hypothesis is justified by the central limit theorem. We focus
here on different modelizations of the prediction error but still consider it as a gaussian i.i.d. process N(pl).
2
X IXtF(Xt-2,X .1)11
A predictive NN, trained to minimize the square error criterion : C=

(Xt. 2,XtlXt)
approximates the function Fo:

Fopt(x,y)= Jz.P(Xt=z/Xtl=Y
z

t.2 =x)dz

where the sum is over the data space. The vectorial average of the prediction errors, on the learned signal, is an estimate
of the following null sum (4). Practically, with limited databases, this sum is not exactly null, and it may be useful to
estimate the mean ps for each model.
< toop
(4)
<(ct)Olfl =X[EFopt(Xtl,-Xt 2 )-XtlP(XtIXtI,Xt- 2 ) dXt =0
4

xt

The underlying assumption on the noise dispersion when using euclidean distance is clearly restrictive. Table 3 shows
the improvements obtained from different modelizations of the prediction error. Results are given for NNs with 10 hidden
cells. Similar results have been obtained with other architectures. Using a non isotropric noise, i.e. a full covariance
matrix allows to improve significantly the performances. The combined use of a weight decay and a full covariance
matrix gives even better results.
Error

Decay1501

0,) no
no
(AX)
no
(AX) .
,yes
(14D)

100o
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97,3

93,5
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Table 3 : Effect of the error modelization on the identification performance with 10 hidden cells neural nets. (0J) is a white
noise, g means that the mean isestimated from training data, D and I that the covariance matrix is estimated respectively as
diagonal or full.

5.3

Multi-state

models

The models presented up to now modelize the speech signal as a stationary autoregressive process. It is reasonable to
assume that, whatever the nature of speaker information may be, this does not correspond to the reality. As for HMMs,
model adequacy may be improved by introducing non stationarity. We make the hypothesis that the process is locally
stationary autoregressive, and may be described with a finite number of states, each corresponding to a different prediction
function. Every talke will be modelized by N multi-layer perceptrons, each of them being specialized on different parts
of the speech signal. These nets play the role of states in HMMs. We consider here ergodic models, with equal transition
probabilities between states. Estimation of transition probabilities is useless for speaker identification [Tishby, Matsui],
at least when the number of states is small.
The models are initialized according to a data clustering. It is clear that the initialization is important, but other choices
did not led to better performances. Optimization is then realized simultaneously on the signal segmentation and on the
models parameters. For each training pattern, the N prediction errors are computed, but only the parameters of the
winner, the one with minimum error, am modified according to a gradient descent method. Error characteristics (1,) for
every states are recomputed after each presentation of the whole training set. During recognition, the score of a model is
computed along the lower cost state sequence, using a Viterbi-like algorithm. Let Fi denotes the prediction function
associated to the ithstate, due to ergodicity, the score for a talker model (F1 ...
,FN) is computed by:
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Min c .CT [

Mini[Di(xt.F.(Ct))+ logI Xi I

Dc (IY'FG (Ct))+lohJ El]tI

where D i is defined according to (2), andcI...cT is the state sequence with : V t = 1...T ct e

1,....N}.

This corresponds to an approximation of the maximum likelihood criterion (MLE) [Levin]. Note that the optimization of
the pure MLE criterion could be easily realized by considering all the state sequences.
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may be implemented in several ways. Here, we first trained a predictive model using the data from several speakers. The
components of the error vector of this model were then used for weighting the corresponding components of each talker
error. Training is then performed for the different talkers according to this weighted error criterion. A frame accurately
predicted by the mean speaker will have few influence for training a talker model, non discriminative information is thus
removed from the speech signal. Table 5 shows the performances of this training procedure. This allows to increase the
performances of I to 2 %depending on the model complexity.
c. analysis of the system
This method is based on the analysis of the system behavior during test. We have tested two implementations:
- for the first one, we perform a clustering of the frames and compute for each cluster the proportion of correct
decisions on its frames. For each frame, the function will output the proportion associated to its cluster.
- the other is implemented with a NN which takes as input frames xt. 2 to x. and is trained to output a 1 if the

system decision based on xt prediction is correct and 0 otherwise.
The two functions will thus output a real value between 0 and I for each frame which represents the confidence into the
local decision of the system. Both give similar approximations of the system behavior, the NN implementation
approximates more closely the performances of the system and gives a smoother response. We have used these functions
to weight the errors in the recognition procedure, as described above. Performances increase only in small proportions
(table 6). When examining the behaviour of these systems, it can be observed that these functions do not model
accurately enough the system so that there is an imbalance between improvements due to the method and errors. New
investigations are currently being performed on these ideas.
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Table 5: learning with a mean speaker model (MS) as a function
of utterance length.

7.

Conclusion

We have pointed out inherent limitations of predictive models. The main one is a consequence of the discrepancy between
training and test criteria which makes model selection more difficult than usual. We have explored solutions offered by
predictive NNs for these problems and developped two main directions. The first one analyses the links between the
model complexity and the performances of the system, the second focuses on the detection of discriminative information.
The different methods have been investigated separately and allow improvements up to 8 % compared to standard
predictive systems. These first results are promising, we are currently investigating other implementations along the
same lines.
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THE COCHLEAR NUCLEUS AND PRIMARY CORTEX AS A SEQUENCE OF
DISTRIBUTED NEURAL FILTERS IN PHONEME PERCEPTION

JOHN ANTROBUS, CHAIM TARSHISH, SOPHIE MOLHOLM, MACIEJ SAWICKI
CITY COLLEGE OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
NEW YORK, NEW YORK, 10031
and
JEFFREY FOOKSON
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Abstract. The rnmarkableability of the human auditorysystem to learn to recognizethe highly variable
acoustic representationsof each phoneme has not been matched by artificial neural networks - perhaps because
dty lack representationsof die geneically-selected.neural fifers that sequentially and in parallel reduce this
variability. This paper uses recent neuroperceptualfindings to guide the design of putative fibers in the cochlear
uckleus and pnaryauditory cortex that supportphoneme perception.

The large variability in intra- and inter-speaker acousticphonemic relations has greatly impeded efforts to represent and
understand phoneme perception.
It is suggested here that this
variability is reduced sequentially by parallel subphonemic neural
filters. Reducing variability in the acoustic speech signal is a
process of sequentially identifying invariant subphonemic features
of increasing orders of abstraction.
This serial and parallel
neural computing process has the advantage of reducing the
dimensionality of the categorizing problem computed at each step
and thereby, of simplifying the final phoneme identification
problem space.
The human speech perception system appears to acquire good
generalization of phoneme perception with only one, the mother, or
a very few, teachers.
The ability to generalize from such a
restricted phoneme training set must be credited to genetically
acquired auditory filters or preprocessors that reduce the
variability in the phoneme "signal" before it reaches the left
middle temporal gyrus of the cerebral cortex (LMTG; Nazoyer et al.,
1993) where it learns the phonemes of a particular language. By
carrying out low level generalization functions, these filters
reduce dependence on a large speaker training sample for phoneme
generalization used by machine speech recognition systems.
This conception of fixed, followed by a trainable, processor
is consistent with genetic models where the more primitive
components of complex biological systems were, in an earlier stage
of evolution, able to function successfully as complete systems
(Holland, 1993). As regions of the cerebral cortex were added in
the course of evolution, they took as their "auditory" input, the
output of preexisting "hard wired" auditory systems that must have
been capable of some generalization functions.
Until recently, the near impossibility of observing the
auditory nuclei of unanesthetized animals provided little basis for
modelling neural processes beyond the cochlea (Shamma, 1985;
Waibel et al., 1988; Kohonen, 1988). But it is now clear that as
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speech

information moves from the cochlea

through the cochlear nucleus to the LHTG

neurons

are

selectively

phonemic subfeatures.

tuned

Rhode

to

(Sinex et al.,

(Mazoyer et al.,

successively

more

1991)
1993),

abstract

(1991) has described single units in

the coohlear nucleus (CN) that respond selectively to subphonemic

features. For example, formant transitions are a critical acoustic
component of consonants: certain "onset" and "chopper" cells
respond selectively to ramp or "swept" frequencies. Duration of a
phoneme feature is critical for vowel recognition: "pauser" cells
(onset

spike

->

an

OFF

interval

->

steady

firing)

respond

selectively to different acoustic durations. Dynamic change is a
characteristic of all phonemic subfeatures; a variety of "onset"
cells are tuned to different classes of dynamic change. Lamina III
& IV in Al further extend this abstract filtering process.
A
"double on" response to the prevoiced component of a consonant such
as /p/ identifies the voice onset time interval that distinguishes
it from the voiced consonant, /b/ (Steinschneider et al., 1993).
In order to test the merits of a phoneme perception model
based on these neuroperceptual observations, the architectural and
computational assumptions are represented in a neural network
model, UARNRT, which is then evaluated for its ability to simulate
the recognition of a small sample of phonemes. HEARNET consists of
ilterSys (See Figure 1), a series of parallel interconnected
tonotopically and amplitopically ordered artificial neural filters
designed to represent selected characteristics of the human
auditory filter system that are genetically fixed, and LearnNet, a
recurrent supervised backpropagation network that takes the output
of FilterSys as its input and learns subword features.
FilterSys
The conception of the auditory system as a network of
genetically fixed filters is borrowed from a similar model of the
visual system (Van Essen et al., 1992). Taking their output from
more elementary filters that simulate CN output, parallel sets of
filters starting with a representation of neurons in the CN (Kiange
& Peake, 1988; Sachs & Blackburn, 1991) abstract and compact
different auditory characteristics.
Successive filters further
abstract and compact these characteristics, phonemic subfeatures
from which the features of phonemes are eventually computed. The
output of these genetically-fixed filters is passed to LearnNet,
that learns to select and use the filtered subfeatures to classify
the continuous input into a sequence of overlapping phonemes.
FilterSys carries out parallel sequences of transforms of the
power spectra of the acoustic signal (.05 - 4.5 Khz, in 22 ms.
Hamming windows in successive 11 ms. steps and passes its output in
22 ms. steps; energy is expressed to the power of 0.6 dynes/cm2 and,
within each band, is squashed
between 0 & 1 with a sigmoid
function. Filters are constructed from networks of discrete units
whose links and weights are set by the designer.
Input to FilterSys is scaled by both auditory frequency and
pitch. As the filtered information moves up through FilterSys, the
output of higher order filters represents increasingly complex
context-dependent characteristics of the speech signal. The Broad
Band filter (5, ordered 2 octave (pitch) band units in 1 octave
steps; representing broad band CN neurons described by Sachs &
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Blackburn, 1991) produces a Pitch X Duration X Loudness filter
matrix that appears to be effective for detecting consonant
information, but quite useless for categorizing vowels.
The sharp resolution of the Narrow Band units (1/3 octave
(pitch) units in 1/6 octave steps to 4.5 Khz.) is designed to
resolve the slope and pitch of the individual formant transitions.
Using lateral inhibition, ON, 011, Ramp Pitch and Pauser units,
Center Band Pitch and Duration and Slope of Mean Pitch Ramp Bands
networks compute the running center pitch, slope and duration of
individual formants. This local pitch information is passed on to
a larger Relative Pitch Band Intervals filter that represents the
pitch intervals as distances from F0.
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The harmonically ordered units produce the Harmonic Sieve
Filter (Cohen et al., 1992) that locates values of F0 in the 0.1 F0
0.25 Khz range. Later filters use Pauser units to time F 0 .
values are used in a Pitch Band Intervals net to compute the pitch
interval distances between F0 and the formants, whether moving or
vowel
on
this
matrix
for
LearnNet
relies
stationary.
identification.
A set of Echoic F. filters, constructed from
Pauser Units with slow decay times, provide the system with a
running average of both F 0 pitch and duration, both of which
contribute to a stable speech normalization process.
Recurrent loops within many these filters allow them to

sustain their activity until overridden by new information.
Simultaneously, lateral inhibition units in the recurrent loops
continue to sharpen their outputs. As the accuracy of this output
increases over successive iterations, LearnNet is provided with an
increasingly distinct basis for discriminating among ambiguous and
LearnNet not only learns to
noise embedded linguistic units.
select the useful contextual information in the output of
FilterSys, but it creates and learns to select additional more
abstract contextual information on its own.
LearnNet
LearnNet is simply a backpropagation network with a recurrent
Jordan (1986) type layer that acts as a working memory for the net.
The recurrent layer copies the output layer to a state layer and
then returns it to the input of the out layer when the next cycle
of new information arrives so that new information is always read
Of the 9 output units, three
in one or more temporal contexts.
units each are assigned to the first consonant, vowel, and terminal
consonant.
Within this project, the primary role of LearnNet is to

evaluate the preprocessing role of FilterSys, and its subnetworks.
Phonemes, like other classes of speech, are nonlinear as well as
linear functions of phonemic and subphonemic features. Back
propagation is the learning model of choice for evaluating the
manner in which FilterSys organizes the elementary information in
the speech signal because it is highly successful at sorting the
useful from the irrelevant information in its input, and at
computing the linear and nonlinear transformations necessary to
recognize the output classes specified by some external "teacher."
Compacting and FilterSys-to-LearnNet Sampling Rate
One guide to maximizing the compacting of the speech signal is
provided by the observations of Phillips (1993) and Steinschneider
et al. (1993) who find none of the periodic components of speech in
the cerebral cortex. Steinschneider et al. show that the periodic
representation of F0 is filtered out between the thalamocortical
input and lamina 3 and 4b of Al so that the cortex need only
respond to context dependent changes in the signal. Their voice
onset model for an unvoiced consonant (lamina 4 & 3 pyramidal cell
excitation -> hyperpolarization and 2nd depolarization (from
voicing)

->

2nd

lamina

3

hyperpolarization

->

lamina

3

depolarization) accounts for the double ON Al pattern that
Their model provides an
describes the voice onset interval.
empirical marker for aligning FilterSys filters with the spatial
location of human auditory neuro-computations.
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Constraints on Shifting Sampling Rate: Filterlys-to-LearnNet

As acoustic information tnters the cochlea and moves through
continuous transformations up tle auditory pathways, the minimum
sampling rate necessary to compute each transformation becomes
successively slower.
In general, as information moves from the
cochlea

to

the

cortex,

the

need

to

resolve

high

frequency

information gives way to the requirement of computing information
in low frequency contexts. For example, the Nyquist frequency for
resolving the useful high auditory frequencies in the speech of
children and female adults is approximately 15 kHz., but once the
power in each band is computed, a sampling rate of only 100 Hz.
(step sizes of 10 ms.) is sufficient to resolve the slope of a
formant transition in a "chirp," a component of an initial
consonant. Once a 30 - 50 ms. slope is compacted and represented
in a filter as a single ON, the sampling rate can be further
reduced for input to LearnNet. The current sampling rate of
LearnNet is 30.3 Hz. with a window size of 33 msec. Mean syllable
length is reduced from 97 frames to 32.4 after compacting.
The standard AI response to the analysis of the seriallyordered speech signal is to wait until all the information relevant
to a particular linguistic unit, such as a word, is collected, and
then process it. But the nervous system cannot use this strategy
because it cannot store long sequences of raw data. It must,
therefore, successively transform and, in so doing, compact the
information in the acoustic signal. Because the early nuclei have
no way of knowing when a higher level unit is completed, they must
transform information in a continuous fashion. While each neural
entity, n,,. ...n
, has its own form of "echoic" memory, the
memory of their individual
inputs to nj is implicit in the state of
n, as well as any echoic memory associated with n,.
As each
successive nucleus, nk ...n., carries out its particular
transformation of its input, tAe lower level nuclei, nj,1 ...nj.v,
are freed to receive new data.
Recognition Accuracy of the Current REARNET Model

We are in the process of collecting speech samples of isolated
CVCs, training the model and testing it for generalization.
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ABSTRACT
Phonological processing in silent reading was explored in a paradigm in which homophones were presented both
in the word pairs and the sentence condition. Reaction times, error data and Evoked Potentials were recorded to
the target words. Both behavioral and the EP data suggested the phonological codes were activated in SILENT
reading and the two measures provided complementary information on the reading processes. EP data suggested
that the phonological codes were accessed early in the reading processes, as indexed by the N200, and were
separate from semantic processes, as indexed by the N400. The behavioral data highlighted the interaction of the
orthographic, phonological and semantic information, which was modulated by a task-relevant strategy and lead
to the final decision and the behavioral response.
INTRODUCTION
To arrive at a meaning of a written word, a reader must go through several cognitive operations
including perceptual, orthographic, phonological and lexical processing. Most models of reading assume that
readers rely on orthographic information to get at the meaning of a word. However, the extent to which
phonological information may be used in silent reading has been the subject of a protracted debate (see Van
Orden, 1991). Some authors posit that phonological processing is obligatory ("mediation hypothesis", Huey,
1908) while others see its role as a back-up system that may be used in reading difficult texts, or by non-fluent
readers (e.g., Adams, 1990). In fact, it has been demonstrated that as children become more proficient readers
rely more on the orthographic information (e.g., Doctor and Coltheart, 1980). On the other hand, phonological
coding in silent reading has been demonstrated in a number of experiments. In some studies, accessing the
phonological code was demonstrated at a prelexical stage, i.e., before lexicon is accessed (e.g., Van Orden, 1987,
Perfetti, Bell, Delaney, 1988); while in others this effect has been demonstrated at the postlexical stage, i.e., after
lexicon and meaning were activated (e.g. Treiman, Freyd, and Baron, 1983).
One of the more popular methods of demonstrating the effects of the phonological processing in reading
has employed homophones, i.e., words that sound alike but have different spelling and meaning (e.g., "rose" vs
"rows"), as probes. The rationale is that if homophones activate the phonological code along with the
graphemic code, there should be activation of two lexical entries (or two different meanings). Consequently, it
would be more difficult to reject an incorrect homophonic word (e.g., "rows" belonging to the category:
"flower"), leading on occasion to an incorrect lexical decision. Thus, in lexical decision tasks, longer RTs and/or
higher error rates to homophones (the "homophonic effect") could be regarded as evidence for the activation of a
phonological code.
One of the challenges in exploring the role of phonological processing in reading is the use of proper
control condition (Van Orden, 1991) that would enable one to conclude that observed effects are solely due to
the phonological identity of the stimuli and not to the orthographic or semantic processing. Working memory
load is another factor that can influence the way in which phonological information is used in reading. An
incorrect homophone in a sentential context will be more likely processed as its correct counterpart than when it
appears in a word-pair context because of the biasing sentantial context and the larger extent to which the
memory system is taxed (e.g. Treiman, Freyd, and Baron, 1983, Kinsch and Van Dijk, 1978; Just and Carpenter,
1980; Baddeley, 1989). Presumably, memory would be taxed more while processing sentences than single
words. Accordingly, this study used four stimulus types to explore the relative contributions of the 1)
phonological, 2) orthographic and 3) semantic processing in reading using both pairs of words and sentences.
Also, reading sentences seemed to be closer to real-life reading situations. Based on past research longer
reaction times (RTs) and/or error rates were predicted to target homophones than to other stimuli. Also, longer
RTs and more errors were predicted in the sentence than in the word condition due to a larger processing load
imposed on the memory system. Simultaneously, Evoked Potentials (EPs) were recorded to target stimuli. The
Evoked potential technique allows for recording brain activity time-locked to stimulus presentation providing
important information about the neuronal processes underlying cognitive operations as they happen on-line thus
complementing global measures such as RTs and error data. It has been demonstrated that EP data (especially
N400 component, peaking about 400 msec after stimulus presentation) are sensitive to different aspects of
language processing. (e.g., Kutas and Hillyard, 1984; 1988; Neville, 1985; Smith et al., 1986; Holcomb and
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Neville, 1990; Rugg and Barnett, 1989; Garsney et al., 1989). Some previous ERP studies have explored the
involvement of phonological processing in reading (Kramer and Donchin, 1987; Rugg, 1984; Polich et al., 1983).
However, this is the first ERP study to investigate the use of phonological information in a task requiring
processing of meaning. Three main questions were addressed: 1) what is the role of phonological processing in
silent reading? 2) what is a temporal course of activation of the phonological codes? 3) how might phonological
processing in reading depend on the type of reading material? The joint analysis of behavioral and ERP data
was conducted to help relate the cognitive constructs used in describing reading processes (based on behavioral
data) to underlying electrophysiological events, thus yielding new insights about cognitive functioning in reading.
METHOD

Subiects.
Twenty seven male and twenty four female, English speaking, undergraduate students (ages 19-29) of
the State University of New York at Stony Brook participated in the study. To ensure that the subjects did not
differ in their reading abilities and to exclude dyslexic and learning-delayed individuals, only the individuals with
a score higher than 80 on the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT) - Reading, 90 on the WRAT-Spelling,
and 80 on the Woodcock Johnson Phonological, were included in the study.
Experimental Conditions.
Word and sentence conditions were used to compare RT and ERP data across different linguistic tasks.
Four types of stimuli were constructed for each condition to assess the relative contributions of phonological and
orthographic codes in reading for meaning. A lexical-decision task in which subjects decided if the two words
were semantically related, was used in the word condition, and a sentence- acceptability judgment task in which
the subjects decided if a sentence made sense, in the sentence condition.
Stimuli.
Thirty high and medium frequency (Kutzera and Francis, 1967) homophone pairs were used in each
condition. In the word condition, each member of a homophonic pair (e.g., plain-plane) was used as a target
stimulus in order to control for the potential differences in word frequency and/or graphemic structure between
the two words. For each target homophone two control word pairs were constructed to control for the effects 1)
graphemic similarity between two homophonic words 2) absence of a semantic relationship between two
homophonic words and 3) a semantically related word-pair foil was developed. The control words were always
in the target position, and are referred to as graphemic, semantic, or unrelated targets, depending on the features
shared with a nodal homophone (i.e., the one for which they were developed as control stimuli). An example
below shows a homophonic word pair plain-plane and its control stimuli is:
homophonic: plain-plane
plane-plain
graphemic: plane-place
plain-plaid
semantic:
plane-jet
plain-dull
unrelated:
plane-host
plain-fast
The thirty homophonic word pairs gave a total of 120 word pairs generated with the the first
homophone in a pair, and 120 word pairs generated with the second item, forming two word-pair lists which,
randomized twice, gave four word-pair lists.
The same 30 homophonic pairs were used in the sentence condition to create 2 sets of 120 sentences
which, randomized twice, gave four lists of sentences. Each word of a homophonic pair was placed in the target
position (target homophone) at the end of a sentence. For example, for bore-boar two homophonic, the two
semantically correct sentences were: The movie was such a bore and The hunter had shot a huge boar. (semantic
manipulation). In the homophonic manipulation, correct homophones were replaced with incorrect ones: The
movie was such a boar. and The hunter had shot a huge bore. The other two sentence types (both semantically
incongruent) were used to test for I) the graphemic similarity of the two homophones (graphemic manipulation):
The movie was such a bone and The hunter had shot a huge boat.2) the effects of incongruence not related to
orthographic structure ('unrelated' manipulation): The movie was such a rove. and The hunter had shot a huge
desk. Since the four sentential manipulations differed solely in their target words, with the sentences providing
identical context across a set, the experimental effects are discussed in respect to a type of the control word:
semantic, homophonic, graphemic, and unrelated.
In both conditions the words were presented over an IBM, VGA computer monitor, one word at a time,
from a distance of 160 cm. Stimulus duration was 475 msec, the interstimulus interval (ISI) was 100 msec, and
the intertrial interval (ITI) 1800 msec. Subjects responded "yes" or "no" by pushing one of two response buttons
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as soon as possible. The use of the right and left hands was counterbalanced across the subjects. Reaction times
(RTs) longer than two seconds were excluded from the analysis. Half of the subjects were exposed to the
sentence condition first and the other half to the word condition first. The target words did not repeat between
conditions. The ERP, RT, and error data were collected only for the target words. Only RTs to correct items
were used in the analysis. In each condition an average RT was calculated for each subject, and each stimulus
type, by dividing an overall RT per stimulus type by the number of correct responses.
The EEG activity was recorded from Fz, Cz,and Pz, over 975 msec with 100 msec baseline and
averaged on-line separately for the four different types of stimulus words. The bandpass was. I Hz to 100 Hz.
A neck electrode was used as reference and the right mastoid as ground. Eye movements were monitored from
an electrode under the right eye. Two components were selected for analysis; N200 was defined as the most
negative component between the post-stimulus latencies of 200 and 400 msec, and N400 was defined as the
most negative going component between the post-stimulus latencies of 300 and 700 msec. The components were
Figure 3: Grand average wavefbrms.
selected at Cz,where they were most readily observable.
Statistical Analyses.
WORD W
For RTs and errors, the effects of experimental condition and
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four different stimulus types were assessed by a two
condition: word vs sentence condition) x four (stimulus type:
homophonic, graphemic, semantic, and unrelated) ANOVA. The effects

of experimental condition and stimulus type on the latency and
amplitude of the N200 and N400 components were assessed by means
of two (experimental condition: word vs sentence) x three (electrode
site: Fz,Cz, Pz) x four (stimulus type: homophonic, graphemic,
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targets. The longest RTs were to the unrelated targets. Planned comparisons revealed that the RTs to the
homophonic targets were significantly shorter than the RTs to the unrelated (p =.001), and semantic targets (p
= .05), but were not significantly shorter than the RTs to graphemic targets (see Figure 1).
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number of errors revealed significant main effects of condition [F(1,45) = 4.691; p = .041 and target type
[F(3,135) = 11.491; p = .00011. More errors were committed in the sentence condition (mean = 4.6) than in
the word condition (mean = 3.6). The same pattern of error distribution across the four target types was found
in the word and the sentence conditions (see Fig. 2). The largest number of errors was committed to the
semantic targets in both conditions. The second highest number of errors was to the homophonic targets.
Planned comparisons revealed that the number of errors to the homophonic targets was significantly higher than
the number of errors to the graphemic and unrelated targets in both the word and the sentence conditions (p =

.001).
ERP Results
N200 and P300 were well defined peaks, while N400 took a form of a broad negativity spanning the
latency of 400 to 750 msec poststimulus (see Figure 3).
0 latency (mean = 293, +/40 msec) was 20 msec longer

in the sentence condition than
in the word condition, as
indicated by a main effect of

condition [F(1,35)
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p = .0002]. Similarly, N400
latency ( mean = 593 msec,
+/-74 msec), was 21 msec
longer in the sentence than in
the word condition indicated

by a main effect of condition
[F(1,27) = 5.036; p = .033].
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The ANOVA on N200
amplitude revealed a
3.951; p = .01] and a significant interaction between
significant main effect of target type [F(3,105)
condition and electrode site [F(2,70) = 3.75; p = .03]. For N200, the most negative amplitudes were in
response to the homophonic targets in both the word and the sentence condition (see Fig.4). The ANOVA on
N400 amplitude showed main effects of condition [F(1,26) = 34.451; p = .0001) and target type [F(3,78) =
4.681; p = .0051, and a significant interaction of condition and electrode site. N400 amplitude was more
negative in the word than in the sentence condition for all types of targets. As seen in Figure 5, in both
conditions larger negativities were observed for all the targets that did not make sensible endings (i.e., to
homophonic, graphemic, and unrelated targets). The N400 amplitude was smallest in response to words that
made sensible endings in the sentence condition, and to words that were semantically related in the word
condition (semantic targets).
DISCUSSION
The results of this study indicate that phonological codes can be activated in silent reading, at least
under some conditions. They suggest that the way people use phonological information depends on the task at
hand. The phonological effect measured behaviorally manifested itself differently in the word and the sentence
conditions. The ERP data indicate activation of phonological codes (as indexed by N200) at the early stages of
word processing, thus lending support for the prelexical hypotheses of phonological code activation. The effect
of activating a semantic representation were observed later, as indexed by the N400 component, and did not
interact with the effects of processing the more physical aspects of words, such as their phonological and
graphemic codes.
Behavioral Results
In the word condition, the shortest RTs were to the homophonic targets. Also, most errors were
committed to these words. These fast responses suggest that subjects did not need to analyze the meaning of the
homophonic word pairs to decide about their semantic relatedness. Apparently, both phonological and graphemic
codes were routinely activated. In the case of a homophonic word pair, the comparison between the outcome of
the phonological analysis (e.g., vour and 2oor) - the two items sound identical, and of the graphemic analysis
(the two items look different), could lead to a correct, negative decision about the two words' semantic
unrelatedness without accessing a semantic store. (In English, two words that have different spelling and sound
identical never have the same meaning.) However, the error data indicate that on some occasions, phonological
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information activated a semantic store, which resulted in a higher proportion of false positive errors to the
homophonic targets (deciding that two words were related when they were not) than to unrelated targets.
In the sentence condition, the RTs to homophonic incongruent words (e.g., The hunters shot a huge
h
were longer than to any other stimuli. Also, most errors were committed to these items. These results are
in agreement with the earlier studies (e.g., Cohen, 1980; Treiman et al., 1983) suggesting that the phonological
code was activated in this task. The structural differences between the word and sentence conditions influenced
the way the phonological code was utilized. In the sentence condition, neither the phonological nor orthographic
features of the word preceding the target could aid in making a semantic decision about a sentence. Instead, the
target word had to be incorporated into the preceding context. In the case of homophones, the conflict between
two different semantic outputs caused an increase in RTs, and, in some cases, was resolved in favor of the results
of phonological analysis - as the high number of errors attests. Since the conflict between two competing
semantic interpretations could arise only if the competing phonological and orthographic codes were activated
before accessing the lexicon, the phonological information in the sentence condition must have been activated
prelexically. Heavy dependence on the working memory system could another factor that contributed to the
activation of the phonological codes given the evidence that memory for linguistic material in the working
memory is phonologically based (e.g., Baddeley, Vallar and Wilson; 1987; Ellis and Henneley, 1984).
In summary, the RTs and error data reveal the complexity of reading processes. Eighty percent of
homophonic targets were responded to correctly, suggesting that readers do rely on orthographic information.
Significantly shorter RTs to the homophonic targets in the word condition and lon2er RTs and more errors to
homophonic items in the sentence condition demonstrated the flexibility in using a phonological code which is
dependent on the structure and demands of the task. These results suggest that in describing reading processes it
may be useful to adopt an interactive framework (McClelland and Rumelhart, 1981; and Seidenberg et al., 1984)
in which familiar multi-letter and multi-phone strings activate word candidates and the one that is most activated
is selected. Feedback loops exist between the letter units, the phonemes units, and the semantic units and the
activation of the phonological code is more a matter of degree. The use of homophonic words in the sentences
and word pairs underscored this flexibility of the cognitive system.
ERP Results
The N200
The fronto/central N200 in the present study may be a variety of the mismatch negativity or N2b
identified by Renault and Lesevre (1982) although it differs in significant ways. An N200 was recorded to all
types of stimuli. No N200 amplitude difference was observed between the word and sentence conditions for any
type of stimulus suggesting that it was not sensitive to memory demands. Similar amplitudes were recorded to
the graphemic, semantical, and unrelated targets and significantly larger amplitude was recorded to the
homophonic stimuli. These results suggest the N200 amplitude was sensitive to the registration of certain
physical aspects of stimuli, but did not distinguish between different graphemic or semantic relationships between
the target word and the preceding context. The larger N200 amplitude to homophonic items cannot be attributed
to the physical properties of homophonic stimuli; in the word condition, the orthographic features of the
homophonic and graphemic targets were equally similar to the preceding context. The result cannot also be
explained by the semantic incongruity between the homophonic words and the preceding stimuli. In both the
word and the sentence condition, graphemic and unrelated targets were semantically as unrelated to the preceding
context as the homophonic targets were, and yet the N200 amplitude to these stimuli was significantly smaller
than to the homophonic targets. Apparently, the N200 to the homophonic targets reflected the processes of
simultaneous access of phonological as well as graphemic codes and possibly the forming of lexical
representations, which were separate from semantic analysis. The increased N200 amplitude to homophones
could have been related to the detection of conflict between the outputs of the phonological and orthographic
analyses. Thus, the ERP data suggest that the earlier stages of processing were dominated by sensory processes,
i.e., the analyses of phonological and graphemic information, and, perhaps, to the forming of a lexical
representation. More abstract, semantically dominated, processing was conducted at later stages and was indexed
by the N400.
The N400

T~ie processes of evaluating the semantic relationships between the stimuli contributed to an N400-like
component that was primarily sensitive to semantic incongruities in both the word and sentence conditions
regardless of whether the target stimuli were homophonic, graphemic, or unrelated. Larger N400 amplitude was
recorded in the word than in the sentence condition. Based on theories of lexical memory (e.g., Collins and
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Loftus, 1975; Posner and Snyder, 1975; Neely, 1977), many authors (e.g., Bentin, McCarthy, and Wood, 1985;
Stuss, Picton, and Cerri, 1988) have suggested that the N400 recorded to semantically incongruous items indexes
priming effects. In electrophysiological studies using word pairs, larger amplitudes have been reported to
"unexpected" words (e.g., Stuss et al., 1988 Bentin, McCarthy, and Wood, 1985) and Bentin et al. suggested that
the amplitude of the N400 was proportional to the amount of lexical search. Researchers exploring sentential
processes have emphasized the role of context (Kutas and Hillyard ,1984; Kutas and Van Petten, 1990) arguing
that the N400 amplitude was related to the degree of the contextual constraint for a given word in a sentence.
Thus, words that are poorly predicted by the context could elicit substantial N400s even though they form a
semantically acceptable sentence. The N400 in the word condition was frontally distributed, and in the sentence
condition, it was centrally distributed. It is therefore possible that the two types of priming might involve
related, although not identical, cognitive and physiological mechanisms. Larger amplitudes in the word condition
confirmed earlier hypotheses about the relationship between the N400 amplitude and the strength of priming
effects: single words provided less contextual constraint than did whole sentences for a target in the final
position.
The processes of reading as evidenced by behavioral and ERP data.
Both the behavioral and ERP data suggested that phonological processes were activated in silent reading.
Analyzed jointly, the two data sets provide for revealing comparisons and demonstrate the utility of using
traditional measures such as RT and error data in conjunction with on-line measures. In this study, the
behavioral data, as a composite measure, suggested a highly parallel and interactive process: the responses
seemed to be influenced by a task-related strategy and the memory load, and there was evidence that both
semantic and sensory information was considered. The ERP data suggested more sequential processing where
information about the physical structure of words seemed to be analyzed first, as indexed by the N200, and
semantic information second, as indexed by the N400. Speculations on the nature of the processes that provided
for these differences may include postulating information about orthographic, phonological and semantic features
is stored in the way that it be readily accessed and the different types of information can interact. It is feasible
that these operations are influenced strategic processes, understood as a high level cognitive operation or as a
result of bottom-up driven learning processes that operate by modulation of weights at the neuronal nodes, to
yield the final decision about a stimulus. For example, in the word condition, perceptual evidence was sufficient
to make a decision. Thus, other sources of information did not enter into the decision making process to the
same extent as they did in the case of other stimuli. On the other hand, in the sentence condition, both perceptual and semantic information had to be considered in making decisions about the homophonic items. The working
memory system might be conceptualized here as serving the function of maintaining excitation of the areas that
contain information pertinent to the task, thus providing a unifying "space" for the cognitive operations to be
performed and distributed over different structures.
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Abstract
We piopose a speech encryption system based on a neural network
"filter. In previous work [3], we have demonstrated that it is possible to
filter speech with a feedforward architecture even when the training has
been performed on sinusoidal signals. The same network is used to
perform speech encryption and decoding. We report simulation results
in floating and fixed point arithmetics. Transmission experiments
through noisy channels and attempts to decipher the encoded speech
by foreign decoders are also reported. The preliminary results show that
such encryption technique might be possible trough digital transmission
channels.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The feedforward network is one of the most widely used neural network in
pattern recognition and for discriminative tasks [4][6]. It is known to be static, with
respect to processing, since no recursion is involved, but is able to generalize very
easily. Feedforward neural networks have been succesfully applied to noisy speech
filtering [7], to the estimation of noisy sinusoidal signals [1] and to multi-tone
estimation [5].
Usually, the learning process of a feedforward neural network using
backpropagation is a long and tedious task when training is carded out using long
speech sentences. Furthermore, the performance depends on the training corpus. In
order to alleviate these problems, we present a network which is trained on specific
tone sequences to filter noisy speech and we show how such network can be used for
speech encryption.
In section 2 we present the network and the training phase. In section 3 we
present VLSI simulations of the neural network filter. In section 4, we propose a
speech encryption technique based on the neural network filter and section 5 is the
conclusion.
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2.

THE NEURAL NETWORK FILTER ARCHITECTURE AND TRAINING

The system is a three-layer feedforward neural network trained using
backpropagation technique. The first (input signal) and third (output signal) layers are
composed of 20 units. The hidden layer contains 18 nonlinear units having a
sigmoidal transfer function. The output units ar similar to the the hidden layer units.
In a previous paper we have demonstrated that such network is capable of
generalizing in amplitude and frequency. Therefore, a suitable sequence of
sinusoidal signals allows to train nonlinear filters, which can then be used to process
noisy speech even though training has never been done on speech [3].
2.1 Learning phase
A twenty samples rectangular window is positioned on the input signal. After
each iteration the window is shifted by ten samples. This means that, during the
learning phase, the overlap between successive windows is equal to ten samples.
Since the sampling frequency is 16 kHz, the window size is 1.25 ms (20 samples).
The number of iterations required to train the network depends on the kind of
filtering that has to be done by the network. A typical autoassociative training of the
network used in the encrytion task lasts 150000 iterations. The error obtained with
this training is 0.12 10- 4. However, if one considers 0.26 10- 4 as an acceptable
error (that is if a low periodic noise is present in the output signal), then 20000
iterations are sufficient.
Depending on the task which has to be performed by the network, a different
training is used. We list some of the possible applications (see [2] [3] for more
details).
- A noise "remover"
Noisy sinusoidal signals are fed into the network and they are associated to the
corresponding clean signals at the output (heteroassociation).
* A "low-pass" filter
Two identical sequences of low-frequency sinusoidal signals are placed at the
input and output units (autoassociation).
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* "Standard" filters
The network is able to perform "high-pass", "band-pass*, etc. "filtering"
depending on the signal sequences used during training.
2.2 Thefiltring
For filtering, a 1.25 ms window in combination with an equal size shift is used.
This yields a non-overlapping filtering of the speech signal. Depending on the type of
filter to be used, one can select among a number of networks (noise "remover", "lowpass, "band-pass", etc.).
Since the filtering is nonlinear, distorsions (in the linear connotation) are
introduced by the network. Surprisingly, those distorsions are not disagreeable to
the human ear and the quality of the speech is perceived as being very good [2] [3].
3.

FIXED POINT ARITHMETIC SIMULATION

A fixed point arithmetic simulation has been carried out in order to study the
potential of a VLSI implementation of the neural network filter. It has been trained on
a Sparc2 workstation using floating-point arithmetic whereas the filtering (recall) has
been performed using fixed point arithmetic. The connection weights and the
input/output data have been tested under various precision (ranging from 7 to 15 bits).
In these experiments, allocating 14 bits to the weights as well as to the input/output
data of the network yielded the same auditory quality as the original network using full
precision. Allocating 10 bits to the weights and to the input/output data yielded a
good telephone speech quality containing a small periodic noise. This noise
depends on the width of the adjacent window and it is a characteristic of an
uncompletely trained network. An 8-bit precision yielded, of course, a stronger noise
but the speech remained very intelligible.
To summarize, a 14 bits precision for the weights and data gives a very good
speech quality without any noise. With a 10-bit precision, the speech remains very
good, but a weak noise is present. With an 8-bit precision, the noise is not acceptable
to the listeners. It is important to note that the training has been carried out using full
floating-point precision. Therefore, the recall of the network (performed using fixed-
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point arithmetic) Introduces a mismatch between the trained network and the recalled
network. It should be possible to improve the performance by performing the training
using fixed-point arithmetic. Consequently, allocating 10 to 8 bits to the weights
should yield satisfactory results, without perodic noise in the synthesized speech.
4.

THE SPEECH ENCRYPTION
A three layer nonlinear feedforward neural network can define a mapping f

between an input space X and an output space Z. Therefore, it is possible to find the
mapping such that V x e X, then 3 z e Z and z = f(x) by learning through a sufficient
number of (x,z) examples. The learning is usually done via the backpropagation
algorithm. Different weight distributions can define the same mapping function f. In
other words there are multiple solutions to the problem of defining the mapping of a
given function f. Furthermore, the backpropagation can lead to a convergence on a
local minimum of the error surface, still giving a satisfactory approximation of the f
mapping. As the convergence of the backpropagation depends on the initial
configuration, two different sets of initial weights should generate a different
combination of weight vectors if the sets are "far" enough when expressed in the
gradient space.
In the paper, we exploit the "weakness" of the training technique in order to
create different versions of the neural network (different weight sets) that implement
the same mapping function.
4.1 The speech coder
It is made of the input and the hidden layers of a trained neural network filter. A
vector (y) containing 18 vqhjes, each corresponding to one of the 18 nonlinear hidden
-iery 1.25 ms when speech is fed into the coder.
node outputs, is genera

4.2 Thedecder
It comprises the corresponding output layer of the same trained neural network
filtor. The decoder receives a vector y every 1.25 ms and synthesizes the associated
twenty speech samples.
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In order to evaluate the validity of such an approach, two sets of experiments
have been conducted. In the first set, the transmission of the coded signal through a
noisy channel was simulated. In the second set, a foreign decoder was tested.
4.3 Noisy channel transmission
Let us consider the vector y whose components are the output of the hidden
nodes. Since the components are highly decorrelated by the transformation
performed by the coder, it is difficult to correct potential errors occuring during the
transmission based on the predictability of the y vector components. Therefore it is
Important to evaluate the impact of such transmission errors.
In a first experiment a white gaussian noise has been added during the
wideband transmission between the coder and the decoder. A male speaker was
asked to read the following french sentence: "Quand ils ont vu un voyageur, la bise et
le soleil se disputaient". Three listeners have estimated the subjective quality of the
synthesized speech for Signal to Noise Ratios (SNRs) of 57dB, 37 dB, 31 dB, 23 dB
and 17dB between the informative signal (signal y) and the noise. According to the
listeners the SNR should not be less than 31 dB. In fact, for a SNR of 17dB during the
transmission, the synthesized speech is very noisy and difficult to understand. A SNR
of 31 dB yields an acceptable quality (telphone quality).
Digital transmission errors have also been simulated. The average
transmission error probability was set to 0,0001, assuming an ideal distorsion-less
channel. The listeners found that the speech "is of very good quality, with some
distorsions coming from the amplifier", "The distorsion does not bother me since the
speech is of a very good quality", "Sometimes the amplifier saturates, but we have to
pay attention to perceive it".
Those results suggest that the transmission should be digital and a PCM-TDM
transmission system might be adequate.

4.4 Qgy

test

Another set of experiments has been performed in order to evaluate the
capacity of a network to decipher a message encoded by a "foreign" network.
Preliminary results show that the initial weight configuration is crucial. In fact,
decoders could not decipher the information sent from coders designed using a
neural network with different initial weight configurations (we used a random
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generator). The only decoder that was able to decipher the information had 70% of
the initial weights of the network filter equal to those of the network filter associated to
the encoder (for the same node connections). The same experiment has been
performed using a different percentage (25% instead of 70%). In this case, the
decoder failed to synthesize intelligible speech. It is important to notice that further
experiments have to be carried out to evaluate the exact limits of the algorithm.
5

DISCUSSION

A coder/decoder system based on a neural network filter has been proposed.
The preliminary results indicate that the approach exhibits an interesting potential.
However, before using such a system in a real life environment, more experiments
are required to estimate its robustness against foreign decoders.
6
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Abstract
In this paper it is argued that phonological units are created from phonetic representations
mainly as a process of feature selection. Feature selection can be implemented as a computationally
very simple procedure. It consists of reducing the dimensionality of feature vectors to very few
distinctive features, which are then generalized and applied to the classification of all phonetic
representations. Feature selection can be modelled for instance by supervised learning methods,
where two patterns are being compared and parameters which code the influence (or "weight") of
a specific position are being set. Applying this method to a phonetic representation of German
vowels, we find that indeed very few phonetic features are being used to mark the class boundaries.
These correspond to the distinctive features arrived at in classical structural phonology. However,
there may exist phonemes which cannot be characterised by a combination of major distinctive
features. Rather than extending the feature selection model it seems justified to treat these cases
as "exceptions", which are a common occurence in linguistic functions. Exception handling is
incorporated into a learned classification function by pointwise additions of Boolean functions for
individual pattern combinations. An interesting side result is thus a differentiation of generalizable
and stored patterns, i.e. rules and exceptions.

1

Phonetic features and Phonemes

The goal in this paper is to show how the classification of patterns of phonetic features
(=phones) to phonemes can be acquired. In every language a number of differentiable
phones belong to one phoneme. To learn the phonemic pattern of a language amounts to
learn a classification of all naturally occurring phones to a phoneme.
The continuum of articulatory places or acoustically defined frequency formants for
a single phone can be cut up into a set of descriptive features ([BaF92]). The phonetic
representation chosen in this example is a rather conservative one, based on the IPAnotation. Similar results should be obtainable with other phonetic representations, derived
more directly from acoustic speech analysis. At least motor representations usually contain
all the features that are necessary to distinguish phoneme classes.
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Phonetic features for German vowels, the corresponding patterns and their intended
classification are shown in Table 1. Only tense vowels are shown. Non-segmental features
such as length,syllabicity, nasalization, rhotacization, diphthongs have also been excluded.
Note that increasing the number of features does not affect the analysis, as further distinctions will simply be ignored during learning of the classification.

high
mid-high
mid-low
low

front
rounded
ue
oel
oel

front
unrounded
i
el
ael
ae2

central
unrounded

back
unrounded

e2
al

a2
a3

back
rounded
u
ol
o2
o3

Table 1: Phonetic feature descriptions for allophonic variations of German vowels
As has been noted by phonologists for a long time ([Tru58), the grouping of phones to
phonemes gives rise to phonological systems, which are organized by few phonetic contrasts,
and consist of phonemes with more or less systematicity.
This classificational process is modelled here by a supervised feature selection method,
i.e. classification by a subset of the original features which is based on a training set of
classified patterns.
In general, feature selection means to find a set of relevant features for classification
in contrast to feature extraction where features are extracted as linear combinations of
existing features (cf. [Dud73],p.246-248, [Dev82],p.187-190). I.e. in this case features are
not constructed by the phonological analysis component (which is cognition rather than
perception) after the phonetic representation has been established.
We are using a parametrized distance function as an adaptive measure of similarity
and a corresponding training scheme to set its parameters in order to synthesize a specific
distance function (cf. [Sche93] for a detailed analysis of the learning scheme, cf. also
[Sche92]).

2

Classification of German vowels

Input patterns have been encoded as binary feature vectors of length 9, where each position
marks the absence or presence of a phonetic feature from Table 1.
E.g., "i"

I Front

I Central Back Rounded Unrounded I High I Mid-High [ Mid-Low I Low
1
1
0
1
1
01
0
0H
The distance function scheme for feature selection is a weighted Hamming distance
called d and defined as:
n

dx(patternl,pattern2) =

A x jpatternli - pattern2iI
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For each of the target classes a single exemplar is given in order to achieve a nearestneighbor classification with the learned distance function for all other patterns.
Learning (or "adapting") a distance function is achieved by setting values to the parameters \j.
All \, that occur (as a sum) in the distance equation for patterns of the same class
are set to 0, and an arbitrary free variable Ai of those occuring in the sum for patterns of
different classes is set to 1.
This very simple learning method has certain advantages:
1. A, corresponding to irrelevant features are set to 0 or left unset. Accordingly the size
of the feature set does not affect learning or generalization.
2. For a certain unknown parameter Ai we can define a training pattern x that gives a
value to it, by changing the i'th position in a classified pattern p: d\(x,p) = Aj.
3. By monitoring conflicts in parameters settings, we can make a list of patterns not
representable by the distance function scheme.
This is useful because we can make a list of exceptions while learning, and we notice
when patterns to set a parameter are not within the problem space. Minimal training sets
can be generated from the classified patterns(cf. 2). Here we used a training set consisting
of 3 patterns (oel, a2, a3).
The values for the parameters after training are

A,

A2

A3

A4

A. j A6

A7

As IA9

1

0

0

1

A5 1

0

0

0

There are no patterns available to set A5.
In applying the distance function we find that patterns for the phoneme 'e' (el,e2) are
not correctly classified, all others are.
These results are closely related to equivalent terms of classical structural phonology:
-

Certain phonetic contrasts are "neutralized", namely center/back, mid-high/midlow/low. The phonological contrasts are front vs. (center,back) and high vs. (midhigh, mid-low, low).

-

Rounded/Unrounded form a 'privative' pair,i.e. it is sufficient to mark one of them.

-

The phoneme 'e' has less systematicity, therefore secondary phonological contrasts
have to be introduced to characterize it in addition to the fully systematical vowel
phonemes.

The result of the learning process can also easily be transformed into a classical phoneme
definition operating with distinctive (phonological) features.
Distinctive features of the German vowel system are according to this analysis, (cf. also
[Wae831)
+ - front]
+

-

rounded

+ -high
When we apply a learning procedure, in some cases we are content with a certain
percentage of correctness. In this case, 13 of 15 patterns are correctly classified, which is
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86,7%. But at least in the context of linguistic abilities we need a method which allows to
acquire a certain faculty completely.

3

Exception Handling

By using d,\ as the basis for classification, we have imposed a specific classification and
generalization scheme. I.e. only certain classifications can be learned with A-parameters,
and the generalization principle from training examples to a whole pattern set is also fixed.
When a training set is not fully representable with A-parameters, there is the option of
representing conflicting training patterns explicitly and separately as "exceptions" within
the overall distance function. In comparison to the option of choosing a distance function
scheme with higher representational power (a more universal function approximator) this
has the advantage that learidng effort can be kept low, rule abstraction is still simple, and
generalization restricted to the "regular patterns" rather than the examples.
In a situation, where all exceptions can be listed as training examples, 100% correctness
of the learned pattern classificator can be achieved.
There are two cases of misclassifications of two patterns a and b without exception
handling:
* dA (a, b) = 1 where it should be = 0.
The goal is to multiply the distance function by a term, which yields 0 when a and b
are compared and 1 otherwise.
The simplest expression for the multiplication term is the Boolean function f-(ab)
which is = 0 iff x =< ab > and which can be written as

f-(ob)(X)

=

n

X, AA,)

i

Xi

=

Xi

Xi=-x'i

n

i

if bi = 1

if ai = 1

Ci = Yi

ifai=O

Ci='"yi if bi=0

By substituting -,x by (1 - x) and A by x we can translate this function into an
arithmetic expression. The Boolean function f.(e1e2) requires 2n (n=patternlength,
here: 18) variables.
* d\(a, b) = 0 where it should be = 1.
Here we want to add a term to the distance function which is 1 for a and b as input
and 0 otherwise. Again the simplest expression is a function fab, defined like f-,(,b)
above.
For the given problem, this would require to add the functions (fe1i1, fae2el,
fa2.2, fas2)

fale2,

with a total of 5*18 variables.

Result:
de"ceP(x, y)

= dA(x, y)

f.(,b)(< xy >) + E

X
Va,b

fab(< xy >)

Va,b

There are several possibilities of simplifying this expression (multiplicational as well as
additional terms) based on the following observation: Each individual Boolean function f
may be represented by another function f* as long as the following equations hold:
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f.*(< Xy >) = 1 = f.b(< xy >) for patterns a = x,b = y

f(< xy >) = 0 = fb(< xy >) for patterns x, y such that class(x) = class(y)
fx(< zy >) = arbitrary value, for all other patterns (class(x) $ class(y) or x, y do
not occur in problem space)
In a similar vein we can define f:(x). From this observation itfollows that simplifications
(i.e. using fewer variables in the definition of the Boolean function) have to be performed
dependent on the actual classes that exist.
The following strategy has been used for the implemented function definition:
1.
2.
3.
4.

find a position i where a and b differ.
for all patterns z, class(z) = class(a): are all x equal at position i?
If not, go to 1.
for all patterns y.class(y) = class(b): are all x equal at position i?
If not, go to 1.
position i found.

The strategy fails, when all positions have been tried and step 4 is not reached. Otherwise a positional differential criterion i for the exceptional patterns has been found. Then
we can define an additional term for d(a, b) as:
+Ixi - yj * desc(a)
desc(a) = -,xl A

_'x 4

A -'x

6

desc(a) isa description for exactly all patterns inclass(a), which isgiven by the result
of the learning of d\.
Simplifications of Boolean functions allow in principle the introduction of 'secondary
rules', i.e. a generalization from the exceptions. Because such a simplified function is
not maximally constrained, it incorporates by itself a certain limited generalization. For
instance, the new positional criterion i can be the basis for a secondary rule schema.
This possibility has not been further pursued here.
The complete distance function for the classification of phonetic feature vectors to
German vowel phonemes, gained by this method is:
dex Ceplx ,y=

E A,* lxi

-

yj*

1 - (Xl

- x 2 )(1 - x 3 )(1 - X4 )X5 (1 - X6 )X7 (1 - x 8 )(1 - X9)*
(1 - y1)y2(1 - y3)(1 - y4)y5(l - Y6)Y7(l - Y8)(1 - Y9))+
xi(1 - x 4 )(1 - x6)Ix7 - y71 + (1 - x 1 )(1 - x 4 )(1 - xs)Ixr - Y71

4

Results of analysis

In the processing of speech, acoustic input is transformed into a phonetic representation,
consisting of individual phonetic features. This process is also known as categorical perception. The task of phonology consists of relating these universal phonetic representations
to the language-specific phonological units, e.g. phonemes, which operate as true symbols
in the language process.
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In particular, we use the observation made in structural phonology that few phonetic
contrasts are actually needed to determine the phonemic class.
A classification using a feature selection technique shows which phonetic features are
employed as phonological contrasts.
With the indicated encoding and the distance function scheme d, we achieve a separation as requiredt. However, certain patterns may not be classifiable with this type of
generalization. Rather than extending the feature selection model it seems justified to treat
these cases as "exceptions", which are a common and real occurence in linguistic functions.
After parameters in the distance function scheme have been set, exceptional cases are
defined and can be recognized by the classifier.
The distance classifier can then be automatically enhanced to cover all the exceptional
cases that occur.
In contrast to prevailing methods of learning from examples (e.g. function approximation by back-propagation [RHW86] or machine learning techniques [DiM84]), this method
provides a way of distinguishing between generalizable features which form the basis of
the distance function scheme and additionally stored patterns, which are added as deviating function values. Thus one possibility of distinguishing rules from exceptions within a
pattern classification framework is presented.
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Learning Image Motion Fields of 3D Objects in Motion
Robert K. Cunningham and Allen N Waxman1
Machine Intelligence Technology Group
MIT Lincoln Laboratory
Lexington, MA 02173
An architecture that learns projected, two dimensional image motion of silhouettes of three dimensional objects
is proposed and simulated. It is argued that first order velocity terms (divergence, curl and deformation) are more
representative of the object than zeroth order (translational) or second order motion terms, and thus these terms are
learned as a pattern. Simulations are presented for a rotating prolate spheroid whose silhouette is viewed from
thirty different elevations in perspective projection, learning both the movement and the aspects of the object.
Processing begins by extracting edges from the silhouette of the object; these are used to compute the
neighborhood flow for each view angle. Several different flow representations are considered. These are then
input to an unsupervised ART2A network (Carpenter et al., 199 Ia) which serves to cluster the input flow. The
results of this clustering are depicted on a "motion viewing sphere" which indicates which view angles have the
same motion cluster. Classes of learned, characteristic motion are related to learned, characteristic (aspect) views
(Seibert & Waxman, 1992).
INTRODUCTION Recently Perrett and his colleagues provided physiological evidence for neurons which
code the conjunction of form and motion (Perrett et al., 1990), when they discovered cells in macaque temporal
cortex that responded to specific forms (eg., a human hand) in selected motion (e.g., bringing food to the
monkey).
Before this, there had been psychophysical evidence for a process sensitive to patterns of motion. Johansson
(1973) had discovered that the motion of an actor's ankles, knees, hips, shoulders, elbows and wrists alone could
be used to discriminate real human motion from random motion. In these experiments, static presentation of
lights locating the principle joints were indistinguishable from random light patterns, but a short sequence of
images could differentiate the two. Subsequent work indicated that humans could discern a surprising amount of
information from these sparse displays, including the gender or even the identity of the actor (Cutting, 1978;
Cutting and Kozlowski 1977).
Although this early psychophysical work suggests that form-and-motion cells may exist, modeling has focused
on recovering structurefrom motion (Waxman & Wohn, 1988). This is due in part to history: the earliest
psychophysical experiments used wire figures that were unknown to the subjects (Wallach, 1953). This approach
has proven to be sensitive to image noise and local velocity estimates, so we propose instead a system which
learns the two-dimensional characteristic motions of an object and associates these with a learned static, viewbased representation of the object. We call the resulting problem a structure and motion problem to emphasize
that in most situations both types of information are available and each can be used to cue the other.
In this paper, the structure and motion problem is explored by examining the motion required to pass from one
aspect, or characteristic view (Kooenderink & van Doom, 1979) of an object to another, and by comparing this
with intra-aspect motion. To make the results easy to interpret, a non-articulating object is simulated undergoing
rotation about a single axis. In this case the object is a prolate spheroid rendered in perspective projection and
rotating about one of its shorter axes, but the processing demonstrated here could also be used to learn and recall
the characteristic motions of an aerobatic plane viewed from the ground. It is hoped that the ellipsoid shape
reminds the reader of the fuselage of an airplane.
1

The authors would like to acknowledge the support of the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE: AN OVERVIEW A njor goal of the modeling work presented here is
that it lays the foundation for a later neural model of the human and monkey ability to learn objects and their
characteristic motions. All objects have a limited set of motions that they typically perform: limbs cannot bend
in opposition to their joints, cars cannot move vertically, and planes cannot fly perpendicular to their fuselage. In
a living, adapting system, learning must occur on-line, and new inputs must either activate existing, previously
coded motion patterns or generate new patterns. In this preliminat y work, neural models are used to understand
the difficulties encountered when coding motion, but where analytical methods provide greater insight, they are
used instead. This work emphasizes higher level visual processes, so difficult low-level vision tasks such as
figure-ground separation will be avoided by constraining system input to images with sufficient figure-ground
contrast to permit segmentation by image thresholding techniques. The resulting images will therefore be
silhouettes. The input will be further restricted to single-part objects, although the system must be designed so
as to permit extention to learning the motions of articulated objects.
Learned 2D
Characteristic Motions

Learned 2D
Characteristic Views

Clusterer
(ART2

Clser er

Flow Coefficients
Pool Flow in
Neighborhood (VFM)
Normal Velocities
Edge Normals
Local Normal Velocity
(Convected Activation)
Edge Normals
4
Edge Images

4

Coarse
Code
S
Invariance Transforms
leDeformation)

4 Edge Images

Feature Extraction
Input Images

Input Images

Figr 1. Left: Architecture for leariing the characteristic image motions of an object. Right: Architecture used
by Seibert and Waxman (1992) to learn de caacteristic views of an objec.
With these restrictions in mind, characteristic motions of objects can be adaptively learned by the system

ilustrated on the left of in Figure 1. The first processing step extracts features, which for the simulations
presented here are edges, from previously segmented objects. Sequences of the resulting edge images are then
compared to obtain projected local, normal velocity estimates. These normal velocity estimates are pooled
within a neighborhood (currently the entire image, but eventually defined either by static cues or by the degree of
fit with other points already in the P-ighborhood), and image flow coefficients are obtained. These coefficients
are complement-coded (Carpenter et aL, 1991b) and the six element vector is clustered by ART2A (Carpenter et
al., 1991a), which learns and recognizes the characteristic 2D object motions. To meet the requirement that the
system model an adapting system, the architecture is designed to continuously learn new characteristic motions of
objects or recognize old motion patterns. The ability to stably perform on-line learning is the chief advantage of
ART2A over other neural network models which might be suitable for this task.
On the right of Figure 1 is an overview of the initial processing stages of a model designed to learn characteristic
views of three dimensional objects (Seibert & Waxman, 1992). The high curvature features typically used in that
system have been replaced by edge features to increase the number of inputs to the unsupervised classifier. The
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input features are then made scale invariant by a log-polar transform (which is used to convert changes in scale to
translations in log space) followed by an averagu,. in the log radius dimension. These scale invariant images are
then sampled by broad receptive fields (which provide some invariance to deformation), and their outputs are then
clustered by ART2A. The invariances greatly enhance code compression of the characteristic views. Although
similar motion invariances are desirable, the same techniques can not be used, in part because translation, rotation
and scaling are the characteristic motions being learned. Some insight and partial solutions will be discovered
when a detailed description of projected motion is undertaken in the next section. Later processing stages (not
shown) of the characteristic view learning system learn image transitions and accumulate evidence for a known or
novel object. Future work will integrate this high level view-transition learning with a high level motiontransition learning module; this preliminary work examines the relationship between learned characteristic
motions and learned characteristic views.
MEASURING NEIGHBORHOOD MOTION Next we consider the type of image motion learned by the
network. The analysis will follow the order of a Taylor series expansion of the motion in a neighborhood which
contains the object. Zeroth-order motion is pure translation, and indicates the direction and rate at which the
entire object moves across the visual field. It is useful for tracking the object via smooth pursuit eye motion
(Goldberg et al., 1991), but does provide information about the local image geometry. Thus the zeroth-order
image motion will not be used in learning motion patterns induced by the object moving in 3D.
The first-order terms of image motion describe how the local image geometry is changing, due to the timevarying silhouette of the moving object. Furthermore, physiological evidence exists for first-order flow
detectors, following the work of Koenderink and van Doom (1976) relating visual optical flow to divergence
(div), curl and deformation (de') tensors of the local velocity field. In this work, these quantities replace the first
order terms of the Taylor series, in part because they can be geometrically described. The divergence describes the
rate at which a surface patch expands as a whole, while the curl describes the rate at which the patch rotates in the
image plane. The def indicates the amount a neighborhood is compressed or stretched. Finally, the def only
takes on positive values indicating where deformation is occurring, whereas the other quantities take on positive
and negative values, to differentiate between expansion and contraction in the case of div, or clockwise and
counterclockwise in the case of curl.
Psychophysical and physiological evidence for sensitivity to the zeroth (translational) and first-order terms is
widely reported. The work of Regan and Beverly (1979) indicated that humans are sensitive to divergence and
curl. Tanaka and Saito (1986,1989a,1989b) and Duffy and Wurtz (1991a,1991b) located cells in the dorsomedial
region of the medial superior temporal area (MSTd) which could measure constant translational motion,
divergence and curl. Tanaka and Saito discovered cells that were tuned to speed, and divergent cells which were
more tuned to divergence than deformation. Duffy and Wurtz noted that some neurons responded to one of the
three components, while others responded to the combinations of translation and curl, translation and divergence,
or translation and curl, but never curl and divergence. However, Andersen et al. (1993) report that some cells in
MST are sensitive to spiraling motion (i.e., a combination of div and curl).
Second order motion flow is next considered. Waxman and Wohn (1988) argue strongly for computing secondorder motion flow by noting that first order flow exactly describes the motion of planar surface patches, but
surface curvature does not influence image flow until second-order terms are introduced. Notwithstanding this
strong computational argument, psychophysical evidence suggests that some second-order motion is invisible to
humans. Todd (1992) generated movies of rigid orbs in pure second-order motion which appear to deform rather
than move rigidly, indicating that humans favor the non-rigid interpretation to the veridical second-order motion
interpretation. Todd believes that second-order motion may be represented and perceived, but only at a very coarse
grain (Todd 1992, personal communication). Furthermore, there is yet to be supporting physiological evidence
for "second-order flow neurons".
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In conclusion, the physiological, psychophysical, and analytical results suggest the orders of image motion that
should be learned. Zeroth-order teams, while clearly neurally represented and perceptually available, are dependent
on the distance to the viewed object. For this first series of simulations, they will therefore be ignored. Firstorder terms, also represented by neurons and perceived by humans will be included in the simulations, in the form
of the div, curl and def quantities. Second-order terms are not yet widely supported by physiological and
psychophysical evidence, even though they are analytically valuable. These terms will be used to help recover
the flow field, but will not provide input to the motion learning module.
MODEL SIMULATIONS A prolate spheroid is rendered in perspective projection using rayshade, a public
domain, constructive solid geometry raytracer. The prolate spheroid rendered here is a "'cigar" shaped object
whose long axis is three times longer than the short axis and is seen rotating about one of its short axes. In the
first "movie", the observer is perpendicular to the axis of rotation; this is called elevation angle 0. Viewing from
above and along the axis of rotation will be called elevation angle 90, while viewing from below and along the
axis of rotation is labeled elevation angle -90. The second movie is of the same motion taken from five degrees
of elevation, and movies were made every five degrees up to an elevation of sixty degrees. Azimuth is defined
with respect to the long axis of the prolate spheroid: when this axis is perpendicular to the line of sight, the
spheroid is said to be at azimuth angle 0. These images are then converted into silhouettes, so all image shading
information is removed. Although in more complicated objects internal structure would be obscured, this renders
later processing invariant to illumination differences and the motion of highlights. Edges are then extracted
(currently using Sobel edge detectors, eventually using a minimal version of the Boundary Contour System
(Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985). Next, local normal velocity estimates are obtained using the Convected
Activation Method (Waxman et al., 1988). Although the simulations employ an analytical version of the model,
a later neural model was developed by Fay and Waxman (1992). In the early model, a series of spatiotemporal
gaussian waves ride along (are convected) on top of edges or feature points as a function of time. These wave
profiles maintain their shape, and it is simple to extract their phase velocities, which correspond to the normal
velocities along edges. Next the velocity functional method (VFM) is used to pool the normal velocity estimates
in a neighborhood (Waxman & Wohn, 1988), and generate the first-order flow field quantities needed to
determine the div, curl and def. These three terms are then complement coded (Carpenter et al., 1991b) to
represent the presence of large negative or positive values of the div and curl terms, and the presence and absence
of a large def term. These six terms are then clustered by an ART2A unsupervised classifier, and the templates
generated by this network are fed to a second ART2A network. The cascaded networks tend to reduce order effects
and further compress the motion categories.
If the ART2A categories are combined with knowledge of the initial view angle, they can be mapped onto a
sphere which encircles the object. Figure 2 shows from above, the motion view sphere (Seibert and Waxman,
1992) for the prolate spheroid when its long axis is oriented vertically and the vigilance of the first ART2A is
0.70, while the vigilance of the second ART2A is 0.6. The shaded dots indicate the learned motion categories,
and are arranged in concentric circles which represent a complete rotation of the prolate spheroid as viewed from
each elevation. Zero degrees of azimuth is on the left side of this sphere, which means that ;ategories on this
side represent motions of the prolate spheroid when viewed broadside.
The darkest category in the figure represents the motion of the object when the object is viewed from different
elevations end-on, and the next darkest category (positioned laterally on the diagram) is situated along the
azimuths where the object is viewed broadside. The darkest category represents the motion of a narrower range of
azimuths than the next-darkest category, because the same perturbation of the 3D prolate spheroid results in a
smaller perturbation of the projection of the broadside motion than of the end-on motion. The category patterns
exhibit symmetries as expected. Each ring (elevation) is approximately symmetric because the object silhouette's
motion is identical when viewed from in front or behind, so the motion category on either side of the view sphere
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is identical.

ASDIKVIOW sphere

is_____________________

_

Left- Motion View Sphere seen from above. The shaded dots represent ten categories formed by ART2A when
presented with complement coded inputs representing the div, curl and def of the motion field as a function of
azimuth and elevation. The view sphere can be considered to surround the prolate spheriod with its long axis
oriented vertically. Right: Aspect View Sphere. Nine shape categories formed by ART2A (with a vigilance of
0.7) as a function of azimuth and elevation when presented with log-polar mapped inputs representing the edges
of the prolate spheroid.
If the analysis depicted on the right side of Figure 1 is performed, then the aspect view sphere depicted on the
right of Figure 2 results. In this case the shaded dots indicate categories of the spatial layout of edges. The
aspect view sphere also should be symmetric, and in this case is more consistent than the Motion View Sphere.
The broad lateral regions continue all the way into the center, because the view of the prolate spheroid from zero
degrees of azimuth and sixty degrees of elevation is identical to the view from zero degrees of azimuth and
elevation. The central rings of the sphere, corresponding to views from above, contain many patterns because the
image projection of the ends of the spheroid enter new receptive fields as it rotates below the observer. The outer
rings, corresponding to views from the side of the object, are more coarsely encoded because the projection of the
silhouette travels back and forth across the same few receptive fields.
CONCLUSIONS We have shown that objects in 3D motion induce image motion pathways that can be
learned by an unsupervised classifier network. Image motion categories can represent an object motion, from a
viewer-centered coordinate system. The learned motion categories provide a complementary representation to the
learned shape categories (aspects), and future work will relate these two representations further. It is tempting to
interpret our motion categories in the context of complex pattern motion cells observed in MST (Andersen et al.,
1993).
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Abstract
An avalanche model of motor sequence encoding is presented. The aim is to reproduce data showing that monkeys
with frontal lobe damage can learn an Invariant sequence of movements if it is rewarded, but cannot learn to perform

any one of several variations of a sequence If all arc rewarded. We present simulations of the primary learning of
sequences, and demonstrate parameters that can lead to a primacy effect in recalling items of this sequence from long
term memory. Two different versions of the avalanche network and their simulations are presented, of which the
second version includes a layer of sequence detectors. Suggestions are made for including yet another layer to
classify these temporal sequences and group them together based on reward. Analogies are drawn between the
classifier layer and the frontal lobes, and between the avalanche module and part of the basal ganglia.
(A longer version of this article has been submitted to Neural Networks for publication in a special issue.)
Introduction and Background
The frontal lobes have been implicated in forming strategies for goal-directed behavior [8, 21]. This general
function seems to involve co-ordination of subsystems that integrate motivational and cognitive information [20, 25]
with other subsystems that link past events or actions across time [3, 8, 24] and anticipate future event%or actions
[151. The motivational-cognitive linkages involving the frontal lobes have previously been simulated in neural
networks by [17, 181. In this Prtlde, we look at an example of linking events across time.Specifically, we discuss
networks that model data of Brody and Pribram [31 and Pinto-Hamuy and Linck [241 on the performance of
movement sequences by frontally damaged monkeys. These data, to be described below, show that intact frontal
lobes are not necessary for primary learning of invariant sequences, but are necessary for learning sequences whose
order is flexible. This is a prime example of the importance of the prefrontal cortex for complex behavioral rule
formation, which is a necessary component of planning. Hence, frontally damaged people or animals tend to be
distractible and unable to stick to plans [13, 29].
Grossberg [9, 101 developed the outstar avalanche for spatiotemporal pattern storage and performance. A
space-time pattern is sliced into a sequence of n spatial patterns separated by equal time intervals. Each of the spatial
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movements via a learnable connection. The arousal node controls starting and stopping of the sequence based on
external feedback, and also regulates the speed of performance. Our network will build on this basic model,
extending it to include a sequence detector layer and a classification mechanism.
Various authors [1, 2, 5, 19, 22, 27] have attempted to use the insights developed in [11]. An essential
of
feature all these attempts is to build an STM layer that preserves the order of item presentations in the amplitudes
of node activations. They use an LTM invariance principle [11] which guarantees the preservation of the order of
past events as new events are perturbing the system. Other authors [7, 16, 28] have used different types of
architectures for spatiotemporal pattern processing. Our architecture differs from all of these ts it is proposed to
model frontal lobe data on sequential performance. The requirements fcr learning to perform a sequence of motor
patterns are slightly different from those for learning to encode a sequence of sensory patterns. Some design issues
are discussed in the next section. Experimental data will then be presented with aview to motivating the architecture
and to discuss general issues raised by the data.
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1 Avalanche network for sequence generation. (Adapted from [111 with the permission of Academic Press.)
Experimental Data
Effects of frontal lesions on performance of sequential tasks were studied by Pinto-Hamuy and Linck [241
and Brody and Prirm. [31 in macaque monkeys. Postoperative retention was assessed in two types of test: one, in
which the subjects were to respond in such a way that they had to push all of several cued panels without repetitions
but in any order (iumm ly ordered or flexible sequence test), and another in which they had to respond in an exact
order by pushing a series of panels based on given cues (erterna/y ordered or invariant sequence test). Monkeys
were trained on a four-by-four array of stimulus-response panels. The training and test patterns used in [3] included
three externally ordered sequence (E-O-Sq) tasks comprising *red-green (large solidly colored circles); *0"-"2*; and
00-O2-06" (white number patterns against a dark field); three internally ordered sequence (1-O-Sq) tasks consisting
of blue*-yellow" (a blue filled plus sign and a yellow filled triangle); "4'-'5;and 640-5-70 (white patterns
against dark field). On each trial in the E-O-Sq case, the stimuli appeared in randomly placed locations on the fourby-four panel army. In order to receive a reward the monkey pressed first the red and then the green panel
isreapective of their location. The stimuli disappeared after each press within a trial and reappeared immediately in
a new random configuration. The trial ended if the first panel pressed was not red, or if the second press was
incorrect or if the subject was successful Only successful completions were rewarded. The internally ordered
sequence was presented in exactly the same manner except that the monkey was permitted to choose different orders
from trial to trial as long as any given sequence contained no repetitions. Brody and Pribram [3] obtained similar
qualitative results, but observed that impairment in performance depended on the level of experience achieved with
Ite teat apparatus. These experimental results on sequences are generally in line with the observations of Fuster [8]
that the frontal lobes are not involved in the representation of externally ordered sequences but are needed if a
flexible reply is needed, as in the case of internally ordered sequence performance. In the next section, a network
architecture to model these data will be descrnd.
Network Architecture
Our network is in two stages (see Fig. 2). Stage 1 represents the sequence itself and transitions between
items in the sequence. To simplify the model, we assume that all items are of equal duration and have identical interitem intervals. Also, we assume that spatial aspects of stimuli are preprocessed and the network receives sequential
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inputs of Items. Hence, our network has to deal only with order aspects of a sequence. Stage 2 adds sequenc
detector nodes, and the next stage will add a classification mechanism. The first stage is as shown in Fig. 1. This
network keeps the order information in STM as a spatial pattern of monotone decreasing activities. This is called
primacy In item activation, that is, the first item seen by the network has the largest activation. Grossberg [II]
suggested that as items ar presented serially, STM tends to store them with a recency gradient in activations.
However, a primacy gradient is usefl to store the sequence in LTM, to enable the network to recall the sequence
in the correct order. He suggested that order reversal from recency to primacy can be achieved by interactions among
item activities in STM combined with LTM-STM interactions. Hence our network includes a layer of sequence
detectors (04), analogous to that in [281, and two-way learnable connections between Y' and 3'. It also includes
on-center off-surround interactions within each of the layers .7' and JP4. With the right choice of parameters and
signal function (faster-than-linear), a sequence can be encoded only by one detector.
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Mg. 2. Second stage of the sequence network, including a sequence detector layer.
The movements in a sequence are presented to the 34' layer in order. The input node v.l receives unit
activation. The node v.l excites nodes vu (in the 32 layer) and vu (in the 3' layer) in the same column. Activity
reverberates between v,, and v.. When va receives enough excitation, it inhibits reverberation in its column and
excites all the vji for j,,L When a new movement is performed by the network at v,.,.1, the weight from v. to v,.l
is strengthened by a Hebbian learning rule representing transition between movements. Thus when the network
performs a movement sequence, transitions between movements are stored in this chain of weights. While the item
activations are reverberating in the 3O layer, a sequence detector at the 374 layer samples the order information in
the spatial pattern of activities. This order information is stored in the distribution of top-down weights from S4 to
3O. The first sequence detector is chosen randomly and rewarded for the length of sequence presentation.
Simulation and Results
Simulations of the Stage I network shown in Fig. I were conducted. Items of a three-element sequence were
presented in succession for 5 time units each, followed by 10 time units with no input. We observed a primacy effect
in weight distribution after only 5 presentations of the three-element sequence (i.e., 100 time steps). The results are
not shown here but are shown in our longer article. The second stage of simulation was based on the network of Fig.
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2. We had decided to add the layer of sequence detectors (,7") to aid in future extensions involving sequence
classification and reordering. Consequently, we needed to test whether the above primacy effect could be preserved
with this addition. The items of the sequence were presented in succession for 5 time units each, followed by a pause
that was also 5 time units long. After item presentations, a detector node (chosen randomly at first, then fixed)
received a reward. Again, after only about five presentations (90 time steps), there was clear indication that the
network was showing the expected primacy effect. Figs. 3 and 4 show the results.
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FIg. 3. In the network of Fig. 2, STM activations in Y5 nodes (scaled by their maximum) show a primacy effect.
Fig. 3 shows the node activations in the 3' layer. In the first stage of simulations, STM -tivity in this
layer had always shown a recency distribution.Now, however, the activities show a primacy distribu
This shows
the effect of competition among .30 nodes and also the STM-LTM interactions helping to enhance
activity of
the first item in preference to others. We observed (the graphs are not shown here) that the actual transitions from
items 1 to 2 and items 2 to 3 are represented in differentially enhanced weights wi.2 and wZ3 respectively. In the first
stage, only the weights w,.2 and w. 3 were present. So this stage shows that even if all the items are initially
connected, order between items can be learned via differential enhancement of the appropriate interitem weights. This
represents the invariant order between items in an externally ordered sequence.
For an internally ordered sequence, order must be recalled flexibly, based on the context of earlier
movements. In order to achieve this, order information has to be stored and reorganized based on context. We have
seen in Fig. 3(a) that the order is organizing itself into a primacy distribution of STM activities. This information
is further captured in the distribution of top-down (Y' to Y') and bottom-up (.90 to .') weights, as shown in Figs.
4(a) and 4(b) respectively. The bottom-up weights from 3' to the remaining detectors and the top-down weights
from the remaining detectors to r9 have not shown any tendency to store the sequence in their distribution, which
is a desirable effect. Since these other weights have not shown any preference to store this sequence, we have not
shown the graphs for these. Thus. if this sequence is presented or performed again, bottom-up weights prime the first
detector with greater strength, and in turn the first detector can more readily strengthen this sequence at 3.

Discussion
Resonance between bottom-up input and top-down expectation will be useful in extending our model to
include a classifier of sequences involving a mechanism similar to ART [4] or ARTMAP [5]. For reordering the
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sequence as im the data of [3, 24), we need to introduce a mechanism that can reorder the sequences to establish
resonance. For example, in modeling learning of an internally ordered sequence, one might add to the network a
supervised ARTMAP mechanism [51, so that if several variations on a sequence are all rewarded, the tendency to
perform any of the variations is increased. The network would also need to keep track of which movements have
already been performed, in order to engage the appropriate exemplar of such a class of sequences. Based on the
results of (3, 24], these classifying mechanisms would seem to involve the prefrontal cortex. Detailed anatomical
ascription for the rest of our network may be premature, but there are grounds for gross hypotheses. The first three
layers shown in the avalanche network of Fig. 1 may be analogous to parts of the corpus striatum, since that
subcortical motor control area is involved in the initiation of willed movements and is strongly influenced by
feedback connections with the frontal lobes (261. The arousal node in those figures may be analogous to the nucleus
accumbens, a "gateway* from limbic motivational areas to the striatum [141. These hypotheses should become more
detailed and sharper as the work herein is integrated with other work in progress on the role of specific corticalsubcortical circuits and neural transmitters in cognitive tasks (e.g., [231).
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Fig. 4. (a) Weights from the 7' layer nodes to Detector I capture the order information in the sequence with a
primacy distribution. (b) Weights from Detector I to r s nodes (scaled by their maximum) have a primacy
distribution to enable the network to recall the first item with the largest activation.
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Appendix
Following are equations and parameters used in simulation of Stage 2 (cf Fig. 2.) Equations for Stage I are similar.
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Abstract
A neural network model of cortico-hippocampal relations designed to meet principles and
constraints mainly derived from cognitive psychophysiology (Event-related-potentials, ERPs)
and behavior is found to present key characteristics of hippocampal function:
(1) Extension of short-term memory into an intermediate range register; (2) Correlation
of simultaneous events (in space) or successive events (in time) for creating complex entities
or chunks. These two functions are tightly related in a twoway fashion, bottom-up and topdown: -The persitence of information beyond the duration of short-term memory is necessary for
binding multimodal or multilocal informations together; -Once the binding is learned it allows
priming of temporal patterns or completion of spatial patterns. A theory is presented on how
this binding process could take place.

1

FROM BRAIN PROCESSING TO MODEL DESIGN

Temporal context processing were analysed in simplified paradigms preserving temporal context quintessential features, without life situation complexities, as in speech or writing. Namely, the information to be
extracted and learned by the subjects during complex cognitive discrimination tasks concerned time intervals, temporal sequences and event- category probability. Distinct components of the cognitive ERPs
reflected these different functions along with memory.

2

HIERARCHY of SELF-SIMILAR PROCESSES

Self-similar match-based coding-categorization processes repeat at different levels of complexity. ERPs point
to at least three levels: single events, event sequences, and probability.
1. The system performing identification-categorization of single events, possibly by linking multiple features into a single percept, is reflected by an N200-P300 complex (Banquet and Grossberg, 1987).
2. The system grouping multiple events into unitized chunks of event short sequences is reflected by the
N400-P300 complex. These chunks are stored in short (STM) and long (LTM) term memory.
3. Event Probability is amplitude encoded by P300.
In spite of the differences in information complexity pattern recognition processes seem to be based on
similar match-mismatch pattern comparisons in different neural structures. This functional uniformity could
correspond to cortex uniform columnar organization whatever the areas considered.
This structural characteristic is implemented in the system by similar two-level cooperative-competitive
structures inspired from ART. The most relevant characteristics of ART here are: - A feature layer presenting
'Supported by INSERM, NATO, and DGA/DRET Grant # 911470/AOOO/DRET/DS/DR
'On leave from Monterrey Institute of Technology, Mdxico.
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a distributed activation pattern close to input physical reality; -A code layer operating a maximal code

compression and providing a similar code whatever information complexity to be coded. In this compression,
information loss is minimized and learning stability is secured by top-down adaptive filters which compute
a LTM average of the patterns which selected the correspoding codes for their representation.

3

STABILITY - PLASTICITY DILEMMA

The system is still another illustration of the stability-plasticity dilemma (Banquet and Grossberg, 1987).
P300 shows how the brain monitors moment-to-moment fluctuations in local probabilities and sequential
dependencies by short-range memory registers, yet simultaneously extracts longer range prior probability
trends.
Along with top-down filters and orienting system for stability and plasticity respectively, the importance
of systems with multiple dynamical range is emphasized by simulations.
Recent electromagnetic evidence reveals different "life-times" in primary and association cortex (LU et al.
1992). These dynamical ranges determine the level of complexity at which an information can be processed
and integrated.

4

CONTEXT EFFECTS on PATTERN RECOGNITION

Once context has been learned, contextual effects are implemented by top-down intersystemic long-range
interactions.
Top-down interactions take place within (short-range) or between (long-range) systems. The meaning of
top-down is functional (not anatomical), from more complex to simpler processing levels. Thus it could correspond either to cortico-subcortical relations (e.g. from cortex to thalamus), or to cortico-cortical relations
(e.g. from secondary to primary cortex).
Brain uses anticipation, priming and preparation to take into account contextual probabilistic or deterministic regularities during cognitive task performance. Different types of temporal contexts at various
levels of complexity and/or integration are learned during seque,, ially delivered Bernoulli series. Contextual
learning can be considered as a particular case of associative learning.
Perceptual-motor preparation could correspond to either advance performance of some processing steps
or to preset steps such that threshold activity is reached faster after stimulus delivery. A close correspondance
exists between temporal contexts and priming-preparation modes.

4.0.1

Timing and Anticipation

A pair of events forms the simplest context. With constant ISI time intervals are rapidly learned. Time
interval evaluation between two stimuli induces the most elementary type of priming, a non-specific increase
in arousal prior to and peaking at stimulus delivery expected time. This anticipation predicts when, not
which event will appear in close future time.
These properties are implemented by nonspecific priming effects from timing system to the different
category codes of ART F2 layer.
4.0.2

Probability Context and Weighted Preparation

At a higher integration level, probability relations are rapidly encoded by P300. (less than 10 stimuli). Yet,
after 10 stimuli subjects have not learned the prior probability rule, but rather a local sample of this prior
probability.
Priming corresponding to this probability context could be made available to lower order processing
stages only after about 150 events (Banquet and Grossberg, 1987 ). This priming is category-specific and
results from learning a subjective probability for each event category. Briefly, top-down signaling shows up
in ERP activity in two possibly related ways, anticipatory negativity prior to stimulus and amplitude and
chronology changes of early negative components (Banquet and Grossberg, 1987).
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Why probability-related top-down priming and preparation manifest only after about 150 events when
corresponding information is available as early as after 10 events? Brain seems to need evidence accumulation
in favor of a probability law in order to overcome inherent local frequency fluctuations. A more mechanistic
interpretation in terms of transient and asymptotic behavior, and supra-threshold activity will be provided

by the model.
4.0.3

Sequential Dependencies and Specific Priming

The more complex temporal context results from event temporal ordering or sequential dependencies. ERPs
show sequential dependency tracking, in STM, back at least to the sixth order . This amplitude coding can

be displayed as a tree diagram representing amplitude response mapping to the last element of a sequence
(root element of the tree), as a function of preceding stimuli organisation.
Beyond temporary sequential dependency coding in STM subjects learn and store in LTM at least the
most typical sequences corresponding to a particular probability condition . The further a sequence deviates
from the expectations for a given probability condition, the larger the corresponding P300 amplitude. This
increment could result from a sequential mismatch between the current sequence and chunk prototypes stored
in medium or long-term memory.
Sequential dependencies in STM, and corresponding prototypical sequences or chunks in LTM, consti-

tute the third type and certainly the most informative temporal context. As such it puts constraints on
anticipatory processes similar to the constraints that the first words of a sentence impose on possible ways
to terminate it.

5

NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of the system (Fig 1) reflects this hierarchy of self-similar modules found in the brain

organization. Indeed, besides the categorization level which is an ART module accepting continuous inputs,
choice, chunk and probability networks can be viewed as variations of ART. They have a structure similar
to a F2 categorial layer of ART. But instead of receiving features, they receive categorized events. Instead
of coding single events, they code complex categories such as chunks or probabilities. Only the timing
module and the temporal order module (TOM) have specific structures which have been described elsewhere
(Banquet and Contreras-Vidal 1993). The timing module inspired from Grossberg and Merrill (1992) is
formed of a battery of nodes which react to the stimuli with different speeds. LTM weights learn during the
window of activation the different levels of node activity. The integrated response of the system pics at the
time corresponding to a learned interstimulus interval.
The TOM module performs a coding of events temporal order by a spatially distributed amplitude
gradient. It is based on the principles of invariance and pseudonormalization developped by Grossberg
(1978). The core architecture of the network is similar to that developped by Bradski et al. (1992). Several
parts of this architecture are relevant to hippocampal function. First in the TOM there is a buffer layer whose
function is to maintain the pattern of activation during the free interval between stimuli. As such it can be
compared to an extended short-term memory (STM) or an "implicit" working memory. Second the chunk
network has a function similar to that of a temporal correlator, in that it binds together several successive
repetitive events presenting a specific sequence. Finally, probability layer has in the present implementation
more a function of integration of repetitions of occurrences. The slow dynamics of the nodes of this layer,

and even more the LTM weights afferents to the nodes correspond to the hippocampal function of extension
of the STM range of cortical systems to an intermediate range allowing integration of information on a longer
time span . The simulation results will confirm the importance of this intermediate range in between the
short and long-permanent yf the cortical networks.

6

SIMULATION RESULTS

The presentation is focused on the effects resulting from the interaction between TOM and probability
networks. The simulations explicit how the combination of a short, intermediate and long-range memory
capacity is necessary to emulate the performance of the sole P300 ERP system.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the multiple-module system for (1) categorization of events with two
modality features, (2) Timing, and (3) Temporal order with its three outcomes: Choice, probability,
and chunks.
Simulation results demonstrate how the function performed by probability nodes proper concern more
local probability and sequential dependency short-term evaluation than prior probability computation. Prior
probability coding per se is devoted to long-term memory weights of bottom-up adaptive filters. Intact LTM
weights are necessary if the activity level of the system is to asymptote to a correct level (Fig 2). A
microsurgery suppressing LTM weight gating of the probability nodes does not prevent node activation to
reach a stable state but induces a bias in amplitude prior probability coding (Fig. 2). A slow-down in
probability node dynamics can partially compensate for the absence of LTM weights. Nevertheless, the
stable level of activity reached by the system is biased toward a intermediate value for both low and high
probability, and therefore does not provide a correct coding. Furthermore, slow nodes lose their sensitivity
to local frequency fluctuations. Three parameters are important for inducing a satisfactory balance between
short-term and long-term sensitivity in the behavior of probability nodes, the two time constants controlling
node and LTM dynamics, el and C2, plus the shape of node autoactivation function. A correct balance
between the two time constants allows simultaneous coding of probability and at same time sequential
dependencies. A linear feedback function systematically biases amplitude coding towards an intermediate
value. Only a sigmoid function allows the system to asymptotically tend towards a correct code.
In Figure 2, the left column presents linear (a) or sigmoidal(b,c,d) feedback functions. Furthermore
from b to d probability node dynamics become faster. Then the system presents larger oscillations in
response to sequential dependencies and local probability fluctuations. The experimental relation between
local fluctuations and steady state amplitude is better fitted by (d).
Middle column has same parameters as left one, except that LTM weights are absent suppressing LTM
learning. Oscillations and asymptotic value still exist, but amplitude probability coding is biased towards
intermediate values.
Right column features responses to probability changes at different point of the sequence (arrows): after
400 stimuli in i and k, and after 200 and 400 in j and 1. The system adaptability to new conditions depends
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Figure 2: Activation of the probability layer for two categories A and B of 600 events (500 in b
and f). In left and middle columns P(A) = .2, P(B) = .8. In right column one or two probability
shifts occur at times indicated by arrows, from .2/.8 to .5/.5 or reverse.
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on previous sequence duration and on probability node dynamics, faster tracking associated with faster
dynamics.

7

FITTING the DATA

Probability layer presents several desirable characteristics:
1. Probability nodes adapt to a new probability condition in less than 10 stimuli, in agreement with
results by Johnson and Donchin (1982). However, this early coding is dependent on local probability
fluctuations. A stable regime which overcomes these local fluctuation is reached after between 100-200
stimuli. This number of events corresponds approximately to the delay necessary for the manifestation
of top-down probability context effects.
2. Due to slower dynamics, probability system encodes local probability and temporal order in its amplitude fluctuations. If events are sorted out according to their previous history subclasses of events
are created which are preceded by the same subsequences. The amplitude distribution of probability
node responses to these subclasses forms a tree diagram similar to experimental results.
3. Probability node activity level at steady state correctly encodes probability relation between item categories. Thus probability nodes apparently encode simultaneously two types of information, temporal
order and prior probability, as does indeed P300 system (Squires et al., 1976; Johnson and Donchin,
1982). But microsurgery supressing the LTM weights induces an increase in local fluctuations of node
activity. A steady state is still reached between 100 and 200 stimuli due to stimulus repe tition.
However, there is no correct prior probability encoding by node activity amplitude at steady state.
Therefore, probability nodes by themselves are more adapted to coding stimulus frequency local fluctuations and sequential dependencies than probability per se. The apparent encoding of two types
of information at two levels of integration by the same system is due to p obability node gating by
the adaptive filter LTM weights. These results shed some light on the concept of attentional memory
trace (Ni.itinen, 1982) that could correspond in this case to probability nodes disconnected from LTM
weight modulation. In the absence of adequate registers, event repetion is not sufficient to encode such
a time-distributed information as probability.
I
CORTEX-HIPPOCAMPUS RELATIONSHIP and DECLARATIVE MEMORY
The cortico-subcortical cooperativity illustrated in TOM-Probability modules is not necessarily akin to
the link between cortex and hippocampus involved in declarative long-term memory consolidation. Nevertheless, two features of our system are relevant to this function: (1) The same information, event temporal
order, has a spatially distributed transient representation at "cortical" level (choice network) and a compressed more stable coding at "hippocampal" level (chunk and probability nodes); (2) A long-loop top-down
mechanism from probability layer (hippocampus) to ART (cortex) is required in the system to implement
anticipation-priming. This along with classical assumptions on hippocampal function suggests an hypothesis
on hippocampal role in laying down long-term declarative memory traces in cortex.
At present a few strong but very general quasicertitudes exist on hippocampal function related to LTM
consolidation. A mechanistic interpretation of this function is elaborated in the model framework. (1)
Hippocampus and related structures are essential for laying down a long-term memory trace for dated events
in episodic memory, as evidenced by anterograde amnesia in man. (2) Prospective studies in monkeys have
demonstrated the limited duration (weeks or months) of this hippocampal involvement. The integrity of
older memories ipso facto demonstrates that hippocampus per se does not serve as a permanent repository
for these traces supposedly located in cortex. (3) Long Term Potentiation (LTP) induces transient synaptic
facilitation at different levels of hippocampus and cortex which could be a basis for the memory consolidation
function of hippocampus.
Yet this hippocampal function is difficult to express in terms of information storage or retrieval. Several
authors agree that hippocampus temporarily binds together distributed sites in neocortex whose reactivation
will support a holistic memory.
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In a different direction of research, some authors (Gray et al., 1989) have interpreted local synchronization
as a mean for the brain to bind features together. Long distance intra or inter hemispheric synchronization
has also been documented both in animals (Singer, 1993) and humans (Banquet, 1973, 1983). There must
be specific long distance cortico-cortical connections at the basis of this long range synchronizations. Some
of them like the callosal connections are hardwired, or early established. They connect mostly homotopic
cortical regions. Connections involved in LTM trace consolidation must be plastic by definition, and either
intrahemispheric or between heterotopic or homotopic regions of the two hemispheres. In EEG signal correlation or coherence analysis during different brain states, a high level of coherence between spectral activities
of different brain regions can be achieved in two ways: (1) Corpus callosum induces an interhemispheric
binding; in this case there is frequency synchronisation, but an hemisphere may lead the other inducing a
phase shift. (2) A deeply located center controls the activity and sets the pace in different cortical regions
(Banquet, 1983).
Putting these facts together hippocampus, (and related structures) because of its compactness, the
close connection between its right and left parts, its two-way connections to the entire cortex could be this
deeply located structure that repetitively synchronizes during consolidation phase the electrical activity of
once-coactivated cortical regions. Henceforth, it would compensate, in episodic memory consolidation, for
multiple event-repetition inducing procedural or semantic storage in the absence of hippocampus. This
repetitious automatic coactivation could be implemented in different ways and in particular be due to that
only a fragment of the original memory pattern is a sufficient cue to reactivate the entire original pattern.
This reactivation should not necessarily lead to a conscious rememberance of the original memory. Several
networks in hippocampus could play this function of pattern binding and retrieval. This class of architectures
has been the object of earliest and most successful modelling (Grossberg, 1972; Kohonen, 1984).
The system structure with its short and long loop feedback mechanisms suggests that resonnant activity
inside the loops could operate the synchronization of different cortical modal activities together. These
repeated synchronous activation will pave the way for the creation of long-distance weighted cortico-cortical
connections, which could thus be established even in the case of a single occurrence of a complex event.
Once established, these cortico-cortical connectivity would supress cortical dependency on hippoca mpus
for episodic memory recall. The schematic connectivity pattern at hippocampal le vel would have been
transfered on a larger scale cortical network.
Thus, this view of the instauration of declarative memories integrates three classical assumptions on brain
function: (1)Resonnant activity in reciprocally connected structures as a basis for LTM storage (Grossberg,
1976a, b); (2) Cortical synchronization as a feature binding factor (Gray et al. 1989); (3) Hippocampus
as a correlator for multimodal cortical areas. Our hypothesis can possibly be tested in animals or even
in humans after hippocampal surgery. In particular, intra and interhemispheric coherence of cortical EEG
activity should be decreased in surgical subjects, mostly in response to complex multimodal stimuli.
This model of episodic memory consolidation is complementary to another model of cortico-hippocampal
interactions (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1993) related to the vigilance parameter of ART orienting subsystem
and its effects on category formation. This model operates in a recognition learning paradigm and seems
optimally suited to explain "semantic" memory consolidation.
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Abstract
Variability in retinal and geniculate processing rate that is dependent on stimulus properties
suggests that some later process can put parts corresponding to the same retinal image back into
register. This resynchronization process is called perceptual framing. Here a neural network
model of emergent boundary segmentation is used to show that synchronized cortical activities
can subserve this role. Psychophysical results about the minimum delay between two visual
stimuli that leads to the perception of temporal order can be explained and replicated with this
model.

1

Introduction

The image that impinges on the retina is continuously transduced into neural signals. Subsequent
processing in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) occurs equally continuously. So long as all parts
of the retinal image are processed at the same rate, this poses no problem. However, when the
retinal image changes very quickly, for example during self motion or the motion of an object,
then problems in processing can arise. The source of these problems lies in the fact that there is
no guarantee that all parts of the retina) image are processed at the same rate, and in fact large
variabilities dependent on stimulus parameters such as contrast and spatial frequency have been
observed in both the retina (Bolz, Rosner, & W5ssle, 1982) and the LGN (Sestokas & Lehmkuhle,
1986). Many real life images that we process in our lives contain a large number of different contrasts
and spatial frequencies. How then does the visual system ensure that cortical representations of an
image processed at any given time, for example for recognition, really correspond to the same retinal
image? Why do wrong correspondences occur only under extreme viewing conditions (Intraub,
1985)?
A simple passive process based on convergence of signals in striate cortex does not suffice.
Such a passive process could be based on slowly discriminating neurons in striate cortex, which
is against current physiological evidence (Celebrini, Thorpe, Trotter, & Imbert, 1993). Another
passive mechanism would be to have neurons with very fast time constants, which again is not
supported by current data (Mason, Nicol.l, & Stratford, 1991; Softky & Koch, 1993). Hence an
active process is required, and this process is called perceptual framing (Varela, Toro, John, &
Schwartz, 1981).
*Supported in part by AFOSR F49620-92-J-0499, ONR N00014-92-J-4015, and ONR N00014-91-J-4100.
t
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2

Perceptual Framing

Perceptual framing is the process of binding together parts of neural representations corresponding
to the same image that may have come temporally out of register due to early processing. A
possible mechanism for this would be some clocking device. Here we propose that synchronization
of distributed cortical activities can temporally realign out-of-phase image parts. It has been found
that cortical activities synchronize in the cat and in the monkey when a stimulus is present in the
visual field (Eckhorn, Bauer, Jordan, Brosch, Kruse, Munk, & Reitboeck, 1988; Gray & Singer,
1989), even when the receptive fields of the units recorded do not overlap.
A way to test this notion of perceptual framing has been to link it to the perception of simultaneity and of temporal order of two separate visual stimuli. Perceptual framing suggests that
there is a definite nonzero lower bound for the time between two such stimuli that they be perceived as sequential, rather than simultaneous. Indeed such a lower bound has been found (Hirsch
& Sherrick, 1961).

3

A model for perceptual framing

Grossberg and Mingolla (1985a, 1985b) developed a model called the Boundary Contour System
(BCS) for the generation of emergent boundaries by the visual cortex. This model was later adapted
to show that cortical synchronization of neural activities does not require the presence of a central
clocking mechanism (Grossberg & Somers, 1991). In the present study, we further develop and
modify this model. There are two layers, one consisting of fast-slow neural oscillators (Ellias &
Grossberg, 1975), and the other of bipole cells, that receive input to two separate lobes, in addition
to receiving direct bottom-up input. In the present simulations, bipole cells fire if at least two of
its three receptive zones are activated. The model is shown in Figure 1.

y!

-Ij1Q

I

Figure 1: The architecture of the model proposed. A layer of fast-slow oscillators is coupled via
a layer of bipole cells. In contrast to previous versions of the model, there is a direct signal from
each oscillator to its corresponding bipole cell which facilitates boundary completion.
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To test the model it was necessary to find out how much time difference between neural representations of visual stimuli smeared out across time in the early processing stages (corresponding
to retinal and geniculate processing) could be resynchronized. A summary of these simulations is
shown in Figure 2. Representations as much as 10 ms offset can be easily framed. In these simulations it was assumed that a 5 ms visual pulse gets smeared out to 25 ms of geniculate activity,
which agrees with the variability of LGN responses (Sestokas & Lehmkuhle, 1986).
Perceptual framing
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Figure 2: The effect of perceptual framing. The abscissa indicates the SOA (in simulated ms)
between two stimuli, and the ordinate gives the resulting time difference (in simulated ms) between
peaks of activity in the internal representations of the two stimuli.
To compare these results to psychophysical findings we transformed them to probabilities. From
recent data (Maunsell & Gibson, 1992) it can be calculated that the standard deviation a of the
response onset latency in striate cortex within a single layer is about 6 ms. The probability that
two neural events that are separated by t ms is then given by
P(Perceive as two events) = 4

(-)

where 0 is the normal distribution function. Since identical stimuli were used in the simulation
as in Hirsch and Sherrick (1961) the comparison between the two is most appropriate, and this is
shown in Figure 3. The fit is very close.
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Figure 3: Accuracy of temporal order perception as a function of SOA. Comparison between
experimental results and the model proposed. SOA indicates the time by which stimulus one (e.g.
the "right stimulus") leads the other stimulus in a two stimulus presentation task. The ordinate
gives the percent responses that stimulus one appeared first. Solid line: results from experimental
study. Dotted line: results from simulation of the model.

4

Simulations

In the simulations of the model there were 64 oscillators arranged along a ring. Each oscillator
consisted of two nodes each, one fast and one slow. The activity of the fast node is denoted by
x, of the corresponding slow node by y,. The index i denotes the position of the oscillator, and
ranges from 1 to 64. Oscillators with indices differing by one are neighbors. Since the oscillators are
arranged as a ring, units indexed by I and 64 respectively are also neighbors. This structure was
chosen to avoid edge effects. Care was taken to ensure that input was sufficiently far removed from
the wrap around position to avoid undesirable side effects. The input to the network is denoted by
1,and it is position specific. Associated with every oscillator there is a bipole cell, whose activity
is denoted by Z,. The equations governing the oscillators are:
dx,
dyi
-T

=

-Ax.,+ (B - x,)Cf0 (.xi) + Cafo(z) + 1) - Dxifo(yi)

(x,-y,)

(1)

(2)
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where the signal function f,is given by

X~)-Qo +
+n(3)
°z,,
and A. B, C, D, E and a are parameters of the network. The parameters n, and Q, determine the
signal function of the oscillator. The equation governing the bipole cells is:
[lPfb(L,)

+ Pfb(Rj) + Pfb(()

-

rpi]+

(4)

where
[x] + = max(x,O)

(5)

and the bipole signal function is
fh(X) =

(6)

nb

+ .rjjI

Qflh

Where P,P" and I',p are parameters. The parameters nb and Qb determine the signal function of
the bipole cell. The kernels are given by
L,=

-E fx,-)
W

(7)

fo(Xi+j)

(8)

j=1

S_

E

, =

fxi)

(9)

where w is the halfwidth of the kernel. The initial conditions of the network where chosen to be
x, = 0.2, y, = 0.4, and z, = 0 fbr all i.The initial value of the slow variable is maintained by tonic
input, which is quenched when an input comes on. Scaling of time was done by taking into account
that the period of oscillations should be about 40 ms. Thus it was found that putting a timestep
of 1 unit in the model equal to I ms yields good results. Thus the integration stepsize used was
H = 0.1 ms. The parameters used throughout this report are A = 1,B = 1,C = 20, D = 33.3, E =
0.05,a = 0.05, no = 4.Q, = 0.9. nb = 5,Qb = 0.006, P = 1,P* = 0.5,r,. = 1,w = 6. Each node
received a c, ,tant level of background activity (Ii = 0.2). Two nodes received an input (Ii= 0.5).
The first inrdt (i = 30) comes at simulation onset, the second input (i = 34) comes on later by an
amount specified with SOA.

5

Discussion

Perceptual framing can be modeled as the synchronization of cortical activities. Synchronization
may play other roles than to define the coherent spatial patterns processed by short term memory.
Long-term potentiation (LTP) is the change of synaptic efficacy due to pre- or postsynaptic activity
(Bliss & Collingridge. 1993). LrP has been linked to learning. LTP occurs reliably when converging
input is synchronized. Thus perceptual framing may subserve the additional role of providing
synchronized activities for perceptual learning, which has been shown to occur rapidly, but to have
long lasting effects (Karni & Sagi. 1993) In this broader context, synchronization sets up a resonant
state that drives the learnig pro'ess. as in Adaptive Resonance Theory (Grossberg, 1976).
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Perceptual framing and cortical

Unification of Hippocampal Function via Computational Considerations
William B Levy
Department of Neurosurgery
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22908
Abstract
This paper discusses a minimal computational model to unify the functions of the
hippocampus. In this model, the sparse recurrent connectivity of CA3 produces recodings that are
suitable for sequence learning, cognitive mapping, and context formation. This context formation
is actually a compressed code that is suitable for instructing the cerebral cortex. Furthermore, by
virtue of its recurrent connectivity and learned sequences, the CA3 region spontaneously produces
sequence fragments that may act as the input that produces long-term storage in cerebral cortex.
Introduction
The thesis of this paper is that we can unify the cognitive functions of the hippocampus,
and its related paralimbic structures, by considering the computations performed by the
hippocampus and related structures. There are several functions of the hippocampus which we
would like to understand including its ability to teach the cortex, cognitive mapping, and its ability
to mix signals and remove redundancy from cortical codes. A central idea is that the sparse
recurrence of CA3 and of several other, less direct feedback systems leads to an ability to learn
and to compress sequences.
I.

IA.

Why Teach the Cortex?
The combined requirements of fast learning across time and spatially disparate cortical
encodings necessitate the dependence of cerebral cortex on the hippocampus and related
structures.
When synaptic modification rate constants are large enough, the hippocampus functions as
a fast learning, intermediate-term storage device suitable for teaching a long-term storage device as
would be found in cerebral cortex. There is an advantage accrued by separating fast and slow
learning, that is the efficiency of encoding. Fast learning systems will have a very low capacity.
Thus, in order to have a one-trial learning ability and a large memory capacity, two systems are
necessary. Another important reason for cerebral cortex to depend on another structure for its
learning is the ultimately sparse connectivity of cerebral cortex. Most of the cortical connections
are with neighboring regions, and just the fact that there are 1010 neurons and only 1014
connections rather than 1020 connections, implies that, of all possible connections, only one in a
million actually exist. Thus, in order to produce associations between disparate sensory systems,
higher order systems are needed to bridge the activity patterns (Fig. 1). Apparently Nature has
created a hierarchy of such systems which eventually ends with the hippocampus. Presumably this
hierarchy saves on the number of interconnections and leaves the burden of finding the proper
pathway of interconnections to higher order regions. As the highest order of all such regions, i.e.
the furthest from both sensory and motor cortices, the hippocampus is in a unique position to
mediate those associations which could not be efficiently bridged by any lower region. Indeed, the
bridging of associations that we picture are not simple static associations, but actually bridging
sequences (Mitchison, 1988; Levy, 1989).
Because the hippocampus has both recurrence and a relatively higher level of
interconnections than cerebral cortex, it is highly suited for finding rather disparate sensory
associations over time and/or space.
1B.

Cognitive Mapping
Our theory of cognitive mapping is simple. From codes of individual places, sequences are
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Figure 1. The primary function of the human hippocampus Is twofold. First it acts as a fast learning
system that later teaches the slower learning cerebral cortex and associated cortical regions. Second,
the hippocampus must discover short paths to associate sensory regions not directly Interconnected. The
bidirectional arrows are meant to Indicate a crude reciprocity of connectivity between regions.

Figure 2. A simplified hippocampal model that learns sequences. The leaming can be used for
sequence completion, Including disambiguation of overlapping sequences, fast learning that is
automatically rebroadcast so as to mediate slow learning, and jump ahead that allows predictive
decisions that occur faster than real time.
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Figure 3. The sparse recurrent connections of CA3 produce an asymmetric connectivity.
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produced via concatenation. It is from the learning of these sequences that an organism gains the
ability to navigate through its world. That is, from previously learned sequences of places, the
organism can predict the paths that will carry it from one place to another.
Compressed Codes
The nature of the compressed codes that maintain information has been discussed
previously (Levy, 1989). There we emphasized that the signal mixing and recurrence properties of
the hippocampus and related structures are critical to code compression and redundancy reduction.
The nature of the compression is simple to understand. Essentially, just consider a sequence A, B, C
that is recoded by hippocampal region CA3 into A',B',C'. Then the new code is compressed if the
Hamming distances among A', B', and C' are less than those among the original representation A,
B, and C.
IC.

Computational Architecture
We have tried to identify the minimal computational architecture for the problems
mentioned above. The computational architecture is made up of two essential parts
): 1) a
recoder that is inspired by the CA3 region of the hippocampus, and 2) a decoder of t
)ded
signals inspired by the CA1 region of the hippocampus.
There are four essential aspects to the performance of the CA3 portion of the network.
The first aspect is a connectivity of sparse recurrence (Fig. 3). The second is a neuronal delay of
at least one time step in converting an input to an output. The third feature is an associative
modification rule that spans at least one time step, and the fourth is some generic feedback
inhibition that narrowly bounds total activity. Other characteristics that might add to the
performance of the network, but seem nonessential, include the use of neurons whose excitatiwn is
continuous in time by virtue of an RC (resistance capacitance)-based time constant, the use of a
multiplicity of axonal delays interconnecting various neurons in the network, the use of a longer
time-spanning associative modification rule, and the use of a theta rhythm-like process to reset the
network.
The sparse recurrence of the connectivity in the CA3 region produces an essentially
asymmetric network (Fig. 3). This asymmetry makes it more difficult for the network to fall into
asymptotically stable points (Minai & Levy, 1993a,c,d). Although asymptotically stable states are
desirable in typical pattern recognition situations, here we desire networks that can learn to
reproduce sequences and learn to jump ahead in sequences. Thus, the asymmetry of the recurrent
connections propels the network to construct stable sequence modes rather than single,
asymptotically stable states. These learned sequences are useful for sequence problems in general,
but they have another use. Specifically, these stable modes of learned sequences are also useful in
training the cerebral cortex (Minai & Levy, 1993b). After fast learning, initiation of network
dynamics from random starting points will produce network states that tend to drift into a stable
mode or a portion of a stable mode because the learned sequence mode is an attractor. As a
result, a sequence or sequence fragment is often produced (Minai & Levy, 1993b). Such sequence
fragments might correspond to the observations of Pavlides & Winson ( 989) and of Wilson &
McNaughton (1993). Moreover, these spontaneously produced sequence fragments are obvious
candidates for the hippocampus to use as a slow teaching method for the edification of cerebral
cortex.
The CA1 decoder is a simple reinforced learning system that performs pattern recognition
on the new codes created by CA3.
II.

Ill.

Computational Abilities
The computational abilities of the hippocampal network include sequence learning (Minai et
al., submitted to this conference) and code compression (Prepscius & Levy, submitted to this
conference). We should also point out that sequence learning will correspond to cognitive mapping
and fast prediction (ibid). In particular, as an animal moves through its environment, a sequence is
created. Such a sequence is then recoded in a way that is compressed. The overlapping parts of
the compressed code can be seen as the context created by the sequence. In terms of coding, this
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context is essentially the shared coding elements of the compressed sequence (Levy, 1989). It is
this context (or overlap in the compressed code) that we hypothesize provides the mapping by
which the hippocampus creates, or biases, the shorter bridging pathways between distant cortical
regions that need to be associated.
In viewing sequence learning as part of cognitive mapping, we need only realize that an
organism exists in time. Thus, any series of inputs are, in fact, elements of a sequence. Such
elements of a sequence are, in fact, encodings of the animal's input environment, including the
physical space in which the animal exists, but also any internally generated predictions about
where it is or will be.
Because the environment includes both local cues and distal cues, neighboring events in
time will tend to be coded similarly by virtue of being neighboring in space. Even more important,
however, is that the network will try to compress this coding to one of greater similarity when
prediction across time is valid. That is, even in the cases where successive events have very
different encodings, so long as one event is a good predictor of another event, then these two
events should be coded similarly. This coding method has the advantage of allowing the animal to
do rapid, approximate inference. For example, consider an extreme case where A usually implies B,
and B actually implies C. If the coding of predictable representations becomes more similar, i.e. if
A is very, very reliable in its ability to predict B, and if B is perfectly reliable in its ability to predict
C, then A should also predict C, and it does so based on recoding B and A into C. (Of course,
bypassing B might be conceived of as a loss of information, but we should recognize that the brain
is able to maintain a multiple coding system so that B is, in fact, being represented somewhere.)
IV.

Problems to Solve
By self-admission there is one aspect of this theory that I find most troublesome. Inherent
in the proposal that the hippocampus teaches the entorhinal cortex and that the entorhinal cortex
teaches the structures that innervate it, etc., is a requirement for accurate reciprocal innervations
between areas and mechanisms that realign successive recodings to initial codings.
It is questionable whether cortical associative innervation, at the detailed level required by
such a teaching operation (i.e. the recoding-decoding), actually exists. Thus, there seems to be a
need for synaptogenesis rules that will appropriately implement this teaching, including what must
be viewed as a decoding [in the same sense that we propose a CAl -like region to decode the new
representations of CA3 (see Minai et al., 1993)].
Because both the cerebral cortical codes and the hippocampal codes will change with time,
there is also a requirement that some type of consistency be maintained between regions. Such
parallel realignment of connectivity may require a reorganization of connections between regions on
a neuron by neuron basis.

V.

Possible Objections
Doubtlessly the ideas presented here will require a great deal of research to understand
their full implications and parametric limitations. More detailed anatomical and physiological
knowledge will naturally help restrict the many free variables which must be specified to implement
this model. But whether such facts are critical to the generic functions of the model seems
unlikely.
A second and more serious objection is that our system lacks a mismatch detector. Such a
detector must exist as shown by the many experiments on the P300 wave. However, the neural
structures and computations underlying the P300 are a matter of conjecture. Even so, models with
mismatch detection exist (Grossberg, 1982) and would be useful here. In particular, to account for
the discriminability of similar patterns (see O'Reilly & McClelland, 1993; Gluck & Myers, 1993) a
mismatch detector may be needed to produce a distinctive coding for initially similar events.
Another issue is the functional and computational similarities between this model of the
hippocampus and models of other brain structures, particularly parahippocampal and association
cortices. In fact, such functional and computational similarities are not an accident and are
inherent in any approach that attempts to abstract cortical function. That is, abstracted cortical
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function will be the same in different cortical regions. What will differ among cortical regions is the
specific nature of the inputs to each region and each region's computational characteristics that are
undoubtedly matched to the statistics of the particular input signals. To be more specific, signal
mixing and the reduction of redundancy by association are recapitulated throughout association
cortices. Moreover, if we conceptualize mammalian cortical evolution as successive refinements of
a single theme (e.g. something resembling dorsal cortex of reptiles), then we will expect and even
find desirable such similarities. That is, the evolution of much of cerebral cortex came from a
hippocampal-like structure and, therefore, the evolved, abstracted function will be similar.
A sparsely recurrent connectivity occurs throughout cortex, at least in the form of
reciprocally innervated cortical regions (e.g. VI to V2 and V2 to VI) if not in the local architecture of
these regions (e.g. interconnected pyramidal neurons of layers IIand III within a given cortical
region). What is different about such regions (apart from the details of the cell types themselves)
is: (1) the density of connectivity and the distances spanned by such recurrence, and (2) the nature
of the inputs reaching each region. Thus, it is altogether acceptable if the entorhinal cortex and its
associated structures - without the hippocampus - actually perform computations similar to those
performed by the hippocampus per so.
Finally, by using a hierarchy of regions to produce signal mixing, redundancy reduction,
compressed coding, context encodings, and generic associative encoding, Nature may have solved
two problems. First, it avoided the need for an excessively large hippocampus (i.e., a little mixing
occurs in successive regions in proportion to the probability of finding associations between the
areas being mixed so that overall connectivity is minimized). Second, an additional property is
produced for free. This property is our ability to keep distinct nearly identical events that happen at
different times. The idea is that in the backward cascade by which higher order associative regions
teach lower order ones, we have encodings that maintain temporally distinguished, but nearly
identical, events. Thus, the gradients of limbically induced retrograde amnesia and the existence of
longer gradients of retrograde amnesia in higher mammals suggest the slow, successive teaching of
memories down the hierarchy. It is this successive hierarchical teaching that preserves the
ordering, over days and months, of the representations being taught by the higher, more
associative cortices to the lower order, more sensory cortices.
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Neural scale invariance is a proposition that describes different levels of neural dynamics. We
suggest that scale invariance, while an approximation to real neural dynamics, is a helpful concept
in integrating different levels of organization and in predicting alterations present in a variety of
disorders affecting the nervous system. We discuss the notion's theoretical basis and outline how
new experimental techniques are potentially useful in validating the model.

1. Introduction
In basic neuroscience, there is a trend to examine phenomena within a single level of neural
organization. This approach has led to many interesting discoveries, especially in the reductionistic
realms of cellular sigaling and molecular neurobiology. While it is generally acknowledged that
integrative or systems neuroscience is an important area of investigation, it is not clear how to best
bridge different levels of understanding. Researchers in neural networks and psychophysics are
cognizant of this situation, and have been somewhat successful in applying computational methods to
link the levels of neuron, distributed networks and cognitive neuroscience (figure 1). However, there
are few unifying principles that relate the structural and dynamical features within and between levels
of neural systems.
The situation in clinical neuroscience is possibly worse. Neurology and psychiatry both profess a
comprehensive view of nervous system homeostasis and pathology. The triad of biology, psychology
and sociology as fundamental components of illness are standard dogma, yet the ability to integrate
these three domains is sub-optimal. Within each domain, including the biological sphere, large
hiatuses exist between levels of description of pathophysiological mechanisms.
For example, cognitive impairments are an important feature of many disorders, including
Alzheimer's disease and depression. Presumably there are strong biological underpinnings to
cognitive dysfunction, and in the case depression, the neural substrate is remarkably responsive to
current medication treatment. Although considerable insights into the effects of anti-depressants on
synaptic modulation and cognitive performance exist, little is known about the intermediate levels of
neural functioning that mediate cognition and that may be altered in disease processes.
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Figure 1. Standard model of central nervous system (CNS) hierarchical organization. Each level is
scaled according to approximate measures of time and size.
2. Neural Scale Invariance
In this paper, we outline a novel and potentially useful way of viewing neural behavior at multiple
levels of organization. The idea is speculative, remarkably simple and has direct implications for
modeling nervous system dysfunction. We suggest that, to first approximation, the dynamic principles
governing neural activity at one level of organization are applicable to many levels of organization.
With some liberty, we have termed this notion neural scale invariance. The concept differs from
standard experimental (e.g. Morris et al., 1988) and system-theoretical (e.g. Erdi, 1984) views of
stratified neural systems by including but transcending notions of structural hierarchy (figure 1). In
our model, we propose (i) a framework for bridging multiple structural levels using nested distributed
networks, (ii) a quasi-rigorous mathematical description of how to express the dynamics at any level
in terms of dimensionless variables, and (iii) a means of predicting alterations at many levels in
disorders affecting the nervous system. Our proposal is motivated by three considerations. These are
briefly outlined below.
2.1 Modern Theories of Dimensionality
The seminal works of Widom, Kadanoff and Wilson on scaling laws and renormalization group
theory provide a groundwork for describing complex physical systems using dimensionless variables
(see Balescu, 1975 for a good overview). There is enormous power in being able to reduce many
important features of a system, regardless of the level of phenomenology, to a discussion of a few
critical measures. While the theoretical treatment of dimensionality in these systems has been largely
confined to equilibrium phenomena, it may be possible to extract the principle of universality to
describe multi-level and dynamic neural architectures.
In examining principles of neural systems, it is important to distinguish between these systems and
the systems in statistical physics. Neurobiological systems are not likely to be scale invariant in a strict
mathematical sense. Whereas all the components (e.g. molecules) in a physical system are treated the

same, neurons are heterogeneous in structure, connectivity patterns and excitability. Averages
performed over neural activity at one level, to yield a scalar measure of network activity at another
level, may factor out essential information. Nevertheless, there are degrees of similarity, aside from
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scale, in the relationships between a collection of neurons in a distributed network and an ensemble of
local neural networks within a brain region. Both have sparse but relatively widely propagating
connections, and both have some autonomous functioning capabilities.
2.2 Hierarchical Cluster Networks
One approach to detailing the topology of neural scale invariance is to use nested hierarchies
(Sutton et al., 1988). This scheme posits that a particular level of neural organization, such as a region
of cortex, is composed of networks that cluster together based on functional connectivity patterns.
Each network is comprised of adaptive sub-networks (figure 2), and the outputs from the subnetworks collectively make up the output of a larger network. Multiple levels of distributed nesting
give rise to an interesting parallel architecture wherein the vector relationships between any pair of
neurons is preserved. Correlations among the networks are maintained at all levels, and averaging
takes into account neural heterogeneity in activity patterns (Sutton, 1991). A prediction of the model
is that different levels of network organization, whether they be small local networks or large regional
systems, obey similar computational principles. Another prediction is that alterations at one level
affect all levels in some manner. This feature has been demonstrated in a simulation of neural
dysfunction in a model of Alzheimer's disease (Sutton et al., 1988).

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of neural network clustering. Four levels of organization are
shown, commencing with four neural units (bottom left hand corner) that interconnect to form a
small network. In turn, this network links to other networks to form larger scale networks, and so
on. While the figure is suggestive of self-similar structures (i.e. fractals), there is considerable
heterogeneity in connectivities. Moreover, the connections are not fixed in time since the system
is adaptive at all levels. Modified from Sutton et al. (1988).
2.3 Intermediate Level Functional Recordings
Until recently, it has proved extremely difficult to obtain experimental data to test whether or not
neural scale invariance is a viable proposition. With the advent of multi-cellular in vivo recordings
and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), the capability to test hypotheses regarding
intermediate level networks (1-100 mm, 100-500 + msec; figure 1) is becoming feasible. These levels
of neural organization are made up of networks where standard techniques have not provided
adequate spatial and temporal resolution simultaneously.
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fMRI is a non-invasive technique which is sensitive, in part, to real-time changes in the magnetic
properties of hemoglobin as it moves between its oxygenated and de-oxygenated states (Kwong et aL.,
1992). These changes correlate with neural activation. It has been our experience that the patterns of
fMRI activation within and between human brain regions are intuitively reminiscent of the spectrum
of responses observed in excitable neural membranes. Brain regions are relatively quiescent and then
activate transiently. The responses vary in magnitude and duration, and although the data are
preliminary and require further analysis, different combinations of overlapping networks appear to
be recruited and respond in a manner that is both stimulus amd state dependent (Breiter et al., 1993).
3. Dynamic Formulation
At the levels of single neurons and small networks, response properties have been well described
by mathematical and computational formulations, including the Hodgkin and Huxley equations
(1952) and Genesis simulations. Do the dynamics applicable at these levels lend themselves to higher
levels of neural description? Certainly many approaches have been taken to describe higher levels of
functioning, and some deal with scale-like notions. For instance, Wilson and Cowan (1972) built on a
Hodgkin and Huxley format, but they made approximations that reduced their model to general
populations of excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Any intermediate biological structure was lost. It
may be that scale invariance has not been considered as a possible organizational principle because
biological details about intermediate levels of function have simply not been available.
What form would a general model of scale invariance take? One possibility is to look at simple
response dynamics of units within a network. The units may correspond to ion channels, neurons or
networks of varying degrees of complexity as described in the nested cluster model (section 2.2).
While the goal is to delineate general principles, it is understood that the details of the units and
responses are important for characterizing each level of description. A simple version of the model is
shown in figure 3.
Perhaps the most studied mathematical description of interacting units is captured in the Hodgkin
and Huxley equations. A simplified but representative format is given by:

¢dL + I(v,w, ..... w.) = 1(1)

(1)

dt

d = [wi,.(v)- Wi(2)
dt

Ti(v

The variables represent the potential (deviation from a "resting" state) V, capacitance C, current 1,
conducting variables W1.... W,, time constant ri and temperature-like, time scale factor 0.
Equations (1) and (2) are very general. While they describe excitable membrane responses given
certain constraints, we suggest that they may also be similar to universal equations that are pertinent
for describing dynamics at multiple levels within the neural hierarchy. This assertion treats the
variables as dimensionless entities and assumes that there are measures that operate as electrical circuit
analogues at multiple levels. There is support for this stance in some artificial neural networks,
wherein the electrical properties of the network as a whole share features with the membrane-like
properties of the network's components.
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Figure 3. Highly simplified representation of neural scale invariance. Interconnected units have
similar dynamic properties regardless of the level of neural organization. In the conditions of
paradigm A, units 2 and 3 are activated in different ways. Units I and 4 are quiescent. Unit 3 is
also activated under the conditions in B, but the response pattern differs from that in A. Unit 4
switches off, and units 1 and 2 are inactive. By adjusting the parameters of the system, the model
may describe events at multiple levels, including the dynamics among ion channels, single
neurons, small neural networks or local brain regions (c.f. Breiter et al., 1993).
Experimental verification of the hypothesis of neural scale invariance is viewed as a two step
process. In the first stage, a determination needs to made as to whether or not the response patterns at
multiple levels obey universal equations. This endeavor involves mathematical constructs and is not
dependent on the requirement that the variables actually be observable quantities. The second step of
the process evaluates the possibility that the variables are experimentally measurable. If this turns out
to be the case, then we suggest that strong scale invariance exists. A purely mathematical description,
without confirmation that the variables are observable, corresponds to weak scale invariance.
4. Implications for Neuropathology
According to the notion of neural scale invariance, dysfunction is not confined to a single level of
the neural architecture (for example, Breiter et al., manuscript submitted). Each level is linked by
complex connections such that the behavior at one level is not merely the average behavior of its
collective parts. In fact, changes in relatively small numbers of widely projecting neurons, such as
those cell populations involved in neuromodulation, potentially impact many levels simultaneously.
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We suggest that finding a disturbance at one level implies that other levels are also altered, If
neural scale invariance is a viable principle, the nature of the disturbance will also share characteristic
properties across different scales of activity. However, it is unreasonable to assert that a complete
description of a disorder could be given at all levels based on this notion since each level has unique
structural and functional details.
An oversimplified example of how this schema might work concerns some subjects with attention
problems. Consider a set of dynamic equations wherein the temperature-like parameter 0 is changed,
resulting in an increase in network fluctuations. At the single neuron level, there would be diminished
fidelity of signal transmission across synapses. Decreased aminergic modulation has been implicated
in this process and in inattention. Intermediate level networks with increased fluctuations would yield
less averaged activation during functional neuroimaging (e.g. PET scanning). Cognitive testing would
reveal significant scatter among subtest scores, although the performance on any given subtest might
be excellent. All of the aforementioned measures have been observed! However, a multi-level or
integrative view of a-ention disorders is rarely adopted. Scale invariance may be applicable to
attention deficit disorder and many other disorders, and it has considerable potential for synthesizing
complex pathophysiological mechanisms that are generally present in nervous system dysfunction.
S. Summary
In this paper, we have outlined a novel way of viewing neural organization and dynamics. By
utilizing the notion of scale invariance, we suggest that multiple levels of neural function share
common features and that these features are relevant to normal as well as abnormal processes. A
rigorous development of scale invariance is required before its veracity can be fully determined.
The support of NSF, grant ASC 9217041 to the CBCL at MIT, NARSAD and NIH, for a fellowship in NMR
research (HCB), is gratefully acklaowledged.
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Abstract
An application of two-scale multiresolution analysis to the Fuzzy Membership Function
(FMF) is suggested by the bifurcation route to chaos, which is generated by our chaotic neuron model.
Two applications are given. (1) The mean synaptic weight field plays an important role for fast
pattern recognition capability in examples of both habituation and novelty detections [WCNN-931.
(2) Another novel usage of the Chaotic Neural Network and Fuzzy Logic is that of sharpening of
FMF, say for the representation of the peak of Cherry Blossoms. Comparisons among the Artificial
(ANN), Biological (BNN) and Chaotic Neural Networks (CNN) are given.
Keywords:
Chaos, Chaotic Neuron, Chaotic Neural Networks, Multiple Resolution,
Bifurcation, Habituation, Novelty, Chips, SPICE

1.

Multi-Resolution Fuzzy Logic and Bifurcation to Chaos

Fuzzy Logic (FL) is useful in industrial engineering because it is simple (if-then rule-based)
and provides us with the capability to "explore the tolerance of imprecision", according to L. Zadeh
[1]. But just "like any other mathematical or computer model, FL falls prey to the 'curse of
dimensionality' [2]. We wish to point out that Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have helped
the FL in four areas, and where and when the Chaotic Neural Networks (CNN) can do it more
efficiently.
(1) Determination of Fuzzy Rule Set: ANNs have been used to learn the classifier variances
having major and minor axes with respect to the (If-Input, Then-Output) rule domain, which when
projected along the output and input axses give respectively the Fuzzy Membership Functions
(FMF)[3]. To change the rule is more important to change FMF[4].
(2) Determination of the FMF: For example, it is often assumed that such membership
functions are described by triangles with obvious centroids (rather than a crisp rectangle for
numerical value)[5,61. Automatic optimal splitting and combing of membership functions, as well as
the shape of those functions, can be determined from data fed into a neural network. This paper
addresses such a possibility via bifurcation,
(3) Determination of Fuzzy Inference Engine: A system is a distribution of parameters, of
which an ANN is one that is useful for fuzzy logic control (Yamakawa[71), e. g., truck-backing [8].
(4) Contribution to fast learning of ANN: Applying the Min-Max operations respectively
for Fuzzy rule and defuzzification, both Carpenter et al 191 and Simpson [101 have achieved fast
learning.
(5) Determination of Efficient Representation of Fuzzy Dynamics: Recently, a self-reference
fuzzy liar paradox dynamics [11 and nonlinear spatiotemporal phenomena are efficiently described
by chaotic maps or flows. This paper touches upon whether or not the underlying choatic maps are
useful for some applications of the FL via the CNN 112].
We envision that both ANNs and CNNs can someday be used to embed such distributed
representations into fuzzy logic inference engines. Why chaos? Only chaos is exponentially fast in
switching from one attractor basin to another in terms of the ANN energy landscape, and yet the
unpredictable outcome is always bounded within the possible membership set. Such a set is an open
set of possibly infinite logic values, as opposed to binary logic, and therefore escapes the
normalization requirement of the traditional probability theory.
A motivation for chaotic fuzzy neural networks is to develop systems that can efficiently
represent or predict events in chaotic processes. For various reasons, given by (11-161, we wish to
study a biologically meaningful neuron model that is "simple enough but not any simpler (A.
Einstein)" yet can produce a bifurcation cascade toward chaos. The model must be easily fabricated
as a learnable neural network on electronic chips. Therefore, an implementable neuron model should
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have no delay in neuron input-output, should not require expensive sample-and-hold circuitry and
should not have any inductance coil element. Indeed, such a Chaotic Neural Network (CNN) has
been designed [14,151 based on the 1-D N-shaped sigmoidal function aN that has a portion near the
input threshold value associated with a negative-slope logic which has been derived for a
Markovian mean field approximation of the Cainainello refractory delay model [17]. It was further
pointed out by [151 that chaos may provide us a dynamical basis for fuzzy reasoning. In this paper
we explore such a practical bridge between CNNs and fuzzy logic and hope to achieve a learnable
fuzzy membership function (FMF).
For instance, as long as one can vaguely recollect from the past decades (in the spirit of
"exploiting the tolerance of imprecision"), the Japanese embassy in Washington D.C. usually fails
to predict the peak weekend for the annual Cherry Blossoms (CB). Since D. C. is located close to the
Appalachian ridge in an unstable region where weather systems from Canada and the Gulf of
Mexico converge, the weather chaotically fluctuates from year to year. Compounding this is the
modulation by the 11-year period solar cycle. Cherry trees are not cooperating with the embassy
planning, but with Mother Nature-the species genetics and the weather (conceivably the Winter
snowfall, the Spring rainfall, and the Solar activity play some roles). These complex conditions
drive the underlying chaotic dynamics of the CB making long range forecasting especially difficult
for this part of the United States. Since the full CB does not last long (having a life span At about
five to ten days), it is difficult to predict the exact peak. How does one then treat such a chaotic
time series?
It is intuitively clear that chaos provides a deterministic possibility useful for fuzzy logic.
A computational basis of fuzzy logic is the rule and the FMF, which is often chosen in the shape of a
triangle for a clear centroid at its tip t =0 shown in Fig. I (a):

c(t)

=

1
0;

-ItI;

0< ItI <1,
otherwise.

(1)

It turns out that the triangle is equivalent to a low-pass scaling function used for the multiple
resolution high-pass wavelet analysis:
(t)
=
1(2t+1)/2
+
0(2t) +
(2t-1)/2
(2)
shown in Fig. 1 (b) for the two-scale scaling relationship (20] illustrating a special case of the
Collage Theorem [21].
If the underlying fuzzy dynamics are the bifurcation route toward chaos, then we can expand
the chaotic data set efficiently on this set of nesting triangular membership functions (MF),
regressing from an non-overlapping crisp MF becoming overlapping fuzzy MF as schematically
shown in Fig. 2. The Analogy between the bifurcation route to chaos (left of Fig. 2) and the crisp
route to fuzzy overlapping membership function (right of Fig. 2). Note that Fig. 2 has taken into
account of the standard FMF overlapping & complementing characterisitics, but without the details
of the CB ratio AT/At shown in next Fig. 3.
If we assume [19] the triangle envelop covering a typical bifurcation cascade spectrum as the
Fuzzy Membership Function (FMF), then the bifurcation to chaos suggests a multi-resolution FMF
analysis as follows. We introduce an average life span At, say < At > = 7 days, with a standard
deviation a t of 3 days. We also introduce the time resolution scale length AT in the analysis of the
periodic CB event. One oan trivially forecast every year with the absolute certainty, "crisp or
sharp" that the CB will surely peak sometime during the AT(O) = Spring time of the year. A factor
2 increase in the precision, AT( l ) = AT(O)/2, corresponds to a decrease in the certainty of the event:
CB peak during March or April. Likewise, for AT( 2 ) = AT( 1 )/2, still less certainty in the unit of a
two week period at the end of March or at the beginning of April. However, this non-overlapping
membership function can not be extended indefinitely. This is because of AT( 3 ) = AT(2)/2 the subtriangle becomes overlapping, thus marking the onset of the FMF when the resolution scale AT( 3 ) for
a week approaches the average CB event span <At >.
Eq(2) gives the contribution due to the sharpening of the uncertainty MF indicated by the
dashed triangle having a narrowed range as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2 Analogy between the bifurcation route to chaos (left) and the crisp route to

fuzzy overlapping membership function (right)
When actual data of the CB becomes available, we can apply the standard discrete
wavelet analysis via Quadrature Mirror Filter Bank [31],
t ->t= t - b / a
b = I; I = 0,±1,±2,±3,
where b is the shift parameter by days to catch the exact CB day defined with a FMF of width
AT 3) to train a classical artificial neural networks (ANN) to predict the CB event. A more
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efficient way is to combine a wavelet network with an ANN into a so-called "wavenet"[45], of
which each neuron assumes a daughter wavelet transfer function having a single value of a = 21.
In this paper, we wish to emphasize that a CNN has intrinsically combined an ANN with
the multiresolution scale analysis via bifurcations. Since the bifurcation output of a a N neuron
realizes a member of the FMF, then such cooperative chaotic neurodynamics determines a collective
resolution scale <AT> which in turn may provide us with the possibility of a learnable fuzzy logic
reasoning concerning when a quasi-periodic event will occur with respect to the dyadic scale.
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resolutions of the bifurcated membership functions in terms of the resolution
scales AT(n)toward overlap with the mean event life span <At>.
We have pointed out the parallel route from "crisp" to "fuzzy" as 'bifurcation" to "chaos".
It is thus interesting to exam how a minimum change of the traditional sigmoidal neuron transfer
function can generate the bifurcation to chaos in Sect. 2.

2.

Review of Single Chaotic Neuron ON Models

The Nagu. no-Sato (1972) model [331 of a neuron was originally biologically motivated by
Fitzhugh (1961) [32], developed mathematically by Caianiello (1961)[311 and implemented with
tunneling diodes and an inductance element by Harmon(1961) [34]. The inductor has a magnetic field
which produces cross talk in an IC implementation. Recently, this challenge has been circumvented
by Chua's Circuit[22J, implemented by Yamakawa's chip [351 and Aihara circuit.[30,38]. Various
mathematical models of chaotic neurons are: (i) one-dimensional (-D) recursive maps without
delay; the single neuron via Feigenbaum-like cascaded bifurcation spectrum that were demonstrated
mathematically for the first time by Szu et. al. (ii) 1-D class of delayed maps include Caianiello &
Nagumo models, and Aihara, and Yamakawa which is shown to be 2-D map without the delay.
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This class of 1-D delayed map can map 2-D (xn,Yn) to 2-D (xn+1,Yn+1) without any delay.

Xn+1 - f(Xn) - aYn

Yn+i = Xn
In the sense of Poincare chaos, the sensitivity to the initial condition might be due to the fact that in
this delayed map all the previous data history is required to determine the present value , so that a
slight change in data will perturb the outcome. This conjecture is easily seen by solving it formally:
Xn+1 = Z'k=0 (-a)k f(Xn - 2k); equivalently
Xn+1 = f(Xn) - aXn-1
where f(Xn) is the piecewise-linear discrete function in the cases of Yamakawa and Aihara, and is a
smooth quadratic function, f(Xn) a Xn 2 -1 for Henon map. Thus we have demonstrated that the set of
1-D delayed map is mathematically equivalent to a 2-D map without the delay of the Henon type
attractor. Then the question remains what is computationally efficient while truly being a 1-D
map without the delay?
To stay within the time scale of the classical McCulloch-Pitts (M-P) model of ANN we
have modified the instantaneous input-output mapping:

vi(tn+1)=0(ui(tn)) = (I+exp(-ui(tn)))

1

(4)

The net neuron input is an instantaneously weighted sum from other neurons,

ui(tn)
=
£jo i Wij(tn) vj(tn)
+ ei(tn)
(5)
which is the original M-P model. The modified neuron is similar to a squid axon measured under
normal physiological conditions [37,381 but differs in the delay, given by Szu et. al. [17,181, as a
piecewise negative logic (i.e. an abnormal or sick neuron having less output with more input near the
threshold) which is chosen to be a zero threshold value shown in Fig. 4. This single neuron model is
called 0 N , containing a piecewise negative logic section[13-19]. Heuristically speaking, the
negative slope region represents axonal fatigue. In other words, due to the high output pulse rate,
the cell can no longer support the housekeeping functions, and it cannot maintain a constant
threshold 0. Therefore, 0 is proportional to how rapid the output changes: 0 - dO/du = 4.v(1-v),
which is the chaos logistic function [13-161. In the linear region of 0, v = 0(u-0) - C(u-4Xv(-v)) ,
G(u) -((4.v(1-v)) - ON(u). The subtraction of 0 from the input is the source of the dip in the ON
function. Rigorously [16,191, we derive the oN function from a mean field approximation of the net
input u i that satisfies a recursion relationship ui(tn+l)= k ui(tn)+[a(tn) -at a(ui(tn))] for the
refractory delay. The net input ui(tn+l) depends only on the current state ui(tn) and no longer on the
entire past history, which indicates a Markovian chain. We can sum up the refractory delay effect
and construct, a pre-squashed N-shape sigmaoidal function vi(tn+l)=ON(ui(tn+l)) with no delay, by
means of a graphical method [201. The function o N is numerically modeled as follows ( see Fig. 3)
if ( u i <= -1.0) return (l/(1+exp(-(ui+l))))
else if (ui < 1.0)
return (-(ui-l)/4)
else
return (2/(1 +exp(-(ui-1)))).
(6)
To avoid the discontinuity points of o N , we have approximated ON as a cubic map:

Vn
=
Un+1 =

P3(un) = un (Un + a) (un - b)(1/c
vn

2)

(7a)
(7b).

The cubic map has one attractor at u=0, and = repellers of positive slopes at u= - a, u= + b. It
differs from the quadratic logistic or Feigenbaum map of one attractor at and one repeller defined as

vn = P2(un) = 4X Un (1-un)

(8a)

Un+1

(Sb)

Vn.
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A class of polynomials PN similar to Eqs(7,8) can be considered as the complexity increases.
In the a=b case, Feigenbaum's peak value at un=l/ 2 , the X-knob, is related to the cubic roots (u=±a,
u=O) at its maximum location: u=-a/ 4 3 and X.a 3 /4/3.
Aihara et al. changed the shape of ON
(denoted by a smaller letter before the sigmoidal squash) in the parameter space of k and a, and
then squashed it further with the sigrnoidal a after a delay, i.e. a(CYN)uaN after a delay , in order
to produce the chaos. The bifurcation route to chaos is through the "square dance"[401 supported (in
Fig. 5 Cubic map) on a dotted curve as the second iterate.
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Fig. 5 Cubic Map
Here, the neuron output is plotted versus the left cubic root, a, and b=0.9, 1/c2=3/2. The first
bifurcation occurs for a>0.72. From these displays, we conclude that the 1-D map without delay can
produce chaos via a bifurcation cascade. This fact is due to the instability of the feedback baseline
intersecting the aN curve when the slope of the baseline changes. As the feedback gain o increases
beyond the absolute value of the slope of the function aN, i.e. 1/4.
Our model has nevertheless produced a Feigenbaum-like bifurcation cascade, which will be
shown to belong to the infinite-value, or fuzzy, logic. Our model can learn the synaptic weights, via
fixed-point Hebbian dynamics that determine the "mean-weight" governing the iterative feedback
|

|
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between.(i) a fixed-point Hebbian synaptic weight dynamic: dWij/dt a -(Wij - [xix j-8i])) with xi .
2vi -1; (ii) an instantaneous input ui=Ej Wij vj; and (iii) a piecewise negative logic output
vi-YN(Ui). Rather than a single neuron with direct feedback (y=x, or vi-ui), which behaves like a
dog that bites its own tail, a modification of the baseline slope y*x occurs because the main input ui
must be weighted by the synaptic junctions of all neuron outputs. Thus, the mean weight and its
variance characterize an "average" baseline, that provides insight about collective chaos 120).

4.

Conclusion

We compare among Artificial, Biological, and Chaotic NN 123-291 on (i) models, (ii)
architectures, (iii) learning methods, and (iv) memory mechanisms as follows:
*Neuron Models
ANN
*Simplicity for stable engineering
*Analog or Binary coding
*M.-P. monotonic single-value logic vi=a(ui)
BNN
*Exploring noise and instability advantages
*Pulse coding for long distance broadcasting,
-Potentiation for short distance synaptic junction
*Refractory delay, bursting, plateau, rebound
CNN
*Piecewise negative logic vi-oN(ui)
" Infinite value logic but with a bounded range of outputs
" Markovian instantaneous mapping without refractory delay
'Massive Parallel Chip Implementation without coils.
*Neural chaos dictates fuzzy reasoning dynamics
'Network Architectures: net input ul = Ij Wijvj- Gi
ANN
'Fixed & Layered Architectures
BNN
'Dynamical interconnect networks
CNN
'Global interconnection within a functional unit.
'Learning Methodologies
ANN
'Fixed-point (f.p.) dynamics & small perturbation learning:
-Energy landscape concept
(1) Input dynamics (Hopfield)
dui/dt=-aH/aVi=-(u i - Ej Wijv j+ 0i)= 0 (f.p.)= M.-P.
(2) Output dynamics(Cohen-Grossberg)
dvi/dt= - (vi - a(ui)) = 0 (f.p.) =: M.-P.
(3) Gradient descent dynamics (weight error Backprop.)
aW i j /at= -aE/aWij
BNN
'Coherence for adaptation & Synchronicity for consciousness
CNN
'Fuzzy dynamics exploring the tolerance of imprecision.
'Memory Mechanism
ANN
'Outer Products, Neighbor Classifiers, Adaptive Resonances
BNN
'Long Term, & Short Term Traces Matched Filtering
CNN
-Habituation pattern formation and fast Novelty storage.
Collective Behaviors in Biological NN and Artificial NN
BNN,
ANN
' Consciousness to mind-Simultaneity to Coherence
yes ?
not yet
• Associative Memory--Attractor Basins
yes
yes
' Habituation to Novelty -Bifurcation to Chaotic Orbits
yes ?
yes?
' Noisy effects---correlation enhancement for optimization
yes ? yes
In order to make a systematic departure to the classical McCulloch-Pitts neuron model that
have already extensively been used in the ANN community with, we have previously produced
with a minimum change, a pulse coding for periodic and quasiperiodic spikes, as well as irregular to
chaotic spikes trains [13,14,151.
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Recently, Yanai & Amari showed an increased memory capacity for non-monotonic neurons
(411. For the CNN this is not meant to increase the associative memory capacity, but rather
implement pattern recognition dynamics that can efficiently explore the tolerance of imprecisio
In summary, for biological singlneurn relationships, we consider incoherence or coherence
phenomena, but the community still needs to quantify the degree of synchronicity such as those of
partial coherence measure in optics. For collective behaviors, we wish to differentiate the bounded
measure of chaotic nonlinear dynamics versus those linear unbounded stochastic noise effect. It is
known by the name of the central limit theorem in the probability theory that any noise
distribution, constant density or not, so long as the second moment is bounded, in the limit of large
sampling, it becomes a Gaussian distribution function (which is extended to the finite domain).
While linear noise may be good for the global optimization by the simulated annealing strategy
[42,431, nonlinear chaos may be useful for fuzzy reasoning.
i) All chaotic outputs (of such a single crN-neuron up to 105 oN-neurons) are unpredictable
but always bounded. The open chaotic set forms a naturally Fuzzy Membership Function (FMF) of
which its time evolution is governed by the CNN. The chaotic output states., unlike the unbounded
noise effect, can be dynamically evolving through learning in time.
(i) The fuzzy characteristics are just the statistical aspect of dynamical chaos that can
change the fuzziness by input data to CNN given a desirable imprecision.
The CNN can provide a dynamic Fuzzy Logic learning and reasoning.
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Abstract
A chaotic neuron is implemented by a piece wise linear N-shape function as the transfer function of
the neuron. The baseline, mapping function, is interpreted as a type of weights between neurons. It
can be controlled to drive the neuron into chaos or out of chaos. A voltage-mode CMOS circuit to
implement the chaotic neural model is proposed. The existence of chaotic dynamics in a prototype
circuit is demonstrated by SPICE simulations. The proposed circuit is applicable to implement a
chaotic neural network composed of such neurons on a VLSI chip.
1.

Introduction

Recently, studies on nonlinear dynamics of artificial neural network and the implementation
of the analog circuit have attracted the attention of many authors. Most of the neurons are built up
with simple neuron model such as sigmoid function. However, we have to notice that the real
neurons are more dynamical than such conventional neurons. Chaotic response of real nerve
membranes were reported in electrophysiological experiments with squid giant axons[ 11. It shows
that a simple dynamical neuron model can easily describe the chaotic dynamics in real neurons.
Sufficient evidence also exists to strongly support the hypothesis that the chaos constitutes the basic
form of collective neural activity for all perceptual processes[2]. In response to these discoveries that

come from neurobiology new models of neural networks composed of chaotic neurons have recently
been proposed.[3,4,5,6,7].

In this paper, we propose a model of a chaotic neuron using a PWL N-shape function. The

concept of baseline will be introduced and analyzed. The control of this baseline will be developed
to drive the neuron into or out of chaos. In addition, the PWL N-shape function composed of an

inverter function and a linear function can be changed through this linear function or the power
supply of the CMOS inverter. A voltage mode chaotic circuit that implements this chaotic neuron
model is proposed. SPICE simulation is demonstrated.
2.

Chaotic Neuron Model
The history of one of the most prominent models of biological neurons starts with

McCulloch-Pitts neuron[8] and Caianiello's description[9. The neurotic equations are further

modified by Nagumo and Sato[l]. Next, Aihara[3] suggested that the output function of the artificial
neuron which is a step function in Nagumo and Sato model can be replaced by a continuous
increasing function. A chaotic neuron model that has been proposed by Aihara, et. al [31 and derived
from MeCulloch-Pitts neuron model is defined by the following equations:
x(n+l)
= kx(n) -0 f(x(n) )+ B
y(n+l)
=f(x(n+l) )
(I)
where x(n+l) is the internal state and y(n+l) is the output of the neuron at the discrete time n+l; f is
a sigmoid continuous nonlinear output function of the chaotic neuron; B is the sum of all input
excitations; 0 is parameters for refractoriness, and k is the damping factor of the refractoriness.
We propose a chaotic neuron model using PWL N-shape function as the following equation:
y(n+l) = F( x(n) )
= h( x(n) ) + ct x(n)
x(n+l) = a y(n+l) + c
= g(y(n+l) )
(2)
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where h( x(n) ) is a piecewise linear function in xn, defined as shown in Fig. I. The function g(x) is
what refer to as baseline, where the parameters a and c are scalar factors.
The model derived by Aihara differs from the proposed model by the proposed baseline
function g(x). Fig.2 shows the comparison between the two models, where g(x) is considered as
the "weights" relating to the connection of each neuron to other neurons.
y
A

Aih a'x)
A
sh's
Model

F(x)

2DxB

I

Proposed Model

_M-+a

x(n+l)=g(y(n+

a
m

~

+~x~Hi~~n)BDx(n+I))
y(n+l)-f(x(n+l))

Fig. I Graphic Composition of N-shape Function

y(n+ I)--F(x(n))

D: One-step delay
fO:a continuous squashing
function
F0:PWL N-shape function
S(go:Linearfunction with
scarlar parameters
a and c

Fig.2 Comparison between Aihara's Model and Proposed Model

To simplify the analysis, we approximate the PWL N-shape function by the following
expression:
mix + b,
F(x) =

x -. .

mx + b2

x <5 8.

mx + b3

5,

(3)

x

The mapping F(x) of equation (2) has two critical turning points and represents the piece
wise linear mapping which is well studied in [10, 11]. Corollary 2.1 in [I I] states the conditions for
the existence of the chaotic behavior of equation (2) when a = 1, and c =0. The results in [ I II
conclude that the mapping F(x) is chaotic in a region defined by the following set of inequalities,
assuming m2 < 0, and a =1, c=O in equation (2):

Set A
i)
m3(1+m2)
-1
ii)
(1 - m2)b3 < (1 - m3) b2

or

m~b3 + m2 b2 + b2 < m2b, " mb 2
l1-

Set B
i)
ml(1 + m2) < -1
ii) (1 - ml)b2 < (I - m2)bl

(4)

m~b, + m2 b + b2 > mb -m~b
- mi-1

iii)

Mnmn
m2 - M

Fig.1 is the graphical composition of N-shape function where the mapping function F(x)
can be expressed as :
m,= a,

m 2 = -to + Q,

m3 = a

b,=B,
b2 =B + m081,
b3 =0
(5)
Therefore, the piece wise linear function that is realized by the proposed circuit can be approximated
by the following expression:
F(x)
ax+B
x < 81

(-mo+a)x+B+m 0 81

ax
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8,

X <2
82 : x

(6)

The first two conditions from equation (4) guarantee that the baseline crossed the descreasing part of
the N function, and that at least one period-three oscillations exists in the unimodal map. These
conditions can be expressed in terms of a and c as:
a (a - mo + a) 5 -a2
(a + mo - a) c > (a - a) ( c - B - mo 81)
(7)
(a - a) (c - B -mo 81) < (a + mo - a) (B - c)
Assume for a moment that c--O (i.e., the sum of contributions of the neurons and external inputs is
zero). From condition (7) for the proposed neuron (a=0.65, mo=3.65) it can be found that the
neuron displays chaos for 0.65 < a < 1.108. This condition can be observed also from the
bifurcation diagram of this case (c--O) shown in Fig.3. However, condition (7) do not cover the
chaotic region, 1.108 < a < -1.45, that is obtained by period doubling. Thus, the chaotic region of a
neuron without contribution of other neurons or external inputs (c--O) is 0.65 < a < 1.45. This is
very useful result for learning weights in the neural network. Assume for a moment that the baseline
slope is fixed as I (a- 1). Then from the conditions given in (7), it can be obtained that the neuron is
chaotic if -0.944 < c < 0.737, and 2.85 < c < 4.53. These result also can be observed in Fig. 4
where the full region of chaos of map(2) in the space of parameters a and c is shown. Another
simulation in Fig. 5 for fixed Baseline (i.e., a- and c=O), to find the bifurcation diagram in function
of a (the ration of the linear function of PWL N-shape) is critical.
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Fi.3Cascade spectrum for F(x) vs. a when c=0
Fig.4 Chaotic region of map in space of a and c
As an example, we selected a set of parameters: a=0.65, mo=-3.65, B=5, 81=1.33, 82=2.7, a=l,
and c=O. We find out those parameters drive the system into chaos shown in Fig.6.
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Fig. 5 A Diagram of Steady State Iteration
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Fig. 6 Phase Diagram for F(x), PWL N-shape
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3.

Electronic Implementation of the Chaotic Neuron

From the previous section, we can control parameters a, a, and c to drive the system. A
voltage mode circuit is proposed in this section to implement the chaotic neuron. The neuron model
of equation (2) expressed in terms of the PWL N-shape function F(x) and the Baseline function is
represented in the block diagram of Fig. 7. The inverter function can be implemented by a CMOS
inverter. The voltage divider using two resistors ( one is passive, another is active.) can act as the
linear function. The summing circuit, and sample and hold circuit can be implemented by Op amps.
The circuit block is shown in Fig.8. The Circuit realization is shown in Fig.9.

Nasrp
PWLWW
h&mcnoo F4,

Th
iefunction

isimpemete byV
avlaedierwhonpsiersstradn

x(ne~t)-ay(n+I )+c

wher aisun
ctionreisor

pi h asv eitr hrfrV
+n

etv

a eteprmtrt

Fig. 7 Block Diagram for a V-aotic Circuit
Fig. 8 Circuit Block for a Chaotic Model
The iinear function is implemented by a voltage divider with one passive resistor and one active
resistor. Vn is the parameters to control the active resistors. When the Vn increases, the resistance
of active resistor decreases. The output voltage is equal to RaVW(Ra+ Rp) which also decreases,
where Ra is the active resistor, and Rp is the passive resistor. Therefore, Vn can be the parameter to
control the ratio between these two resistors which can act as the linear function. The SPICE
simulations are shown in three cases. 1). When Vn--6.2V, the ratio of the linear function function in
the PWL N-shape is o.65, and Vc=O.0 (a= is assumed), from Fig.5 we know that the result is
chaotic. Fig. lOa and Fig. lOb show the time series and the phase diagram for chaotic result. 2).
When Vn=8.5V, the reatio of the linear function function in the PWL N-shape is 0.5, and Vc=0.O
(a=l is assumed), from Fig.5 we know that the result is three fixed points. Fig. 1la and Fig. 1lb
show the time series and the phase diagram for three fixed points. 3). When Vn=6.2V, the ratio of
the linear function function in the PWL N-shape is 0.65, and Vc=l.0 (a-l is assumed), from Fig.3

we know that the result is convergent. Fig. 12 shows the phase diagram for convergent result.
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Fig, 9 Circuit Realization for a Chaotic Neuron
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moel hatdisplays chaos is introduced. The model is derived and compared from
A nuro
the well-known Nagumno-Sato and Aiara's neuron model. The neuron dynamics is described by
one-dimensional nonlinear mapping. Conditions for the chaotic behavior are also given. The
numerical behavior of chaotic neuron is simulated. An electronic circuit is proposed. The SPICE
simulation is demnonstrated. The proposed circuit model gives a wide hardware-wise flexibility for
building different transfer characteristic of a single neuron and for supporting any neural network
structure.
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ABSTRACT
A 4-city traveling salesman problem is used to demonstrate the capability of switchedcapacitor chaotic neural networks. The switched-capacitor neurons used in the network
were integrated using a standard 2-pm, double-poly, double-metal, n-well CMOS technology. The optimum solutions for different sets of network parameters were repeatedly
observed from the experiments. Transientchaos, a phenomenon needed to achieve global
convergence through chaotic simulated annealing, is demonstrated using the neuron.
This suggests the feasibility of using switched-capacitor neural networks as a hardware
optimization engine with efficient global convergence property.

1

INTRODUCTION

The application of neural networks to global optimization problems such as the Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP) [1, 21 have been plagued by notorious "local minima" problems although
such networks do have a desirable property to converge to a stable equilibrium solution. Neural
networks can also provide a hardware solution to optimization problems whose complexity demands
high computational efficiency. Nonlinearity is an essential ingredient for the operation of neural
networks. Sigmoidal or threshold functions are normally used for the nonlinear function.
Chaotic neural networks, which have recently been proposed by [3], are based on a neuron model
with rich nonlinear dynamics including chaotic, periodic, and fixed point responses. The model is a
consequence of experimental observations from biological neurons, which exhibit far more complex
dynamics than conventional neuron models with "static" response [4]. An important attribute of
a chaotic neural network is chaotic search ability [5]. That is, its solution is capable of leaping
out from local minima spontaneously and to effectively "visit" the global minimum. This was
successfully demonstrated by simulation for the TSP [6, 7j and the dynamic associative memory
[8].
Switched-capacitor (SC) circuit technique has been used to design an integrated circuit (IC) chip
for chaotic neural networks [9, 10, 11]. This paper demonstrates a 4-city TSP as an application of
the IC chip. Empirical explanations are given for a condition to reach the global solution. Transient
chaos, which is a crucial phenomenon to achieve global convergence through an approach called
chaotic simulated annealing[12, 13], is also demonstrated using the SC chaotic neuron.
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2

SWITCHED-CAPACITOR CHAOTIC NEURAL NETWORK

A SC implementation of chaotic neuron with self-feedback strength control is shown in Fig. 1
[9, 10, 11]. The circuit realizes a modified version [12, 13] of the chaotic neuron model [3] as follows:
y(t.+i)

ky(t.) - oT(t)f(y(t.)) + U(tn) + 0
=(t,+i)f(y(t-+i))
=

(1)

(2)

where y(t,) is the internal state of the neuron at discrete time t, U(tn) is the sum of all inputs from
other neurons, 0 is an external bias constant, T(t) is the self-feedback strength, a is a parameter
for refractoriness, k is the damping factor of the refractoriness, f(.) is a continuous nonlinear
function, and x(t,) is the analog output of the neuron. h(.) in Fig. 1 is a threshold function, which
imitates waveform shaping dynamics of axon [3]. T(t) is used to demonstrate transient chaos as
shown in Sec. 4. Various design issues, such as the relationships between capacitor ratios and the
above parameters, the nonidealities associated with the operational amplifier and nonlinear output
function, etc., are discussed in [11].
Figure 2 shows a photomicrograph of the switched-capacitor chaotic neuron. A 2-pm, doublepoly, double-metal, n-well CMOS technology was used to fabricate nine neurons in a chip. No effort
was carried out to "pack" as many neurons as possible for this test chip.

0

0

U~t.)+O

t.,

'

Figure 1: Switched-capacitor chaotic neuron.

3

Y0.1)

Figure 2: Photomicrograph of the chaotic neuron.

TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM

The TSP is a popular optimization problem for demonstrating the effectiveness of newly proposed algorithms. In this paper, we use 16 SC chaotic neurons to represent a 4-city TSP problem.
The representation scheme using a permutation matrix proposed in [1] is used here. Notable difference from [1] is obviously the use of SC chaotic neurons.
Figure 3 describes the experimental setup for the TSP network. OUT ij is interpreted as an
ith row and jth column entry of an 4 x 4 square array. "1,' at OUT ij means that jth city visited
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Figure 3: Experimental setup for the TSP network.
is city i. The neuron is the integrated SC chaotic neuron whose output, -- ,ij(tn) in (1), is an
analog value at the output of the nonlinear function shown in Fig. 1. The comparators are used
to shape the output to extract the polarity of the signal. The use of the polarity information is
appealing in a VLSI environment since the information can be transmitted over a long distance
without much degradation in a large IC chip. Synaptic weights tvj,im are implemented by 256 8-bit
Digital-to-Analog converters (DACs) where each weight is set sequentially by a PC through a data
acquisition board. Summers are implemented by inverting summers using op amps and precision
resistors (0.1 percent tolerance). Initial conditions can be specified through INIT blocks, which
consist of switches as shown in the inset of Fig. 3. During at,initialization phase, the network is
put through a large number of iterations with a given initial condition. Thus, the network is allowed
to settle to a consistent state with the given initial condition. The whole network is operated with
a 100 kHz dlock, which amounts to 100,000 iterations per second.
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The energy function to be minimized is defined using the polarity information as follows:
(h(x,,(t.)) - 1)} +

Ek(t.)

+

~

hx
i=

(hx(t)-

4

it

4

2

~g,.it)}(3)

1=ij=-

where A, B, and D are positive constants, dil is the distance between cities i and 1, zi(t,) represents
the case when city i is visited jth at a discrete time t,,, and N is the number of cities. As was done
in (1], the first and second terms on the right hand side of the above equation represent constraints
such that each row and column, respectively, has only one nonzero entry. The third constraint is
to minimize the total distance.
The synaptic weights and the bias value 6 can be obtained by:
wij,lm = -A6il(1

- 6jm) - B6im(1 - bil) - DdiL(6mj+

+ 6m,j-i)

(4)

and
9 = R(A + B)

(5)

where wij,n is a synaptic weight from neuron Im to neuron ij, 6,i = 1 if i = j and 6ij = 0 otherwise,

and R is the firing rate parameter. R is a scaling factor which can modify the bias value 0 for a
given set of A and B in order to adjust the performance of the network, as will be explained in
Sec. 4.
3.1

Experimental Results

After the DACs (see Fig. 3) are programmed using the weights computed by (4) for a given
problem and an appropriate value of R was chosen (see Sec. 4), we tested the performance of
the network by setting initial conditions randomly. For each initial condition, the outputs were
observed for the first 10,000 iterations. The collected data is stored in a computer where various
analyses are possible. Figure 4 shows a plot of the energy function Eh(t,) from 300th to 800th
iteration when R = 0.490 (this corresponds to 0 = 1.469 V). Within 10,000 iterations, the network
visited local minima 3 times and the global minimum 5 times. From the figure, we can observe
that the global minimum was reached even after the network reached a local minimum. Although
the local minimum shown in the figure suggests that its energy and that of the global minimum
differ only slightly, the network can differentiate them distinctly.
Table 1 shows a preliminary result of the statistical performance of the network with 100 initial
conditions that are randomly generated. The results suggest a good ability to reach the global
minimum though no effort was done, due to time constraint for this publication, to search for a
value of R for the best performance.

4

DISCUSSION

In a VLSI environment, unavoidable deviations of circuit components due to nonideal effects
cause variations in neuron characteristics. However, measurements of the neurons used in the
network have shown that their response characteristics are found to be similar. Detail characteristics
of a typical SC chaotic neuron from the chip are shown in Fig. 5. The top plot is the bifurcation
diagram of the neuron. The second plot shows the Lyapunov exponent A that is computed from
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Figure 4: The energy function Eh(t,,) vs. time step for 0 = 1.469
the mapping of y(tn) and y(t,+i). The average firing rate p is plotted next by computing p =
§&0E
h(z(tk)). If h(.) is replaced by the identity function, the average firing rate PA becomes
the Angel's staircase [7], as shown in the fourth plot.
The Angel's staircase is valuable to determine the correlation between the average firing rate
and the external bias while it is difficult to enumerate a corresponding value for a given external
bias using the other plots. This is due to a relatively smooth nature of PA. Figure 5 indicates
the values of PA and 0 for the three cases shown in Table 1. For each case, the nonlinear map
using the measuree data is plotted to show the qualitative difference among chaotic attractors.
It is premature to draw any conclusions with the limited amount of data. However, the average
firing rate and the behavior of chaotic attractor appear to be important parameters to influence the
performance of the the network. More detailed experiments are being conducted and the results
will be published in [14].
As the plot of Eh(t,,) in Fig. 4 clearly demonstrated, the network has an ability to escape
from local minima. However, it is also obvious that the network does not "converge" to the global
minimum due to the chaotic dynamics that allow the network to avoid the local minimum traps.
Chaotic simulated annealing [12, 13] has been proposed to solve this problem. This takes advantage
of a phenomenon called transient chaos, which brings the network into a chaotic state first. Then, by
decreasing the self-feedback strength T(t) gradually, the network converged to the global minimum
robustly [13] in numerical simulation. Using the test switch shown in Fig. 1, we have demonstrated
transient chaos [11]. Figure 6 shows an example of the phenomenon. 0 was 2.006 V and T(t) was
decreased from 0.75 V to -0.25 V. Thus, we postulate that SC chaotic neural networks are capable
of realizing a physical circuit for chaotic simulated annealing with global convergence property.
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Table 1: Performance of the network
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APPEARANCE OF DEVIL'S STAIRCASE IN INTRACELLULAR CALCIUM
SPIKES IN RESPONSE TO PULSATILE RELEASE OF
NEUROTRANSMITTERS FROM THE BRAIN
Teresa Ree Chay
Department of Biological Sciences, University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260 USA
ABSTRACT
The brain releases hormones and neurotransmitters in a pulsatile manner. In response to
this, some nerve cells release calcium ions from the intracellular calcium stores (e.g., endoplasmic
recticulum). Using a mathematical model presented in this paper, we show that the Ca 2+ released
from the calcium store follows N:M patterns where there are M releases of Ca2+ in response to N
applications of neurotransmitters. From these patterns, we construct a devil's staircase and then
show that the rules governing this staircase are indeed universal. This work thus provides a
theoretical explanation for the appearance of blocked and delayed responses of [Ca2 +]i spikes in
response to pulsed agonists and demonstrates the existence of universality in such a phase-locking
system.
1. INTRODUCTION
A wide variety of cells generate repetitive changes in their intracellular Ca2+ concentration,
when neurotransmitters and hormones that engage in the phospholinositide(PI-)signalling pathway are applied steadily. Under in vivo conditions, however,
neurotransmitters and hormones are not released steadily but are released in a pulsatile fashion
(Kriebel et al., 1990; Brabant et al., 1992). Thus, how [Ca 2+] responds to a pulsatile application
of agonists is of physiological interest. Using the model presented in Sec. 2, we investigate the
effect of a pulsatile application of the agonist on the [Ca 2 ]i responses. In Sec. 3, we show that
as the frequency of pulse intervals is increased, the system will pass through N:M phase locked
regimes, where N is the number of stimuli and M is the number of responses (N>M). By
following the method which was designed for the heart rhythms (Shrier et al., 1987), we further
show how to predict this type of rhythm using a simple recurrence relationship that relates two
successive stimulus durations. Using the predicted N:M rhythms thus obtained, we plot the ratio
M/N versus the simulus frequency. Such a plot is given the name "Devil's staircase," because
between any two steps there is an infinity of steps, and only the devil is able to climb such stairs.
Our staircase, indeed, follows the universal rules of phase-locking nonlinear dynamical systems.
[Ca 2 +]i,

2. THE MODEL
The model presented in this section is modified from Example 2 of Cuthbertson and Chay
(1991) to accommodate the scheme proposed by Bourne and Stryer (1992). The essence of this
model is that a build-up of guanosine-5'-triphosphate-binding proteins (G.-GTP) leads to a
sudden activation of phospholipase C (PLC) when four moles of GQ-GTP is combined with one
mole of PLC. The activated form of PLC (PLC*) is the GTPase activating protein (GAP). GAP
is an effector which can produce inositol (1,4,5) triphosphate (InsP 3 ) and diacylglycerol (DAG)
from phosphatidyl inositol (4,5) biphosphate (PIP 2 ). InsP 3 , in turn, can release Ca 2+ from the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) by activting the InsP -sensitive Ca 2 +-releasing channel in ER. We
assume that the rate of appearance and that o? disappearnce of PLC* are enhanced by a
DAG-dependent protein (e.g., protein kinase C). The production of DAG and IP3 by PLC* is
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also enhanced by the same protein.
According to the mechanisms discussed above, the following four simultaneous differential
equations provide the core of the model. The first equation describes the dynamic change of
[Ga-GTP],
d[Ga-GTP
dt

kg [G-GDP] - 4 kp [Ga-GTP]r[PLC] - h [Ga-GTP]

(1)

where the first term on the right is an increase of [Ga-GTPI due to the conversion of Ga-GDP to
G,-GTP, the second term is a loss of [G -GTP] to form the activated form of PLC, and the third
term is due to the hydrolysis of Ga-GTP back to G.-GDP.
The second differential equation involves the dynamic change of DAG and InsP 3 :
4DAG]

[DAG?2

k

=

[PLC*] - hd [DAG]

+ R

(2)

KD2 + [DAGr

dt

where the first term is the production of DAG from PIP 2 by the action of PLC*, the second term
is a loss of DAG due to other chemical reactions, and Pd is a leak term which keeps [DAG] at the
basal level. For simplicity, it is assumed that [DAG] and [InsP 3] increase with the same rate such
that [DAG]=[InsP 3 ].
The third differential equation describes the dynamic change of [Ca2+i:
d[Ca2+i
dt

[InsP 3 ] 3
3
Ks 3 + [InsP 3]

=

(3)
-

bi [Ca

(3)

where the first term is an increase of [Ca 2 +]. due to the release of Ca2+ from the Ca2+ store, and
the second term is a loss of [Ca 2+]i due to the Ca 2 +-ATPase pumps, and the third term is a leak
which keeps the cell at its basal level of Ca2+ in the absence of external stimuli.
The hypothesis that PLC* is GAP gives the following differential equation for the
g-protein-PLC complex:
d[PLC*]
dt

=

[DAG]2

KD2

+

(kp[Ga-GTP] 4 [PLC]

-

hp[PLC*])

(4)

[DAG]2

where the first term inside the curly brackets is the formation of PLC* from PLC by the action of
Ga-GTP, and the second term is a loss of PLC* due to the hydrolysis of the complex back to
G.-GDP.
In the above equations, [G-GDP] can be related to [GcGTP] by the relation
[Gd-GDP] = G. - [Ga-GTP - 4[PLC*]

(5)

where Go is the total concentration of the g-proteins. Likewise, [PLC] is related to [PLC*] by the
relation,
[PLC] = P. - [PLC*]
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(6)

where P. is the total concentration of PLC.
In this model, the agonist concentration is equated to kg (see eqn. 1), whose value increases
as the agonist concentration increases. Periodic stimulation was performed under a nonoscillating
condition (i.e., k,--0.005) where the cell is quiescent at the resting level of [Ca 2+]i=200 nM.
Other parameters used for the simulations (unless otherwise stated) are: h --0-0 s- 1 , kd= 7 0 0 s -1 ,
hd =100 s "1, ed=250 nM s- 1 , k, = 9.0x10 4 nMos- 1 , hc = 1.0 s- 1, 2c = 200 nM-s- 1 ,
k,=2Xl0-7 nM-4 °s-1 , hp'0.5 s- 1, Ks=300 nM, KD= 2 5 nM, Go=200nM, and P0 =l0nM.
3. RESULTS
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spikes (the upper traces) in response to the agonist pulses (lower traces).

The four simultaneous differential equations were solved by an ODE solver. Figure 1
shows phase locking patterns of [Ca 2+]i (the upper trace) in response to repetitve agonist stimuli
(the lower traces). As shown in the lower traces, the stimulus is a square in shape with a base of
k=0.005 sec-1, a height of k,=0.04 sec- 1, and a duration of 10 seconds. Here, the 1:1, 5:4, 4:3,
Y2,5:3, and 2:1 rhythms were obtained by progressively decreasing SS to 70, 54, 52, 45, 38,
and 35 seconds. We note that the 5:4 and 4:3 rhythms shown in this figure also occurs in heart
patients and is known as Wenckebach periodicity or Mobitz Type I block. The Mobitz type II
block (which occurs in abnormal heart rhythms) can also be seen in the 3:2 and 2:1 rhythms. A
complex 5:3 reverse Wenckebach rhythm composed of alternating 3:2 and 2:1 cycles can also be
seen between the 3:2 and 2:1 rhythms (see the second frame from the bottom). The rhythms
shown in this figure also resemble those seen experimentally in squid axons (Hayashi et al., 1982;
Matsumoto et al., 1987) and theoretically (Holden and Muhamad, 1984; Aihara and Matsumoto,
1987) using the Hodgkin-Huxley model (1952). The delay and blocking observed here can be
explained as follows: According to this model, Ca2+ can only be released from the Ca2+ stores
when (Ga-GTP] reaches a critical level. The build-up of [G,,-GTP] is slow, and during this
build-up [Ca 2+]1 remains at its resting level. The response is blocked because not enough
[G,-GTP] is created when the agonist is pulsed prematurely.
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Response time (S2 -H 2 ) as a function of the preceding recovery time (H1 -S2 ).

Figure 2 shows a recovery curve where the response time (S 2 -H2 ) is plotted as a function of
the preceding recovery time (H1 -S2 ). This curve was constructed from the following scheme. A

train of stimuli (SI) is periodically delivered to the cell at a regular interval of 500 sec. For each
stimulus follows a Ca + response (H) at some later time, where H is recorded when the upstroke
of [Ca2+]i becomes 0.4 pM. We then introduce a premature stimulus (S2) at the end of the train at
intervals less than 500 sec. As in Fig. 1 S and SZ are square stimuli consisting of a base of
Ys=0.005 sec-1, a height of k-0.04 sec- 1, anda duration of 10 seconds.
The recovery curve shown in Fig. 2 can be fitted to two exponential functions,
SH =

SHm, + al exp(-Ul

+ ot2 exp['IISJ

(7)

where SH stands for S 2 -H 2 , HS stands for HI-S 2 , and HSmin is S 1 -H, (the interval between the
response and the primary pulse at the steady state), and ai, a2, T1, and 2 are the parameters to be
fitted from the curve. The curve shown by the solid line in the same figure was fitted with the
following parametric values: SHmin= 8 .0 sec, ai= 1 3 5 .2 sec, 2=18.3 sec, and 'cl =10.8 sec, and
%=51.3 sec. Note that in this model it takes at least 8 seconds to respond to an external stimulus,
i.e., SHi n is equal to 8 seconds.
The recovery curve data can then be used to find the steady-state path on the SHi+1 -SH i
plane (i.e., a plane consisting of two successive responses). This can be done by formulating an
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iterative function; this function is formulated from eqn. 7 by noting HS i = SS - SH i and
substituting this equality into eqn. 7
Mi+I = SHmi + a, exp K(SS)+SHi] + a12 exp K(S)+SH21

(8)

where K takes integer values of 1, 2, 3, ..., as discussed in Shrier er al. (1987).
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Figure 3 shows iterative maps of solving eqn. 8 at six different values of the pacing cycle
length SS. The diagonal line is the line which lies on SHi+1=SH-I. The pacing cycle lengths are
given on the figure. The arrowed lines are the steady state paths. The curve shown in Fig. 3 is
obtained using K=l from the above iterative function starting from SHi=SHmin, and the upper
and lower curves in the remaining figures are obtained using K=1 and K=2, respectively. In
these figures, the straight line is a 45-degree line which is obtained using the equation SHi. SH
i . Here, the SS values decrease progressively from 70 sec, 54 sec, 52 sec, 45 sec, 38 sec,35
sec. The arrowed lines are obtaining using the following recipe: (i) Starting from any point in the
45-degree line, move vertically until the trajectory hits the curve, (ii) then move horizontally until
it hits the diagonal line, (iii) repeat the above two steps over and over again, and finally (iv) stop
the process when the trajectory repeats the same path over and over (i.e., when the trajectory
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enters the steady state path). These iterative maps can generate the N:M patterns shown Fig. 1,
and indeed this figure was reproduced by solving the differential equations given in Sec. 2.
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these features is the addition rule: It has been shown mathematically that between
adjacent steps of N:M and N':M' patterns, it is possible to find an additional smaller step whose
rhythmic pattern is N+N':M+M' (Keener, 1981). Thus, between the 1:1 and 2:1 rhythms one
expects to find an infinity of steps, and the name devil's staircase was derived for this reason.
Consistent with this rule, the iterative equation given in eq. 8 gave rise to many steps, as shown in
i) It is
this figure. Other interesting features of this staircase as stated by Peitgen et al. (1992) are:
the
has
it
iii)
1.0,
of
dimension
fractal
a
has
it
ii)
borderline fractal because it is not self-similar,
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area equal to 1/2, and iv) its boundary of curve is exactly 2.
4. DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated in this paper that the model presented in Sec. 2 exhibits many
interesting types of rhythms when the agonists are pulsed periodically. At certain frequency
ranges we find phase-locked N:M responses similar to those found in the Hodgkin-Huxley
system driven by a train of electrical pulses and types of arrhythmias usually seen in the heart. An
interesting aspect of the present study is that Wenckebach-like rhythms in the receptor-operated
model follows the devil's staircase. This staircase has the property that between two adjacent
steps there are many other types of steps with shorter transition zones. It also follows the addition
rule such that between N:M and N':M' rhythms, there is (M+M'):(N+N') rhythm (Keener,
1981). This staircase is boderline fractal in that it has a fractal dimension of unity but is not
self-similar (Peitgen et al., 1992). Since the devil's staircase is fractal in nature, it is universal at
the transition to chaos (Bak, 1977).
The devil's staircase has been observed in various phase-locked physical systems and its
significance has been well recognized (see the discussion by Bak, 1977). However, this paper is
the first theoretical demonstration that such a staircase also arises in the calcium release mechanism
by the endoplasmic reticulum in response to neurotransmitter pulses from the brain. In addition,
we have illustrated a feasibility of observing such a staircase experimentally using a two-pulse
protocol. We have also shown that this staircase follows the universal rule in chaos theory.
Universality that exists in chaos theory is an interesting subject (Peitgen et al., 1992). This is a
contribution to what expect to be an entertaining and enlighting future in cellular Ca2 dynamics.
The work of TRC was supported by the Pennsylvania Chapter of the American Heart Association.
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BIFURCATIONS AND CHAOS IN PULSING Si NEURONS
A. G. U. Perera, S. R. Betarbet and S. G. Matsik
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Georgia State University
Atlanta, GA 30303.
ABSTRACT-An iterative map is derived from the device equations for a silicon p+-n-n +
diode, which emulates a biological neuron. This map is extended to a coupled neuron
circuit which could be used as a single channel of a parallel asynchronous processor. The
extended map output is studied under different driving conditions, showing fixed points
(both stable and unstable) and limit cycles. The modeling outputs are compared with
the experimental outputs which show a Hopf bifurcation. Also shown are the periodic
and chaotic responses of a network corresponding to recognition or lack of recognition of
IR signals.
A hardware neural network has been constructed. The active element of this artificial
neuron is a nonlinear integrate-and-fire p+-n-n+ diode, which acts as a parametrically
modulated time series generator. In our previous work, we have described the operation
of the diodes which offer promise in terms of providing components for systems which
simulate networks of real neurons.[I,2] A spiketrain can be regarded as a physical repre.... We developed a device physics model to explain
sentation of a time series Tt, T3,
the pulse output of these devices. By converting this model to a form of an iterative
map T.+i = f(T., (device parameters, <inputs>}) we can see the nonlinear behavior of
the system which include summed and temporally integrated inputs (<inputs>). This
can convert spiketrain inputs (as well as graded signal inputs) from other neurons into
an analog signal which can exercise parametric control over the generation of a new time
series in a network situation. The explicit form of f is associated with the dynamical
system (real or artificial neuron, etc).
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Our model to predict the successive interpulse time intervals (IPTIs) gives an iterative
map:
T

= f(T) = (I
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where f is the feedback gain and -y is the dynamical space charge variation noise factor.
The time interval from the model is a dimensionless ratio of the real time interval between
spikes and a factor r. The parameters depend on the inputs and device parameters. The
results obtained using this model for a single pulsing diode are shown in Fig. 1 as a fit
to the experimental data obtained.
If a secondary pulsing diode unit is connected (see Fig. 2) to a primary pulsing diode
(fP), through a filter (F), the iterative map of the secondary unit (f") becomes
T.,,+, = f'(wF(T,.-i) + T.,.) where Tp,._i =

fp(T,,-

2

)

where
f(a,)

- e'( - T.,.)

- "

= T.,.+,

Te'""
(a = s or p) and F(Tp,.) = 27rrC,

For the primary diode with a constant inputp =A/T is a constant as Tp,,, stabilizes
to a constant time interval which is the mean of a normal distribution due to noise
(Fig. 1). For time varying inputs (e.g. with another pulsing diode as input) the mean
A/T ,,2 1 where the delay (from n to n - 2) is due
time interval T.,. varies. Hence/,.,
pulse in the primary diode, the filter circuit and
of
a
single
to signal transmission delays
the secondary diode.
To simplify the map we we remove the subscripts for the secondary and primary units
and substitute (I - Tn) = X,,, K1 = 1/wF and K2 = wFexp(,y). We can consider the
feedback/O,, to be a phase parameter similar to the map parameter T, as it is physically
responsible for transferring a portion of the device output back to the input after a delay.
Our map is equivalent to a third order difference equation. Hence we can convert it into
a second order planar map 131. The resulting delayed map has the form
-

X'+j = K 2 (X,.

-

Kl)
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The series obtained by time reversal of the map in Eqn. 1 converges to a fixed point as
seen Fig 4, indicating an unstable fixed point in the original map.
Using the embedding X" = X,, X2 = X,,-,
for the map in Eqn. 1

X" = X,-

2

we obtain the following form

X'n,+1 = K2(Xn' - K1) - -'/ ('- X3)
=

'

-x'

n+1

/.
n

This has a fixed point at (0.83507, 0.83507, 0.83507). Constructing the Jacobian matrix
for this map we obtain the following expression for the eigenvalues

14 + A-K2)(X,- _
(1 -. X 3)2 ( 1

,)-J-X'/(l-x3)2x, 2
)1

(l8

2

-KA_
K,)-.X/(J-X,)2 =o
(1

-

X
)318

-K

1

2

Evaluating this at the fixed point (0.83507) we obtain eigenvalues of -3.41875 and 3.967±3.41875i. Since these all have modulus greater than 1 the fixed point is unstable.
This confirms the fixed point shown in Fig. 4 for the time reversed map.
The network output is extremely sensitive to changes in the -y/A ratio which is equivalent to the diode bias. This is illustrated in Fig 3, where a small change in the ratio, (in
absence of noise) results in the stable fixed point being converted to a limit cycle (Hopf
bifurcation). As the control parameter is decreased the limit cycle grows until only the
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Figure 5: Experimental interpulse time interval (T.) data for constant bias of (a) 4.7 V and (b) 4.8 V. The
model output from the circuit in Fig. 2. with (c) y./A = 8.17 and (d) -y./A = 8.1567. We observe a Hopf
bifurcation from a stable fixed point (ac) to a limit cycle (b. d). The common parameters are Pp = 0.125.
y= ,yp= -1, the noise 0'7 = Op = 10 - 3 and the coupling w = 10- 4 .

unstable fixed point at its center is visible in Fig. 3(D). Dynamic noise in a diode can be a
stabilizing factor and may produce a limit cycle. The two diode experimental circuit gives
a rich spectrum of nonlinear behavior depending on the driving parameters. For example
under a constant sub-threshold bias (to C terminal in Fig. 2) and a transient input B
(the pulse output T through a filter, equivalent to a weighted (tw) transfer function F in
the model) the 2-D return map shows a stable fixed point as indicated in Fig. 5 (a). A
stable fixed point is seen for the experimental data at a constant bias of 4.7 V in Fig. 5
(a)..s the constant bias is increased to 4.8 V a Hopf bifurcation[3] occurs producing the
limit cycle in Fig. 5 (b). A similar effect is seen for the model results in Fig. 5 (c) and
(d).
When this device is used as an IR detector, the output time series T, with n = 1, 2, 3...
can create patterns which can be called mode locked when the output follows a periodic pattern of pulsing such that T, is a periodic function of n. In Fig. 6 we illustrate
'recognition' of color temperature 220K via period-9 mode locking. This is similar to
the suggestion made by Skarda and Freeman[4] saying recognition corresponds to periodic (oscillatory) network response and novelty or lack of recognition corresponds to
nonperiodic, chaotic response.
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Abstract
Neural networks with recurrent connections and nonlinear squashing functions are
capable of dynamic activity, including periodic and quasi-periodic oscillations, and
chaotic attractors. Here we explore the development of attractors by changing the
neural network's weights according to a perturbation schedule that depends on previous
success in developing attractors. The networks were rewarded for developing multiple
attractors. The resulting networks demonstrate capacity that could ultimately be
tapped for pattern classification and optimization tasks.

1

Introduction

Recurrent neural networks are capable of rich dynamic behavior that can potentially be
used for recognition, optimization, and control applications. Unlike feed-forward networks,
which are static, networks with recurrent connections can exhibit periodic oscillations, quasiperiodic oscillations, and chaotic attractors as well as fixed point attractors. In applications,
these attractors could represent pattern classes, memories, optimization solutions, or control
actions. Different sets of initial states or initial spatiotemporal stimuli could drive the network into these different final attractors. Thus, it is key to develop networks with multiple
attractors that can be triggered by known initial conditions.
When attractors are not limited to fixed point stable states, new attractors are possible,
including quasi-periodic oscillations and chaotic attractors as well as periodic oscillations.
In the computational paradigm suggested by Hopfield, optimization and memory recall is
performed when the network settles into a fixed point attractor, but the capacity is highly
limited and the basins of attraction are not adjusted to cover the desired regions. A key to
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overcoming these limitations is to explore networks with multiple higher-order (non-fixedpoint) attractors and to vary these attractors with weight changes.
In this paper we report observations on networks with recurrent connections, positive and
negative activation values, non-linear squashing functions, and asymmetric weights. With
random weights and initial states, a single attractor was usually observed. To generate
multiple attractors, we developed a perturbation method that successively perturbs weights
and saves values that led to increased numbers of attractors.

2

Network Structure

The neural networks were single layer networks with recurrent connections. Each pair of
units had bidirectional connections; weights on these reciprocal connections did not have to
be the same (e.g. wij = wji or wi, $ wji). The networks were fully connected or sparsely
connected, with some weights set to zero. Activation levels were determined by the following
equation:
N

ai(t + 1) = f(Egwija,(t))

(1)

i=1

where ai(t) = activation of unit j at time t, wji = weight to unit j from unit i, N = the
number of processing units, the function f is a squashing function, and g a multiplier, set
to 1.0 during our perturbation experiments. Although a variety of functions may be used
for f, we have used a symmetric sigmoid (tanh) function as follows in our simulations,
f(z) = (1/(1 + e - ') - 0.5) * 2.0, which allows activation values to vary from -1.0 to 1.0.

3

Attractors

Neural networks were generated with random weights in fully and sparsely connected configurations. Configurations were denoted (N,K), meaning N units and K incoming connections
to each unit. Source units for the K non-zero incoming connections were chosen at random.
Weights and initial states were generated at random from a uniform distribution (-1.0:1.0].
Transitions from fixed point attractors to chaotic attractors were observed as g was increased starting from numbers below 1.0, with N=64 and K=16 or 64. The average activation
at time t (a(t)) was calculated, and a(t + 1) versus d(t) was graphed. Transients were not
included in the graphs, thus attractors projected to a(t) were shown. As noted by Doyon
et al [11, increasing factor g caused a progression of graphs to be generated, starting with a
single fixed point and bifurcating into limit cycles and eventually to a chaotic attractor [2].
Transition to chaos happened rapidly, with changes in the first to fourth decimal place of g.
Figure 1 shows an attractor projected as d(t + 1) versus d(t). This attractor occurred
after 1000 initial steps were skipped, to avoid transients. The network had N=64, K=16.
Factor g=1.3, which was above the region with only a fixed point attractor and lower than
the region where a chaotic attractor appears. The attractor in Figure 1 is symmetric, as
inclusion of point (x,y) always occurs with inclusion of point (-x,-y). This there is a 180'
rotational symmetry about (0,0). This symmetry results from the symmetry in the squashing
function, which allows both negative and positive activation values.
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and other initial states resulted in the attractor in Figure 2(b), its symmetric counterpart.
Thus multiple dynamic attractors did not usually appear to occur in a neural network
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built from random weights with random initial conditions. This result motivates the development of paradigms that find weights that produce multiple dynamic attractors that can
be accessed from different initial states.

4

Perturbation

A training schedule was devised with the goal of developing multiple attractors within the
same network, accessed by different initial states. Attractors were not limited to fixed points
and reciprocal weights were not limited to equal values.
A perturbation schedule is applied to the weights in which random numbers are added
to a randomly selected subset of weights in the network. In each iteration a set of q weights,
(wI, W2, ... , W,) is selected at random and perturbed as wi = wi + mri where Ei is a random
variable and m a multiplier. The new network is then tested with a set of initial states BI
(i = 1, 2, ... , nB). For each initial state, the network is iterated forwards past transients,
using (1), until an attractor or final set of states is reached and the attractor is classified as
fixed point ("order 0"), an n-cycle oscillator ("order n"), or a final state with no observed
repeats. Performance is then evaluated according to one of the following: (1) number of
distinct attractors, or (2) number of distinct n-cycle attractors (2 < n < max). At each
perturbation, if performance is better with the perturbed weights, then the new weights are
saved. Otherwise the perturbations are discarded.
Thus, each perturbation is governed by the following parameters: the quantity of weights
q and the multiplier m. A perturbation schedule is proposed, to vary these parameters.
The user choses an initial value for each parameter. A parameter is changed incrementally
whenever a perturbation fails to increase performance, and is also changed whenever a perturbation succeeds in increasing performance. Parameters that dictate the amount of change
in the values are chosen by the user. These parameters are: m = the amount added to
m upon failure, m. = the amount added to m upon success, qf = the amount added to q
upon failure, and q. = the amount added to q upon success. Either parameter or both may
be adjusted for the perturbation schedule. At any point the user may manually reset these
parameters.
Typically, the initial value for m and q are chosen to be so low that early perturbations do not increase performance. Changes upon failure would be small positive numbers.
Changes upon success would be larger negative numbers, so that the successful region would
be scanned again. Alternatively, the parameters can be started large and changes scan
downwards to smaller numbers during perturbation, until successful regions for change are
found.
With the perturbation schedule, the network explores values of q and m that tend to
produce more attractors or more n-cycle attractors (n > 1). Preliminary explorations showed
that particular ranges of each of these values are auspicious for increasing performance of
the network.
The results of the perturbation analysis depend on the set of initial states Bi used. This
set should include a representative sample of initial states needed for typical applications.
In our test cases we generated initial states from a uniform random distribution.
Initially the weights are set at small random numbers, but can be set deterministically,
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Figure 3: Number of attractors as a function of iteration.
also. For example, initial weights calculated from a Hopfield associative memory [31 starts
the network with multiple fixed-point attractors.

5

Results

Figure 3 shows the results from a 10-neuron network that was subjected to 200 perturbations
taken from a uniform random distribution [-1:1]. The network was fully interconnected, and
initial weights were small random numbers from a uniform distribution [-1:1. The number
of attractors is plotted for each iteration of weight perturbations. Only when the number
of attractors exceeded the previous maximum were the weight perturbations saved. The
perturbation schedule had q = 50, m = 1, with no changes in m and q over time. Iterations
reported as 0 attractors usually had exceedingly long transients and thus only transients
were found.
The final number of attractors developed in this example was nine, and all were of order
2 (2-cycles). Some 2-cycles were inverses of others (e.g. multiplied by -1). Thus at least 5
distinct attractors were present. This contrasts with the Hopfield Network memory, which
produces approximately 0.1 5n memories for n processing units, which would limit the system
to under 2 usable attractors for 10 units. Thus it appears that new paradigms are possible
with the more flexible networks used here.
Figure 4 shows results from another 10-neuron network subjected to 200 perturbations.
Parameters q = 20, m = 1 initially, m = 0.1 and m. = -2.0. On iteration 30, 12 attractors
were found and on iteration 185, 13 attractors were found. The 12-attractor network had all
2-cycle oscillator attractors, whereas the 13-attractor network had twelve 4-cycle oscillators
and one 2-cycle oscillator.

6

Discussion

To exploit the rich dynamic behavior of neural networks for computational purposes, we
must first be able to build dynamic attractors into a network through weight adjustment.
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Figure 4: Number of attractors as a function of iteration.
Although previous work by Doyon et al [11 demonstrated transitions from fixed-point to
chaotic attractors, it did not show how multiple distinct attractors were developed and
accessed through unique initial states. In this paper we have used the number of attractors
as the performance criterion when developing weights in a recurrent neural network. A
perturbation schedule changed groups of weights randomly, and networks with increased
numbers of distinct attractors were saved. Attractors can be fixed point or n-cycle oscillators
and the number of attractors was increased in an accretional fashion by the network. The
number of attractors developed exceeds the capacity of the Hopfield network associative
memory. In associati, e memory applications, the dynamic networks used here offer a wide
repertoire of differing basins of attraction with complex boundaries, and, as a result, exceed
the limited set of boundary basins available in the Hopfield associative memory.

7
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Chaos as a Network Mechanism
for Endogenous Generation of Variability in Behavior
John Fiala, Steve Olson
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Abstract
Aneural network is presented which exhibits random variability as an emergent property of the network. The chaotic
dynamic of the network provides endogenous random generation useful for learning sensorimotor kinematics of visually-guided arm movements. The network is a variant of the gated dipole with feedback which, in contrast to previous
models, does not rely on large amplitude noise for random behavior.

1. Introduction
Many recent authors have noted the importance of self-generated behavioral variability to adaptation (Conrad, 1986;
Gaudiano & Grossberg, 1990, 1991; Kelso & Dung, 1993; Mpitsos, et al, 1988). In order to find and learn the most
successful behavior, an organism must be able to internally generate a spectrum of possible behaviors from which to
choose. In the absence of familiar stimuli for which an appropriate response has been learned, the organism must
have an internal mechanism which introduces variability in behavior. If the organism relies only on external stimuli to
determine behavior, then the set of possible actions is limited and therefore the adaptability of the organism is also
limited. Endogenous (or internal) mechanisms for random generation allow exploration of a behavioral domain to
improve adaptation. Such themes are familiar, of course, in theories of evolution by natural selection. What has been
suggested, however, is that if variability improves the adaptive process then it is in the interest of the organism to be
able to generate that variability internally, by mechanisms which it can regulate, rather than relying on externally
imposed randomness (Conrad, 1986).
In the behavioral domain, an important theoretical question is how a plausible neural network can generate random
behavior useful for adaptation. Models of endogenous random generation rely on built-in sources of noise to provide
variability. This noise, as will be described for the model of Gaudiano and Grossberg below, is generally an assumed
source of randomness which introduces the property of variability into the model equations. It is possible, however, to
construct a neural network which has random variability as an emergent property of the network equations themselves, without input from external sources of randomness. An example of a network with this type of emergent property is the subject of this paper.
Many neural networks which exhibit chaotic dynamics have been described (King, 1991; Basar, 1990). Chaos has
been known to arise in feedback gated dipole networks for at least a decade (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1983). In the
gated pacemaker model, Carpenter and Grossberg found that for a certain shape of neural transmission function the
system could exhibit an irregular oscillation indicative of chaos. The functional role of chaos has not been resolved,
however, despite much speculation as to possible roles for chaos in biological systems (Conrad, 1986; King, 1991;
Skarda & Freeman, 1987). We show how chaos in neural networks can be used to generate randomness useful for
adaptation. An example is given of how the chaotic dynamic of a particular network may provide endogenous random generation of sample training vectors useful in learning the sensorimotor kinematics of visually-guided arm
movements. We begin by describing the original endogenous random generator model of Gaudiano and Grossberg
(1990). Our model is a simple modification of their basic circuit, the gated dipole with feedback.
2. The ERG Circuit
In the vector associative map (VAM) model of motor learning (Gaudiano & Grossberg, 1991), the kinematic map
relating the visually perceived position of the hand and the arm muscle contractions which realize that position is
learned by sampling the relationship throughout the workspace of the arm. In other words, the hand is viewed at a
number of different locations and the associated muscle contractions which correspond to that hand position are
learned. In order to sample the workspace, the endogenous random generator (ERG) circuit was proposed. This cir-
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Figure 2. The basic ERG circuit.

cuit automatically creates a random velocity signal which is used as a movement command to generate a new arm
position. By generating a sequence of such movement commands followed by quiescent periods in which learning
could take place, the circuit serves as a basic component in a real-time model of unsupervised learning. The basic system components are depicted in Figure 1.
The ERG circuit has also been used in other models of motor learning, such as the DIRECT model of Bullock, et al
(1993). In this model, the kinematic relationship between visually-perceived hand velocities and joint angle rotation
rates is learned by sampling the workspace with arm movements. In contrast to the VAM model, the DIRECT model
learns during the arm movements rather than during the periods of non-movement. However, the same ERG circuit
can be used to support this model of self-organizing motor control.
The ERG circuit is depicted in Figure 2. The basic circuit design is that of the gated dipole (Grossberg, 1972), which
has been the basis of models of endogenous rhythm generation (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1983). In the ERG, the opponent ON/OFF states of the dipole are coupled with slow transmitter dynamics and feedback to produce an endogenous generator of spontaneous activity (Gaudiano and Grossberg, 1990). Variability in the ERG circuit is induced by
large amplitude noise present in the phasic input signal J.In the original ERG simulations this noise is modeled by
the equation
J

ax
r= (0 J A+ -

with pobability

1P

(EQ 1)

with probability (I - -)
P
around
an
average
level g.. The term p represents the
of
random
noise
spikes
distributed
in
amplitude
Thus, J consists
5
average time between spikes. Typical values are t=0.05, (Y= 1,p=0. , with the x, and x2 variables restricted to [0,1].

3. Chaotic Dynamics
Ceitain continuous-time dynamical systems exhibit complicated behavior, characterized by irregular (non-periodic)
oscillations. In a dissipative dynamical system, the state of the system is attracted to a localized region of the state
space within which this irregular or chaotic motion is demonstrated perpetually. An important property of systems
with chaotic dynamics is ergodic movement on this region of the state space, the attractor. Althou,,h each orbit of the
system remains within the attractor, the motion is unpredictable in the long run. Thts chaotic systems exhibit sensitive dependence on initialconditions--trajectoriesstarting close together diverge exponentially with time. Any orbit
will eventually cover a dense region of the state space.
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Chaotic dynamics can be best characterized by certain empirical measures. For example, it has been recognized that
the strange attractors of chaotic systems are fractal objects, and thus have a fractal dimension, which is strictly less
than their topological dimension. The dimension D of the attractor can be estimated from a time series by box-counting algorithms such as the one proposed by Liebovitch and Toth (1989). Another important invariant of chaotic systems is their Lyapunov exponents. Lyapunov exponents measure the amount of expansion (or contraction) in a given
direction of the state space over time. Chaotic systems, which undergo dynamical analogs of stretching and folding in
discrete maps, have at least one positive Lyapunov exponent, indicating that nearby trajectories are diverging along
some direction over time. Greene and Kim (1987) describe a technique for determining the Lyapunov exponents of a
system of autonomous differential equations. Both fractal dimension and Lyapunov exponents can be used to help
differentiate between (high-dimensional) noise and (low-dimensional) chaos in the real world. We will make use of
estimates of both invariants to help motivate the fact that the system which we describe is indeed chaotic.

4. A Chaotic ERG
The success of the ERG circuit of the previous section depends on the presence of external noise in the signal J. A
slight modification of the circuit leads to a system with a chaotic dynamic in the absence of large amplitude noise.
The chaotic dynamic has the proper characteristics for endogenous random generation. A random amplitude output
signal is produced at an irregular rate, with long quiescent intervals in between for learning.
Figure 3 shows the modified ERG circuit. The ON- and OFF-channels feed back to themselves rather than only having the OFF-channel feedback to the ON-channel. In addition, this feedback is a continuous rather than a binary signal. Each channel forms an oscillator, and by choosing different parameters for the channels the circuit becomes that
of two coupled oscillators. Coupled oscillators of different frequencies can give rise to chaotic dynamics. This allows
the elimination of the noisy phasic input J.
The equations of the modified ERG circuit are of the same form as the original ERG. The input channel activations
are given by
=

(Pi-Xi) (1 + loil +) ;iE 11,2)

-,+

(EQ 2)

The transmitter dynamics are given by
= y(ki-yi) -h(xi)Yi

(EQ 3)

where
h (x) = bx2

(EQ 4)

The output activations are given by the differential equations
01

= E (xly -x

2y 2

(EQ 5)

--O1 )

oI

ON

ERG circuit.
Figure 3. The chaotic
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(EQ 6)

(x2Y2 -x yl - 02)

To get the desired dynamical behavior we chose the parameters a=0.5, 0 1=3.0, 02=7.0, Y0.1, Xi=3.0, X2=7.0, 6=0.5,
and e-=5.0. As the arousal signal parameter I is varied, the system exhibits different behaviors. For I greater than about
0.11 or I less than about 0.06 the network has a fixed point attractor. For I in the range (0.06,0. 1), the system exhibits
an irregular oscillation indicative of chaos.
We simulate the equations (EQ 2) - (EQ 6) using the above parameters. For all simulations shown, a fourth-order
Runga-Kutta integration routine was used with a fixed step size. Similar results were obtained using fourth-order
Runga-Kutta with an adaptive step size or the Kaps-Rentrap algorithm for stiff systems. Figure 4 shows the irregular
oscillations in the ON-channel for 1=0.086. The step size for this simulation was chosen to be 0.01. The (x1 ,y1 ) state
of the ON-channel dwells at the point A for a long time, then makes a rapid excursion in x, and yl, returning to A.
During the dwell at A in the ON-channel, the OFF-channel is slowly spiraling outward from a point repeller. As the
OFF-channel oscillation grows it interacts with the ON-channel, causing an excursion in (xl,yl). The ON-channel
activity sends the OFF-channel state (x2 ,y2) back very near the unstable repelling point. This activity repeats endlessly and the system is attracted to this mode of oscillation from arbitrary non-zero initial conditions. If I is
decreased from 1=0.086, the duration of the dwell period lengthens and the variation in the excursions decreases, until
finally the system becomes unable to escape from point A.
We have analyzed the chaotic nature of the attractor at 1--0.086 by using standard measures as described in Section 3.
The fractal dimension D o of the attractor in Figure 4 is about 1.29, as measured using an implementation of the boxcounting algorithm called FD3, written by John Sarraille and Peter DiFalco of CSU Stanislaus. We also estimated the
Lyapunov spectrum of the system using an implementation of the algorithm described by Greene and Kim (1987).
For the above parameters the Lyapunov exponents in bits/second of the 6 degree-of-freedom system are (0.041817,
0.009283, -0.287593, -0.957049, -7.214060, -10.752373). Since a continuous-time system will have one zero
Lyapunov exponent, there appears to be one small positive exponent which is indicative of chaos. The small magnitude of this exponent correlates with the observed slowly growing oscillation as the OFF-channel leaves the vicinity
of the repeller.

5. Generation of Random Training Vectors
Each excursion in the (xl0y 1) plane is of variable size and duration. In addition, these excursions come at irregular
times, although each excursion is always followed by a long quiescent period. Figure 5 depicts the rectified output of
the ON-channel for a simulation of 400 seconds. Each output excursion lasts for approximately 3 seconds, while the
silent intervals in between excursions last for approximately 70 seconds. This output can be used to provide random
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Figure 4. The strange attractor in the chaotic ERG
ON-channel oscillations.

Figure 5. The output of the chaotic ERG ONchannel.
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training positions to the system of Figure 1 as in Gaudiano & Grossberg (1991).
We demonstrate this procedure by examining the behavior of an idealized model in which the position of a joint is
controlled by push-pull inputs from a pair of ERG circuits, termed agonist and antagonist.The joint command position is updateJ from ERG outputs by the differential equation

_2p
(2 -

i
)2 9(Oad

0

(+p
1)

( O a ta )

g

(EQ7)

where g(z) is a threshold-linear function given by
g (Z)= max (0.
Z-T0
(EQ 8)
Thus, pi is a normalized representation (0,1) of the joint position. Each excursion of an ON-channel results in a movement of the joint from the current position to a new position. Since the outputs of the ERGs are randomly-varying, the
joint will be moved to a set of positions over time which randomly sample the workspace. The quiescent periods
between motions are used for learning the kinematic relationship at the sampled locations.
To demonstrate the randomness of the resulting training set and afford comparison with the results obtained by Gaudiano and Grossberg (1990, 1991), simulations were performed for a two-joint arm model, such that i= 1,2 in (EQ 7).
There is a pair of independent ERGs for each joint in this model, one %.'h the ON-channel connected to o.9 and
another with the ON-channel connected to •wa. Following Gaudiano and Grossberg (1991), the resulting joint position values are mapped to the joint range (-rr) using linear interpolation.
The previously stated parameters of the model were used along with 1=0.086,11--0.20, and an integration step size of
0.01. The initial joint position variables were set to pl=p2=0.5. To demonstrate the sensitive dependence on initial
condition in the chaotic ERG, the states of the four ERGs were initially set to zero in all variables except xi, which
was almost the same for all ERGs. The four different x1 initial conditions were within 0.0005 of 0.1. Despite the
closeness of the starting conditions the activities of the ERGs become completely different as the system evolves due
to the chaotic nature uf the dynamics. The outputs of the ON-channels of the ERGs exhibit unrelated patterns of
activity over time.
Figure 6 depicts the random arm positions attained during the quiescent periods in a simulation of 20,000 seconds. As
shown in Figure 7, the distribution of phase, measured by counting occurrences in sixteen evenly-spaced sectors of
Figure 6, is approximately uniform throughout the workspace. Likewise, there is a regular distribution of radially
measured distances of the random vectors from (0,0). The variability demonstrated by these results is comparable to
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Figure 6.Trainiag vectors obtained using chaotic
ERG output.

Figure 7. Distribution of the training vectors of Figure 6.
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that achieved in the original ERG driven by a random phasic input.

6. Conclusion
A modification of the basic gated dipole circuit with feedback, as used in the original ERG model, can result in a neural network which has a chaotic dynamic. This chaotic dynamic can be used for endogenous random generation. The
chaotic ERG network has randomness as an emergent property, rather than by the injection of large amplitude noise.
The chaotic ERG network was designed so as to retain the form of the original ERG circuit. One can imagine myriad
other dynamical systems may exhibit similar properties. Indeed, circuits with superior properties for endogenous random generation may well be devised. We merely demonstrate that chaotic dynamics can serve a system as a mechanism for the internal generation of random variability.
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Learning the Dynamical Invariants of Chaotic Time Series by
Recurrent Neural Networks
G. Deco andB. Schrmann
Siemens AG, CorporateResearch and Development, ZFE ST SN 41
Otto-Hahn-RIng 6, 81739 Munich, Germany
Abstract
One way to analyse chaotic systems is to calculate the dynamical invariants
which characterize the chaotic attractor. The two most important invariants are the
largest Lyapunov exponent which contains information on how far in the future
predictions are possible, and the Correlation or Fractal Dimension which indicates
how complex the dynamical system is. In this paper, we formulate a recurrent network that is able to learn chaotic maps, and investigate whether the neural model
also captures the dynamical invariants of a chaotic tme series. We discover a novel
type of overtraining which corresponds to the forgetting of the largest Lyapunov
exponent during learning. We call this phenomenon "dynamical overtraining". Furthermore, we introduce a penalty term that involves a dynamical invariant of the
network and avoids the "dynamical overtraining". As example we use the Henon
map and a real world chaotic series that corresponds to the concentration of one of
the chemicals as a function of time in experiments on the Belusov-Zabotinskii reaction in a well-stirred flow reactor.

1.0 Introduction
The use of nonlinear models like neural networks offers a tool for studying the prediction
of chaotic time series. In recent years an appreciable amount of literature dealt with this subject (e.g. Farmer and Sidorovich, 1987; Lapedes and Farber, 1989; Weigend et al., 1990, Albano et al., 1992) but the comparisons performed therein are restricted to the comparisons of
predictors (error functions). Recently Principe et al. (1992) analysed the modeling of chaotic
time series with feedforward ne', w .tworks as well as the dynamical invariants of the real
time series and of the trained mt,
The authors affirmed that the backpropagation learning
rule employed to train the neural network by minimizing the prediction error does not consistently indicate that the neural network based model has indeed captured the dynamics of the
system. They demonstrated empirically for the Henon map that the largest Lyapunov exponent and the Correlation Dimension are not captured by the neural model.
In this paper we also analyse neural network models of chaotic time series by comparing
the dynamical invariants which characterize the chaotic attractor, the invariants being the largest Lyapunov exponent and the Correlation Dimension. Feedforward and two different recurrent neural architectures are used and analysed. The trained network is employed as a
recurrent model that generates a "learnt" time series. Only if the dynamics of the original data
were captured the dynamic invariants resulting from these data are obtained. Poincare maps
and Fourier power spectra are employed for dynamical comparison between model and data
as well. A stable learning algorithm for the recurrent architecture is presented for modeling of
chaotic time series. A recurrent architecture is introduced that captures very efficiently the
dynamics of strange attractors. As a special case of the recurrent models we recover the tradi-
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tional feedforward model of Principe et al. (1992). We show for various examples, contrary to
the affirmation of Principe et al. (1992) that the dynamics is indeed captured by this feedforward model if enough hidden units and enough training data are used. A novel penalty term is
introduced in the cost function that involves the Lyapunov exponent of the network and eliminates the "dynamical overtraining" (forgetting of the Lyapunov exponent) discovered in this
study. A thorough empirical study is performed on the Henon map, and for the BelousovZhabotinskii chemical reaction.

2.0 Theoretical Formulation
Given is a chaotic dynamic system
(t+1) = g(90(t))

(2.1)

Let us define an observable measurement

x()

=f(.(t))

(2.2)

The Takens-Theorem assures that for an embedding

(r)

=

(x(t),x(t-z),...,x(t-dz))

(2.3)

4(t+ 1) = F[E(t)]

(2.4)

a map

exists and has the same dynamical characteristics as the original system (t)if d = 2D + 1,
where D is the dimension of the strange attractor.
In this paper we introduce two different recurrent architectures. The essential idea is to
reproduce the recurrency of the equations above by the structures of the net. The two architectures are presented graphically in Figure 1.

x(t)

x(t-1)

......x(t-d)

x(t+l)

x(t)

/x(t+)

......
x(t-d)

x(t-dl

(t+1)(t+

1)

Figure 1-a

Figure 1-b
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Ma update equations for the architecture of Figure 1-a may be written as

40( )=

Wi -tanh (TcO~k, t'(t))

(2.5)

For the architecture of figure l-b, the update equations are

tj (t +1)

Wj - ah(~i

(2.7)

'

For training the networks we use a modified version of Backpropagation Trough Tune
(BTI) (Peadmutter, 1989). Two modifications are introduced in this paper. 1) StochasticSamphng of Orbits and 2) Lyapunov Weighted BackpropagationTrough rime. Due to the fact that
the series to be learned is chaotic, only short term predictions are possible. Wc generate samplings of sequences,
S

(t)

28

(+A

(t= t 1),

of the embedding vector and use this sampling for training the recurrent neural network with
BIT through A cycles. The value of A depends on the largest Lyapunov coefficient. The samplings at different initial time t are presented stochastically during training. The update of the
weights has been done "Sampling-by-Sampling". Also due to the chaotic character of the
sequence to be learned the meaning of the backpropagated error 8 T is progressively deteriorated during iteration. The distortion in each iteration is given by exp (X) (with the largest
Lyapunov exponent X). Therefore, we introduce a forgetting function in the update of the
weights in the learning rule of BTT that takes into account the distortion of the errors,
8j(t) =

'(t-l)

(E(t)eX(")

+

W8(t+))

;

=

+1+A,...

(2.9)

The learning is in this way stable.

3.0 Results and Simulations
We analyse two different chaotic series, namely
1) the 2-D Henon Map,
Xn1 = 1
y n+ 1

22.4x
+yn

0".3xn

(3.1)
(3.2)

2) 1-D Belousov-Zhabothinskii
An acid bromate solution oxidises malonic acid in the presence of a metal ion catalyst and
more than 30 chemical constituents in a well-stirred reactor (Roux et al., 1983).
The concentration of the bromide ion was measured and parametrized with the map
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Cn+

= a.ebCn

(3.3)

Multiplicative noise was added. Correlation Dimension, Lyapunov exponent, Poincare
maps and spectral power spectrum of the modeled series were compared with the values corresponding to the true strange attractor.
The influences of dimension of input space, number of hidden units and number of training patterns in feedforward architectures were studied. Contrary to the affirmation of Principe
et al. (1992) a feedforward net is able to learn the Lyapunov exponent and Correlation Dimension if the numbers of input dimension, hidden units and training data are large enough.
Recurrent networks may be trained for learning chaos. The multi-delayed architecture
introduced here yields very good results. Dynamical invariants were learned and long term
prediction was improved.
A "dynamical overtraining" was observed. A novel penalty term is introduced in order to
solve this problem. The cost function is defined by the sum of the squared error and the
squared difference between the true largest Lyapunov exponent and the Lyapunov exponent of
the network. In the one-dimensional case for a neural network f(x) , the cost function reads
2

N

3
Lyapunov Exp. x 10-

W ithout Penalty
4lO.-

-IMN.

on0

0.m

1.0
Figure 2
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L"0

Epochsx 104

In Figure 2, a typical result for dynamical overt'aining and its remedy by introducing the
penalty term of (3.4) is displayed, the reaction considered being 1-D Belousov-Zhabothinskii.
According to Roux et al., the largest Lyapunov exponent X = 0, 3 ± 0.1. It is seen that without penalty term, X does not saturate whereas with penalty term a plateau is reached after a
sufficient number of epochs.
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Decision Boundaries of
the Complex Valued Neural Networks
Tohru Nitta

Electrotechnical Laboratory,
1-1-4 Umezono, Tsukuba Science City, Ibaraki, 305 Japan.
Abstract :
This paper presents some results of an analysis on the decision boundaries of the complex
valued neural networks. The main results may be summarized as follows. (a) Weight
parameters of a complex valued neuron have a restriction which is concerned with twodimensional motion. (b) The decision boundary of a complex valued neuron consists of
two hypersurfaces which intersect orthogonally, and divides a decision region into four
equal sections. The decision boundary of a three-layered complex valued neural network
has this as a basic structure, and its two hypersurfaces intersect orthogonally if net inputs
to each hidden neuron are all sufficiently large.

1

Introduction

The back-propagation algorithm (called here, "Real-BP") [5] is an adaptive procedure
which is widely used in training a multilayer perceptron for a number of classification
applications in areas such as speech and image recognition. The "Complex-BP" algorithm
[3, 41 is a complex valued version of the "Real-HP". This algorithm enables the network
to learn complex valued patterns naturally, and has the ability to learn 2D motion as its
inherent property [3, 4].
This paper makes clear the differences between the Real-BP and the Complex-BP
by analyzing their fundamental properties from the view of network architectures. The
main results may be summarized as follows. (a) Weight parameters of a complex valued
neuron have a restriction which is concerned with two-dimensional motion, and learning
proceeds under this restriction. (b) The decision boundary of a complex valued neuron
consists of two hypersurfaces which intersect orthogonally, and divides a decision region
into four equal sections. The decision boundary of a three-layered complex valued neural
network has this as its basic structure, and its two hypersurfaces intersect orthogonally
if net inputs to each hidden neuron are all sufficiently large. It seems that the complex
valued neural network and the related Complex-BP algorithm are natural for learning of
complex valued patterns for the above reasons. Hereafter, we will refer to a real valued
(usual) neural network as a "Real-BP network", a complex valued neural network as a
"Complex-BP network", a neuron used in the Real-BP network as a "real valued neuron",
and a neuron used in the Complex-BP network as a "complex valued neuron".

2

The "Complex-BP" Algorithm

This section briefly describes the Complex-BP algorithm [3, 4]. It can be applied to multilayered neural networks in which weights, threshold values, input and output signals are
all complex numbers, and the output function fc of a neuron is defined to be
(z) = fR(x) - ifR(y),

(1)

where z = x + iy, i denotes VWT and fn(u) = 1/(1 + exp(-u)), that is, the real and
imaginary parts of the output of a neuron mean the sigmoid functions of the real part x
and imaginary part y of the net input z to neuron, respectively. The learning rule has
been obtained by using a steepest descent method.
Note that there is another formulation of the complex valued version [1] in which the
output function is a complex valued function fc(z) = 1/(1 + exp(-z)), where z = x + iy.
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3

Structure of Decision Boundaries in the ComplexBP Network

In this section, we analyze the properties of decision boundaries in the Complex-BP
network.

3.1

Weight Parameters of a Real Valued Neuron

We first examine the basic structures of weights of a real

0

valued neuron. Consider a real valued neuron with ninputs, weights WAk E R (1 _ k _< n), and a threshold value
0 E R, where R denotes the set of real numbers. Let an
output function f : R -- R of the neuron be fn(u) =
xk E R (1 <
1/(1 + exp(-u)). Then, for n input signalsfR-E
k < n), the real valued neuron generates fR(kZ= 1 wvkx +
6) as an output. This may be interpreted as follows: a
real valued neuron moves a point xk on a real line (1
dimension) to another point Wkxk whose distance from
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An image of the processing
in a real valued neuron.
Fig. I

the origin is wk times as long as that of the point xz (1 < k < n), and regarding
WIX1,... , w,,x,, as vectors wIZI,... , w,,,,, the real valued neuron adds them, resulting in a 1-dimensional real valued vector _=,wjzk, and finally, moves the end point of
the vector k=
to another point (
wkxk) + 0 (Fig. 1). The output value of
the real valued neuron can be obtained by applying a nonlinear transformation fR to the
value (E-=l wkxk) + 0. Thus, a real valued neuron basically administers the movement of
points on a real line (1 dimension), and its weight parameters wl,..., w are completely
independent of one another.

3.2

Weight Parameters of a Complex Valued Neuron

Next, we examine the basic structures of weights of a complex valued neuron. Consider
a complex valued neuron with n-inputs, weights wk = w' + iwk E C (1 < k < n), and a
threshold value 0 = or + iO'E C, where C denotes the set of complex numbers. Then,
for n input signals Xk + iyk E C (1 < k < n), the complex valued neuron generates
X+iY= f

(w'+iwi)(xk+iyk)+(O

+iO)

k=i1

k=

as an output. Hence, a complex valued neuron with n-inputs is equivalent to two real valued neurons with 2n-inputs in Fig. 2. We shall refer to a real valued neuron corresponding
to the real part X of an output of a complex valued neuron as a "Real-Part Neuron",
and a real valued neuron corresponding to the imaginary part Y as an "Imaginary-Part
Neuron".
Note here that

Ywl

=F w

F (. 1

-w

W,
[cos a

... w.

n

-wnr

Wn

-sin al [XII

0

.:r
+

[sn ,, - Sin

0s

(3)
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where, where,
FwY

[

i ~~1F(kP

k
=R~~
arctan(loi/tw)

k

(1 < k < n). In equation (3),

JwkI

means reduction or magnification of the distance between a point (Xk, Yk) and the origin
in the complex plane, I Cos
-sin
sin Ckk ok
COS a]
Cak I the counterclockwise rotation by ak degrees

about the origin, and t[0" 0i ] translation. Thus, we find that a complex valued neuron
with n-inputs applies a linear transformation called "2D motion" to each input signal
(complex number), that is, equation (3) basically involves "2D motion" (Fig. 3).
As seen in the previous subsection, a real valued neuron basically administers the
movement of points on a real line (1 dimension), and its weight parameters are completely
independent of one another. On the other hand, as we have seen, a complex valued neuron
basically administers 2D motion on the complex plane, and we may also interpret that the
learning means adjusting 2D motion. This structure imposes the following restrictions on
a set of weight parameters of a complex valued neuron (Fig. 2).

=

(Weight for the real part xi of an input signal to "Real-Part Neuron")
(Weight for the imaginary part i/k of an input signal to "Imaginary-Part Neuron"),

(4)
-

(Weight for the imaginary part Yk of an input signal to "Real-Part Neuron")
- (Weight for the real part xk of an input signal to "Imaginary-Part Neuron"). (5)

Learning is carried out under these restrictions. From a different angle, we can see that
"Real-Part Neuron" and "Imaginary-Part Neuron" influence each other via their weights.
Thus, we find that extending the Real-BP to complex numbers has varied the structure
from 1 dimension to 2 dimensions. The structures of weight parameters described above
will appear as orthogonality of decision boundaries in the next subsection.
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Fig. 2 Two real valued neurons which are
equivalent to a complex valued neuron,

3.3
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Fig. 3 An image of the two-dimensional
motion for complex valued signals.

Orthogonality of Decision Boundaries in the Complex-BP
Network

The decision boundary is a border by which pattern classifiers such as the Real-BP classify
patterns, and generally consists of hypersurfaces. Decision boundaries of neural networks
of real valued neurons have been examined empirically by Lippmann [2]. This subsec-

tion mathematically analyzes decision boundaries of neural networks of complex valued

neurons.
3.3.1 A Case of a Single Neuron
We first analyze the decision boundary of a single complex valued neuron.
i ,
=
wr = t[wr...w,,Wnb
Let the weights denote tw = t[w ... tv,] = w" + iw
[w... win], and let the threshold denote 0 = 0 + i '. Then, for n input signals (complex
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numbers) z

-

(z 1... z,*] = x + iy, x = '[xi ... xj,

y = Ify, ... y.1, the complex valued

neuron generates

+ iY = fR( ItWr - t w'J

)

(6)

'W]I"1 + 0')

+ or) +f.([tw

as an output. Here, for any two constants CR, C' E (0, 1), let

=

Y(-,,)

A

J+or) = CR,

- t w'] [

X(M,p) = AR([twr

(IR ' iwrj

(7)

X I+ 0') = Ci.

(8)

Note here that expression (7) is the decision boundary for the real part of an output of the
complex valued neuron with n-inputs. That is, input signals (m, y) E R 2 are classified
y) _ CR) and {(Z, y) E R 2 ,IX(X,,l) < CR)
into two decision regions {(M, Y) E R 2 ,IX(a,
by the hypersurface given by expression (7). Similarly, expression (8) is the decision
boundary for the imaginary part. The normal vectors HR(z, -y) and H'(z, V) of the
decision boundaries ((7), (8)) are given by
-!(zea)=(a

..

X ax

all aOiyl
all TX '5X.
y)K.K

.X
OXi=A([twr

all

-

=fR([Iw

t

-- w'][

(r]

]

-+or).[tw? -w'J,

[ ]+ 0).[tWi

(9)
t Wrj.

(10)

Noting that the inner product of expressions (9) and (10) is zero, we can find that the
decision boundary for the real part of an output of a complex valued neuron and that for
the imaginary part intersect orthogonally.
Generally, a real valued neuron classifies input real-valued signals into two classes (0,
1). On the other hand, a complex valued neuron classifies input complex-valued signals
into four classes (0, 1, i, 1 + i). As described above, the decision boundary of a complex
valued neuron consists of two hypersurfaces which intersect orthogonally, and divides a
decision region into four equal sections. Thus, a complex valued neuron can be considered
to have a natural decision boundary for complex valued patterns.
3.3.2 A Case of a Three-Layered Network
Next, we examine the decision boundary of a three-layered Complex-BP network. Consider a three-layered Complex-BP network with L input neurons, M hidden neurons, and
, for the weight between the input neuron
N output neurons. We use wj= ,,r, +
u
for the weight between the hidden neuvki
=
+
i and the hidden neuron j,
ron j and the output neuron k, 0j = Or + iO for the threshold of the hidden neuron
j, ^f, = -, + i- for the threshold of the output neuron k. Then, for L input signals
Z = t[zl... zL] = x + i1, x = 'fx... x1], y = t[y, ...yL], the net input U to the hidden
neuron j is given by
= u;+ i

- w;iyi) +
"w;Xi

[
i--.

7=1
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+ i[

ix + w;.lyi) +

.

(11)

Hence,the output Hj of the hidden neuron j is given by Hj = Hj+iH = fi(U')+ifR(Ui).

Furthermore, the net input Sk to the output neuron k is given by
M

Sk

M

=

vk)

-

+ y]
+ i[(v
kH+l

'j=I

Hence, the output Ok of the output neuron k is given by Ok
Here, for any two constants CR,C E (0, 1), let

=

3 H;

+ vH)+

0+i0

(12)

- fk(S)+ifR(S).

Or(X,y) =

CR,

(13)

O*(X,y)

C'.

(14)

=

The expressions (13), (14) are the decision boundaries for the real and imaginary parts
of the output neuron k in the 3-layered Complex-BP network, respectively. The normal
vectors H (*,y), H'(x,y) of these hypersurfaces ((13), (1%)) are given by
HR(z, y) =

(0i
C

'h

k

OXL
OXj

H'(w, y) =( a°-k
0=,

OyI

o
ao0ok.
On 8l

(15)
(15

,

yL

00k(6

(16)

8YL),

and their inner product isgiven by
HR(m,y)• H(ry)
80 1 +
80;
='-7
...
=
8--"

XI

(17)
-'+0 o
y-,'-- ,k. (17)

oa +
+ 2 8 2-0
+ o 0oOn--i'
-,.
8(9 XL

Oa,

9 YI

C9OXIL

'9 YL

491

'9 !L

Note here that, for any 1 < i< L,
0o

8 k0

,o 8o

8fR(Sk) 8fR(Sk)
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8S
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.
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kj.

8fR(U,')
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,

8fR(Uj)

i i
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a,,(uj,/

.(U8))

fR (q)

,

8fR(UJ)
a

+ Vj"
u

OUJ
_

(18)

Hence, the inner product of the normal vectors isnot always zero. Therefore, we can
not conclude that the decision boundaries (hypersurfaces) for the real and imaginary
parts of the output neuron k in the 3-layered Complex-BP network intersect orthogonally.
However, paying enough attention to expression (18), we can find that if f'R(U r) = fR(U;)
for any 1 < j < M, then the inner product is zero. In general, if both Jul and IU21 are
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sufficiently large, we can consider that fR(u1 ) is nearly equal to f (u2 ). Hence, if, for any
1 <j S M, there exist sufficiently large positive real numbers KI, K2 such that

U

W- +
i= w,y,)

I
i=1

L

E(Wji

+ "j> Kg,

(19)

i=1

rL

+=wjiy) +
+

w3 z, cos(a 3 , +

=

oj

=

jjIwjjIIziIsin(aji + /A) +

>

K2 ,

(20)

where tan(aji) = w.j/wji, tan(fli) = y,/x., then the two decision boundaries ((13), (14))
intersect orthogonally. That is, if both the absolute values of the real and imaginary parts
of the net input (complex number) to the hidden neuron j are sufficiently large for any
I < j < M, then the decision boundaries intersect orthogonally. In other words, there is
a very strong possibility that the two decision boundaries in (z, y) intersect orthogonally,
when IzI = /z 112 + ... + IZL12 is sufficiently large. Therefore, the following theorem and
corollary can be obtained.
If both the absolute values of the real and imaginary parts of the net inputs
Theorem
to all hidden neurons are sufficiently large, then the decision boundaries for the real and
imaginary parts of an output neuron in the 3-layered Complex-BP network intersect orthogonally.
There is a very strong possibility that the decision boundaries for the real
Corollary
and imaginary parts of an output neuron in the 3-layered Complex-BP network in (m,y)
such that IzI is sufficiently large, intersect orthogonally.

4

Conclusions

We have clarified the differences between the Real-BP and the Complex-BP through
theoretical analyses of their fundamental properties from the perspective of network architectures. In particular, we discovered that the Complex-BP network had some inherent
properties on decision boundary. The orthogonality property of decision boundary is well
suited to the classification of complex valued patterns into four classes 0, 1, i, and 1 + i.
The Complex-BP algorithm might well be a natural method to learn complex valued patterns in this sense, and is expected to be effectively used in fields dealing with complex
numbers.
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Abstract
Several techniques have been applied to the problem of mimicing the behavior of chaotic systems. In particular,
recurrent neural networks have been used to learn time series known to be chaotic. However, there exists a class of
problems for which the most popular algorithms may be inappropriate. A recurrent neural network learning
algorithm based on continuous mathematics will not be appropriate for some chaotic sequences generated by
discrete processes. This paper explores the underlying cause of the unsuitabilty and proposes a direction for
learning rule development based on discrete mathematics.
Introduction
The exploration and exploitation of the properties of chaotic systems has become a topic of great interest. One
aspect of that research has been the pursuit of neural network architectures capable of predicting, albeit for finite
periods of time, the behavior of chaotic systems. For example, if, as many people believe, the stock market is
chaotic, great pins can be made by a mechanism which can perform relatively short term predictions accurately.
Other natural phenomena, such as weather patterns and heart beat rhythms also exhibit chaotic behavior[4]181[10].
The advantages produced by improving weather predictions or predicting imminent heart beat irregularities, even
over a relatively small time period, are equally obvious. It has been shown that recurrent neural networks with as
few as one neuron are capable of producing chaos[12], but the question of whether networks can learn a chaotic

behavior, either by producing a close approximation for some finite period of time or by capturing the chaotic
dynamics in the network equations, is still a topic of great interest.
A variety of techniques have been applied to the problem of predicting chaotic time series, including recurrent
networks [2][31[5][6][7]. However, existing recurrent network learning rules [9][11][13] were developed using
continuous mathematics and assume that the trajectory to be matched is continuous with a bounded derivative that
is independent of time. We present an argument that continuous models are not appropriate for neural networks
that are to learn sequences generated by some discrete chaotic processes. We also present an example of a
continuous model with unbounded derivative that is one direction for modification of current architectures. We
end with what we feel is a better alternative, that of developing learning algorithms based on discrete mathematics
rather than continuous mathematics.

Continuous Models of Discrete Chaotic Sequences
In this section we will demonstrate that there exist discrete time chaotic dynamical system for which a continuous

model with a bounded derivative would be inappropriate. We consider the well-known logistic map difference
equation and whether or not the behavior of this discrete time system can be modeled as a sampling of a continuous
time system. The logistic map considered here is given by x.,= 4x=( 1 - xn ). This map is known to exhibit
chaotic behavior. If we use the most simplistic method for creating a differential equation model we would get the
following:
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x(t+1= 4 x(tXl -x(t))

Using:
x(t+h)

x(t) + hw

and a step size of one, gives :
x(t+1) x(t) + x'()
The most straightforward next step would be to change the approximations to equalities. This yields:
x'()

=

x(t+l)-x(t)
=4 x(t)(l-x(0))-x(t)

=

3x(t)-4[x(t)]2

= x()[3-4x(t)1.

This last differential equation clearly has an attracting fixed point at (z = 3/4 since at (x we have x'(t) = 0 and
x'(t) > 0 for any 0 < x < a and x'(t) < 0 for any x > a. Therefore, the most obvious differential equation model
cannot produce chaos since a starting value of zero remains at zero, a starting value of one maps to zero and
remains at zero, and all other starting values approach a.
Now we turn toward the possibility that another model exists. Assume there is a continuous model with bounded
derivativey(t) such that, =y(nAt + co) for all n and all choices ofxo, where co is a constant that depends on the
choice ofxO. If such a finction does exist, we can normalize the time scale so that At - 1. This gives x =y(n+co).
We can also pick any point we wish fory(0), so we picky(O) = 1. This choice leads toy(l) = 0 and sincey must be
continuous, every possible value will be covered in the interval tE0,1).
Solving for points xn that map to a constant k gives:
2
This gives two distinct points which map to k for all k values other than k = 1. We now show by contradiction that
for k < 1, the smaller of these points is at mostk/2.
I-J --k >k =*,Il

2

k >k =*-k > %l-_k =k'_2k+l >l-k =k4>k =k4>1

2

Since 1/2 maps to I which in turn maps to 0, there will be a sequence of t values for whichy(t) = 1 that get
arbitrarily close to integer t values at which yt) = 0. Thus, such a function would have an unbounded derivative.
This proves that there is no continuous model with bounded derivative of the logistic map.
We now generalize this argument Let x,+1 = g(x.) describe a chaos-producing difference equation in a bounded
range. Assume that there is a differentiable model y(t) such that x =y(nAt+co) for all n and all choices of xo as

thenx, 1 = (. Wecan
above and y'(t) is bounded. Further assume there is a fixed point c, that is, ifx
normalize the range to be [0,11. We can translate the time axis so that f(O) = (x,and normalize the time axis so
that,f(n) = a for all integers n. Without loss of generality, we assume that a < 1. If (x= 1, consider the system
z(Q)= I - x(t) and use the following to show there is no model for z and therefore no model for x. Also, we may

assume that our continuous model is increasing for small positive t values since if the model isflat we can translate
the time axis until it is not, and if the model is decreasing we can again let z(t) = I - x(t) and take I -y(t) as our
model to be sampled. Let Mbe a fixed positive real number. We claim that y'(t) > M for some value of t. This
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will show that the derivative is unbounded and yield a contradiction showing that there is no model with the
assumedfeatures. Fixywith a <y< 1. Let a > 0 be such thaty(t) is increasing on [ci,e land
Y a M.
By the property of topological transitivity, there must be a pointf(6) in the interval (oi,f(6)) that has an iterate in
the interval (y,1). This givesf(n + ) > y for some integer n. Let m be the slope of theline from the point (n, a) to
the point (n+8,f(n+6)). This gives:
M= f(n+b)-a ;- -a >M

8

.

6

By the mean-value theorem, there is a point in the interval (n, n + 8) at which y(t) = m and hence where y'(t) -M.
This completes the proof that y'(t) is unbounded. Thus there cannot be a continuous model with a bounded
derivative of a discrete time system with a bounded range that produces chaos and has a fixed point.

A Continuous Model for the Logistic Map
In this section we will demonstrate that, if we abandon the requirement that the derivative of the model is bounded,
then a continuous model of the logistic map does exist.
Let:
1

S+cos(2 'J2* )
x(t)=I-1o2LJ&
2

We claim that this generates a continuous map that can be used to give the logistic map x(t+ 1) = 4x(t)() - x(t)).
Clearly this function is continuous since the only possible problem is the floor function and
lim x(t) = x(n) = 0
for all integers n. Thus, there are no discontinuities at the discontinuities of the floor function and, therefore, no
discontinuities anywhere. In fact, it is differentiable since it is differentiable at all nonintegral values and the
derivative approaches zero from both sides of all integers. However, this is not a counterexample to previous
claims about the lack of a model since the derivative is unbounded.
We now show that the above function can be sampled to generate the logistic map. For simplicity, let u(t) = 2t'12 m,
then x(t)=1-[1+cos(u(t))]/2. It can be shown that u(t +1)= 2(u(t)+2L'J2x). Thus, cos(u(t+1))= cos(2u(t)).
Substituting this into the definition of x(t+)) and simplifying gives:
x(t+l)= 1-l+cos(2u(t))]/2
2

=I - [1 +(2cos (u(t))- 11/2

=I -cos2(u(t))

Next, we compute the value of x(t+1) using the logistic map:
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x(t+l)=4x(tXl-x(f))
= 41l-(l+os(ai(t)))/211-(1 -(1 +cos(ut)))/2)]

= 12 -1-co((t))[l +cosQ t)*t
= [I -cos(u(t))jl +cos(u(t))
= l-os2(u(t))
Thus, the above definition of x(t) does indeed give a continuous map that can be sampled to generate the logistic
map. This can be used to predict the logistic map far into the future without the same roundoff problems that
iteratively computing the map directly would have. However, it will suffer from some numerical error since the
curve will be very steep for large t values.

A Proposed Class of Leaming Rules for Recurrent Neural Networks
The network presented in [1] by Aihara, Takabe and Toyoda was used as the basis for the following derivation.
Experiments with that network have shown it can produce chaos and that parameters can be adjusted to allow
dynamic shifts into and out of chaotic regimes[6]. The network's ability to "learn" chaos through parameter
alteration made it a promising vehicle for our learning rule development.
Given that continuous models are not always appropriate for discrete chaotic sequences, we turn toward the
development of discrete-time training algorithms for recurrent neural networks. From our above discussion, it is
unreasonable for a network to learn an arbitrary dixrete-time chaotic sequence by learning a continuous trajectory
tiat can be sampled to produce the sequence. We now present a class of training algorithms that do not assume an
underlying continuous model. Our experiments to date, while not extensive, indicate that these algorithms are
more efective than those developed using traditional continuity assumptions for learning discrete-time chaotic
sequences.
The "O e-7um&ep" Ru/e

As a starting point, consider the simplified network dynamics equations given in [11
y,(t +1)= ky,(t)+(k - 1), +

Wf(y,(t))+
J

v"I'm
J

where yj is the output from node 1,Ii is the ith externally applied input, k is a damping factor which implements
exponentially decreasing effects from previous time steps, , is a threshold value analogous to the threshold value
used in feed forward n-tworksw V is the weight on the connection from nodej to node i, vy is the weight on the

connection from thejh external input to node i, andfis a continuous node activation funcion. The error at time t
at an output node i with desired output A(t) is:
E =(y'(t)-(t)- )
From now on, assume node n is the only output node. This gives:
(t+ 1)= 2(y.(t) - .(t)) 4-,2)
For weights into node n, there is a direct impact of changing the weight on the error for the next time step.
(t-1i)
=2(y.()-

(t))f(yj(t))
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•

= I

I

I

I

I

For a weight into a node i that is not the output node, the first impact on the error is seen in two time steps. Using
the chain rile to determine this impact gives :
(t + I)= 2 (y.(t) -j.(t))w.f'(y,(t))f(y)(t

--

- 1))

Similar rules can be derived for uplating the input weights and the O's.

Ektotsion to moee than one time step
We now introduce some notation to simplify the necessary calculation. Let e0 indicate the partial derivative using
the dynamics equation for one time step as used in the one-step-method. Now let 0, indicate the partial if the
given y variable is expanded in terms ofy values from r time steps back. Using this notation we have that the
change made to weight w, for an r-time-step algorithm will be a multiple of:
,E (t + r+) =2(y.(t +r)_- .(t +r0)

O,R

A

O ..

-.y.(t +r)

Applying the chain rule to the definition ofyi(t) gives a method for computing ,, in terms of ,:
,y,(t+r+l)=k

y,(t+r)+

0, w f(y(t+r))

=k 49y(t +r) +.5,.f(y,(t +r)) +
k ,y,(y,,(

f

, -_-..f(y,(t +r))

0wf,(y,(t+r))

t+r))+

, Wb

j,

9_ y(t+r)
,,w.*

Note that 8. is the Kronecker delta, I if a=b and 0 otherwise. This gives a recursive formula that can be used to
create a weight update algorithm based on any number of time steps. The derivations for the input weights and the
O's are similar and are omitted.

Conciuldo
Chaotic sequences can be generated by continuous or discrete processes. A common approach to predicting the
future behavior of either type of sequence has been to train a recurrent neural network using a learning rule based
on continuous mathematics. We have shown that chaotic sequences generated by discrete processes cannot be
adequately modeled with the continuous learning rule approach. We have also presented a learning rule for the
Aihara, Takabe and Toyoda network which is based on discrete mathematics and can be used to learn sequences
generated by discrete chaotic processes. We have not yet explored the implications Takens' theorem on
embedding dimension would have for this research. This will be a matter for future exploration.
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Abstract
The relationship between a feed-forward neural network's performance, and the number of layers and

the number of neurons in each layer is unknown. Work in complex systems has shown that a spatial
arrangement that is poised between order and disorder might enhance system adaptability and reliability.

A process that establishes a spatial arrangement between order and disorder is percolation. Percolation
is the study of the formation of a conducting path through an array or network. In percolation, a
site in a lattice is connected to another site if a uniform random number is less than a predetermined
probability. The value of the probability at which a cluster of connected sites just spans the lattice is the
percolation threshold. In this work, percolation on a feed-forward network was simulated with Monte
Carlo techniques. The percolation threshold on the directed graph of a feed-forward network decreased
as the width of the network increased, and increased as the length of the network increased. The average
Shannon entropy per vertex, and the average mutual information between input and output layers were
calculated. These results indicated that the information capacity of the network was concentrated in the
vicinity of the percolation transition.
Introduction
Artificial neural networks are composed of relatively simple, highly-interconnected processing units.
The individual processing units form the weighted sum of their inputs, where the weights are associated with
the connections between units, and pass this sum through a threshold function to determine the state of the
unit. Because of the strong, long-range interactions between processing units, artificial neural networks, are
capable of performing complicated computational and pattern recognition tasks. Numerous forms of neural
networks exist, and continue to be developed. In recurrent networks, feedback or loops are allowed a Ong
processing units. Feed-forward neural networks do not have loops or feedback among processing unit .. A
diagram of a typical feed-forward neural network is shown in Figure 1. The network shown in Figure 1 is by
convention a two-layer network, because the units in the input layer (solid circles) do no computation, and
has one hidden or intermediate layer and an output layer. In this work, however, the input layer has been
counted, so that the network in Figure 1 is a 3 by 3 network.
Others1 2 have shown that multi-layer, feed-forward networks are capable of approximating any nonlinear mapping arbitrarily closely. The number of layers, other than the input and output layers, that is
required is one or greater for any continuous mapping, and in general, is at most two, where the quality of
the approximation increases as the number of units in the hidden layers grows arbitrarily. Moreover, there is3
no proof that network performance will not benefit by increasing the number of hidden layers beyond two.
Therefore, one can say that th--. number of hidden layers for a given task should be greater than or equal to
one, but that for a given problem, the exact size and configuration of the network for best performance is
not known.
In addition, it is desirable for neural networks to generalize to patterns for which they have not
been explicitly trained, and to do reasonable computations in novel situations. For generalization, a rule of
thumb is to use the smallest network that will produce a reasonable fit to the training data.4 Too small of
a network will not be able to learn a solution to the problem. With too large a network, learning may be
slow and sensitive to small changes in the input. The network may eventually memorize the training data,
and fit it well. The network, however, will have no flexibility or adaptability, and will not be able to perform
adequately when presented with new situations or inputs. To produce a minimum network for maximum
generalization, parts of the network, connections or neurons, are pruned. This produces a more sparsely
connected graph than before. Pruning is done on a heuristic basis, and the optimum size of a network for
generalization is not in general known.
Work in complex systems and emergent computation has indicated that dynamic systems composed
of simple, fully-interacting units, like neural networks, are more robust and adaptive when they operate at
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the edge between order and randomness. 5 6 This edge is like a phase transition, which has been observed
in neural networks,' and has been termed a self-organized critical state.8 In this state, the system may be
more adaptive to perturbation, and robust to damage, such as missing weights and neurons. Spatially, the
transition between order and randomness may be modeled as a percolation transition. Percolation 9 is a model
for the random formation of a conducting or percolating cluster across an array. Sites on the array are filled
or connected by comparing a uniform random number with a probability. The probability that generates
a connected cluster spanning the array is called the percolation threshold. At the percolation threshold,
the cluster which is just spanning the array has a fractal structure. There are two types of percolation
problem. In the site problem, vertices on the array are either occupied or empty. The percolating cluster
consists of those occupied sites that span the array. In the bond problem, connections or edges are placed
between vertices on the array. The percolating cluster consists of those vertices which are connected and
which span the array. Kauffman has shown a correspondence between adaptability of a complex system, and
the percolation threshold.' According to Langton, 6 existence at the transition from order to disorder allows
a complex system to perform complicated computations by allowing the simultaneous transmission, storage,
and modification information.
In this work, percolation on the directed graph of a feed-forward network, and some of its information
transmission capabilities were simulated with Monte Carlo techniques. 1" The percolation threshold for the
network increased as the number of layers in the network increased, and decreased as the number of neurons
in a layer increased. The average entropy per vertex and the average mutual information between input
and output layers were concentrated in the vicinity of the percolation transition. This result supports some
of the ideas from complex systems theory. In addition, as the size of the network increased, the average
entropy and mutual information were more localized, corresponding to a sharper percolation transition for
larger arrays. The mutual information also decreased as the size of the network increased.
Methods
The percolation problem on the directed graph of a feed-forward network was simulated using Monte
Carlo methods. In the simulations, the primary goal was to determine the value of the percolation probability,
P,,. PC. is the order parameter for the percolation problem, and is the probability that a given vertex on
the graph belongs to the percolating cluster. For an infinite size graph, it is expressed as
if p < PC
p. (p)= 0

if~

>0

z

Pc(1)

ifP>Pc

where p is the probability that a given connection is present, or the concentration of connections on the
network, and PC is the percolation threshold, or the concentration of connections on the network which
produces a spanning cluster. 9 For a finite graph, finite-size effects cause the graph to percolate before P,'
This is because on a finite graph, there is a finite probability that it will percolate before Pois reached. As
the size of the graph is increased, the percolation transition becomes sharper, and closer to the true P,.
The connections between vertices on the graph were made randomly in Bernoulli trials with a probability p. The parameter p is the probability that two given vertices are connected, and also, the concentration
of connections in the network. It was incremented from 0 to 1. A uniform random number was generated for
each connection in the network, and compared to the given p. If the random number was less than p, then
a connection was made; otherwise no connection was made. After all the connections in the network had
been set, the entire graph was checked for a percolating cluster. If a percolating cluster was found, then, the
number of vertices or neurons connected in the cluster was counted, and PC calculated as the fraction of
vertices on the spanning cluster. This was done several times for each value of p, and the results averaged.
For purposes of simulation, all the inputs were set to 1. The weight, associated with a given connection, was
either unity or zero. The neurons did an OR of their inputs which consisted of sequences of zeroes and ones.
If the OR produced a one, then, the outgoing connections from that neuron were made with probability p.
If the OR produced a zero, then, all outgoing connections were set to zero.
To investigate the information processing capability of the network, and its connection to the percolation problem on the network's graph, the Shannon entropy and mutual information were calculated."
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The Shannon entropy is given by
K

Plog2 Pi,

-

H(A)

(2)

where A is a random variable with K states, which are taken with a discrete probability pi. The logarithm
is taken in base 2 so that H(A) is in units of bits. The Shannon entropy is a measure of the uncertainty
in a random variable, and is the number of bits that are necessary to describe the random variable. 12 In
this work, the average entropy of the vertices in the network was computed. This was done by calculating
the probability that a given vertex was on the spanning cluster, and averaging over the entire network.
Therefore, the state of the vertices was either a 1 if on the spanning array, or 0 if not.
The average mutual information between a vertex in the input layer and the output layer was also
calculated, and is given by
I(A, B) = H(A) + H(B) - H(A, B),

(3)

where H(A, B) is the joint entropy given by
K

H(A, B) =

L

P

-

log 2 p,,

(4)

=1 j~1

and where A is a random variable with K states, and B is a random variable with L states which are taken
with a discrete joint probability Pij. The mutual information is a measure of the correlation between two
random variables, or the amount of information one random variable reveals about another. 12 In this work,
the average mutual information between vertices in the input layer and output layer was calculated. This
was done by calculating the average individual and joint probabilities that a vertex in the input layer and a
vertex in the output layer were on the spanning cluster, and all combinations thereof.
Results
The percolation probability for networks as the length (number of layers) increased is shown in Figure
2 for networks of size 2 rows by 2 columns (2 x 2), 5 x 2, 10 x 2, 100 x 2, and 1000 x 2. As seen in Figure 2,
large, the
the percolation threshold increased as the length of the network increased. As the length became
9
threshold appeared to go toward 1, which is the threshold for one-dimensional percolation.
In Figure 3, the percolation behavior is shown as the width (number of neurons per layer) increased
for networks of size 2 x 2, 2 x 5, 2 x 10, and 2 x 100. The percolation probability decreased as the width
and appeared to approach 0, which is the percolation threshold for an infinite
of the network increased,
9
dimensional tree.
the length and width
In Figures 4 and 5, the average entropy of a vertex in the graph is shov
increased, respectively. In Figures 6 and 7, the average mutual information bet , - vertices in the input
layer and the output layer is shown as the length and width increased, respectively.
Discussion
As the length of the network or number of layers increased, the percolation threshold increased (Figure
2). The percolation threshold seemed to be going toward p = 1, which would correspond to one-dimensional
percolation. 9 Along each branch of a tree in a Bethe lattice, 9 new vertices will always be reached. As the
9
distance from the originating vertex increases, the number of new vertices increases exponentially, and
therefore, so do possibilities for continuation of the percolation cluster. In the feed-forward network in this
paper, the number of new vertices only increased as (number of layers)d, where d is the dimension or number
of vertices in a layer. The number of possibilities for percolating branches was constant at each layer, (d 2 ),
and therefore, the threshold concentration of connections, p, that is needed for percolation increased.
The fact that the percolation threshold on the directed graph of a feed-forward neural network
changed is similar to the percolation behavior of a Bethe lattice where
changed as the size of the network
9
the percolation tireshold is
1
Pc =

(5)

where Pc is the percolation threshold, and z is the number of neighbors for each vertex. As the nu aiber of
neighbors or dimensionality of the lattice increases, the percolation threshold decreases. This was the type
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of behavior that was observed as the width of the neural network increased. Since each vertex in a given
layer is possibly connected to all vertices in the previous and subsequent layers, the number of neighbors of
each site is equal to the 2 times the number of vertices in each layer. As the number of neighbors increased,
the percolation threshold decreased, as seen in Figure 3.
Computation in a neural network depends on the ability to communicate information through the
network. For this reason, the entropy and mutual information of vertices in relation to the percolation cluster
were investigated. If a vertex is not a member of the spanning or percolating cluster, then, by definition, it
cannot transmit information through the network. Therefore, the average entropy per vertex is a measure of
the information processing capacity of a network. Langton' has used similar measures for cellular automata.
For the feed-forward graph, the average entropy was concentrated in the vicinity of the percolai,- a trdnsition
(Figures 4 and 5). As the size of the network increased, the average entropy became more sharply peaked, as
does the percolation transition region (Figures 2 and 3). The same holds for the average mutual information
between input and output layers. The average mutual information is measure of the correlation between
vertices in the input and output layers. These results support the theory that complex systems have their
greatest computational capability in the vicinity of a transition from order to disorder.5 ' 6 Also suggestive,
is the narrowing of the average entropy, and the narrowing and decrease of the mutual information as the
size, width and length, of the network increases. For smaller networks, the optimum processing size may
extend over a wider range of the network's connection configurations than for larger networks. The larger
networks, however, are capable of many more configurations which involve a larger number of processing
units. Further investigation is needed to establish the connection among network topology, percola 'on, and
computation. Further work along these lines may lead to a better understanding of the optimum network
size for both accuracy and adaptability.
Conclusion
Percolation on the directed graph of a feed-forward neural network was investigated. The percolation
threshold, or concentration of connections to span the network, decreased as the number of neurons increased
per layer, and increased as the number of layers increased. The information capacity and transmission properties were investigated by calculating the average entropy of sites in relation to the percolating cluster, and
the mutual information between the input and output layers. These quantities were found to be concentrated
in the percolation transition region, and in general, were relatively broader and larger for smaller networks.
These results have implications for the determination of the optimum network size for both generalization
and accuracy of solution, and support the theory that a complex system performs better near a transition
between order and disorder.
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Abstract
An novel class of locally excitatory, globally inhibitory oscillator networks (LEGION) is proposed and investigated
analyticallyand by computer simulation. The model of each oscillatorcorrespondsto a standardrelaxationoscillator
with two time scales. The network exhibits a mechanism of selective gating, whereby an oscillatorjumping up to
its active phase rapidly recruits the oscillatorsstimulated by the same pattern, while preventing other oscillators
from jumping up. We show analytically that with the selective gating mechanism the network rapidly achieves both
synchronizationwithin blocks of oscillatorsthat are stimulated by connected regionsand desynchronizationbetween
different blocks. Computer simulations demonstrate LEGION's promising abilityfor segmenting multiple input
patterns in real time. This model lays a physicalfoundationfor the oscillatorycorrelationtheory offeature binding,
and may provide an effective computationalframeworkfor patternsegmentation andfigureigroundsegregation.

1. Introduction
A basic attribute of perception is its ability to group elements of a perceived scene or sensory field into coherent
clusters (objects). This ability underlies perceptual processes such as figure/ground segregation, identification of
objects, and separation of different objects, and it is generally known as pattern segmentation or perceptual
organization. Despite the fact that humans perform it with apparent ease, the general problem of pattern
segmentation remains unsolved in the engineering of sensory processing, such as computer vision and auditory
processing.
Fundamental to pattern segmentation is the grouping of similar sensory features and the segregation of
dissimilar ones. Theoretical investigations of brain funct-ons and feature binding point to the mechanism of
temporal correlation as a representational framework [11, 2]. In particular, the correlation theory of von der
Malsburg [111 asserts that an object is represented by the temporal correlation of the firing activities of the scattered
cells coding different features of the object. A natural way of encoding temporal correlation is to use neural
oscillations, whereby each oscillator encodes some feature (maybe just a pixel) of an object. In this scheme, each
segment (object) is represented by a group of oscillators that shows synchrony (phase-locking) of the oscillations,
and different objects are represented by different groups whose oscillations are desynchronized from each other. Let
us refer to this form of temporal correlation as oscillatory correlation. The theory of oscillatory correlation has
received direct experimental support from the cell recordings in the cat visual cortex [1, 2] and other brain regions.
The discovery of synchronous oscillations in the visual cortex has triggered much interest from the theoretical
community in simulating the experimental results and in exploring oscillatory correlation to solve the problems of
pattern segmentation (see among others [14, 4, 8, 9, 5, 7, 13]). While several demonstrate synchronization in a
group of oscillators using local (lateral) connections (4, 7, 13], most of these models rely on long range connections
to achieve phase synchrony. It has been pointed out that local connections in reaching synchrony may play a
fundamental role in pattern segmentation since long-range connections would lead to indiscriminate segmentation [9,

131.
There are two aspects in the theory of oscillatory correlation: (1) synchronization within the same object; and (2)
desynchronization between different objects. Despite intensive studies on the subject, the question of
desynchronization has been hardly addressed. The lack of an efficient mechanism for desynchronization greatly limits
the utility of oscillatory correlation to perceptual organization. In this paper, we propose a new class of oscillatory
networks, LEGION, and show that it can rapidly achieve both synchronization within each object and
desynchronization between a number of simultaneously presented objects. LEGION is composed of the following
elements: (1) A new model of a basic oscillator; (2) Local excitatory connections to produce phase synchrony within
each object; (3) A global inhibitor that receives inputs from the entire network and feeds back with inhibition to
produce desynchronization of the oscillator groups representing different objects. In other words, the mechanism of
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LEGION consists of local cooperation and global competition, thus fully encoding oscillatory correlation. This
surprisingly simple neural architecture may provide an elementary approach to pattern segmentation and a
computational framework for perceptual organization.

2. Model Description
The building block of LEGION, a single oscillator i, is defined in the simplest form as a feedback loop between
an excitatory unit xi and an inhibitory unit yi:
dxi
dp

3xi- x*3+2-yi+p+li+Si

(la)

=

dA== e (y(l + tanh(x.Ip))-yi)

(lb)

where p denotes the amplitude of a Gaussian noise
term . Ii represents external stimulation to the
......................................
oscillator, and Si denotes coupling from other
oscillators in the network. The noise term is
introduced both to test the robustness of the system
and to actively desynchronize different input patterns.
4.
The parameter e is chosen to be small. In this case
(1), without any coupling or noise, corresponds to a
standard relaxation oscillator. The x-nullcline of (1) is
a cubic curve, while the y-nullcline is a sigmoid
function, as shown in Fig. 1. If I > 0, these curves
........................................
,__
intersect along the middle branch of the cubic, and (1)
-2
0
2
is oscillatory. The periodic solution alternates
between the silent and active phases of near steady
x
state behavior. The parameter y is introduced to
control the relative times that the solution spends in
Figure 1. Nullclines and periodic orbit of a single
these two phases. If I < 0, then the nuliclines of (1)
oscillator as shown in the phase plane. The x-nullcle
intersect at a stable fixed point along the left branch of
(dx/dt = 0) is shown by the dashed curve and the ythe cubic. In this case the system produces no
nullcline (dy/dt = 0) is shown by the dotted curve. In a
oscillation. The oscillator model (1) may be
simulation when the oscillator starts at a randomly
interpreted as a model of spiking behavior of a single
generated point (upper middle position in the figure) in
the phase plane, it quickly converged to a stable trajectory
neuron, or a mean field approximation to a network of
of a limit cycle. The parameters for this simulation are I =
excitatory and inhibitory neurons.
0.2, p = 0.02, e= 0.02, y= 4.0, p = 0.1.
The LEGION we study here in particular is two
dimensional. However, the results can easily be
extended to other dimensions. Each oscillator in the
LEGION is connected to only its four nearest
neighbors, thus forming a 2-D grid. This is the
simplest form of local connections. The global
inhibitor receives excitation from each oscillator of the
grid, and in turn inhibits each oscillator. This
.."...
architecture is shown in Fig. 2. The intuitive reason
why the LEGION gives rise to pattern segmentation is
the following. When multiple connected objects are
mapped onto the grid, local connectivity on the grid
will group together the oscillators covered by each
object. This grouping will be reflected by phase
synchrony within each object. The global inhibitor is
introduced for desynchronizing the oscillatory
Figure 2. Architecture of a two dimensional LEGION
responses to different objects. We assume that the
with nearest neighbor coupling. The global inhibitor is
coupling term Si in (1) is given by
indicated by the black circle.
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si

Wik S.(xk, 9x ) - w s**(z. Ox)
kEN(i)

(2)

1

(3)

= 1+exp[-K(x-0)]

where Wik is a connection (synaptic) weight from oscillator k to oscillator i, and N(i) is the set of the neighoring
oscillators that connect to i. In this model, N(i) is the four immediate neighbors on the 2-D grid, except on the
boundaries where N(i) may be either 2 or 3 immediate neighbors. Ox is a threshold (see the sigmoid function of Eq.
3) above which an oscillator can affect its neighbors. Wz (positive) is the weight of inhibition from the global
inhibitor z, whose activity is defined as
(4)

- Z)
-=€(0*.

where a.= 0 if xi < Ozx for every oscillator, and a, = 1 if xi > Ozx for at least one oscillator i. Hence Ozx
represents a threshold. If the activity of every oscillator is below this threshold, then the global inhibitor will not
receive any input. In this case z -+ 0 and the oscillators will not receive any inhibition. If, on the other hand, the
activity of at least one oscillator is above the threshold Oz, then, the global inhibitor will receive input. In this case
z -+ 1, and each oscillator feels inhibition when z is above the threshold Oz. The parameter 0 determines the rate at
which the inhibitor reacts to such stimulation.
In summary, once an oscillator is active, it triggers the global inhibitor. This then inhibits the entire network
as described in Eq. 1. On the other hand, an active oscillator spreads its activation to its nearest neighbors, again
through (1), and from them to its further neighbors. Thus, the entire dynamics of LEGION is a combination of
local cooperation through excitatory coupling among neighboring oscillators and global competition via the global
inhibitor. In the next section, we give a number of properties of this system.
Besides boundaries, the oscillators on the grid are basically symmetrical. Boundary conditions may cause certain
distortions to the stability of synchrous oscillations. Recently, Wang [13] proposed a mechanism called dynamic
normalization to ensure that each oscillator, whether it is in the interior or on a boundary, has equal overall
connection weights from its neighbors. The dynamic normalization mechanism is adopted in the present model to
form effective connections. For binary images (each pixel being either 0 or 1), the outcome of dynamic
normalization is that an effective connection is established between two oscillators if and only if they are neighbors
and both of them are activated by external stimulation. The network defined above can readily be applied for
segmentation of binary images. For gray-level images (each pixel being in a certain value range), the following
slight modification suffices to make the network applicable. An effective connection is established between two
oscillators if and only if they are neighbors and the difference of their corresponding pixel values is below a certain
threshold.

3. Analytical Results
We have formally analyzed the LEGION. Due to space limitations, we can only list the major conclusions
without proofs. The interested reader can find the details in Terman and Wang [101. Let us refer to a pattern as a
connected region, and a block be a subset of oscillators stimulated by a given pattern. The following results are
about singular solutions in the sense that we formally set e = 0. However, as shown in [101, the results extend to
the case e > 0 sufficiently small.
Theorem 1. (Synchronization). The parameters of the system can be chosen so that all of the oscillators in a
block always jump up simultaneously (synchronize). Moreover, the rate of synchronization is exponential.
Theorem 2. (Pattern Separation)The parameters of the system and a constant T can be chosen to satisfy the
following. If at the beginning all the oscillators of the same block synchronize with each other and the temporal
distance between any two oscillators belonging to two different blocks is greater than T, then (1) Synchronization
within each block is maintained; (2) The blocks activate with a fixed ordering; (3) At most one block is in its active
phase at any time.
Theorem 3. (Desynchronization)If at the beginning all the oscillators of the system lie not too far away from
each other, then the condition of Theorem 2 will be satisfied after some time. Moreover, the time it takes to satisfy
the condition is no greater than N cycles, where N is the number of patterns.
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The above results are true with arbitrary number of oscillators. In summary, LEGION exhibits a mechanism,
referred to as selective gating, which can be intuitively interpreted as follows. An oscillator jumping to its active
phase opens a gate to quickly recruit the oscillators of the same block due to local connections. At the same time, it
closes the gate to the oscillators of different blocks. Moreover, segmentation of different patterns is achieved very
rapidly in terms of oscillation cycles.

4. Computer Simulation
To illustrate how LEGION is used for pattern segmentation, we have simulated a 20x20 LEGION as defined by
(1)-(4). We arbitrarily selected four objects (patterns): two O's, one H, and one I; and they form the word OHIO.
These patterns were simultaneously presented to the system as shown in Figure 3A. Each pattern is a connected
region, but no two patterns are connected to each other.
All the oscillators stimulated (covered) by the objects received an external input I = 0.2, while the others have I
--0.02. Thus the oscillators under stimulation become oscillatory, while those without stimulation remain silent.
The amplitude p of the Gaussian noise is set to 0.02. Thus, compared to the external input, a 10% noise is included
in every oscillator. Dynamic normalization results in that only two neighboring oscillators stimulated by a single
pattern have an effective connection. The differential equations were solved numerically with the following
parameter values: e = 0.02, 0 = 3.0; y= 6.0, P = 0.1, K = 50, 0,= -0.5, and 0zx = Oz = 0.1. The total effective
connections were normalized to 6.0. The results described below were robust to considerable changes in the
parameters. The phases of all the oscillators on the grid were randomly initialized.
Fig. 3B-3F shows the instantaneous activity (snapshot) of the network at various stages of dynamic evolution.
The diameter of each black circle represents the x activity of the corresponding oscillator. That is, if the range of x
values of all the oscillators are given by xmin and xmax,then the diameter of the black circle corresponding to an
oscillator is proportional to (x-Xmin)I(Xmajxmin). Fig. 3B shows a snapshot of the network a few steps after the
beginning of the simulation. In Fig. 3B, the activities of the oscillators were largely random. Fig. 3C shows a
snapshot after the system had evolved for a short time period. One can clearly see the effect of grouping and
segmentation: all the oscillators belonging to the left 0 were entrained and had large activities. At the same time,
the oscillators stimulated by the other three patterns had very small activities. Thus the left 0 was segmented from
the rest of the input. A short time later, as shown in Fig. 3D, the oscillators stimulated by the right 0 reached high
values and were separated from the rest of the input. Fig. 3E shows another snapshot after Fig. 3D. At this time,
pattern I had its turn to be activated and separated from the rest of the input. Finally in Fig. 3F, the oscillators
representing H were active and the rest of the input remained silent. This successive "pop-out" of the objects
continued in a stable periodic fashion. To provide a complete picture of dynamic evolution, Fig. 3G shows the
temporal evolution of each oscillator. Since the oscillators receiving no external input were inactive during the
entire simulation process, they were excluded from the display in Fig. 3G. The activities of the oscillators
stimulated by each object are combined together in the figure. Thus, if they are synchronized, they appear like a
single oscillator. In Fig. 3G, the four upper traces represent the activities of the four oscillator blocks, and the
bottom trace represents the activity of the global inhibitor. The synchronized oscillations within each object are
clearly shown within just three cycles of dynamic evolution.
The exact shapes and positions of the patterns in Fig. 3 do not matter for pattern segmentation. In fact, this 2-D
LEGION provides a general solution to segmentation of planar connected patterns.

5. Discussion
Besides neural plausibility, oscillatory correlation has a unique feature as an computational approach to the
engineering of pattern segmentation and figure/ground segregation. Due to the nature of oscillations, no single
object can dominate and suppress the perception of the rest of the image permanently. The current dominant object
has to give way to other objects being suppressed, and let them have a chance to be spotted. Although at most one
object can dominant at any time instant, due to rapid oscillations, a number of objects can be activated over a short
time period. This intrinsic dynamic process provides a natural and reliable representation of multiple segmented
patterns.
The basic principles of selective gating are established for LEGION with lateral connections beyond nearest
neighbors. Indeed, in terms of synchronization, more distant connections even help expedite phase entrainment. In
this sense, synchronization with all-to-all connections is an extreme case of our system. With nearest-neighbor
connectivity (Fig. 2), any isolated part of an image is considered as a segment. In an noisy image with many tiny
regions, segmentation would result in too many small fragments. More distant connections would also provide a
solution to this problem. Lateral connections typically take on the form of Gaussian distribution, with the
connection strength between two oscillators falling off exponentially. Since global inhibition is superimposed to
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local excitation, two oscillators positively coupled may be desynchronized if global inhibition is strong enough.
Thus, it is unlikely that all objects in an image form a single segment as the result of extended connections.
Due to its critical importance for computer vision, pattern segmentation, or perceptual organization as known in
computer vision, has been studied quite extensively. Many techniques have been proposed in the past [3, 61.
Despite these techniques, as pointed out by Haralick and Shapiro [3], there is no underlying theory of image
segmentation, and the techniques tend to be adhoc and emphasize some aspects while ignoring others. Compared to
the traditional techniques for pattern segmentation, the oscillatory correlation approach offers many unique
advantages. The dynamical process is inherently parallel. While conventional computer vision algorithms are based
on descriptive criteria and many adhoc heristics, LEGION as exemplified in this paper performs computations based
on only connections and oscillatory dynanics. The organizational simplicity renders LEGION particularly feasible
for VLSI implementation. Also, continuous-time dynamics allows real time processing, desired by many
engineering applications.
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Figure 3. A An image composed of four patterns which were presented (mapped) to a 20x20 grid of oscillators.
B A snapshot of the activities of the oscillator grid at the beginning of dynamic evolution. C A snapshot taken
shortly after the beginning. D Another snapshot taken shortly after C. E Another snapshot taken shortly after
D. F Another snapshot taken shortly after E. G The upper four traces show the combined temporal activities of
the oscillator blocks representing the four patterns, respectively, and the bottom trace shows the temporal
activity of the global inhibitor. The simulation took 8,000 integration steps.
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Dynamics of an integrate-and-fire neuron without dendritic potential reset.
Paul C. Bressloff
Department of Mathematical Sciences, Loughborough University of Technology,
Lou ghborough, LeicestershireLE11 3TU
Abstract. The dynamics of a compartmental model integrate-and-fire neuron is
analysed. The neuron is taken to consist of a single dendritic compartment coupled to a
single somatic compartment; only the latter resets when the neuron fires. The
compartmental model equations are shown to reduce to a scalar Volterra integral
equation thus allowing an iterative solution for the firing-times of the neuron to be
derived. In the case of constant external inputs, the steady-state of the neuron is found to
satisfy a Fredholm integral equation from which the firing-frequency of the neuron can be
obtained. The firing-frequency is determined as a function of the membrane time
constants of the neuron. The analysis presented here can be generalized to more general
compartmental models.
1.

Compartmental model integrate-and-fire neuron.

At the simplest level of description, a neuron fires whenever the membrane potential at the
axon hillock (point of exit of axon from cell body or soma) exceeds some threshold h, and provided
that the neuron is outside its relative refractory period tR. The firing times of the neuron satisfy
the iterative equation
Tk+l = inf{tl(t) _ h;t > Tk + tR,

k>O

(1)

where Tk is the time at which the neuron fires for the kth occasion since the initial time To. (We
shall assume that the neuron also fires at t = TO). When the neuron fires there is a rapid
depolarisation of the membrane potential at the axon hillock followed by a hyperpolarisation due
to delayed potassium rectifier currents. This process can be modelled by assuming that the
membrane potential is simply reset to some resting level
whenever the neuron fires; details
of the firing-mechanism and the pulse shape of a nerve impulse are ignored in these so called
integrate-nd-firemodels [1,21. Suppose for the moment that any dendritic structure is neglected.
The state of the neuron can then be described in terms of the single membrane potential , which
satisfies the leaky-integrator equation

*

*

dt =--+I(t),
dt
T

te(Tk,Tk+1),

lir (Tk - 8) = h,

k=0, 1,..

lim(Tk+8)=

,

8>0

(2a)
(2b)

8-4080

The solution to equation (2a) is given by
t

*(t)

e - (t- T ,)/'

+ f e-(t-t')/I(t')dt'

(3)

T,

Therefore, given the firing-time Tk, the subsequent firing-time Tk+1 may be determined from
equations (1) and (3). It follows that the complete set cf firing-times are generated by iteration
[1,21.
An implicit assumption of this model is that the whole neuron resets on firing, which
means that the neuron's behaviour after the occurrence of a nerve impulse is independent of the
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post-synaptic potentials across tc'endritic tree prior to spike generation. (For a discussion of
this point within the context ,&temporal signal processing see [31). In order to avoid such an
unrealistic scenario it is necessary to take into account the spatial structure of a neuron so that
one can differentiate between axonal and dendritic potentials.
A simple solution is to divide the neuron into two compartments [4,5]. The first, which
represents the dendritic tree and soma, receives multiple synaptic inputs. The output from ths
compartment is taken to be the input current to the second compartment, which represents the
axon hillock or trigger zone of nerve impulse generation. The dendro-somatic membrane potential
V evolves according to a standard leaky-integrator equation without any influence from the nerve
impulse generation process. Meanwhile, the membrane potential 0 at the trigger zone satisfies
equation (2a) with I(t) - dV/dt, and is reset each time the neuron fires as described by equation
(2b). This model can also take into account a more detailed description of the geometry of the
neuron by representing the dendro-somatic system using a multi-compartmental model [5].
A limitation of the above model is that it takes reset to be localized at a point (the trigger
zone) rather than extended over a region of the neuron. Here we shall consider an intermediate
situation in which reset occurs across the whole soma but does not enter directly into the
dendrites. In a similar fashion to [41, we divide the neuron into two compartments but now one
corresponds to the dendritic tree and the other to the soma (including the trigger zone). The
associated compartmental model equations are
edfV
dt

V+
R

(4)

-V +1
r

C L=__. !+V-0
r
dt
R,

tE(Tk,Tk+l),

(5)

k=0,1,..

where V is the membrane potential of the dendritic compartment and 0 is the membrane
potential of the soma, which resets according to equation (2b). The parameters C, R and CO R
are the leakage capacitance and resistance of the dendrites and soma respectively whilst r is the
junctional resistance between the two compartments. In contrast to the models of Ref. [4,51, when
the membrane potential resets there is feedback into the dendritic system due to the coupling
between and the potentials V.
The dendritic membrane potentials V can be eliminated from equations (4) and (5) to give
a scalar integro-differential equation for 0(t). Taking the -dependent term on the right-hand side
of (4) as an additional input, we can use a variations of parameter formula to obtain

*

t -1
V(t) = e(t-T)/rV(To) + fe

- ( t- t ' )/

c I(t')+-1 -(t')

dt',

(6)

where a factor of C- 1 has been absorbed into I(t) and

1 1
-

1
C- r

1
1
, - R--C- +

(

1
00

=r ,

=r c0

(7 )

If equation (6) is now substituted into equation (5), we obtain an integro-differential
equation for*,

dt-f-=

+ 10I 1o
te-(t-t')/

(t')dt'+F(t),

tE(Tk,Tk+l) k>O

with
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(8)

F(t) =

-e(t-To
),"VT

et
e,

0

(9)

Equation (8) must be supplemented by the reset condition (2b). This means that evolves
according to a nonlinear integral equation, where the nonlinearity is due to the discontinuity
associated with reset. Equation (8) can be represented schematically as the feedback system
shown in figure 1. That is, the model neuron is equivalent to a standard leaky integrate-and-fire
neuron with external input F(t) and an additional feedback contribution that takes into account
the coupling of* with the underlying dendritic potential. The feedback transfer function is G(t) =

F(t)

LN

:rthreshold

Figure 1.
2.

Iterative solution for the firing-times.

We shall now construct a unique iterative solution to equations (8) and (2b) that generalizes the
solution found for the point-like model, equation (3). The first step is to introduce a set of
continuous functions 4k: [0, -0] -+ %, k 0, where *k( 0 ) = I, and to write the solution as
Vt+Tk) = WO(t), t (0,Ak),
in (Tk + 8 ))

=

8-+0

Ak =Tk+1 -Tk

(10)

m(Tk
V, - 8) = k-l(Tk) = h

8-0O

(11)

Assume that Tj, 4j(t), j = 0,1,...,k-1 and Tk are known and that we wish to determine 4ik and
Tk+l. The function fk satisfies the linear Volterra integro-differential equation

dk=__k+G(t
i
dt

-

t')k(t')dt'+Fk(t), t>0, k

O

(12)

1

(13)

where F 0(t) = F(t) and
k-lAj
Fk (t) = F(t) + Y
j=O 0

T

k

-G~t-t'
Tj)4j(t')dt', k

Note that there is no reset of Ok. We shall show below that one can uniquely solve equation (12)
for any given k. Thus the complete solution V(t) is generated by iteration. First we determine 40
using the initial conditions on 4 and Va at t = To. The firing-time T 1 is then obtained by finding
when the solution 40(t) first crosses the threshold h (equation (1)). Proceeding inductively, we
solve fk, k > I in terms of 1 j, Tj, j = 0, 1,...,k-1) and Tk, and then calculate the firing-time Tk+1
using equation (1).
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It remains to prove that there exists a unique solution to equation (12). First note that
both the convolution kernel G(t) and the function Fk are continuous on [0,oo). Therefore, we can
apply the following result.
Variation of parametersformula [61: Consider a linear Volterra equation of convolution type
having the form of equation (12) in which i is a real constant, and Fk and B are both real
continuous functions on (0,oo). If Z(t) is the solution of the homogeneous equation

dZ

_Z

dt

c

- ')Z(t')dt', Z(O) = 1

t

(14)

J~-

0

and if 4k(t) is a solution of equation (12) on [0,oo) then
t

*k(t) =Z(t)i+JZ(t

-

(15)

t')Fk(t')dt' t2 0,

0

Thus Ok is uniquely determined by the initial condition

k (0) =

Equation (14) may be solved using Laplace transforms, that is,

~

Z(t) =-.L1(

(16)

))t M

where L71 indicates the inverse Laplace transform and G(s) =x/ (s+
Substituting into equation (16) gives
2(s) =

), with

E =

l/T.

(17)

s+eXs+-)-a'

The poles of 2(s) are the roots of the denominator on the right-hand side of equation (17). These
roots are real and are equal to -E+ where

±= I[, + i±(

+)2_4

+

]

(18)

We note from equations (7) that F > a so that E+ > 0, i.e. both poles lie in the left-hand complex
plane. We now apply the expansion theorem of Laplace Transforms to obtain
Z(t)

3.

-

(

e--

.e-t

+( _+.--

)e-E+t

(19)

Steady-state firing rate.

Having found the general solution to the compartmental model equations of an integrate-and-fire
neuron without dendritic potential reset, we are now in a position to determine the output of the
neuron, i.e. the sequence of firing-times, in response to various inputs. Suppose for simplicity
that the input to the neuron is constant and that k >> 1, Tk >> To. We can use the latter
condition to eliminate any transients. First observe that equation (9) becomes F(t) = It/j for t >
Tk >> TO. Thus all dependence on the initial value of the dendritic potential V(To) vanishes. We
now make the following ansatz: The neuron relaxes to a unique steady-state W(t) characterised by
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a regular firing-pattern of period A where limk_..Ak -4 A and limk..4k(t) -+ W(t). Taking the
limit k -.- in equation (12), it can be shown that W(t) satisfies the self-consistency condition
A
W(t) = f(t) + fK(t,t')W(t')dt',
0

t. 0

(20)

with
t

K(t,t')

=

t

JZ(t- t")
G(t"-t'+mA)dt",
0
m=1

Z(t - t')dt '

f(t) = Z(t) +

(21)

0

and A is determined self-consistently according to #(A) = h
Equation (20) is a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind [7]. This equation can be
solved explicitly in the special case of a single dendritic compartment. Substituting equation (19)
into (21) and performing the summation over m gives

K(t,t')= E+ a
e-Ae
As eEt'eI
-C_ 1l-e

- E-t -

e-e ]

(22)

Thus the kernel K is degenerate in the sense that it can be decomposed as K(t,t') = a(t)b(t').
Choosing b(t') = eEt, equations (22) and (20) then yield

w(t) = f(t) + a(t)AeSt'v(t')dt',

e - Aj

a

a(t)=

[e-Et

e -Et]

(23)

0

which implies that the solution (t) has the form 4s(t) = f(t) + Tja(t) for some constant coefficient Ti.
Substitution into (20) now shows that
A
Ti

f e s t[f(t') + Tna(t')]dt'

(24)

0
Evaluate the integrals on the right-hand side of equation (24),

Al

A

-

-

1--[ee'f(t')dt'=
re1
- __eAE+] I[ e

1-e- A

-

1-e -AE+]

0

A ect,a(t,)dt,=

A 2=

fL_

e
e+ - E_ 1 - e-t E

e(-E-)A -

i- e(-+ )A
+- E

(26)

0

If A2 * 1 then there is a unique solution for iq given by
obtained from the self-consistency condition,
h = f(A) +

AI(A) a(A)
1- A 2 (A)

TI =

A1/(1-A2). Finally, the period A can be

(27)

Equation (27) is a transcedental equation that has to be solved numerically. For
simplicity we assume that the reset level
= 0. Then both fRA) and AI(A) are proportional to IT/^
so that equation (27) can be written in the form h j/I = p(A,
,a)/e. That is, the function gi is

*
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independent of the input I. Thus the steady-state firing frequency Q2 = VA can be determined as a
function of 1/I for a range of values of the various time constant parameters E,i and a. A detailed
study across the complete parameter domain will be presented elsewhere. Here we shall briefly
consider the particular case of high constant inputs. The interspike time-interval A is then small
allowing an expansion of equation (26) in powers of A. The leading order terms are

hi ~e)(28)
=A
1

E

E

+

-

2e

l

+

Hence, for high inputs the frequency is proportional to the input I. (Note that for very large I, the
firing-rate will saturate at fmax = 1/tR, where tR is the absolute refractory period). It is
interesting to compare equations (27) and (28) with the corresponding resultof Kohn [5]. There
the two compartments are in series (without coupling) as described in section 1, and
A=-.Lin,1-i0Eo
go IL

1

F0,
O= I/RC,

go = t/1RC.

(29)

with A - hE/I for large inputs. (In the case of the standard integrate-and-fire model of equation
(2), A is given by equation (29) for go = 1). Thus there is no dependence on the junctional time
constants 1, jo. The presence of these time constants in our model has at least two
consequences. First, e > c0 and i > go , in other words, the effective membrane time constants
are smaller. Second, the input I is scaled by a factor of j. Hc...e, in the high input limit for
example our model predicts a higher (lower) firing-rate than the Kohn model if C1 < F- (E > -0).
Differences also emerge in the reponse to small inputs and to time-varying inputs as we shall
rhow elsewhere.
4.

Discussion.

Integrate-and-fire models usually assume that reset occurs either across the whole neuron or at a
single point (the trigger zone) without interaction with the remainder of the neuron. A more
realistic approach is to introduce some compartmental structure and restrict ]reset to some
extended subregion of the neuron, here taken to be the soma. (As far as we are aware the exact
extent of the reset domain is currently u-xknown). Electrical coupling of the soma with the
dendrites leads to a feedback signal across the dendrites when the neuron resets. Such a coupling
o. In this paper we analysed the
is measured in terms of the junctional time constants j,
dynamics of this model using integral equations. There are a number of possible extensions of
this work. First, one can incorporate multi-compartmental models that take into account the
complex topology of a neuron's dendritic tree. The analysis proceeds in a similar fashion to the
two-compartment w. .;al except that the convolution kernels G(t) and Z(t) are now constructed
from the Green's fu:..tion of an arbitrary tree. General expressions for such a Green's function
have recently been derived [81. Second, one can consider stochastic versions of the model, which
raises interesting issues in stochastic functional equations. Finally, some form of asymptotic
analysis is needed for the integral equation (15) to check the validity of our ansatz. (Preliminary
numerical work seems to support the ansatz).
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ABSTRACT
The impulse response behavior of an analog VLSI neuromorph whose primary computational substrate is a
spatially extensive artificial dendritic tree is described. Experimental results are presented that show these silicon
neuromnorph can produce impulse responses that last nine orders of magnitude longer than their initiating impulses.

The shape and duration of the impulse response is tmable over a wide range through the use of programmable
switched-capacitors to simulate the axial and parallel resistances of the dendritic tree. The VLSI implementation of
artificial dendrites comprising switched-capacitor resistive elements is briefly described.

INRODUCTION
Our neuromorpis are VLSI circuits that comprise a spatially extensive aricial dendritic tree [1], [2], a spike
generating soma, and many spike output pathways, each of which imparts a programmable delay to the spikes
traveling on it. Figure la is a simplified circuit diagram of a short, five-compartment section of silicon dendrite. Each

compment has a capacitor, Cm, representing a membrane capacitance, two programmable resistors, Rm and R,
representing a membrane resistance and a cytoplasmic resistance, and several MOS field effect tramsistors that
simulate synapses by enabling transient inward or outward transmembrane current. Th resulting potential appearing
at the soma, point S in Figure lb, determines the rate of output spike firing. P-channel transistors (upper) produce
excitatory effects on spike firing by increasing the membrane potential. Inhibition is mediated by two interleaved
populmations of n-channel transistors (lower). Half have their source- terminals connected to ground and exert
inhibitory effects by lowering membrane potential; the other half have their source terminals connected to a
programmable voltage and exert inhibitory effects by pulling the memnbrane potential towards this voltage. When this
voltage is set near the membrne resting voltage these transistors behave like shunting or silent inhibitory synapses
[31-[5]. For the results reported here, all inhibitory transistor somces were set to ground potential to produce only

hyperpolaizing membrane potential changes.
The synapse transistors are turned on by an impulse signal applied to their gate terminals. The resultant
current depends on the conductance of the transistor in the on state, the duration of the gate terminal
impulse signal, and the potential difference across the transistor. In most of our VLSI implementations, the dendritic
brnches have sixteen compartments (32 synapses) which are connected together to form artificial dendritic trees
(ADTs) like that shown in Figure lb.
A neuromorph's dynamics is due in large part to the Nth-order low-pass filter properties of its ADT. The spatial
and temporal signal processing capabilities are illustrated in Figure lcd by the effects of activating synapses at
various positions on an ADT. The impulse responses were measured at the soma (point S in Figure lb) after
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activating a single excitatory or inhibitory synapse at 15 different locations on an ADT. Although the synapse
transistors were turned on for only 100 nsec, the resulting impulse responses last for hundreds of milliseconds. The

peak amplitude of the response is largest for synaptic activation nearest the soma and dimiishes rapidly for sites
farther away, while the latency to peak increases with distance from the soma. These effects of synapse position
mimic those occurring in passive dendrites of biological neurons [6],[7]. They also illustrate how the ADT structure
inherently accords different weights to synapses: pulsatile afferent signals exert effects in time and amplitude that
depend upon synapse position. In this paper we show how A9T dynamics is easily altered using switched-capacitors
to vary impulse response duration by six orders of magnitude
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FIGURE 1. a) Five compartment segment of artificial dendrite. b) Diagram of VLSI neuromorph comprising a spatially
extensive artificial dendritic tree (ADT) and a spike generating soma. The crosses on the ADT represent synapse locations. c)
and d) Measured impulse responses at soma (point S) due to activating a single synapse at different locations for 100 nsec.
Note that the response lasts over 1,000,000 times longer than the signal that caused it. Insets show the peak voltage change as
a function of synapse position.

In many real systems, the inherent dynamics may span a wide temporal range, from hundreds of microseconds to

thousands of milliseconds. The dynamic behavior of our ADT-neuromorphs depends on the relative values of Rm, R,
and C, analogous to biological dendrites [8]. Furthermore, the dynamics of individual branches or individual
neuronmorphs may need to be considerably different from each other, depending on the application. The ADT fixedvalue compartmental capacitor, C , (see Figure la) is purposely made small to conserve silicon real estate (100-2000
F,depending on the particular chip design), suggesting that a wide range of programmable compartmental
resistances (1-1,000,000 megohms) is required to realize the range of expected dynamics.
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A programmable well-behaved resistor can be realized by switching one terminal of a grounded capacitor
between the teriinals of the resistor [9]. 11e effective resistance depends on die switching frequency and the value of
the holding capacitor, C (see Figure 2). In our silicon neuromorphs C has been experimentally determined to be
approximately five feMtofarads.
-- I 10-T
Ralfn

lf

Ti -VVM- 1I2

5I

=

TIC

L
C1-A1

FIGURE 2I Switched-capacito resit". A holding capacitor transfers a small amount of charge between the terminals (TI
and T2) every switching period, T. The effective resistance is determined by a programmable switching frequency and the
value of the holding capacitor.
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FIGURE 3. a) Compartment circuit diagram mwnsynapse circuitry. b) Switched-Capacitor implementation of compartmental
resistances. Transistors M3 , M4 and capacitor C2 emulate RM. Transistors MI, M2, and capacitor C1 emulate Its. Clock
uignals, #I, 4 #3,04, Permit austmuent Of resistance Over a wide range. Va-establishes the resting voltage (typically 2.5V).
c) Basnc VLSI layout. Five compartments wre abutted together to form a short dendrite, branch section (synapse circuitry not
shown). The compartmental capacitor, C,, is implemented with polyllpoly2 plates and varies between 0. 1-2.0 pE, depending
on the particular chip design. Construction of APTI; is done by placing compartments side-by-side until the desired branch
length is reached. Branches are then connected via metal or poly wires to form trees. The spacing between compartments is 2
pam, and they are aligned such that the inputs of one compartmnent connect to the outputs of the previous compartmuent.
ttl
-PVLSI lupen-

Figure 3a shows the circuit diagram of a dendrite, compartment sas synaps circuitry and Figure 3b shows its
switched-capacitor imlmntto. Capacitor C1 coupled with transistors M, and M2 emulate the axial resistor, R,
while C2, M3, and Ni4 emulat the membrane resit", Ras. T7he Switches, MI, Mi2, M3 , and Mi4, in the open state have
a resistance of about 1012 fLI, and in the closed state their resistance is about 30 KLI The gate signals, 01/ 02 and
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03/ 04 do not overlap in the logic 1 state, ensuring that only one switch of each pair is closed at a time. All chips
were fabricated using a 2 &Am CMOS double-poly n-well process on a 2mm by 2mm MOSIS Tiny Chip format.
Figure 3c illustrates the basic integrated circuit layout of a five compartment VLSI dendrite section, excluding the
synapse circuitry.
RESULTS
The variation in impulse response with changes in dendrite resistances is shown in Figure 4 for a four-branched
neuromnrph. A single midbranch synapse was activated for 100 nsec and the soma voltage recorded for 160 msec.
Figure 4a shows recordings of impulse responses (offset for clarity) obtained with different values of R, and Rt at a
fixed Rs/R, ratio of 100 to 1. As both R, and Rt increased by the same factor, the time scale of the impulse response
lengthened so that a simple time scaling preserved the shape of the impulse response. By contrast, Figure 4b shows
that increasing the Rm/Ra ratio led to an increase in decay time relative to rise time (i.e., impulse response shape was
not preserved).
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FIGURE 4. Experimental results from ADT-neuromophs showing how changes in Rm and R8 affect the impulse
response. Curve. show soma voltage after activating a single ADT synapse for 100 niec. Curves offset for clarity, a) data
for fixed ratio of RLJRa (r = 100). Frequency of switched-capacitor, Rm, is shown next to corresponding curve. b)data for
fixed R, and vaious values of Rm (Rmck = 50 Hz).
Figure 5a shows impulse responses generated by a 100 nsec activation of a proximal synapse when the
switched-capacitor clocks were set at their lowest frequencies to produce slow dynamics. Th'us, when Rm_ck was 5

Hz, the decay time of the impulse response was nearly 20 seconds; the activation of more distal synapses produced
at these low switching fr~equencies is over 1000
even longer decay times (Figure 5b). The effective resistance of Rum
GO as determined by comparing experimental data to simulation results. With these dynamics, the impulse response
lasts over a billion times longer than the impulse that initiated it. At highi switching frequency (-10 Mhz), where the
ADT-nuoop's dynamics is much faster, the decay time for the impulse response is approximately 100 ttsec.
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SUMARY
The results presented here demonstrate that a wide range of ADT-neuromorph dynamics is easily obtained by
changing the switching frequency of the dendritic ame switched-capacitor transistors. The ability to change the
dynamical behavior of a particular ADT-neuromorph or group of neuromorphs provides a way to match temporal
response to a specific application or task. We believe that this capability representsi a distinct advantage to be
exploited. In a companion paper [101, we present some initial work on changing neuromorpli dynamics and its effect
on neufvahorph spikig output as a functio of chaging temporal patternis of pulsatile inputs.
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Behavior of the Complex Numbered
Back-Propagation Network which has Learned
Similar Transformation
Tohru Nitta

Electrotechnical Laboratory,
1-1-4 Umezono, Tsukuba Science City, Ibaraki, 305 Japan.
Abstract :
In this paper, the ability of the "Complex-BP" algorithm to learn similar transformation
is analyzed. A Complex-BP network which has learned similar transformation, has the
ability to generalize the similitude ratio with a distance error which is represented by the
sine of the difference between the argument of the test pattern and that of the training
pattern.

1

Introduction

The cComplex-BP" algorithm [2, 3] is a complex numbered version of the standard back1 " [4]. This algorithm enables the network to
propagation algorithm, called here, "Real-BP
learn complex-valued patterns naturally. It has been shown by computational experiments
that the algorithm can transform geometrical figures (whereas, the Real-BP cannot) [2, 31,
which is an inherent property of the Complex-BP. In this connection, the Complex-BP
algorithm has already been applied to the interpretation of optical flow (motion vector
field calculated from images) and estimation of motion which are important tasks in
computer vision [5, 6].
This paper presents a mathematical analysis of the behavior of a neural network which
has learned the concept of similar transformation,using the Complex-BP. The result of
this analysis is as follows: a Complex-BP network which has learned a single similitude
ratio, has the ability to generalize the similitude ratio with a distance error which is
represented by the sine of the difference between the argument of the test pattern and
that of the training pattern.

2

The "Complex-BP" Algorithm

This section briefly describes the Complex-BP algorithm [2, 31. It can be applied to multilayered neural networks in which weights, threshold values, input and output signals are
all complex numbers, and the output function fc of a neuron is defined to be
(1)
fc(z) =f () + ifR(y),
where z = x + iy, i denotes V_7T and fR(u) = 1/(1 + exp(-u)), that is, the real and
imaginary parts of the output of a neuron mean the sigmoid functions of the real part x
and imaginary part y of the net input z to neuron, respectively. The learning rule has
been obtained by using a steepest descent method.
Note that there is another formulation of the complex-valued version [1] in which the
output function is a complex-valued function fc(z) = 1/(1 + exp(-z)), where z = x + iy.

3

An Analysis of the Ability to Learn Similar Transformation

This section presents a mathematical analysis of the behavior of a complex-valued neural
network which has learned the concept of similar transformation using the Complex-BP
algorithm.
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We will introduce a simple 1-1-1 three-layered (complex-valued) network for the analysis. We will use vexp[iw] E C for the weight between the input and hidden neurons,
cexp[id] E C for the weight between the hidden and output neurons, s exp[it] E C
for the threshold of the hidden neuron, and r exp[il] E C for the threshold of the output neuron, where C denotes the set of complex numbers. Let voexp[iw°], coexp[id ],
so exp[it0 ] and r° exp[il ° ] denote learning parameters after learning. We will also define
in advance the following constants:
1
K= (1+v )co+2ro'

kacov
G=2(kavo+so)'

C0s°
A=2(kavO+sO)'

A

co

0

C=r

HR = Acos(to+do)+Bcos (do+ 4)+C cos(l°),
H, = Asin(tO+d)+Bsin(d%+4)+Csin(l),
(2)

M = 2KfHf+ HI.

We will use the following learning patterns: p points with equal intervals "a" on a
straight line which forms an angle x degrees to the real axis, are transformed into the
points which can be obtained by the similar transformation on the distance from the
origin with the similitude ratio 3 in the complex plane, respectively (Fig. 1). That is,
there are p training points; for any 1 < k < p, an input point can be expressed as
(3)

ka exp[ix],
and the corresponding output point as
1

1

[_4

kaf3exp[ix] + I exp i4]
1ex
2~
7

(4)
4

where k,p E N, a,x,3 E R', 0 <pa3 _ 1 which limits the values of learning patterns
to the range from -1 to 1 in the complex plane (R+ denotes the set of nonnegative
real numbers). Note that although the output points take a value z within the range
-1 < Re[z], Im[z] < 1, we transformed them as having a value z within the range
0 < Re[z], Im[z] _51, because the Complex-BP network generates a value z within the
range 0 < Re[z], Im[z] : 1. For this reason, eqn (4) seems to be somewhat complicated.
The following theorem will explain the qualitative properties of the generalization ability of the Complex-BP on a similitude ratio.
THEOREM 1. Fix 1 < k < p arbitrarily. To the Complex-BP network which has learned
the training points (eqns (3) and (4)), a test point kaexp[i(x + 40)] is given which can be
obtained by a counterclockwise rotation of an input training point ka expfixl by arbitrary
0 degrees about the origin (Fig. 1). Then, the network generates the following value:
kaf3 exp fi(x + 0)] +

=exp

[ir]]

+ E(O) E C.

(5)

The first term of eqn (5) refers to the point which can be obtained by the similar transformation of the test point ka exp[i(x+ 0)] on the distancefrom the origin with the similitude
ratio # in the complex plane (Fig. 1). Note that f#is the similitude ratio which the network
has learned. Also, the second term E(0S) is a complex number which denotes the error,
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and the absolute value called "GeneralizationError on Similitude Ratio" is given in the
following expression:

IE(4')I

=

Msin 2~

(6)

The proof will be given in the Appendix.
We can find from Theorem 1 that the "Generalization Error on Similitude Ratio"
IE(O)I increases as the distance between the test and input training points increases (i.e.,
4 becomes larger), and it takes the maximum value M at the point which gives the
largest distance (0 = 180). Furthermore, it decreases as the test point approaches the
input training point.

4

Conclusions

We have analyzed the behavior of a Complex-BP network which has learned the concept
of similar transformationand cleared the qualitative property of the generalization ability
of the Complex-BP on a similitude ratio. A Complex-BP network which has learned a
single similitude ratio, has the ability to generalize the similitude ratio with a distance
error which is represented by the sine of the difference between the argument of the test
pattern and that of the training pattern. The analysis of the behavior of a Complex-BP
network which has learned more than one similitude ratio will be presented in a future
paper.
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APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1
In order to prove Theorem 1, a technical result is needed:
LEMMA. For any 1< k<p, the following approximate equations hold:

K [GcQs(x+wo+

do )+HR]

+-=

ka l cos(x)

K[Gsin(x + w +

do )

+

kasin(x

+HI

+ 2

(A-1)

2

(A-2)

Proof. For any 1 k<p, by computing the output value of the Complex-BP network for
the input training point ka exp[ix], we find that the real part of the output value is equal
to the left side of eqn (A-1), and the imaginary part the left side of eqn (A-2). In the
above computations, the sigmoid function in the output function (eqn (1)) of each neuron
was appri-ximated by the following piecewise linear functions:
g~)
g()=

I

2(ka,,o+o)
I

x + I2

0

for the hidden neuron, and
{ +

h(x) =

1

< x < kavy + s o )
(-(kay ° +, s o ) -3-

(A

(x < -(kav, ° + so))

(A-3)

kavy + s o < x)

(-€ -(cO

0) <
+ ro

< i±'co + r0)

(A-4)

V_2co + ro <)

0"

x <

for the output neuron. On the
put value of the complex-valued
equal to the real and imaginary
(1/v 1 2) exp i(7r/4)], respectively.

_( 1

2cO + r0))

other hand, the real and imaginary parts of the outneural network for the input training point should be
parts of the output training point (1/2)kaflexp[ix] +
This concludes the proof of Lemma.
a

Proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 1 will be proved according to the following policy: using
eqns (A-i) and (A-2) in Lemma, we compute the output value of the Complex-BP network
for the test point ka exp[i(x+S)], and transform it into [ The point which can be generated
by the similar transformation of the test point on the distance from the origin with the
similitude ratio 6 ] + [ Error 1.
First, we compute the real part of the output value when the test point ka exp[i(x-+ )]
is fed into the Complex-BP network. Using the equation
cos0 - Asin0 = VT +,\2 cos(0 +
for any 0, where A = tan

4,

and by computing [ eqn (A-i)]

)

5)

A.[ eqn (A-2) ], we get

-

K[Gcos(x+4)+w°+do)+HRI+= kapcos(x+

(A-

)+-

(A-6)

where
E,e( )=2K sin

12

in t°+d+t)+Bsin

do+

4

+

,+Csin

+)]
(A-7)
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Note that the left side of eqn (A-6) refers to the real part of the output value of the
Complex-BP network for the test point, and the first term of the right side of eqn (A-6)
the real part of "the point which can be generated by the similar transformation of the
test point on the distance from the origin with the similitude ratio 3" ka/3 exp[i(x + 0)).
Finally, E,.(O) refers to the real part of a complex number which denotes "Error".
Similarly, using the equation
Acos 0 + sin 0 = V/i +A 2 sin(O +)

(A - 8)

for any 0,where A =tan0, and by computing A.[ eqn (A-i) ] + [eqn (A-2) 1, we get

K [Gasin(x + + w 4-do) + H,] +

= ka# sin(x + 0) +

+ Ein (0),

(A4 - 9)

where
Eim()

-2K sin ()[A

cos(to + do+)

+ Bcos do +

+)

2Co~+~]

(A-10)
Note that the left side of eqn (A-9) refers to the imaginary part of the output value of the
Complex-BP network for the test point, and the first term of the right side of eqn (A-9)
the imaginary part of "the point which can be generated by the similar transformation of
the test point on the distance from the origin with the similitude ratio /3" ka#3 exp[i(x+O)].
Finally, Ei,,.(,) refers to the imaginary part of a complex number which denotes "Error".
Hence, it follows from eqns (A-6) and (A-9) that the output value of the Complex-BP
network for the test point can be e-pressed as
ka# exp[i(x + 0)] + - exp [if] +E(O),

(A-11)

where
E(qO)

E,,()
4-_e_

+ iEim(O).

(A - 12)

That is, the Complex-BP network reduces the test point kaexp[i(x + 0)] on the distance
from the origin with the learned similitude ratio /3 with the error E(O). And eqn (6)
follows from eqns (A-7) and (A-10).
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Im
Learning pattern
(output)

Test pattern (input)

1Learning

x

pattern
(input)

e

Re

Test pattern (output)

Fig. 1. Learning and test patterns used in the mathematical analysis of the behavior
of a Complex-BP netwck which has learned the similar transformation of the points on
the distance from the origin with the similitude ratio P in the complex plane. A black
circle denotes an input training point, a white circle an output training point, a black
triangle an input test point, and a white square an output test point generated by the
Complex-BP.
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Globally Diagonal Lyapunov Functions for
Discrete-Time Analogy Neural Networks
Liang Jin, Peter N. Nikiforuk, Madan M. Gupta
Intelligent Systems Research Laboratory
College of Engineering, University of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada S7N OWO
ABSTRACT
In this paper, some global stability criteria of an equilibrium state for a general class of discretetime dynamic neural networks are presented using a novel diagonal Lyapunov function approach, and
the resultsing criteria are described by the diagonal Lyapunov matrix equations. First, globally diagonal
Lyapunov function approaches are applied to a study equilibrium stabilityproblem of a class of discretetime dynamic neural networks without linear terms. Some novel stability conditions are then obtained
for a general class of discrete-time dynamic neural networks.
1. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic neural networks which contain both the feedforward and feedback connections between
neural layers play an important role in visual processing, pattern recognition as well as in neural
computing and control. However, the complex dynamic structures of such neural networks in computing
tasks such as information processing and associative memory present a challenge in regards to stability
investigations. The idea of stability of an equilibrium point of a dynamic system is of fundamental
importance for the dynamic neural networks. An equilibrium is stable if all nearby solutions stay
nearby. It is asymptotically stable if all nearby solutions not ouiy stay nearby, but also tend to the
equilibrium point.
Diagonal Lyapunov function method was first proposed by Persidskii (1969) for studying the
absolute stability, which is based on the existence of a diagonal solution of the Lyapunov equation.
Recently, Kaszkurewicz and Bhaya (1993) used this approach to discuss robust stability of a class of
continuous-time and discrete-time nonlinear systems, and Matsuoka (1992) derived a diagonal Lyapunov
function for a Hopfield neural network with an asymmetric weight matrix, and established some absolute stability conditions which were more relax than the previous stability results on dynamic neural
networks. In this paper, a novel diagonal Lyapunov function approach is employed to study globally
asymptotical stability of a general class of discrete-time analogy neural networks. The resultsing criteria
for globally asymptotical stability are described by the diagonal Lyapunov matrix equations.
2. DISCRETE-TIME ANALOGY NEURAL NETWORKS
Consider a class of dynamic neural network described by the following set of difference equations
x(k + 1) = -Ax(k) + Wa(x(k)) + s

(1)

where x = [lx,..., .] T is the neuraal state vector, W = [wji]nxn is the synaptic weight matrix,
a = fs1,..., s"]T is the constant threshold vector, and the coefficient matrix A = [
,
with
jail < 1. The nonlinear neural activation function o(.) may be chosen as a continuous and differentiable
nonlinear sigmoidal function satisfying the following conditions: (i) a(m) -1 as x --- + ±00; (ii) a(z)
is bounded with the upper bound 1 and the lower bound -1; (iii) a(z) = 0 at a unique point z = 0;
(iv) o'(x) > 0 and o'(z) ----+ 0 as z ---+ ±oo; (v) o'(x) has a global maximal value X.
Typical examples of such a function a(.) are

ai(X) = tanh(Az),

a2 (z) = 1 - e
1 + eIV-77 1

2

where A > 0 is a constant which determines the slope of a(z) or the so-called activation gain. T he above
nonlinear activation functions are bounded, monotonic, non-decreasing functions. Define a mapping
g : R"

--

R1 as g(x) = (A + I)-Wo(x) + (A +

J)-Is.

The equilibrium points of the system (I)

re

then the fixed points of the mapping g(x). Furthermore, for an arbitrary given constant input s C In ,
let f be a hypercube defined by fl = {x : Ix - (A + I)-Is[ _ V/i/aIlWll 2 }, where a = min{ai + 1).
Then for an arbitrary x E fl

ig(x) - (A + I)-sl = I(A + I)-1 Wo(x) : II(A + I)-j 1I 2IlWh 2Io(x)I <

IIWiI 2

holds. Hence, g(x) is a continuous mapping from a bounded and closed set f? onto itself; that is,
g(x) : fl -+ fl. According to the well-known Brouwer's fixed point theorem, g(x) has at least one fixed
point in n.
Let x* = [, ... , Z:]T be an equilibrium state of system (1), one may introduce a new state vector
z = [zI, ..., ZI T = x - x*. Then, system (1) can be rewritten in terms of z as
z(k + 1) = -Az(k) + Wf(z(k))
where f(Z) = [f 1 (z 1),:,f.(z,)]T and fi(zi) = ai(zi + 4') - ac(z). Since 0 < a (zi + z)

A,

(2)
= f!(zi) <

i = 1,2,...,n, we have Azi < fi(zi) < 0, for zi < 0, and 0 < fi(z,) _Azi, for zi > 0.
2. GLOBAL STABILITY FOR THE MODEL WITHOUT LINEAR TERMS

2.1 The Previously Reported Results
A simplified model of discrete-time analogy neural networks can be obtained by setting all ai = 0
in Eq. (1). In this case, Eq. (1) can be represented as
z(k + 1) = Wf(z(k))

(3)

When the synaptic weight matrix W is symmetric; that is, W = WT , a global convergence condition
proposed by Marcus and Westervelt (1989) is A,nj,(W) < 1/A, where Ami,,(W) represents the minumim
eigenvalue of the matrix W. If this condition is satisfied, the statea of the system (1) will always
converge to one of their asymptotical stable equilibrium points regardless to the initial values of the
states. However, the interesting point of this paper is globally asymptotical stability of the indivdual
equilibrium points.
On the other hand, the Lyapunov's first method or Lyapunov's direct method may be used to
derive the stability conditions of equilibrium point of system (3). To apply this method for stability
analysis, the Jacobian J(z) of the system (3) is given by
J(z) = WF(z)

where F(f) = diag[ff(z),..., fn(zn)]. The system (3) has a unique equilibrium point if all the eigenvalues of the Jacobian are inside the unit circle for all the states z, and a given weight matrix W. In
this case, where Wf(z) is a contraction mapping, and system (3) has a unique global attractor z = 0
or x = x*. Hence, for the arbitrary initial state, the state of system (1) will converge to z* for a given
weight matrix W and input s. Note that every eigenvalue of a matrix is not greater than any matrix
norm; thatis

Amz(0< 11.11
one may obtain the following inequality

A o.,(WF(z)) _<IIWF(z)[[ _<,
jjWjIIIF(z)[j: _\ 11W11
Hence, a simple norm stability condition for system (3) which was suggested by Li (1992) may be direct
given as follows
1

IlW11 <
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(4)

where the following several types of matrix norms may be used in calculation
n

IliWilI

=

Max
J

n

IIWI.

IWjI,

=

IlW1l 2

maxiwl~i,

iI

=

{A\m..(W

T

W)}1/2

j=1

On the other hand, as proposed by Jin, Nikiforuk, and Gupta (1992), the Ostrowski's theorem
[7] may be used for estimating the positions of all eigenvalues of the Jacobian JO, then a global stability
condition may be given as
1

(5)

' max{IwjI + R''Cj ) <

where Ri and Ci denote the deleted row and deleted column sums of W, respectively, and are defined
by
n

Ri=

n

Iw,.,I,

F
j=1fi

4

and

C,

ki

,

I1wi,jI

j=IJ#i

The stability condition (5) may provide a better stability estimation than the norm stability condition (4) 110]. Obviously, when y = 0 and - = 1, the inequality (4) becomes as the norm conditions
IlWIk1 < 1/X and IIWIl,, < 1/X, respectively.
2.2 Diagonal Stability Condition
Lemma 1. The system (3) is globally asymptotically stable, if there exists a positive definite and radially unbounded function V(z(k)) which satisfies: (i) V(z(k)) _ 1/A\2 V(f(z(k))); (ii) 1/, 2 V(f(z(k))) >
V(Wf(z((k))).
Proof. Along the solution of the system (3), one may obtain
AV(z(k))

=

V(z(k + 1)) - V(z(k)) = V(Wf(z(k)) - V(z(k))

=

V(Wf(z(k)))

-

T2V(f(z(k)))

<0

for all z(k) $ 0 and AV(z(k)) = 0 if and only if z = 0. Therefore, V(z) is a globally Lyapunov function
of the system, and z = 0 is globally asymptotically stable. E3
Theorem 1 The system (3) is globally asymptotically stable if for a n x n positive diagonal matrix
P = diag[pl,...,pn] with pi > 0 for all 1 < i < n, there exists a positive definite matrix Q > 0 such
that
WTpW-

-P2
A

= -Q.

(6)

-

Proof. Let a function be defined as
n

V(z(k))

F,

piizi(k)zJ(k)

=

ZTPZ

i=I,j=1

Then, V(z) is a positive definite. Since P is positive diagonal matrix, then
zTPz > _f(z)TPf(z)
Hence,
AV(z(k))

=

zT(k + 1)Pz(k + 1) - zT(k)Pz(k)
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(7)

fT(z(k))WTpWf(z(k)) - zT(k)Pz(k)

=

. f T (z(k))W T PWf(z(k)) - -fr(z(k))Pf(z(k))

f T (z(k))[w

T pw-

jPjf(z(k))

(8)

Therefore, the result is obtained. 0
Theorem 1 indicates that if there exists a positive definite matrix Q such that the solution P
of the matrix equation (6) is positive diagonal matrix, then the system (3) is globally asymptotically
stable. In other words, if the synaptic weight matrix W is diagonal stable, the neural system (3) is then
globally asymptotical stable. In Section 5, an example will be used to show that the stability condition
given in Theorem 1 may provide a better estimation for stability of the system (3) than the previously
results.
3. GLOBAL STABILITY CONDITIONS FOR THE GENERAL MODEL
3.1 The Previously Reported Results
Next, let us consider a more general model of discrete-time dynamic neural network with the
form
x(k + 1) = -Ax(k) + W'(x(k)) + I

(9)

where A = diag[al,...,On] with -1 < ai < 1. The new system may be easily obtained as
z(k + 1) = -Az(k) + Wf(z(k))

(10)

For the above neural system, the Gerschgorin's theorem [7] based global stability conditions are easily
obtained as follows
Jsl

or

S I

I luIw~j(1-)

j= 1,...,n

(12)

i(12

A generalization of the above criteria was proposed by Jin, Nikifourk, and Gupta (1992) using Ostrowski's theorem as follows

max{Iw,,i + R Ci'-} < (1 - a,)

(13)

3.2 Diagonal Lyapunov Function
For the system (10), a Lyapunov function is still defined as Eq. (7), then

AV(z(k)) = zT[APA - P]z - zTAPWf(z)

-

fT(z)WTPAz + fT(z)WTpWf(z)

Since P is a positive diagonal matrix, it is easy to imply

ZT fAPA - P]z < -L(f(z))T[APA - P](f(z)) < 0
and
-Z. APwfT(z)

5

fT(Z)WTPAZ

<

(jf(z)l)T lAIPjWj(jf(z)j)
1
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(14)

(

where the vectorial morm (1.1) is defined as (1:1)
AV(s(k))

I-l
Ix-)T
x,..., for a vector x E R". Hence

(If(z)I)T[APA - P](If(z)I) + '(If(Z)I)TlAIPIWI(If(z)I)

_

+- (If(s)I) T IWIT PIAI(If(z)I) + (Ifl) T (Z)WT pW(If(z)I)]
=

P) + (IAIPIWI + IWIT PIAI) + IWI T PIWIj(If(Z)I)

(If(X)I)T[i(APA-

Therefore, the following theorem may be obtained.
Theorem 3 The system (10) is globally asymptotically stable if for a positive diagonal matrix P, there
exists a positive definite matrix Q > 0 such that

T(APA - P) + A(AIPIWI + IWI TPIAI) +

T P IW I =WI
-Q.

(15)

The above theorem indictes that if the matrix (IAI + AIWI) is diagonal stable, the neural system
(9) is globally asymptotical stable.
4. AN EXAMPLE
In this example, it will be shown that if a suitable positive diagonal matrix P ischosen, the
stability condition presented in Theorem 1 is more relaxed than the stability conditions (4) and (5)
obtained by the norm condition [13] and Ostrowski's theorem [10], respectively. Consider a simple
two-neuron system without external inputs with the following form

( i(k +1) = (Dtanh(xj(k)) + (-4)tanh(Z2 (k))
2x(k + 1) =

(1)tanh(xj(k)) + (A)tanh(x 2 (k))

where the 2 x 2 weight matrix is

In this case

{

1/3

)

f C1 = 1/3

R 1 =3/4
R2

S

W/22

=W121

C 2 = 3/4

'

and
max mn{wj, +
i

2C'-1

= 1 + (3)1/2 (1)1/2
+

yE[O,-1

Hence, the stability of the system (16) can not be guaranteed using the stability condition (5). The
stability of the system (16) can now be tested using the norm stability condition (4)as follows

11WJ11 = max

IIWJl** = maX

2

2

= 5Iw

IWijl = 43>

j=1

IIW112 =

{A,,,o(WTW)}1/
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2=

1.065

Unfortunately, based on the above choices of the matrix norms, the norm stability conditions can also
not ensure the stability of the system (16). Furthermore, the stability condition given in Theorem 1 is
used to test the stability of the system. Let P = diagp 1 ,p 2] with p, > 0 and P2 > 0, then
WTpWp~

kPl+tfPl

iP2 -2A

If let pi = 1 and p2 = 2, one may obtain
wTpw -_ p

19

_-L4

_Q

where

(

12IW)

is positive definite. Therefore, the system (16) is globally asymptotically stable.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Some novel global stability criteria for a general class of discrete-time neural networks were
presented in this paper using globally diagonal Lyapunov function approach. Comparisons between
the new stability conditions and previously reported results which were derived using the commonlyused Gerschgorin's theorem indicate that the former may provide the better estimation for the global
stability. An example was given for demonstrating the effectiveness of the stability criteria presented.
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Dynamical VLSI Neuromorphs
David P. M. Northmore and John G. Elias
Neumoscience Program &
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Newark, DE. 19716

ABSTRACt
We describe electmnic neuromnrphs with extensive dendritic trees inwhich switched capacitor circuits emulate
m eb
and cytoplasmic resistances. By varying these resistances, and thereby the dendritic dynamics, it is
poile to achieve tunable frequency selectivity and rate-invariance of spatiolemporal pattern responses.

INTRODUCTION
Biological neural systems, especially those that process temporal infornation such as the auditory system, contain
nuxon that exhlit filtering characteristics that enable them to respond to specific frequencies of input spies [1]. If

artificial neuronal systems am to be similarly capable of filtering spikes trains, it would be important for individual
neurons to have adjustable dynamics.
Our neuroampha are VLSI circuits that comprise a spatially extensive artificial dendritic tree [21, a spike
geneaing some and many spike output pathways, each of which imparts a programmable delay to the spikes

traveling on it. Fgure la is asimplified circuit diagram of a short, five-compartment section of silicon dendrite. Each
compartment has a capacitor. C., representing a membrane capacitance, two programmable resistors, k, and ,.
representin a membnm resistance and a cytoplasmic resistance, and several MOS field effect transistors that
simulate synpm by enabling transient inward or outward transmnembrane current. The resulting potential appearing
at te soma, point S in Fgure lb. determines the rate of output spike firing. P-channel transistors (upper) produce
exitatory effects on spike firing by increasing the membrane potential. Inhibition is mediated by two interleaved

populations of n-chanel transistors (lower). Half have their source terminals connected to ground and exert
inibitory effects by lowering membrane potential; die other half have their source terminals connected to a
pogramma
voltage amid exert inhibitory effects by pulling the membrane potential towards this voltage. When this
voltage is set near the membrane resting voltage these transistors behave like shunting or silent inhibitory synapses
[31-[5]. For present purposes, all inhibitory transistor sources were set to ground potential to produce only

h yepolarizing membrane potential changes.
The synapse mistors ae turned on by an impulse signal applied to their gate terminals. Although synapse
transistors me on for only 50 aec, the resulting impulse response measured at the input to the soma (point S in Figure
lb) may last thousands of milliseconds. The peak amplitude of the response is largest for synaptic activation nearest
the soma and diminises rapidly for sites farther away. while the latency to peak increases with distmce from the
sma. Thus, as in passive dendrites of biological neurons [61-[71, location on the dendrite determines the weighting of
a synapse in its effects on amplitude and timing of the voltage response at the soma.
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RESULTS
Measurements were made on ADT-neuromorphs possessing various dendritic branching arrangements. Each
dendritic branch accommodated 16 excitatory and 16 hyperpolarizing inhibitory synapses. In all experiments,
multiple synapses were activated with various temporal patterns through a virtual wire system [21 while recording
soma voltage and spike outpL Synapse transistors were turned on for 50 - 100 nsec. A common set of switched

capacitor (SC) switching signals (Rm.clk and Ra-clk) supplied all the branches of a neuromorph, giving each branch
nominally similar dynamics. R. and R. (Ohms) are related to Rm.cik and Raclk (Hz) by
R X - 2x014/Rx_clk

(2)

x = m, a

Thube Freqency Selectivity
In processing continuous trains of spikes, an ADT-neuromorph can be considered as converting multiple input
spike frequencies into an output spike frequency. In the following experiments, an input spike train of constant
frequency activated a number of synapses simultaneously. By suitable choice of the synapses activated, and of the
spike generator threshold, Vth, ADT-neuromorphs may be made to exhibit a variety of frequency selectivities that can
be tuned by varying the dendcitic dynunics. In all experiments, the mean spike frequency of the output was measured
in the steady m Le,, 50 ms after the start of the input train.
Figure 2 shows "high-puss responses obtained by activating a set of eight distal excitatory synapses on a
two-branched tree under different dendritic dynamics. Spike output cut-off frequency is a linea function of the SC
switching frequency (Rmclk). Figure 3 shows that our neuromorphs can be made to exhibit a frequency band
selectivity when the input spike train activates an appropriate combination of both excitatory and inhibitory synapses.
The position of the peak of the band selective response depends on ADT dynamics and is linearly dependent on SC
switching rate over the etize range. Spike generator threshold, Vt, which strongly affects the amplitude of the bondselective function, was adjusted at each SC clock frequency to bring the peak output firing rate to approximately the
same level.
300.0

0.5 KHz

0.00

F A-

1

1.00

0.50

1.50

Synapse Activation Frequency (KHz)
FIGURE 3. Effect of varying dynamics on "band-selective" input-output spike frequency function for a
Aur-newmwplh with two dendritic branches. Each input spike simult neously activaed 5 excitatory and 2 inubiMry
synapses in the middle of one dedritic branch. Output spike frequency was measred as in F. I Vh was adjusted to
equalime the peak output firing frequencies. Results with five diffeint values of Rm_clk are shown, in all cases Ra_k
lO0*Rmclk. The location of the peak frequency increased linearly with RmlLk.
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Rate-lvarlh.- of Sploemporal Pattern Responase
The activation of an arbitrary set of excitatory and inhibitory synapses in a temporal sequence gives rise to a
complex waveform at the soma representing the summation (not necessarily linear) of individual impulse responses.
The wavefom shape depends on the dynamics. For example, as shown in Figure 4, larger values of R.a and R, result
in greater temporal summation between the impulse responses of temporally contiguous input pulses, larger
excursions in membrane potential, and more output spikes discharged for a given Vh.
Similar differences in temporal summation occur for fixed dynamics. Figure 5a shows the response of a
neuromorph to the sequential activation of the same set of 16 syuapses, with time intervals of 2, 1 and 0.25 msec
between activations. Because this pattern of synapses is activated at different temporal rates with fixed dynamics, the
response waveforms exhibit very different behavior. However, variable dynamics (Figure 5b) allows a given synaptic
pattern activated at different rates to generate soma voltage waveforms that are essentially identical in shape over
widely diffarent time scales, analogous to wavelet dilation and contraction [10]. Figure 5b also shows that the number
of output spikes remains constant in number and patterning, provided that soma integration time (RC in Eq. 1) is
changed in proportion to ADT dynamics. This is readily done by controlling the switched capacitor emulating R.
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FIGURE 4. Effect of varying dynamics on voltage changes at soma and the resulting output spikes generated by 16
sequential activations of an arbitrary set of synapses (10 excitatory, 6 inhibitory). The interval between synapse activations
was 1 msec. RM.R = 100; Vth = 2.60 volts; spike generator RC = 2.2 msec. Output spikes are shown under its corresponding
waveform.
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DISCUSSION
The results show that a single ADT-neuromorph is capable of processing an input spike train in a variety of ways,
depending upon the pattern of synaptic sites activated. Furthermore, the variable dynamics conferred by the use of
switched capacitors gives the neuromorph a tuning ability that allows its temporal response to be matched to a
specific application or task. For example, to set up a population of neuromorphs each tuned to a preferred frequency.
a typical arrangement found in biological sensory systems [11, an appropriate pattern of synaptic connections can be
replicated on the dendrites of the population, and different frequency multiples of an SC switching signal distributed
to the different members. Because the SC switching signals can be derived from spikes circulating through the
virtual-wire system, one can envision a system of self-tuning neuromorphs that could adapt, for example to optimize
discrimination of spike trains.
The facility for varying ADT dynamics, allows complex spatio-temporal input patterns presented at different rates
to generate identical waveforms at the soma, given appropriate time-scaling. With proportionate adjustment of the
spike integrator RC, the number of output spikes is also invariant. This property in a system of neuromorphs could,
for example, be useful in the recognition of spatial patterns irrespective of their rate of presentation
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ABSTRACT
By the end of the last century, when Freud wrote his Project of a Scientific Psychology, the epistemic
battle between reductionistic and emergent models of mind were beginning. In this abandoned text, that
was published posthumously, the author tries to give a quantitative description, with neurological
plausibility, regarding the knowledge of that time, of the processes that might underlie psychic function
and dysfunction. Inserted in the flavor of his first topography, in which Freud states that there are three
classes of states: conscious, pre-conscious and unconscious, the Project proposes a model based upon
quantities of energy that flow through three main types of neurons. The interplay between perception,
memory and consciousness, in spite of the highly and dated metaphorical aspect of the work, are still
plausible, mainly if one looks to biochemical aspects of hebbian memories, to neuropsychologycal aspects
of the relation between the hippocampus and the frontal lobes functions and to the tentative models that
treat neurons as oscillators, extracting from dynamical systems analysis of their connections a rich source
of lessons that must enlighten the process by which conscious control may appear as an adaptive
interpreter of states in the state-space of a very complex non-linear system that uses bifurcations as a
source of topological variability, linearizing automatic control and partitioning endeavors through nonlinearities and maybe chaos. Artificial models of mind will be incomplete if they don't face the problem of
voluntary-conscious control.
L Freud, Neural Networks and Reduction
Our goal here is not to stress Freud's work, but only to use it as a source for an old dilemma that still
pervades the cognitive sciences: the role of consciousness and of volition-control of behavior and
mentation (manipulation of "mental representations").
Freud's project [11 is an essay written at the end of the century, trying to launch the metaphorical basis for
a scientific psychology based upon neural processes. It postulates that there are three types of neurons in
the Central Nervous System, connected or not by contact-barriers (an equivalent to what later would be
qualified as the strength of the synapse). These neurons are: (p-neurons tied to perception, receiving a
quantity Q of energy or information from the environment; W-neurons that store memories and increase or
decrease their connectivity through experience and w-neurons that are tied to consciousness. The scheme
works as follows: Environmental information considered as quantity Q of energy reaches the system
impressing 4p-neurons. They retransmit these bits of information to W-neurons. There, memories happen,
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through modification of the strength of connections and impressed by another quantity Q' that is
information that comes from the body (proprioception and pulsions). Finally, this n-y informations plus
Q reach 0)-neurons that are tied to conscious experiences.
The second Freud, or his second topography moves in a more functionalistic-emergent vein, proposing
three classes, ego, Id and super-ego, as the loci of mental functions and its neurotic deviances (Freud
worked very litle with psychotic deviances, maybe reflecting a good intuition of the limits of
psychoanalytical theory). According to the tradition of Frege and of the developments of logic in the XX
century, mental functions came to be considered as emergent predicates of neural implementations.
Mental blocks were to be considered as primitives over which rules apply, creating strings of sentences or
thoughts. The models of traditional Artificial Intelligence after Turing, Newell, Simon, Marr among
others, followed this prescription: there is not a perfect or complete translation from a mental idiom unto a
neural one, hence the level of algorithm and of computation must be dissociated from the level of
implementation. This is what is called finctionalistic-emergent tradition, endorsing projects of traditional
Al and capturing the very essence of the major part of Freud's work on mental functions. [2]
Neural Networks recently became amovement which has surrendered towards putting neurological data
among the elements that must be considered if one expects to understand cognition. Initially inspired in a
,ry restricted metaphor of connections, neural nets quickly evolved to a clear separation: a)
pragamatically inspired networks, with refined mathematics beneath them, became a powerful tool to
manipulate a certain class of theoretical and practical problems where data are known and rules are
shadowed. These networks, in spite of the historical commitment to neural-inspiration, may have slim
CNS (Central Nervous System) plausibility. b) neuronal networks that try to capture data that come from
the neuronal research: these networks are more committed to giving a plausible explanation of what goes
on in the CNS, but the problem of what level of the CNS is being considered still remains. If neural nets
considered mental representations and interpret nodes and connections with mental categories, they are so
functionalistic as traditional Al are, with the exception of the nature of the computations they perform.
Briefly, there are two classes of problems involved when one deals with the dichotomy reduction x
emergence regarding the relation between mind and brain:
1. There are semantical aspects of the projectability (in Goodman's terms 131) of mental blocks
unto physical blocks.
2. There are syntactical, i.e. computational-algorithmic aspects of projectability. Then, one must
build the following statements:
* Traditional AI (logical rules of computation) + mental primitives = emergence of the mental regarding
the physical (symbolic paradigm - Fodor, Pylyshin, Marr)
* Neural Networks (differential equations, tensors, etc) + mental primitives = emergence of the mental
regarding the physical (sub-symbolic paradigm - Rumelhart, Smolensnky)
* Neural Networks + neural signals = reduction of the mental to the physical (=mti-representationalismFreeman, Pribam, Posner)
From the above said one must see that Neural Networks are not a sufficient condition to consider
the mental to be reducable, or translated, to the physical. Sometimes they may be a necessary condition,
considering that the analogy is rich enough to allow some interesting results regarding the presumable
way the CNS manipulates information.
What comes to the ar-ia, recalling Freud's Project, is that there are really two main styles of
computation: traditional AI or connectionist AI (neural nets). Freud pursues the second within the Project
and the first in his second topography. But is the style of the Project really reductionist in the sense above
said? Or it is only a kind of more intimate relation between mind and brain, in spite of the emergence of
the semantical categories? One may postulate hysteria as primitive, or as the name for a basin of
attraction. Both, however, are emergent regarding the semantical categories, in spite of being different
regarding the style of computation.
Models can pursuit reduction from the syntactical point of view and from the semantical point of
view. Syntactically speaking neural nets and Freud's Project are reduction-driven. Semantically speaking
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there not, as far as taking advantage of categories that are assumed to exist- i.e. mental categories
(thoughts, feelings, goals, intentions, beliefs, etc). Neural networks represent a serious attempt to face the
problem of grasping the so called brain-style of computation, but this is only half of the job. If one doesn't
look at the astonishing difference between voluntary-conscious modes of operation of the CNS, one always
deals with "automatic" aspects of control and of computation. The crucial aspect of the models must cope
with the problem of consciousness and of volition, proposing metaphors for it. In this sense the Project
touches an important point: in spite of being emergent, in our definition, from the semantical point of
view, Freud sees the importance of putting consciousness in the arena, maybe as an inspiration that a y
model of mind that doesn't pay attention to it, even being reductionist and quantitative, will soon be
doomed to failure.
IL Consciousness, volition and semantical reduction
The way to cope with the problem of models that are only reduction-driven in the syntactical vein, as
Freud's Project and the major part of neural networks, is:
a) to adopt an antirepresentationalistic approach
b) to consider the dichotomy conscious x automatic process
c) to consider voluntary control as a mark of cognitive systems able to display consciousness
d) to consider conscious, hence voluntary, control as a problem of neural structure and function and not as
a mark of "intentionality" in Brentano's sense, what should imply impossibility of reduction
using laws and bridge-principles that were nomological, too. [41
e) to propose mathematical tools that can enlighten the style of brain-computation that allows classes of
different phenomena to exist: automatic and conscious-voluntary ones.
f) to understand that syntactical reduction is tied to the nature of the algorithm and semantical reduction
is tied to the nature of the way one considers codification to hold in the CNS.
a. Antirepresentationalism
Them are - -arly two meanings in the term representation when one deals with cognitive architectures.
* Representation, can be consider as intentionality, i.e. the mode certains operators, like beliefs,
fearshopes, etc fulfill with real or imaginary objecets, sentences like: "Paul fears that....". Intentionality is
the very mark of the mental according to many authors and mainly those that use Traditional Artificial
Intelligence to model the mind.
* Representation 2 can be considered as a kind of map that connects external stimuli and internal
equivalents. This concept is more tied to the neural maps of function, closer to the way neuropsychology
works and recalls the mathematical notion of domain and image of a function.
Representation 1 is not compatible with the project of a semantical reduction, contrary to
representation 2 that is neutral, not having any peculiarity that precludes this kind of reduction to hold.
Anti-representationalism must be considered against type 1. This is a very common misunderstanding in
the texts and articles, maybe due to the fact that representation I is the unique meaning for representation.
b. Conscious x automatic process
Consciousness has been considered a taboo among a lot of serious researchers : either it means a pseudoconcept or it means a distant attribute of the mental that has to wait till more data is known. In our view,
this is a misjudgement of the importance of this entity, or class of processes, or states: if one doesn't face
the problem of conscious control, one doesn't grasp the most crucial point of cognitive architectures, and
of the semantical relevance of the brain structure to the mental function.
Consciousness has to be divided in two different aspects:
a) conscious phenomenal experience: this is a mark of a very inner experience, objective regarding the
subject, but always subjective regarding reports. It is impossible to treat this inner-experience as an object
of science, at least of hard-formal science [51
b) conscious control: this a mark of a kind of attitudes that can be overtly considered as a different way of
processing information, opposed to automatic- unconscious control. Conscious control can be regarded as
a scientific object , being able to occur in third-person statements with public verifiability.
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Sonmc authors state that consciousness is the phenomenal, first-person's experience (e.g. Searle in 151). We
don't deny that these kinds of experiences exist, but we have serious doubts, as Searle, if there is a way to
build a science of these inner-private experiences. Science is a way to write declarative and normative
sentences that can be publicly verified or refuted. Inner-private experiences can become public throughout
the meanings of language. If this happens to work regarding everyday problems with a degree of accuracy
compatible with common-sense reasoning and knowledge, this doesn't imply that this kind of reasoning
and knowledge can, or must, be transferred to the scientific style of stating things. One of the mistakes of
current programs is the effort to capture the process by which common-sensical reasoning works, as if it
were a well-succeeded strategy. It is well succeeded in terms of predictions of a very restricted amplitude.
The more sophisticated knowledge gets, the more formal tools are recruited, the more counter-intuitive
statements are set, the more resistance or ignorance common people show regarding the issue. If one
accepts a theory of motion based upon the Aristotelian impetus one is prepared to do research on a
phenomenal common-sensical approach of consciousness. if, otherwise, one needs something less
impregnated of anthropomorphism, then consciousness, despite the presumed depth and certainty of your
experience now while reading this page, should be considered as one possible mode cognitive architecture
deals with inputs and outputs taking advantage of two ways of processing internal information: an
automatic one and a conscious one. Consider, for example, driving a car: the first steps of learning are
very hard, slow and conscious. The well-learned task, except for risky moments, becomes more and more
automatic. In this sense, automatic (hence not-conscious, well learned, pre-wired or well-represented)
means a kind of optimal solution for a problem that has, perhaps, two sets of variables that show bijective
and inversible functions among their elements. The richer the task the more partitions have to be built in
terms of getting optimal relations. For simple, trivial and old domains, it is better to have a way of
processing information quickly and in an optimal way. Creativity and judgment are not problems of
optimality. They don't have to be solved in seconds, but they have to be well solved, or at least in a way
apt to be justified.
Conscious control, contrary to the shadows that preclude phenomenal experience to be an object of a
scientific inquiry of cognitive systems, means a way of manipulating information in a highly complicated
way, semantically loaded and slowly computed. The interplay between syntactical automatic memories in
the hippocampus and semantically-conscious frontal lobes must enlighten these differences. This
difference must be in the core of a renewed Project, where neuropsychologycal aspects play a role, as old
inpirations did when Freud wrote and shelved his suggestions.
In a recent work Moscovitch and Umilta revisited some concepts and proposed a model of a highly
modular system that processes low-level information (in our terms, syntactically loaded) in the
hippocampus through working-memories and that recruits frontal lobes as a source of interpretation of
these shallow-outputs to create a goal-purposeful device. Information in the frontal lobes would be more
semantically loaded, interpreted, and more tied to consciousness [61.
In another classical series of experiments, Libet showed a slow negative potential that precedes "voluntary
action before a subject mentally decides that he intends to make a movement."171. These experiments,
showed, in our opinion, that there is a preliminary event of conscious control and then a phenomenal
experience. In spite of looking counter-sensical, what defines conscious control is not ipso factu the
subject's report of conscious awareness (since we put in doubt the publicly objective status of this
statement) but the style, function and structures involved in computing as such, and not in the automatic
mode.
Voluntary control, consciousness and semantics are to be considered in a solid block of relations,
regarding the type of structures that are involved in some complex tasks, to launch good metaphors that
inspire what we call semantical reduction.
c, Voluntary control
What may characterize conscious control is the recruitment of large areas of the neocortex mainly located
in the frontal lobes and to have a highly interpreted, hence semantically loaded, way of handling
information. The underlying mechanisms that must be in the core of these processes are biochemical
changes in the rate of quantal liberation of vesicles of neurotransmitter at the synaptic clefts, as proposed
by Eccles [81, a capacity that would be evolutionary tied to the new areas of the brain, and that occur in a
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non-causal domain. Measures of information in this case would require an apparatus that is closer to the
quantum formalisms, being the measure of probability a Gabor function and not a Shannon one.[9]
Classical ways of seeing probabilities at the neuronal level as they proposed by Freeman through the tools
of the Theory of Dynamical Systems, or Quantum Fields, as proposed by Pribam, using dipole oscillations
at the dendritic branches, are two ways of searching for the low-level mechanisms that subsume the
voluntary-conscious mode of computation. In both approaches the basic formalism that lies in beneath is
the synchronism of oscillations: in Pribam's works there is an oscillatory field of dipole molecules, in
Freeman's work there is a classical transformation of pulse at the neuronal level to frequencies at the
assemblies level, letting non-linearities to produce bifurcations and chaos as a source of novelty, learning
and categorization. Each bifurcation would constitute a branch in a strange Rossler's attractor and that
would be the core mechanism of high-level processing. [101
Volitions in this functional view could be the process that occurs in new structures of the brain, in a
complex way that is semantically loaded, since it manipulates shallow outputs from the hippocampus and
from other areas. Of course, in this sense, voluntay control is a concept firmly tied to consciousness.
Freud's work induces a misjudgment of the term volition, because unconscious voluntary wishes are
assumed to exist. In the phenomenal aspect of consciousness this may be true, but in the computationalcontrol inspired aspect it is not possible.
To be conscious it has to be potentially voluntary-driven. To be voluntary- driven means to be highly
interpreted (semantically loaded). To be semantically loaded means to recruit large areas of neocortex and
to be computationally slow and sparse, but creative in terms of rearranging representations (in the sense 2
above defined). Maybe the process by which some aversive memories allow avoidance subsumes the best
example of conscious computation without consciousness awareness. But to accept that the
psychoanalytical work through memories, recollection and interpretation can allow relief of neurotic
symptoms is a tacit acceptance that one thing is the phenomenal-conscious experience and other is the
highly interpreted and sparsed conscious encoding. In this sense, Freud could be correct had he stated the
clear separation, but of course the nature of volition in the control-computational view (maybe as noncausal in the "quantum interpretation", or not-predicatable in the dynamical systems interpretation) is far
from the deterministic aspect of the will of Freud's unconscious. Freud could be redeemed regarding the
misjudgment of the very status of consciousness in a scientific project, but the status of volitions as
purposeful must be rechecked in order to adapt recent and old metaphors about the psychic system.
IlL Outline of a semantical reduction throughout formalisms and brain mechanisms.
Genuine reduction from the semantical point of view would be a kind of constraint the brain level
imposes over the cognitive level. Neural networks are the first step regarding the brain-style of
computation. But are they the last model? Moreover, are there models that can have the virtues of being
syntactically (level of algorithm) and semantically (evel of codification) reduction-driven?
Neurons are oscillators in the Hodking-Huxley models: be it in the classical transformations that allow to
consider assembles of neurons governed by van der Pol equations, be it in the "quantum field" approach,
there are some fundamental facts:
a) frequencies and time are essential to understanding dynamical computation and codification in the
Central Nervous System
b) learning, conscioussness and the will are evolutionary gains that allow the system to program itself in
different environments and in on-line situations. These evolutionary traits are essential to cope with
complex situations, but pay the cost of lacking robustness and globality of solutions.
Then: one must suggest that more primitive systems and automatic computations are closer to linear
operations and linear codes. This guarantees invariance of solutions and quick responses to environmental
stimuli. But, novelty, learning and creativity are all handled by systems that escape in certain structures of
the well-behaved style of linear systems and codes. The neocortex structures, both in the macro as in the
micro function, may display the complexity of behavior a conscious-voluntary controller needs. There the
space is partitioned according to the underlying physical-chemical reactions (e.g. the rate of change of
quantal liberation of vesicles in the synapse, the control of memories through long term potentials and its
pre-synaptic control through CO and NO, the slow oscillation that pervades the cortex, etc) described by
complicated mathematical structures. Non-linearities with central manifolds that indicate to non-
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linearizable systems (or quantum described systems with uncertainty aggregated, or dissipative sy- tems far
from the equilibrium point), are possible candidates to explain a real dynamical system, that behaves
linearly where representations 2 are well formed, allowing speed and certainty to be an adaptive trait and
behaves non-linearly when representations must be sought, rearranging the elements in new domains and
with new relations. Bifurcations in the classical realm must be the mathematical expression of the most
powerful stnhctures of CNS, the Nature carefdly selected allowing consciousness to appear: the possibility
that quantitative variation of parameters allows dramatic change on the qualiatative domain.
Topologically, bifurcations are the source of qualitative variations in the space of states. One must not
confuse the level of iteration in an equation and its phase portrait, power spectrum, flux, etc. The former
deals with an interval of numbers that feed an equation allowing other numbers to appear as results. The
latter are qualitative partitions in the topological space where things may look alike or not, but where the
concept that governs similarity and difference is that of homeomorphism. Given this brief concepts of the
Theory of Dynamical Systems, one may suggest that:
1. Linear systems an't require an excessive amount of semantics.
2. Non-linear systems are the source of conscious control.
3. From the Neuropsychological data, one may risk saying that information is iterated in a syntanctical
way in the hippocampus and other functionally equivalent places. Whenever a bifurcation occurs,
changing abruptly the topological behavior of the space of states, another system of neurons tries to grasp
the variation from the topological point of view, and not the process by which this variation was created.
This implies creating an interpretation that names each new topological branch of the space, handling it
with simpler structures from the computational and encoding point of view. This may be the source of the
progressive appearance of conscious control, and of the apparent distance, henceforth, "emergence", of the
level of symbol manipulation and the level of implementation.
Shortly, a genuine model of semantical and syntactical reduction would have to:
4. have a neural networks style of computation but with genuine dynamics, maybe as coupled oscillators,
or through the formalisms of solitons, etc
5. have a neural codification that grasps the richness of non-linearities or of other mathematical tools of
description (non-linear codes, and maybe codes closer to Gabor table of frequencies versus time)
6. have a way to compare the supposed primitives of logically inspired architectures of cognition,
intelligence and emotion and the multiple spaces build through the labor of non-linearities, dissipation,
uncertainty, etc, that might be the essence of voluntary-control: the mark of cognition, of Culture, of

mankind and of a legitimate science of the mind.
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ABSTRACT
The problem of mental emergence in complex architecture has dominated the field of
Cognitive Science and of Neural Networks in the past decades. Several algorithms and
ways for processing information have been inventett but it still remains a problem
concerning the gap between mental function and dysfunction: are neural networks an
adequateway to
explain psjychiatric disorders? Talking about Math Psychiatrymeans a common search
for meta-foundations, theoretical inspirations that might enlighten the frontiers and
limitations of such "discipline". Freud wrote his Metapsychology but, nowadays
Psychiatry is closer to the brain than to the mother. Brain mechanisms, however, are
meaningless if one doesn't scaffold the way information is codified in semantical nets,
subservingfunction and deviance.
Dynamicalnets of van der Pol'soscillatorscan display lots of topologicalvariations,due
mainly to non-linearitiesandsensitivity to the initialconditions. This doesn't want to be a
model of the brain a but a source of inspiration to a Math Psychiatry that uses
Mathematicsasfoundationandnot as tool to cope with data
L Psychiatry
It is difficult to characterize in very few words what is the very object of Psychiatry.
Common-sensical approaches confuse the clinical and pharmacological practice with
psychotherapies, mainly psychoanalysis. The Babel that results from this confusion is due
mainly to a strict difficulty to define the object, the relations and their deviances. In this
way, Cognitive Science, Neuropsychology and the formalisms of Artificial Intelligence can
be very welcome, if they are preceded by a careful conceptual analysis of the potential
mistakes that crowd the field.
Psychology can be seen in different ways:
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a) as a doctrine of intentional states: beliefs, intentions, desires, goals, etc. This usage of
the psychic, mental, etc. is common to a certain field that culminated with the logical style
of seeing the mind: traditional Artificial Intelligence. Mind here is a program with its own
primitives and rules. Inference rules will guide the formation of strings of primitive atoms.
These atoms are not to be confused with the neuronal atoms that underlie mental activity.
b) as a doctrine of faculties: memories, judgments, imagination, perception, consciousness,
critics, conation, affects, humor, temperament, personality, etc.
The history of Psychiatry, of Psychotherapeutic approaches(e.g. Psychoanalysis),
of Cognitive Science in its reaction against Behaviorism and of Neural Networks has much
more in common, as one can imagine at first sight. Mind has been the Mecca of the models
and searching for Mecca one may, sometimes, abandon meta-models, i.e. theoretical
foundations.
Psychology as intentionality pervaded a lot of arguments of the traditional models
based upon rules that grasp inspiration from Logics and that manipulates semantical
blocks that are supposed to exist. Two extreme reactions supervened: either commonsensical knowledge was elected as the source of mental categories (e.g. theories of
epistemic utility using programs that contain "beliefs", "desires, etc.) or mental blocks
were denied even to exist (eliminative materialism of Churchland among others )
Psychology as faculties pervaded Neruropsychology and still impresses this kind of
mitigated-modern phrenology. Localization of brain function, being mental derivates
epiphenomenal, is the root of today's sophisticated models based upon PET-scan (positron
emission tomography), MRT (magnet resonance tomography) etc. Neurophysiology in
another extreme through careful dissecation of ionic channels through intracellular patchclamp techniques seeks the very nature of the flow of energy in the Central Nervous
System (CNS). Models try to grasp at the same time ionic plausible biological candidates
for back-propagation algorithms (e.g. micro-tubular antidromical movement) and for
memories and learning and purpose. Everything sometimes has the influence of wellknown behavioral "laws", allowing conditioning to hold and reward and punishment to
complete the mess.
May one be confident about the future of such theoretically empty strategies? Or is
data something that must be accumulated until it reaches a critical value and allows phasetransition to occur? While many of us search for the Grail or wait till glasses become
crystals, let us put more ingredients in the field.
Psychiatry deals with mental disjunction. The mental is a certain kind of processes
that happen in highly complex structures like the human-neocortex. The most important
traits of the mental are: consciousness, language, "free-will", judgment and responsibility.
Then: Psychiatry deals with dysfunction of consciousness in its phenomenal form (and not
mechanical like stupor, coma, drowsiness, etc.), of language in its "symbolic" form (and
not in the mechanical aphasic form), of "free-will" in its compulsive-obsessive forms (and
not with bad choices), of judgment in its psychopathic and psychotic deviances (amoral
disorders and delusions for example) and of responsibility (aging and mental retardation
with preclusion of imputability from the juridical point of view).
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Emotions are a very special part of the mental subserving mood disorders and
anxiety but the commitment of these syndromes with more primitive neuronal systems
might suggest that there are equivalents of them in other animals.
It may look easy to define things as above done and then persecute, without any
caution principle, models of very sort. Hybrid models that have neural nets and expert
systems, carefully handled by external heuristics and exhausting supervised training sets
sometimes relax unto stable configurations that mimic a deviant episode. In this syncretic
run, biochemistry and will, neurons and subjects, bifurcations and choices, all treated at
the same level. In Psychiatry the situation is no more gratifying: drugs that act at the
synaptic cleft are used conjointly with hugs to establish a rich "cross-talk" between signals
and symbols. Is Freudian mother still present, are the primitives of mankind so simple, is it
love that cures or is there something still hidden from our simple minded brains?
IL Semantics and Mathematics
What place does semantics occupy in formal systems? This is the core of the
problems mentioned above. There are several conceptions of formalisms. One states that
categories only substitute bounded-variables, being dissociated from them. Others defend
that there is a more essential relationship between mathematical structures and the
domains of interpretation of the variables and parameters.
This must be stressed because:
a) every mature science gets more and more formalisms in its statements
b) Psychiatry and Psychology are, in this sense, immature sciences
Then : either more data must be waited until formalisms can hold or formalisms
must precede data, orienting research.
This way of looking at things is not universal. Many people deny that Psychology
and Psychiatry can be formalized, hence they are not immature. The very nature of these
disciplines preclude formalisms to do a lot of work because they are firmly tied to first
person's experiences: acquaintance, inner-feelings, etc. This would be a realm of
phenomenology and Mathematical and Physical tools would be useless here.
I assume that this is not true, because phenomenal experience, in spite of being
direct must be a mistake from the realistic point of view: as our senses may deceive us
(e.g. phantom limb pain) so may it happen with our inner phenomenological experiences.
In other words, the way our mental screen seems to see the world is only a perspective,
theoretically loaded, of the world. It assumes a lot of boundaries that dont really exist, or
at least that are denied in several branches of hard sciences.
What characterizes the mental blocks, be it in their semantical boundaries, be it in
their rules of connection, must be the new facts that appear with the neocortex in humans.
What kind of novelty could have happened that allowed the mind to emerge and

everything else, like neurotic and psychotic disorders?
The cue must stay in the very nature of neuronal computations that at the same
time create a rich syntax and a rich semantics. Postulating a dissociation between
semantical blocks and rules of connecting them must be the last mistake of a dualistic

tradition. This still pervades our models, creating a fragile scheme that is not apt to answer
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problems like the Searle's Chinese room. (Briefly, if a computer manipulates chinese
symbols with the appropriate rules, it can give right outputs that look like a chinesespeaker, but that in fact don't mean comprehension of chinese.) [I]
Searle proposes that the genuine model of a cognitive architecture must mimic the
real powers of the human brain. This must seem elliptical and obscure if one doesn't pay
attention to the basic proposals that stay in beneath:
a) consider computation as the very essence of mindful architectures
b) consider mathematical analysis as the broad sense of computation
c) consider what kind of highly complex events that happen in the CNS and mainly
in the neocortex areas that can endorse a physically complex system to exist
d) consider the mathematical description of such complexity
e) try to translate the complexity at the processing level to the complexity at the
semantical level, trying to find a homeomorphism between them (bijective, sobrejective
inversible function).
Of course these statements are very general and vacuous in a certain sense. How
can Psychiatry be firmly impressed by them?
Psychiatry stays exactly in the privileged place: it has a branch in the biochemistry
of the brains and another in the subject's experience, personal story and phenomenal
experience. Moreover, consciousness must be the very essence of humankind, be it in its
physiology be it in its pathology.
Then one may look at a model that shows:
a) real dynamical properties
b) self organizing algorithms (insofar as there is a lot of supervised learning)
c) that shows the capacity to change dramatically from past conducts and habits.
d) that can exhibit learning through the presence of only one case
e) that have a way to process quantities and to analyze qualities.
What does it mean? It means that the conscious mode of computation and the
emergence of the mental must be a kind of reprocessing of information in new domains.
There is a primitive chain of information processing that is apt to give all animals but
humans fantastic strategies of survival. In humans however, these signals must be
converted unto symbols which means a kind of reinterpretation or second codification.
Quantities at the first level must become qualities at the new levels. What is the plausibility
of this proposal?
1. The hipoccampus process information at the first level and the neocortex areas
reprocess giving new kinds of interpretation with a highly semantical character. But what
does it mean to have a highly semantical character? It means to have a kind of analyzer
that grasps only topological variations in the first module.
Then, the mind would be a kind of codifying-manipulating engine that analyses
states in space c'f states and not he structure of the equations that generated these states.
There would be a kind of logic in the system: inputs must be converted and
analyzed through the "first layer" regarding state-variables and parameters. Solutions of
the first level would constitute the flux, the phase portrait, the power spectrum, etc. The
second interpreter would be interested only in the saliences from the topological point of
view that came from the first level. Suppose just for example that a linear equation is
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iterated at the first level. The second level would have only one state that could define the
first: in other words the richer the non-linear system in the first level is the more
information (in Shannon's terms) the second level would grasp. Each bifurcation, i.e. a
qualitative change in the system's behavior regarding a quantitative variation of a
parameter would double the information in bits of the system at the second level.
Mind and consciousness, and also its deviances would be in this scheme a way to
map and rename, using for it the blocks of experience with its natural intersections and

ambiguities, topological variations at the first level;
1) primitive low-level systems ; first level linear computation
2) intermediate systems : first level non-linear computation
3) mental systems: first level non-linear computation sensitive to the initial
conditions.
The following prescriptions would complete a way to see Psychiatry as a branch of
Cognitive Science in its highly and broad computational (hence formal character.
a) consider neurons as oscillators (e.g. van der Pol)
b) connect them through a kind of hebbian synapse
c) build an architecture of three layers: the first receives the signal, the second
processes it the third analyses the topological character of the processing mechanisms of
the second (through Fourier series, flux, phase portrait etc.)
d) consider this interplay when dealing with quantitative measurements and
qualitative inference about the clinical status of the patient.
e) relate qualitative variability from the sematical point of view with topological
variability in the equations (non-linearities, bifurcations, chaos, etc.)
f) consider learning, memories and categorization (dream algorithms, for example)

as modification of friction coefficients, connections, and natural frequencies of each
oscillator.
g) consider the source for creativity and for deviance that such systems have and
mainly, the possibility that, in spite of the immense difficulties from the analytical point of
view, this is the "geometry of mind", what may reallocate mind as kind of complex "two
layers computation" and not a kind of dissociation between processing and encoding,

syntax and semantics, drugs and hugs.
IL Conclusioms
The main suggestions of this article are that mathematical analysis cannot be out of
the study of the brain, be it in Neurology be it in Psychiatry. Neural Networks deserve the
merits for having illuminated the absence of a solid knowledge of Math among those that
intend to model the brain and its major predicate: the mind.
Deviances in the Psychiatric domain, be they biochemical, be they
"communications disorders"as many like to call neuroses nowadays, must be reviewed
with an acute sense that Dynamical Systems Theory, for example, can furnish us a lot of
inspirations to understand psychopathology, if the way the mental emerges from the nonlinearities of the brain becomes conceptually well understood.
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Bifircations, quantum fields, holograms, Gabor functions, deterministic chaos,
oscillations, solitons, etc are key concepts if one wants to see the new metaphors for the
next century, candidates to be new paradigms for a legitimate science of the mind and of
psychiatric deviances.
Neurons, assemblies and even lobes may use the formalism of oscillations that is
rich enough to subsume bottom-up strategies to hold, like the comprehension of vision,
but also top-down strategies like understanding delusional aspects of a depressed patient
that change dramatically from the qualitative point of view with slight quantitative
variations in synaptic parameters (gain functions, capture range of frequencies in Phase
Locker Loop -PLL, etc)
Mathematics and Physics associated with Neurosciences and with careful analysis
of the conceptual basis can lead Psychiatry to a respectful realm with the status of a
mature science of the.mind. Cognitive Science and Neural Networks must pay attention to
this extreme of mentation: it suffers, it inflicts pain, it destroys, it commits suicide, it cries
it waits a lot from us. Maybe Math is the only mad idea to redeem a couple of
Psychiatrists that see the knowledge that come from the orthodoxical medical approaches
not sufficient to cope with insanity.
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Abstract.
Dynamic
behavior
of
neural
networks
with
heterogeneous connections between neurons
is
analyzed.
The
algorithm
for
the
optimal
trajectory
connecting distinct
basins of attraction is proposed. The trajectory
starts near
the stable state at some point with coordinates determined
by
the procedure based on the minimum action principle, passes in
the small vicinity of a saddle point and goes into the
domain
of
attraction
of
other
stable
state.
The
transition
probability is determined by the flux over the saddle point.
I

Introduction

Several papers have appeared in recent years dealing with
the problem of noise
influence on
the dynamics of neural
system
[1,2,5].
The important
characteristics of
dynamic
systems with coexisting
attractors
are probabilities
of
transitions
between
them. Usually
these
attractors
are
associated with memories stored by the neural network [6,7].
Studying the properties of
stochastic
effects in
the
network may have an important functional significance for
the
understanding of mechanisms of the processing
information
by
neural networks. The questions which arise here are as
those:
what type of interaction between different neural
structures
may ensure the activity phases synchronization
for
providing
the necessary control
function
for
the system,
how must
self-organize corresponding neural network for
generation of
the activity pattern with preassigned parameters, what is
the
nature
of dependence of
transition
probabilities
between
attractors in neural networks on the system parameters.
In this work we study the
dynamic
behavior
of
neural
network driven by external noise. The network consists of nets
with
spatially heterogeneous
synaptic connections
between
neurons. The proposed scheme may generate the stable rhythmic
activity and possesses the temporal and phase characteristics
existing in real systems such as movement activity generators.
The problem is actual for many neurophysiological systems, in
particular, for olfactory bulb of mammals E1,4,8]
and
system
controlling
movement activity
[9].
We
have
used
the
Wilson-Cowan
(10]
type
equations for
the
excitatory
and
inhibitory activities with some modifications.
An approach to
determine
the transition
probabilities
between different attractors of the network is developed.
2

Neural network model

Let us consider the neural network with its dynamic state
to be described by a point on the phase space of a system. The
evolution of this point (system's trajectory) is described
by
the following system of equations
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n
dXi/dt =

X+

S( i.X.

+ U(

+ f (t))

n
T dU/dt = -U + E 0kXk,
k=1

(2)

(i=1,..,n)

proportions

where the activities (X i) are the

(1)

),

1 CikXk
k=i

of

excitatory

and inhibitory cells, respectively, firing per unit time,
f. t) are the input signals to the excitatory and inhibitory
populations, and the coefficients cNi describe the average
(ni <O) synapses
strength of excitatory (oi>0) and inhibitory
E6,10], the sigmoid function S(x) in (1) represents the neuron
response to the inputs from the adjacent neurons.
function due
The function U has a property of a control
to presence of a feedback loop in the system. It connects
different subpopulations of neurons summarizing their outputs.
The corresponding evolution equation (2) may be considered as
one that describes the change of average membrane potential of
terminal's fibers along which the excitatory and inhibitory
Parameter T and
influences on the network are entered [23.
coefficients tk characterize, respectively, the corresponding
membrane time constant and average action of the excitatory
and inhibitory outputs on the terminals.
It can be easily shown using an affine transformation of
be a
the form Y = C X. that system (1) will
Wilson-Cowan (for the average neural activity) model
the Grossberg additive model [9] (for i=1,2,...,n):

standard
[103 or

n

n

(3)

dyi/dt = -biY i + Z S. ( 1 r k yj + d)
k=1 j
j=1

00. The subpopulations of
-T
excitatory and inhibitory neurons will be then interconnected
via the elements rjk.
Simulations on the base of Eqs. (i)-(3) show that this
network possesses complex dynamic behavior with different
coexisting attractors such as limit cycles and fixed points.
Moreover, one can also observe a synchronization of activity
patterns in ensembles with only excitatory neurons (ci>0).
in the limiting case when

3

Noisy dynamics of neural net

We are interested here in a case when the values of
parameters ai, fi(t)v Cik are such that system (1) has several
steady states. These states may be either focuses (nodes), or
limits cycles. The steady state may be characterized by the
domains (or basins) of attraction on the phase plane (with the
or may possess
boundary in a form of unstable limit cycle),
the separatrix passing through the saddle point (unstable
steady state) and dividing different basins of attraction.
We assume that fluctuations of dynamic variables X i are
determined by fluctuations of synaptic activity
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of

dendritic

Fluctuations of
topology.
and
its
tree enclosing neurons
into
averaged non-equilibrium potential are calculated taking
the
account the fact that characteristic dendritic scale of
of
damping
length
the
"dressed" neuron which define
than the mean
fluctuations (diffusion length), is much less
of
the
fluctuations
inter-neuron distance and therefore the
membrane potential for each neuron are independent.
of
fluctuations
large-scale
the
possible
Due
to
to
activities in (1) there may occur, besides the relaxation
the
steady states, relatively large rare fluctuations causing
transitions between them. We will assume that characteristic
than
the
much
less
probabilities W of such transitions are
result
reciprocal relaxation times T r to the steady state. In
stationary
some
steady
states
between
transitions
of
and
worked
out
the
system states is
over
distribution
its
dependence of statistical characteristics of a system on
the summary
this
case
parameters becomes single-valued. In
average
)
activity of neural network (or rather its ensemble
have then
uniquely depends on the input signals fi" We will
the following inequality when the network is to be used
memory unit
Tr

:5

Ts w

"

(1/f i)Idf i/dt'

as

a

70 < W - 19(4

time
a
characteristic
is switching time and T 0 is
sw
between switchings.
The size of minimal characteristic scale of the switching
of
control
time is Tr (r Tsw r) for arbitrarily fast changing
where r

parameter f..

The times W

define "the safety limit" for

the

the
Thus,
for
network.
by neural
information
storing of
the working
reliable performance of the switching element in
range of parameters the following condition must be fulfilled
(5)
W (< -1.
r
Practically this is a condition on the relative weakness
"activation energy"
of noise. It leads to the situation when
because
in the
nature
conditional
of
(this definition is
by
the
non-equilibrium system transitions are not described
standard Arrhenius law) of the escape from the steady state is
factor
exponential
much greater than the noise intensity and
dependence
determines, to logarithmic accuracy, the nature of
In
this
parameters.
of transition probabilities W on system
the control
dependence on
has sharp exponential
case it
parameters f.. However, in the vicinity of bifurcation points,
I

(the condition (5) is not fulfilled there), "the safety limit"
the
decreases as
of
information sharply
for the storing
to
the
becomes nearer
parameter
control
working range of
the
system
bifurcation point. On the other hand, the closer
is
the
the smaller
point,
the bifurcation
approaches to
characteristic work of the switching and energy expenditure in
for
memory units. The existence of these alternative demands
and memory
reliability
performance of optimal ratio between
of
the
problem
makes
the network
storage capacity of
determination of the transition probability W as a function of
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system's parameters
4

to be of great importance.

Fluctuational transitions between attractors of the network

To study the noise influence on the network dynamics
we
consider first the simple case of the additive noise
in
Eqs.
(M)-(2). Rewrite them in a form
dXi/dt

T dU/dt
where
Ki(X)
(

Xi+ S(('X.X i

-

Ki(X.) +

=

L(X

i)

i (t),

(6)

+ T u(t),

(7)

n
+ fi(t)) + U( E CikX
k=1l

(a)

k

n

L(X i ) = -U(X i ) + E PkXky

(9)

k=1

where

(t) is the

Gaussian zero

mean

random

process

with

correlation function Bik (T) defined by equation
< ri(t)k(t--T )> = 2 D'(v) B ik(T),

(10)

where D is the noise intensity.
In the case of the low intensity noise limit (D
1), the
1::
system with overwhelming probability approaches one or another
stable state, while the transitions between steady states
do
not happen practically within such a time. At larger
times r
(r >> W) in the small vicinity of one of the stable states the
ouasistationary distribution is formed. For the times 7 .... r
under the large (and, respectively,
with small
probability)
"outburst" of the noise, the system went out from the vicinity
of this stable state and went into the vicinity of
the
point
of
observation
Xi(t),U(Xi(t)).
The problem we deal
with
consists of
the obtaining of
such a
distribution
and
calculation of
corresponding
escape probabilities.
In
the
general case the considered network must be viewed as part
of
a larger system - the network and its environment. This
gives
the network a memory, rendering the activity process Xi(t)
by
itself non-Markovian. However, the

joint

process

(Xi,U)

is

Markovian.
For the case of white noise
in
Eqs.
(6)-(7) the
most
simple approach to consider the transition probability density
p(x.,u;t) for the joint stochastic process (X.,U) consists of
in seeking for the
solution of
corresponding
equation. The quasistationary solution for this
be found in the
form
p
N exp(-R/D),
where

Fokker-Planck
equation
can
R
=
R(Xi,U)

satisfies the nonlinear equation (for the purpose
to clarify
the ideas of developed approach we consider
below only the
case of single compartment neural net (i = 1))
H(Rx,Ru; X,u)
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= 0,

(11)

where

2

1

=

H

2

R~ +2B

[B
R

R R +BuR3]

+ LRu,

K1 R

(12)

= OR/Ou.

= OR/Ox, R

(13)

mechanical
The function R(x,u) can be associated with a
with
the
auxiliary system
action of
a
two-dimensional
then a
Hamilton-Jacobi
Eq.
(11)
is
coordinates xu, and
for
the
Hamiltonian
equations
equation.
The
related
the extreme
describe
"coordinates" x,u and "momenta" R X, R u
of
the escape
paths of the system. The probability
logarithmic
accuracy,
stable state f is
given,
to
expression [33
W = constoexp

[-R/D],

R - R(x

5

,us),

from
a
by the

(R(xfuf) = 0),

where xf,s, uf' s are the values of the activity X and

(14)
control

in
function U of the initial system in the stable state f and
R
satisfies
the conditions:
the saddle point s.
Function
(on the
R(xf,uf) = 0, OR/Ox I f = OR/Oulf =0; the point xfuf
phase plane) is the global minimum of R.
energies R
An approach to the calculation of activation
of fluctuational transitions is based on numerical analysis of
the Hamiltonian equations for an auxiliary system (11)-(13) or
u
and
"coordinates" x,
the corresponding equations for the
momenta Rx, R
of this system

X u
x = OH/OR

R

u = OH/OR

,

= -OH/Ox,

R

= -OH/Ou. (15)

f make
a
The extreme paths starting from a fixed point
by noting
verified
single-parameter set. This can be easily
be
that in the immediate vicinity of a point f Eqs. (15) can
linearized in
(16)
x I = xxf,
x 2 = uuf
and the solution of

(15) is of the form

Ix., 2 1

,

Ai

R(x,u).=

-- ,

0.

(17)

i,i=1,2
The

coefficients

of

the

matrix

flAi

-It

are

given

by

the

equations

)A

0a2 H
.A
LORX
R X)fmi nj
mn

m

n

m

L

aH
1

JA

tx. OR

.

2

-

H

j

2 (ox i x Jf

m

(i,j=1,2)

(18)

are
means
that the
derivatives
where
the
subscript f
conditions
= Rx2= 0. The initial
calculated for x 1 = x 2 = R
for Eqs. (15) can be chosen at finite x.,
t o . For t -

-

x2

and

finite

t

=

a path parameterized in this way approaches x1
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-

2 - 0 (i.e., x -

Xf,

u -

uf),

and

all

points

(x,,x

2

)

for
ones
already passed can be equally chosen as the initial
the same path. Hence, the problem of calculating an activation
energy comes to finding the value of the parameter
for which
a
saddle point
to a
given
the extreme
path arrives
to
accuracy.
5

Summary

We have studied the dynamical behavior of neural networks
with
spatially heterogeneous synaptic
connections
between
neurons. The proposed scheme may
provide
generation
of
the
stable rhythmic activity possessing temporal
characteristics
which exist in the real movement activity generators and
can
explain phase dependent switching over their parameters
under
the influence of noise inputs. The algorithm for searching of
the optimal
trajectory which connects distinct
basins of
attraction is proposed.
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Abstract
to
Most current approaches to the mechanisms of the brain fail
paper work on
In this
address the fundamental physics at work.

phase transitions, and specifically critical phase transitions, and
attractors are presented as a theory toward the physical mechanisms
Examples are presented demonstrating these
of the brain.
mechanisms in olfactory and visual systems, as well as in cognitive
contexts.
Introduotion
Many approaches have been taken to explain the mechanisms
responsible for the workings of the human brain. Whether one takes
early models utilizing a homunculus; current rule based cognitive
models; or biological models of neurons, axons and synapses; these
models all fail to address the fundamental physics at work in the
brain. In this paper, the mechanisms of the brain are presented
within a connectionist framework in the context of phase
transitions, and specifically second order or "critical" phase
transitions, and the existence of attractors.
cognitive Aspects

If one looks at a local neighborhood structure in the brain. The
trajectory of the dynamics will change until such time as a
critical state is reached. At this state the local neighborhood
will undergo a phase transition creating or recalling a memory
state.
Performing this task requires simultaneously satisfying many
constraints. In such problems, it is often the case that it is
easy to find "local" solutions that satisfy some of the constraints
but very difficult to find a global solution that simultaneously
satisfies the maximum number of constraints. Often there are many
completions of the input that are local maxima, in which some
knowledge associations are activated, but fewer completions that
are global maxima, in which many local neighborhoods become
simultaneously activated. 1 At high temperatures, the structures
occupy states that are local solutions, but at low temperatures,
the structures occupy only states that are global solutions.
Thus the process of solving corresponds to the passage of the
dynamical system from a high temperature phase to a low temperature
phase. If there is a sharp transition between these phases major
decisions are made that can only be undone at lower temperatures by
waiting for a very long time.' Thus it becomes important to cool
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slowly through phase transitions. This will maximize the
probability that the decisions are made properly, with the system
finding the global maximum relatively quickly without getting stuck
for long times in local maxima.I
A previous analysis of this
premise suggests that phase transitions do exist in models of
decision making.'
With the concept of attention, we have a psychophysiological
process consisting simultaneously of two components. The first
component takes one of several simultaneously possible trains of
thought with focalization and concentration at its essence. The
second component is a process combining
several distinct modalities
into a single train of thought.2
The main functional element is the model of an assembly of
nonformal neurons which serves as a single submodule for the system
model of attention.2 During active perception of external stimuli,
separate modules and the whole of the system work near points of an
unstable
equilibrium
resembling the
physical
effect
of
metastability of phase transitions.
It is proposed that this
property reflects the existence phase transitions in the brain 2 and
is supported by low-frequency EEG oscillations.
Phase-frequency-space coding is universal for all sensory
modalities and is probably the same for thinking and moving.
Attention is unstable, or at most, metastable. Due to noise, each
"stationary state" has a finite lifetime depending upon the
parameters

and

initial

states

of

the

system.

2

Breakdown

of

attention may be abrupt or gradual. In the latter case models show
an interesting nonlinear effect of cycle slipping, which can be
described as a jumping of the phase difference.2
Complex neuromodulatory effects of acetylcholine depend upon the
location and types of receptors and channels present in the
different neurons. One main effect is facilitory excitation. In
facilitory excitation the phasic release of acetylcholine,
involving the bursting of PGO cells in the brainstem, coupled with
tonic aminergic demodulation, induces bifurcations in information
sequencing at the module level. 3
Physical Models
Patterns of 40 to 80 Hz oscillation have been observed in the large
scale activity of the olfactory bulb and cortex4 , and the visual
neocortex.5 6
These patterns have been found to predict the
olfactory and visual pattern recognition responses of trained
animals.
The observed physiological activity in the olfactory cortex may be
(O
idealized mathematically as a "cycle", rxje lt),
with j=l,2, ... ,n.
Such a cycle is a periodic attractor if it is stable. The global
amplitude r is just a scaling factor for the pattern x, and the
global phase w in ei
is a periodic scaling that scales x by a
factor between *1 at the frequency w as t varies.7
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The same vector x

or pattern of relative amplitudes can appear in

space as a standing wave, like that seen in the olfactory bulb, if
the relative phase Oj+,-O, or as a traveling wave, like that seen
in the prepyriform cortex, if the relative phase components of 0
form a gradient in space, Oj+ 1-1/aOj.
The traveling wave will sweep
out the amplitude pattern x in time, but the root mean square
amplitude measured experimentally will be the same x, regardless of
the phase pattern.
For an arbitrary phase vector, these simple
single frequency cycles can make very complicated spatio-temporal
patterns. From the mathematical point of view, the relative phase
pattern 0 is a degree of freedom in the type of patterns which can
be stored. Patterns of uniform amplitude x which differ only in
7
the phase locking pattern 0 could be stored as well.
Recall has been defined as the ability to retrieve an item from a
list of items originally presented during a previous learning
period, given an appropriate cue, or spontaneously.
Similarly,
recognition has been defined as the ability to successfully
acknowledge that a certain item has or has not appeared in the
tutorial list learned before.'
The Hopfield modelg provides a
framework for examining these ideas.
The dynamics of this model are composed of a nonlinear, iterative,
asynchronous transformation of the state of the system. Stochastic
noise, analogous to the temperature T from statistical mechanics,
may also be included in the process. Let the state of neuron i be
a binary variable Si, which takes the values *1 corresponding to
either a firing
or resting state. Further take a local
neighborhood's state S to be a vector specifying the values of all
its
neurons, with J. being the synaptic strength between neurons i
and j.
It then follows that the input field h of neuron i is given

by
N

JO(1)
The dynamic behavior of the neuron can then be described by:

S2(t+l)

1, with probability A (1+tgh(-))
T
- 1 with probability - (l-tgh(-T))

(2)

A new memory pattern tP is stored by modifying every ij element of
the synaptic connection matrix according to:
jn"'J-,7jold"+At t

In this model every stored memory is
an attractor with
associated local neighborhood corresponding to its basin
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(3)

an
of

attraction.s

A longitudinal examination of the learning process illustrates a
new form of mechanical inference: induction by phase transition.
As such, a small adjustment in activation causes a bifurcation in
the limit behavior. This phase transition corresponds to the onset
of the capacity for generalizing to arbitrary length strings. A
study of the automata resulting from the acquisition of previously
published languages indicates that while the architecture is not
guaranteed to find a minimal finite automata consistent with the
exemplars, this model does appear capable of generating non-regular
languages by exploiting fractal and chaotic dynamics.'0
The model undergoes a bifurcation, where a small change in
activation leads to a phase transition from a fixed point to a
limit cycle.
This phase transition is so adaptive to the
classification task that the model rapidly exploits it. This is a
new and interesting form of mechanical induction. Before the phase
transition, the model is in principle not capable of performing the
0 The link
serial parity task, after the phase transition it is.'
between work in complex dynamical systems and neural networks is
well established both on the neurobiological level" and on the
mathematical levell.12- 4, and is established to a lesser extent on the
cognitive level. 10-1

There is an interesting formal question, which has been brought out
on the universality of cellular automata and on the descriptive
complexity of bifurcating systems.6
That is, what is the
relationship between the complex dynamics of neural systems and
traditional measures of computational complexity? 0 The hypothesis
can be proposed that the state space limit of a dynamical
recognizer, as U -E,
is an attractor, which is cut by a
threshold function. The complexity of the language recognized is
regular if the cut falls between disjoint limit points, context
free if it cuts a recursive region, and context sensitive if it
cuts a chaotic region.'0
To

describe

the

use-dependent

self-organization

of

neural

connections 17 ., it has been proposed that a set of coupled equations

involving the electrical activities and neural connection density",
can be physiologically supported given that:
(1) Modifiable synapses grow or collapse due to the competition
among themselves for some trophic factors, which are secreted
retrogradely from the postsynaptic side to the presynaptic side.0
(2) Synapses also sprout or retract according to the occurrence of
presynaptic spike activity and postsynaptic local membrane
depolarization.20
(3) There already exist lateral connections within the layer, into
which the modifiable nerve fibers are destined to project, before
the synaptic modification begins.*
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Given the above, it can be shown that nearly all the physiological
experimental results concerning the ocular dominance patterns of
cats and monkeys reared under normal or various abnormal visual
conditions can be explained from a viewpoint of the phase
transition phenomena.n Considering the statements above, a set of
coupled equations involving the electrical activities
and the
neural connection density can be constructed.
In these equations
the time scale of electrical activities is much smaller than the
time course necessary for synapses to grow or retract.
This allows
use of an adiabatic approximation to the equations.
The firing
frequency elicited from neurons in the projecting neuronal layer is
identified with a stochastic process which is specialized by the
spatial correlation function Ck,,it,.
Where k and k
are the
positions of the neurons in the projecting layer and p is the
different pathways such as ipsilateral or contralateral, on-center
or off-center, color specific or nonspecific, etc."
Taking the equilibrium solution to the equations as a set of Potts
spin variables alp, then if neuron k in the projecting layer sends
an axon to position j in the target layer ojl=l, and if not aj4=O,
with the spin variable having the property:

(4)

o ,-I
U

Limiting the discussion to equilibrium solutions we can reduce the
problem to the thermodynamics of the spin system. We can describe

the equilibrium behavior of the modifiable nerve terminals in terms
of the Hamiltonian H and a temperature T given by:

7,.

.LC)1/2(6)

where k and C ,* p are the averaged firing frequency and correlation

function respectively. The interaction between the synapses in the
target layer are given by Vr, and q is the ratio of the total
averaged membrane potential to the average membrane potential
induced through the modifiable synapses from the projecting layer.
The terms T. and to represent the correlation time of the
electrical activities and the time course for synapses to grow and
collapse. 3 Specific cortical map structure is determined by the
correlation function and the synaptic interaction function.
Neglecting the k dependence of the correlation function and taking
only ipsilateral and contralateral pathways given by p, the Potts
spin variable can be reduced to the Ising spin by:
110 :Pai.
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(7)

where j is

the position in layer 4 of the primary visual cortex and

takes the value +1 or -1 corresponding to ipsilateral or
contralateral dominance. This system can then be described by the

Hamiltonian:

H-f-hp ~

(8)

This reduction to the Ising spin then returns us to the basis of
the Hopfield model.
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ABSTRACT
Biological

neural

systems

show

behavior

which

can

be

described by chaotic models and equations.Some of these equations
show similarities to both

classical neural network paradigms and

newer models of complex adaptive systems.
define

unifying principles in

This paper attempts to

these three separate mathematical

models.
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NEURAL FEATURE EXTRACTION/ COMPRESSION FOR
ORIENTATION-INVARIANT UNDERWATER TARGET RECOGNITION
USING MULTI-SPARSE-SENSORS
C. X. TAN,

Y.L. MA

Institute of Acoustic Engineering, Northwestern Polytechnic University
Xian 710072, P.R. China
ABSTRACT:
Feature extraction for orientation-invariant underwater target recognition is an important problem in acoustic information processing. It has not yet been solved by conventional pattern recognition or expert systemsbecause a) The received signal characteristics vary violently with the
orientation of targets; b) Resolution of sound is too lower than that of radar and optical signals. Satisfactory neural network approach to the problem has also not been reported.
The paper demonstrates a novel neural approach both to extract features automatically and reduce
feature dimension up to 24 times for orientation-invariant underwater target recognition. The transmitted signal is narrow band Linearly-Frequency-Modulated(LFM) chirp. Multi-sparse-sensors are used
to receive return signal from targets. Our neural processor directly maps signals in space domain and time
domain to a very low dimension of adaptive feature space. Its every neuron divides input space by a
adaptive hyperspheroidal or hyperboloidal boundary. The stability and distribution of the features are
studied in detail according to the Euclidean distance. The effect of the sensor interval on the performance
is also studied. Recognition results using the proposed processor with less than ten bits of quantization
are presented for 4-class underwater target orientation-invariant case study. For the case study, the new
method is shown to give better recall accuracy with fewer weights than other neural networks tested
Keywords:
Feature extraction, Acoustic informatiom processing, Neural networks, Automatic target recognition, Orientation-invariant, Pattern recognition.
1. INTRODUCTION

Feature extraction plays a dominant role in target recognition, especially for underwater targets
in remote acoustic fields.There has not yet existed a satisfactory approach to extract feature with
fewer dimension for orientation-invariant underwater target recognition by the conventional methods, although it has received considerable attention because of its increasingly importance in many
ocean engineering applications. As sound energy has least propagation loss in a ocean and other
high frequency signals can not propagate distantly in water, the sound has been used as predominant carrier of target information, which makes feature extraction more difficult than by radar or optical signals. As far as active sonar concerned, the characteristics of sonar returns from a target vary violently for different depth, range, target movement, hydrothermal environment, especially for different orientation which is the main changing factor for general distant targets. Additionally, the signal
resolution and information on targets themslves provided by underwater acoustic systems most in
use are more limited than provided by radar and optical systems.
Traditional pattern recognition requires some assumptions( e.g. simplifying assumptions about
the structure of signals in order to reduce the computation required to reach accurate classification)
and priori knowledge ( e.g. the explicit knowledge of data distributions). For many applications the
former can hardly keep valid and the latter is not always available1 . Another difficulty is the
computational burden particularly for the traditional nonparametric pattern recognition. The most difficulty is how to extract features for orientation-invariant classification.
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The expert system approach is also troubled with knowledge acquisition and chaos problems
under the situation.
The development of artificial neural networks(ANN) has pi ,ded potential solutions to these
problems 2 34 6. They need neither restrictive assumptions about the structure of the input patterns' .
nor the explicit knowledge of data distributions 2. However. seldom were the conventional
feedforward nets seen to be used to extract and compress feature for orientation-invariant target
recognition. Unsupervised learning nets. e.g. ART net. Cohenen net, Counter-propagation net, may
be used for feature mapping, but not optimal for our problem because they localize the
computational power of the network according to the distribution of input signals( which scatter
sparsely and intermix among different targets) rather than localizing this power according to where it
i. needed for performing the mapping, resulting in EXPLOSION of processing units and weights.
The work presented in the paper differs from previous ones by the following points:
- It directly use neural network to extract/ compress automatically feature for
orientation-invariant recognition.
- It directly adopt information in space domain and in time domain together.High performance
with small processor and few sensors.
- Its every neuron divides input space by an adaptive hyperspheroidal or hyperboloidal
boundary.
Its performance is studied by extensive computer simulations for 4 artificial underwater targets,
together with a comparative study with conventional BP. ART, CPN networks. The effect of the interval distance among sensors on its performance is also studied.
2. ARCHITECTURE and GENERAL IDEA
The schematic of the proposed architecture is shown in Figure 1.
The LFM chirp is transmitted. The multi-sparse-sensor array, whose setup may be arbitrary and
distances between adjacent sensors may be much larger than half wavelength. is used to receive return waves from targets in distant fields. Among the preprocessing are noise cancellation ( for in.
stance, adaptive noise cancellation for linear noise and neural noise cancellation 6 for nonlinear situation. ). complex envelope demodulation, matched filtering for pulse compression, removing the effect of propagation delay and other factors, sampling modulus of the matched filters and unit
normalization of them in parallel, etc. Then the signals flow in a set of Time-Delayed Units corresponding to sensors. The neural network directly uses the 2-dimension signals in space domain and
in time domain to extract/ compress automatically feature for orientation-invariant recognition. The
top layer(s) of the network classify these pattern and map them to a meaning space giving the target
index.
The feature extraction and compression are achieved in one step at the same time by a single
neural layerwhose processing units are especially designed as shown in Figure 2. The dimension in
the layer is ever less. The neuron contains 2 order moments in its input interface, resulting in that before the nonlinear activation function, a 2 order hypersurface decision boundary (e.g. the
hyperspheroid, the hyperboloid, etc.) is automatically generated according to the needed mapping.
An attractive aspect of it is that it automatically determines a "reject" class region outside of the class
regions. The "image" is further compressed after the nonlinear activation. The neuron demonstrates
highly ability of fusion and cluster.
The modified BP algorithm5 is adopted to train the neural network, which dynamically learns
multi-patterns in parallel with limited dynamic range of weights and adaptively adjusts the learning
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rates.
3 TARGETS and INPUT PATTERNS

Previous reseaches have shown that Apart from target itself, the target orientation related to the
incident waves playes the predominant effect on the reflection characteristics of underwater targets
for the high aspect ratio (length divided by width ) targets 0
We consider recognizing and discriminating 4 targets of return waves with a wide range of distortions present. These targets themselves are very much alike in architecture. Orientation, or the incident angle from transmitted waves to the targets, changes from +800 to -80' for each target.
Target distance related to the sensors is 20 KM. The impinging pulse used in the study is narrow
band LFM chirp whose duratoin time is 1.6 seconds, centeral frequency is 1 KHz, bandwidth is
100Hz. In order to study the effect of intervals between sensors on recognition, two 3-sensor horizontal line arrays are used to receive returns from targets. their intervals are half wavelength
ARRAY I ) and 10-wavelength (ARRAY f1 ) respectively. For the arrays, The DOAs keep at 30' .
2000 returns per array, half for training and half for testing, are obtained for the 4 targets at different
orientations from -80' to 800 . whose SNRs are between 5d8 and 10 dB.
Signals from every sensor flow through matched filters in parallel. The modulus of EACH
matched filter output is independently normalized in time domain according to the Euclidean norm.
The sampling frequency for matched filter outputs is 300Hz.
The preprocessed input patterns are of 3 x 37 dimensions ( space domain x time domain ) for
ARRAY I (SET A), and 3 x 40 dimensions for ARRAY Rl (SET B) respectively. We have studied
the distribution of the normalized input patterns in the learning data base using Array I in detail.
This data base includes 1000 patterns corresponding with 4 targets at 250 orientations from -80'
to 800. According to the Euclidean distances, the numbers of nearest neighbors necessary for fully
correct recognition are shown in Table 1. Many neighbor regions contain only one or two patterns
due to the intermix of patterns among different targets. The pattern space distributions appear to be
very complicated. For the same target, these exist a very wide range of distortions among these pat.
terns because of the change of orientations. At the same time, many pattern vectors for different
targets are much closer than those for the same target according to their Euclidean distances. The
same situations are demonstrated by the frequency domain anlysis on the database. There are no obvious features for classification.
TABLE 1
Nearest Neighbor Numbers in Normalized Input Pattern Space of Learning Database I Based on the
Euclidton distance
Target

Total Number of Neigh-Number of Neighbors closingNumber of Neighbors closing
bors
above 10 vectors
less than 3 vectors

A

153

4

95

B

146

6

91

C

127

4

82

D

131

7

75
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4. RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS

For the convenience of implementations, the accuracies of all the input data and computations
in the work reported are limited to 10 bits of quantization.
Table 2 gives recognition accuracies for the 4 target using 4 different methods. For Set A, N= 3
x 37 input neurons were used for all methods. For Set B, N= 3 x 40. The size of each network is determined mainly by ths dimension of the layer next to the input because of the higher input dimen.
sion.
The ART 2. CPN and the standard BP net are too large to be practical ,or the application. Their
classification accuracies are also too limited for the case. Among the 4 methods considered, the proposed method performs best orientation-invariant recognition with very small net size. The dimension of the feature extracted automatically by it is only 5. The compressions of dimensions from the
normalized input space to the feature space are up to 24 for Set B and 22 for Set A, respectively.
Table 2 Ststistics of Recognition Accuracies
Processor

Training
Set A

Test
Set A
P.M

Training
Set B

Standard BP

67.5

65

71.8

73.2

40x4

ART 2

66

65.4

68.8

67.9

4 x 100

CPN

63.4

64.5

68

68.4

400x4

The Proposed Net

84.4

85.8

100

92.5

5x4

TestSet
P. M B Processor
Sizes

Where Set As are acquired with the half-wavelength array and Set Bs with the 10-wavelength array.S means ( dimension of the hidden layerx dimension of its output) for BP.CPN and the proposed method, for ART 2 it is the output dimension. P, means the correct classification probability.
Extensive ooservation and anlysis on the internal connections and mappings of the proposed
net demonstrate that over a wide range of target orientations, its feature vectors extracted by the net
clusters stably in the hypersphere(s) only corresponding with the target, for each target. Table 3
gives the numbers of hypersphere for the 4 targets.
Table 3 The Number of Hyperspherical Regions in the Feature Space Needed for Classification
Test Set A

Target

Test Set B

Nh

MP(%)

Nh

A

5

62

4

68

B

7

43

3

62

C

12

24

3

68

D

18

22

4

43

where NtandM,

Mp%

are the number of hyperspheres and the maximum ratio of the pattern number
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included in one hypersphere to the tatol pattern number of the corresponding class.
Statistics indicate (hat for the same number sensors, with the increase of the distances among
sensors, the feature fusion performance improves very much over a larger range of orientations. The
classification accuracies increase also with larger sensor array.
5. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated a new approach to automatic extraction/compression feature for
orientation-invariant underwater target recognition. For a 4-target case study,we have obtained
recognition accuracy on test data of 92.5% with the orientation from -80 ° to 800, while our
processor works with less than ten bits of quantization and it automatically extracts only 5 dimensions of relatively stable festures with 3 sensors. In addition to its specific neuron, it is attractive in
that it directly uses signals in space domain and time domain to extract/ compress automatically features for orientation-invariant recognition, with small processor size and fewer sensors which may
be separated distantly one another. Both the architecture simplification and high performance of the
proposed method encourage practical engineering applications, particularly to the mechanical failure
diagnosis, flaw detection, sonar, radar, ultrasonic and seismic information processing, industrial automation, etc.
REFERENCES
1 R. Paul Gorman et al, * Learned Classification of Sonar Targets Using a Massively Parallel Network ", IEEE Trans. on ASSP.Vol.36, NO.7.1988
2 Fogelman Soulie,*Neural Networks for Pattern Rcognition',Proc. of IJCNN-91, Seattle.
3 C. X. Tan and Y. L. Ma,'Compound Artificial Neura! Network Based Classifiers With Applications
to High Resolution Signal Recognition', Proc. of IEEE Symposium on Industrial Electronics,
1992.
4 Y. L. Ma, *Advances in Acoustic Signal Processing", Keynote address to WESTPAC'IV, 1 991.
Australia
5 C. X. Tan, Y. L. Ma, 'Rapid Signal Classification Using Hybrid ANNs" Proc. of C2 N2 '91.
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